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PRETTY GIRL

M

...

AN D

A

MARVELOUS SECRETARY

artha's clothes are as smart as a
debutante's. She's pretty
and secretary to the president. But— there's

^here's

—

a "but" about Martha!

'f only Martha would look into a mirror,
and see what the young men see: her dull,

I

dingy teeth! She'd realize what "pink
tooth brush" can do to a girl's looks.
JL/<

ISN'T very smart of a
have brains and
looks and a future— and to
allow so simple a thing as
"pink tooth brush" to ruin the cb arm
of her smile!
Don't be a "Martha"! Get a tube
of Ipana Tooth Paste. Clean your
teeth with it— Ipana cleans even into
the tiny crevices between your teeth.
Then — put a little extra Ipana on

not a

S

.

.

BUT OH, HER TERRIBLE TEETH!

man in the office but -wishes

—

Martha were

-M-.

.

his secretary
so smart
"
and
so sparkling is she! But the "but"
about
a
Martha keeps young men away!

A

dentist would tell Martha to clean her
teeth with Ipana
and to massage
Ipana into her tender gums! He'd

—

explain about "pink tooth brush.

'oung men consult Martha about "getting ahead." She's a friend in need,
indeed. But they never "date" Martha!
JL.For the "but" about Martha is her teeth!

Vis

t wouldn't be long before Martha's gums
would be healthy — and her teeth brilliant
again! Martha tvould find herself picking
JLi
from among all the young men in town!

T

JT

The

ziratol in Ipana, your
dentist will explain, aids in

girl to

THE"IPANATROUBADOURS"ARE BACK! EVERY
WEDNESDAY EVENING
9:00 P.M., E.S.T.
WEAF AND ASSOCIATED N. B. C. STATIONS
.

.

.

IPANA
TOOTH PASTE

toning the gums, and in
bringingback firmness. And
your brush or fingertip, and massage
into your inactive, tender gums.
The foods of today fail to exercise
the gums. That is why your gums
tend to become flabby and soft, and
to bleed. They need regular daily
massage— with Ipana.
it

when you

are rid of

"pink tooth

brush," you aren't likely to have
gum troubles like gingivitis and Vincent's disease. You'll feel safer about
the soundness of your teeth, too.
Use Ipana, with massage — and
have bright, good-looking teeth!

BRISTOL-MYERS CO., Dept. 0-54
73 West Street, New York, N. Y.
Kindly send me a trial tube of IPANA

TOOTH PASTE.
to

"""•»"

Enclosed is a 3t stamp
cover partly the cost of packing and mailing.
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PROUD TO BE LEE TRACY'S GIRL FRIEND!" SAYS ISABEL JgWELL^^
Dena Reed
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Betty Shannon
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SPECIAL ART SECTION
CSCREENLAND

is

in a romantic mood!

Pages 20, 21, 22, and 23 you'll see
why, where, and how!
Our new contest, featuring some of

On

your favorite stars, is a Romance Rally,
led by Marion Davies.
a Movie Treasure Chest with
It's
romantic riches from Marion, Clark
Gable, Myrna Loy, Helen Hayes, Madge
Evans, and Jean Parker. You'll have a
grand time competing for the exciting
prizes.

With no cost to yourself, you can
enter this Romance Contest announced
and outlined in this issue.
Compete for the prizes offered by the
famous stars listed above.
Read all the rules and conditions
carefully.

Join our Romantic Revelers!

Gertrude Michael.
Big Love Scenes Clark Gable and Myrna Loy. J ohn Boles and
Irene Dunne
Madge Evans and Warner Baxter. Modern Diana: Diana Wynyard. Hollywood Lady:

FILM FOLLIES.

:

Madeline Carroll. Evelyn Venable. Elizabeth
Ladies on Approval: Verree Teasdale. Frances Drake.
Men of the Moment: Leslie Howard. John
Wilsm.
Dorothy
Young. Joan Marsh. Claire Trevor.
John Davis Lodge. New Blonde: Alice Faye.
Boles. Joel McCrea. Ronald Colman. James Dunn.
Bette Davis, Ginaer Rogers.
Radiant Ruby: Ruby Keeler. Fashions from Filmland: Kay Francis,
Ann Dvorak Doubles in Beauty. The Most Beautiful Still of the
Verree Teasdale,

Mary

Astor.

Month: "David Harum."

DEPARTMENTS:
NOW YOU'RE

TALKING.

Letters

from

the

Audience.

*
.

HONOR PAGE
TAGGING THE TALKIES. Short Reviews
TAKING THE AIR. New Radio Department. ...
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HERE'S HOLLYWOOD. Screen News. ..
BEAUTY

U"

'

Mortimer Franklin 14.
DdteM Evans 56
Weston East 60
J

.

iu.
wrm^
FEMI-NIFTIES

..Katharine Hartley
Miss Vee Dee
Katharine Hartley

69
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84
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ALICE

BRADY

X marks

GINGER
ROGERS

spot-

the timeschool of
acting.

light;

table

Sex

in a half-pint

bottle.

OTTO
KRUGER

LILIAN

PAUL
LUKAS

HARVEY

Romance in

set in
rhinestones; custard under glass.

Titter,

Cardboard caunter den
Linden.

resses

a tou-

pee; floorwalkers

on painted

seas.

Vignettes
in

PAUL
MUNI

Vinegar

Mildewed bust of

Soviet version of

Edwin Booth;
raw meat and
rum.

Eros; cupid in a

Duck, you Hollywood
Here come those velvet

By Malcolm H.

darlings!

Oettinger

FRANK

MORGAN

McHUGH

GRANT
polo

varsity
player;
timber.

ADRIENNE
AMES
Lady with

tiger;

Sutton Place
burns.

Laughing gas and

Penguins and

giggle soup; high
jinks and low
brows.

hats; inertia tri-

umphant.

GLENDA
FARRELL
Aimee McPherson
doing nip-ups in
Childs

window.

LIONEL

ATWILL
His Majesty in a

padded

cell; a
loud echo, wearing spats.

reformatory.

brickbats!

FRANK

CARY
Seagoing

JACK
LA RUE

DUDLEY
DIGGES
Zeus in a waterfront saloon.

silk

May

for

19
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What Really Goes On in a
NUDIST COLONY?

do you really think or KNOW about
WHAT
Nudism? Are you shocked?
Or do you
-

.

.

.

simply laugh at the stories circulating about
it? ... Or do you agree that it is high time
you knew what is actually behind this sensational movement, which is suddenly sending thousands of men and women into the
woods to romp "in the altogether"?
If you think that Nudism is just a matter
If you think
of hating clothes, you're wrong.
it is a stunt indulged in only by exhibitionists

true
— geta the
young man

facts!

Now

and woman tell the inhow they unexpectedly went to
among the Nudists of how they "took

timate story
live

of

—

plunge"

the

—

of

embarrass-

intense

the

—

ment they endured

their strange reat first
actions to living in a world

—the
—their
and

where clothes were taboo
others

curiosity
of
games, dances,

entertainments

social

K

interests,

that

took place in their ideas of morality.
"Among the Nudists" is an outspoken description of what really goes on behind the fences of
the Nudist colonies
told by two people who
joined one.
And 22 actual photographs, untouched by artist's paint or censor's patch, show
you the activities in these out-of-the-way camps.
Here is the true story of why so many thousands of men and women are eager to go around
without a stitch on them. Here are the reasons
why this "escape" of the more unconventional

—

Germans and French is gaining such an amazing foothold in America today.

Do You Want

SEE

book— FREE?

to
this
not have to buy "Among the Nudit, scan its interesting
pa»es
We
gladly send you this amazing 247pnee volume— and any others you may wish from Ihe

You do

ists

list

examine

to
will

of form,

r

—

*_'...<! tn $.-,,(111 }„ st-sellcrs
lv low
for FRFP
at our risk.
If vou deeide to keeo
the books, you are bound to Bave money—

EXAMINATION,
any or

all of

each

for

and the strange changes

does

Among

I

of

them

ONLY ONE DOLLAR.

now

is

the Nudists." for example, was S3 SO')

you can decide about that after you actually have But
the
hooks m your hand. Simply select the
volumes
you wish to Bee on 5 Days' Approval— send
the
coupon
without money
and they will b e sent
to you at once.

—

—

"Among the Nudists" like ALL
Star Dollar Books— is 'full library
size, SMx&H inches, handsomely
bound in cloth, beautifully printed
from plates of original higher
priced edition. A library of best
now

sellers is

s

within the reach of

Select from the list below.
Send coupon—without money. 5
Days' FREE EXAMINATION Of any
Star Dollar Book!
all-

.

.

.

and 60 other Best

Sellers

conquered half the known world.
Formerly $3.50

Which
Do You Want?
CARE AND HAN-

THE

|

L.
to select,
mate, train, rear 159 breeds. Care
Diet?, baths, exercise,
of puppies.
housebreaking
obedience,
with

M. How

—

Complete quick inchildren, etc..
dex, 35 photos.
Formerly $2.50
A
SAND: The Search

GEORGE
For Love

— Marie Jenny Howe,

Biography of the extraordinary woman who smoked cigars, loved Chopin, lived too soon. Formerly $5.00

A BOOK OF OPERAS— Henry
E. Krehbiel. Former price $2.50
HU1 ft
UNDERSTANDING

7

97

9ft

MEMOIRS OF A SOLDIER

37. OF

FORTUNE— General

Rafael De Nogales.

MAN

—

NATURE

CLEOPATRA — Claude

19

1*)» Ferval.
Story of most alluring and fascinating woman in all
history.
Her beauty conquered
Former price $"2.50
emperors.

IN BRIGHTEST AFRICA
—
a
Carl E. Akeley. He

C

killed

leopard bare-handed. Formerly $2.50

STORY OF RELIGION
nTHE
— Charles Francis Potter.
•

Tells true story of all faiths.
Former price $5.00

1Q THE OUTLINE OF HIS-

TORY— H.

G. Wells.

Mexico Cuba, Turkey and Egypt.
The
true story of a modern d'Artagnan.
Formerly $4-00

all

trations, diagrams, etc.

1,200 pages.

Former
$5 00
FOR
ASTRONOMY
EVERYBODY — Prof. S.

Unabridged.

99

price

Newcomb. New

edition, complete-

Formerly $2.50

ly revised.

AMONG THE NUDISTS—

OA

Frances and Mason Merrill.
Frank answers to questions Nudism
has raised.

Intimate experiences of

young American man and woman
who tried it. Tells truth about
motives, mixed companions, effects
on modesty, health and emotions.
22 unchanged photos. Formerly $3 50

OO THE
£0-

AO ONCE A GRAND

NATURE OF THE

WORLD AND OF MAN—

DUKE—

Grand Duke Alexander

Russia.

Dukes"

The "bad boy

of

Grand
the Revolution, and

defies

of the

of

world

unique
Formerly $5.00

author's

in

manner.

4Q KEEPING MENTALLY FIT

—Joseph
ogy guide
for

Eft

Jastrow.

Psychol-

average reader.
Former price $3,50

SIX YEARS IN THE
MALAY JUNGLE—Carveth

Wells. Sheerest excitement, humor
in astonishing animal and native life.
Formerly $5.00

CO

DD.

CA

FAMOUS TRIALS OF

HIS-

TORY— Lord Birkenhead.
Formerly $4.00
UNDERSTANDING THE
STOCK MARKET—Allison

Cragg.

Simple yet thorough ex-

planation of stock market operation
and brokers. Guide for both layman
and experienced.
Formerly $2.50

CC THE CONQUEST OF FEAR
—Basil

Has helped

King.

100,000 to conquer fear, of
loss of income or abnormality.

illness,

Formerly $2.00

C7 MEET GENERAL GRANT—

J

bacteria, plants, reptiles, mammals,
Man. 562 pages, 136 illustrations.
Formerly $/f .00

Oft

A SECOND BOOK OF OP-

W. E. Woodward. Finest
biography of Grant, clearest picture of
Civil War yet written. Formerly $5.00
Cft THE CONQUEST OF HAPPINESS— Bertrand Russell.
Strips

The

E. Krehbiel.
more modern operas Samson

Edited by H. H. Newman.
Stars,
raphy of Universe.

ERAS—Henry

and Delilah,

—

Pagliacci, Butterfly.
Former price $2 25

HOW TO WRITE

9ft

Biogearth

LETTERS

OU. _jviary O. Crowther. Complete

guide

to

personal,

business

Formerly $2 OO

letter writing.

MARRIAGE AND MORALS

91

— Bertrand

thinking in sex

OO

40

Russell. Straight
Formerly $3.00

et'iics.

YEARS OF SCOTLAND

YARD— Frederick

Porter

Wensley. Considered the best of all
police memoirs recently published.
By the famous chief of the C. I. D.,
the Yard's amazing crime-mill. Illustrated.

Formerly $2.75

OC BIRD NEIGHBORS—
ov
Neltje Blanchan. Friendly
*

Dorothy

L.

Sayers.

62

«"

W«

living.

shams from

"sin," fear, love,

Formerly $3.00

living.
ftft

w

thrilling
mystery, crime, horror, by

stories of

world's famous authors. 1,177 pages;

unabridged.

MY

CO

Frank autobiography of great,
eccentric dancer, "without reticence
or apology."
Former price $5.00

CC

OO-

THE ROYAL ROAD TO

ROMANCE— Richard
in

ticist

HalReckless young roman-

glamorous corners of the
Formerly $5.00

HENRY
£7
Ul
-

THE

Francis

VIIITH—

Hackett.

Brilliant

story of lusty royal bluebeard and
his six wives.
Former price $3.00

f:Q SEX IN CIVILIZATION—
UJ
Calverton
and
Schmal*

hausen, introduction by Havelock Ellis.
30
taboos out of sex.

VA THE

take
Formerly $5.00

MYSTERY—E.

Powell.
Amazing
mysterious Nepal.

HOME

OF

Alexander

adventures

Daring

in
disclo-

sures of social customs, shocking "religious" depravity.
Formerly $4.00

79 A LAUGH A DAY KEEPJ

THE

Irvin S.
of

funny

DOCTOR

Cobb.

Inexhaustible fund

stories for longest, loudest

Formerly $2.50

laughs.
7/fl
«

4*

AWAY—

OSCAR WILDE, HIS LIFE

AND CONFESSIONS—

Frank Harris. Genius wno died in
poverty and shame because of nameless vice
hideous then, understood
and pitied now.
Formerly $3.75

—

na POWER AND SECRET OF
ID.

THE JESUITS — Rene

FULOP-MILLER. Full history of
society through the Inquisition of today.
Formerly $5.00

THE DOCTOR LOOKS AT
LOVE AND LIFE—Joseph

ftft

Collins, M. D. Dangers and results
of sex ignorance.
Formerlu $3.00

MY STORY— Mary

1ft7

Rinehart.

erts

more

life

thrilling

novels.
1

RASPUTIN

ftO

Rob-

Story of
than her own
Formerly $2.50

THE HOLY

1UO. DEVIL— Rene Fulop-MilMad monk who hypnotized

ler.

Czarina; turned religion to seduction.
Formerly $5.00

MEMOIRS

lift

11U. NOVA.

OF

CASA-

Masterly lover of

many, he broke few

hearts.

Un-

expurgated edition.

THE SON OF MAN: THE
STORY OF JESUS—Emil

1 1 1

Ludwig. Powerfully

beautiful biog-

raphy.

Formerly $3.00

LAND OF THE
BLACK PAGODA— Lowell

119 INDIA:
Thomas.
tity,

—

Luxury, squalor sancsensuality
wisdom, ignorance.
Formerly $4.00

—

—

Q
HUMAN BODY
1AO
* Logan Clendening, M. D.

THE

1 1

Stop worrying about yourself! The
truth about weight, diet, habits,
"nerves," "heart trouble," debunked
of fads. 102 startling pictures.
Formerly $5.00
1 0ft
IDA BAILEY ALLEN'S

1£U.

MODERN COOK BOOK.

2,500 tested recipes, special menus,
diets: over 1,000 pp.
Was $2.50

STRATEGY IN
124.
u DLING PEOPLE

— HANWebb

ENCE—

MEN

MONEY

199 THE STORY OF

—

1JJ ' Norman Angell. Clearly
explains gold standard, paper money,
banks, stocks, Federal Reserve, inflation, etc.
Formerly $5.00

THE WHITE KING OF

19,1

LA GONAVE— Wirkus and

Dudley.

Amazing

story

of

ser-

geant of U. S. Marines who was
crowned, with Voodoo rites, emperor
of a black republic. Formerly $3.00

MANY LAUGHS FOR

IOC

MANY DAYS— Irvin

S.
365 prescriptions to drive
Inimitably told by
"America's Beloved Humorists."
Former price $2.50

Cobb.
away

blues.

DOCTOR LOOKS AT
mTHE
LIFE AND DEATH— By
•

Joseph Collins, M. D.
frank discussion of
indulgence,
mental
disturbances.

19ft
1

JJ *

Extremely

birth

control,

and

physical

Formerly $3.00

THE SACRED FIRE—Ben
Zion Goldberg.

of sex in religion.

The

story

Formerly $4.00

HUMAN BONDAGE—

OF
142
-

W. Somerset Maugham.

Perhaps the greatest autobiographical

novel of^our century.

ing experience.

A rich read-

Former mice $2.50

ICQ SCIENCE OF EATING—
Idd.
Alfred

W. McCann.

Great

book by internationally recognized
food authority now in its 60th thousand! Tells How to Insure Vigor.
Strength and Health in Infancy.
Youth and Age.
Formerlu $3.00

1£1

ON GOING NAKED—Jan

ivt* Gay.
Adventures
of
a
young American woman who turned
from private to public practice of
nakedness.
Amusing, instructive.
Over 50 illus.
Formerly $2.00

HBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBI

' *

ing era of Virgin

an empire, died

QC

Queen who

Formerly $4.00

KHAN—Harold

GENGHIS
Lamb.

built

of heartbreak.

Terror of civilization,

5 DAYS' FREE

we are making this FREE
Examine for 5 days.
plus 10c (for packing and

EXAMINATION OFFER.

post^ ge) for each title you keep.
If you do not
admit that this is the biggest book value you ever saw
return the volumes and forget the matter. The editions

many titles are limited —don't delay. GARDFN
CITY PUBLISHING CO., Dept. 855, Garden City.N.Y.
of

Best
biog-

Formerly $3.00

588 poems, 800 pages.
GREAT
OF SCI1 1(i
G rove Wilson. 28
absorbing biographies of immortals
like Newton, Pasteur, Darwin.
Formerly $A.OO

QUEEN ELIZABETH —
77 Katharine
Anthony. Amaz-

—

$1

Lord
Charnwood.
most authoritative

raphy.

topher Morley. Popular, comprehensive anthology of classical and
modern poetry. Indexed, 240 poets,

and Morgan. "Key" method used
by successful men to sway others,

EXAMINATION

Use the coupon. Mark the volumes you want. Mail coupon to
us without money.
Books will be sent ON APPROVAL. Pay
nothing: in advance nothing to postman. So con _dent are we
that STAR DOLLAR BOOKS offer you a greater
value for $1 than you can realize without actually

Then send us only

author

10ft STANDARD
BOOK OF
ICV. BRITISH AND AMERICAN VERSE— Preface by Chris-

powerful

SEND NO MONEY
seeing for yourself, that

— Arnold

his rules, imphilosophy of successful
Former price $5.50

known,

authorities

LAST

LIVE

Eminent

records

ABRAHAM LINCOLN —

*

Formerly $3.00

LIFE— Isadora Duncan.

world.

illustrations

pressions,

OF CRIME—

AO

Loon.
— Hendrik Willem van
Famous history
with 188

charmingly

NIBUS

liburton.

STORY OF THE
™- THE
WORLD'S LITERATURE—
John Macy.
Formerly $5.00
AC THE STORY OF MANKIND

Bennet.

THE OM-

escapes to write the true story of
what really went on in Russia. Illus^
Formerly $3.50

This

time now comNew and replete in one volume.
Includes maps, charts, illusvised.
masterpiece of

in

search of excitement in China,

Alfred

Adler. Prof, of Psychology, Univ.
of Vienna, offers key to our actions,
Formerly $2 50
thoughts and sins.

25 years

HOW TO

Oft

CELLINI

edition, illustrated, unexpurgated.

Ludwig.

Thrilling rise and fall of lover,
warrior. Emperor of all Europe.
One of the great books of modern
times.
Formerly $3.00

AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF
—

>'• BENVENUTO

Translated by J. A. Symonds.
Amazing artist, lover, duelist. New

* •

1U *

OO NAPOLEON— Emil

with 150 songsters,
trillers, fighters.
Gives quick identification.
Formerlu $5.00

acquaintance

DOGS —J.

OF

DLING

Leonard, D. V.

1

Forme

(Formerly $2.50 to $5.00)

reach ambition.

Formerly $3.00

S GARDEN CITY PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Dept. 855, Garden City, N. Y.

Please send me the STAR DOLLAR BOOKS encircled below.
J
m either send you within 5 days SI plus 10c (for packing and postage) for
each volume or I will return the books without being obliged in any
g way. {Encircle numbers of books you want.)
4
7
10
17
23
13
15
19
24
28
29
30
a1
37
39
42
46
49
50
43
53
54
H 31 32 36
m 55 57 60 61 62 65 67 69 70 72 74 76 77
3 85 88 89 90 99 102 107 108 110 111 112 118
120 124 129 130 133 134 135
137
139
136
142
153 161
2
9
m
11

fl|

Name
PLEASE PRINT PLAINLY

m
m
g|

J
g-j

Address
City and State

Outside of Continental U.

S. A., $1.10 per

book, cash with order

SCREENLAND

Listen in— then
The

first

eight letters receive

prizes of $5.00 each

In art there is good authority for playing
But when film pro"the sedulous ape."
ducers persist in playing it in front of each
the
other's mirrors, the result can only be
business.
monkey
old
same
Their competitors' successes are usually
not
based on good books or plays.

Why

go there?

Mary

_ _

E. Ross,
116 Carling Ave.,

Ottawa, Ont., Canada.

WITH APOLOGIES TO MOOK!
My leis go to:—
beGarbo,

who knows

the

difference

mere sex

tween fascination and

Ann Harding and Clive Brook, who
achieve dignity without sacrificing- charm;
Helen Mack, who
&

And,

finally,

Dick

Ann Hovey,

boosted
the break!

is

sweet without gur-

Mook, because he

local

NO

ESQUIMO!

Let's see

twenty years.

last

an actor emanates charm, or fine
acting—he's good.
ingenious
or
these traits, and in
all
combines
When he
addition lives his part— why, then he's
This superb actor in
Francis Ledcrcr
•'.Man of Two Worlds" is due to accelerate

When

girl—who merits

Helen Cherrill,
Mt. Vernon, Ind.

!

many feminine

hearts in the future.

Watch

James F. Victorin,

Pinsker,
693 Schuyler Ave.,
Kingston, Pa.

S. Leslie

Cicero,

A LYRICAL HYMN TO HELEN
Come

I miss the
back, Helen Hayes!
When you're absent from

no one else who has your
and ardent tenderness
Yours is a lovely spirit,
in handling a role.
emanating beauty from within and touching the responsive chord in us.
Isobel Rankin,
549 N. Neville St.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

warmth,

2109 So. 58th Ave.,
111.

ABOUT CENSORSHIP

censors, why not give
Mae West type of
the
in
course
them a
"Henry VIII,
healthy, robust humor?
But
uncensored, was magnificently human.
actand
Plot
difference
a
what
censored—
entire
ing became confused, distorting the
The censored scenes weren t
meaning.
vulvar, but became so when removed.
Betty Porter,
Tucson, Ariz.
If

again in the

light of reality.
the screen I find

him

SENSE

it

films.

looks,

WORDS ON THE "CYCLE"
MENACE

WISE

HE'S

speak out!

we must have

!

"PRINCE JOHN" AS PRINCE

HAMLET}

sincerity,

THE UNINHIBITED HERBERT!
has the most completely charming,
subtly caressing masculine voice in films?
He^ may
Herbert Marshall—none other
have been an inhibited chemist in "Four
Frightened People," but you simply know
that no man with inhibitions ever had a
Count
voice like that— nor any chemist!
Paramount
Mr.
blessings,
yours

Who

!

Beatrice McLoughlin,
121-16 103rd Ave.,

the

Bring Shakespeare's "Hamlet" to
screen with John Barrymore in the title
sensation!
role, and I predict a box-office
Barrymore's "Hamlet" on the stage is still
considered the best characterization of the

Richmond

Hill, L.

I.

CASTING A "BEST-SELLER"
read recently that "Anthony Adverse"
soon to reach the screen. May I hereby
give vent to some of my suggestions for
the various characters?
Anthony Adverse: Fredric March.
Maria: Heather Angel.
(Continued on page 97)
I

is

Hear, ye moviegoers, actors, directors, propresent advice from an expert
ducers!
source none other than the ticket-buying
public in person! Here are casting suggestions,
timely new story ideas, frank discussion of the
movie "copy-cat" and censorship problems, and

— We

other vital comments from our movie-conscious
readers. All good advice, even if it is free!
our enAnd don't suppose for a minute thatthe
boys
thusiastic letter-writers are neglecting
them.
exciting
for
screen
the
and girls who make
some good, honest
It's our pleasure to present
hero-worship for such pleasing players as FranCrosby, Helen
cis Lederer, Ann Harding, Bing
Hayes, and a host of others.
How about your ideas and enthusiasms, all
you sincere lovers of the movie art? Trot out
your thoughts on the subject— they may well
prove valuable. And there is the attractive
array of five-dollar prizes awarded monthly for
each of the eight best letters.

Try your talent today. Just remember to
keep your comments within fifty words, and
mail your letters to reach us by the 10th of each
month. Remember, too, that only letters intended for publication are desired by this department send all other comments to the

—

editor.

_

.

Address your communications to Letter Department, SCREENLAND, 45 W. 45th St., New
York. We're listening!

NOW

YOU'RE TALKING!
Lederer leads! The appealing Franfresh from his stage triumphs,
made a hit with screen audiences

cis,

in his first

of

American

film,

"Man

Two Worlds." Watch for his next!

May

'

19 34

"
He's

Now

the

in

.

•

.

Movies

Thanks to

WARNER BRGS.J

Watch BroadEllis)

With Mimi (Patricia
Kibbee)
Pa Lovewell (Guy

and

And
,f

.

.

.

all

lovable folk
the other

feature!
your favorite funny

way's greatest

tap -dancer

do
in

his stuff
"Collegiate

Wedding".

•
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SCREENLAND
Honor Page
Muir

To

Jean

in

"As The

Earth Turns"

circle, a wholesouled grin thafs going
Below, Jean
places!
Muir with handsome

In the

Donald Woods, her
leading man in "As
The Earth Turns."

A new girl graces the screen
Her name is Jean Muir, and
we believe she has the gift of

We

potential greatness.

-

***

say this

because, in her first important
picture part, she wins her way
into your heart sweetly, sanely,
surely; and her image stays with
you even after you have left the
lean Muir. as the fine
theatre,

Maine farm

girl in

"As The Earth

Turns," seems inspired to present
the ideal of wholesome American
womanhood as no other movie
Say
girl has ever done before.
what you will, the American
public has always worshipped at
the shrine of some one actress

whose appeal has been high and
clean remember Maude Adams
Jean Muir
and Mary Pickford

—

!

that
screen
is

:

actress,

symbol,

today,

modern

on

the
style.

for
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MARGARET
THE GIRL

YOU

LOVED IN
r
ONLY YESTERDAY

„

A FRANK SCR:

40DUCT ON
I

FROM THE BOOK OF THE YEAR
COMES THE PICTURE OF THE YEAR
Presented by

ITS

CARL LAEMMLE

A UNIVERSAL!
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Tagging
the

Talkies

Delight Evans' Reviews
George Raft is one of our unique personalthis.
ities. By all means, if you like Raft, see
It is the story of a dancer who
If not
Just as he
struggles for an opportunity.
reaches fame, war is declared. He goes away,
and returns a broken reed. The dramatic
finale, when he attempts to execute his old
bolero dance and dies of heart failure, will
thrill you. Carole Lombard is excellent, and
Sally Rand's fan dance is a nifty display.

—

Lionel Barrymore and director William
K. Howard divide the honors in this headlong yarn covering the adventures in the
lives of an entire family over the space of
two days. There's one scene in which Barrymore is striving to fight off the effects of a
dose of poison, which for sustained drama
and agonizing suspense has rarely been

on Pages 56- 5

!

debut;

scores in her film

Fay Bainter

equalled.

Mae

Clarke,

and Mary

Carlisle.

Looking
for

Beloved
Uni-

Trouble

Twen-

versal

tieth

Century

won't get much chance to catch your
breath while viewing this saga of a telephone repairman's career, which races along
at breakneck speed from murder to robbery
Director William
to fire to earthquake.
Wellman has fashioned a sensational thriller
of this telephonic romance, ably assisted by
crackling dialogue and the expert performances of Spencer Tracy, Constance Cummings, Jack Oakie, and Arline Judge.

You

Buster Crabbe and that dazzlingly pretty
Ida Lupino, in partnership with the Messrs.
James Gleason and Bob Armstrong, found a
physical culture school for the purpose of
The
building up the American physique.
outcome involves both romance and fun, not
to mention acres of clear-eyed youths and
maidens doing calisthenics all over the landscape. Despite the too-sober idealization of
beautiful

biceps,

it's

an

amusing

film.

Death
Takes a
Holiday

Three generations pass before us in this
panoramic story with a charming musical
background. Carl Haussman struggles all
his life to win recognition for the symphonic
masterpiece he has composed only to find,
near his life's end, that his young grandson
"lifting" his themes to make popular
is
music. But the youth makes amends, and
the old composer dies peacefully. John Boles
and Gloria Stuart excel in the chief roles.

—

Palooka
United
Artists

Para-

mount

An interesting venture into screen fantasy,
more important for what it
attempts than for what it actually achieves.
The idea of Death visiting the earth in human form and winning the love of a sensitive girl who accompanies him back into the
shadows, ispoetically charming. But it makes
for neither satisfactory symbolism nor believ-

this picture

able drama.

is

Fredric

role with distinction;

March

plays a

difficult

Evelyn Venable

scores.

Here's a Kiplingesque version of "Frankie
and Johnny" which has its exciting moments, with Kay Francis looking extremely
lovely as the Rangoon dance hall charmer,
and Ricardo Cortez as the man "who done
her wrong." Lyle Talbot is good as a heavydrinking doctor turned hero, and dat ol'
davil, Warner Oland, is at his slinkiest. Has
a grand murder twist in it, interesting scenes
on a jungle river boat, and plenty romance.

Manda-

Devil
Tiger

lay
First

Fox

Here's a fast-moving melodrama built for
laughs, with a great cast of comedians making the pace faster. Your laugh favorite and
mine, Joan Blondell, rings the bell as a
"hello girl," and Pat O'Brien and Allen
Jenkins, as telephone "trouble" men, furnish the laughter assisted by Glenda
Farrell. The story has to do with the varied
excitements encountered by 'phone repairmen on their daily rounds. Lots of action!

—

Durante carries on and we mean that
any way you care to take it! As a slightly
hysterical and very shady fight manager,
he's grand and goofy as ever. Stu Erwin, as
a harmless pug, does a fine acting job, and
William Cagney performs in a way that his
In short,
illustrious brother might envy.
this is a swell show, and don't blame us if
you miss it. There's Lupe, too, who refers to
Schnozzle as "beak boy!"

National

fictional romance adding interest
to the thrilling and authentic jungle scenes,
this wild-animal film is one of the better

With a

There are many exofferings of its kind.
citing shots of the ferocious jungle denizens,
with the usual rip-snorting battles among the
beasts, though you might consider some of

Much

these to have a "stagey" appearance.
credit is due Truman Talley for his expert
See this.
editing of the various scenes.

You'll enjoy this exciting photoplay,

if

you are not handicapped by having seen too

many

of

its

recent

predecessors

in

the

"woman-spy" tradition. Fay Wray is the
lovely and self-sacrificing operative, and Nils
Asther is the enemy officer whom she marries to

gain her sinister ends only to find

herself in love with

him

for his

own

sake.

There's a sure-fire persuasiveness about this
story despite its lack of novelty.

for

May 1934
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YOUR WAIST AND HIPS
3 INCHES IN 10 DAYS

Dark
Hazard
First

National

with the
P

E

R

F

O

L

A

S

GIRDLE

C

T

Let's all welcome Edward G. Robinson
back in a role after our own hearts, that of
a cocky little gambler who takes bad luck
along with good and laughs it off. Not jackpots, but racing dogs, are Eddie's passion in

.

And Dark Hazard, the sleek
one.
racing pooch, practically steals the love interest from Glenda Farrell and Gen Tobin.

.

or

it

you nothing!

will cost

this

E

WANT YOU

try the Perfolastic Girdle.
Test it for yourself for 10 days
absolutely FREE. Then, if you
have not reduced at least 3 inches around waist and hips, it
will cost you nothing!
to

Long
Lost

Father

R-K-O

ACTION

THE MASSAGE-LIKE

REDUCES
QUICKLY, EASILY and SAFELY
As a repentant parent who meets the
daughter he abandoned in her childhood,
and is shocked to find her following the
primrose path to ruin, John Barrymore
plays with his usual vigor and charm.
Helen Chandler, too, is effective as the devilmay-care daughter in this film from G. B.
After flouting her father's
Stern's novel.
interference she finally consents to be saved.

" The massage-like action of
this famous Perfolastic Reducing Girdle takes the place of

months of tiring exercises. It
removes surplus fat and stimulates the body once more into
energetic health.

* The

perforations

ventilating

allow the skin pores to breathe
normally. The inner surface of
the Perfolastic Girdle is a delightfully soft, satinized fabric,
especially designed to wear next
to the body. It does away with
all irritation, chafing and discomfort, keeping your body cool
speand fresh at all times.
cial adjustable back allows for
perfect fit as inches disappear.

A

runs rampant on the screen
After
in this melodrama-with-a-problem.
Miriam Hopkins risks her high social position to rescue George Raft and Helen
Mack from a jam, they commit suicide for
each other's sake. (No, you figure it out!)
The film contrasts the dilletantish romancing of the rich with the forthright methods
All the principals, including
of the lowly.
Fredric March, are excellent.
Self-sacrifice

In

10 Short Days You Can Be

YOUR SUMMER SELF
WITHOUT EXERCISE, DIET OR DRUGS!
REDUCED MY HIPS NINE INCHES WITH THE
.

"I

.

.

writes Miss Jean Healy. "The fat
seems to have melted away," says Mrs. K. McSorley. 'T reduced my waist from 43 y2 to i4Yz inches," writes Mrs. B.
Brian. "It massages like magic," writes Mrs. K. Carrol.

PERFOLASTIC GIRDLE,"

These are only a few of htmdreds of letters from
Journal

women who have

jl

of a

tested the Perfolastic Girdle!

... the PERFOLASTIC GIRDLE at our expense!
can prove to yourself quickly and definitely whether
You do not
or not this very efficient girdle will reduce you.
then send
try it for 10 days
need to risk one penny
it back if you are not completely astonished at the wonderful
act today!
Don't wait any longer
results.

TEST

Crime

H You

First

National

.

.

.

.

.

Well, they've given Ruth Chatterton one
of her best pictures, and about time, too!
Adolphe Menjou is her leading man.
Here are a Parisian
great combination!
background, a swell murder mystery, plot
twists you don't expect, and a brand new
kind of retribution. Ruth bumps off a lovely
actress
Claire Dodd who has naughty designs on her husband, then the fun begins.

A

—

—

.

.

PERFOLASTIC,

n

c

New York, N. Y.
42nd ST., Dept. 735
Without obligation on my part, please send me FREE BOOKLET
describing and illustrating the new Perfolastic Girdle and Brassiere
also sample of perforated Rubber and particulars of your

41

EAST

10

DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER!

Name
Address
City

(Continued on page 95)

.

.

Use Coupon or Send

Name and

State
Address on Penny Post Card
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Taking the Air!
Little

moments with "big

shots"

who

ride the radio lanes

By Mortimer Franklin

on, forever! Young Mr.
America
first
croon-conscious, is still wowing

Rudy

goes

Vallee,

made

who

'em weekly.
star now,

WHAT

He's a real movie

too—in "Scandals.

have
wrought ?

God and Marconi
,

Look at it from whatever angle
you will—examine it through a

inmicroscope or long-distance binoculars—
squint at it
before—
or
behind
from
it
spect
naked orb.
through a monocle or with the
tremendous
From wherever you stand, one
thirteenth year of
fact about radio, in this
smacks you in
and
out
hops
its existence,

tH

It's simply the incredible
That" fact?
and dignity that radio
quality
advance in
the dozen
entertainment has achieved
waved the
Guglielmo
great
the
since
years
Let
cried,
and
genius
his
of
magic wand
there be sound!"
music,
Does your taste run to popular Then
?
neo-classical
or
sweet,
whether hot,
of this difficult
the anointed high priests
their bands of acwith
art,
dangerous
and
beck of
complished henchmen, are at the
your dial. Or do
vour finger— the twist of

m

of

serious

you crave the soulful strains
of the
music as poured from the minds
rarest and most
Great Masters? Then the
and conlifted singers, instrumentalists
by day
you
please
to
labor
ductors on earth
and by night.
by the comic
If you yearn for diversion
of the show
jesters
foremost
muse, the
Or it
world are yours for the tumng-m.
,

dramatic art are
the beguilements of high
names of
greatest
the
your heart's desire,

you seek
the stage wait upon you. Even if
proday,
the
of
problems
instruction on the
and sages,
fessors and pundits, statesmen
leap to enlighten you.
From every conceivable walk ot me,
cream Oi
radio has gathered the topmost
to
knowledge
expert
and
training
talent,
set it before you.
No I'm not harboring any sweet delu-

Don't believe Annette Hanshaw,
prettiest of Cap'n Henry's Show
Boat warblers, when she insists
she isn't good movie material.

_

sion of letting

and

you

in

Nor am

spicy.

on something new

I

hopeful

the

that

ot
thought of this cyclonic coming-of-age
as it
heap
a
of
all
you
strike
will
Radio

sitting
suddenly has me. Nevertheless, m
back to consider the vast and all-embracing

nrst
radio broadcasting, this is the
to
has
one
thing
and most overwhelming
In short:
digest.
All of goodness, truth, and beauty,
All of joy and pleasant duty,
man may
All delights at which no mortal
field of

scoff,

,.
,
These the treasures radio lends you.
,

(And if ever it offends you,
You can always turn the blame

ott

!

stars people?
that they are of earthly flesh
and not members of some su-

Are radio
Assuming
and blood,

thing

.int.

they always
perior race of beings, then have
stuff on
fascinating
their
do
to
been able
off with that
the ozone and make it come
now
same clock-like precision that they
as sure and inevitable as death

achieve—
and jokes about Durante's schnozzle?
there been times in the lives of
have
Or
through
your favorite ether-agitators when,
provided
whatever fault, some little slip-up
ot a
an anxious moment in the delivery

taxes,

De

Bel!

Big-timer! Nino Martini, youth-

ful tenor, is the first grand-opera
star v/hose fame was built upon
his radio work.

for
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Letter to Margaret Sullavan

The only time Marhas
ever been caught
napping!
Between
scenes of hard work
in "Little Man,
What Now?" for
garet Sullavan

Universal.

WAKE
I

UP!
want to congratulate you.

First, on grabbing one of the prize acting plums of the screen season, the lovely

heroine of "Little Man, What Now?"
Second, on having the good sense to change your
personal "act."
I'm not surprised. I knew it all the time. A grand
Southern girl like you shouldn't go in for lonely grandeur. That warm, vibrant voice of yours gives you
away. Oh, I know there's a legend that you began
by imitating Ethel Barrymore's throaty cello and kept
But after watching you and listening to you
it up.
Yesterday" I'm convinced that you're no
"Only
in
snooty synthetic Garbo-Hepburn, but very human,
very natural, very real.
You want to know how I know? Well, I saw you
coming out of the projection room after the first New
York private showing of "Little Women." You hurried out and drew to one side of the crowd and began
frantically powdering your nose. I was trying to do
the same thing. And when a mutual friend introduced
us, you had the same far-away look in your eyes that
I knew I had, and that was because we were both
swept away by the wonder of that great picture. You
weren't aloof then, Margaret. You were melted! No
small-talk, no stellar "performance." You stood there
and for the moment I believe you'd forgotten that you,
too, were a screen star.
Your emotional imagination
had been so stirred that you forgot all about yourself.
I respected you for that.
And now you are showing great good sense by getting into the spirit of your success. You actually posed
for pictures showing you cutting the cake at Carl

Laemmle's anniversary party. Personally, I don't see
why not, because "Uncle Carl" is one of the finest
and most ingratiating men in the motion picture business.
I'd be proud to cut his birthday cake!
But
you're a star, and that's different! You'd been pretty
independent what with "insulting" well-meaning interviewers, and running from photographers, and all
the rest of the

you melt

— and

"Garbo

business."

So I was glad to see

keep right on melting. Those lovely
fashion pictures you posed for, Margaret, which appeared in the last issue of this Magazine, brought in
almost as many favorable letters about yo^ as your
grand performance in "Only Yesterday."
Keep right on going! You're headed in the right
direction.
And you'll find more followers on the
friendly road than you ever dreamed of.
I venture
to say you'll even find yourself liking "all that" before
long
although you'll probably never admit it!
You have a great chance of becoming young picturegoing America's favorite heroine.
There's nothing
weird about your work. Not like Hepburn, highly
stylized.
But a girl we can all understand; a girl we
like; a girl we can sympathize with.
So wake up and stay friendly! We're all for you,

—

and

we

like to feel that you're for us.

SCREENLAND
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Have They a Right
Face this problem frankly!

Must you
favorites

possess

your film

body and soul? Join this

Some Say Yes!

daring discussion!
statements. She said, "1 am married.'" She said,
"I am not married." She said, "1 have no children and
She
"I do not remember whether 1 have children.''
uttered other such idiotically contradictive allegations.
flictingf

One day I asked Katharine why she made such obvious attempts to befuddle the press.
"Because my private life is my own," she replied.
"What has the fact that I am or am not married got to do
with my ability to act? If I have a child, does that make
me a finer emotional actress? People are not interested
They are only interested in my proin my private life.
fessional career."

Says you, Katty! Says I, though, the public is not
only interested in your private life, but the public has a
right to know about your personal affairs.
You are public property, Katharine Hepburn. Millions of people admire you. Thousands of your followers
emulate your manner of dressing, or your way of fixing
your hair, or your style of speech.
These millions of movie-goers made you what you are
today. By their trust in you, and by their love, they stationed you on a high pedestal. You are their property,
Katharine Hepburn. Whatever they may wish to know
about you, they are entitled to know.
Of course, Greta Garbo can hardly be included in this
story, because her retirement from public gaze may be
Long before anybody else thought of
called an "act."
building a mystery around his private life, Garbo became
a Hollywood legend. I am positive that the public pre-

Hepburn,

above.
lives

Garbo,
their

right,

own

—

below.

Are

their

or yours?

HEPBURN, upon
KATHARINE
New York railway
a Pullman

alighting

in a

from

station, hid

her face in her hands to prevent newspaper
photographers from snapping her picture. She
ran, not walked, to the nearest taxi.
Constance Bennett, finding her private affairs annoyingly, (to her), made public by the press, threatened to
ceased
file million dollar damage suits unless writers

broadcasting her personal activities.
Greta Garbo has consistently refused to bare her priJohn Barrymore will not permit himself
vate life.
to be interviewed except during those rare moments when
he is in mellow mood rare moments, indeed. Janet

—

Gaynor has placed a ban against most interviewers because they pry too deeply into her personal affairs.

Ronald Colman, Zasu Pitts, Kay Francis, Marlene
Dietrich and many more stars have sought to maintain
private lives quite apart from their professional careers.
the question arises Has a motion picture star the
right to live his own life?
Or does he, by reason of the dedication of his life to
the public, forfeit the privilege of. withholding his personal affairs from that same public?
Hepburn
It is now common knowledge that when Miss

Now

:

.

'

_

was

first

interviewed in Hollywood, she

made many con-

for

May
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to a Private Life?
By

Some Say No!
fers that the

Garbo legend be maintained.

I

James Marion

believe the

public resents efforts to pry into her personal affairs.
Yet even Garbo cannot escape a portion of key-hole
Her recent automobile trips to out-of-state
reporting.
towns at some distance from Hollywood trips on which
she was accompanied by Rouben Mamoulian, the director
with whom she is supposedly in love commanded worldwide newspaper bannerlines.
Of course, there is a limit to prying into personal lives
Janet Gaynor
of the stars, or there should be a limit.
barred several interviewe-s from her life because they
insisted upon writing stories to the .effect that she and
Charles Farrell were in love, despite the fact that Janet
was married to another man, and Charlie to another

—

—

woman.
Such stories are not reporting. They are evil-minded
While I maintain that the stars are not
fabrications.
entitled to withhold their private lives from the public, I
also maintain that writers are not entitled to distort
stories to make the lives of the stars seem what they
are not.
principal reason for argument that stars' personal
lives should be public property is that the public itself demands to know all about its favorites. If the public were
not interested, I'd say the private affairs of the players

My

might well enough be left alone.
But when John Public and Jane Public pay their dollars to see Katharine Hepburn and Ann Harding and
Charlie Chaplin on the screen, and when this same public

Harlow, above.

Madge Evans,
ever

left, below.
hope for privacy?

Can they

learns to worship those stars, I think they are entitled to
full knowledge of how their favorites live.
Once Ronald Colman told an interviewer, "If you
want to write about me, write about my professional
work. Write about my screen roles, or about my acting."
Is Colman so conceited as to think that interesting
stories can be done about only his screen roles and his
After all, his screen work talks for
ability as an actor?
itself.
I grant that he is a fine actor, or he would not
have survived the test of time in motion pictures.
But the public that adores Colman on the screen wants
His idolizers, who
to know what the real man is like.
feel that they actually know Colman because they have
seen his pictures so often, want to be told about the intimacies of his life. What kind of girls does he like?

What does he do to amuse himself ? Does he dance, and
whom? Is he married, or has he been married?
And why, I question, isn't the public entitled to know

with

Why

aren't the thousands
the answers to such questions ?
of girls who imagine they are in love with Colman entitled to know j£ he dances, or if he enjoys the same
shows they enjoy"; or if he participates in the same amusements that entertain them? Remember, these girls can't
go on forever adoring a screen-shadow that talks. If
they are to adore the man and (Continued on page 93)
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MARION
DAVIES
Inspires

You

Enter Her Contest!

The Sunshine
Star offers a
beautiful gift!

Marion leads

our Six Star
Contest!
JUNE
ten!

attention!
you're 18

brides,
If

—

You're

right.

Everybody,
or

68

it's

Romantic,

or
wouldn't be interested in the movies.
you wouldn't be reading about our
contest,

dedicated

by Hollywood
mance,

too,

or

to
stars

they

Romance,

who

all

you

And
new

sponsored

believe

wouldn't

lis-

be

in
in

Rothe

movies!

Some of your screen

favorites,

leading

with Marion Davies, are offering you
Romantic prizes, appealing if you're going
to be a June Bride, or that Bride's younger
sister, or older aunt, or mother, or grandmother; or brother, or the lucky bridegroom himself! You'll be interested in the
prizes,
and you'll be interested in the

off

—

Marion Davies, in the bewitching costume she wears in her new film, "Operator 13,"
stops between scenes to show you the handsome fitted dressing-case she offers as
prize in our Romance Contest.
Who could be more Romantic than enchanting
Marion?
The winner of the Davies contest will receive the identical wardrobe
case that Marion herself is posing with here: a Hartmann fitted sky-robe case
Now
that carries 4 to 8 dresses, complete with toilet fittings as you see here.
read all the rules of our Romance Contest carefully.
Note the coupon on thi
Get into a Romantic Mood with Marion Davies!
opposite page.

competition for its own sake.
Just write a Pen Portrait, not over 1
words in length, and as few as 5 or 6
words if you like, about any one or every
one of the following stars: Marion Davies,
Clark Gable, Helen Hayes, Myrna Loy,
Madge Evans, Jean Parker. You may enter
any one, or all six, of the contests; but limit your Pen Portraits
to one each for each of the six stars.
One person may win all six
contests; or two, or four, according to the decision of the judges
as to the merit of the Pen Portraits.
On the other hand, the six
prizes may be awarded to six different people, according to the
merit of the entries. There is positively no age limit. Men and
women, boys and girls, are equally eligible.
The listed stars, SCREENLAND'S Editor, and Malcolm H. Oettinger, well-known screen magazine writer, will be the sole

judges.
It is suggested that the reader study the sample Pen
Portraits given on the opposite page.
There is a page of similar
style Pen Portraits by Malcolm H. Oettinger in this issue on
Page 6. Pen Portraits may be flattering or satirical, gay or grave;
they will be judged solely on their individual merits of originality,
cleverness, and suitability to the star about whom they are
written.
Read the rules and note the coupon on the opposite
page.
Pages 2 0, 21, 22, and 2 3 in this issue constitute the

Romance

Contest.

It's

fun

—go

to it!

for

May

19 34
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CLARK GABLE
says:

"Capture Romance
with a

Movie Camera"

Clark presents a movie camera,
also projector, for a romantic
record of summer scenes!

Clark Gable shows you the movie camera, an Eastman
Cine-Kodak 8, which he offers as a prize, along with
the projector which is used to show films taken by
this camera, and four rolls of film, to the contestant
writing the Gable Pen Portrait adjudged the cleverest
in our Romance Contest.

I

am

entering the Screenland

Romance Contest

with Pen Portraits of the following star or

(Mark

Rules of Screenland s

Romance Contest

Fill

2.

Write a Pen Portrait not exceeding 15 words in
length about any one or each one of the following
stars: Marion Da vies, Clark Gable, Helen Hayes,
Myrna Loy, Madge Evans, Jean Parker. Each contestant should submit only one Pen Portrait each of
each star.

5.

of star or stars
have written your Pen Portrait or

about whom you
Pen Portraits.)
[

]

[

]

Marion Davies.

Myrna

Loy.

[

[

]

]

Clark Gable.

Madge Evans.

[

[

]

]

Helen Hayes.
Jean Parker.

NAME

is

families.

This contest will close at midnight on
In the event of

ties,

awarded the prize
6.

stars:

name

STREET ADDRESS

not open to any persons connected
with SCREENLAND or their families, or the aboveThis contest

mentioned stars or their
4.

in space in front of

out the coupon.

1.

3.

X

May

CITY

STATE
1,

1934.

each tying contestant will be

SAMPLE PEN PORTRAITS:

tied for.

Enclose coupon with your Pen Portrait or Pen Portraits and
mail to Romance Contest Editors,

SCREENLAND Magazine, 45 West 45th
York City, N. Y.

Street,

New

Elissa Landi: Lady into butterfly; ice queen tries to rhumba.
Joan Blondell: Shopgirl's holiday; torch song on a pianola.
Fredric March: Captain of the crew in politics; Apollo in a wig.

Elizabeth Yoxmg: Morning dew;

first love;

white birches.

S C R
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N

L

A

N

D
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HELEN
HAYES
Presents

her especially
/

designed

NEGLIGEE!

It's lovely, it's lacy, it's luscious!

Helen Hayes herself ap-

dainty chiffon, its graceful lines, its flattering little
"A negligee?" said Helen. "Why, it's practically a tea
train.
gown!" And she posed prettily in it for this portrait you see
Designed exclusively for her by Sam Mayo, New
at the right.
York City, this negligee will become the possession of the contestant whose Pen Portrait of Miss Hayes is chosen by the
Romance Contest judges as the most original. Try your talents!
Write your Pen Portrait of Helen and enter the competition.
proves

its

MYRNA LOY
offers her favorite

perfume!

one of the world's most
So she chose, as her prize
in SCREENLAND'S Romance Contest, this generous bottle of
her favorite scent, "Radia" by Marlaine of Paris, with which she
All you have to do to enter the contest
is posing at the left.
are
is to write a Pen Portrait describing Miss Loy as you
impressed by her, as wittily or prettily or cleverly as you
Read the rubs on Pages 2 0-21 very carefully.
can.

Myrna

believes

that

perfume

is

romantic aids to beauty and charm!

May

for

19 34
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Iracys

rnend!

Cxirl

Close-ups of
Tracy, who

makes

his

come - back
a

in

Universal

Picture. We're
glad that Carl

Laemmle,

Jr.,

recognizes.
Lee's value as
a great entertainer, and we
welcome him

back with sincere applause.

everything- but

He

said,

thrilled

acted

Miss Jewell.

in

that

when

crisis,

her

needed her most. But I wasn't astonished.*'
He added hastily, "Don't misunderstand I don't want
to sound conceited.
I mean I knew Isabel would react
that way. Lots of girls would have ducked in a spot like
faith

I

!

that.

She's not that kind.''

"But Lee," I interposed boldly, "what about marriage?"
"I was crazy about her before I put my foot into it,
and I'm still just as goofy whenever I think of her.
Which is plenty often
I guess you'd better go to the
!

lady herself for further facts."

M-G-M

me that Miss Jewell would be glad
subject except Mr. Tracy.
She had
never talked about him and she had no intention of breaking her iron-clad rule. I saw her on that understanding.
Even if she wouldn't interpret her friendship for Lee, I
could size her up discover the woman Lee Tracy adores.
Not one question did I bring up regarding the great
romance in her life. She told me how she happened to
become an actress and, as occasionally befalls one, we got
along marvelously. Evidently she approved of me because I did not take advantage of the situation and plead
to see

dubbing me his girl-friend.
"But if any of the fans
assume I am attempting
to build my film future on

Miittiiimwiiji

"Of course I was
by the way she

informed

me on any

;

with her to "tell all."
few minutes' conversation convinced me she is very
remarkable. She has a magnetism which conquers you,
an enthusiasm which excites. Sincerity and intelligence,
a fatal combination. I came away envying Lee Tracy!
We had lunched in the studio commissary and then
I'd gone over to her set and we continued to talk between
her scenes. Finally, she turned to me frankly.
"Before you go I want to tell you something. About
Lee and myself. I appreciate your honesty in not probing, and because of your unique attitude I want you to
know the facts about us. I trust you, and so this once
I will be personal for publication.
"Hollywood has called me Lee Tracy's girl-friend !'
Well, I am proud of that description. I love Lee. Who
could help loving him? He is the grandest man alive.
My 'title' can be taken in two ways, however. If folks
mean that I. am in love with Lee, I want them to go on

A

£

reflected glory I will be terribly hurt
I want to make
the grade on the screen as Isabel Jewell.
I quit college
to go on the stage because I was mad to act.
I did my
climbing in the theatre without pull. I intend to progress
in Hollywood on merit, too.
"I'll lift the curtain for you.
When I signed with
we had a conference.
determined I would
!

M-G-M

We

make my impression on

ability.

That

is

why

I

have

re-

We

frained from talking about Lee, and he about me.
do not want the fans to think I am merely following in
his

wake.

"Lee has been of immeasurable help to me here in
Hollywood. If it hadn't been for his constant encouragement I wouldn't have stayed, persisted until I was given
an opportunity to prove my movie worth.
"There is a very good reason why we haven't married.
It is—my career!
I
established myself on

"Can Lee and

am

ambitious.

my own we

will

As soon

as

I

have

marry

withstand the traditional Hollywood
you why. To begin with, we've
gone 'steady' for two-and-a-half years! If either was
going to get tired of the other, if one of us was going
to grate on the other's nerves, we would have found out
the unsatisfactory characteristics by now.
Time has
shown us that our love is the real thing.
"You mention the two-careers-in-one-family bugaboo?
Fortunately, Lee is as ambitious for me to succeed as I
am myself. He is so fair that he realizes a woman today has as much right to a life profession as a man. I
wouldn't marry a man who couldn't be broad-minded
jinxes?

Yes;

enough

to accept

I

I'll

tell

my

ambition.

"No

doubt husbands and wives in Hollywood have
been jealous of each other's fame. That problem should
be settled before they consider matrimony. I am' lucky
that Lee feels as he does. I am not excessively ambitious
and I assuredly do not put career above everything. But
I'm happy when I'm working and miserable when I'm
not."
I

wondered about Lee's

(Continued on page

78)
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Here they

By
Dena

—

are

Hollywood's happiest newlyweds,
and Mrs.
Mr.
Ricky Cortez.

Reed

Ricardo and Christine Cortez
Tell Their Love Story
Two of the most disdo happen
months
illusioned people in Hollywood a few
deand
ago are now beaming on each other
1
worlds.
claring this the best of all possible
Chrisand
Ricardo
refer to those interesting newlyweds,
Ric's former marof
tragedy
the
is
Gone
Cortez.
tine
Christine's three years
riage to Alma Rubens and past are
Ric and Christine
of unhappiness with her first husband.
undera great
— marriage
a
iu their second^
o
uiuugm to
have
nave brought

MIRACLES

!

_

.

don

.

mind

standing based on former suffering, and
love— a mingling ot
<r ing on record as saying that this
to have what it
seems
thinking—
wild ardor and sensible
that mad but
in
even
last
marriage
I

takes to

make

a

intriguing whirlpool
which is Hollywood. I
say this because I've
spoken to Ric alone and

t

I've
to both together and I think
fulfillment
the
is
that
romance
the
rotten every angle of
dreams.
of their deepest and long-cherished
1
Ric confided.
time,
long
a
for
lonely
"I'd been
more
Still
house.
used to dread coming in to my empty,
rarely attended any
and
parties
Hollvwood
did I dislike
home
But the' thing that brought my loneliness
of them
year.
last
pneumonia
I had
to me in full force was when
one
no
with
walls,
There I lay in bed, staring at the four
I had
course
Of
died.
lived or
to really care whether I
were paid for their
nurses to take care of me but they

to Christine alone

and

to
thought how dreadful it was to belong
who
doctor
My
me.
belong
to
no one and to have no one
sensed my mood during
solicitude.

I

those weeks of convalescence, said to me one

(Continued on page 80)

for
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The
"Piicture
a

-Month

Man
And

never a dull performThat's the record of
ance
Ralph Bellamy, filmland's
!

busiest actor

By
Sydney Valentine
Ralph of the Bellamys! He's the scion of an old English family of
and musicians but his first ambition was to be a
geologist! P. S. He became an actor.

—
—

actors, writers

BELLAMY
Ralph did not
is

his right

flavor

by

it

honestly.

name.
select

He was

Despite
it

its

himself.

romantic

He came

born a Bellamy.

In full, his title is Ralph Rexford Bellamy.
Since 'way back in the seventeenth century in England
and France, Bellamy has been quite a name. Ralph is a
direct descendant of Anne, one of the first actresses permitted by royal favor 'to "play-act" and use her name.
Sabatini wrote of a swashbuckling hero, "Bellamy the
Magnificent" but that was of the seventeenth century.
You can't expect a guy to be a swashbuckler in Hollywood today.
Indeed, the Bellamys of today have gone in for liter"Only yesterday" it was that
ature, music, and acting.
Edward Bellamy wrote "Looking Backward," a book
which has been translated into nearly every language and
ranks as one of the best-sellers of all time. And cousin
Eben Rexford goes down to undying fame as the author
of "Silver Threads Among The Gold," favorite ballad
of parlor groups and bar-room quartets.
Hollywood's Bellamy is a good actor, who doesn't look
or act like one. When not on parade he has a failing for
old clothes.
Ambling down the boulevard, clad in sack
coat and tennis flannels, open-neck shirt and slouch hat,
this amiable blond husky looks like a Southern California
football player.
On parade he is known as one of the
best-dressed men in movie town, but how he hates to
wear them
His wife has to watch him before he leaves

—

!

home,

to

make

because he
way.

is

sure he
sort of

is

properly dressed,

absent-minded that

Bellamy is a fine specimen of manhood.
six feet tall, and of large, well-knit frame,
this tawny-haired, blue-eyed, square-jawed lad looks like
a viking, but instead, he is of English, French, German

More than

and Austrian

stock.

Complexly, he likes Russian music and Irish literature.
He
In fact, he has a strong leaning toward the arts.
has a genuine love for classical literature and plays, paintBut
ing and sculpture, opera and symphony concerts.
the only musical instruments he can play are a comb and
victrola.

Like every regular guy Ralph likes his sports.
frankly admits that he is proficient in none.

But he

He is a
He is an

fair horseman, swimmer, and tennis player.
enthusiastic devotee of boxing and wrestling, baseball,
and football as a spectator. So far, he hasn't gone in
for polo or golf, Hollywood's favorite outdoor sports.
Says he hasn't time. After all, this lad was featured in
twenty-two pictures in twenty-five months, since coming
Plays heroes
to Hollywood from the New York stage
and heavies with equal ease and ability, which is one of

—

!

the reasons he is so popular with producers and public.
In the future, however, he plans to play fewer and better
roles.

Oddly enough, the cultured Bellamy has never been to
He ran away from home after being graduated
from high school in Chicago to go on the stage. Early
in his 'teens he revealed an abiding love of acting by organizing the North Shore (Continued on page 91)
college.
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Famous Polo Boys

Two of America's richest young men, Cornelius Vanderbilt ("Sonny")
screen
and John Hay ("Jock") Whitney, extreme right, are seriously entering the

ride into pictures!

Whitney, second from

left,

field.

Read

all

about

it

Hit!
Cheers and a couple of Bravos
Good boy
shot
Two popular American Polo Boys have recently dashed into the motion picture field, adding
families,
the name of one of America's great "social"
the Whitney s, to those names which
in the past few years have become
associated in one way or another
with the once so-lowly "movie."

BRAVO!
Grand

Two

!

!

!

Vanderbilts

last

year

in this exclusive feature.

in on the audience in one of those small, smart movie
theatres attended by fashionables.
But this interest on the part of "Society" in the movies
status, which
is more and more taking on a professional
of the
picture
may have a deep effect on the motion
reaof
the
one
is
So that
future.

ap-

W.

against a sword fish. Another one
of America's very richest young boys
earned his way to an important pro-

circles,

unbelievable adoration.

you want

to see real rapture, look

New

it

is

natural

that

the

not so long out of
Yale, they have both come into
several fortunes, including those of
fathers,
their late distinguished
finance.
and
sport
in
world figures

Radio City movie
There are others, for
motion pictures have in one way and
another, evoked in the rich an almost

have never seen such
fans as those on Park Avenue! If

so

Young,

in their

I

in

a-quiver.

theatres.

!

cousins.

movie contingents of Hollywood
and Broadway have been set all

ducer's job by persuading celebrities
to pose for newsreels. And the staid
Rockefellers set a new standard of
beauty for other motion picture

masses"

Whitney

York's "400" have been more written about than John Hay Whitney
and Cornelius Vanderbilt Whitney,
popularly known as "Jock" and
"Sonny." Their arrival would be
the cause for excitement in the
most blase and social-hardened

\ anin his yacht, and George
derbilt, in a thrilling undersea subject in which he battled for his life

Talk about movies for "the

tractive

No two young men

peared in Broadway movie lights
W. K. Vanderbilt in films he had
made on a cruise around the world

showmen

sons I am going to tell you something about the two polo-playing
newcomers to moviedom, the at-

C. Cooper, Social Registera leading producer of good
Yes, Dorothy Jordan's
pictures.
husband in private life!

Merian
it e,

is

lively,

Pavne Whitney and Harry Payne
Whitney. (The latter. I am told,
ground his own picture camera on
more than one fierce melodrama
of "pirates" and other "villains"

for

May

1

934

29

Invades the Films!
Social Registerites

take screen

seriously and produce good
pictures! Here is the first authentic
story of the new and amazing
invasion of the film field by our
American aristocrats—most hopeful development of the movie
industry in years!

By

on

Betty Shannon

which

he was host.)
two young Whitneys have sometimes been estimated by newspapers as
several hundred millions.
And though they have come
by some of the finest horses on the American turf, great
racing stables, estates and treasures, their colossal wealth
does not seem to have spoiled them.
"Jock" Whitney (John Hay) in 1929 warmed the
good old American heart by going to work as a buzzer
boy at $65 a month to learn the business in a
all Street
firm.
Prominent among his duties were the delivering
of packages and escorting of customers into private
offices, some of whom he was later to face across the
while

Taken

yachting

cruises

at

in toto, the inheritance of the

Shirley Burden, one of the most resourceful and imaginative of the young American aristocrats to invade the film industry. Mr. Burden "learned pictures" from the ground up, beginning with Pathe
News. Now he is a full-fledged producer.

W

mahogany

table at directors' meetings.

But these are not the only reasons, fascinating as they

why every shrewd, eagle eye in the film industry is
glued upon the ball which the charming twain from the
swank Meadowbrook and Racquet Clubs are whacking
appraisingly around the motion picture field.
The ball, of course, as has been widely proclaimed, is
color photography, which has loomed up large again on
the cinema horizon since "The Three Little Pigs" and
other Walt Disney Silly Symphonies have appeared in
Technicolor's new, three-color process.
This improvement over the old, two-color process which "fringed"
willfully and separated into greens and reds at the most
inauspicious moments, has made it possible to acquire
subtle tones and shadings on the screen.
Now, Color, along with the stereoscopic screen, is
prophesied by many as the great next step in advancement in picture production to supercede the more prosaic
black and white, just as the talkies wiped out the silents.
So, harmless though the ball with which the Whitneys
are toying, it may prove dynamite which will turn the
Whitneys' little polo game into a cinema revolution, ultimately drenching the motion picture screens of the world
are,

rainbow floods of color.
hard "Whitney money" is going in
to the color films is evidence enough to the weather-eye
in bright

The

of

fact that good,

Hollywood

that the revolution has already begun.
cousins gave out last May their intention

The Whitney

dramas in Technicolor, beginning
with Ann Harding in "Green Mansions," to be released
through R.K.O. This picture (Continued on page 85)
to produce four screen
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Screen Star

"Roughs
And

likes

It"

Let her tell you
in her own words

it!

it

all

i

about

By Joan Blondell
who

wrote this story herself because she wanted to tell

other girls

mmmmaiM

how to "rough

it"

and still

look

"smooth"!

and keep your good looks, too!
I like to fish and I'm not afraid
I love to camp out.
to bait my own hook. But for a long time after I started
working in pictures I was afraid to get far enough away
from a beauty parlor to have any real fun.

go fishing

all

you

like,

first time I suggested to the studio casting director
I would like to spend a two-week vacation
thought
that I
fishing in Northern California, he indihave,
I was to
would be taking unnecessary
I
thought
he
that
cated
chances with my screen career to do so. He
intimated, although he didn't say as much out

The

loud, that I didn't have
to risk in such a way

any surplus good looks

went anyway. I went up there with
a party of friends and stayed the whole two
weeks' and had a glorious time, I caught a
told the
twenty-seven pound salmon and
But

I

casting director about that

when

srot

back

to Hollywood.

was "Umph." Then he growled
!"
your hands
They were scratched a little, and
I looked.
the nails were broken, some.
"Look at your neck," he snapped. I couldn't
do that right then, not having any two-way
mirror, but I knew pretty well what he meant.
and my nose
It was blistered and sunburned
need to
didn't
He
too.
little,
a
was peeling
All he said

"Look

at

—

Tenting tonight! Joan brings beauty to the
roughing it! Below, a sumptuous
camp supper with husband George Barnes.

Let's take a tent
fishing
of cots and a frying pan

go
IET'Scouple

!

it

water bucket and have some real fun.
I like to do it and I think that nearly
every other woman in the world would like
to do it if it weren't for one reason.

^

that she's afraid she'll spoil her looks
lack of
She's afraid that the sun and the wind and the
rob
will
manicurists
and
hairdressers
beauty parlors and
has.
her of what beauty she
There is some justification for that fear, too. Its
come
perfectly possible for a well-groomed woman to
mess
a
of
much
pretty
trip
camping
week's
a
from

The reason

back

is

And if she does it may take a month— or
months— to get her back into that "well

in appearance.

even three

groomed"

condition.

It's possible, I

admit, but

it's

not necessary,

and

see

all

the

Well, the
while and the next time I went fishing, I didn't
When I got
even tell the studio about it.
back there were no (Continued on page 77)

and a
and a

j

I could look right down
damage that had been done.
damage was repaired after a

call attention to that.

desert. Right,

i

ou can

31
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"Baby-Face"

Grows Up
New

low-down on Lew Ayres!
he locking out love?

Is

By Ben Maddox
HOLLYWOOD'S
Ayres
He

most suppressed lover

can't let himself go. Right

now,

is

Lew

to "tell

crazy about Ginger Rogers. And she
But will he speak up ? Alas, no
reciprocates in high.
The inhibited Lew is convinced he has nothing to say.
Blandly he fixes you with that irresistible, injured expression and practically sells you on his own firm belief.
that he is absolutely
Which is and don't believe it
love.
of
matter
this
regards
dumb as
You are very nearly won over to this viewpoint. For
hours he intrigues you with data on the new rhapsody
he has finished after months of daily jousts with his
His astronomy, his tennis, his roles all most
piano.
interesting and decidedly impersonal topics.
And then, you remember Anyone with Lew's looks,
able to live in Hollywood and completely
his appeal
lock love out ? Quick, Watson, my common sense
The courts have recently pronounced him a free man
again, and the final decree severing his union with Lola
Lane puts him among the distinctly eligible. You can
imagine the quandary he is in. Disappointed by an unhappy marriage, he hesitates to be impetuous with Ginger.
They get along together and there are none
of the tempestuous quarrels such as he had with
all,"

he

is

—

!

—

—

!

—

!

It is wonderful to
have found a girl who

Lola.

understands precisely.

But—!
"I'm not concerned
with love!" he exclaims.

"Marriage? It's as remote for me as it would
be for Mrs. Coolidge
Oh, someday, yes, I hope
have a family, children.
(Continued on page 89)

to

Ginger

Rogers,
the beautiful Girl
Can we
Friend.

That Ayres boy has
climbed a long way since
he scored his screen hit
in "All Quiet."

And

climbing!

still

believe

Lew when

he says: "I don't

think about

love"?

we

Frankly,
can't

S
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Ol
Produced with a magnificence, magnitude
and imagination unapproached in show

%

history. Dazzling beauties... blazing splen-

dor
. . .

amazing novelty. myriad surprises
laughs, songs, drama, thrills, romance,

. . .

everything!

. . .

. .

St

i

V

WARNER BAXTER
MADGE EVANS

SYLVIA FROOS

JOHN BOLES

JAMES DUNN

"AUNT JEMIMA"

ARTHUR BYRON

FORAN

NICK

•

& DURANT

MITCHELL

•

SHIRLEY TEMPLE

RALPH MORGAN

BRUCE

NIGEL

STEPIN FETCHIT

1,000 DAZZLING GIRLSN5 BANDS OF MUSIC!

VOCAL CHORUS OF 500!
1,200 WILD ANIMALS!

335 SCENES!

•

•
•

4,891

COSTUMES!

6

SONG

"We're Out of the Red

1,000 PLAYERS!

Our

Night
Together"

2,730 TECHNICAL WORKERS!

Last

Baby, Take a

Produced by WINFIELD SHEEHAN

HITS!

Bow

"I'm Laughin'

Associate Producer and Collaborator

on

story

and dialogue:

Director: HAMILTON McFADDEN.
.

LEW BROWN

Lyrics: LEW DROWN.

Broadway's Gone
Hill Billy"

Music: LEW BROWN

and JAY GORNEY. Dances staged by SAMMY LEE. Dialogue: RALPH
Story Idea Suggested by WILL ROGERS and PHILIP KLEIN.

SPENCE.

Stand

Up and Cheer"

'
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My
As

Life

told to S. R.

Mook

Seeking and finding the path
to fame! Romance! Humor!
Here's the second chapter of
Portrait of the artist

— today.

Bing has covered some
ground since the early struggles which he describes in

the crooning

star's

intimate

autobiography— exclusive

this chapter.

older life began to have more meaning
probthan lessons and vacations. It presented
for me.
but
parents
my
for
only
not
lems, too—
family, the heads of it
I suppose in a large
offspring to get into misare constantly expecting their
into my full share of it.
chief and trouble. I know I got
head over
mother used to be continually shaking her
Larry
and
like Ted
me, wondering why I couldn't be
predicting
and
who never caused her a moment's anxiety,
end.
that I would come to no good
i used
From the wisdom of my fifteen or sixteen years

4S
/\
/-\

I

GREW

My

_

and

say,

with superiority and condescension
They 11 be sowing
older.
"Just wait until they're a little
Or, if they did,
did
never
wild oats, too." But they
!— for no one
Crosbys
those
clever—
they were darned
it.
ever found out about
of girls
About my fifteenth or sixteenth year the topic
awful lot about
and clothes came up. I never cared an
add—but when
eirls—before F-married, I hasten to
couldn't go to a dance
dances were given, well, you just
me, Everett went
without taking a girl. Fortunately for
left a fairly complete wardto war about that time and
would be out of style
robe at home. I figured his duds
before the ruckus ended
so I made free use of the
stuff he left.
You've seen under-

to

smile

:

.

how Crosby
looked in his salad
days, when he first
heard the call to
croon and heeded
it! How he's changed!
Here's

—

them— I had two

sisters

around the house.

them and

all

I

and they always had

liked

that sort of

But,
more kick
preferred the society of men. Even now I get
club
swapthe
of
room
out of sitting around the locker
the
all
of
out
I
do
than
fellows
ping bull with a gang of
arrange
could
Maxwell
Elsa
pink teas or cocktail parties
—and that's plenty. I get more honest enjoyment out
the Mayfair balls on
of a round of golf than from all
the social calendar.
But I'm getting ahead of my story.
last month I was talking about

I

let

how

Back came

I'd

his

some-

loathe being
I
A few bucks
more.
broke
has always
kicks
the
in
been all-important to me.
I can remember when I
was in high school I used

work,

work

as janitor of the

used to get up around
four in the morning and
catch the paper car to
I mean, the car
town.
that brought the papers
out and dumped them on
the corners for the news-

recognized it in that little
two by four snapshot
a

am and

I

"Tell that guy to leave
my ties alone !" He

It's

lett ott

Well, lazy as I
much as I loathe

was work.

grown.
answer,

If I
boys to deliver.
to
I
had
car
missed that

funny thing

Until the
about girls.
Paul
with
went
I
time
Whiteman I'd never gone
with one often enough
even to be kidded about
her.
I wasn't afraid of

1

Everyman's Club in Spokane in an effort to turn
a few honest pennies.
And what I mean, that

body take a snapshot of
Mother sent it to
me.
France to Everett so he
could see

When

MONEY.

to

!

and

I

dance with
just didn t care

Dixie is always kicking and saying
bunch of fellows than with
I would rather be with a
girl, didn t 1
her That isn't entirely true. I married the
her I much
met
I
until
somehow, it is a fact that

vanity got the better

of me,

thing— but

girl friends

to

about their society.

world pictures where certain characters were
pretty smart and would
never have their pictures
Once
taken. Wise guys

my

them—liked

jog the two or three miles

lovely blonde
The Crosbys in repose. Dixie Lee, Bing's
decoration
screen
is
a
Gary,
little
wife and mother of
herself—when she can get around to it!

from home

to

And when

I

the club.
got there

around five, I had to
(Continued on page 75)

Get Into the

Spirit of

Our "Film

Follies"

"upid

is

casting reflections.'

John Boles makes

his

own

ipecial sort of polished love to

Gertrude Michael in this
charming scene from Fox's "/ Believed in You," formerly
titled

"Disillusion."

No wonder

they changed that

title.'

These Big Love Scenes look
real! Why not? Hollywood
Love makes the world go
round to the movies!

Here's a grand love team.' Madge Evans and Warner Baxter
take that certain romantic interest in each other for the
more intimate scenes in "The Fox Follies." Two of our
favorites meeting for the first time don't miss- this

—

promising movie union.'

from

Britain,

the statuesque beauty
MISSwillWYNYARD,
Barrymore in
be seen with John and Lionel

\»«t*
l^iaild.t
leril HJarm

turization of the Robert

a pic-

Hichens novel, 'The Paradine Case,

Dianas portrayal
from audiences who enjoyed
"Reunion in Vienna."

in

Bacbrach

ALWAYS
l\.

serene, ever equal to any

Dunne just keeps
From "Ann Vickers"

plot, Irene

formances.

emergency of a picture
on giving good per-

right

she turns her talents to
"Transient Love," which she dignifies by her calm beauty,
her perfect poise.

Hollywood Lady

on

If

you

like

them, they're

here to stay!

They

de-

pend upon your applause
Frances Drake was imported by

Paramount from England.
Thumbs up? We thought so!

fyou liked Verree Teasdale
"Fashion Follies of
1934" then you're watch-

I

in

ing for her in "A Modern
Hero," and Verree is in picNo
tures permanently.

more Broadway!

Evelyn Venable's college-professor father
doesn't like her movie love scenes/ But if
you do, then Evelyn's film future is secure.
Yes or no?

You saw

Eliza-

Dorothy Wilson

beth Young with
Gar bo in "Queen
Christina." Like
her?
All right,

the "Li'l Gal
River" of Holly-

Elizabeth

Boat." Now,
"Canal Boy."
How about her,

— tell

Paramount

to
take up your option pronto!

—

is

wood

.

First,

"Eight Girls in a

Public?

"You're Telling
Me" I depend upon
you, says Joan

sonifies

Marsh! Joan has been

liant

in pictures for ever so

according to Winnie
Sheehan, her boss at
Fox. Do you agree?
Suppose you see her
in her next picture,

though she's

long,

only eighteen. Now
screen audiences will
have to make up

their
they

minds how

want Joan,

or aweet
thing.

And

star

young
is

hoping!

Joan

Claire

Trevor perthe self-re-

modern

girl,

"Gold Rush

of

1934," and decide for
yourself if Claire is
star material.
She
looks ft here!

Men
of the

Movie

Moment

Leslie

Howard

his new
Returned from England, he has plunged into
longthe
Bondage,"
motion picture, "Of Human
story.
Maugham's
awaited screening of W. Somerset

John Boles
you see
That smiling, debonair likeness of John that
idea of
an
just
you
in the center of this page gives
uniforms
these
Ah,
how he looks in his latest opus.

Joel
Wouldn't you

McCrea

like to see Joel co-starring

with Frances

Who

W.l
pretty wife, in "And Let
em
coax
Clever" ? Radio Pictures will try to

Dee

his

Be

Some

are

handsome,

others are ingratiating

—but

of them are
Good Actors ! Here
are close-ups of the
all

cinema cavaliers you'll
be seeing in the new
pictures

Ronald Colman

A

thousand welcomes to the charming Englishman
has been away from films a year too long!
Watch for his "Bulldog Drummond Strikes Back."

who

James

Dunn

He

plays importantly in "The Fox Follies," furthering his gay career as a romantic leading man who is
also an excellent comedian. Rare combination, folks!

John Davis Lodge
When

Marlene in "The Scarlet Emyou will, watch her handsome
new hero, pictured here at the left. He's promising!

press,"

you go

to see

as of course

Fryer

Yes, yes, boys and girls,
you'll be seeing her again
soon in "Dames," in
which she will co-star
with Dick Powell. Since

" Footlight Parade"
Ruby Keeler has been
playing her favorite personal part, that of Mrs.
Al Jolson. Right, vacationing at

Palm

Left, with Al

Springs.

on the

of the great "Goin'

set
to

Heaven" number

in

which Ole Massa Jolson
makes his big movie
come-back in wonderful

"Wonder Bar."

Fashions

From
Filmland!

Francis, above,
a frock of

Kay

wears

lemon-yellow
organdy, cleverly

brightened with
brown eyelet emThe butand belt are of
brown cire satin.

broidery.

tons

Glamorous black chiffon
Spring evenings.' Bette
left, models hers
for you, with its ruffled

for

Davis,

sleeves

and

skirt,

and its
bow

splashy bright orange
of velvet.

sheer white blouse
a wide satin
stripe and full gathered sleeves gives a
gay note to Ginger
Rogers' maroon-colored five o'clock dress.

A

with

AWAKEN

YOUR

IN

LIFE

w-itJv ~tJve

M
Powder... To

Color

create

a satin-smooth make-up that
harmonises
ivith
Carole

Lombards blonde

Max

BEAUTY'S
for

Rachelle

.

..it imparts to the skin

it is

of attraction

secret

is

color.

new

a

kind of make-up

up ..

.

created by

.

.

Max

.

... Now a
Max Factor's Blon.
to

Harmonising

in

color,

creamy-smooth

ture,

it

and actually

looks

glow of natural

color

in

now you may

in a

harmony makeHollywood's

make-up

color to emphasize the

cents;

alluring color attraction of each type of blonde,

a

one

IN

Max

Max

dollar.

Factor's Face

Factor's Rouge,

fifty

Factor's Super-Indelible Lipstick,

Featured by

all

the leading stores.

Max

lips,

Super - Indelible
Lipstick

pletes the color

And

Ruddy

-

up

.

.

.

the

uniform for hours.

a

FACE POWDER AND LIPST'CK

SKIN

D
Q

Brown

O LASHES (G>br)
O Light

Freckled

Dry

O Normal

Dark

AGE

MaTfJcTcSr', Max

HAIR

Black

Olive

Oily

EYES

BLONDE

Blue

Gray
Green
Hazel

Fair

Medium
Sallow

permanent and

O

Creamy

moisture-

make

color remains

com-

COMPLEXIONS
Very Light

harmony en-

it's

TEST VOI B COLOR HARMONY IN

COLOR HARMONY

give

natural color

the

Vermilion

lip

Max

SOCIETY MAKE-UP

color.

to the

appeal of

proof

Carole Lombard and the host of

Powder, one dollar;

lip-

for

..

like

Lipstick... To

semble.

for

...

share the luxury of the personal

other Hollywood's stars.

Face Powder, Rouge, Lipstick

Factor's

enhance the attraction of your

in tex-

blends perfectly

emphasis

too, can

give the at-

to

of delicate color

the cheeks.

harmonized

stick are

Rouge
traction

You,

Factor,

make-up genius. Face powder, rouge and

deen Rouge

brunette, brownette and redhead.

.

beauty with color harmony make-up

This appeal of color has been captured

radiant beauty.

touch of

.

color that has an exciting emotional

appeal.

Face Powder is the color
harmony shade. Soft in texture, even in color, clinging

How

Harmony Make- Up Gives Beauty Romantic Appeal

colorings.

Factors

Like Hollywood's Screen Stars, Discover

Light__D Dark--D

BROWNETTE
Light

Dark__Q

BRUNETTE

D Dark D
REDHEAD

FactePjMake-tfp

SEND

Purse-Size

Tester, tour shades-.

^t

Box of Powder
1

in

my

color

my Color Harmony Make-Lip
New An ef Society Make-Up".

A,so send

Book,"?'/,,.

harmony shade and

Dark_D

// Hair is Gray, check
and here -CI

NAME

Lipstick Color

enclose lo cents for postage and hsjjdling.

.

Chart and +8-pg.
.

FREE.

Light

Light

Studio,

Hollywood, California. 4-5-77

.

ADDRESS.

type abore

.

STATE .

Illustrated instruction
In

Fox Films

The Most
Still

Beautiful

of the

Month

"David
Will Rogers and Evelyn Venable in

Harum"
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No
More
Pants
By
Leonard Hall

Sam

tells all!

Don't miss

the fascinating anecdotes
about Dietrich and Von
Sternberg, told by Actor
Jaffe, shown left and below,
with Marlene in a scene
from her new film, "The

Dietrich
Jaffe,

is

who

herself again!
left

Scarlet Empress."

Sam

Broadway

to

play Peter opposite Marlene's
Catherine the Great, brings

cheering news from the
Glamor Gal

A

MESS of glamor has gone over the
since

first

Hollywood dam
Marlene "Legs" Dietrich unveiled

those magnificent stems in

and warbled- "Fall-eeng in

"The Blue Eagel "
LUFF Again into

our bewitched ears.
Hepburn has arrived among the immortals, every
freckle aglow with fame. Lesser
goddesses pose on their

petty pedestals.
Newer forms and faces spatter their
lure across the nation's screens. Marlene
herself seemed
for a time, to go down under a
landslide of fresh film
figures all broken out with public praise.

But courage, my fellow Marleneomaniacs
Nothino- is
lost—not even honor. For cheery tidings
have arrived
from the Dietrich dugout in Hollywood,
borne in the
!

noodle of Sam Jaffe, brilliant stage character
actor who
has just finished playing the mad Czar
Peter opposite
the Catherine the Great of Marlene
herself. This in the
Paramount production called "The Scarlet Empress"
directed by the immortal Joe Von
Sternberg.
word about Sam, before I blazon the good news
of
our luscious Teuton.
This Jaffe created the role of the dying
Kringelein in
the original Grand Hotel" on the
New York stage He
played it for two terrific seasons, and when
Lionel Barry-

A

'

more was delegated

to play the part in the picture, the
pulsing heart of Broadway busted all to small
smithereens, for Sam had been superb.
Jaffe is one of the best-loved actors in the theatre—
slender, kind-faced soul in his thirties, with
a mop of
brown hair that stands up all over his noggin like Harpo
Marx's fright wig. The variety of his talents is appalling.
If he weren't a fine actor, he would be an
equally fine composer and pianist.
If he forswore the
arts entirely, he would still be a famous professor
of
mathematics, for he made figures roll over and play dead
great,

when

in college.

And

yet his (Continued on page 82)

SCREENLAND

Why Stars
Is It

Because:

The Women
Lovely

as

are as

Venus?

The Men are as Handsome as Apollo?

Allnari

The

classical ideal

of Beauty, above.

An

idol of to-

day

,

Janet

Gaynor.

Greek
Gable,
god of 1934.
(Center).

you

By James M.

Fidler

characterization
assured the star will present a

familiar to you ?
pause to consider the
Isn't it a fact, now that you
to exert a dehmte
Gable
expect
you
matter seriously, that
forward to the
look
you
Don't
sadistic influence?
will make a
moment in every Gaynor picture when she
positive
not
tremendous sacrifice for love? Are you
the
that
Harlow
before you enter a theatre to see Jean
,

.

WHY

do you go to theatres to see Clark Gable ?
Why do you go to see Janet Gaynor, Jean
Harlow, Ronald Colman, Will Rogers and
Greta Garbo?
appeal
Have you ever paused to diagnose the stars
spend
you
why
ascertain
to
any effort
,

Have you made
lead nickel to
your money to see one, but will not give a
see another?
you step up to tne
Isn't it because you know, when
your favorite will do on
ticket window, precisely what
?
You expect a new story, to be sure, but don t
,

the screen

feel

imagination with cerplatinum star will stimulate your
passion ?
tain scenes of convincing
your favorit a fact that each of
isn't
words,
other
In
schedule of
your
in
niche
definite
ite stars has filled a
remains a
he
it.
fills
he
as
entertainment, and as long
becomes
he
it
from
strays
he
favorite, but the moment
<<rri
a disappointment?
The
great mass of people fondly termed
,

Few

of the

for

May 1934
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Are
Or

Is It

They

Stars

!

Because:

are Just

Human

Beings

Even

as

You and

I

Only Glorified?

Allnari

—

Will Rogers
no Belvedere,
but what boxoffice!

Ronald Col-

man,

2

0th

Century's own
Apollo. (Center.)

Public" stop to consider
tain entertainers, yet it

why

they select and adore ceran established fact that in
every form of amusement, the outstanding stars fill distinct places.
In baseball, "Babe" Ruth is a noted homerun hitter. He is idolized because he is able to knock
baseballs far and wide, and thousands pay to see Ruth
hit home-runs.
But if Ruth were to quit hitting homeruns and hit singles instead, he would be banished and

did not sacrifice in her second feature film,

"Two

Girls

for love in "Seventh Heaven," you
gathered her into your heart and loved her, and you
yearned to see her do the same thing again. When you
read Janet was to star in a picture titled "Two Girls

Wanted," you were disappointed. Is that not true, now
that you think of it ? It must be true, because "Two Girls
Wanted" failed miserably at the box-offices. The public
wrote hundreds of letters to Janet and begged her to do
no more such stories. What happened ? Miss Gaynor perceived that fans wanted her in a sacrificial role, so she
proceeded to give them "Daddy Long Legs," "Merely
Mary Ann," "Delicious," and many more Cinderella-like
stories in which she played sweet, whimsical girls. These
pictures have been tremendous box-office successes and
Janet is regarded again as one of the most popular stars
on the screen. Now admit the truth Weren't you happy
to see Janet return to the girl you loved in her new pic-

Wanted," you remembered her in "Seventh Heaven"
and looked forward to her new performance. When she

your

is

new

the public

would

So it
Gaynor

with you and your picture

is

elect a

idol.

idols.

When

Janet

sacrificed

:

tures?

And simply because that is the niche she fills in
entertainment world. {Continued on page 74)
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HOME
Russell

Patterson,

whose creative work
in art and fashion is
justly celebrated, recently turned his attention to the designing of film sets.
In this fourth of
SCREENLAND' S series of exclusive interviews on interior
decoration he voices

unique

some

of the

and

daring ideas on the
subject.

today, in three

you should buy $3,000 worth of furniture
for
months you would find it difficult to get $1 .000

it.

Ls

of beautiful
friend of mine bought $37,000 worth
afterShortly
apartment.
York
stuff to furnish a New
He didn't care to occupy the
his wife left him.

"A

ward,

what he had bought

place without her, so he tried to sell
to get rid ot
and after many disappointments managed
valuable
some
This sum covered also
it for $11 000.
worth
easily
was
paintings he owned, one of which
000 not included in the original $37,000.

$4

people in moderate circumstances
the first big stumbling
fall in love and decide to marry,
that they must buy
fact
block in the way of bliss is the
lhey na\e
in.
sleep
to
something

"When two young

WHEN
the

the pet

dream

well-known

of Russell Patterson,

artist,

comes

true,

Cupid

will be the first to congratulate him
Why? Because Mr. Patterson believes
be furnished with
that honeymoon homes need no longer
parental abodes
from
"spared"
things
a hodge-podge of
the old saying,
that
and
family;
the
on both sides of
day become a
one
may
one"'
as
cheaply
"Two can live as
reality.

.

,

„

.

.

..

m

...

sets
Patterson, who has lately been designing
his
about
Hollywood for Fox Studios, is so enthusiastic
associate,
his
with
ideas that he is returning to New York
Walter Tageman, to make and exhibit a model.
artist,
"People should not buy furniture!" declared the
be
can
that
investment
"There is no worse

Mr

earnestly.
made, for

it

depreciates enormously upon delivery.

If

Russell Patterson
for Fox
Films the spectacular sets for -The

designed

Fox Film

what the well-equipped
of the future will contain.
This amusing bar was designed for

Above,

home

"My Weakness."
The amazing Russell Patterson
visualizes such rooms as this,
with the furnishings conceived to
harmonize with the surroundings.

Follies."

and chairs and
enough money to pay

tables

modest apartment or a
it comes to investwhen
sunk
small house, but they are
t be worth halt
won
which
furniture
ing a lump sum in
what they pay for it as soon as it's delivered.
rent for a

ideally furnished, in"If they could move into a place
for household goods
stead of having either to go into debt
cheap stuff and odds and
or live in a home full of poor,
things, they d have a fair
ends of other people's cast off
enough to contend with during the firs

chance

Love has

complicated

being
period of mutual adjustment without
with debt or ugly surroundings.
honeymooners
plan ought to keep some of our

"My

out of the divorce court."

looks as romantic
This latest Aid to Romance actually
brown hair becrisp,
has
He
as an artist should look.
eyes with aughtercomingly gray at the temples, blue
that would make a
wrinkles at the corners, and a smile

fortune on the screen.
average modern
"The kitchen and bathroom of the

for

May

19 34
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FUTURE

Here's a daring
f

on
a

Tildesley

house are ready for the tenant to step into them when
the builder steps out," argued Mr. Patterson. "We don't
have to go shopping for a new bathtub because the old
one doesn't fit into the new bathroom.
don't bring
our refrigerator into the new house any more because
the frigidaire is already installed.
Even the breakfastroom table and chairs are there when we inspect the
house. So why shouldn't all the rooms be equipped with
ideal furniture specially designed?
"There's no reason why the architect's job should be
finished when he has seen the walls of a house completed.
It should be finished inside and out
"The bedrooms should have beds in them, chests of
drawers, dressers, dressing-tables, night-tables with
lamps, window-seats if desired. All that should be furnished by the new tenant is new springs, mattresses, and
coverings for the beds, draperies, curtains, and toilettable accessories.
"In the average bedroom, as you know, there are no
more than two places for the beds, and these are seldom
satisfactory to the occupants of the beds.
I know that
in every place Mr. Jageman and I have found so far,
the bedrooms have cross-currents so that if one bed isn't
in a draught, the other is. If the furniture was designed
especially for the room, the beds would be placed where
the air supply could be regulated.
"The night-tables set beside the beds could be installed
so that the lamps on them would shed the proper amount
The
of light and you could really see to read in bed.

We

"slant"

interior design, voiced

famous

versial ?

By Ruth

new

Of

Contro-

artist.

course

by

!

Thanks,

Russell Patterson
lights that serve the dressing-table could be arranged so
that the person looking into the mirror could see himself.
The space in drawers and closets could suitably accommodate the owner's wardrobe.
"In the living-room, we would have a fireplace with

padded

arranged around or beside it. Bookcases, if
would be designed for the best available space.
If a sofa was to be used, the best place for it would be
chosen according to the architect's judgment and there
it would be installed.
A table or two or a desk could be
added, as the designer of the room saw fit, and the necessary lamps would be arranged in usable and artistic
seats

desired,

fashion.
"If the tenant cared to bring in additional chairs, small
coffee table, book stand or magazine rack, these could
be acquired ; the little personal things naturally should
be chosen by the man who expects to use them.
"In a small apartment, where the living-room is also
to be used as a dining-room, the dining table could be
built in on a swinging arm or sliding groove so that after
the meal was over the table could be swung or slid back
into the kitchen or small closet.
"At the moment I'm talking about small, compact
apartments for two or three people who haven't much
money. We'll talk of larger places later on. In the
apartments, we are considering linoleum or the new rubber carpets for the floors. These come in good colors and
If the tenant has some small
designs and wear well.

rugs of his

own he can

put

{Continued on page 92)

Above, an ingenious arrangement
of dressing table and perfume cabinet. The color scheme is sapphire
blue and white.
Left, this striking interior, designed
by Gordon Wile for "Odd Thursday," illustrates superbly the Patterson ideal.
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the Pictures!
Scree nland's Critic Really Sees

REVIEWS
of the

Spitfire

RKO

Best
Pictures

what

to tell you
I'm afraid to write this review. If I try
space and may
my
all
up
use
I'll
about
this picture is
of its daring
because
it
from
even frighten you away
do it justice
theme. "Spitfire" must be seen. I can't
girl has been
mountain
wonderful
and
wild
'This story of a
courage that it becomes a classic
told with such beauty and such
director, its
-

perfectly interpreted by its
Hepburn, stormy petrel of pictureses
star and its cast. Imagine
her. Then she will
afakh-healer! You can't-until you've seen
portrayal that tranwitty
and
wise
and
deep
a
thrill you with
as
stellar publicity and impresses
scends a studio and haughty
but
Women,
"Little
of
not Jo
authentic art. Here, Hepburn is
ardent, spiritual, half-primitive
TriSt tender, tempestuous,
everybody' '-and throws rocks at some!
half holy terror who "loves
character study; it is intensely
fascinating
a
only
not
is
"Soitfire"
other member

of the screen; and if

is

Bellamy and every
absorbing entertainment. Ralph
Haden, who gives one of
Sthe cast-perfect! Particularly Sarah
performances.
the season's outstanding

As The Earth
Turns
Warners

Carolina

Fox

beauty doesn t
beautiful picture! And for once, screen
or lavish sets.
girls,
dancing
or
mean Dietrich or Sten,

A

But

her in scemcs,
This beauty is Mother Nature— you've met
Beautiful Stills.
"Most
in
her
of
glimpses
and caught
show. I cannot praise
here, she is starred, and gives a noble

book highly
screening
scrupulous
and
enough. It is an
good
The
touches.
movie
no
without compromise. There are
tragedy to two or three
and
triumph
sorrow,
and
joy
brings
earth"
But the quiet romance of
families of Maine farmers-that's all.
and Stan, son of a Polish
England,
Jen sturdy daughter of New
and the cross-section of
you;
move
will
soil,
the
to
back
won
tailor
matter what his^backno
American,
every
interest
family life will
the Warner lot, are
within
made
ground. The amazing "sets," all

the Warner picturization of Gladys

Carroll's fine

intelligent, faithful,

wins our Honor Page,
miracles of artistic ingenuity. Jean Muir
great bet, this boy
March—
Fredric
young
a
Woods,
with Donald
and David Landau.
Padden
Sarah
for
runner-up. Superlatives

Z

It's

stand up to those two
a treat to see Janet Gaynor
Lionel Barrymore and Henrietta

splendid old troupers,
Crosman, and hold her own! A spunky kttle
it, if you needed
Gaynor girl; and she can act. She proves
by pastsurrounded
entirely
almost
is
nroof in her^ew film for she

JP-Wgj

^

*M

m^st^
first

honors.

SESTETS
Kve

f

ually

redeemed

of ConneUVj

%[£

^-^ve g**^*^

?£2S supSb-inchfding
Young

Stepin Fetchit.

You Can Count on

The House

a»£ ttSLSA.

Here's Paul Green's play,

Robert

is

lie inimitable chocolate comic,
splendid.

these Criticisms
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Reviews without Prejudice, Fear

How

or

Enjoy
Your Movie-Going!

Favor!

to

Wonder Bar
Warners

"Wonder Bar"— superlative

See

spectacle.

Don't miss

"Spitfire,"

Hepburn's

latest.

Watch

for "It

Happened One
™?

Catch "Carolina" and "As The
Earth Turns," two fine American

entertained

star revue,

—

A

dramas.

Be

The smash

of the season! The super-spectacle, the allthe boy, a fresh set of superlatives!
Is
"Wonder Bar" really that good? It is. Does it bring
back Al Jolson and no questions asked?
loud and
ringing "Yes!" Sonny-Boy-Singin'-Fool Al comes into his own
again, and this time to stay. There's no one, and "Wonder Bar"
proves it, who can vitalize the Vitaphone as Jolson can. Wait until
you see and hear him put over Goin' to Heaven on a Mule, and
I think you'll agree with me.
And there's a number! As Al
would say, you really have visualized nothin' as yet of what you
will eventually witness.
But Jolson isn't all of "Wonder Bar."
It's colorful melodrama, a "Grand Hotel" of a Paris night-club,
owned by Jolson, with Dolores Del Rio as a dancer and Kay Francis as a wealthy wife both in love with bad-boy Ricardo Cortez,
and Dick Powell the crooning contender for Dolores. There's
,^g2tg\

Night"— gay romance.

by "The Cat and

the Fiddle," best of the current
operettas.

enough excitement

for a dozen dramas; but it's all in "Wonder
Great musical numbers. Del Rio is exquisite; Cortez, a
handsome menace. And Al!

Bar."

—

The Cat
and the Fiddle

Happened
One Night

It

M-G-M

Columbia

This picture has Rythm! Not only Jerome Kern's tunes
but William K. Howard's direction carries out the idea;
^531§L, rippling along with all the gay charm of a Kern melody.
/Sggj.

/flinfjl

The Night Was Made

made

for

Love

—and

for the sparkling personalities of Jeanette

Ramon
Ramon

this picture

was

MacDonald and

It's a happy merger of music and talents.
win you completely as the impulsive and ardent young
music student or you're the one who didn't like The Three Little
Pigs. And when Ramon pursues the lovely Miss MacDonald all
over Brussels and finally to Paris and back to Brussels again
hope you'll be running right along. I know I was. Jeanette's
voice and looks match both enchanting. Novarro sings, too, and
nicely and his ingratiating boyishness disarms all criticism of this
Mexican Peter Pan. There's a certain self-conscious "whimsy"
about "The Cat and the Fiddle" at times that may weary you; but
to recompense there are refreshing new ways of presenting the songs,
Charles Butterworth's best comedy, and Frank Morgan for elegance.

Novarro.

will

—

—

—

Let

—

And why

hasn't it happened before, I'd like to know?
the co-starring of Clark Gable and Claudette Colbert? What a team! And what a chance they have in
^""l^ this charming romantic comedy so skilfully directed by
Columbia's megaphone ace, Frank Capra. Claudette plays with
verve and imagination the slightly impish daughter of millionaire
Walter Connolly. She marries, to please the plot, the wrong man,
only to encounter Clark Gable later on but in time to afford all
of us some of the best light screen entertainment in months. Gable
as a carefree reporter has a robust role, and how he plays it! There's
a nice spirit about the entire picture. It's a good thing for a hero
and heroine from two different companies to be borrowed by still
a third company it gives 'em all a gay spontaneity there's a holiday note to "It Happened One Night." May it happen often!
Thanks, Columbia, for an inspiration. Cheers for Claudette and
Clark.
She never looked lovelier. He never made nicer love.
Consequences, grand entertainment!

Them Guide You

j-ggv

mmnM
xRSi

I

mean

—

—

to the

;

Good

Films
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SCREENLAND
Tashman, Ultra - Sophistication
Dress to satisfy your
in Person
sense of the dramatic, says
!

Lilyan.
Play

Adorn your moods!
up your

personality!

The picture
art!
is the art that conceals
Only a
clothes credo.
her
illustrates
right
the
at
embro.dered
the
perfection
to
off
carry
sophisticate can
pink organdie!
collar, cuffs, and jabot of
Taskman's

Lilyan likes frills and rufthese reactionary
fles for
romantic days we're living
Left, she wears a flower-splashed print, topped by
a halo hat.
in!

Below, that black Panama
hat with the green velvet
bow gives the proper dash
to Tashman's frock of black
with red flowers. Effective,
isn't

she?

for

May 1934
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Glamor School
Edited by

The close-up of our Glamor Editor

at the left shows
her own idea.
Try those soft
curls on your own forehead, with Lilyan's compliments
of the season!
See her cluster of bead bracelets?

her

And here's a "different"
one-piece afternoon dress,
below, of beige wool, with
a shirred frill from neck-

Lilyan is lovely in the
Spring-like gown she is
wearing at the right. It's
dark brown crepe with

hem. High at throat,

green flowers
a new print.
Note the cascade of ruffles!

line to
it

is

fastened with a

clip.

—

new

coiffure.

It's
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Latest doings

and

sayings from
Cinema City

Who

"non-intoxicatthe word applies to the usual contents
but when
of a wine-barrel
seductive Dorothy Lee takes
their place it's another and

ing"?

said

Maybe

—

Have you
sweeter story.
seen Dorothy as one of the
major temptations with
Wheeler and Woolsey in
"Hips Hips Hooray"?

HARLOW now
JEANPasadena,
California— and

Chief of Police

is

the thing
Because she gave consideris on the level.
Ball
able time and effort to make the Police
prewas
she
success,
big
a
city
of that
worn
sented with a duplicate of the badge
police
by the city's regular head-guy of the
rates
Jean
badge,
her
With
department.
help the
salutes 'never'thing— and Heaven
Pasadena copper who attempts to give the
violaplat-blonde a ticket for traffic-rule
tions
of

!

REPORTS

were pro and con as to

Kay Francis did a walkout
The
titled "The Key."
picture
on a
studio denies that Kay walked, and to
the press Miss Francis made statements
agreeing with the studio.
The actual facts are that Miss Francis
would have refused to play the part had
the
the studio insisted. She didn't think
went to
role was big enough, and she
executives and made known her
.whether

WHEN

Katharine Cornell, famous
stage actress, took her repertory
troupe to Hollywood recently, the producers
again tried to persuade her to act in the

"The
film version of her most famous play,
But all in
Barretts of Wimpole Street."
So Norma Shearer will play Miss
vain
role of Elizabeth Barrett on the
Cornell's

there's lots of consolation
lovers of the play.
for
that fact

screen—and

the studio

mind.

She pointed out in no mincing words
had enacted a part that was little

that she

bit in "Wonder Bar," but that
mediocre
never again would she do such
roles—and the part in "The Key," she said,
was just such a role. Studio officials recogvoice,
nized determination in Kay's face and
unand they wisely excused her from the

more than a

OAKIE can
JACK
trusted to amuse

always be

Hollywood

party-goers with this or that stunt.
His most recent was the employing of four male extras in evening
clothes, ordered through Central
Casting Bureau, to accompany
him to a big party. Their duty
was to laugh every time Oakie

told a funny story. They were a
tremendous success, and when the
evening was over, Jack gaily gave
each extra $7.50. But one of the

men

complained.

"We

ought

to

get $10 apiece for night work," he
"Besides, laughing at some
said.
of your stories was worth every
bit of it."

should
YOU
scenes on the

Gary Cooper, between
"Operator 13" set, walk

see

over to stand beside a very lovely girl,
She is
whom he occasionally kisses.

Balfe, now
Almost daily she takes
her knitting to the studio and sits on the

Sandra Shaw—or
Mrs. Gary Cooper.
set.

Veronica

desirable part.

WHEN
stage

Francis Lederer isn't beguiling
or screen audiences with his

handsome presence, you'll usually find him
working for the cause of peace among the

the founder of the
is
Federation, with headquarters
Being a scholarly as well
in Hollywood.
invited
as an idealistic lad, he was recently
of war before
outlawing
the
on
speak
to
of Caliinterested groups at the University

nations.

Francis

World Peace

fornia and U. S. C.
brow" actor!

That

for your

low-

WHEN

Richard Arlen and Jobyna
Ralston had their seventh wedding(not
anniversary, an enterprising florist

Hollywood's pet flower-suphuge vase of roses to their
a
plier) sent
home. Attached to the gift was this note
and
"This vase is loaned. Please keep it,
Halchester,

we

will call for

it."

Bravo!

Brava!

This Chevalier-

MacDonald embrace
their
of

celebrates

happy reunion as co-stars

"The Merry Widow."

in

May
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By

Here's Lillums, the famous Harold
Teen's lady-love, as charming Rochelle
Hudson will impersonate her in a picture based on the popular comic strip.
Harold will be played by Hal LeRoy.

Weston
East

News
about

and
your

news-to-be
pet

picture

performers

there were a numYOU'D think
girls on the set where

ber of
Joan Blondell

is

at

work, instead

of just one.

The reason is, Miss Blondell has
any number of nicknames, and it
so happens that all are in constant

Jimmy Cagney calls her
Director Lloyd Bacon
"Jony."
Her huscalls her "Johanna."
band, cameraman George Barnes,
And of course,
calls her "Jo."
most people call her by her own
name, "Joan."
use.

FORMER

Wall Street brokers are not
the only people riding around in ancient
Many of the screen-famous
automobiles.
own cars that were new "away back

International

Your

comewas snapped

favorite sad-faced

dienne, Zasu Pitts:,
while on a honeymoon with her
husband, John E. Woodall.

when."
Greta Garbo, for example, goes here and
there in a 1927 Rolls-Royce limousine.
Richard Dix pilots a 1928 Cadillac to and
from the studio. Cecil B. DeMille's favorite
motor-mount is a 1929 Lincoln. Edmund
Lowe drives a six-year-old Franklin roadKay Francis' La Salle coupe was
ster.

made

in

satisfied

1929.
Janet Gaynor is perfectly
with her 1929 Cadillac sedan.

to her advertisements to
INfindANSWER
her father, six men wrote to Ann

Dvorak and claimed

to be papa .... Dixie
Lee Crosby has signed for a series of six
come-back pictures the first is "Manhattan Love Song" .... Out West, they're
calling Vince Barnett, professional ribber,
;

"the knife of the party"

.... Kay Francis

wears bedroom slippers in all scenes in
which her feet do not show .... Louise
Fazenda does not use her natural voice in
pictures .... If this is any guide to fame,
Ginger Rogers receives more fan letters
than Katharine Hepburn
Al Jolson
fooled Chicago newspaper reporters at the
railway station by wearing a handlebar
mustache when he left the train .... Virginia Bruce is considering offers to return
.

.

.

.

to the screen.

IS the unlooked-for accident that often
IThalts
motion picture production and costs

For instance, in a rethe studios money.
cent picture scene, Carole Lombard was
required to tear off her dress and fling it
Carole tore and flung but the
aside.
flimsy dress lit on one of those hot studio
lamps, where it promptly burst into flames.
Work had to be discontinued for the day
until the dress could be duplicated.

—
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MACK,

HELEN
luck,

chooses

good
number

for

the

she to that pair
when she was
approached by Paramount studio
13for a contract, she insisted on
months years, instead of the usual

So loyal

"13."

is

of digits, in fact that

twelve.
"13 is my lucky number," she
contold the studio boss, "so my
many
that
for
be
must
tract
months a year."
The executive agreed, but after
she had gone, he looked at the
contract and realized that it was
of

a period
than other pacts.
he muttered^ to his

months longer (over

five

five

years)

Whereupon

"She's no fool!"

secretary:

amusing was
MOST
Paramount studio

that visit to the
of several girls who
Angeles art school.

are students at a Los
The idea was for the girls to visit various
action.
sets and sketch the stars in
was that on
visited
they
set
first
The
which Bing Crosby was recording a^ song
When five o clock
for his new picture.
were still there,
girls
the
around,
rolled
lives
sketching the crooner as though their

depended upon

it.

AVETERAN

actor visited John Barryand much to John's mingled
amusement and embarrassment, insisted on

more,

telling

the

of

early

stage

struggles

of

Barrymore.
"John and a young writer named P. G.
Wodehouse used to steal my gold-plate
about twice a month, and pawn it for money
"I had
to buy food," related the veteran.
an important role in a play (John had a
small part in the same play), but I couldn t
speak without my teeth, so the irate manthe
ager always had to redeem them from
pawnshop.
"Well,

it

happened so often that

finally

the
the manager made me leave my teeth at
I had to hurry to
box-office every night.
plate, so
the theatre every morning fo^my
that I could eat my breakfast."

Wallace Beery, as Pancho Villa, tells
the Mexican government, represented
by George E. Stone, just whafs
what and why. This graphic studio
scene was snapped during the filming
See Leo Carrillo?
of "Viva Villa."

AFTER

l\

his

a vacation trip to
wife, during which

Moscow, Paul Muni
wood, ready
version

to

that

of

is

begin

Europe with
they

now back
work on

in

visited

Holly-

the

film

best-seller,

sensational

"Anthony Adverse."

ALTHOUGH,

at the moment of going to
press, she was about to be cast in
another picture, Gloria Stuart has not

l\

yet settled her difficulties with Universal
Studios.
Gloria walked out and threatened to quit
the screen and go to China, unless she was
given better parts in Universal pictures.
fret was brought on by the fact that
although she is under contract to the company, "U" executives were borrowing leading ladies from other companies for choice
feminine roles.
Studio officials gave Gloria the spot opposite Tracy to appease her, but she says
the
that the truce is only temporary— if
good parts do not continue, she will break
her contract, even if it means an end to
her film career. Well, we'll see!

Her

WHICH
Are you

pictures do you go to see?
a good critic of what the
Following are the
public-at-large enjoys?
pictures
money-making
leading
titles of 13
many did you see and
of 1933.
en j oy ?

How

"I'm

Diners

No

Angel,"

"Cavalcade,"

of 1933," "Little

"Gold

Women," "Tug-

"Be Mine Tonight," "State
Uniform," "Rasputin and
In
Fair" "Girls
"The
the Empress," "Animal Kingdom,"
Lite
Kid From Spain," and "The Private

boat Annie,"

Henry the Eighth."
mine,
Delight Evans, vour critic and
percentage
tagged all but one— which is a
of°92 per cent. Amazing

of

costume-drama gins as
Connie goes medieval! Constance Bennett joins the
on a popular stage
based
film
the heroine of "Firebrand," a racy, swashbuckling
Frank Morgan.
and
Calhern
Louis
are
scene
this
in
her
With
success

_

_

.
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-1

cial

AND

CHEER DEPT.: This
month, a great big close-up with spelighting to Frances Dee.
When Ruth

fJISS

*

Stovall, a struggling extra girl, was injured in an automobile accident, Frances
sent Ruth to a private hospital.
She also
paid the costs of medical care to prevent
the girl's face from being permanently

scarred.

A

long shot with poor lighting to that

Hollywood gagster who thought

it funny
Sidney Blackmer's mother in the
middle of the night, telling her that he
was a studio executive and wanted Sidney
at once.
Mrs. Blackmer telephoned until

to

m
"

t

"".

,

%-

"

"

call

o'clock in the morning seeking her
son, only to learn that she had been ribbed.

four
\
]

One of those extra-good sound tracks
for Bing Crosby's voice. Bing, who always
buys flowers from a little girl who stands
in front of the studio, drove half-way home
one night before he remembered he had
forgotten the flower girl. He turned back
and made his daily purchase.

11

A

I

long, long shot-to Mary Astor.
At a
recent party, someone asked her
"Who is
that lovely red-headed girl at the far end
of the room?"
Mary answered: "She is
Grace Bradley just another comic."
:

A

Laemmle, Jr.,
and good judgment in giving Lee Tracy a chance to return to the
Laemmle, not intimidated by acscreen.
final

close-up to Carl

for his fairness

tions

of

others

who condemned Tracy,

paved the way for Lee's return by giving

him the
World."

leading

role

in

"I'll

Tell

DAILY,

the postal department
delivers to the stars scores of
packages containing cakes, can-

preserves and other edibles,
by fans throughout the
world.
If you are such a gift-sender,
you may as well desist. The stars
never eat food sent by unknown
persons. Ninety-nine per cent of
such goodies might be all right,
but one per cent might be from
a crank. The stars dare not risk
the one per cent.
dies,

sent

afoot
Hollywood
popuAMOVE steeplechase
racing. Ann Hardto

in

is

larize

the prime backer of the plan, and she
has already commenced construction of a
steeplechase on her ranch, a few miles from

ing

is

Director Jack Conway,

(left),

and his

Waters, carefully
watch the action while photographer
James Wong Howe handles his
That microphone will, of
camera.
assistant,

John

course, be invisible on the screen.

the film city.

Ann herself drew the plans for the new
track, and at least eight hazardous jumps
will bar the way of riders.
Miss Harding
has added three jumping horses to her
stable, and will be foremost in the drive
to popularize steeplechases in the West.
know,
and Miss

Incidentally, for those not in the

Ann's father was an army

officer,

Harding was able to ride almost before she
could walk. Both Tom Mix and Hoot Gibson have declared that she is one of the
world's finest riders.

ADOLPHE MENJOU and
IX were about to start a

George Raft

new picture
together, when Menjou said to Raft: "I
I
see that in one scene, I am to slap you.
believe in realism, so I'm going to make it
a real slap."
"Oh, but haven't you heard?" countered
Raft.
"That scene has been changed
slap you."

—

Menjou

way

in

my

read when

YOU'LL

paled, then cried, "It's not that
script
and it was my script I
I signed the contract!"

—

be

glad to

know

Adalyn Doyle, who used

that pretty
to be Katharine

Hepburn's "stand-in" over at R-K-O, has
been given a role of her own in that studio's
picture, "Finishing School."
Dorothy Jordan's younger sister, Mary, will make her
screen debut in the same picture.
Good
luck, gals

"Old Time goes on a-flying!" It seems like yesterday when Rudy Vallee and
Faye were just a couple of youngsters. But see them here in a scene from
"Fox Scandals," in which Rudy has a real, honest-to-goodness acting part.

Alice

the

SCREENLAND
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as though Sidney Fox and Charlie
are in earnest ahout their divorce plans this time. After several "ons"
and "oft's" Sidney finally had her attorney
proceed with the filing of legal papers.

LOOKS

J Beahan

\nd

that's

how

it

stands at this writing—

though there is still time, to be sure, for
another round of reconciliations and rescparations.

YOU think
IFthe
same off-screen

stars are not
on, you should

some screen
as

the Legion Stadium on HollywoodThere, ring-side, may be seen
n<mt-night.
Mae West, Lupe Velez, Johnny Weissmuller, George Raft, Groucho Marx and

visit

other movie-famous.

Lupe squirms and

twists, chattering in-

cessantly at the fighters. Weissmuller bellows shouts of encouragement, and has even

Tarzan yell during excitingGroucho wise-cracks the fightBoth Mae and Raft, true
ers constantly.
and apparently unemoquietly
sit
type,
to

voiced

his

moments.

tionally, exactly as they
screen situations.

enact their great

A CERTAIN

director in Hollyuniversally unpopuBut one girl failed to see his
lar.
Now
faults, for she married him.
ago, this
it happened that not long
wife joined some people at a
There a
round-table luncheon.
new acquaintance asked her: "Are

wood

is

you married?"
"Yes, I'm married to director
So-and-So," she answered, "and a
fine, upstanding fellow, too."

Someone at the far side of the
table hissed: "Bigamist!"

"Last call, girls!" You'll see this
group of potent little charmers in
the chorus of the musical extravaganza, "Fox Follies." They're putting on the finishing beauty touches
as the cry, "On the set," resounds
through the studio.
have the two adult members of
NEVER
the Richard Arlen family been closer
marital disaster than that day, not so
long ago, when Dick returned home from
work and failed to return his wife's cheery
Not only did he not
"Hello, darling."
answer, but Dick also remained strangely
quiet when Jobyna asked several questions

to

about the day's work.

Amazed and hurt, Mrs. Arlen was on
Dick observed the imthe verge of tears.
pending storm, and asked the reason. Then
he saw her lips moving but heard no sound,
and suddenly he realized the trouble

All day, Arlen had been working in war
with roaring machine guns and
To protect his ears, he had filled
rifles.
them with cotton. At day's end, he left
forgetthe set hastily and hurried home,
Dick had not
ting to remove the cotton.
heard one word of his wife's greeting or
scenes

questions!

month
AMONG the divorce moves of the
that of Irene Bentley, who anI\
against
is

Howard, your favorite practitioner of subtle masculine
An expert at work.
photographers. Here he is
charm is one of Hollywood's most enthusiastic amateur
Leslie

in his

own private dark-room,

developing a treasured snapshot.

nounced her intention of filing suit
her husband, George R. Kent, New York
ago.
broker. The two separated some time
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TRACY'S
LEE
J

comeback movie is enTell the World"
Jean
Harlow's first picture following her tenweek suspension is "Repeal" .... Both
Jane and June Gale, dance-act sisters, had
their noses broken while working in "Melody In Spring" .... Sally Eilers positively
denies the widely printed report that she is
expecting a visit from the stork .... Mae
titled, "I'll

West

is

accompanied everywhere by armed

guards, following threats to throw acid in
her face because she testified against gangsters in court .... Charlie Chaplin's new
movie, like his last, will be a non-talkie
.... Frances Dee and Joel McCrea will
Two
welcome the stork in August
film companies are begging Katharine Hepburn's sister to sign contracts .... Richard
.

.

.

.

and Jobyna Ralston Arlen postponed their
European trip two weeks until their son
learned to say both "Mama" and "Daddy"
.... Mary Brian is making her stage debut
in a Hollywood theatre .... Following a
trial separation, Gloria Swanson and husband Michael Farmer went on a second

honeymoon

to

Palm

Springs.

HAPPENED
ITCecilia
Parker

at a

time

when

was making

a
series of two-reel comedies, better
known in Hollywood as "shorts."
Hollywood visitor and a Hollywood old-timer went to the Rus-

A

sian

Eagle

for

lunch,

and

the

visitor, recognizing Cecilia at a
table, asked, "What is Miss Parker

doing now?"

"She is working in shorts," responded the old-timer.
the
goodnessed
"Goodness!"
visitor. "I thought the Will Hays
office had barred that!"

Paramount was
ANEW
"Bolero"
George Raft on

visiting

actor at

The
set.
the
chap insisted on describing to Raft how
very popular he (the new actor) had been
on the Eastern stage.
"When I was enacting the big dramatic
scene in my last play," he told George, "the
audience was glued to the seats."
"No doubt," murmured Raft, "the management found that was the best way to
keep them there."

AN AMUSING

story

is

that

about

IX. Heather Angel and Nigel Bruce, Engenders, whose birthdays are almost the
same.
They went shopping for presents
to give each other,

and by coincidence they

Hollywood store.
"Well, what are you going

met

in a

to

buy for

me?" asked Bruce.
don't know," stammered Heather.
are you buying for me?"
"I don't know, either," confessed Bruce.
"How much do you intend to spend?"
dollars,"
answered
about
ten
"Oh,
"What's your budget for my
Heather.
gift?"
"I planned on parting with fifteen dollars," said Bruce.
"Jolly fine," commented Miss Angel.
"You just give me five dollars, and we've
"I

"What

done our shopping."
Bruce paid, and they
together

went

to

dinner

In conference! And a pretty important conference it is, too, for Gloria Swanson,
after a protracted vacation from American films, has just signed a contract with
Irving Thalberg to appear in M-G-M pictures. So watch for Gloria!

—
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HEARTBEATS

AND

UN-BEATS

Quite a mob of friends met
those newly weds, Cary Grant and Virginia
Cherrill, on their Hollywood arrival from
After all these months, Merna
England.
Kennedy finally became Mrs. Busby (director) Berkeley at an ornate Hollywood
wedding that was as circusy as a Ringling
Brothers performance.
A most interesting double romance involves the Ames brothers, Stephen, Adrienne's former husband, and Paul, and the
Torres sisters, Racquel and Renee. Wedding bells may tinkle for Stephen and
Racquel any old day, and likely as not,
Paul and Renee will make it a dual cere-

DEPT.

:

mony.

On

the contrary, that three-year-old romance between Marilyn Miller and Don
There are
Alvarado has hit the rocks.
rumors of a reconciliation between Maurice
Chevalier and Yvonne Vallee, his ex-wife
but Maurice seems too devoted to Kay
Francis at the moment, to give full credit
to reconciliation reports.
Dorothy Dell says that ring, given her
by Jay Henry, is just for friendship, but
Muriel Kirkland
it looks like the goods.
and Leeward Meeker are star-gazing toDick and William Powell are
gether.
vieing for the favors of Margaret Lindsay; so far, the Dick of the Powells seems
Marian Nixon
to be leading that chase.
going places with Phillip Reed that
is

who used
Katharine Hepburn's
"stand-in," is an actress on her
own now! She's won a part in

Pretty Adalyn Doyle,

be

to

"Finishing School," and

is

all

Here's luck,
sweet Adalyn!

set for a film career.

many

DO

YOU

remember the gorgeous portdressing-room that Joan Crawford gave Doug Fairbanks, Jr., when they
were married ? Newspapers and magazines
were filled with pictures of that small
able

palace-on-wheels.
Paul Muni uses

You see, when
it now.
Doug went to Europe, he saw no sense in
dragging the dressing-room along, so he
sold

it

to

a studio for one-fifth

its

cost.

CAGNEY must go
JIMMY
around looking for theatre marquees gleaming with funny signs.
He's always springing 'em, and his
that one theatre anlatest is
nounced a double bill with:

HENRY THE EIGHTH-

nights every week.
Divorce proceedings to divide the B. P.
Schulbergs are anticipated hourly, and then
B. P. may announce his engagement to
Sylvia Sidney. Despite his denials, Raoul
Roulian is devoting himself to Conchita
Montenegro.
Something has side-tracked the expected
Contrarily,
Lola Lane-Al Hall nuptials.
the Isabel Jewell-Lee Tracy romance goes

Florinne McKinney, not-so-often-with director W. S.
Van Dyke nowadays, is more-often-with
Ralph Malone. Adolphe Menjou, abetted
by his fiancee. Vera Teasdale, is building
a home in Beverly, where they'll reside
after their marriage this summer.
That silly separation between Lupe Velez
and Johnny Weissmuller turned into a joke.
They're a temperamental pair, and they
admit that they fight constantly but they

on, like the brook, forever.

—

LADY KILLER.

apparently, for they've at least momentarily abandoned their every-other-day
Not so happily did the resumedpartings.
marriage trial of the John Gilberts (Virginia Bruce) turn out. As this is written,
Virginia is preparing to file suit for divorce.
like

SOMETIMES

people hang around for
months trying to get inside the studios.
Other times well, two young hitch-hikers
came to Hollywood with a great yearning
to see and talk to Ginger Rogers.
learn at
It took them a few hours to
which studio Ginger was employed. With

—

it,

Randy Scott and Vivian Gaye have
broken, but that has happened before, and
always managed to get" back toThe Patsy Parker who took out
a wedding license with Albert Conti is not
the same Patsy who will likely wed Bert
Wheeler. And by the way, Bert's screen
partner, Dorothy Lee, has not separated
from Marshall Duffield at least, not as
they've
gether.

—

this

written.

is

PICTURE

Carole Lombard's
puzzlement when she sat in
her dressing room one night,
awaiting a set call, and heard a
single set of footsteps outside, but
Her
several voices conversing.
first thought was of ghosts.

out
peered
Outside, she
saw the night studio night-watchman. The man is an amateur ventriloquist, and he talks to himself
she

Frightened,

through a window.

on

his

rounds to keep from get-

ting lonesome!

has ever equalled the flashy
NOBODYthat
Sam Hardy, the comedian,
clothes

wears.

When Sam

went

to

England

terial," cried

Hardy.

After long argument with the clerk, he
The clerk's quarrel was
got his wish.
The material had been woven for horse
blankets!

SPEAKING

of Hollywood heart-throbs,
there was that moment on location during the filming of Marion Davies' and

Gary

picture,

Cooper's

"Operator

later,

Walthall was again playing a Conthis time in a small part.

federate soldier

—

"We

Will you

tell

her

At last
500 miles to see her?"
one of the passers-in conveyed the message.
Ginger at once sent her secretary to the

we hiked

invited the two boys inside, and
hostess-ed them for luncheon. Before night
of the day they arrived in Hollywood, the
hitch-hikers were en route home.
gate,

another, and quite touching,
the universal popularity of
"Little Women," Louisa M. Alcott's classic
novel whose resounding success in cinema
form was one of the bright spots of the past
copy of the book has been found
year.
in the possession of the Hammer Galleries
of New York, among a collection from the
Imperial library of the Romanoffs, late ruling family of Russia. The volume belonged
to the Grand Duchess Olga, eldest daughter
of the Czar and Czarina, and bears the inscription on the fly leaf, "To Darling Olga
from Mama and Papa, Jan. 11th, 1908."
The well-thumbed pages of the book are
evidence that the little Grand Duchess

HERE'S
proof

of

A

thoroughly enjoyed reading

it.

devd-dog sergeant
on, Marines"— look what's doing! Dick Arlen plays a
Gill, Kay
Gwenllian
Andre,
Lona
by
aided
delightfully
name,
in the film of that
McCoy, Ida Lupino, Toby Wing, Jenifer Gray, Jean Chatburn, and Cxara Lou

"Come

Sheridan.

13,"

B. Walthall suddenly faltered
When Raoul Walsh, director
in his lines.
of the picture, asked him what the trouble
was, the famous trouper reminded him that
it was on the very same spot that he had
made scenes as the star of "The Birth of a
Nation" in 1915. And now, nineteen years

when Henry

that information, they stood in front of the
Each new person who
studio's main gate.
came here to
went inside was told,

meet Ginger Rogers.

last

year, he amazed the Britons, so flamboyant
were his street attires.
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., brought back to
Hollywood the prize story about Hardy.
seems, according to Doug, that Sam
It
went into a shop and espied a bolt of material with brightly colored checks at least
three inches square.
"I want an overcoat made of that ma-

Marines, beware!

May
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with poisonous minds like

make scandal out of ordinary circumstances. For instance, one gabby writer
to

went

into a personal frenzy
soon after Al Jolson

that,

with the news

went

to

New

York, Ruby Keeler moved into a house
near that occupied by Dick Powell.
If
you've heard that part of the story, let me
tell you the balance
The house into which
:

Ruby moved

is
the home of her entire
including mother, father and four

family,
sisters.

TIMMIE FIDLER,

Screenland's West

representative, who broadcasts
those interesting programs for radio on
"Hollywood On the Air," had a quick
answer for the fan who asked "How do

Coast

:

you

gather

all

your

movie

news

and

gossip ?"

you in on a secret," Fidler conhave spies. Two of my best newsgetters, in fact, are Jimmy Durante, who
nose all, and Clark Gable, who ears all."
"I'll

let

fided. "I

CONSIDER

the experiences of "O," Nick
Stuart's English bulldog.
He gets his

name from

extreme ugliness, at which
people always gasp "O" on first meeting.
A few months ago, "O" was lost. Advertisements and search failed to achieve
results.
One recent day, Nick's former
chauffeur saw a dog fitting the descriphis

tion of Nick's canine.

The

chauffeur called

and "O" immediately recognized the name.

Now

soon after "O"
wandered away from home, he was picked
up by Clara Bow's houseboy. For several
months the dog basked in the sunshine of
the It-girl's smiles.
Then he again decided to see the world, and he wandered.
It was during this last tour that "O,"
thin and gaunt, was found by the chauffeur
and returned to Stuart. He's decided that
there's no place like home after all
it

develops

that

"CPVERY

day, new ways to make money
are discovered in Hollywood. For instance, the "You're Telling Me" company
went on location near the film city.
sagacious woman turned on her radio fullblast, and the director had to pay her ten
dollars to quiet the machine so that the
sound picture could be filmed. The next
day, when the company returned to the
site, not only was the radio going fullblast again, but a dozen kids were present,
playing hockey with tin cans!

A

you worry about the mysterious
DIDappearance
of Myrna Loy, too Everydis-

?

body

in Hollywood was on needles and pins.
All sorts of rumors runaway marriage,
kidnapping, contract disagreement were
built around her not-be-foundness.
And
still

—

—

no Myrna!

One

day, after three weeks' absence, she
put in an appearance at the studio, as cool
and calm as you please. Then and there
she revealed that she had taken a quiet trip
to Honolulu
and produced evidence to
prove her story.

—

BEHIND

Larry "Buster" Crabbe's appeal to the A. A. U. for reinstatement
as an amateur swimmer is a clever plot on
the part of his studio to gain reams of publicity for the star, or so it looks to insiders.
In his plea to the A. A. U. officials,
Crabbe points out that he has not used his
ability as a swimmer to further his screen
career.
He disclaims knowledge, also, of
the fact that the studio advertised him as
the "Olympic champion swimmer" in some
of their promotion.
-

LJ

Here's one of the most striking
ever made of blonde
Greta Nissen, who recently has

portraits

Kay Francis
one time was
THAT
married
William Gaston, 2nd, presat

been making films in England
for British International Pictures.
Watch for her in the

to

ent husband of the socially and dramatically
prominent Rosamond Pinchot, was revealed
recently when Kay filed suit for divorce
against Kenneth MacKenna. Miss Pinchot
declares, by the way, that she is a great
friend and admirer of the beautiful Kay,
and denies that there has ever been anything but the pleasantest relations between

MARY PICKFORD
her

them.

she

exciting "Contraband."

place of

officially

revisited the birthfilm career recently when
"christened" the modernized

New

Biograph Studios

TT ISN'T

very often that Cecil B. DeJ- Mille's keen wit
can be topped, but Tom
Gubbins, the Chinese merchant and actor,
stopped the director. It happened one day
\yhen DeMille said to Gubbins
"Is it a
fact that the Chinese alphabet contains more
than 40,000 characters, each with a mean:

in
in this historic atelier that

made her very first movie, "The
Violin Maker of Cremona," and several
more following it. Lillian Gish and D. W.
Griffith, other famous Biograph graduates,
also attended the ceremonies.
mine

"DATRICIA ELLIS vows

ing of its own?"
"It is true," smiled the Chinaman.
"Almost as many characters, in fact, as you
"
used in 'King of Kings.'

SPARKS
NED
Hollywood

late

A

—

she

heard it between two male extras on a set. They were berating
each other, and the argument was
even until one jibed:
"Well, you and your pal may
call yourself gentlemen, but believe me, you're no mental gem."

was solo-dining

in a
spot one night when
the lights suddenly went out.
waitress
fluttered over to his table and explained
"I'm sorry, Mr. Sparks.
We'll put the
lights back on when we get one of those,
what-do-you-call-ems er, spark plugs."
"Never mind the spark plugs," roared
Ned. "Plug Sparks. Get me a spot-light."

York.
It was
your Mary and

THERE
and

were rumors that Max Baer
June Knight, longtime sweeties,
might take up romancing again in a big
way.
When reporters reached June for
a statement, she snapped: "That guy may
be the next world's champion, but for
he is just a pain in the neck!"

me

TX/THEN

blonde and pretty Pat Pater" ™ son eloped with the French matinee
idol, Charles Boyer, it was the culmination
of a whirlwind romance begun three weeks
back.
The romantic dash to Yuma took
place only three weeks after Boyer reached

Hollywood.

TT WAS

one of those "use this word in a
confabs on a set, between
scenes. At last Robert Young asked Stuart
Erwin if he could use the word Mahatma.
"Stu"
grinned
before
he
supplied:

1

sentence"

"Gimme my

hat i

my

time

is

up."

A VERY

pretty girl dropped into a
theatre to see Muriel Kirkland in
"Sailor Beware" (stage play) in Holly-

1

wood.

Between

lovely girl sent
"I don't know if
you will remember me," the note read, "but
we met at the Russian Eagle recently."
The note was signed, "Madge Evans"
acts,

this

a note back to Muriel

Earl Carroll, famous impresario of the musical stage, invades Hollywood to film
his hit, "Murder at the Vanities," bringing some of his eye-filling talent with
him. Carroll will direct the picture at the Paramount studios— and judging by his
stage offerings, it'll be something to see!

:

Madge fairly glowed with pleasure
when Miss Kirkland invited her backstage
and

at the end of the show.

(Continued on page 70)
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picture
scion plunging
SUt-l»> ow~"
o o into motion "
I
another
lOtllCl social
here is William Fiske, 3rd,
Hawaii.
film, "Cane Fire," made in
his
from
is
scene
production. The beautiful

And

_

i

When

Gilded Youth

Goes
"Golden Spoon"
here is another American
do something
youth, with the irresistible urge to
Fiske,
William
is
He
with motion pictures!
Fans,
banker
American
3rd the son of an
following
of
idea
the
with
who was brought up abroad
Instead he has debusiness.
his father's footsteps in
for something
count
to
room
cided to desert the counting

AND

\

/A

m

in

^ ^%^f^

Hawaii where
Fffke has just come back from
S
k
he made '-Cane Fire." He wants
ex
Sounds
settings.
"with Garbo players in authentic

Yo^ng

Se"
Whitney

Cit

not 'I Polo

Boy

like

"Jock" and "Sonny"

who is a
But he is an outdoor enthusiast
taow
not
do
we
sportsman
•'Bob-sled" Boy, a kind of
'/Bob-sledding
Europe
much about in this country. In
is very popular
down an icy course at 85 miles an hour

Contmentals and
winter resorts visited by smart
Saint Montz-y
very
is
and
wealthy Americans abroad,
on wincaptain
been
has
twice
The young producer

at

Celluloid!

Olympic games. He also
nine "Bob-sled" teams in the
and has traveled just
skiis,
golfs extremely well, skates,
about every place on the globe.
association with
And now, at the ripe old age of 22, m make pictures
to
hopes
he
his partner, Count Compagna,
interesting spots, with a small unit
all over the world in
suppledirectors,
Hollywood players, technicians
that the idea
find
we
"If
casts.
mented by native
that

of

m

simple language

it

"Or,
feasible," they say.
trying it out.
interested
are
Tust now we
oavs
P
to screen
^Cane Fire," which will serve to bring back
Weber
Lo
s
films,
director of
activity that first woman
The
plantation.
cane
was made on a Hawaiian sugar
before
Hollywood
story was worked out in
there,
script when one gets
a
having
assures
which

m

ite^-

lie
theme.
1
based on the "Madame Butterfly
T
he
cane plantation.
-main is the superintendent of the
licked
which almost
picture ends with a conflagration
up the Pacific Ocean."
cmaller
of the smaller
The Hollywood cast was taken to one its superb setgroup noted for
islands of the Hawaiian
(Continued on page 88)
included
players

and
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All In a Day's

Work!
H oily woo d —
where Beauty is
a part of the
business— and an
inspiration to you!

By
Katharine
Hartley
Their rouge has brushed off,
been soaked up by the
skin. The lipstick is caked in
spots, or gone entirely. Their
powder has ceased to function, and shine appears.
Their hair is flattened to the
head.
Well, what happens
Out comes the powder, rouge
or

!

and lipstick. It's all slapped
on hurriedly over the dead
make-up. And oh, horrors
This happens only when
you don't realize how neces-

—

—

Pat Paterson studies her script for "Bottoms Up" and at the same time
the make-up artist adds a touch, the hairdresser does her stuff, and the
wardrobe department takes a stitch in time.

people, like you and me, could only
is as much a part of our business, as it is of a movie star's, what a beautiful
world it would be! Every star has to be looking
her best every minute of the day, and she devotes plenty
of time to it. She is never very many steps away from
her make-up box, from her cold cream jar, and her
mirror. And it's not just vanity. It's business
should all make an effort to follow this good example.
Oh, I don't mean that you should forever be

IF

beauty

We

dabbing at your nose with a powder puff, anywhere, any
I'm just old-fashioned enough to believe that men
do object to a girl who flaunts her compact in his face
at luncheon, at the movies, or on the dance floor.
But I
do mean that every few hours, vou should take stock of
your looks, and do something about it to keep them as
agreeable as possible.
I've observed many "woiking
time.

gals"
daisy.

who come

to their offices, looking as fresh as a

But by noon they appear absolutely washed

sary it is to begin at the beginning each time you do
your face.
But how about
the girl who purposely allows
herself to become disheveled
and worn-looking around her

ORDINARY

realize that

!

out.

because, for some silly reason, she thinks that it
impress her boss that she works hard is even overworked
Little does she realize that he's probably so
sick of seeing her around, that he'd gladly give her a
vacation
without pay
How much better if you would keep a complete beauty
kit in your desk drawer
one that includes cleansing
cream, an astringent, and a powder base, in addition to
make-up. Also it should contain a hand cream, (to be
used every time you wash your hands), and perhaps a
fragrant wave-setting lotion that you could spray lightly
over your head. Fifteen minutes devoted to your face at
lunch-time is sure to make the afternoon a success.
Then, if you're going straight from your office to a date,
you can repeat the process at five. And speaking of that
it's a problem, not being able to change your clothes,
when you leave the office for a tea or dinner date. You
may not be able to keep a complete "dressy" outfit at
the office, but why not keep a (Continued on page 96)
office,

—

will

!

—

_

—

—
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Here's

Hollywood
Continued from page 67

FILM-LOVERS

on both sides of the
Atlantic palpitated at the news of the
marriage, amid romantic and exciting circumstances, of Prince Sigvard of Sweden
to Fraulein Erika Patzek, German movie
star and a "commoner." The Prince, whose
action caused the Swedish Royal Family to
disown him, at one time was said to be
paying marked attention to Greta Garbo
while Greta was on a visit to her homeThis, however, was abruptly ended
land.
by a royal command from the Palace, the
Sigvard, who is the second
story goes.
son of the Swedish Crown Prince, has been
connected with European pictures for several years as a director for Ufa, working
incognito. His bride, an actress in the same
studio,

Like a breath of the Old South comes
Dixie Frances, brunette and darkeyed, to Hollywood. Watch for her
quaint charm in some forthcoming

Fox

pictures.

celebrated her twentyJOAN BENNETT
birthday by presenting her hus-

fourth
Gene Markey, with a daughter
band,
weighing eight pounds. The new member
of the Bennett clan has been named Melinda Bennett Markey, and has the wholehearted approval not only of her papa, but
also of Aunt Connie and Grandpa Richard,

her noted relatives.

T^n

is

young, pretty, and

petite.

Another

Virginia Peine Lehmann, young Chicago society woman, was discovered
working in films as Virginia Pine.
She's been going places with Ronnie

case of movie people furnishing a real-life
story to rival any they put on celluloid!

WHEN

Philip Merivale, now playing
Theatre Guild's "Mary of
Scotland" opposite Helen Hayes, arrives in
Hollywood to join the cast of DeMille's
"Cleopatra," it will be his second trip to
He
the movie city, but his first film job.
was summoned westward once before by
Fox, but somehow or other they never
found a part for him.
And although this striking stage star was
recompensed for his time, it made him
pretty sore to sit around and let his career
in

Colman.

the

'T* HELM A

DeCicco, which
lowing her sudden
wood on a vacation
in the Los Angeles

divorce from Pat
had been expected foldeparture from Hollyalone, was granted her

courts shortly after the
technical ground of the action
was "extreme cruelty." The couple were
married in July, 1932, in an elopement to
split-up.

The

Prescott, Arizona.

mark time

SNh^f^oS
^

TODD'S

A

"Beloved" with director Victor
Role* Gloria Stuart and Louise Carter talk over the action of a scene for
of the techmcal crew look
members
while
set,
nineteenth-century
duim of a
s ,
detail.
every
ready tQ „ sh00t> „ The set is faithful to its period

linger,

m

for

May
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Continued from page 34
sweep out the

place,

the

and only

start the fires, clean

the good Lord
knows what all else.
The Everyman's Club was what is now
known more or less as a mission. It was

cuspidors

a place for down-and-outers with no place
to go and no money to get there with.
I
stuck that out for a whole scholastic
semester.

Hollywood Hair Styles
go romantic!
Becoming ? Yes

Not so long ago I bought a huge brass
spittoon for the bar at home.
Every time
I looked at the thing I'd have to pinch
myself and wonder if it could really be I
who owned the house and if I wasn't just

dreaming—if

is

.

.

.

TOO OILY

but not if your hair

TOO DRY

or

wouldn't wake up and find

I

that only the cuspidor was real and it was
time to get to work polishing it. The thing
gave me the heebie-jeebies and when Hoot
Gibson, walking with a cane after his recent airplane crack-up, lost his balance and
fell on it one night, telescoping it so it had
to be thrown out, I never had a regret.
I think, maybe, some of the hard work
I put in as a kid is accountable today for
the fact that I feel uncomfortable when

people wait on me.
I could never go for
a houseful of servants such as some stars

have and

I

feel

still

easier

when

I

do

things for myself than when they are done
for me.
With all the money I've made,
I've never

had a valet.
Another job I had when I was in school
was in a music store in the afternoons. The
kids used to drop in there to listen to the
latest records and hear the latest song hits

played on the piano. Generally they'd get
singing and we'd have a swell time.
The proprietor conceived the idea of hiring
me and if the kids knew I would be on
hand every afternoon to sing, it would
draw a crowd and the store's sales would
go up.
At least, that was the thought
when they hired me.
Being strictly business, myself, I asked

me

how much

I

was

to get.

—

The answer was

A

new star in the Hollywood galaxy
womanly style from the days of
hoop skirts and oving hearts. But t looks far
from romantic if you try it with oily, stringy
locks. To correct over-oily hair, use the Packer's
Pine Tar Shampoo treatment given below.
brilliant

revived this

1

i

pretty indefinite something to the effect
that they'd let me know later.
Every time
I went to work, every night when I left,
and as often in between times as I could
catch the proprietor's ear, I'd pester him to
find out about my salary.
At the end of

a week I'd driven the man nearly to distraction and he tied the can to me.
I still
haven't been paid for that week's labor!

But

had

my

The proprietor
of that store also owned the Liberty, the
largest movie house in Spokane at the time.
I

revenge.

Years later, when I was en route to Chicago with Al Rinker to join Whiteman's
orchestra, we stopped off in Spokane and
this same man engaged us for a week's appearance at his theatre. He paid us many,
many times the modest stipend he'd have
had to part with to have kept me on in his
store after school in the afternoons.
And
what's more, he laid the cash on the line
the second time.

Coming back to girls again—and who
doesn't?
It was when I was out here the
time that I began paying any attention
to them.
I chased around with a few
of them
but there was never anything more serious
with any of them than there had been with
those at home. How I ever get the reputation I had of being a roue and Lothario is
something neither Dixie nor I can underfirst

Another version

ment

of

the"back to charm" moveof a first magnitude star.

is this coiffure

Brittle, wispy,

fly-away hair will not cuddle
curls of such al'uring tenderness. If your hair is too dry, give it regularly
the Packer's Olive Oil Shampoo treatment suggested in this column.

into waves

and

DRY

To correct OILY hair:

Help for

your hair is too oily, the oil glands
your scalp are over-active. Use
Packer's Pine Tar Shampoo— it is
made especially for oily hair. This

Don't put up with dry, lifeless,
burnt-out looking hair. And don't
—oh, don't use a soap or shampoo

shampoo

drying. Packer's Olive Oil Shampoo

If

in

gently astringent. It
tends to tighten up and so to normalize the relaxed oil glands.
is

It's quick,

easy and can be used

with absolute safety to your hair.
Use Packer's Pine Tar Shampoo
every four or five days at first if
necessary, until your hair begins to
show a natural softness and fluffi-

hair:

—

on your hair which

is

harsh and

made especially for dry hair. It is
agentle "emollient" shampoo made
is

of pure olive

oil.

In addition,

it

contains soothing, softening glycerine which helps to make your
hair silkier

and more manageable.

No harmful harshness in Packer
Shampoos. Both are made by the
Packer Company, makers

Begin this evening with
Packer's Pine Tar Shampoo to get
your hair in lovely condition. Its

of
Packer's Tar Soap. Get Packer's
Olive Oil Shampoo today and begin

makers have been

to

ness.

specialists

the care of the hair for

over 60 years.

in

make each cleansing a scientific home treatment for
your

hair.

stand.

The

objections Dixie's parents had to me
our marriage (all removed since
theyve got to know me), and that her
studio had to her association with me were

before

PACKER'S

founded on nothing more than hearsay,
I swear a gross injustice was done
me!
Why, I went with Dixie for over three
months before I ever even kissed her!

PINE TAR

all

and

SHAMPOO

for OILY hair

PACKER'S
OLIVE OIL

for

SHAMPOO

DRY

hair
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date with
Girls I'd never even had a
With a
went
only
I
girls
used to tell other
even
And
It's a he!
thing.
one
for
girl
cheated.
got
sure
I
true,
had been
it
if
singing so constantly there

They kept me

conversaeven time for ordinary

wasn't

groundwork that lias
tion let alone all the
to approaching more
to be laid preparatory
topics.
serious
«r nn A
Dixie

News"

kids

still

me

When

girls.

about

was

I

in

my Good
New York

of the principals
times-and
different
the company-at
But
was understudying one of them.

once
in

went with two

I

Dixie
then.
I never met her
had split, 1
After the first one and I
I used to
second.
the
with
going
started
some
with
out
get
her,
with
Sal dates
highballs and forget
fellows, have a few
Late in the eveall about my engagement.
and say
Dixie
'phone
ning she would
Crosby?
"What do you know about that so-anddirty
again-the
up
me
stood
He's
to

He must

so.

W
Well,

you

I

think

he's

Gods

gift

was nothing like that, I assure
a
was nobody then and wasn t in
it

with

my

im-

position to impress anyone
Its simply
portance, even if I'd wanted to.
when 1
and
mind
that I have a one-track
time, 1 d
out with men having a good

was

else.
iust forget about everything
Dixie had got a
It wasn't until after
Hollywood
contract with Fox and been in
until
I came out
and
half,
a
year and

1

for a

make 1 he King
here with Whiteman to
our meeting is
And
met.
we
that
of Jazz"
I had
reputation
the
of
another illustration
blemishes cast upon
of the unwarranted
and

m

an e

for almost
She h ad been going around
Keane.
Raymond
named
boy
a
with
year
a
like to

I told him. I'd
too.
I d
she, remembering how
wanted to
News,"
"Good
in
pal
her
treated
I

knew him,

meet her.

And

peg or two.
meet me and take me down a
introduce
to
refused
For a long time Ray
kind of a guy for
no
was
I
her
telling
us,
around with. But
a nice girl to be going
we were both persistent.
introduce us
Finally he said he would
me that
with
date
but if she ever had a

seen of him
she had
when
her
'phoned
One night he
studio and asked
been wSrking late at the
the Grove with
her to dress and go over to
bo
tired,
too
was
she
She said
him.
to be a party
then he said it was going
Dixie got
to be there.

would be the

last she'd ever

I was going
dressed and came on over.
or anything else
Call it love at first sight
to anybody
attention
no
paid
we
you like—

and

_

we met and

neither

else from the moment
a word from Ray
of us has ever heard
this!
to
day
from that
Dixie an hour before
I hadn't talked to

girl
there would never be any other
yet if she
know
don't
I
her.
for me but
but I do know that the
felt the same way
plenty ot
Barque of Love experienced
it carried us to
before
Weather"
"Stormy
Licenses.
the Bureau of Marriage
about my love
telling
busy
so
been
I've
entirely away
got
have
to
life that I seem
been told so
from my life story. That's
or anothei,
form
one
in
times,
many
many,
interested
be
could
anyone
I can't believe
The editor being
in reading it again.
life story,
adamant and insisting that as a
11 have to
here,
place
a
have
mv struggles

I

.

knew

Ill
briefly on them.
possible, however, so
as
concise
as
it
make
as not to bore you.
College, 1
I had finished Gonzaga

give

in

and touch

When

orchestra.
organized a little five piece jazz
big orthe
all
of
records
bought the
arrangements note for
chestras, copied their
few hot licks
note and managed to add a
resorts
summer
played
of our own.
years and
around Spokane for a couple of
to get most of the
in the winter managed
town for private
in
engagements

We

We

dance

I

and other small social affairs.
to
Then Al Rinker and I were engaged
houses.
movie
local
appear at one of the
We had our engagement extended any num-

parties

of

times

endeavor.

*

,

Mother didn't put up as much
squawk over my leaving home as

When

I

knew when Ted

left

home

had

fararj-

the

had more or

less

bo

used to home-comings and
with making me
she contented herself
and asking me
boy"
good
promise to be "a
anything ot
always to let her know direct
not. make
meto
happened
that
importance
is one
That
outsiders.
her hear it from
promise I've always tried to keep.
here
after we had been down

Once
Los Angles

m

quite

a

while,

she went

to

one ot the
one of her sewing circles and
said.
carelessness,
studied
with
ladies,
engaged.
"Terrv Blank tells me Bmg is
'
mothers, under the circumI think most
have tried to save their
might
stances,
to know ^about it
face and either pretended
Oh, its
remarked.
deprecatingly
have
or
attair
boy-and-girl
just
a
nothing serious—
I will

me

m

confidence
say for mother she had
heard about it and

She" said, "I hadn't

was

Angeles Paramount), when Paul
Whiteman saw us and engaged us. We
years durremained with him two or three
with him
here
out
came
we
time
ing which
"The King of Jazz," his famous

the Los

got

departures,

I

knew

We

first

Press in
time to go with the Associated
prostrated.
but
all
was
San Francisco she
wanted to
Then Ted got homesick and
wouldn t
She
there
down
job
his
throw up
he had
think
would
people
let him for fear
Then the older boys went into the
failed.
that
World War. I don't think she minded and
gone
had
boys
the
so much because
Mexican
come back so quickly from the
realize how
didn't
probably
She
trouble.
going to be.
serious the World War was
home for
At any rate, by the time I left
pretty
been
had
heart-strings
oood, her
well stretched and she

m whom

beforemarried.
be
to
going
were
hand when we
to los
Well, anyhow, we got down
while, and
a
for
starved
almost
Anoeles,
a few theatres.
finally were booked into
(now
were playing the Metropolitan

I suppose
anticipated-and feared
When
rubber.
strings are something like
at enough,
tugged
and
stretched
been
they've

elasticity.
they lose some of their

I

girl
ately that I had met a
she
and
interested
seriously

a

ot
I

Harry would

true or

it's

,

but finally even loyal old
it was
Spokane became fed up with us and
fields ot
necessary for us to seek new

ber

dm't believe

have told me."
me
When she reached home she wrote Im
When
back
wrote
I
about it and
about it
engaged you won't have to learn
that was that.
And
Blank."
Jerry
any
from
met Dixie I told mother immedi-

to

make

talkie.

.

,

California is redder than
more
anywhere else, the primrose path looks
the people
and
better
is
golf
the
inviting,
personalmore hospitable—if you have any another,
with one thing and

The wine

in

ity— and what

up any
we just never got around to working
beginning
were
people
And
new numbers.
sing
to

weary

just a

"Mississippi

mite of hearing us

Mud."

Whiteman called us on the carpet when
to d us if we
he was about ready to leave,
we
d have to
him
with
stay
to
wanted
sa ary cut
a
take
and
change our ways

to
we had made ourselves as valuable we
been when
had
we
as
organization
his
arrived in Sunny California
polite
had a conference, bade him a
thereunregretful farewell, and shortly
until

We

and

after
their

Rhythm Boys'
Cocoanut Grove.

"The Three

bow

at the

made

the editor takes up her
1 11 tell you
option for another installment,
got up in the
since I
all that's happened

Next month,

if

is hereby
°(Editor's Note: The option
third chapter
taken up, so watch for the
Story in the next
of Bing Crosby's Life

issue.)
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Screen Star

"Roughs

It"

Continued from page 30
complaints

registered.

I

The

IN A SERIES OF

FRANK TALKS BY EMINENT WOMEN PHYSICIANS

Madame, is not with

trouble,

you r hea rt. but in uourhead/

had learned a

. .

lesson.

my

husband and I went
Not long ago
over into Death Valley on a camping trip.
We took along our tent and cots and a
minimum of equipment and had the time
of our lives really roughing it. And when
we came back I went directly into a picture
after only two days of preparation.
I felt better because of the trip and I
think I looked better when I got back to
the camera as well. Since that first fishing

made against the advice of the casting
director, I've learned a lot about taking
care of myself when I "rough it."

trip

Your hair and your hands are most apt
damaged when you say goodbye to

to be

parlors and start out for a few
weeks in the desert or the mountains. If
you take the proper care of your face it
will come back actually improved in appearance. It's the hair and the hands you
have to watch most closely.
Before we leave Hollywood for any considerable stay in "camp" I mix olive oil
and kerosene, half each, and fill a good-

beauty

-

sized bottle with this mixture.

While on the trip I rub this thoroughly
my hair and scalp each night before
The desert sun and the mountain
winds dry the hair out and bleach it past
recognition unless you do something like

into
retiring.

preserve it. Then I brush my hair
When I get
thoroughly once each day.
back I have the head shampooed and the
hair curled and it comes out healthier than
this to

IMAGINARY FEARS RACED CONSTANTLY THROUGH THIS PATIENT'S MIND
AND ALL BECAUSE OF THE LACK OF PROPER MARRIAGE HYGIENE
.

was when I left. The rest from too much
fancy treatment does it good.
Another thing I do before leaving civili-

it

zation is to have my nails manicured as
short as possible.
I save old gloves all
year for just such occasions and I wear
them most of the time on such a trip. But
if your nails are short to start with the
danger of breaking and tearing them is
much lessened.
The first day out I keep daubing my
nose with cocoanut oil. After that it just
tans and doesn't blister. Each night I rub
olive oil on my face and then take a spoonful of common salt and rub it over my face
and neck as strenuously as I can stand it.
It smarts and tingles but the oil keeps the
skin lubricated and the salt acts as a circulation builder as well as an astringent.
It makes you feel as though you had just
come out of the ocean. It gives your face
that "tight" feeling. Then I wash the salt
off with cold water and rub my face hard
with a rough towel. It sounds strenuous,
but it's not so bad, once you're used to it.
I use lipstick all the time I am out in the
open, and some mascara.
The lipstick

from drying and cracking
and the mascara is the one concession I
make to appearance. At night I rub pure
castor oil around my eyes.
It smooths out
the wrinkles you get from squinting in the
keeps your

lips

bright sun during the day.
With these precautions you can dare to
be comfortable while on a trip.
I don't
wear a hat unless I want to, because the
kerosene and oil protect my hair. I don't
worry about my nose or my neck or my
face.
So I can have all the fun I want.
only advice to anyone trying these
things is that they keep away from all
mirrors for the first day or two. When
you're used to seeing your face powdered
and rouged, it's a shock to see it the first
few days on a trip of this kind, all shiny
and pale. But the natural color soon comes
through and the shine wears off to become
a natural sheen and the first thing you

Dr.

Helene Stourzh has

a large private practice in

Vienna. She holds rank
as one of the most distinguished gynecologists of

marriage hygiene

perfect for this purpose."

.

.

.

.

"And

she followed with the most convincing list of symptoms I ever heard.
It was all imagined; a neurosis brought
on by fear. She had a perfect heart!

" 'The trouble, madame,' I said, 'is not
with your heart but in your head.'

"Many
Some
them

married

women

are like this.

slight feminine irregularity

throws

may bring on
But knowledge of

into panic; panic

physical symptoms.

the proper method of marriage hygiene
replaces fear with peace of mind. And
with peace of mind the symptoms vanish.

"The

best and

HELENE STOURZH

(Signed) DR.

" 'Doctor
it's heart trouble'
these
were her first grim words as she walked in.
.

the "Lysol" method.

"Lysol" antiseptic, in proper dilution,
used as a hygienic measure regularly, is

Austria.

.

is

simplest technique of

"Lysol"

is

indeed the perfect antiseptic

for marriage hygiene. It destroys germs,

even

in the presence of organic matter,
pursues them into hidden folds of the
feminine membranes. Yet it is gentle,
soothing never irritating in effect. That
it is used as an antiseptic in childbirth
proves it safe and mild enough for even
the most sensitive feminine membranes.

—

"Lysol"

kills

germs.

No

other antiseptic

has such universal acceptance. Leading
physicians all over the world have preferred
it for forty years. Whenever they must be
sure they turn to "Lysol."

To

married women, the use of "Lysol"

assures perfect cleanliness, a refreshing
sense of well-being.

Facts every married woman should know
Mail coupon for a copy of our interesting brochure
"Marriage Hygiene." Check other booklets if

—

desired.

Preparation for Motherhood
Keeping a Healthy Home

ctant

My

Let

Lehn & Fink,

"Lysol" guard the family health

Doctors order "Lysol" in cases of mumps,
measles, diphtheria. Also as protection against
influenza, tonsilitis, grippe, common colds.
Disinfect clothing (especially handkerchiefs)

and rooms with "Lysol"

'HALL OF FAME" on

Sunday nights

N.

J.,

Dept. Z.28

Name
Street

State-

City

© Lehn &

after every illness.

the air

Inc., Bloomfield,

Sole Distributors of "Lysol" disinfectant

— 10:30

E. S. T.

.

.

WEAF

Fink, Inc., 1934

and N. B. C. coast-to-coast hook-up
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know you like the looks of
I know because I do
that.

When this has dwindled to a bed of coals
You
there should be plenty of hot water.
put the little tub, or the bucket, inside the

yourself like

Of course, you girls all have your own
take
pet preparations which you'll probably
For one thing, you may not want
along.
for
to "go native" as completely as I do;
another, your best cold cream or hair lohandy
tion or astringent will come in pretty
to
you
tell
to
Blondell
from
it
far be

tent,

!

that because

A portable canvas batha luxury that is really worth what
bathe
costs but it is perfectly possible to
You

„

wait until

does take courage.
the exercise take care

a bottle of kerosene and olive

dark and build a nre

it's

it

of the surplus poundage you might otherwise take on because of your appetite. Y ou
come back to civilization such a different
person, you hardly know yourself.
Let's take a tent and a frying pan and

is

in a bucket.

,

.

The outdoors and

more comfortable.

would

...

if

—

not, say I

go camping or fishing 1 wear
We use cots
trousers and heavy boots.
are
rather than sleeping bags because they

it

it

fill

,
you re in the mountains and have
a cold mountain stream— and the necessary
courage there is nothing better for you
I'm not insisting on
than a dip in that.

But

When we

tub

by then, and

warm

ing trip.

Didn't I
leave your beauty kit at home.
admit "i never travel without my beloved
mascara and lipstick? Girls will be girls,

somebody

warm

is

Then you post your
water.
husband or girl friend as sentinel between
the nearest road and yourself and step into
That's real luxury on a campthe bucket

and

and why

which

with

some

about six feet in front of the tent door.

real fun.

and have

oil

go fishing!

Let's

I'm Proud to Be Lee Tracy's
Girl Friend"

her!

Continued from page 25

lar

song puts it, Broadway apparently
could do without her. She had tough sled-

the

has never desired a regu-

He

wanderlust.

home, you know.

Beverly so"I wouldn't tie him down.
shall
be content
and
I
me,
lure
ciety doesn't

"There were weeks when I had barely
enough money to live on. I wouldn't write
>

go wherever he wants.

to

self

Why

New

married

riage as a significant event in our
When I've accomplished what Lye set out
to do, there'll be no more delay."
Isabel's explanation has not aplives.

^

a shame? There's a girl who
has 'come hither' if I ever saw one.
But it becomes '17° thither after a minute
in her presence. Why doesn't some kind
girl friend put her wise?"
The surprising thing is that there still
attractive ones, too
are girls and women
who need to be told that soap and
water cannot keep their underarms free
from that ugly odor of perspiration which
refined people hate.
Smart girls who prize their popularity
know that the quick, the easy, the sure
way to keep their underarms always
fresh and odorless, is with Mum.
It takes just half a minute to use Mum.
Then you're safe for all day. And the
instant it's on, slip into your dress. For
is perfectly harmless to clothing.
too so
It's soothing to the skin,
soothing you can shave your underarms
immediately.
and use
Don't ever let anybody say you are
careless about underarm odor. Use
Mfg.
regularly and you'll be safe.
York.
New
Co., Inc., 75 West St.,

ISN'T

it

—

—

Mum

—

Mum

Mum

Mum

I hope
that.
peared selfish, for she is anything but
her
Yet her determination to sail under

surprise when you meet
and so very feminine.
tiny
She is so
her
Most of her screen roles have been humorreality she
ous or slightly hard-boiled. In

own

colors

is

a

has a better background than

Hollywood

many

of our

"ladies."

m

Her father was a country surgeon
much
Soshhone, Wyoming, a man who was
devoted
beloved by the people to whom he
Isabel, an only child, was sent to
his life.

was
an exclusive girls' school when she
school
Episcopal
the
Hall,
Mary's
St.
ten
remembers her
at Faribault, Minnesota,
senwith pride. She was president of her
highest
the
with
graduated
and
ior class
honors.

,

,

t

her early 'teens she dreamed of
Broadway. But she acceded to her parents
Her mother
wishes and went to college.
enhad been a Kentucky belle, so Isabe
Girls
for
College
Hamilton
rolled at
She kept up her straight-A
Lexington.
also, and tutored Latin m
there,
average
her spare time.
my
"After my freshman year I made up
career
the
on
start
well
as
mind I might

Even

in

m

Women

at the
The Dean of
planned."
Isabel says the
college encouraged her.
has been
dean, next to her own mother,
to Chicago
her best woman friend. "I went
I

TAKESTftf titiOfc

OUT

OFrPERSPIRATfON
ON SANITARY NAPKINS, TOO.

Mum is also a wonderful deodorant

— guarantees protection
unpleasantness.

for this use

from

Soon I learned an
a stock company
by
inoenue was needed

and got a job
in Lincoln,
I

would

in stock.

Nebraska.

fill

the

bill."

I

for help, because I'd supported myShe managed
since leaving college."
chosen
to struggle through, despite having
to
crash
Street
Wall
the
after
Spring
the
York!
tackle
She landed a lead which, after lengthy
rehearsals and a try-out out of town, folded
She accepted
before its Broadway debut.
an- offer for stock leads in Connecticut,

home

have
chatter-writers
the
Again I
stated we are secretly married.
on earth should I want to
deny it.
I shall be so proud to be
mysterious?
be
Mrs Tracy that I'll ask all the reporters
Neither of us has ever
to our wedding!
look forward to marboth
and we
"Repeatedly

took a chance that
She did, for an

eighty-seven week run!
and small,
"I was blue-eved and blonde
needed
they
until
ingenue
so I was a typical
older
someone to step into a sophisticated,
emotiona
more
did
I
on
then
From
part
Three years of stock and Isabel
things."
But as
\vas°ready to take on Broadway.

planning to stay four weeks and staying
The day she returned to New
twelve.
Broadway break miraculously
her
York

was

thrust

upon

her.

"Up Pops the Devil," a successful play,
The heroine had
was in dire straits.

and the understudy was
heard of the predicament through an agent. She went to the
suddenly taken
inefficient.

ill

Isabel

theatre at 5 p.m., rehearsed the leading role
and
for an hour, and went on that evening
didn't miss a single line!
Incidentally, Roger Pryor, now at Uniwas the hero of that show. Isabel,

versal,

finso well trained by stock engagements,
play.
the
of
run
the
ished
"I met Lee in October, 1931," she relates.
"He was to star in 'Louder, Please,' and
they were casting. I tried for the part of
The director had his
the movie siren.
Lee
heart set on a tall, willowy type."

argued in vain for Isabel, and decided to
ask her to lunch when she was rejected.
She says it was love at first sight for her.
and he confesses he felt that "magic the
minute he glimpsed her.
in
"I got a good part a few weeks later
Lee's work in 'Louder,
a Hollywood bid from
bought the show I
they
When
Warners.
was in, I was delighted to hear they
me to come to Hollywood for the

'Blessed
Please'

Event.'

won him

wanted

picture version with
missed Lee horribly.
"You can visualize

James Cagney.

my

joy

when

I

I

d

got

wire from
as far as Chicago and received a
Lee telling me that Cagney had walked out
on the picture and he'd been assigned it!
Coincidence thus threw Isabel and Lee
together in the West as in the East, only
now it was a reunion.
The longest, most disheartening period in
compleher life inexplicably followed the
_

tion of "Blessed

though

.

Event" at Warners.

Al-

splendid

por-

acclaimed

for

her

May

for

19

79

3 4

trayal of a difficult emotional role, she was
without a job for the next nine months
"Compared to Hollywood standards, I'm
no raving beauty. I didn't photograph well.
Every day I'd plan to return to New York.
Lee was the only one who cheered me up.
He kept repeating, 'Honey, one of these!'
days some of these studios will get wise
!

.hey called

Old Maid!

was completely discouraged."

I

Fox

eventually gave her a small

"Bondage."
played undoubted ability.

tional role in

emo-

now,

She again disBut it was the

Hollywood stage production of "Counsellorat-Law" which renewed the impetus of her
lagging

career.

Her

fast-talking,

gum-

chewing telephone operator was so outstanding that she was cast in several good
Care was taken in
parts at M-G-M.
photographing her and she was rewarded
with a long-term contract.
Isabel's dream is to do sympathetic emotional roles such as Helen Hayes does so
wonderfully. "After 'Blessed Event' Hollywould thought of me as a weeping willow.
After 'Counsellor' was released I was just
Naturalfy, her extensive
a comedienne."
experience in stock encompassed all varieties of parts.

This girl-friend of Lee Tracy lives conservatively.
"I've been without work and
I wouldn't dream of being extravagant."
Her mother and father have moved to
Hollywood, and the one cloud in her present
life is the misfortune which has come to
her father. He gave so much of his time
and effort to his surgery that his eyesight
has been seriously impaired.
Isabel and Lee believe in in-laws getting
along. He is as fond of her parents as they
are of him. And his mother, who lives in
the East, has given her blessing to their
match.

A

few words about the tremendous loyalty Lee's fans have expressed might logically be included here.
I have picked out
letters in his mail at random and have yet
to find one condemning him.
The public,
having learned that he was "fired" without
ever being asked for his version of the
Mexican "balcony scene," has realized that
Lee was the victim of an erroneous newspaper report.
I once analyzed Lee as "the star Hollywood can't scare." He is still undaunted by
the superficial, silly traditions of the movie
town. But I now note there is one thing
he does fear. That is the loss of his good
standing with the fans.

—

He

rejected two big vaudeville contracts.
for $3,500 weekly on a ten-week
guarantee, and the other for four weeks at
twice that sum.
He declined because he

One was

not run away from Hollywood.
Universal, recognizing his popularity, brings
him back to us as the star of "Where's

would

personal appearances would have
been to cash in on that notoriety. I have
spent fifteen years building my career and
I wouldn't let down those who like me.
I
was foolish down there in Mexico City;

But everyone knows by now that my
actions were 'grossly exaggerated,' as Mark
yes.

consolation is that I learned
friends are."

it.

The one

who my

real

Chins up, both Lee and Isabel are absorbed in their careers this Spring. Out
of "office hours" they are whole-heartedly
in love.
"I am concentrating on getting
somewhere in pictures this year so we can
marry," Isabel said to me in parting. So
while you are welcoming the prodigal son
back, give the girl-friend a hand so she'll
give in and make him happy

Thanks, Isabel Jewell, for letting
P.S.
give the fans the "exclusive inside story"
on you two. I have not embellished what
you told me, because there is no hokum
about the Tracy-Jewell love. I'm proud of
your confidence, and prouder still of Lee's
:

brings the beauty
11KE

all fastidious women, she refused to
look painted. But for a while, she made
the mistake of using no lipstick
with the
result that her lips were pale, old-maidish.
Every woman should avoid a conspicuous
painted look. Yet you don't need to go to the
opposite extreme and do without lipstick. For
it is now possible to give lips the youthful color
men admire without risking a painted appearance. Tangee Lipstick does the trick. It contains
a magic color-change principle that intensifies
your natural rose coloring
.

.

taste!

No

adds to their allure.

drying, cracking or
No paint spots

on teeth or handkerchiefs either. Get Tangee
today— 39^ and $1.10 sizes. Also in Theatrical,

.

a deeper shade for professional use. On sale in
drug and department stores.
Or send 10^ with coupon for 4-Piece Miracle
Make-Up Set containing Tangee Lipstick, Rouge
Compact, Creme Rouge and Face Powder.

UNTOUCHED—Lips left
untouched are apt to
have a faded look. make
the face seem older.

LOOKS ORANGE — ACTS ROSE

.

Tangee looks orange. But put it
In the
on and notice how it changes on your lips
takes on the one shade of rose most becoming
to your coloring . . the natural shade for you
Tangee becomes a very part of you, instead of
stick,

.

PAINTED

— Don't

risk

that painted look.

.

coarsening and
don't like

!

It's

men

it.

TANGEE— Intensifies

a greasy coating, hence is longer-lasting than

natural

ordinary lipstick.

youthful appeal, ends
that painted look.

Moreover, Tangee is made with a special
cream base that soothes and softens lips while

color,

restores

New—Tangee Face Powder gives
skin a soft underglow. Contains
the magic color-change principle.
Prevents powdery, mask-likeeffect.

* 4-PIECE MIRACLE MAKE-UP SET- 100
THE GEORGE
417 Fifth

Avenue,

W. LUFT

New York,

COMPANY

SU64

Rush Miracle Make-Up Set containing miniature Tangee LipRouge Compact, Creme Rouge and Face Powder.
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Ricardo and Christine Cortez
Tell Their Love Story
Continued from page 26
day, 'Ric, you don't like to run around; you
don't you
should have a home.

Why

marry?'
"
'I would

a minute,' I told him, if I
I don't want to
could find the right girl.
in

marry an actress. I know what it means
having two careers under the same roof.'
But aside from my past
"I did know.
experience and aside from the fact that I'm
an old pipe-and-slipper man from the West,
The marriage of two
consider any case.
players might start out beautifully, but
something always turns up. They work on
different schedules— when one is free, the

Christine had come to Hollywood for a tenday vacation to seek forgetfulness after ob-

The party
taining a divorce in the East.
was given by friends of the people with
whom she was stopping so naturally she
was invited. Ric, at first glance, gravitated
She is not the usual Hollyto her side.
wood glamorous beauty. Christine is one

women who do not need glamor
She has small features,
she has charm.
white skin, wide, frank blue eyes, a frequent smile and an easy natural manner.
She's the sort of woman "a big pipe-andslipper man" would immediately seek out.

of those

Dive from skyscrapers! Ride
Niagara Falls! Swim the Hellespont!
Nothing seems out of reach, you
laugh at obstacles, when digestion
is good.
Let Beeman's help keep your digestion orderly, your disposition gay,
spirits elated. For Beeman's
does aid digestion.
And nothing so beneficial was ever
more delicious! The flavor cool,
fragrant, and refreshing. Its freshfor the new airness unequalled

your

who is
lovely Madeline Carroll, English actress
Hollywood. If you
in
stay
present
her
during
admiration
much
she'll remain with us.
for her hard enough, (and we hope you do!),

Here's a
exciting
fill

new study of the

—

—

tight wrap triply guards every bit of
its original quality. Chew Beeman's

often

— start today!

Chew

B EE MAN'S
PEPSIN GUM

Suppose the wife plans an
busy.
important dinner party with important people and the husband comes in late, tired
from making a scene over twenty times.
He doesn't feel like being hospitable—he
wants to go to sleep for he has to get up
Or suppose the
at six the next morning.
wife makes more money than the husband.
She's sweet about it and says 'We'll take a

other

is

small house and supposedly live on your income, but I'll pay my half.' They do this
but the day is sure to come when she sees
her best friend in a new and expensive car.
She goes to the dealer and looks it over.
She tells her husband she wants one too.
says, 'but,
'I'd love you to have it,' he

you know we can't afford it.'
she doesn't say any more then, but
a day or a month— she says, If
l ater _i n

darling,

Maybe

can't buy it for me I can buy it myself
that's how the rift starts.
"No, I didn't want to marry an actress.
I could come
I wanted a wife to
home and say, 'Darling, I've had a hellish
day at the studio,' and she'd listen, sym-

you

—and

whom

pathize,

and laugh

who wanted

a

troubles away. One
children as I da
I'd find her, but thank

my

home and

never dreamed
I have !"
Strange to say, Ric and Christine met at
Ric had thought of
a Hollywood party.

I

God

AIDS DIGESTION

.

.

He didn't like
the invitation.
but he had the doldrums and he
thought it might get him out of them.
refusing
parties,

Ricardo and Christine began exchanging
confidences almost immediately. They look
back on their first conversation and laugh
For they disnow, as well they might.
Christine said quite deficussed marriage
nitely that she had had enough unhappiness
Ric said he
for two more years at least.
it,
didn't mind marriage, in fact, he wanted
girl._ They
right
the
find
couldn't
but he
were both very serious, but Christine, although she is a woman, is uncommonly
honest, and admitted to me that she was
She
terribly attracted by Ric even then.
thought him far better looking off the
screen than on, and remembering the nice
he
things that had been said about the way
behaved himself, she wasn't sure but that
me
she liked him already. Ric kept telling
what a sweet girl he had thought her that
mutual.
evening, so I guess the feeling was
At any rate, they had their first "date
about a week later when he took her to a
party at Pickfair. More and more they discovered that thev had the same ideas about
things.
life that they liked the same
Their next date was on the golf course.
Christine
"I had been proud of my game,"
laughed "and I had told Ric about all the
But when I began to play
I played.
!

<*olf

At first, when he
he used to excuse
me by saying, 'Oh, everyone has an oil
other
dav but when we got to know each

with him
didn't

I

was

know me

terrible.
so well,

'

better

he'd

say,

'Don't

tell

me you

ever

for
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I believe he thought
played golf before.'
but I hadn't, really.
I'd been bragging
That's what love did to me
"It got so that we'd have dinner together
every night, and gradually my ten-day
vacation in Hollywood spun itself out into
weeks. All the time Ric was working. I'd
see him a short while in the evening and
then send him home to bed."
Incidentally that was one of the things
that decided Ric about Christine. "She was
so sensible," he said, "she didn't just think
of her own pleasure as many another
woman would have done and insisted upon
going dancing until all hours. She'd say,

—

cWkuel

o'clock alarm for you tomorrow.
She looked after me."
to bed !'
"Ah!" I interpolated. "Did you like the
maternal instinct?"
Ric laughed and replied, "I'll answer that

'Six

Go

by saying all men are boys."
They found in each other all they had
missed in a first marriage. Christine gave
him self-effacing understanding while he
"He was so
gave her manly protection.
sweet and thoughtful," she explained. "For

man I loved was worryingover me, telling me not to drive too fast or
catch cold, and I discovered I liked that
feeling of being taken care of."
As soon as they admitted their love and
planned on marriage, they went house-hunting.
At first they were going to buy, but
Christine with her usual practically said to
Ric, "Why put all that money in a house
when you already own one out here ? Let's
rent one unfurnished, and I'll do it myself."
This js exactly what she did. She had
no decorator to carry out her ideas decorators were too expensive, she thought,
and besides she loved working in their
future home herself. She used to leave the
hotel where she was stopping at eight in
the morning and be at the house by eightthe first time a

ECONOMY SALAD DRESSING

—

thirty.
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lyi cups

She would work all day, and by
came from the studio she was

answered Christine, and back
to their beloved house in Holly-

—

• But remember — Evaporated
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name and

didn't hold any bugaboos for Christine now.
"I believe in our marriage so much," she
told me, "that if ever it failed I should
never marry again. Never. I didn't feel
matter
like this even the first time.
what we do, Ric and I have fun together,
even if it's only sitting before the fire, each
of us reading.
I think we act as a ballast
for each other.
Ric is very intense too
much so but I think I'm getting him out
of it.
While I'm serious, I don't worry
needlessly and I laugh a lot it's the Irish
Ric loves to laugh, too, when he's
in me.
not too intense over something. Of course

No

—

;

—

we

both want children very much.
But
I'm glad now I didn't have any before."
"Aren't you jealous of the women he
to in pictures ?"

makes love

they liked their

"No," she answered simply. "When I
first knew Ric, I used to watch him work
at the

came

studio, but that

^SH^HBBUl^

State

City

wood.

Their friends couldn't believe it but
own hearthstone best. Ric
didn't go into the scheduled picture after
all, and so the Cortezes came to New York
and had the time of their lives. New York

f

It tastes just like the "boiled dressing"
that Mother used to make! Yet it's made without
cooking just stirred together! Delicious for cole
slaw and other green salads, also tomato salad.

—

I,"

teaspoon dry mustard

1

• Try it!

—

"So am
they came

% cup vinegar

Blend thoroughly Eagle Brand Sweetened Condensed Milk, salt, vinegar and mustard. Stir
until mixture thickens. Allow to stand a few
minutes to stiffen. Makes 1)4 cups.

the time Ric

too tired even to dress for dinner, so they'd
go to some little restaurant where she could
wear "any old thing" and talk about the
Christine liked Ric's questions he
house.
had left everything to her, but they definitely showed how deep his interest was.
"Our house is English style with ten
rooms, a terrace and a garden," she told
me." The living room is two stories high
and I did it in brown red and white. Upstairs there are three bedrooms and a living
room with comfortable chairs and old
prints.
Ric adores that living room. In
fact, he's got a favorite chair, and when
anyone else sits in it, he chases them
"I must tell you about our wedding and
honeymoon. Ricardo arranged all the details of the ceremony
got the judge and
the couple that stood up for us and our
tickets to Arizona, and only told me about
it the night before at a dinner party.
It
was pretty hard to keep casual then when
everyone was asking when we were getting
married.
Ric said, 'Oh, sometime soon,
when I can get away from the studio.' And
all the time I kept thinking of those tickets
in his pocket and our plans that he had
just told me about as a surprise!"
After the ceremony, telegrams kept pouring in.
The ones from the studio all reminded Ric in one way or another that he
was due back in two days. So the newlyweds thought they'd have a short honeymoon in Santa Barbara. They arrived
when it was so cold that they were the only
ones who came down to dinner that night.
Huddled before the log fire in the dining
room, Ric said suddenly, "You know, darling, I'm homesick."

teaspoon salt

1

was before we

serious about our love.

be-

Since then

address plainly)

I've never gone near the place.
upon the studio as his office and

think

it's

wise for a

woman

I
I

look
don't

to visit her hus-

band when he's working. She only gets in
the way.
Ric's not just an actor to me
anymore he's the man I love, but as for

—

being jealous

—

well, I'm just not!"
don't have to be," I thought aloud.
When I saw the Cortezes they were celebrating their wedding anniversary in terms
of weeks.
I bet that now that they are

"You

in their honeymoon house and Ric is
being the big pipe-and-slipper man at home,
regardless of what villainies his roles require on the screen, Christine and he are
For here are
still keeping up the custom.
two people who don't care whether Hollywood thinks them sentimental. They're in
love and happy and that's the way they ex-

back

pect

to

which

is

remain the rest of their lives
the proper ending for any love

story, isn't it?
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—

which is as
is friendship
have it.
Sam's life with his beautiful spouse, Lillian Taiz, singer and actress, is a lovely
They complement each other
romance.
Oh, a great fellow, this Jaffe.
perfectly.
You must know him. And he's an independent rascal. His stint in "The Scarlet
Empress" done and in the can, he chuckled
talent

greatest

Sammy would

off a couple of contracts which were waved
under his nose, and stole quietly back to
York he loves.
the

New

So I bearded the beardless Sammy. I
wanted to hear his tales of Hollywood—
and I wanted a report on Dietrich! As a
charter member of the Marlene-For-Me

LOVELY EYES
How

Pants!

Club, I'd been brooding about the babydoll.

have them

to

You know,

fretting

no news to you that Unscr Marlene
hasn't been so red-hot lately. Her last picture, "The Song of Songs"— which was
Sudermann's and not Solomon's well, you
saw it. Then, too, it's a long time between Dietrichs, and new peacherinos bloom
It's

— eyes no man can forget

—

charming eyes
GIVE yourself unforgettably
All
a magic touch of

by
in 40 seconds
the eyelashes with Winx, the super-mascara.
Remember, your eyes are your fortune— don't
!

neglect them.

You'll never realize the power of beautiyou try Winx— the perfected
formula of mascara in either cake or liquid
form. Your eyes— framed with Winx lashes
—will have new mystery, new charm.
ful eyes until

So safe— smudge-proof, non-smarting, tearproof- Winx is refined to the last degree.
Yet so quick to apply- a morning application lasts until bed-time.

Millions of women prefer Winx to ordinary mascara. New friends are adopting
Winx every day. Without delay, you, too,
should learn the easy art of having lustrous
Winx lashes. Just go to any toilet counter
and buy Winx in either cake or liquid. Full
directions in each package.
To introduce Winx to new friends, note
our trial offer below. Note, too, our Free
Booklet offer, "Lovely Eyes— How to Have
Them". It not only tells of the care of lashes,
but also what to do for eyebrows, how to use
the proper eye-shadow, how to treat "crow's
feet" and wrinkles, etc., etc.

Most of all, I think,
out thar overnight.
our darling suffered severely from that sad
attack of Pants.
It is probable that in all picture annals
no beauteous actress ever 'made a sourer
fumble than Lieber Marlene did when she
donned breeches. As a publicity gag, it
snapped back like a rubber band and popped
its inventor on the nose.
True, a lady sporting trousers_ is a comparatively minor matter, in the light of the
world's weight of woe. Just the same, half
of our 120,000,000 citizens think such didoes
are Gosh-Darned Silly, and the other half
believe them subtly Sinful.
believe that Papa should
After all, he always has.

We

Americans

wear

the Pants.
the Pants

And

Business hurt Dietrich no little.
So I fired a barrage of queries at Doctor
Jaffe.

about Marlene? How about the
infamous pants? And is she so charming,
or what? Tell me about her on the set!"

"How

"No more

pants," said

Mr.

Jaffe.

"At

She's very
knowledge.
In 'The Scarlet Emcharming indeed.
press' she worked like a true trouper. Her
friends will be delighted, and she'll make
!"
thousands more

least,

not to

my

Marlene's
fine for a starter.
again meaning that one of the
most gorgeous females that ever blistered
celluloid is back on the rails after a sad
skid, delivering beauty to the films
Sam looked out at the tugboats on the
river, but his mind's eye was on the Para-

That was

herself

—

!

mount lot in Hollywood.
"One of the most remarkable things
about Dietrich," he said, "is her working

Von

It's
Sternberg.
Svengali-Trilby act.
His attitude is one of adoration for, and
service to, a great artist. I felt, when they
were working together on a scene, that he
was forever paying her tribute that there
wasn't the slightest whim of hers that he
wouldn't gratify at any cost.

relationship

with

much more than

a

—

for Dietrich, she trusts his artistic
That's
implicitly, almost blindly.
why they are probably the greatest directoractress team that pictures have ever seen.
Most actors, taking direction, listen to the
boss with one ear and then do it their own
Some only pretend to listen. Not
way.

"As

judgment

_

Believing whole-heartedly in her
director's picture wisdom, she will do a
tiny scene fifty times to achieve perfection
And when the last shot is in
in his eyes.
the box, the result may not be perfection
to the critics and the fans, but it is onehundred percent perfect to Joe Von Stern-

Marlene.

berg

!

directs Dietrich entirely in German,
calling her anything that enters his mind
which ends with the affectionate German

"He

It may be 'Putschen/
diminutive 'chen.'
Then again, it often sounds like 'Mutschen'
or 'Kutschen.' But it is always 'little some-

thing-or-other.'
"It's a treat to watch him rehearse her.
It's all a lot of tender cajolery.
" 'Putschen,' he'll say, 'Setzen— so
Jetzt.
Ah, so!
bitte— augen recht, augen links!
!

Danke
So
Aber, Putschen, mehr, bitte
"So they go through it—eyes right, eyes
It
left—until Von Sternberg is satisfied.
may be once or twenty times. He checks
the sound, the camera, the lights. Then he
signals for a 'take' with his own copy!

!

!

of command: 'C'MON
believe me, they all 'c'mon' with
everything they've got, when the boss barks

righted

word

!'

"And
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pursue
to
time
Pat
give
pictures
race when lulls between
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a

lunged football coach!"
"Sam," I said, "you and I know that the
true test of a trouper is the attitude of the
rest of the company and the crew.
How
do the boys and girls on the set like Marlike

leather

NEW BEAUTY

lene ?"

"They

all like her, down to the last
She's gracious, kind, and generous.
Why, one day I saw Dietrich combing out
the curls of her hair-dresser after her own
hair had been done.

stooge.

"And

she's an almost tigerish mother.
about her daughter Maria, who plays
the young Catherine in the picture.
The
only time I saw Dietrich in a tantrum
and it was a pippin was when the studio
school-teacher insisted on cramming facts

Mad

IN 10 DAYS

—

into the child's

head between scenes. Maria
governess at home, and Marlene felt the little girl should be allowed to
rest between
scenes.
Dietrich's frenzy
scared that school-ma'am out of her algebra !"
I asked Jaffe a question which has long
has her

own

pestered the minds of many Dietrich fans.
Is she a genuine artist, or merely a synthetic product of Von Sternberg's whiplash? His answer had a surprise angle!

"Don't

fret

What's more,

—she's

an

artist,

all

right.

think the screen has never
use of her greatest talent.
She's a

made

I

marvelous comedienne
can put stitches in the

and mimic.

She

set, imitating other
people in the troupe. Some day, if they're
wise, they'll let her do a spot of comedy,
and she'll startle the world."
Well, she'll certainly diddle old Hall,
for one
All these years we've only known
J
her weighted down with earth's sorrows
getting knocked off as a Russian spy, suffering with the cramps of fruitless love,
brooding bitterly through hot nights in
Morocco. When Marlene makes me howl,
I'll
•

believe in Santa Claus.

"And now, Sam,

tell

me,"

breathing heavily, "is she really so beautiful?"
Jaffe's eyes grew misty, and he looked
around to see if the Missus was within
I said,

earshot.

"Beautiful?" he crooned.
"You should
see! Mrnnimm! You wouldn't believe !"
"And those legs, Sam!" I said.
"Like angels!" said Sam.
I was all bucked up!
Marlene was doing her stuff, minding Papa Joe, working
hard in another great picture. It was the

Women
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facials, creams and lotions are out!
American women have found an inexpen-

way to skin beauty ... a scienformula that brings noticeable new
beauty in only 10 days!

sive, quicker
tific

Just think! In 10 days your skin, even
blemished, has again begun to look new
and fresh as a baby's— texture finer, pores
reduced, blackheads and oiliness gone,
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if

Nurses Discovered
It's

mimicry. It panicked Hollywood
and it is now slaughtering New
York, group by group.
On the stage it
would reap a fortune, but Sam and Lily
do it for their pals.
When you see Jaffe's Mad Peter in "The
Scarlet Empress" you will witness something.
Young Mr.. Fairbanks, in the English-made "Catherine the Great"— (a grand
film!)—plays the daffy czar as a beautiful,
parties,

;

"

shapely Hamlet—a. bit balmy, but certainly
not stark crazy.
Surely not a guy who
never bathed, .who played squat-tag with

his own servants,
"
his boots on

who went
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on beauty care for

women.

not a salve nor ointment.' It

is snow-white, greaseless,
medicated. Noxzema promotes skin beauty Nature's way
—through skin health. Its penetrating

medication purges away hidden poisons
that cause blemishes. Then its rare oils
soothe and soften— its ice-like, stimulating
astringents shrink the coarsened pores to
exquisite fineness.

HOW TO USE: Start on the Noxzema
Beauty Plan today. For quickest results
apply twice daily— at night before retiring
after removing make-up, In the morning
wash off with warm water, then cold water
or ice. Then apply a little more Noxzema

best news I had had in aeons— well, weeks
Incidentally, you must all come ..up to
Sam's house with me one day soon. He
and his wife do an imitation of Von Sternberg directing Dietrich that is a classic of
satirical

Now

corrector.
the
that's saving fortunes

WONDERFUL FOR
RED, ROUGH HANDS, TOO
Make

this

convincing

overnight
Apply Noxzema on one hand
tonight. In the morning note how
soothed it feels how much softer,
smoother, whiter that hand is! Noxtest.

—

zema improves hands

overnight.

as a corrective foundation for powder.
You'll have Noxzema working for you all
the time—bringing new life, new beauty to

your skin—the soft, smooth loveliness that
you've longed for.

Special Trial Offer
Noxzema Cream is sold by all drug and
department

stores.

If

your dealer

is

out of

Noxzema, take advantage of this special
offer— fill out the coupon and send for a
FREE 25c trial jar enough for two weeks'
treatment! Simply enclose 15c to cover cost
of packing, mailing and handling.

—

to bed with

!.

Sammy, oh the other hand, does Peter
much as Peter was—that is to

pretty as
say, one

hundred percent goofy, net
You'll want to know this. Sam
Jaffe
prince of good fellows, who left
Hollywood
willingly and with honor, and
with the
esteem and affection of his fellow cameras aves.

Sam

always do

will

go back one

^REASELESS

day— they

Certainly I knew you-all would be
glad
to know that Marlene Dietrich—
loved lon°since and lost awhile, like the old
hymn
says—is again at the top of her gorgeous
game. I'm sure I was. And
iviw^n

PANTS!

Noxzema Chemical Co.,
Baltimore, Md. Dept. 85.

NO MORE

Please send

me

a 25c

/^^pT^N
fesSSS^Sy

FREE

Am

J

and

I

treatment.
cover cost of packing, mailing
handling.

Name ....
After you've tried Noxzema, get the new, big
money-saving 50^ jar.

'

trial jar of
for at least two
enclosing 15c to

Noxzema Cream—enough
weeks
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The beauty world is so
a number of things

of

full

should all be
lovely as queens!

I'm sure

as

we

By Katharine
Hartley

callouses,
stantly relieve pain of corns,
tender toes by removing the

bunions and
nagging shoe pressure on the
cause
Kesult
nerves and irritated tissues.
grateful, restful comfort; protection

—

WITH

rat-a-

new
rade.

and CALLOUSES

Drumstick Bath

It's

this

the bottoms of their feet
the latter, of course,

only

—but
has

Powder, made by Char-

removal.

Separate Medicated

the

Disks are included for
that purpose in every
box of Dr. ScholTs
Zino-pads. If you cut
your corns or callouses, you risk
blood-poisoning. If you use

around the
show you

lacings
Just to

kind

the

of

this

caustic liquids or plasters, you
don't get at the cause and expose
the skin to acid burn. Don't experiment. Use Dr. Scholl's Zino-

said

(I

walls.

it

I
it

But

yet.)

.

you'll

.

.

Zino-pads
—

"Shan-Kar started

gone I
gone,

dramatic fashion
rouge for your palms.'

and perfected a
Dr. Scholl has formulated
Remedy or Appliance for every foot troubleyour dealer.
assuring quick, safe relief. Ask
CARE to
Write for valuable booklet on FOOT
erS^Chicago^
W.ScbiU
102
Dept.
U's,
Dr.Scho

Free for Asthma

Alack and
du dancers.
two alas-es, some of us
have trouble making our
follow the
trend in business.
faces

(To what ends
designs.
won't these manufacturers
In
go to intrigue us!)
be
this case, it happens to

they are called, are inverted on small pedestals.
All you do is unscrew the
sphere, , and pick it up.
None of the perfume ever
touch
spills, but when you

double

a

"When is a roll not
roll? When you wear
diaphragm - reducer!

the

man

into

my

now, here

didn't start

^i^e%o Uke
SSdrt&JK ftVbSo* Opportunities in Modern
Chicago,

into

life tonight.''

Hollyis something that
I must be wrong
(though
wood
glamorous, dramatic and
'cause everything
been born m that
luring, seems to have
and very ultra
new.
a
It's
community).
of your
msides
the
rouging
of

And

g»*§2taS5
tmpff^J^gj^
le
Also earr,
it.

Dent.4435"3601 Michigan Ave.

gaze

out evenings, just
for an answer to
rrvstal -lobes and search
will bring
fragrance
?ThSught-"which

y0

fashion

chins.

vou don't have

where you want them. You
cameha, mimosa,
can have gardenia, freesia,
or, at the very- low
fragances
cyclamen
or
Then before
five.
price you can have all
your

Eg

Those
mouth
down-

ward, and those furrows
around the eyes pull our
spirits down with them.
And oh, those sagging

a tiny glass globe which
contains Jeurelle perfume.
The Parfum Spheres, as

.

couTaledfao'not abandon
day for this free trial.
Co. 334-T Frontier Bid..
462 Niagara St., Burtnlo. ?S. ^

upward

lines around the
persist in dragging

it

hope but send to
It will cost you

and recommends

a minute. Unfortunately,
beauty isn't all a matter
of sweet fragrances, powder showers, or even Hin-

.

And

the lobe of your ear,
right
leaves a few drops

taking

.

.

something new in package
i

1US
"money

this

here's another neat
trick of the season, also

'

dra-

But do let's get down
to something practical for

like

looking at this box, even
on a pale pink or lavender dressing table, and
you'll like using the powder equally well.

D-r Scholls

want

her very excellent liquid
rouge, called La Belle
Coquette, for the purpose.

made

to

business

fashion,

do it
haven't got around to

me want

pads and be safe and sure. Get
a box at your dealer's today.

is

sides.

do with

matic interest, and a very,
very white look on top,
by contrast. Also the
rouge ties up very nicely
with the red of the finger
Harriet Hubbard
nails.
Ayer is sponsoring this

box has, it
effect
made me want to do my
bedroom over in bright
blue and red against white

—

the* pain

string

real

to

The hand

nothing

has, though, if you
to give your hands

bert,'

quickly loosen for easy,

1

us.

and put up in one
attractive
the most
of
boxes I've seen in ages.
to
It's like a drum, even

you have corns or
callouses, they will
If

spare time.

not only rouge the insides
of their hands, but also

crystal, you
lovely
see
things, bur smell them!"

"In
not

in the cosmetic pa-

girls

Hindu dancing

his

attention to something

REMOVES CORNS

Put one on

a

it

Hmdu
interesting
the
holdbeen
has
who
dancer,
ing audiences spellbound,
He and
really started it.

tat-tat and a
tum-te-de-dum,
let me call your

abrasions;
against blisters, sore toes and
shoes.
tight
or
new
ease in

safe, painless

would be horrible if you "laved it on
Shan-Kar,
too thickly."

because

"If you're drummajoring in beauty,
here's a new bath
powder."

Here you see the scientific principle
Ihese
which Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads act.
pads insoothing, healing, protective

lightly,

very

palms—oh,

Quick, Sure Relief!
on

a
a
''

face-lifter

However,
to go to

to

correct

You can
condition.
make great strides doing

this

home,
you onlv know how to

this for yourself at
if

And Eunice
it.
know who can tell

go about
Skellv

is

one

woman

I

products are excellent for restorsmooth contour
ing faces to a youthful,
write me, and 1 11 put
If you're interested,
you in touch with her.

you

Her

roll
speaking of contours—when a
roll-rollkeeps
waist
your
of flesh around
makes it worse
rolling— and a girdle only
a ^apfeagmis
need
you
what
-then
not makI
and
Yes,
brassiere.
reducing
made
thing,
a
such
in- that up, for there is
coolness
It's perforated for
Perfokstic.
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enough to fit- well
and comfort, and long

And
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for
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swell.
Yep, the sound
sure' liked Shirley!"

A

87
and the cameramen

year or so ago Merian Cooper sumShirley Burden to Hollywood to

moned

and talents for contact
lot,
where "Coop"
could use a willing worker.
Soon our
young hero was made an associate producer to work directly under his boss.
Now "young Shirley" has one very
creditable picture to his credit, "Before
Dawn." Another is on its way, "The Sea
Girl," the script for which is being written
by Gouverneur Morris.
transfer

work

Two

his

to

the

tact

R.K.O

of the screen's interesting

Gotham-

prominence are Gifford Cochran and John Krimsky, who brought that
ites of social

poignant picture of

German

schoolgirl

life,

"Maedchen in Uniform," to America. Mr.
Cochran saw it first in a theatre in Munich
where he has an art studio, with his mother,
the Princess Chlodwig Hohenlohe-Shillingfurst.
They were much impressed. Cochran later told John Krimsky, president of
that
play-of-the-month
company, Playchoice, about it, in Paris.
They inquired

and found seasoned producers had overlooked this gem. Some telephone calls and
an airplane flight to Berlin made it theirs
for a song.

"Maedchen" was shown

at the Criterion

Theatre on Broadway, arousing intense admiration.
It has recently been changed
into an English-speaking version called
"Girls in Uniform," the voices of the
players being
supplanted by American
speakers, by a new method called "Phonetage," found by John Krimsky in Paris
last

summer.

Krimsky and Cochran have gone

into the

production of pictures. They made Eugene
O'Neill's "Emperor Jones" in their Long
Island studio with Paul Robeson, the negro
singer.
They are now searching for material of unusual nature, including scripts

George M. Cohan.
Gifford Cochran is a son of the late
Gifford Cochran, Sr., financier and turf
man.
John Krimsky and his younger
for

Have you

tried the

new improved l^iirlash?

who is anotner helpfu
Shirley Burden, in matters of
casting, research, and providing cheerful
atmosphere, are the sons of the famous surgeon, Dr. Joseph Krimsky.
Problems always intrigue the sportsman
type.
Some of these questions which fascinate gilded youths who are playing with
picture ideas today are
"How are you going to be able to find pictures that have
passed their theatrical life but should be
available for private and non-theatrical
brother,

youth

Jerrold,

like

:

use?"

An

answer to this question Douglas
"Sonny" Whitney, William C.
Chanler, Kermit Roosevelt, Marshall Field,
DeWitt Sage and a group of friends pertinent to this story have been trying to find
out by experiments and investigations.
This group organized the Beacon Film
Company several years ago, and are preserving and supplying "Screen Masterpieces" just as a library would books
pictures of unending value such as "Grass,"
"Chang,"
"The Silent Enemy," "The
Viking," "Tom Sawyer" and in the future,
Burden,

—

those like "Little Women," "Alice in Wonderland," "Cavalcade."
This company, with cutting and projection rooms, forms a meeting place for explorers and adventurers back from the faraway, with cans of exposed celluloid under
their arms, and making a clearing house
of jungle information.
William B. Osgood Field, Jr., one of the
more experienced photographers of charming shorts, who has just returned from
Soviet Russia
Sherman Pratt, who has
specialized in picture subjects of Honduras;
Floyd Crosby, also a "Social Registerite,"
whom Pratt accompanied to Tahiti when
he made the lovely "Tabu" Phelps Dodge,
who is an expert on European winter
sports Count Ilya Tolstoi, grandson of the
noted Russian novelist, and Otis Barton,
snake enthusiast, are some of the young
men who may be expected to turn up at
Beacon without a moment's notice.
The influx of "Social" young people into
the acting side of pictures is increasing, too,
with the arrival of such players as Elizabeth Young and John Lodge.
Society women actually associated with
the screen are yet few, though Mrs. James
A. Burden, recent president of the Colony
Club, is on the board of directors of Beacon
Films.
As a patron of the arts who has established a museum for the inspiration of

NO HEAT
NO COSMETICS
NO PRACTICING

_

;

_

We've made

a better

Kurlash

now

.

.

.

a new, improved model that turns your

up to stay

lashes

practically

The

ante

takes

(in thirty

seconds) and

wraps you up

in glamour.

is

one

And

all.

dollar,

if it's

;

and the winner

not at your accus-

tomed drug or department

store, we'll

;

send

artists,

Mrs. Harry Payne Whit-

ney, the sculptress, has inevitably endowed
the screen with future benefactions.
So,
between "Young Shirley" Burden, and the
Whitney cousins, Cooper and the rest,
"Society" has begun to invade the films.
But to invade them, not for plunder which
the word means, but to bring them something.
Adoration, tradition, and carefully
evaluated appreciation of beauty and the
dignity of life.
Imagination and inspiring

Frances Dee, as a delightful
bride in "Coming Out Party,"
does more than her bit to make
that picture a scenic success.
Gene Raymond plays opposite.

The

can and should have
which is preserved
and cherished in our great families of
wealth and generations of leisured living.
There have been many fine pictures, of
late, beautiful, with the civilized point of
view. Recent statistics would make it clear
that audience standards and demands are
rising.
The official age of the hypothetical
movie patron has been raised from 12 to 14.
The cavalcade of culture has begun to
ideas.

more

move

screen

of the deep culture

direct.

THE NEW,
IMPROVED

The Kurlash Company, Rochester, N. Y.
The Kurlash Company of Canada,

s

1

_

American

it

at Toronto, 3
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SECRET

Gilded

Youth Goes

Continued from page 68

soys

ago, however, that idea was
abandoned and Mr. Fiske, the Third, and

Some time

Hardie Albright, Virginia
Cary Grant, David
Cherrill, now Mrs.
Clayton.
Arthur
and
Newell
to
The Fiske-Compagna idea will betechgroup of
build up a strong, efficient
so perfect
nicians and directorial experts
kind ot
any
under
function
they can

Mona

Maris,

Count Compagna, decided on their Carbo
program, got together a story on Hawaii,
Miss
and approached Lois Weber with it
Weber felt much drawn to the thought
and felt that
of directing pictures again
advantageous
particularly
time was

that

light,

character.

MOON GLOW
You will
when you

be delighted with the
beautify them with

MOON

ISSrS ^5tt£Sf
Hollywood's own

Bcse!

of

^

your hands
is a i

>

Platinum Tearl

and

went with
to

„
become intermeeting
was by
ested in making pictures
bamt
at
Senior,
Fairbanks,
Douglas
indulging
Morhz, where they were both
After that they met at
in winter sports.
of the compass, and
points
unusual
.

(

)

Coial.

No
SC-A5

State

various
the plans

.

.

to

were that Fiske should go to

a story

on
China to work with Fairbanks
of China from
living the colorful history
to today, an idea
the time of Confucius
Koo the
Wellington
Mrs.
by
originated
China.
from
Ambassador
wife of the former

civilized centers.
of industry reaching

into

the basis
primitive, native life would make
among races.
of powerful stories of conflict
away
There are situations of injustice far
be
well
might
which
too,
from civilization,
the attention of the world by

brought to

_

the screen.

Mr
continents
muted back and forth between

Name
City

"The drama

was
real trip off by myself
young
America,
South
when I went to
"And I have comFiske told me.

Hollywood, Calif.

Carmine

)

unheard of in

first

ever since."
(

in difficult
are heroic figures living today
great things
doing
countries,
remote
and

and so
He' is slight, quiet, well-bred,
feel at once at
you
that
natural
charmingly

The way he happened

(

with bright
true " he remarked quietly, but
"In every country there are tales
eyes
and superstitions based on fabulous characthere, there
ters that have some time lived

P

"My

or your

Co., Ltd.,

_

"We

home with him.

the ne

i

^Moon Glow Cosmetic

Even before that, he
traveled.
from
his parents on journeys

New York

Carmine and

^num^earl.

MOON GLOW

Ever

tic settings.

^out 3£ands

—£ss
^GLOV

to the independent producer.
want mostly to do stories that are

Then

m

NAIL POLISH

(Beautifies

this

or native idiosynthe trained
crasies of
either as a
players will be added as needed,
or for individual pictures.
group
permanent
1
Third—who,
Mr William Fiske, the worn
with the
bit
frankly, is getting a little
belonging at the
name
a
having
of
burden
gentlemen in
same time to several other
small regiment to
the family, it causing a
for one and eternal
rise in answer to a call
certainly just the
mail-is
mixups with
picking out spots
ri«*t young man for
in authenwhich to make unusual pictures
since he was 14, he has

weather conditions,

St.

Celluloid

•

'1

.

Count Compagna and
'More' It is to be made

picture,

"Our next

plan to call
Philippine tribesmen who are very
princes
war-like and the aristocratic Datu
who inhabit the southern end of the largest
island of the group, 'Mindanao.
a
"But you could not very well take^
I
that,
'Garbo cast' to a wild country like
at once tank
would
actors
"The
thought.
they go home.' "
As if he anticipated my thoughts Mr.
Monte
Fiske went on: "But, of course,
authenCarlo settings on the spot would be
would those in Rio or V lenna

I

among

..

tic

or'

'

too.

Nice

So

Pictures

made

in

Hollywood

of reality
can never have the same feeling

them by bethat would inevitably come to
of the story.
locales
actual
the
in^ made in
Or at least that is what we think and what
we hope to prove."
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Baby Face" Grows
Continued from page 31

and he led me into a discussion of mutual
likes and dislikes. He expressed exceptional
enthusiasm for the rhapsody he has composed.
When he had two months without
an assignment this last Winter, he devoted
the better hours of each day to this piece.

He

anticipates

a

concert

orchestra

ren-

dition.

ON DUTY

But before I go into other details about
Lew, I want to settle this love question. If

FOR BEAUTY!

doubt his protestations, his statements
that he is through with love for quite a
spell, past experience is the excuse for my
I

'

impolite behavior.
(Screenland readers

Lowdown on Lew and
shortly after
of 1931.)

will

Lola,"

marriage

their

"The

recall
in

written
the Fall

Ginger rates the. same toga.
to blame?
I

known. But that isn't all.
Po-Go Rouge actually pays
duty to come from France. For
it's hand-made over there in a

If I've

"different" way. Extra-smooth,
blends beautifully and stays
on dutifully for hours, without
streaking or fading. Po-Go Lipstick is equally permanent and
never a bit greasy or drying.

Them's

words to us interviewers, considering the stars who've uttered them and then
fightin'

it

done us wrong?
Why did he and Lola split?

As a young soldier in the
World War, hero of 'All Quiet
on the Western Front," Lew
Ayres gave a performance
which is still remembered

—

You may recollect I didn't take too optimistic a stand in that forementioned article.
They used to argue violently even before
they married, which was hardly the best of
starts. The trouble between them eventually
climaxed when each refused to let the other
be boss. Their wishes were too different.

Get acquainted with the
Po-Go twins now — and meet
greater beauty at low cost!
Po-Go Rouge is 60^; Po-Go
Lipstick only 550, everywhere!

'

—

!"
love
His tone when he reaches
this point indicates the utmost indifference.
"I don't think about love, and I don't
want to talk about it!"
Thereupon he endeavors to change the
subject, satisfied that you agree with his
own conception of himself as a most unromantic soul. He has a terrible inferiority
complex when he's asked for his attitude

But,

toward women.
a pose, either.

The one

fault I
can note in Lew is his extraordinary lack
of pose.
isn't half theatrical enough
for his own good.
And, actually, despite
his self-analysis, his nature is intensely
emotional. I suspect his profound modesty
marks him, in feminine eyes, as one of the
rarest mortals in conceit-ridden Hollywood.
I phoned him that I was coming
up to his house to make a last stab at getting somewhere on his love-life, he parried
hastily, "But I won't say a word about
Lola!"
There was.no listlessness in his
voice at that moment.
Not until he and Ginger are definitely
sure will these two sweethearts take a. seriIt

isn't

He

When

ous step. Both have been hurt by unhappy
marriages.
Both have promising careers
which demand the greater part of their
time and they realize the usual Hollywood
wind-up when the wife is ambitious for
herself.

Lew still resides in the same home he
rented before his first marriage.
It's on
a secluded drive back in the Hollywood
hills.
Unpretentious, it is comfortable,
and that's all Lew requires. He does not
enter into the film colony's social whirl, so
he needs no mansion.
"You behold me at 'tops' today," he
greeted me gayly. I was indeed honored,
for he was all slicked up. Lew, I must inform you, doesn't give a hoot about clothes
and dresses up so seldom that each "gala"
appearance is positively news.
settled ourselves in the living-room

We

"The simple life is what I want!" Lew
would contend.
And he meant exactly

Rouge shades:

desired none of the responsibilities of Hollywood fame.
He was, and is,
willing to act his head off in front of the
cameras. But, away from the studios, he
is totally unimpressed by the doings which
thrill the average celebrity.
Premieres pain
him he's only been to three, and those
under protest. Swankiness is an affectation
he cannot even pretend to enjoy.
Although Lola retired from the marriage
some $35,000 the richer that was the
amount of the settlement Lew made on
her she was a beneficial influence upon
Lew and his career, whether he recognizes
the fact or not.
It was Lola who persuaded him to dress up some times, to hire
a secretary to handle his fan mail, and to
be more tractable in his relations with
film executives.
Quiet and unassuming as Lew is, his
actions have often been as temperamental
He displayed
as, say, Margaret Sullavan's.
comparatively little co-operation on the pubUntil Lola
licity attendant to stardom.
altered his viewpoint, he moodily declined
to be annoyed by the customary off-screen
obligations of a star.

Briqut.

(naturelle); Ronce {rasp,
berry); Vif (bright); Cardinal (brightest); Saumon

He

that.

Po-Go Rouge and Lipstick!

ever

before Lew eloped with the
blonde Lola, he solemnly assured me that
he and she were merely "good friends."

grown wary, am

your duty to your face

use

Their Paris-styled shades bring
you greater beauty than you've

One week

Now

—

Do

(.very light).

Lipstick in

Brique, Raspberry,
Cardinal. At all stores
or send cash to Guy T.
Gibson, Inc., Importers,
565 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C.

—
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Neither Lew nor Lola will be quoted
upon each other. They do not slam in
private, nor do they proclaim they are the
(Thank heaven for their
best of chums.
originality!)
There's no doubt they were
in love, passionately, yet they have too

much self-respect to despoil the
their "noble experiment."

memory
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FORMULA

281 will do for you what it has done for thousands of others.
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Just say "Send enough FORMULA 281 for a 30-day treatment, at $1.50
postpaid"; postman will collect on delivery.
Will

Clip this
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Personally, I'm depending on Lew's subconscious to march him to the altar with
The captivating red-head is so
Ginger.
much more easy-going than Lola. She
isn't making the mistake of trying to make
him over, even if it would be for his ad-

anJ

5A

"ad"

for future reference
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vancement.
give a darn for glamor in a
me. His leading
no tumbles, know
this is only too true.
"Pretty clothes?
Oh, certainly, a girl has to be attractive.
don't

"I

Lew confesses to
ladies, to whom he gives
girl,"

But

I'd

go

mad if
who

of these stars

I

were married

to

one

has to have a perfect

ZIP EPILATOR — IT'S OFF
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casting technique.
to make good money in
"star"
be a
There arc hundreds of
Broadcasting.
who are
ncoDle in Broadcasting work
yet they easily
cally unknown
pra
year while of
a
$5,000
to
$3,000
make
$lo.000
course, the "stars" often make
...
.
to $30,000 a year.
practical
amazing new method of
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when

i

i

Broadcaster

ment

Vn

will

of

train

in your

Send the coupon today

Lew

for

in

it

its so
isn t the

own home when he

his

"When

he relates.

fan,"

he's

"At fifteen I quit school.
went to college as has been

my

No,

Why?

high school.

I

said.

I

Oh,

noticing

carefully
is

how

pictures

are

preparing to jump the fence

into the directorial field.

came when
I think Lew's greatest thrill
he met Einstein. Together, Lew and Mary
Pickford went to Pasadena to meet the

was

I

—

made, and

aspiring
thirteen my mother moved to San Diego
from Minneapolis, where I was born and
where my father is a court reporter. That
was a help to my youthful way of scheming as it got me nearer to Hollywood.

finish

world

But

"I

own home

K T^nJ^Zil^^in^

course,

no crime.

it's

evinced movie ambitions at an early age.
had all the ear-marks of the wildly

-

you— right

remember how

I

Of

m, a
right atmosphere to raise a family
one-sided household."
Unquestionably there was no encourage-

developed by Floyd Gibbons,
America's outstanding broadfor big pay
casters, fits talented people
If you have a good
Broadcasting jobs.
act, write, dising,
can
voice,
sneaking
Gibbons School
rect or sell, the Floyd

Floyd Gibbons
Famous Badio

I

just a kid.
then.

felt

common now

training,

one

was

1

ashamed

women— if

•

He has a
tempered its blaze.
director.
a
to
be
now
ambition
new
"That would be creative work," he exA composer, a sculptor, a painter,
plains.
and an amateur astronomer, the urge to
create is so strong within him that he cannot be content in following the commands
long
of another. He will stick to acting so
But
as he draws his present large salary.
obviously

every single move!
"Divorce is no joke to me," he went on
own father and mother separated
for

'background'

never
didn t
dis-

I

earning
covered I was musical, and I began
dances
so much money playing my banjo at
At fifclasses
for
old
too
felt
soon
that I
teen his wages averaged $75 a month.
master the
It took him but three weeks to
!

in the

for free book.

And gradually he
incidentally.
He drifted
played the guitar and sang.
around the border towns, always returning

banjo,
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home study Course.

your

Name

plainly
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home between

"Baby-Face."

Address

"When

State

City

Thrown

jobs.

rough

into

environments, he passed through this stage
without being affected by the life-in-theraw on every side of him. Because he
wouldn't smoke or drink, they dubbed him
I

Hollywood.

I was ready to buck
tried to get in as an extra

got older
I

When my money

ran out,

I

took musical

was the banjoist
I was with Harry
Halstead's orchestra when the Beverly-

jobs.
at the

For two months
Cocoanut Grove.

Wilshire Hotel opened.

wt*

m

theatre

BUST

rounded

"Everyone who encouraged me tor picbig adtures said my singing would be my
cast
vantage. And yet I have never been
Every day I used to
in a single musical
do something I thought would help me to
and
get my break. I made out a daily list,
agent, I was makif I wasn't pestering my
ing some kind of a potential contact.
No success ever came more quickly than
Lew's when once he had triumphed in "All
Quiet on the Western Front." He excelled
because he was not the
i'n that war drama
thunder.
type who'd go in for blood and

now

the Vogue.

all

!
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reacted to the horrible realism so spontaneously that, after two more appropristardom.
ate vehicles, he was promoted to

He

wrapper.

122

toured

Angeles.

III-'
Let Me Sh
' r
You How to D
velop the Full

Are You Flat-Chested?

tissue.

I

band presentations. My last musical job
was at the El Patio Ballroom, m Los
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MARGIN

Last December he observed, with considerable dismay, his twenty-fifth birthday.
might presume he is sitting on top of

You

the world.

Not

to

his

reasoning.

Four

have remunerated him finanHe doesn t
cially, but fame is not sufficient.
care for the pomp and pretense.
my
"I don't have any fun in most of
parts " he complains with that Ayres' hon"If I could do vital, important roles,
esty.
But I have had only three
I'd love it.

years of glory

opportunities to characterize."
to "All Quiet," "Doorway to

(He

refers

and
Hell,
assignments,
Routine
America.")
"Okay,
being himself, bore him.

Atmosphere

is

everything to

Lew.

A

perskilled director can coax a marvelous
formance from him, for his flexibility and
keen sensitiveness have been remarked upon
by the best critics. Unfortunately, he has
frequently been cast in mediocre stories,
and when Lew is uninspired he is not apt
to rise to heights.
Once he was as particular as Garbo herhim on the
self about having visitors watch
He hid when tourists came around,
set.

and refused to come out until all was clear.
Now he has outgrown that whim. The
overwhelming zest which forced him to
has
persist until he achieved recognition

Audrene Brier is one of the
lighter attractions in "Fox
Follies," and also one of the
most high-powered.
noted scientist. Accompanying Mary wasn't
But, when he was
at all exciting to him.
He
introduced to the Herr Professor—!
eagerly requested an autographed photo-

graph and this is still his prize exhibit.
Furthermore, Einstein evidenced much interest in our

He

doesn't

Lew
make

friends

easily.

The

boys who were with him in "All Quiet"
remain his buddies to this day. Billy Bakewell, Russell Gleason, and Ben Alexander
haven't gone nearly so far, cinematically
speaking, but Lew
are to him.

is

as loyal to

them

as

tfiev

Which

calls to

mind

that time they

made

him cry!
"I happened to pass a second-hand auto
market downtown and there was an old
Studebaker which looked so sad I decided
to buy it." He paid $12.50 for it and manThe studio,
aged to get it home alive.
calling him, unwittingly ruined the old car
for it gave his pals a chance for dirty work.

While Lew was gone Billy, Russ, and
Benny came by, examined his purchase, and
determined to wreck it. They pounded the
hood, banged the fenders, ripped out the
upholstery, dented the lights. Then departed
When Lew got home and saw
merrily.
what they'd done, he cried!
Probably his most intimate friend is
Robert Burns, the radio entertainer. Burns
was champion pistol shot of the Allied
armies during the war and he and Lew
They met
especially relish duck hunting.
during Lew's "Heaven on Earth." I'm not

May

for

9 J 4

1

91

Bob's versatility dissure, but perhaps
In that talkie he enacted
tinguished him.
three parts and gave seven vocal characterizations
!

Lew's
naturalness cannot be too highly emphaThe last time I saw him, which was
sized.

The

home-type

cleara-cut,

sort,

for lunch out at Universal, he came into the
Most
cafe wearing a dainty tea-apron.

men would have

blushed or taken

it

off.

working costume in the scene
they'd been shooting and Lew, never dream-

was

It

ing

his

how

silly

he looked, made no explana-

tion.

He

never expects people to recognize him.
rarely do, because he won't doll up
in stellar array.
On his only trip to New
York, last summer, he refused to put on
airs.
"Within forty-five minutes after I
got there I was on top of the Empire
State building !" he reported to me in reHe
counting the highlights of his jaunt.
was infinitely more awed by the architectural wonders of the metropolis than he

They

was by the opportunities

for lavish

whoop-

la.

Nothing

will give

idea of

Lew Ayres

When

President

you a more accurate

than this untold incident.
Roosevelt came to Los

Angeles before his inauguration, the

welcomed him

officially

at

the

city

Coliseum.

Society and the stars bought boxes.

Lev/
purchased his two seats and

patriotically

found himself adjoining the biggest names
in the business.

The names, however, were aghast to find
Lew's companion an urchin in rags. The
Ayres explanation is a classic.
'Where did you pick up that kid?" he
was asked later'.
"Oh," replied Lew, "I just was walking
in and saw him standing outside, forlorn.
'Going in?' I asked him. 'Nope!' he answered, 'I ain't got no ticket.' I said, 'Want
to sit by me?'
He beamed and nodded,
'Okay, fellow

"

!'

"But didn't he recognize you, know who
you were?" I queried. "Oh, no," retorted
this homespun star.
"But he had a swell
time sitting alongside the swells

!"

The Lew who was

so bashful he proposed to Lola Lane by long-distance telephone has matured from boy to man. Now
he's enraptured by the agreeable Ginger.

Her

hair

is

jibes

to

a

red, but her tolerant disposition
"T" with his. And he's not

thinking about love?
Lew, who
sentimental streak a yard wide?

has

a

Hmmm,

he who married for mad love
the first time very often weds again for
compatibility.
Quick, Watson, the next
case

BLONDES
WANTED!
THOUSANDS of blondes— to become actresses,
movie stars, secretaries, sweethearts, wives!
All men prefer them, but only if their hair is
really blonde, with that shimmer of gold and
that fascinating sparkle. If your hair is faded,
muddy, darkening, stringy don't give up. But
don't dye, either! Try BLONDEX, the special
shampoo designed for light hair, now used by
millions of blondes all over the world. BLONDEX
is a fine rich-lathering powder that naturally

The "Picture-a-Month" Man

—

Continued from page 27
Players, a high school dramatic company
which still carries on the Bellamy tradition.
Ralph's parents, who are sober, substantial folk, bitterly opposed his stage aspiraToday, they are so proud of him
tions.
that his mother confidently believes some of
his stock performances to rank with any
This sweet pride supplies
in the theatre.
the son with his biggest laugh.
all have ideas of what we might have
Although Ralph could never have
been.
been anything but an actor, so obviously
strong was the urge, he regrets not going
He also
to college to become a geologist.
claims that he might easily have become a
farmer, but then, when we chatted with him
on the veranda of his romantic California
home overlooking a lemon grove, on to the
waves of the Pacific ocean, spring was in
the air and the smell of soil in our nostrils.

We

When he was seventeen Ralph made his
stage debut as an actor under the tutelage
of wise old William Owen, stock_ star of
classical and Shakesperian roles. Like most
juveniles, Ralph played old men with funny

beards. He stayed with Owen for a couple
of seasons and that grand old trouper
taught the youngster how to troupe and
how not to troupe. Out of such schools
come our best actors.
Early in his career young Bellamy
showed a surprising ability to form his
own stock companies. He knows all the
tried-and-true towns from Des Moines to
Rochester, from Providence to Nashville.
It was while playing "Romance" in stock
that Ralph met Catherine Willard, a statuesque beauty who was later to score a hit
on the Broadway stage in "The Great
Gatesby," "Young Love," and other plays.
Two years ago last July 6, they were married in Reno, of all places
They quaintly
figured that if they were married there,
they would never have to go back.
Before this stroke of good fortune, however, the hero of this vignette was flat!

broke in New York. In fact, he was flatter
than a flounder.
Barely existing in a
Greenwich village basement apartment, he
often wondered where the next meal was

Along came a good Samaritan in the dignified person of Arthur Hopkins, who wanted a big walloping actor
coming from.

to play the lead in "Roadside," in place of

dynamic

the

Walter

Huston,

who had

scored such a hit in Hollywood pictures
that he couldn't afford to return to the
stage just then.
Hopkins liked Bellamy.
But he was afraid that Ralph might not be
sufficiently powerful in appearance.
So our
hero went back to his basement, put on
his only three vests and his most ferocious
scowl, went right back, and got the part

He

registered his

Broadway

first real

signed

him

to

a

picture

contract,

over-

night.

Before the

had had the
pictures and

first

week was

over,

Bellamy

nine offers for both
plays, where before there had
been nothing in the offing but the bread
thrill of

line.

many good

actors, Bellamy had
to make good in pictures in a round-about
fashion.
Schenck loaned him to MetroGoldwyn-Mayer to portray a role with

Like so

Jean Harlow, Clark Gable, and Wallace
Beery in "The Secret Six." A fellow producer confided to Schenck that while Bellamy was a good actor he "wasn't for pictures" and for five months it looked as
if Bellamy wasn't, because everyone seemed
to take the producer's crack seriously.
Just like Arthur Hopkins, along came
She wanted Ralph as
Ruth Chatterton.
her leading man in "The Magnificent Lie,"
From
and what Ruthie wants she gets.

—

day, the Hollywood producers and directors have been battling for
Ralph Bellamy. He signed no more longterm contracts.
Unlike many former stage actors, Bellamy never pans Hollywood. He thinks
If you lived
it is a pretty swell place.
in peace, comfort, and luxury in a beautiful Spanish home, amid a couple of acres
of lemon and orange grove atop the Santa
Monica Riveria looking down on a polo
field, golf course, and the wild waves of the
that
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The walls would
these.
the new fabrics
with
covered
or
painted
be
now being shown.
"If the tenant wished to change a room,
he could change the color scheme by painting the walls and furniture, changing the
draperies and covers, and altering the picthem down over
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raw nerves
HER
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— ful color restful
because she rid her system of
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were
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you
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how
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tures he has hung."

Most Americans are beginning to realize,
from seeing beautiful interiors on the screen
and from reading articles on home decoration in newspapers and magazines, that

davs—all

—

i

dwellings leave much to be deof us don't know how to
remedy the defects and we certainly cannot always afford an expert's advice.
Mr. Patterson's scheme would give us
inthe advantage of the services of a good
terior decorator without extra charge.
"Russia, Germany, and Austria are away

—
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place.
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have a
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styles

in dishes,

country homes,

summer

cottages,

mountain

"Another new material for curtains
one that Mr. Jageman and I intend to use

m

—

I

new

latest

money and temper.
"Even if you live in a house of no parand you
ticular period, when you move

know

Hair

lighting,

thing in smoking accessories.
If you should plan a "home of the future"
perhaps your architect can incorporate some
of the new ideas you gather from your picture-going into the place you intend to live.
"My idea of furniture designed for homes
can be used for small bachelor apartments,
homes,
flats, or more spacious houses; city
the

with the house,
the
things
Spanish
your
leave
you would
Spanish house and find good French things
both
in the new French one, thus saving

into a French dwelling.
"If the furniture came

MY GUARANif you

methods of

Each
cabins and little shacks by the sea.
especially
created
furniture
have
should
one
for it," explained Mr. Patterson.
"The bigger the house, the more chance
the architect-artist has for carrying out his
library can be outfitted with
ideas.
book-shelves done with imagination, with
tables and chairs or couches where people
can read with the greatest comfort and
music-room
least strain on the eyes.
can be equipped with instruments and suitable furniture where music can be perRadios can be informed and enjoyed.
stalled as easily as refrigerators, with perhaps better chance of pleasing design.
"There are some interesting new ideas
these
in draperies that could be used in
I have seen
extremely modern homes.
draperies made of metal that fold up stiffly
and geometrically, but look like fabric.
They are very good-looking, can be had in

_

Home

Method", sealed and prepaid.

No CCD.

to tenements de-

comes

it

ern things, of course, but you don't want
bad new ones any more than you want bad
old ones."
The way to educate your taste so that
you know good from bad is to watch the
If
interior sets that appear on the screen.
you are thinking of getting married, or
considering buying a new house, or moving
from your old one, you will do well to see
a number of films featuring modern young
people. Observe the sort of chairs they sit
on, the shape of their dressing-tables, the
way their draperies hang, and the kind of
tables at which they dine or serve tea.
There are hints on the screen for new

signed to replace the slums they have demolished," said the artist. "New York is
beginning to take hold of this problem at
limited
last, but why should fine designs be
only to tenements?
"We would like to do apartment houses
for big cities, in which we'd use these ideas.
The basements would be used for parking
cars, of course, and the roofs would be designed as playgrounds in those buildings
that admitted children, or as gardens where
The idea
tenants could get sun and air.
would also work out very well for big
country homes or houses on a larger scale.
"Today, if you happen to live in a Spannot
ish house and decide to move, you may
that
house
Spanish
another
find
to
able
be
So you move into a French
pleases you.
chateau and have to scrap your furniture,
go
for Spanish things distinctly do not

DEVELOP vodr FORM

Form by my

of the Future

pieces
the light falls differently so that the
advantage.
to
appear
don't
average
"It is the custom for the man of
means today to turn in his low or mediumpriced car for a new model every year or
not turn in your house for a new
so.
model when you tire of it? I can't understand why a man should keep furniture
dream
until it falls apart when he wouldn't
out-of-date.
of keeping his car when it got
"As you grow older, your personality exthe
pands, your taste develops, you tire of
them,
things you once admired not all of
should
but "certainly some of them.
you have to live with the heavy old-fashyou
ioned pieces your father-in-law gave
modem.
are
You
present?
for a wedding
You will feel better in modern surround-

Why

—

Why

in°"s.

furniture for modern
will contain beauthings designed after the modern
tiful
manner. The furniture will be well-proportioned, convenient, comfortable as well
It will look as if it beas decorative.
dein the room because it will be

"I prefer
people, so

modern

my new homes

longed
with that particular room in mind.
signed
B
you can go out and get anParis,
"In

anywhere—there are two or three
shops in a single block— good antique furBut try to
niture, poor stuff and fakes.
exget modern furniture there except at
You can get fake modtravagant prices

tiques

!

A

A

_

almost any color, and wear like iron.

—

_

our next picture is of cellophane. It is
There's no
gorgeous and wears forever.
It
fire risk about it, which is in its favor.
comes in solid colors and is pliable and
most decorative.
"Furniture designed for a home could
be made of metal, too, if desired. There
are some nice examples of metal furniture
Good-looking
to be seen in recent films.
tables are made of glass and metal comWood can be used, of course, but
bined.
newer.
is
metal
"One tenant may have the furniture upThe next one
holstered in figured chintz.
in

;

this for solid-colored satm, or
one of the new glossy
easy
is
It
materials now on display.
enough to change the scheme of decoration
restless disposiif you happen to have a

may change
something

in

_

tion.

"Furniture for gardens, patios, sunrooms, verandas or terraces is now being
made in metal, and weather-proof cushions
and upholstery are part of the equipment.
You can sprawl on these cushions in your
wet bathing-suit and not disturb your
So we would use
hostess' peace of mind.
on our
stuff like this for the roof gardens

model apartment buildings."
decorIt is the fashion for most interior
_

decorators today to forbid pictures as wall
Almost the first thing the expert
ations.
"do it
does when he enters your home to
and
over" is to banish portraits, paintings,
etchings.

But not
"It

all

Air. Patterson.

depends

on

_

the

picture,

he

May 1934

for

93

—

The
$4,000 but where could you put it?
only place I can think of for a subject like
that is the kitchen, and you don't hang
pictures there.
"I am not against pictures if they belong
in a room, and often a room can be designed to hold a valuable painting.
Of
course if you have a good Spanish picture, it will look well in a Spanish room.
nice sporting print will ornament your

JUNE CLYDE
POPULAR STAR

A

play-room.
"In England,

many old houses have art
which collections of family porand other examples of art not always

galleries in
traits,

or even good, are displayed.
If
a collector, a gallery especially
for your collection is not a bad
as a rule your pictures can be
hung in your home if care is taken in placing them."
When you are viewing on the screen sets
or pieces of furniture that seem to you desirable as hints for beautifying your own
abode, remember to heed Mr. Patterson's

valuable
you are
designed
idea, but

warning

pointed out.
fully hung.
"Its
hoot.

and

design.

"A

painting should be carecan make or destroy a room.
financial value doesn't matter a
It

You may own

a pasture

that

set

a painting of cows in
you back more than

just

is her secret?— You'd be surprised!
A simple
shampooing hint that a famous beauty specialist
gave her. Yet you may share it, too! Just one Golden
Glint Shampoo* will show you the way! 25c at your

What

little

dealers', or

send for free sample!

Do not confuse this with other shampoos that
merely cleanse. Golden Glint Shampoo, in addition to
cleansing, gives your hair a "tiny-tint"— a wee little
hardly perceptible. But how it does
bit not much
bring out the true beauty of your own individual shade
*(Note:

The

things you see in these productions are designed for the effect and will
not wear well. Also, be careful about copying pieces you see that seem fantastic in a
dramatic picture.
Be sure the article of
furniture is not there for some purpose
of the story to symbolize the theme or help
express an unpleasant character before
you incorporate it into your dream home."
tasies.

to share it?)

what she does

to keep her hair
It always sparkles!
It never
so attractive looking.
seems dull (like so many other girls' hair.)

"Don't try to reproduce the sets you see
in musicals, in extravaganzas, or in phan-

Russell Patterson explains to
Pat Paterson, (drop a "t,"
printer!), some of his new
ideas on color

(Would you care
Nobody knows

—

—

of hair!)

FREE
J.

—

W. KOBI

CO., 617 Rainier Ave., Dept. E

Wash.

Seattle,

# » » *

Please send a free sample.

Name
Address

Have They

a

Right to

a Private Life

City
Color of

?

.State-

my hair:

Remove that FAT

Continued from page 19

a

remain

his fans, they are privileged to
demands on his personal time.
I

make

have observed that most stars who are
normal, hard-working lives do not

living

object

to

welcome

publicity.
to visit the

Any

interviewer

homes

is

Richard
Arlen, Jean Harlow, Joan Crawford, Bing
Crosby, Dolores Del Rio, Madge Evans
and scores of other stars, and write what
they may.
Arlen has many writer-friends
who sit often at his table. These writers
know almost as much about Dick's private
life as his own wife, Jobyna Ralston Arlen.
The same is true of Bing Crosby and Dixie
Lee Crosby, who maintain few secrets
from the press.
Jean Harlow and Joan Crawford have always taken the press into confidence. The
one time Joan did not (when she separated
from Doug Fairbanks, Jr.), she regretted
of

afterwards, and she told her many writer
friends that she was sorry she had not
confided in them all.
That the public believes it has a right
to be intimate with its public idols is best
proven by the same public's actions when
the stars appear in person.
When Miss
Harlow made a personal appearance tour
and stopped in Boston, a mob of adoring
fans met her at the theatre stage door.
She spoke briefly to them, then walked toward her automobile, parked at the curb.
Suddenly a fan ran close to Jean and
seized the corsage from her shoulder. Another grabbed the pin that had held the
flowers in place.
mad rush followed!

A

Her

police

guard was pushed helplessly

and scores of frenzied Harlow admirers grabbed for the star.
When she
reached her car, Jean's evening gown was
aside,

almost in shreds
in fact, it
tically gone, and she wore little
;

was pracmore than

her sheer silk undies. Luckily for her ego,
Jean wore a fur coat at the time, and this
covered her otherwise embarrassing lack
of clothing.

George Raft similarly had the buttons
torn from his clothes by wild-eyed fans.
Mary Pickford's ermine coat was badly

torn in another mob-rush. Joan Crawford
lost a parasol, a handbag, and a gardenia
corsage at a theatre premiere not so long
ago.
Now if fans feel entitled to enact such
exhibitions of adoration, then certainly they
also feel entitled to know in fullest
detail about the private lives of the stars.
The stars belong to the public, just as
men in political life belong to the public.

must

Human beings who expect and need the
support of the public should enter wholeheartedly into the spirit of their professions.
They should not expect to receive
without giving. They should be willing to
sacrifice privacy in return for the great
reward that comes with their success and

Have you a full, oversize
bust? You can reduce 3-5
inches and have alluring,
slim loveliness with

my

famous Slimcream treatment, which reduced my
bust iVz inches and weight
I
28 lbs. in 28 days!

GUARANTEE TO RETURN
YOUR MONEY if your form
reduced after applytreatment
"So happy & grateful!" J. A.
for 14 days!
Full 30 days'
Treatment, $1.00. sent in plawi wrapper. The ultrais

not

ing

my Slimcream

GUARANTEED

way to get those slender,
girlish, fascinating curves so much admired.
FREE!
Send $1.00 for my Slimcream treatment
and
will
send
you,
FREE,
world-famous,
I
my
regular

rapid,

NOW,

$1.00 Beauty Treatment, with a gold-mine of priceless beauty secrets never before revealed!
Limited

TODAY!

Offer— SEND

Daisy Stebbing, Dept. S-7, Forest Hills,

SALES AND

renown.

For

the motion picture reward
is so great that it justifies loss of certain
freedoms. In what other profession could
Constance Bennett, for example, make as
much money as she has made in her role
of screen star?
Miss Bennett owes much
to motion pictures.
If her private life is so
exciting and unique that its details read
after

all,

modern

like

fiction,

that her activities
public prints.
_

Remember,

she can hardly expect
will not be blared in

true only when
private lives make good reading.
After
all,
the public is little interested in the
ordinary story the story of quiet happiness
in the home.
Constance Bennett and her
I

say this

is

—

Marquis commanded thousands of columns
of newspaper space, where the home-life of
the Dick Arlens receives only rare mention.
In fact, I may sum up my entire story
with this warning to the movie-famous
If you would keep your personal affairs out
of print, then live your life in such fashion
that there is nothing your public would be
anxious to know about you.
If you cannot so maintain your personal
affairs, be prepared to see your private life
broadcast by the press. For your life belongs to your public.
Why not recognize that fact, and be good
sports about it?

WRITERS

New York.

REVISION SERVICE

Fiction and Talking Picture stories bring lucrative returns.
Our Sales Service, due to location, selling consistent percentage to Magazines and Hollywood Studios.
Experienced
writers revise stories in professional form for submission
Copyright service.
Agency estab. 1917.
to markets.
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SENT FREE — Write

«
for 16-paqe illustrated
booklet. Explains simple but scientific method of removing these ugly growths and warts.
Used by physicians and clinics in Paris, Vienna,
Hollywood world's beauty centers. Quick Safe
without leaving disfiguring scars or sores.

—

Booklet

—

is

—

i

FREE— WRiTE TODAY.
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325 Western Pacific Bldq.
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Taking the Air
the New, Flexible
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IDENTIFICATION

..BRACELET..

program was well rehearsed. But it seems
that shortly before the program began
several words were added to the announcer's introductory chatter, which was

Sterling Silver

by our

to be followed

me

told

Accents Your

So

clear.

it

i

CO.
STERLING BRACELET
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ST.,

in front of
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FREE
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HAIR

withfaded.gray.streakedhair.shampoo
same time with my new French
and
No fuss or muss.
dkcoverv— "SHAMPO - KOLOR".
merely shampoo into your hair
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minutes
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KOLOR . No
any natural shade with "SHAMPO lasting
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Free Bookle t.
waving
affected by washing, or permanent
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DEAFNE&* MISERY
people with defective tearing
and Head Noises enjoy conversation,
go to Theatre and Church because they
use Leonard Invisible Ear Drums which
resemble Tiny Megaphones fitting
in the Ear entirely out of sight.
No wires, batteries or head piece.
They are inexpensive. Write for
booklet and sworn statement of pfH/fi*
the inventorwhowashimself deaf.

Many

A. O.

LEONARD,

Inc., Suite 425,

my

Those

stuff.

try to keep in mind, and for whose benefit
I perform, aren't the few hundred folks
watching me in the auditorium, but the
millions, billions and trillions listening in
from the outside. And when they can't see
I

weeks by the famous

PARIS

your bust insufficiently developed? Has it lost its beauty
through illness, cares, motherhood, or age?
Do you want to develop and beautify it?
Do you want to restore its firmness?
Do you want to regain those pleasing curves
which are a woman's charm?
Is

APPLY FOR FREE BOOKLET ON THE
EXUBER BUST RAFFERMER for sltenglhening Ihe busl,
EXUBER BUST DEVELOPER lor developing Ihe busL

or the

Both these methods are applied externally and cannot have
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New

imposing Metropolitan
New York. "Sure,"
at me over his shoulder as I clung to his coat-tails while he
raced from a radio rehearsal at Columbia
to an opera rehearsal at the Metropolitan.
"Sure, I am one pretty agitated fellow. I
am always getting embarrassed. What of
with the

contract

300-WORD

taking
Guaranand general health
is dangerous to the heart
Quick, safe
teed to reduce if directions are followed.
magic
these
Try
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do
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FRENCH EXUBER METHODS FROM
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strenuous ex-

GRAY

I

BEAUTIFUL BUST

seem to make it
Next I ambushed Nino Martini, the busy,
volatile, and happy-go-lucky young Latin
whose delightful radio warbling won him a

teas dope, chemicals, dangerous drugs,
Made from a secret herbal
ercises or starvation diet.
Tried and tested by untold numbers with
Dlant extract.
Praised by thousands. Deresults.
amazing
miraculous,
week by
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FADED

me when

there's nothing to get nervous and fall
Besides," he added
over yourself about.
with a forlorn sigh, "I've been trying all
my life to be high-strung, but I just can't

EW AMAZI MO WAY/

No

But

call as I

you

WOMEN
GET RID OF FAT

N

a

—
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If

was

ever want to have,
especially on an opening night!"
Among all those interviewed on the question of embarrassing radio moments, only
Fred Allen was unable to recall a single
"Probably,"
one in his antic career.
hazarded the sad-voiced Fred, who sounds
and looks as delightfully disconsolate in real
life as you hear and visualize him over the
"probably it's because I try to miniair
mize the importance of the studio audience

Send only one dollar or money order with name
and address, and state initials desired. Bracelet
now
sent postpaid n attractive gift hex. Order
for prompt delivery and free initials.

1934 is the year of opportunity.
Yogi Alpha, internationally known psychologist and astrologer, who has amazed
thousands by his uncanny predictions, offers a 2500 word Giant Astrological Reading, based on your sign in the Zodiac,
giving you predictions month by month
with exact days, dates and happenings
for 1934. Consult it before making any
changes in business, signing papers,
marriage,
employment, health,
love,
accidents, lucky days, travel, etc. Send
only 50c and exact birth date for com300-word
plete Astrological Forecast.
Numerology Reading included FREE.
Money returned if not satisfied. YOGI
ALPHA, Box 1411, Dept. 903, San
Diego. Calif.

first note, until the road
all came out all right.

that's as close

Engraved Free
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script

brink of that

ly new rhodium finish. Will not iarmsh. Appropriate for Bridge Prizes or as a Graduation Gift.

45

first number. Nobody
when we went on the

—

sets vou apart from the crowd. Arouses interest and admiration wherever you go. The style
Beautiful,
hit of New York and Hollywood.
unique, sophisticated. Sterling Silverin the love-

and

Initials

so

I raised my baton for the opening chord,
but to my horror, the announcer kept right
on talking for several seconds more
Luckily, my boys and I had the presence of
mind, or the instinct, to hold off until he
got through and we all froze fast on the

INDIVIDUALITY

3

it,

and the said announcer reached what
showed to be the end of his spiel,

air

my

about

Opera Company of
Signor Nino grinned

If

it?

I

sing the

_

wrong

song,_ I

it

—

Col. Stoopnagle, the last
victim of my impertinent inquiries, confessed that his most startled interlude on
the radio was bound up with his acquisition
of that characteristically goofy nom de
"My earliest radio appearances
guerre.

The eminent

were amateur programs, most of which
were ad libbed, with everybody in the studio
getting loads of laughs out of it, whether
The announcer
the listeners-in did or not.
was in the habit of introducing me by whatever nutty name he happened to think of
on the spur of the moment, using a differOne week I was Misent one each time.
ter Gladbubble, the next I

Happvstone.

Well,

one

was Professor

day,

having no

what he was going to spring, I
suddenly heard him blare into the microQ.
Colonel Lemuel
'Presenting
phone,
idea

MOVIE STARS

read of Secret
I were unpopular. Then I
Movie Directors to remake plain boys and girls
led to a new
this
into fascinating men and women— and how
system of sex attraction. I sent for it and in
wife,
anappy
m
Today
people marveled at the change in us.
while brother is popular with all the girls.
Develop Charm - Allure - Sex Appeal
Love— Romance— Popularity— may all be yours thro Wis
or
amazing system. You may learn Sex Attraction Secretsover
If
Movie Stars and how to gain their magnetic power. booklet
our
receive
16. send 10 cents to cover mailing and
endorsements
SECRETS OF MOVIE STARS, containing
Vie
Methods
of Movie Stars and telling about Secret
Sex Appeal.
ana
Personality
develop
to
Directors
Movie
Angeles
Los
FLI
9,
PERSONALITY! NST.6I8 Southwestern,

My

The name so entranced me
Stoopnagle.'
seconds
its dizziness that for several
doubt
I was unable to speak, thereby no
providing my fond public with some of its
happiest moments. When I finally did come
out of my trance and was able to talk, I
was still pretty much flabbergasted, but I
decided to remain Stoopnagle thenceforth
and forevermore. Say, by the way, let me
tell vou about my invention for
But I had folded my fountain pen like

with

brother and

Methods

of

JWWB

!

m

(llellcti^fMisTed?

BUST DEVELOPED

Is

your

Does

it

bust small aDd unattractive
sag formlessly. instead of stand

ing out firm and round? It is bO UASK
Let me
to develop a full, shapely bust.
send you my easy instructions and a large
container of famous

MIRACLE CREAM

of

—

York

sing

beautifully, and everybody loves it, so what
Radio singing, it is fun.
is the difference?
Opera singing, it is fun. The movies, they
Oh, bamare fun. America, she is fun.
!"
bino some fun

OF THE

drugs or appliances, nothing
harmful. Just a few minutes a day
required. Accept my wonderful offer
below and see how easy it is to nil out
your breasts to the beautiful cup-lLke
form Monev-Back Guarantee.
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taking
silently stolen away
the pleasant feeling that radio
stars, despite their almost machine-like perfection while on the air, are honest-togoodness people nevertheless and pretty
enjoyable ones at that!
Baby LeRoy is said to be considering
radio offers.
Ever hear a dream squawking?
For hilarious radio-movie burlesque get an earful of "Colonel Newsnagle's Stoopreel of the Air."
On the
Col.'s current C. B. S. programs.
Radio
the

Arabs and

me

with

—

.

.

.

.

is

now

fully

equipped with

its

.

.

own

Garbo.

She's the delightful Maude Adams, famous
stage actress, with an unbroken record of
more than forty interviewless years.
Theme song for the housekeeping bride
"Smoke Gets in Your Pies.".
Eastern
listeners who can catch a 1:15 P. M. program will be richly rewarded with a series
of uniquely interesting talks by Miss Dorothy Schreier, blind instructress of the blind.
Miss Schreier, young and extremely attractive, furnishes an inspiring example of the
triumph of will and courage over a physical
disability.
Graduate of two training
schools for teachers of the blind, she performs a splendid and important work in
giving auditors a keen insight into the
minds of the unseeing. Tuesdays on
Newark.
Most whiskered wheeze of
the month
Jack Benny's, "If you had a
brain you'd be a half-wit.".
Petite Helen
Oelheim, the Show Boat contralto, gave a
.

.

.

.

.

WOR,

.

.

.

:

.

.

all her own
nesday at New York's Tc-«
drew "Bravas" from the tnm
So you thought the talkie^

big-time recital

I

five or six years old

?

Ther.

Gus V an, now appearing 01.
Tuesday evening series with '4
son.
Mr. Van deposes tha
.

.

.

m

Joe Schenck,
away back in
a primitive cylinder record 1
late partner,
talking film

"The

was

picture

so terrible,

we walked

out on it our.
Fred Waring's favorite day is
On that portentous date he 6
first broadcast in 1921, and thi.
later, almost to the hour, he
his present series for Columbia
"Fifteenth
Anniversary Roun.
other day, was one of the best t!'
kind ever heard.
Truly
among the past winter's more ser.
grams were the Sunday afternoon
of the New York Philharmonic- Sy
Orchestra, conducted for the most
Arturo Toscanini, which the Columi
work broadcast nationally. Toscanii'
erally recognized as one of the most L
and eloquent interpreters of orcht
music that the world has ever known,
quently
surpassed even his
customs
heights of musical expression, and the pe\.
"that

;

.

.

i

.

.

formance as a whole brought new
to radio.
Encore

dignit;

Leai.
marriage

Tagging the Talkies

days. Witiiv.
cards, anyone t
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The Lost Patrol

R-K-O
A British
hostile

sergeant and ten men are lost in
Mesopotamian desert country. Their

attempts

to reach their regiment, their
struggle to hold up their withering morale,
and the final fate of each one in turn are told
in this generally absorbing film play. The performances are uneven and the dialogue not

always convincing, but the story
terest and at times thrill you.
McLaglen, Wallace Ford, Boris
handle the main roles.

will

16"x26" with the
book devised and chat...
reading, will tell fortunes ecj> _
efforts of the paid profession. Sen'c_
$1 for a complete Magic Chart
book which has become almost a necessity of every home in Hollywood.
National B-B Co.
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Harold Teen
Warners

No half-measures for
Eilsrs— when she goes

Sally

after
health, she goes after it! Sally
takes this large libation of
milk every day to keep in trim
for the ardors of acting.

The

Women In His
M-G-M

is

by the performances of Guy Kibbee,
Herbert, and Patricia Ellis all excellent.
Teen fans others too will like it.

Hugh

—

I

Believed In

—

—

You

Fox
You will meet Rosemary Ames in this
She
picture, and probably you'll like her.
is a bit Dietrich-Bankheadish, so now you
know what to expect. The picture is rather
dull, but thanks to good work by Victor
Jory and John Boles, it rises above drudgery.
All about a girl who meets up with a group
of Greenwich Villagers, whose friendship
proves worthless. So she goes to the right
man, after all, for a happy ending and

—

isn't

that what you want?

and have a

profitable vocation

There are many opportunities in this dignified and profitable profession.
Learn
quickly by the famous N. Y. I. method of
instruction. Personal attendance or Home
Study courses in Commercial, News, Portrait, or Motion Picture
Photography.
Free booklet. "How to Succeed in Photography."

New

York Institute

of

Photography

Founded 1910
10

West 33

Dept. 60,

St.,

New

York City

made mem-

orable

Life

Otto Kruger fits snugly in his role of one of
those charming and talented but too, too
wicked lawyers. Preoccupied with making
love to the fair Isabel Jewell, he breaks his
promise to defend the father of Irene Hervey, accused of murdering his wife. When
Otto finds that the slain woman is his own
lost love, he goes on a terrific binge but returns in time to trap the murderers. Some
good dialogue and capable acting, including
Ben Lyon's; but the story is rather weak.

the cast

Los Angeles

PHOTOGRAPH Y

This very effective silent picture of several
years ago should have been made into a
talkie long ere now.
Hal LeRoy and
Rochelle Hudson are outstanding as Harold
and Lillums of the comic strip. The story
is trivia], concerning itself with school-day
antics, but the various incidents are astonishingly human and likable.
Besides

LeRoy and Hudson,

St..

IMPORTED ltd
To introduce our blue- I ^9
white rainbow flash stones, we
will send a 1 Kt. IMPORTED
Simulated Diamond, mounted in
nice ring as illustrated, for this
ad. and 15c expense.
Address
National Jewelry Co., Dept. X,
Wheeling:, W. Ya. (2 for 25c.)

SONGS

f

TALKING
PICTURES

paid by Music Publishers and Talking Picture Producers.
Free booklet describes most complete song service ever
offered. Hit writers will revise, arrange, compose music to
your lyrics or lyrics to your music, secure. U. S. copyright, broadcast your
song over the radio.
Our sales department submits tn Music publishers

and Hollywood Picture Studios.

UNIVERSAL SONG SERVICE,
Sierra

Vista,

WRITE TODAY
604

for

FREE BOOKLET.

Meyer Bid?., Weston Avenue and

Hollywood, California

SCREENLAND
Sing and Like It

R-K-O
Here

is

travesty that

is

travesty,

and Nat

is very
Pendleton demonstrates that he
Pitts and
Zasu
roles.
dumb-mug
likable in
new
Edward Everett Horton, too, reach his
gangster and
laugh records. It's about a

way into the show
they make will
mistakes
business-and the
seat. Pert Kelton deroll you out of your
yet shown on the
livers the best stuff she has
swell laughs.
screen. Ned Sparks injects

mob who

M-G-M

compounded

.lentifiraUy

obtained in relievwithout 111 after effects.

.suits

>

FREE

with each order,
while they last. 2 books of
127 pages entitled "What

Married Woman
Should Know" by Fielding and "The Physiology
by Dr.
Sex Life"
of
Simply mail this
Greer.
for
order
your
ad and

Every

the acting

The Inventors
fox-Educational

double
single
or
and
treatment
strength
receive these 2 valuable

waves Col
That fertile scientist of the air
of his infernal
Stoopnagle, tries out some
genon the screen audience in a
his tal
With
two-reeler.
uinely comical
demonstrates a few
ented yes-man, Budd, he
girls' seminary and
a
at
gadgets
of his little
amusement value of the
the educational and
worth the incidental
be
to
proves
result
is very handsome.
Borden
havoc. Olive

to

Sine!

T. Southlngton
Remedy Co.
Kansas City, Mo.

DR.

F.

Drinks Whiskey

m
Mb/
jilr figure spoiled
o.vv, sagging bust?

is

charming.

either

Order

bouncing Nine-

a delightful
both too rich
Bell woman financier who is
She neargood.
anyone's
and too thrifty for
son,
life and that of her
own
her
wrecks
ly
on
revenge
for
thirst
her
in
Eilly Bakewell,
The
Stone.
Lewis
an old girlhood lover,
conventional lines, but
story moves along
very
excellent and the settings

•

FKEE.

in the

May Robson provides
characterization as old Hannan

•Jce used this doctor's successful
Testimonials
Wkable results.
suc,ng which women report great
Absocases.
distressing
ne most
&'i
din or interference with work.
Mail $2. Double Strength $3.
.paid.

books
day.

back

Here we
teen Hundreds again!
are,

Century

.arter of a

their

You Can't Buy Everything

Recommend

y

force

No More
Wonderful Treatment Helped Faithful
Wife to Save Husband When

by a
Are

All Else Failed.

on embarrassed by this unThen let me
an
tell you how to reduce
gladly
I'll
oversize bust.
send you my easy directions,
with a container or Jr"re,

sightly fat?

Try

Whiskey/Wine or Beer

scription-36".

to excess must depend
upon to help save him
from a ruined life ana
a drunkard's grave.
Take heed from the
thousands of men go-

SEND ME YOUR NAME
address and your pleasant
home treatment will come to you

and

bv return mail in plain wrapper.
Please enclose 10c for forwarding charge.

DORIS KENT,

as you live that you did

100% Improvement Guaranteed
Wn build strengthen the vocal organs—
and absolutely

l"

,Z%

?

.

>

the horrible stuff called
it difficult to quit
Once he eets it in his system he finds done
for others is an
lanheip him/ What it has
yo*
gut
"
'
All you nave™
le of what it should do for you.
we mil send
and
address
and
name
rio i? to send your

lltli Street,
Yorfe, N. Y.

mn"^

ing to ruin daily
through vile bootlegger s whiskey, and
home brew fromjirivate stilly
-

„
Reunion

The Happy

SC-5

80 East

New

FREE

it

Wives, mothers,
sisters, it is you that
the man who drinks

DR.

Address

it.

W. HAINES CO.

J.

.

Cincinnati,

753 Glenn Building

Ohio

Raquel Torres and Don Al-

W? Sff of

varado are
VOICE INSTITUTE
PERFECT
r
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y^J Tour

Studio 13-15
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home
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for Freje Trial bring
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full $2.00 treatment
trial suddIv bv return mail and
a 30 day refund
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All in a Day's

Work

Continued from page 69
(which always make
pair of fresh gloves
and a differanything),
for
you feel ready
Even a pair ot highent hat, perhaps.
Hterally and figuraheeled sho'es puts you
even after a long
toes,"
tively "on vour
out
all be kept neatly
can
these
And
day
box.
hat
a
in
of "the way,
a fussy
Whatever you do, don't wear
into the office,
afternoon or cocktail dress
after-work date is an ime en Tough your
of looking like a
Instead
portant one
the office
you'll stand out against
thumb!
sore
a
like
background

^pSe"

May

for

19

97

3 4

Now

You're Talking

Continued from page 8
John Bonnyfeather Lionel Barrymore.
Luis John Barrymore.
Florence Udney Margaret Sullavan.
:

Don

:

rip-snorting, fastmoving newspaper tale that was swell en"get" me?
tertainment. And did Paul
Verily and deservedly, too. And Glenda

No —happily, to Edward
He picked up "Design
walked off with
He

Write her up
Evans, please. Thanks a
gal.!

Gone

to the

dogs

Miss

editorially,
lot

Columbus, Ohio.

RAZZING THE RAZZERS!

w

our
»
" PDirrc

BALLOON TIRES

Size Rim
2Bi4. 40-21

in "Gallant Lady" confirmed my fondest hopes. Here's an actress
who has depth to her acting
She is no
shallow painted doll being moved around
There is always an
the set with strings.
earnestness about her work.
She knows
what she's doing and does it superbly
Florence Campbell,

When one can be held
dinner j acket ?
spellbound by "Footlight Parade," what
matters it whether Dick Powell really plays
piano or not ?

hereby vote Bing Crosby a medal. For
what? Why, for being the first radio star
"recruited" by the movies who doesn't appear to be performing for Ye Olde Drama
League.
His singing and acting ability

squawking

make

Mary NaDal,

Producers be praised for again teaming
And
Janet Gaynor and Charlie Farrell
again more praise, for giving Janet a part
suited to her blithe, winsome, enchanting
Together, Janet and Charlie are inself.
vincible.
They will win greater plaudits,
make more hearts beat faster, and pile up
new box-office records
Mary Belle Walley,
!

!

Box

357,

Butler,

N.

"LINES" ARE

GOOD, TOO!
When

will they start to appreciate Mae
for her acting ability instead of
merely for her curves ?
Her delightful
humor and snappy wisecracks have rightfully earned her a place among the country's leading exponents of comedy.
Forget
about the curvaceous and applaud the
facetious
Mae

West

—

—

W.
J.

A. O'Keefe,
Lynn, Mass.

Other Sizes

All

WE WANT
DEALERS

GOODWIN TIRE & RUBBER CO. ¥fl
X840 S. MICHIGAN
AVE.

CHICAGO. ILL

'

FREE

RAY- O -VAC"

LANTERN

With Order for 2 Tires
Ready for instant use — No compli-

cated wires to attach— No danger of
burnt out fuses and lights. Cannot
be replaced as a household and
automobile necessity — a Nationally
Advertised Product.

DR. WALTER'S

Florence Moran,

HER SPOKEN

'RAH, TEAM!

65
,75

2.95 !85
2.9S .85
2.95 . 85
3.25 .85
32x4 H 3.35 1.15
33x4 H 3.45 1.15
34X4H 3.45 1.15
30x5
3.65 1.36
33x5
3.75 1.4S
36x5
3.95 1.65

We

a great combination.

Tacoma, Wash.

$2.25 SO

31x4
32x4
33x4
34x4

3.25 1. 15
3.35 1. 15
3.35 1.16
3.40 1.15
3.40 1.16
3.45 1.25
3.65 1.25
3.75 1.35

I

1323 So. Gary St.,
Tulsa, Okla.

Tires

30x3H 2.35

SEND ONLY $1 DEPOSIT on each tire ordered.
ship balance C. O. D. 5 percent discount
for full cash with order. Any tire tailing to give
12 months' service replaced at half price.

111.

DECORATING BING!

Tubes

Size

30x3

TUBES GUARANTEED Brand NEW

All

—

Reg. CORD TIRES

Tires Tub«s
10.85
85
.85
.96
2. SO
.96
2.8S 1.06
2.85 1.06
2 90 1.15
2.95 1.15
2.95 1.15

$2.15
2.35
2.40
2.45

20t4.50-20
30«4. 60-21
28«4. 76-19
29x4.76-20
29i5. 00-19
30x5.00-20
28x5.25-18
29x5.25-19
30x5.25-20
31x5.26-21
28x5.50-18
29x5.60-19
30x6.00-18
31x6.00-19
32x6.00-20
33x6.00-21
32x6.60-20

ALL FOR ANN!

When one can see and hear Ann Harding,
what difference does it make if her leading man has two or three buttons on his

Let's quit

-quality. Every stand
ard brand tire reconstructed by our superior .modern
" n,
method is positively guaranteed to give full 12 months' service under
eevereBt road conditions, This guarantee is bached
by the entire financial resources of an old reliable
company. Order .Now at Today's Lowest Prices

Ann Harding

Danville,

->

our

for

!

E. Jay Bennett,
942 Studer Ave.,

/YruFR{ (to .iio .

J

?

—

a

—

—some

!

Myrtle Dunn,
Minneapolis, Minn.

"HI" PRAISE!
for

lost

Muni and

Seattle,

Here's to Paul

Another picture

Wash.

Carlisle,

941 Eleventh Ave., North,

"Hi, Nellie !"
Glenda Farrell

EDDIE, PICTURE PURLOINER!
Everett Horton
Living" and
it.
gave, as always,
reality to his role
the only one in the picture who made us feel that it was anything
but farcical and insubstantial.

:

Bill

GOODRICH

Flesh Colored

Gum Rubber Garments

LATEST BRASSIERE
compre sion

new

at once.

style figure.

2 to 3 inch

Gives a trim, youthful,

Send bust measure

.

.

<j[2

REDUCING GIRDLE.

.25

2 to 3 inch compression at once. Takes place of corset. Beautifully made; very comfortable.
Laced at
back, with 2 garters in front. Holds up ab-

domen. Send waist and hip measures. $3.75
Write for literature. Send check
or money order
no cash.
Dr. Jeanne S. C. Walter, 389 Fifth Ave., New York

—

YOU, TOO, CAN

Be Beautiful
'

LIFT"

YOUR OWN FACE! Why

wear Wrinkles, Crow's feet, Double
Chin, Sag or Sallow Skin? Free
booklet "FACE LIFTING AT

HOME"

describes sensational treatment and teaches y.u hov to re. tore youth to
face and neck WITHOUT massage, packs, plasstraps, peeling or retirement.
Five minutes
privacy your own hr-me. Write,
EUNICE SKELLY
(Dept. A.>
Central, •5th & 7th Ave., New York City.

NolJoke
Toperson
Beknows
Deaf
—Every
that—
deafi

Mr. Way made himself hear his watch tick after
being deaf for twenty-five years, withhis Artificial

Ear Drums. He wore them day and

night.

.They stopped his head
noises. They are invisible
andcomfortable.no wires
or batteries. Write for

TRUE STORY. Also
ArtijiclalEar Drum
THE WAY COMPANY

bookleton Deafness.
i

.

756Hofmann Bldg.

Detroit, Michigan

Learn Public
Speaking
—

At home
day.
v

—

in spare time
20 minutes a
Overcome "stage- fright," gain selfconfidence, increase your salary, through

^ability to sway others by effective
3 speech. Write now for free booklet,
How to Work Wonders With Words.
North American Institute, Dept. 4435
3601 Michigan Avenue,
Chicago, III.
r

RILL THE HAIR ROOT
My method positively prevents hair from
permanent.
growing again.
easy,
Safe,
The delightUse it privately, at home.
ful
relief will
bring happiness, freedom
of mind and greater success.
We teach Beauty Culture. Send 6c in
stamps TODAY for Booklet. For promptness in writing me, Iwillinclude a $2.00 CerMahler Beauty Preparations.
tificate for
D. J. MAHLER CO., Dept. 29E. Providence, R. I.

Wynne Gibson

new

craze for artificial flowers made
from, colored gingham. Wynne designed these "daisies" of orange and
white cloth. Clever idea, what?
is

in accord with the

Books on Corporal Punishment
and Other Curious
Unabridged, privately printed and unusually illustrated volumes.
Descriptive ILLUSTRATED catalogue in sealed envelope. Send
stamp. State age and occupation. Address: THE GARGOYLE
PRESS (Dept. C. M.), 70 Fifth Ave.. New York City.

SCREENLAND
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Me

Ask

Continued from page 72

He is 6 feet 1
1907, in Chicago, 111.
inch tall, weighs 170 pounds and has brown
hair and eyes. He was educated in Seattle,
Wash., and attended high school in Los
Angeles, Calif. He began his picture work
Among his pictures you may have
in 1931.
Live," "Hell Below,"
seen are "Today
"Tugboat Annie," "Saturday's Millions,"

22,

We

"The Right

to

Romance," "Carolina," and

Africans love his pictures and his beautiful
You'll have a treat then
voice.
when you hear him sing in his latest reHave you seen him in
lease, "Beloved."
"Only Yesterday" with Margaret Sullavan,
one of the screen's greatest new "finds"?
If you haven't seen these two grand pictures, ask your nearest cinema house manCome again, E. G.
ager to exhibit them.
singing

"Spitfire."-

Walter and Floyd.
Claudette Colbert's first appearance on the stage was in 1924, and in 1927
she made her first picture, "For the Love
She did not
of Mike," with Ben Lyon.
care for silent screen work and went back
to the stage. Paramount offered her a featured role in the talking film, "The Hole
in the Wall"; she accepted and enjoyed
Her next release was "The
the work.
Lady Lies," followed by "The Big Pond"
opposite Maurice Chevalier, in which, she
played both English and French versions.

Rose K.

Next came "Young Man

of Manhattan,"
with her husband, Norman
"Honor
"Manslaughter";
then
Foster;
Among Lovers" "The Smiling Lieuten"His
"Secrets of A Secretary"
ant"
Woman"; "Misleading Lady"; "The Man
From Yesterday"; "Sign of the Cross";
"Tonight Is Ours"; "I Cover the Water"Torch Singer" and "Four Frightfront"
ened People."

co-starring

Young

Loretta

I

conscious

you are both

see

—

I'll

not try to

change your minds on that score, for I
Loretta was married to
like her, too.
Grant Withers, but has been divorced for
She was born in Salt Lake
some time.
Her real
City, Utah, on January 6, 1912.
name is Gretchen Young. She has light
inches
In 1927 she
played a small part with Colleen Moore
She played with
in "Naughty But Nice."
the late Lon Chaney in "Laugh, Clown,
Laugh" in 1928. Her latest releases are,
"The Devil's in Love"; "Midnight Mary"

brown

hair, blue eyes,

is

5 feet 3 />
l

tall

and weighs 100 pounds.

and

"A Man's

Castle."

;

;

E. G. of S. Africa. I'm surely glad to
publish your very special request for more
"John Boles singing pictures." Fie would
be no end pleased to know how you South

So, when all others fail, you conI'm sorry you have had
Vee Dee
much trouble with your questions but

E. K.
Dr.

;

;

sult

so

why

!

ask such hard ones?

I

do not

know

Harry Bannister was married before his
union with Ann Harding. Harry and Ann
if

led a very quiet life while both were on
the stage thinking the world was only
interested in their stage characterizations
and not their personal lives. Too bad their

—

marriage

failed.

Gwenllian Gill is a new inducement
offered by Paramount to like their
She's one of the girls with
pictures.
Dick Arlen in •'Come on, Marines!"
Margie M. I haven't a record of Eddie
Tamblyn, who played the role of Harry in
"The Sweetheart of Sigma Chi." If he
appears again I'll try to get the "low-down"
on him. Look out, Eddie
!

Franklin D. It means turning back the
clock a few hours to get in touch with some
of the old silent players of a few years ago.
Blanche Sweet played "Annie Christie" in
1923 and Norma Talmadge delighted us
Norma
with a silent "Smilin' Through."
hasn't made a film for some time. Blanche
Sweet has made a few stage appearances
She
since her retirement from the screen.

was born
She has

in

Chicago,

111.,

on June

18, 1896.

hair and dark grey
She was
eyes and is 5 feet 4 inches tall.
divorced from Mickey Neilan in 1929.
light

brown

Tommette H. Sorry I haven't any personal information on Robert Barrat but he
has been appearing in

many

popular films

He played Fritz, the
past year.
strong man, in "Lily Turner" with Ruth
Chatterton; he was the butler in "Secret
of the Blue Room" played in "The Kennel
Murder Case"; "Wild Boys of the Road";
"Ann Carver's Profession"; "Heroes for
Sale" "The Silk Express" and "Mayor of
Hell."
Jimmy Cagney's brother William
makes his picture debut in "Palooka" with
Jimmy Durante, Lupe Velez, Stuart Erwin,
Mary Carlisle and Robert Armstrong.

in

the

;

;

Robert Young Fan.

You

are right

young doctor— son of Helen Hayes

in

—the
"The

Sin of Madelon Claudet" was played

Robert Young.

He was

by
born on February

—

Pat Paterson from
the films' handsomest newlyweds!
Here they are
England and Charles Boyer from France met in Hollywood and eloped to
Yuma, Arizona. (Quite a travelogue!) It was one of the most cyclonic
romances that Hollywood has witnessed in many moons.

Mjfiffn

MAYBE illME

BIfff
Stylists

and beauty authorities

new world

agree.

An

exciting,

of thrilling adventure awaits eyes that are

the amazing result

and with perfect

given the glamorous allure of long, dark, lustrous
lashes

.

.

.

lashes that transform eyes into brilliant

pools of irresistible fascination.
fectly obvious truth

And

could this per-

be more aptly demonstrated

than by the above picture?

stantly.

Just a touch of this delightful cosmetic,

swiftly applied with the dainty Maybelline brush,

and

achieved.

Anyone can do it—

safety if genuine Maybelline

Maybelline has been proved

utterly

is

used.

harmless

throughout sixteen years of daily use by millions of

women.

It is accepted

It contains
is

But how can pale, scanty lashes acquire this magic
charm? Easily. Maybelline will lend it to them in-

is

MAKE.,

no dye, yet

by the highest

is

authorities.

perfectly tearproof.

absolutely non-smarting.

And

it

For beauty's sake, and

for safety's sake, obtain genuine Maybelline in the

new, ultra-smart gold and scarlet metal case at all
reputable cosmetic dealers. Black Maybelline for
brunettes

.

.

.

Brown Maybelline

for blondes.

75c.

MAYBELLINE CO., CHICAGO

THE

N

ON SMARTING/

THE CUNEO PRESS, NC, CHICAGO
I

TEAR

-

PROOF,

PERFECTLY

SAFE

MASCARA

©

1934, Liggett

& Myers Tobacco

Co.

|

The Smart Screen Magazine
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The Rattle Is On!
WANT TO HAVE A HOLLYWOOD FIGURE? See Page 22
Man-Made Movies for Women! By Beth Brown

to

o (ypte
Intelligent

and

/

fastidious, she realises that anyone,

herself included,

breath) without

may have

knowing it.

halitosis

(unpleasant

BEFORE ALL

So she takes no chances;

engagements,
every day, and especially before social
that her
assurance
she uses Listerine. That is her

SOCIAL

careful
breath cannot possibly offend ... Are you as
that
granted
about this matter? Do you take it for

ENGAGEMENTS

always agreeable? Don't! It s far
use Listerine.
safer to assume that it isn't, and
of 90%
Listerine combats fermentation, the cause
themselves
of odors, and then gets rid of the odors

your breath

is

—deodorizes hours longer,

Lambert Pharmacal Co.,

too.
St.

Louis, Missouri.

LISTERINE
NOW

AT

NEW LOW

PRICES

W041

9

i

Screenland

for

J

un

e

1934

SPARKLING

Slim, buoyant,

and carefree

.

.

.

with

radiant health and as pretty a figure
as you'll see in many a day ! It's proper
food and proper exercise that does it,
says Ginger Rogers. And proper food

includes bread, every day, according
to this charming young star. Read her
letter to

Betty Crocker,

menu expert.

Dear Betty Crooker,
In motion pioture work, one
of our duties is to eat the
right food. Bread is important
because it gives so much enerand we know beauty and
gy
vitality require energy. I enjoy bread at every meal.

—

FASCINATING

NEW

USES FOR

BREAD

SUGGESTED BY BETTY CROCKER
new book, "Vitality Demands
Energy (109 Smart New Ways to Serve Bread, Our
Outstanding Energy Food)" ... a host of tempting new
recipes and menus by Betty Crocker, noted cooking exhm P ert Suggestions for combining bread with other foods to
make attractive, correctly balanced meals. Ideas for sandFree! This clever

«

M

SCIENCE REVEALS

WHY BREAD IS
OUR OUTSTANDING ENERGY FOOD

tr

Proves that Bread;

I

"I
Supplies energy efficiently. Abundantly
P rov iJed with carbohydrates, which furnish endurance energy (largest need of diet).
Important in proper combination of foods
necessary for a complete diet.

baked wheat products supplied you in appetizing variety
by your baker. Include breads in every meal! Products

.

B " 'j*' repairs- Contains also proteins,
used for building muscle and helping daity
eP
o{ hod y tissues. Thus bread, and other
i
i''"j
Cat P roducts U8e d freely for essential energy
?
j
needs, do not unbalance the diet in respect to
proteins
as do large amounts of energy foods lacking
other

2

,

-

essential nutrients.

3

Is one of the most easily digested
foods.
lated.

96%

wiches, appetizers, soup and salad accompaniments, etc.
... using the delicious, wholesome breads and other

assimi-

Control Department of General Mills, Inc., Minneapoli
IIS.

SEND FOR BETTY CROCKER'S FREE BOOK

Betty Crocker, Minneapolis, Minn.
Please send me your valuable new free book on bread " Vitality Demands
Energy " in
which science states facts about bread, and you suggest 109 delightful new
ways to use it.

Name.

r
I
'

^\
most

lese tnree statements have been accepted
by
'iJ
tr
c noted authorities on diet and nutrition

Sfreet or

Committee on Foods of the
American Medical Association, largest and

City

{
who
comprise

the

important association of medical men in the world.
For full explanation by eminent scientists, read the
new free book on bread, "Vitality Demands Energy."

R.F.D.

No
.....

..

j...

Offer food only.within continental limits of U.S.A.

State..

Copr. 1934, General Mills. Inc.

Scrld. 6.34

(BslxlojoL energy for ^LCaJZiZZf/
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If ever an actor was
Will Rogers and the
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actor
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Harum. As the cagey New
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David

trading exploits

More Reviews on Page

grinning, then chuckling
Will mumphs
howling as the shrewdly shy
is sweeUy
Venable
Evelyn
or gets stuck.
and

arch

(perhaps a bit too

Kent Taylor

is

new

sort of racketeer

fun with Cagney

who

finds heirs

hilarious high
in this exhibit. Most
takes a pop at his
spots come when Jimmy
every time
stooge assistant, Allen Jenkins,
Bette Davis and Alice

week"

yourself

much

swift, hard-boiled

which he around
for all of those fortunes
commission. You
unclaimed, then clips his
"neatest tricks of the
will see numerous

on Pages 54-55

England Lrse-swapper, his
and you 11 fed
occupy most of the footage
then

is
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so)

he loses his temper.
White furnish the feminine interest.
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mount

Another screen triumph

for

Elizabeth

European actress^
Bergner, that great
charm, a
consummate
with
plays,
she
Here
with a
love
in
deeply
falls
Shoo Sri who
old
your
by
enacted
of the world,
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Percy
friend
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she will move
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direction is by
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The
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Paul
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matter?
what
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soldier" formula—
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SOME "REVOLUTIONARY"
DEMANDS!
Please, Hollywood, couldn't we have:
woman reporter who is one, not a
chorus girl, dumbbell, or wise-cracking

A

monologist
head gangster without foppish ioibles
An "English-accented" actor who doesn't
;

"CALL YOUR SHOTS!"
other puzzle vogues on the wane,
brainmovie producers have supplied a new
\ou cant tell by
racker: puzzle titles!
you re
those misleading monickers whether

With

going to see a nursery

gang

picture, or

film,

bedroom

melodrama.

yourselves, producers.
that fit!

St.

S.

W.,

American;
A modern love story where the principals
speak naturally, not in drawing-room-ese?

lapse into plain

Tee Rose,
Hotel Alameda,
Alameda,

Calif.

particularly

I

saw him

in

proves to be an actorBravo, Gable
to doubt.
used
something
Lillian Ginsburg,
13947 Arlington St..
Detroit, Mich.
(Continued on page 14)
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directors.
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ally.
pened One Night," I'm his staunchest
when
especially
comedian,
born
a
Clark is
a ride.
demonstrates how to "thumb
I

Atlanta, Ga.

break—please

"DISCOVERING" GABLE

titles

Rebz London,

brains a

Mrs. E. P. Vincent,
North Tonawanda, N. Y.
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209 Peters
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Gable
Crazy
Clark

tells his

amazing

experiences on his personalappearance tour

By
James

h7s tour of eastern theatres.

See

M. F idler

him waving out the

dressing-room window.''

dawn of the motion
the third time since the
the masculine sexpicture era, a screen star of
the
emphasis on sexh-b*s barn-stormed
wit
of
females
the
upon
States with startling effect

FOR

made by

the. late

such astounding tour was
Hundreds 01
ago.
Rudolnh Valentino, about ten years
shed their^gnUy
of frantic females literally
Valentino to see him,
and honor to get close enough to
to cling to him.
to touch him, to kiss him,
was more recent last year
occasion
The second such

* Th?

first

Ss

,

V*™**^££

Raft made a
in fact, when George
South, East, and Central Stags
the
excursion through
to the winds. They
Raf t-crazed women threw discretion
gam them entry to
schemed amazing tricks designed to
to his hotel hvtheatres,
George's dressing-rooms at the
hotel bedrooms
his
to
m . rooms durinl daylight hours,

^rS^just

concluded a briefer but nonethe-

m

a few cities of
tour that included stops
inland cities on the route from
the East coast, as well as

less exciting

New York

to

Hollywood.

'

.

•_,

Fl

Valentino and Raft were
Tust as the previous tours of
indiscretions everymarked by unbelievable feminine
by exciting, and
where so were Gable's travels colored
experiences (Continued- on pacji W)
at times dangerous,

CLARK GABLE'S OFFER:
«If the person

who found my

wrist-watch

it to me, I
during my tour, will return
to send that person
will be happy *<* only
I will also
rl^kate of the watch butdollars.
pay a cash reward of fifty

lost

for June
of tugs
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Here's hoping

?

real
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Blank,
482 Bergen Ave.,
Jersey City, N.
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Amherst, Va.
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ous,"

"coloss-ial,
that's what

gigantic,

"Palooka"

and
is

!

Bouquets
Armstrong, too
like

it!

Bob
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Hahn,
1124 Dayton St.,
Akron, Ohio.
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EDDIE CANTERS ON!
Year in, year out, the boy with the big
eyes packs 'em in.
Others come and go,
but Cantor goes on forever. Why ? Eddie
turns out one annual picture, and you can't
get fed up on him. Like Santa Claus, he
comes once a year—and gets royally ap-

. .

.

my
.

.

.

at our expense

"tf reduced
hips 9 INCHES"
writes Miss Heaty.

preciated.

stupendI

Erwin,

Stu

for

V.

Leslie Howard is supreme in his art
the portrayal of that inner spiritual quality
which puts the romance of love-making on
the highest pedestal. Let the beautiful side
of the human personality this deeper love
be interpreted for young movie fans.
Leslie Howard can always lead the way!
Julia E. Wilson,

It's

»

;

J.

FOR THE LYRICAL LESLIE

—

danger of hysterics, especially when

they brought in that Durante baby. It's a
great picture let's have more laugh-raisers

was

Max W.

in

Vawter,

Leadville, Colo.

Tagging the Talkies
Continued from page 6
Midnight

Ever Since Eve

Universal

Fox

advise you to see this film.
First,
because it's an interesting and well -acted
drama. Second, because it's proof of what
the East can accomplish in cinema-making,
giving the right material.
Chester Erskin
of theatre fame, directing a troupe of wellknown stage actors abetted by Sidney Fox,
has made an unusual picture. It has its defects, but the presentation is refreshing.
Watch Henry Hull he has what Hollywood
wants for that new "rave!"

George O'Brien avers he'll do no more
"Westerns," but if this picture is a sample
of what he intends to do in other types of
pictures, I say, "Go back to Westerns,
George!" Thanks to Mary Brian's sweetness, and the comedy of Herbert Mundin,
this picture has its moments. But O'Brien's
kid following will be disappointed.

Gambling Lady
Warners

Sally Eilers, the madcap, is sent on a
world cruise to "learn some sense." Instead,

We

"I read an 'ad' of the
Perfol astic Company

...and sent for
folder".

"They allowed me
wear

FREE

on

"and

to

their Perforated

Girdle for

10 days, by
measurement,
found my hips 3
in

actual

10 days

I

trial".

INCHES SMALLER'

—

Three on a Honeymoon

Fox

We see too little of Barbara Stanwyck on
the screen. Here, in the guise of a professional gambler, Babs turns in her usual
sincere performance in a story slightly
stronger than her usual vehicles.
Joel
McCrea, too, turns actor and gives a fine
characterization, and Pat O'Brien will
please the majority.
But don't take the
children those
card-shark
scenes
are
strictly adult stuff.

she falls for the ship's officer. He treats her
pretty shabbily, but she gets him in the long
run, which serves him right for being such
a cad. There's a blackmail plot, a suicide
and other complications.
Miss Eilers,
Charles Starrett, and John Mack Brown
are not at their best, but Zasu Pitts is deliriously funny.

—

All

Men Are Enemies
Fox

The Ninth Guest
Columbia

A

houseful of guests become unwilling
players in a sort of elimination contest in
which one after another of them is murdered
by mysterious means. A menacing radio
voice conducting the party adds to the grimness of the proceedings. All of which, we
believe, is something new in the fine art ot
cinema slayings, and the picture is recommended for novelty and suspense. Genevieve Tobin, Hardie Albright, Donald Cook
are plausible in the main roles.

This picture is about war, and you know
what Sherman said about war.
Helen

Twelvetrees does her best, but fails to shine,
while one Hugh Williams makes us wish
they'd bring back some of the old-time
leading men. Story is about a young man
who runs away to keep from marrying his
papa's choice. He meets and falls in love
with a girl in Europe. War comes, he loses
his girl, and goes back to marry papa's
choice. But don't fret; that marriage doesn't
last, and who should turn up but his real
love, which is near the end of the picture,
thank goodness!

Hold That Girl
Fox

Dan

Gifford

is

a crack sleuth, but his

absorption in the fine points of murder gets
him in the end. With jealousy spurring him
on, he concocts and executes a "perfect
crime"—an ingenious killing that throws
devastating suspicion on his wife's lover.
There's material here for an engrossing
melodrama, but it needs a somewhat brisker
pace and more "punch" than are accorded
it.
Otto Kruger, Karen Morley and Nils
Asther are immensely pleasing.
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WANT you to try the

Perfolastic
Girdle. Test it for yourself for 10
days absolutely FREE. Then, if without
diet,

drugs or exercise, you have not

duced
hips,

it

at least 3 inches

will cost

re-

around waist and

you nothing!

Reduce Quickly, Easily, and Safelyl
• The massage-like action of this famous Perfolastic

Reducing Girdle takes the place of months of tiring
exercises and dieting. Worn next to the skin with
perfect safety, the Perfolastic Girdle gently massages
away the surplus fat with every movement, stimulating the body once more into energetic health.

Don't Wait Any Longer, Act Today!
• You can prove to yourself quickly and definitely
.

.

whether or not this very efficient girdle will reduce
You do not need to risk one penny ... try it
then send it back if you are not
completely astonished at the wonderful results.
The illustration of the Perfolastic Girdle
also features the
Uplift Brassiere!
you.

for 10 days

The Crime Doctor

R-K-O

"I really felt

my back no

.

.

.

NEW

SEND FOR TEN DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER!

Jimmy Dunn, the boy detective, is a fast
worker, but Claire Trevor, the saucy reInc.
porterette, is a couple of jumps ahead of Dept.
736,
41 EAST 42nd ST., New York, N.Y.
him.
This rough-and-tumble action film
Please send me FREE BOOKLET describing
culminates in a furious gang fracas, with and illustrating the new Perfolastic Girdle and
Jimmy helping Claire to escape from the Brassiere, also sample of perforated rubber and
bandits and winning her hand as his reward. particulars of your 10-DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER.
Little novelty in idea or characterization,
Name
but exciting throughout. Jimmy is his old
Address _
self; Miss Trevor is for the most part con-

PERFOLASTIC,

vincing; Gertrude Michael

wards do

nicely.

and Alan Ed-

City
Use Coupon or Send

.State.

Name and Address

on Penny Post Card
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/fllaxAxyvuL* finds Fun in Life
for she has a lovely
</y

CAMAY COMPLEXION!

makes me unin

my mirror,

f my complexion."

Do
[

n

you get the fun and
life

— or

troubles?
ly

fresh

only the grief and

It's

the

girl

with a love-

Camay Complexion who

gets admiration
LIFE IS

favors

and

praise.

A LONG BEAUTY CONTEST

Like Marjorie, the girl above, you
Conare in a never-ending Beauty
test.

It

may be

at a party, or at

some informal gathering of friends
that your beauty and your skin
are
will be judged. And you

competing

with other

women.

So get yourself a Camay Complexion—a skin that is fresh as a
flower's petals.

Then

creamy-white

and

delicately fragrant,

Camay

wrapper, in Cellophane
comes in a green and yellow

the eyes of

at
everyone you meet will look

you approvingly.
For Camay, the Soap of Beautiful

Women,

is

gentle as

dew on

your cheek. Try Camay, faithThe change
fully, for one month.
you!
in your skin will delight
Get a supply of Camay today.

The

price

is

amazingly low!
Copr. 1934. Procter

CAM AY

Pure

& Gamble

Co.

The Soap of Beautiful

Women

for

f

un

e
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An Open
Letter

Walt Disney and his immortal
cartoon creations: The Little
Pigs, Mickey and Minnie
Mouse, and

— new! — Funny

Little Bunnies, reading from
top to bottom of the page.

DISNEY:
DEAR MR.wanted

Just
to let you know that I am ready
do anything I can to help out.
When I heard that Mickey Mouse and The Three Little Pigs and Pluto the Dog and Horace
Horsecollar and
all the rest of them are not making
much money for
you, I thought it was time to stir around and see what
can be done.
Here Mickey is going-on-six now, and according to
the report I heard he and Minnie are only just beginning to pay you back for raising them and making them
big movie stars. Ingratitude, I call it. Why,
you'd
think they could have been paying you a little something every week on account. Here you've been slaving your life away for them and that's how they repay
you. As for The Three Little Pigs, I can't understand
their attitude. You gave them plenty of footage
and
in natural color, at that
and had a song written for
them to sing, and featured them in every theatre in the
country. And what do they do for you? Why, they
only make about $4,000 for you, that's all. And they
cost you $60,000! I ask you, is it fair?
Of course not. They get all the glory and you have all
the hard work. So what I think we had all better do
is to band together and start a
Help-Walt-Disney Campaign. Instead of going to see your new pictures, such
as Mickey Mouse's latest starring vehicle,
"Camping
Out," and the new "Silly Symphonies" "Funny Little
rolling up, and you will make some real
money, and
Bunnies" and "The Grasshopper and the Ant" instead
then you can put your profits right back in to your
of going just once, which of course we were going
to
next pictures. Because that's the kind of a guy you
do, anyway
suppose we all go three times, the second
are, Mr. Disney.
And that's why you may never be
time taking the neighbors, and the third time just for
the richest man in Hollywood, but you stand a grand
fun.
Then the neighbors will be pledged to repeat, chance of being one
of the happiest. And that's somesort of an endless chain; and so your
grosses will start
thing.
Isn't it?
to

—

—

—

—

—
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Man-Made
Movies
for

Women
By Beth Brown

G

FORGE

tains

knows

it all

.

ParamounlltXs, down

RKO

.

!

rubber-neck sight-seedrives the roaring
You can lure him any
ino bus in Hollywood.
he
His regular route is past
sunnv week-day
the
to
Boulevard
WHshire

He

lot,

then

Westwood

to

*&?St2?2S£&
D
rolers

Fox and over

Quests

to— VufpKflie

Women

a,

Work!

the lulls

are answered

San Bernardino Moun-

But «ere

whose
whose heads are white with snow and

skirts

sketch the
Architects to

Artists to

are green- with orange groves.
Pacific.
Maxfield Parrish blue of the calm
Hills.
Beverly
study the Spanish influence in
studios.
movie
the
But most folks come to see
Siam around
of
King
the
One day, George drove

The King, who

is

Us
an amateur movie-maker, wore

Carl Laemmle,
camera on his breast like a decoration.
-rnation posed for a
umor, in white, spats and white
shot of Fifth Avenue,
smiline close-up against a long
day, George's bus was
U m Ssal City The very next
white orphans on their
picked to the roof with black and
_

-^^^SS^

^;-£S;t^xSe

tJy'U

let

you

yourself.
direct a p.oture ,11 oy

for June

19 3

4
19

The most

daringly differ-

ent story ever written

Hollywood
way
or

to see

kms—

Farina

it s

all

at the

m a bus

"Our Gang" Comedy

lot.

driver's life-time

Kings
45

There was a hunger about the
cash-customers that
always touched George. Too bad the
studio fences were
bui.t

so high and the studio gates
shut so tight.
tried to play the generous host
in his own

George

crude fashion
He had worn grease-paint and played bits.
He had a
brother-in-law who was second
assistant to the first
assistant of the property man at
Paramount. Besides
George read the movie magazines faithfully.
He could

answer the questions awake or asleep
How tall is Clark Gable? Six foot one, Ma'am. Is
dead ? Yes Johnnie
But his son is carrying on
Where was Madge Evans born ? New York
retta
lg? Salt Lake Cit
who
y> Mister
M,vi; Mouses atest *
Mickey
flame? Sorry, Grandmaw, but
Mickey is still in love with Minnie.
George knew it all.

T^
M ^T

'

The sight-seeing bus
which author Beth
Brown set out on her
woman hunt with
in

Drawings by Leonard
Frank, who knows his
Hollywood !

bus-driver

George.

-

is'

-

That's why I decided to take a trip
with him to get
an airplane view of a certain very
surprising situation
1 want to hire you and the bus all to
myself " I told
George one rainy day.
"How about it, Boss?" called George.
"She looks like she's out to ask questions
you can't
answer. Better take the Blue Book alon<x "
"You forget that wagon-load of Senators
yesterday
Boss. And those Etymologists the
day before," retorted
George as he swung into the seat behind
the wheel. But
he took the Blue Book. As we
roared up Hollywood
Boulevard, he lifted the megaphone to
his droopy lower
hp.
At our left- he ballyhooed, "we
have Grauman s Egyptian Theatre. At our right—
we have Woolworth s
Next stop— Paramount Studios!"
He set

Jane Murfin, at

the moment of
galloping to

press

the

one

and only woman superv isor
in all Hollywood!

Lonely

grandeur

,

eh,

Miss Murfin?

'

down
sliver

the megaphone beside
of mirror.
I smiled

megaphone

George.

him and smiled
back.

"Don't

The information

confidential.

"I'm ready, Miss.

I

want

into the

use
is

the

very
J

Shoot!"

took out my pad and pencil. I
was out to bring back
the accurate answer to a
certain weighty question.
Women fans had been plaguing me about it for
years—
and they had a right to know.
''
Tel1 me, George, who are
the women producers in
pictures ?
I was thinking of the
legitimate theatre with
*s Jiva Le Galhenne, its Elizabeth
Miele, its Pe<™
T
bbJ
rears.
I

•

,

me

t

P rOC

J^,°U& 5

Miss

C ers '"

!!l T

,

>'

he echoed

thumbing through
kn ° W of in
e movie
>

6 that 1

- *

\

"No?" a little stunned. "Well, then, how
about women
supervisors ?" And I poised my pencil.
"Sorry, Miss, but there's no women
supervisors " He
rustled the pages with a wet
thumb. "Wait a minute
there is a woman supervisor,
after all.

Jane Murfin
ane works with Pandro Berman on
the R.K.O lot We'li
come to it pretty soon. It's one of
the show places of
California.

"How
1

here

It's

—

about directors, George?"
s

hundreds of

directors,

I interrupted.

Miss "

I began to smile.
"That is hundreds of men directors

—

I

"

stopped smiling.

"And no women ?"
e

aCt ""

he Blue Book

T
wheel^'-A
r
wheel.
According
to these

Ia
y °Pen on the
(Continued on page 80)

The outstanding woman director
Dorothy Arzner, is shown above of motion pictures
£ ten
with Richard Bennett in a scene directing Anna
for "Nana » ThfsTs
the picture a man director
started and a Joman
director finished/ A good picture,
too.

Screen land

Jeanette Wins!
By
Pearl A.

Kat%man

T'S too

utterly

ridiculous

exclaimed Jeanette

!"

^

i
- ffiST&aSh*
SSI! l"e°ol

some great

two
drama fquarrS between

on
Tapped
show
land

Jeanet*

in

to

Screen

b eeo a„ y

cog

of April

ue v

Maun.c e

her

he had refused to

w^a

^Lt

thL-ht about the
die
she thougnt
wanted to know what
she.had for Maurice
whole affair what answer
request,
expecting some such
that she had been

that

Widow."

I

;

worried about it
-What possible answer

a little

"Maurice and

I

demanded

the

is

,

ar e-and

other

^^^^
"Sft

fi^fcSfffi^

curls,

"When

I

was a

Jeanette.
of

th e best
f have
^f,"
b een__ tt^
a ways

about working

thoughtfully
mntinued,
1
Mother always

^,^^ ^
^^^^^
[W*™- ^

v^i

little

•

g1

qVip

1

.

smoothing the blue
said the best
of
warned me to keep out
S he set an
pay n° Jttenta^ o th«^
d
thing to do was to
avoiding n g
example for me by carefully

^e^

were circulated-these
play opposite

me
me

.

tales

him

Like a tornado

^Mauna

Th who ea

-went on around

^

;

!

I

^

wha

* t

{elt

had no

I^-thing
might say
f^T^lel
A\ll
m glad ^ w g.
thaU
can say now
I

th

t

is

o'best^make The
Vdf
Widow'
a

—

she won that
Widow"
"Merry
opposite
role
Chevalier!

Cheers!

La MacDonald
us her side
of the "Merry

tells

Widow" feud!
EXCLUSIVE!

Merry

production!

paragraph
glance found the
denial where he
in Maurice's
and
opined that "MacDonald
team.
a
Chevalier are not
Mau"I quite agree with
Jeanette
there,"
rice
me {Contintold
ued on page 74)

Her
Yes

splendid

June

for
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Novarro

Is

News
By
Laura
Here's Ramon as an
Indianyo u th in 'La ughing Boy," his latest role.

Benham

'

NOVARRO,
RAMON
appearance
m

making his first personal
tour
this country, has broken box^ office records in every theatre in which he has
played
Moreover, he has created in the movie
palaces the spirit and the atmosphere
of the concert stage
When he sings, audiences sit tensely forward, breathing softly; and when he finishes,
"Bravos!" ring from
husky throats and people crowd down the
aisles in futile
efforts to shake his hand.
Never before, in the history
ot the motion picture industry, has
one of its standardbearers established such a warm, vital,
and withal actually
distinguished contact with his audience.
The public, so often termed fickle, has remained
remarkably steadfast, in the case of Ramon
Novarro
It
was oyer twelve years ago that he played his
first starring role
"The Prisoner of Zenda"— and the following he began to acquire then has firmly
refused to replace
him with a newer idol.
f the rareness of such loyalty,
Ramon is keenly cognizant—and duly appreciative. He attributes
it to the
triumph, over all else, of faith! Faith
in human nature
—in the ultimate Tightness of things; faith in himself
!

_

m

°

.

and in
For

life.

has been by keeping his own faith despite
disappointments and disillusionments, that he has
retained
his ideals.
Which ideals are part and parcel of every
character he has portrayed upon the screen.
Intangible, ephemeral qualities, ideals—
but qualities
nevertheless^ which the camera finds with
unerring perspicacity.
Finds and transmits to the screen in terms of
glamor and high romance! For, despite all
arguments
to the contrary, the camera does not lie!
it

"The eye of the camera is all-penetrating and all-perceiymg,
Novarro believes. "It cannot be deceived—
and one can have no secrets from it. It seeks
out the
soul of man and bares it for all the
world to see. Therein lies both the curse and the
power of the motion picr
ture.

New picture-

"On the stage, it is the performance that counts. On
the screen, it is the performance and
the personality
of the performer that are offered
to the audience for

ances"— new
plans — read

'

judgment.
"No matter

how

clever the make-up,

how mechanic-

ally perfect the characterization
of the actor, the

camera

scrapes beneath the grease-paint and
the studied gestures
and imprisons something of the living,
breathing individual who struts before its mighty
lens.

"Thus does every player {Continued on page
76)

new

"appear-

Ramon's

re-

vealing discus-

sion of his
unique career
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the first
Ida Lupino illustrates
an
position of the "land era** "
by Jim
recommended
exercise
Davies for limbering up.

NOW you can follow
the same reducing
exercises

and

diets

used by famous screen
stars!

WANT
I

reduce?
of you, at
have no doubt that two-thirds
your
improving
are interested in

least,

•

t

to

who

are too fat, or that
figures believe that you
too much
:c
or that you measure
tnn la r
most
devote
we'U
nrst Jtidc

w

ELd£ hUTsShh
Hri£
Jim Davies himself
with
demonstrates,
the aid of Miss Lupthe
ino, a variation of

Mae West

exercise for

reducing the abdomen. Consult the ac-

companying

article

of
for all the details
the
and
exercise
this
other exercises suggested by Mr. Davies.

in

cot^ncriontl* le

^IZoteZ^t
noV
*?t

Spends

it!"

age!

sha,l give

But

I

assure you

and the
on yotu boue cous.uc.iou
X

^hdUr^S "fag"
vSg

I

doubt you are saying to

about

here's

yourself

No

exercises

whose heigh,

is

the

yet their correct

^-e-fivejeeyhre.
small frame with

*

tiny

,

;

*s*

bones

and

her weight of

-

i
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Pretty Ida shows you, here, the
difficult position of the
"land crawl." Read all the instructions in this article.

more

Let Jim uavies,
Hollywood's famous
physical culturist,
guide you to health
and beaut
1

107 pounds is her correct normal weight.
The brunette
however, has a large frame and big
bones and her weight
should be around 120 pounds. But
she insists on trying
to reduce to the same figure
as the blonde's, and as a
consequence is becoming nervous and
irritable
1 he question you must
ask yourself is not "How
much do I weigh?" but <:Have I any
superfluous fat?"
1 can take a person with a
36-inch waist measurement
and reduce it to 28 or 29 inches, by
reducing the fat to
muscle, yet that person will gain
weight rather than lose
though she will have a trimmer figure,
and will seem to
nave lost several pounds.
Before you attempt to follow the advice
appearing in
this series I suggest that
you consult your doctor and
hnd out what your normal weight
should be then use
;

this

schedule until you reach that weight.
Never attempt
y ° U1 n ° rmal Wdght or >' ou are in for
"

'

trouble!

It is fortunately the fashion
today for girls to have
curves, rather than the toothpick
figures of a few years
ago, so your normal weight is

When Mae West first arrived at the Paramount studio
me after she had (Continued on page 72)

she sent for

befo

mineral o

Luncheon:

t

glass of

o7s7^r'n

Sh

a pinch of salt every mornine
Ul
dressing ladeuntl
f
P'*"PPle
l>»ce after meals if desired

7T

Juice, Rye Crisp, Coddled Egg
Fresh Fruit Cup, Whole Wheat
Melba Toast

Breakfast:

Luncheon:
Dinner:

mLwT,

s

"Who wouldn't?"
your opportunity to follow

to that is

exerc,s es

recommended

for

Mae West and other popular stars.
present for the benefit of SCREEN We
Mr/,J a mes Navies, the manLAND
who
,
s responsible for
more stars' good figures
1
one person; the masseur
t";":?."
and
diet director who has
James
sucn famous actresses as kept in trim
Miss West,
tC
bert Carole Lombard, Miriam
,

UriT

"

rI^
Hand—andf°also

Davies

V

^

Hopkins,
such actors as Gary Cooper, George Sally
Raft,
C
and
Mr
do HoVfor'
YOu" B^Tnnin
u
here ° n *«e
two
pages,
James Davies
becomes ! D ec?a fd"^ f tKe read
ers of !:CREENLAND. This
°
is t^first of hS
t0
ppear ONLY in this magazine,
giving the
?
Tf- an d special exercises which he has
used tn hi,
t
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1
n
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I
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Dinner

Juice, Vegetables, Baked Potato
with a
butter, Cold Beets on Lettuce

TUESDAY
Grape Fruit
1

Juice, 2 thin slices
soft-boiled Egg

Rye Toast with

Sakd ° f Carr0ts A PP les Raisins, Stuffed
Prune S
Baked Halibut, lemon, Green Peas, Asparagus,
baked Apple

for

Reducing

THURSDAY
Stewed Prunes, 2 soft-boiled Eggs, R
ye Crisp
Mushrooms on Rye Toast, sliced Tomato
Let-

tuce with oil
Broiled Lamb

Breakfast:

Luncheon
Dinner:

WEDNESDAY
aturred Celery with oil
Fruit Juice Cocktail, Roast Chicken,
Fresh Peas
Egg Plant, Salad Fresh Pineapple

Breakfast:

Luncheon:
Dinner

Green Peas, Fresh Pine-

FRIDAY
Tomato

Poached Egg on Melba Toast
Cottage Cheese, Salad without dressing, Rye Crisp
Filet of Sole with lemon,
Broccoli, Small Beets,
Hearts of Lettuce
Juice,

Pineapple

>

Baked Apple, little cream, Rye Toast
Cucumber cut thin, 1 slice Tomato,
Lettuce,

Chop,

apple, sliced

'

Tomato

'

Dinner:

Well, here

Luncheon:

Orange

butter,

Luncheon:

The answer

Breakfast:

MONDAY

little

Breakfast:

Hollywood Figure?

warm water with

(one slice)

Dinner:

A

To Have

Like

One Week's Appetizing Menus
c

as an aid to digesion.)

Breakfast

Would

both health-inducing and

up-to-date.

(Take

So You

Orange

SATURDAY

1 Whole Wheat Waffle
Pineapple and Raw Cabbage Salad
£ruit Juice, Vegetable plate of
young Carrots,
Unions, Beets, Spinach with poached

Juice,

Egg

Breakfast:

Luncheon
Dinner

SUNDAY
Fresh Pineapple, Rye Crisp
Shredded Carrots and Raisins on Lettuce
Artichoke, Broiled Lamb Chop, Young
Peas and
Carrots, Grape Juice
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THE

battle is

The

bugles

so
Nana'" followed by a razzberry
the
stirred
have
oT f eeling that it would
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have sounded
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and, to the
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the
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^

m^st

n hardly
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Battle

Is

O

The scrap of the century!
Which fighter are you backing—the Swedish Cyclone or
the Russian Riot?

By
Ida Zeitlin
Their spheres are too definitely separated,
their
appeal too widely different.
As well match
Mickey Mouse up against any of them!
But Sten is another story. From the beginning
she has been lapped about in mystery.
The most
ingenious of publicity campaigns
made her a
legend long before her first picture
was finished
created for her the kind of atmosphere
which
Garbo s personality has created for itself.
She
was the princess in an enchanted garden, the
pearl
of great price accessible to none,
a creature so
rare and matchless that shrewd business
men considered it worth their while to pay
her $1500 a
week for eighteen months while she learned
the
English language, and to scrap the original
version of her picture because they
deemed it a setting unworthy of their jewel.
How could anyone
tail to be impressed ?
Hollywood is the home of
grandiose gestures, to be sure, but here
was an
expression of faith so sublime as to stagger
even

Hollywood.

Then came
ture

the advance advertising for the pic-

Photos of

Sten— saucy and bewitching in
her 19th century finery— topped by
adjectives—
new one for each day— adjectives which seemed
to have been chosen with deliberate
intent from
among those that have clung most persistently
through the years to Garbo—

MYSTERIOUS

EXOTIC, SUBTLE, ALLURING anS

the omnipresent
The ads were an open
challenge
They might just as well have shrieked
Here's the Garbo of United Artists
Here's our
entrant for the crown of the Silent
Swede
The
ring is open and no clinches
barred.
Go to it

GLAMOROUS.

!

!

In this corner, Sizzling Sten!

It was a risky business,
and those responsible
must have felt their minds reel at the
possibility

ure

of

fail-

they ever allowed themselves to contemplate
that
possibility.
Sten wasn't the first potential Garbo rival
by any means, but she was the first to
be built up through
any such extensive and extravagant
campaign, while she
it

herself remained invisible.
Movie-goers had been prepared for a goddess. Even allowing
for the over-statement of ballyhoo, they weren't going
to be satisfied with

much

less.

Well, the Sten sponsors gambled
and won. The picwas released and, while "Nana" wasn't
voted an
unqualified critical success, Anna
was. She drew gratifying queues at the box office
and the fan mail began
piling up.
Her next picture, Tolstoi's "Resurrection "
was rushed into preparation and, curiously
enough the
ture

-

In the champion's corner,

Gorgeous Greta!

girls

man engaged

to direct it was Mamoulian,
who had done
same service for "Queen Christina."
A
great many
people heaved sighs of satisfaction
and relief, and a new
and brilliant star rose gracefully to its
place in the movie

the

Yet

I

for one

am

cold, its heroine s

convinced that if "Nana" had opened
name would no more have been linked

with Garbo s than with that of
Crawford or Shearer
should it be? What single thing is
there about
Anna Sten that reminds you of Greta Garbo
or vice
versa/ They re both blondes—they're
both popular—and
there save for an artificially stimulated
rivalry the resemblance ends.
Can you imagine either of them in the other's
role?

Why

Can you

see

Garbo tripping demurely down the walk of

SCREENLAND

How

about
Is

Dietrich?

Demon
she

still

a

serious contender for
Garbo's crown?

rivals
looking down at her
Painted
-The
be
will
%%%'s next
story.
Veil," from the Maugham

Clarho

Mm

hips swaying ever so
the terrace cafe in "Nana,
Can
so artfully:
ever
slightly, eyes coquetting
that
shove
vigorous
the
her administering

Ton

see
sent the

punishment
resh guy to his well-earned
on her way,
sauntering
then
h fountainlism,
of a job well to*
serene in the consciousness
luscious
Or can you imagine the
Christina
s in
Garbo
of
through that scene
spent her first night
when the girl-queen, having
wordlessly about the room,
with her lover /moves
flame, her fingers worher face lit by an inner
object that has borne silent
sh ppin- each blessed
it, storing it tip
to her love, memorizing
on wood and
caresses
treasure? Why waste
probably
would
"Nana'stone tL hot-blooded
man
breathing
living,
the
when
f

Stop

Ses
i

have wondered,

was there

to receive them?
faces tell the tale-one

Cecil Beaton

rut.

a
full-cheeked,
Their
frankly seductive besensuousiipped, with eyes
almost
subtly moulded,
uic other ^"-j
the

hind
d
lliuu
W

ids
heavy lias
ii^avj

umu

:

.

,

\

—shadowy

^ne

±
"Tu<* ^r-arlct Empress," will be
Dietrich. Her
once more amaze
Augusr. r
_
released along about
auaiences.
her screen

cVnarnwv eyes,
eveS.

™
—
£K
^ S^As
Sr^- wl^se

aietic in repose

enigma

in

the

people

know

l

ne

ste

'-

^eXrwi,r
overnans
I

.

xXra«v;«aH.y: glories in her healthy
exbrill o- herself and others,
th

fruits.
^sTliffand Xto dffleand
the

W
her

t natural elements
Beautifully
perfect resting place.
li

—

her t0 be a

authentic reserve no

Laughter and

arms

of a

man

normal but noth-

inhabit a worid
tandems
"^on'tneXrwithdrawn
and «mo,e whteh she
to

of her own-a world
Nor is
descend among us mortals.
leaves on occasion to
her
about
up
grown
have
.
ns^'u, that
ui the legends
eneci of
tne effect
this the

—

Oh, yes, Maxie Baer will mix

it

with Camera.
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Here's

Kid Hepb urn:

And Battling Bergner!
There's the gong_go
to

it,

girls!

Dark-Horse Bergner/ Her "Catherine
the Great
and "Ariane" have been
'

shown

here.

She'll be with us soon'

form of frustration. Her man very rarely
gets
Lrarbo and, in some obscure way,
it seems right
that he shouldn't.
Could her fondest adorers find a trace
of this
other-woddliness in Sten? "We've no desire
to
find it
they may cry. "We like her the
way she
is.
.bine!
I hke her the way she is,
too—
provocative witch, a voluptuous young
beauty
with all the wiles of Eve at her
fingertips, a notable addition to the Hollywood
lists.
I merely
insist that she's

no Garbo— that there is no other
Garbo but Garbo— that no film actress
I've ever
encountered has the thing which sets
her apart
Various personalities have appeared
from time
to time who've been labelled—
to their own
distress, as a rule— logical
aspirants to Garbo's

tor a vacation.
When she returns she will appear as that
inspired maiden, "Joan of Arc."
that they cm't last.
Her brooding eyes seem to have
looked upon things forever hidden
from the rest of us—
hmgs that have brought her wisdom,
pity, tenderness;
but made her an alien,
whether she wills it or no, from
her own kind. There is always
a sense of conflict
tween her human passions an/some^
scrutabl d fstiny
looming over her. Even while
she yields she is still
inviolate.
In her very moments of surrender
enQer Stie
she ie
re-

mams

aloof.

'

place

in the sun.
When Von Sternberg discovered Marlene Dietrich and took
her to Hollywood for her first American picture the
Paramount officials bent all their energies
to the task of trying to prevent any comparison
between

new find
and the star of the Metro lot—
particularly since there
seemed some justifiable
J " stifiable basis for comparison.
Thev
They
had
y hac
no intention nf presentm
nrpwntinrr l\/To^i„
5
as anybody's Jrbon.
g
Thev fe
° f Standm§ ° n her ° wn
shapely fe*
All
™v
^11 to n ° Purpose.
Word got abroad that someone
Hke Garb °' who acted like
GarbnTfcr
7 the„ same
of part as Garbo;
anr hv
their

„7?

thantSme

^V*

^

M

,

,

,

,

,

It's a quality in her
which the films have known how to
exploit; for, whether by
instinct or intention fewe7 of
her pictures have ended in the
lover's clinch

™^ ^
.

.

tnU

I

W*

^

£ & 71)

But these beauties are the real
battlers

Scree n l and
28

What, No

Screen

Carroll. Here's
''No'" says Earl

dynamite— Hollywood's
convictions

tor•n

to

pet

shreds!

°f

By Earl

Carroll

advertSd'U

S

exploited

^oughonMl^vo

«J

iro
to the eye, judged
sorry disappointment

is

and not quake as I spea
gen, ra |y pre-ted
star s who are so
giuuc
b
&
the cream 01 tne
say,

^

M£*»£2
toU-J

Claudette
Colbert

Joan Crawford

i

are

They qualify!

little

more than

Earl Carroll's

beauty

standards for
show girls
are among

ty

moderately

pret-

Shorn of

their

and
expensive beautifying
would
they
their costly robes,
secretary or
a
many
fade beside
to

the world's
highest.

the

shop-worker who lacks
appearance
enhance her own

She

has, in

my

opinion, a tired dra*

money

,

a

"^^^^

suspect this is the
her
eftorts to preserve
of too strenuous
I

t

nmch

^^^J£Exfi*

and her eye, are too
beauty standards.

Dig

,

a " d of

^

accepted
78)
page
on
(Continued
v
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BEAUTIES?
Luscious ladies, brought west
by Mr. Carroll from Broadway
to appear in the film, "Murder
at the Vanities," represent his
idea of feminine appeal.

Friendly opponents! Earl Carroll,
left, and Cecil DeMille, the authors
of these two startling stories, compare notes on their beauty credos.

"Yes!" says DeMille.

Famous

director de-

fends movie charmers.
Don't miss this debate!
R.

EARL CARis m s -

ROLL

By

i

taken!
I do not
question his qualifications to act as a judge of beauty, but
I do
question his point of view with regard to beauty
in motion pictures.
Beauty on the screen is something to be sensed
not to be
seen and weighed in physical terms.
Mr. Carroll makes his mistake bv judging our
film
actresses in repose, taking their features
individually and
analyzing them.
He compares their eves, lips, limbs and
waistlines with those of beautiful Susie
Gumdrop behind

Cecil

DeMille

;

the ribbon counter at the five-and-ten.
While there is no doubt that Susie may be a much more
beautiful creature to contemplate than some of
our top-rate
stars
she is too often beautiful only so long as she remains
inanimate, which, unfortunately, is not very long
as a rule.
Susie's is the type of beauty which sculptors
endeavor to
instill in cold marble—and that is
exactlv where it

—

_

The

belongs

on the contrary, must express beauty in the
movements of her hands and bodv {Continued on page
79)
actress,

Right,

Wa nda Perry,
youngest of
the

"Vani(

ties" troupe.
Is
she the

''ideal''
brunette?

—

Left, Constance she
likes gardenias Jordan illustrates the

—

Carroll preference in
blondes.

Marlene Dietrich

Jean

Harlow

SCREENtAND
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the
of
idea
petal collar on the
frock at the left
that your face
is
should be flower-

The

Of
above it!
white pique, this
collar and double

like

jabot top a tailored

tweed.

Dramatic, the tailored lingerie
sequin
touches on the black
gown pictured below! Norma
her dash
lovss it— says it gives
If you carry off
and daring.
La
your clothes as casually as
to
want
you'll
perhaps
Shearer,
try this amazing combination.

Adrian's

Summer-19 34 evening

Worn by Norma
"come-back" film, its

inspiration!
in

her

molded

skirt

of

white crepe

is

bodice
topped by the scarf and
black-striped
of chartreuse and
held high about the throat
Gay!
in a shirred halter.

silk,

for

]

un

e
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Can
classic

mands

you

wear

coiffure?

Norma's new
makes defeatures, your
It

on your
your expression but Norma
says that's a good idea, for it
keeps you on your toes!
skin,

—

Grecian lines are emphasized in Norma's
newest negligee. Note the braided cord
at the neckline, repeated in the girdle;
the draped sleeves; the classic beauty!

These pictures are

NEWS!

First ex-

showing of
the Adrian gowns
clusive

worn by Norma
Shearer in "Rip
Tide"

Sheer
this

grace

view

of

is

shown

the

in

flowing

cape-coat
which
Adrian
has designed for intimate
wear.
See the front view
in the large picture at the
left.
Note the lines.

SCREENLAND

Hollywood
Want

know

the real truth
film fame does to

to

about what
such he-men as Johnny Weissmuller and Buster Crabbe?

Read

this

EXCLUSIVE

story!

By
Ben

Maddox

was Greek meeting Greek.
Both had Been Around and each was
half in
used to being the pampered

To me

it

high-pressure love affairs.
Seeing the tall, mighty Johnny and
cavorting
his peppery little "Loop"

madly about town, one is inclined to
Take that old
burst into song.
"Johnny
begin:
and
tune
Bowery
say
boy,
oh,
lovers
are
Lupe
and

—

they do
and scrap!)

how

Is

Larry "Buster"

Crabbe glad he went
movie? You'll read the
answer in this rather
sensational story,
of its kind.

first

love!"

(Sotto

voce:

Above, Buster with
Frances Dee in his

first

film, "King of the Jungle," in which Crabbe

followed Weissmuller to
screen success.

THROW
into

two body-beautiful athletes into the
Hollywood whirlpool, and what's your outcome?
Lupe s)
Sheer luck whisked Johnny (still
and
trunks
swimming
natty
his
Weissmuller out of
detriumphant
torso
His
a chic leopard loin-cloth.

setting
veloped painlessly in the process of

fifty inter-

elegantly with the
national aquatic records, clicked so
Larry Bustei
-ood public that a rival studio spotted
the
And lo, we had a Number 2 king
Crabbe.

m

iun°"lcs

Now, ranked

as actors rather than

mers, are the boys glad they went movie

champion swim?

Has exposure

these he-men ?
to the cinema and its folk spoiled
so you probspectacular,
Johnny has a flair for the
Weissmullers
the
ably are most curious as to whether
be it from me to risk
are going to stay together. Far
but at the moment
prophecy,
my reputation by making a
company.
other's
each
they do seem satisfied with
been Austrianhave
might
it
Lupe
When Tohnnv met
genealogists.
the
to
according
Dutch facing Mexican,
_

Before

Crabbe!
Meet Mr. and Mrs. Larry "Buster" neve, have conwould
Buster went into Rims they unconventional
picture.
sented to pose for such an
-

It's different

now!

for

J

un

e
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Tamed
Its

Tarzans?
This

from the Front
me, "Whatever he does, even if he don't
report it to me, that is all right.
He is my husband.
I have charge of paying for the kitchen and for
the
flowers.
But everything else he
__
is

Lupe

bosses

the very latest

tells

!"

Johnny

Momentarily forgetting her vow not
to hold onto Tarzan too tightly, Bobbe
Arnst's fatal error, she adds impetuously, "I know where he is every minute of the day and he knows where I
am. I tell him all I do or think, be!"
cause if I don't
She shudders
dramatically.
"Someone else will and
then it will be one billion times worse !"

,

one

of the greatest

swimmers

the world has

ever

known.

Has

his picture prestige
threatened his

athletic

su-

premacy?

Weiss m uller
and Maureen

Johnny, questioned alone, confides,
"Things have been going my way
lately, but I'm not positive how long

O'Sullivan are
as
movie lovers in

reunited

"Tarzan and
Mate," the
sequel to "Tarhis

zan," which
will soon be released.

-

The

victorious gleam in his eyes soured. "In
can't go home and fight with his wife
without it hitting the headlines
"Sure," he concedes, "we get sore at each other. Lupe
flies off the handle and I get stubborn and want
to be by
myself for a day or two. But they couldn't keep us
it'll

last.

'

Hollywood

a

guy

apart with chains

—

when we

(Repeat theme song:

making up !"
"Johnny and Lupe are Lovers"
feel like

etc., etc.)

While the fiery Weissmullers are proving that marriage can be as frantic as a three-ring circus, the quiet
Larry "Buster" Crabbes are models of decorum. You
may have taken for granted that Hollywood's two
Tarzans, being the same film type, have a lot in common. Wrong guess
Their modes of living and reasoning are as opposite as night and clay, and nothing
illustrates this fact better than the dissimilarity in their
home-lives.
_

!

Johnny moved into Lupe's costly Beverly Hills manand their private life is one series of surprises.
They are the stars the authors of "Once in a Lifetime"
must have had in mind.
The house is a veritable castle and the two of them are
sion

The waggish Weissmullers, Johnny and his Lupe!
Read all about their colorful romance unique even
in hectic Hollywood. You'll see them together on the

—

screen soon.

prepared to defend it. Lupe, as you've heard, has invested her earnings in jewels. She has several hundred
thousands dollars worth. On (Continued on page 92)

The most

C^jloiiou,*-

sweethearts of the Screen

CHANGE OF HEART
wi th

JAMES DUNN
GINGER ROGERS
Produced by WlNFIELD SHEEHAN
From
Directed by John C. Blystone.
the novel "Manhattan Love Song"

by Kathleen Norris

Scoop!

Screenland presents John Barrymore's favorite portrait, with his actual

/

autograph.

camera

him

as

artist

he

what he says about
DeVoy, who photographed

See

looks

in

"Twentieth Century"?

his

new

One

role

artist's

generous tribute to another!

in

most

^"^'^Z^

of a
Epic affairs were the French beds
introduced into her bedroom
ago, such as Carole has
derated in plum and pink shades,
™<J
flanking the bed
screens
beige and plum. Note the mirror

^g^'X

Let's Call

on
Carole Lombard!

John Barrymore's leading woman
the idea of
in "Twentieth Century," and
Prince
her first r6le opposite the famous Here s
thrill.
authentic
an
her
gives
John"
Carole

is

as a very
a tragi-comic scene with Carole

temperamental

actress.

The dignified lines of the Empire-Directoire chairs
lend a formal air to the Lombard dining-room,
pictured below. Salmon pink and green are the prevailing colors, with the draperies in emerald green
satin, white walls, and salmon pink velvet chairs.

4

The woman and the actress! Here's
new portrait of our lovely hostess in

a striking
a meditaCarole in great demand

tive

mood. Not only

at

Paramount, her home studio, but

Columbia

is

also insists on borrowing her talents
for their pictures.

*1

The period that characterizes

Carole's home
left, is a divan
bright yellow panne velvet

was truly an age of color. Here,

upholstered in
against a background of blue walls, carpets
and draperies. And, to complete the perfect
picture, Carole!

Turn back the clock

to the

graceful

days of the early
Nineteenth Century, and visit
Carole's

Empire - Directoire

home
50 characteristic of the period.

fiff

he Walls are in tight blue, the carpet
the
in a combinaML"off both and
tion
these tones.
Handsomt -and
/tJ-

1

,

*WA»

comfortable!

Robert

W. Cobur*

today you will find ladies
in homes as beautr ul

In Hollywood
YES-it can happen!gowns
as exquisite,

wearing
Rio,
Here, above, is Dolores Del
as anywhere in the world!
lite.
Mrs. Cedric Gibbons in private
as lovely,

Elegance

Elmer Frye

GENEVIEVE TOBIN

Hollywood!

with her prize-winning pet, in the
first portrait for which she has
posed in her new home
in Beverly Hills. Charm, poise, good
taste—screen actresses
have all these, as well as the much-publicized glamor!

Old-fashioned love! Ronnie Colman,
that gentlemanly screen romantic,
pays quiet court to Loretta Young in
Drummond
his new film, "Bulldog
Loretta
doesn't
And
Strikes Back."

seem

to like

it!

you

Sophisticated love! What wouldn't
George Raft
Trances Drake's shoes as menacn'

6r%*f*K%%£a

& ess

ass^r r. s:

Boys and Girls
Together!
asr.

*™

t» s^^Jffsr^r — —

Cary
for the principals,

Grant

work— but,

\

*

alas, separately'

h

•

honey .

Crooning love! Dick Powell, going soft and
moonstruck, warbles a song in his tenderest
voice, with Ginger Rogers gently joining in.
This is the agreeable way they spend their
time in "20,000,000 Sweethearts," musical with
Pat O'Brien and Allen Jenkins.

Youthful love! Collegiate Larry Crabbe isn't
bored by those between-scene waits in the

studio when Joan Marsh is in the vicinity.
This is one of the arduous tasks Larry is called
upon to perform in "You're Telling Me" and
maybe it doesn't give him a few ideas!

—

Ideal love!

The expressions on the

faces of
in this

Norma Shearer and Herbert Marshall

scene from "Riptide" bespeak a deeply. felt
emotion far above the ordinary run of movie
love scenes. And the story, Norma's come-back
vehicle, deserves such sensitive acting.

Cupid's an enterprising
lad these soft, summery
days.
So watch your

—

favorite
in their

reel

new

romancers
pictures!

Spotty

Welboume

he
Warren William
HERE
you
suave, polished performer
as

is

Sea-Qoing Star!

a

man who

better than

really

is—not

the

see on the screen, but

and
make-up, and

pipe,
likes his schooner, his

he

likes a studio set,

his

dog

tar

ins director!

QEE whar c.nemaland
b mascul,ne appeal!
is

b

«-

[^^^J^^f^X^^!
Fp^T^nt
A*

rf

her

ck

m.

^

adornBarbara Fritchie, new Hollywood
Up." And
been .nrroduced co ns in 'Bottoms

Tom

«"^^
^E^hJS£4
me^
«U
„
m
^y ^

the provokmgly
menr. Par Parerson. gay

him

has

1

^

^

^

A
/\

m

Dom± y Del1 new blonde h °P^ul; masterful.
°
?oot
H
w
.
f
looking Harry
Wilcoxon
from England; lyncal Lanny Ross; starry-eyed
Suzanne- KaLen; and suave
Charles Boyer, romantic French star and bridegroom of Pat
Paterson.
Here's the answer to that cry for
something different to refresh the jaded movie palate! So, boys
and girls, go to it-a hundred and twenty
million moviegoers want to like you
7

7

e beh

d SUnny

'

,

ROMANTIC ACTOR! appeal-

ATHLETIC ACTOR!

Nils

personifies Continental
cynical!
sophisticated, suave, slightly

Asther

[wail, wnoicouut"!

Here Are Actors!
MENACING
ACTOR!
Morris'

Chester
name—means
punch! wallop! —
—
ac tion —drama
!

!

excitement!

THE
PERFECT
ACTOR!
Everything he does
part
is right. Every
he plays, convincing. Lewis Stone!

ANN DVORAK

Warner

in

Max

Factor's

"SIDE STREETS'

Bros'.

Make- Up Used

Exclusively

To accent the

As

told to Florence

POWDER

..." The color tone
of face
powder should blend softly with the skin,
enlivening

its

natural beauty. For my

ings ...brunette hair,
skin...
Factor's

Max

harmonizing shade.

hazel

ROUGE

..." Harmony of color between
powder and rouge is essential, for rouge

color-

glow

else, is

color,

the one thing that

j.

makes feminine

This appeal ofc color we may accent with
make-up
- but powder,
rouge and lipstick should be in ha£
,

,

SC

makTun
make-up
.

.

.

>A*uby
created

^
Max

is

portant that

Max

colorings,

Max

extremely lifecreamy- smooth,

T

° f COl ° r harm ° n
y
Factor, Hollywood's

make - U P g enius

lip

make-up be

in color

Factor's Super-Indelible

stick is the

make-up.

like delicate skin-texture, that
it always
blends easily, evenly and naturally."

charm

alluring.
ffTL-

Carmine Rouge

ab
°^ thC appCaI ° f
perhaps more than

^?

For my

like in effect...and it is so

heres perfectly, creating a satin-smooth
makeup that is flattering under any close-up
test."

anything

in the cheeks.

Factor's

Ofvelvety texture, it ad-

78

LIPSTICK ..." The appeal of the lips
may be accented a trifle... but it is most im-

should merely emphasize a natural,
youthful

and olive
Olive Powder is the
eyes

beauty... but I know that
beautT^'hn/T'r^"^^

ANN DVORAK

Vondelle by

proper color tone

It's moisture-proof

harmony.

Carmine Lip-

to complete my
and permanent

in color ...so that you may be sure
your lips
will appear attractive for hours and hours."

'

•

•

and

™X' make-upH

secret
'

too

"
'

n
discover
the difference Hollywood's magic makeU P Wl11 make in your own beauty. Share the luxury
of
color harmony make-up, created for the screen si-am
-

„

.

by Hollywood's make-up genius
leading stores at

Max

Now

nominafpri^

featured

bv

dX'

'

Factor s Super-Indelible Lipstick one
Mail the coupon below for personal make up adv ce

Now

Free

. . .

Your Color

Harmony Make-Up Chart
SOCIETY MAKE-UP...aW Powder, Rouge,

Lipstick in

COLOR HARMONY

Fill In and mail coupon to Max Factor, Hollywood,
for your Complexion Analysis and Color
Harmony

Make-Up
tion

SgB
Jjf
i™-«J

©

1934

Max

Factor

"*

Chart;

hook," The

NOTE

Lipstick

also

New

48 -page
Art of

Illustrated Instruc-

Society

MAIL THIS COUPON TO MAX FACTOR,

Mate -Up."

HOLLYWOOD

COMPLEXIONS
1

Very

Lighl__0

O

Fair

Creamy
[

Medium
Ruddy

:

cents for p ostage an(j handling.

O

Olive

Dry O
Normal D

SKIN
Oily

HAIR

O

Gray
Green

O
O

Haael

Brown

ACE

O

Dark„D ADDRESS

BRUNETTE
Dark_n

REDHEAD
Lighl__rj

Light

NAME

BROWNETTE
Light__D

LASIIESiCM,,
Dark

BLONDE
Light__0 Dark-_D
Lighl

Q

Black

FredJed

For Purse-Size Box of Powder and
Color Sampler, four shades, enclose 10

O
O

Sallow

EYES
Blue

Dark__D

lflMri,Gr*y,iht<k
typr above and htre

CITY

..

Above:

Fay Wray with Frank
Fay in a love scene
with "Cellini" March.

Morgan;

left.

right,

FREDDIE AND CONNIE
FAY AND FRANK!
A

mad, merry band, the

all-star cast

"The Firecomedy about

of

brand," the
that Great Lover,
Fredric

Cellini.

March and Con-

stance Bennett co-star, with

Fay

Wray and Frank

Morgan

the "extra added
attractions."
Above, a close-up
of Fay, the "young
love" appeal. Left,

Freddie and Contogether for
nie,
the first time in
this film of the love
intrigues of Cellini, the great goldsmith of the 16th

Century in

Italy.
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YOU

F

want to assure the success of your own permanent
wave, say these three words to
your hairdresser as she prepares your

"USE EUGENE SACHETS."

hair:

Then

content that you have
done everything possible to help your
waver make a success of your wave.
For the Eugene sachet holds the
secret of permanence and beauty.
rest

When used to wrap your long
strands of hair, with the Eugene
Spiral method of winding
from

—

roots to ends

—

creates waves that

it

are wide, soft, and natural.

When used for your shorter strands
of hair, with the Eugene Reverse-

method

spiral

winding

-of

— from

the

—

ends to the roots
it fashions curls
that are "springy" and will not easily

come

out.

BUT WE REPEAT:
tor to

Tell your opera-

"Use Eugene Sachets."

Beware of any
inferior

substitutes.

wrappers

bits of flannel.

The

— or

Avoid

home-made

results

may prove

sadly disappointing.

You can

identify genuine

Eugene

sachets by the trade-mark stamped
on each one. See this trade-mark fig-

ure— "The Goddess of the Wave."
Then you will know that yours is a
perfect Eugene Permanent, preferred
by fashionable women the world over.
Eugene Ltd
New York, London.
.

.

.

She may rebut she is
fuse to accept certain roles,
which will advance
eager to play colorful parts
page
the story on the opposite

ELISSA

Landi

Looks Ahead!

her career.
for a

standing

isn't

still!

Read

new

slant

on the

lovely Landi.
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Her 4 Fateful Moments
Elissa

Landi

frankly-f or the first time— about the
turning points in her eventful life
tells

By Maude Cheatham

THEREmoments

have been four fate-

ful

in

Elissa

Landi 's life
These events

are like
mile-stones in her memory,
Three of them involved decisions
that changed the course of her en
vivid

tire life.

"Looking back, would you decide
otherwise, could you live it over
again ?" I asked.

Without hesitation, Elissa an"No, I would take the
same course. Each turning point
swered:

brought rich experiences. It is only
by experiences that we taste life."

The

of these momentous
came while she was very

first

occasions

young.

Like all children, Elissa
delighted in fairy tales. Then, one
day, she discovered the story of
Christ.
Hastening to her mother
she asked if it were true or just another Cinderella story.
Looking into those steady young
eyes, her mother, the Countess Zanardi Landi, told her that henceforth she must decide things for
herself, through study, research, and
thinking!
Elissa didn't realize it at the time
but this was the means of developing a remarkable power of concentration for making decisions based

on sound judgment, that

is

so char-

acteristic of her today.
It was this
training, too, that has brought to
this girl of thirty so many honors

fame on stage and
lished

songs,

screen, four pubpoems, and many
evidence of unusual men-

novels,
all

tal culture.

Said Elissa, "My mother taught
not to take ideas or opinions
from other people as I might take a
tablet or a pill, just because it was
easier to accept ready-made
thoughts than go through the throes
of working them out for myself.
This training has given me courage
and confidence and has proven to
be the dominating influence in mv

me

—

Two Landis alike, yet so dissimilar!
Here, the lovely
Elissa of the drawing-room.

life."

We were chatting in her
room

at

dressing-

(Continued on page 90)

And here is Landi in a different phase
of her varied personality ready for a
whirl on the bridle-path.

—
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What

Are

Little
women They make her quake an

Wynne's

scared of

cower;

The

you thought

girl

a siren

shrinking flower!

Is just a

By
Jack Jamison
Because, from the start Wynne
one for you
her up
was a tomboy. Her mama could doll
five
and
hair—
her
in her prettiest dress, frizz
playlot
back
the
minutes later she was out in
She was always fighting, too.
in* football.
the neighShe licked practically every boy in
!

She knew how to get along with
borhood.
never learned
boys_and the result was, she
girls.
how to get along with
ad"To this day I don't know how, she
always
was
I
thing,
Another
"I don't.
mits
I'll never forget the
so homely and gawky!
I had to speak
school.
from
dav I graduated
down, were
looking
see,
could
All I
a piece
and a
my own white legs, about a mile long,
like
enormous white feet that looked
pair of
flour-sacks.

to
got to be old enough to go out
They
girls.
other
parties I couldn't be like the
I was so short
And
that.
like
legs
have
didn't
well in my
look
I'd never be able to

"When

I

Gibson, bored
driven tototaoM^
by the usual feminine chatter is
the boys.
wiYh men. ,4nd what a break for

Woman-shy! Wynne

-™L«^£rfS

THE

Hollvwood

fio-ured

m

my
I'm only five feet tall
dresses the way they did.
girls
other
The
shorter then.
stockingsTnow, and I was
clothes and boys, ctota
boys,
and
clothes
about
romantic (Continued on page 82)

Sk*

and boys

life

I

1

Boys were

Gibson leads m
On_ the
one!
odd
an

Wynne
is

screen she's usually a female villain—
show-gal,
a gangster's moll, or a tough
her
screen,
the
Off
that.
or something like
spaces
open
the
in
out
either
social life, she's
critter in those
riding a hoss, as they call the
all night playup
sitting
or
spaces,

m

same open
in*
I

— —

poker— with men. M E N, men!
Connie
can't picture Mary Pickford or
_

pants or
Bennett or Marlene Dietrich, even,
wearing
no pants, riding horseback on a ranch
certainly
And I
a pair of faded blue jeans.
cant, eitheryou
and
them
picture
can't

—

playing poker at a stag party.

has Winnie so few women friends.
TerriBecause she's scared to death of 'em

Why

International

!

fied!

When Wynne was

,

,

born her mother wanted
you believe in children
,

her to be a boy. If
there
being "marked" before they're born,

s

now

divorced

And

never an embarrassed

moment!

1934

June

for

Of?

Girls Afraid
Glen da

fears

the bogey

man—

The night-time drives her
frantic;

So

that's

our

hard-boiled

movie

gal-

Meek,

little,

and romantic!

By
Reeves Harmon

EVERY
Glenda

night before she goes to sleep,
Farrell looks^ under her bed to
make sure no burglar is hiding there
Every night, before she turns out
the light, (she just can't sleep with the light
on), she tries the doors to see that they are
locked and calls the telephone operator to
make certain the wires aren't cut.
Then, when she has assured herself that all
is as it should be, she gets into bed and
sometimes she goes to sleep. More often, however,
she lies awake half the night listening to
imaginary noises and worrying about them.
Even when she sleeps, she is tormented by
nightmares.
Fear, a nameless, unreasoning fear, takes
possession of Glenda Farrell as soon as it becomes dark. It has always been so with her.
"I was terrified in the dark as a child," she
explains. "I don't remember any special thing
that ever happened to me to cause it, either. I
have been afraid of the dark and of unexplained noises
and
of thunder and wind, ever since I can remember.
Now
I'm scared to death of earthquakes although I wasn't
in Hollywood for the big one they had in March, 1933."

Afraid of the dark! Glenda Farrell looks under the
bed every night, (and not hopefully.'), to see if there are
any burglars. She's Hollywood's most timid actress.

more ways than one Glenda is a timid
She is afraid to be alone and is speechwith fright when she faces a crowd, un-

In
soul.
less

less the lines she is to

use have been memoindignation
and
she is continuously indignant at someone or
about something fades out when she faces
the person or situation she dislikes.
On second thought, however, Miss Farrell
is not certain that her dread of the dark did
not begin during her early days on the stage
when she played the role of Little Eva with a
traveling show troupe which specialized in
"Uncle Tom's Cabin."
As Little Eva it fell to Glenda's lot to "go
rized beforehand.

—

Even her

—

to

Acme

Here

heaven" once each night.

trip

s

Glenda with Robert Riskin, author of "Lady for a Day "
comedy-drama in which she played one of those

that riotous

hard-boiled roles so unlike the real Glenda.

This interesting-

was made with

the aid of a poorly concealed wire which hoisted the little girl up
into the flies above the stage
and left her
there until the scene ended.
"It was dark (Continued on page 83)

—
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Sees the Pictures

Rea lly

Screenland's Critic

!

REVIEWS
of the

Rip Tide

a-SEAL-Qfl

M-G-M

You

„

Norma

Shearer s
will not be disappointed in
you are
film, her first in over a year, unless

back"

Best
Pictures

'comeexpect

The starrole
ing a new Norma in a highly different
silken slightly
sophisticate appears in very much the same
characterization which has
decadent, and exquisitely accoutered
the past. In fact, if you d
in
acclaim
won her so much box-office
you^would never
stratosphere
dropped in from a year in the
l?

Just

Norma, had been away
how you take that! I am, unreasonably
euess that you, or

at

all.

And

I

don

t

i

care

suppose, disappointed
of a amart
it fulfills all the requirements
although
Tide,"
"Rip
in
acted by Miss
beautifully
is
^
it
and
-drama,
triangular comedy
husband, and Robert MontShearer Herbert Marshall, as her
-oh, so
"playboy"
overgrown
rather
a
as
gomery,'
Norma s Garden of
serpent
the
impersonating
who persists in
in me that cringes
unreasonableness
Eden It must be that same
portrayal. Certainly he s amuspat
Montgomery's
Mr.
at
a UUle
amazing Adrian creations, is
fng enough. Miss Shearer, in those
her technique is flawless.
and
Sways charmingly decorative,
I

m

No

Greater
Glory
Columbia

Men

in

White

M-G-M

\

courage
The most courageous picture of the season! It took Borzage
courage for Frank
for Columbia to make it. It took
And it
direct it so sincerely and so uncommercially.
to

usua
retakes real courage to see it. For it is far from the
Molnar s Paul
Ferenc
from
Adapted
entertainment.
Hollywood
boys— not young geniuses, or
Street Boys," it is a realistic story of
gangs.
of two rival
prodigies; just boys in Budapest, members
or teachers do we watch them,
parents
of
their
eyes
the
through
Not
and themof them. We see them as they see each other
but as one

No
And their story is terribly poignant. You may viewenjoy
selves
may
you
Or
of
war.
indictment
terrific
a
as
Glory"
Greater
merits as a moving study of boys_ hearts
it purely on its artistic
wasted. Borzage
and souls. Whichever way, your time will not be
the only "private
as
Breakston
George
real.
boys
these
has made
a tremendously touching
in the Paul Street Boys' "army" becomes
eagerness to become an "officer." Jimmy Butler
figure in his frail
perfect; Frankie Darro and
as the handsome leader is just about
Lois Wilson give splendid
and
Morgan
Ralph
Jackie Searl, too.
masterpiece!
performances as the outstanding "grown-ups."

A

A

fine picture,

with the most perfect group acting of the

Hersholt
month' The performances of Clark Gable, Jean
the superb
Myrna Loy, and Elizabeth Allan remind you of
such as The Theatre
r "team-work of a great acting company
triumph for Gable,
personal
A
co-ordination.
Guild in its splendid
more honestly
time
same
the
at
who is more vitally human and
you'll warm to his scenes with
before-how
ever
than
sympathetic
Yes, it's a "hospital" picture! But different.
his child patient!
for agony s
just for gruesome effect; no agony

No

grisly scenes

Harrowing?
suspense, the torture, the terror are real.
for Myrna
love
whose
doctor
young
a
plays
But worth it! Gable
Jean
work.
his
to
devotion
Loy is in conflict with his unselfed
protege he is, points out the
whose
surgeon
great
the
as
Hersholt,
must follow—and your attenstern path of duty that a fine doctor
progresses to its inevitable
tion will never wander as the picture
too many Hollywood films
Where
conclusion.
unmovieish,
and
in White" into another
"Men
turn
to
temptation
would yTeki to the
sake

Tne

drama
two-women-fighting-for-one-man movie this remarkable
the reward is reality!
and
truth;
with
compromise
refuses to

You Can Count on

these Criticisms

June

for

19

3 4
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Reviews without Prejudice, Fear
You'll

or

Favor!

Applaud

These Performances!
20,000,000
Sweethearts

ONE

rare indeed that
picture
offers a full gallery of "best" performances.
The finest cast of the month is
that in "Men in White."
Four superb
It

is

stellar roles,

Gable

Loy

First

National

each flawlessly played: Clark

as the earnest

young doctor, Myrna

as his lovely fiancee,

Elizabeth Allan
nurse who worships him, and Jean
Hersholt as the famous surgeon who
scorns material success for humanity's
as the

And 20,000,000 sweethearts can't all be wrong about Dick
Powell! As a matter of fact, I think this new picture will
establish Powell as more than just a toothy crooner. He
shows here that he has a talent for tender love scenes to
say nothmg of dramatic ability. So, if you don't like
Powell, give
him another chance. If you've liked him all along, you'll revel in
his latest opus. It has much of the freshness and
good-humor of
42nd Street"— and you may like it better. It's a musical,
but
without those endless chorus drills in which the cuties start
out as
nice, hard-working Hollywood dancers and
end as water-sprites
or wood-nymphs. Besides, you're given a glimpse
into the "backstage
life of a radio station.
Dick plays a singing waiter who
becomes a radio flop, then a huge success. Ginger Rogers
has a
grand role at last, looks her loveliest, and sings charmingly
You'll
be whistling I'll String Along With You, unless you're
too polite
to whistle, in which case you'll be humming it.
Allen Jenkins is
very funny as the child-hater who broadcasts kiddie
stories. Pat
O'Brien, Joe Cawthorne, and Ted Fiorito, helo entertain.

sake.

_

Of course you

will enjoy Mr. Arliss'
portrait of Rothschild
the outstanding
individual performance of the month.
Then there are laurels for Dick Powell,
Norma Shearer, Loretta Young, Helen

—

—

Westley, George Breakston
the amazing boy in "No Greater Glory"
and
Frank Buck and his honey-bear!

—

'

The House of
Rothschild

Wild Cargo

20th Century

R-K-O

Dignity without boredom! George Arliss achieves it more
elegantly than ever before, in "The House of Rothschild,
"his
greatest picture with the possible exception of "Disraeli"
and I except "Disraeli" only because I can hear the distant
muttenngs of the die-hard "Disraeli" fans. I grant you, there
was a
characterization. But see the two Rothschild portraits
father
and son, painted by Arliss, before you decide. Unreservedly
rec-

Frank Buck's new edition of "Bring 'Em Back Alive" is
here! Complete with battle between a black panther and
a python, many amusing monkeys, wonderful scenic shots,
and a honey-bear alone worth the admission money.
Well, if George White can bring out a "Scandals" every season I
see
no reason why Mr. Buck can't keep on filming his animal expeditions
forever!
"Wild Cargo" is not as ferocious as "Bring 'Em Back
Alive" but you may enjoy it more for that very reason. An authentic camera record of the actual capture
of the "fierce and rare"
wild animals ordered by Buck's bosses, the zoos of the world, the
picture is continually fascinating to anyone who wants "to
get

j.

ommended for fine, full-flavored, take-the-whole-family film enjoyment, "The House of Rothschild" has historical value,
with no
sinister "Rasputin" echoes, for I hear that
the reigning Rothschilds
approve it wholeheartedly. Arliss first is seen as the
founder of
the family, surrounded by his five sons. At his
death, the family
carries on in every great city in Europe,
until the name of Rothscnild is among the mightiest. Loretta Young
is a vision of beauty
as the fair daughter of Nathan Rothschild,
while Robert Younois ingratiating as her lover.
C. Aubrey Smith is a lusty Duke of
Wellington. But Helen Westley as the robust,
humorous "mother
ot halt the loans in Europe"
manages to be the most colorful
character of all.
Messrs. Karloff, Owen, and Simpson— good!

Let

—

away from it
Big moments

but can get only as far as his favorite theatre.
are the snaring of a cassowary by Mr. Buck with
his trusty Argentine bolas; the above-mentioned
panther-python
fight; and any and every shot of the
honey-bear, who is more
adorable than Janet Gaynor and more expressive than La Hepburn.
Frank Buck himself selects as his favorite the mouse-deer, four
pounds of screen appeal, whom he saves, and just in the nick of
time, too, from the machinations of Papa Python.
See this!

Them Guide You

all"

to the

Good

Films

SCREENLAND

Home

Appeal!
the screen, you see a picture. The set
should be sufficiently interesting not to
the
kill the actor's art, and it should put

audience in a responsive mood.
"People see a beautiful interior
created for a certain mood and if they
are of the type who see loveliness in
'There— that's
that mood, they cry:
And they do not
just what I want!'
rest until they have achieved something
as much like what they saw on the
screen as it is possible to get.
"The things that I am doing at present are mostly highly imaginative sets
for musicals, extravagant designs for
None of
song numbers, and so on.
but
home,
one's
for
copied
these can be
seeing these sets is of value to_ anyone
who is considering re-making his home,
because they develop imagination. Contemplation of them helps new ideas to
not
flow, and the home-owner who is
satisfied

with his

home goes away

full

of dreams of creation.

Greunberger

"Mr.

lot

this

of

as
The harmonious use of old pieces, such intable, is
a tapestry, and old chairs and
mans
terestingly shown in the "set" of a
Weyl.
Jules
Carl
by
designed
den, above,

YOUR

in other things besides
being developed if you go to

taste

drama

is

see motion pictures.
So declares Willy

Pogany, famous

of Hollywood s
Hungarian
most highly-paid "art directors."
"I'm not sure what it means to 'direct art,
Pogany laughed, his dark eyes dancing, "but
create art comI suppose it is the ability to
camera
bined with technical knowledge of
rate,
any
At
angles, lighting, and mechanics.
the
of
ahead
step
one
we^must be able to keep
artist,

now one

^

The
for living, in the modern manner!
picture,
Chatterton's
Ruth
"set" above, for

Room

;

ingrooming, in manners, m architecture,
longer
no
can
We
on.
terior decoration, diction, and so
beef, but we must give
roast
metaphorical
public
the
feed
them, sometimes, caviar
"When you run an old picture today, the audience
out of date, but so
roars with laughter. The clothes are
today are more
People
sets.
the
also are the acting and
They will not accept a painted back-drop

in music, in

sophisticated.
wall of a house.
as a garden, or a curtain as the
yea:
Not
ot many years
IN
advertising
in
is
it
how
see
"You can
best
very
the
run today,
ago, any old sketch or cut was
taste
public
because
artists are employed by advertisers
:
:

;

has advanced

Female, was
Note the mural.

designed by Jack Okey of Warners.

public as we educate their taste.
to
"Millions of people all over the world go
realizing it, their
their
without
even
pictures
see motion
They learn the latest methods in
taste is developed.
educated in dressing,
acting, naturally, but they also are

draw^g-room

under contract) has demanner. \ ou could
signed a bedroom in this imaginative
unless you live in an
not copy this for vour own home,
your imaginaenchanted castle, but a study of it may set
T could have winspeeding. You may say
(Warners, where Mr. Pogany

is

tion to

dow^ ^aptedcan o^
be

:

i

the bed

shown
It is

I

I

Mr

want

^

^^

^

adapted from the canopied one

and add

change this
Pogany's idea that

will

if

that.'

an

'

artist

.

merely

sticks

and design he is of no
to existing styles in architecture
picture of a building
motion
a
use to pictures, because
prove tremendously
and
shot
be
may
actually standing
for good camera
designed
wasn't
it
because
uninteresting
photographed,
cannot be photographed.
&
beauty
b
t
P
ang les and its
s
it will
pict
or pictures,
cially ffor
especially
e
designed
is
building
If a
g
g
aesthetic
th
the
to
contribute
fll
interesting, and itt will

f

^

£^^ Sdi

_

,

w

for
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And how to achieve it! Let Willy
Pogany, noted artist now designing screen interiors, advise

you on

your home decoration problems.

EXCLUSIVE!

Here is Willy Pogany
himself.
You have
known him as a distinguished artist.
Now many of the
sets

By

you have been

seeing on the screen
are designed by him.
In this exclusive arti-

he gives you valuable suggestions

cle

'Ruth Tildesley

for

tradictory to existing ideas of architecture. Perhaps what
he does is conspicuous for its impracticability and it cannot be reproduced. Art directors are all architects, of
course, so they understand what they are doing and know
that it cannot be used commercially, but for pictures we
can exercise our imagination.
try for aesthetic
quality, and we try to represent moods and reflect the
characters who are to appear on the set.
"I wish people would recognize this, for it is not
always wise to attempt to reproduce what you see on the
screen. You analyze what you see and decide for yourself what is good for your purpose and what would
make
the hair stand on end if done outside of pictures."

"Home

Appeal."

We

Mr. Pogany urges us

to treat the sets we see
learned to treat the costumes.
all

on the

we have
"Dresses shown on the screen create new styles," he
pointed out. "I believe there is no argument about that.
woman sees a star wearing a certain dress in a picture
and says: 'I should like to have that, but I'll alter it to
suit my type.
I can't wear a cape because my shoulders
screen as

A

are too high, so I'll take that off and wear a plainer
Or, 'I like those ruffles, but I'll have to put them
lower because I'm not tall enough to carry them off.' "
So when we see an intimate interior that appeals to us,

collar.'

Use the Movies in Home-Making
Consider the

sets

you

see

on the screen with

care! Consider if you could live in them.
If you think you could be happy there,

may copy

it,

or adapt

you

it.

But if you feel it would be only for show,
do not have it at any price! Home should be
a place of comfort.
Furniture should be comfortable and practical.
The purely ornamental is out!
The rage today is for white, light furniture
and white backgrounds, because we are all
sunshine-crazy!
Willy Pogany

we must adapt it to our own
"When we put an intimate

personalities.
interior on the screen," continued Mr. Pogany, "it is usually not an obvious thing.
It is beautiful and it creates a mood.
"Mood is just as essential for a home as it is for a picture, although the fact is not generally recognized.
Dif_

ferent temperaments

should have them.

demand
If

different surroundings, and
you are {Continued on page 88)

Willy Pogany advises you how to adapt some of the
striking screen "sets" for your own use including
this ultra-modern room shown above, also
designed
by Mr. Okey. It's a breakfast-room, actually!

—

A drawing by

Carl J. Weyl of a corner of a livingused in a future film. You may find
many stimulating ideas for your own home by studying screen "sets." Read Willy -Pogany s advice.

room,

to be

1
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Taking

The Air
Big-time bolts from the blue!
Here are radio "raves" of the

moment

in close-up

By Mortimer Franklin

hall"Mus/'c by Gershwin," long the
mark of what's best in American music,
semi-weekly prois now the name of a
gram. Meet the peerless George!

w

E HAVE

with us this month,

members

of

the radio audi-

ence, a uniquely outstanding
in the twin worlds of
figure
o

art and entertainment.
likely to be remembered

A man

1

who

IS

long after the

best of our present-day ether songsters,
performers, jesters and spell-binders have

gone to
wood.

their

reward

A man

who

in

Heaven or Hollyhang the sus-

—but

Shine

(though not
pense! Ladies and gentlemen, I give you,
Rhapsody
of
composer
for keeps), George Gershwin,
Pans, and the
Blue, Concerto in F, and An American in
jazz.
in
lurking
soul
man who first discovered a
Perched prelightly.
honors
his
wears

m

Mr

Gershwin

visitors
cariously on one of those three-by-five-inch
by
Music
his
of
rehearsal
a
during
chairs in the control
that verged
diffidence
unaffected
an
program,
Gershwin"
as he talked
almost on shyness seemed to possess him
about himself to my heart's content.
my music i i d call
"What do I try to get across
we live it today. I've chosen as
it a feeling of life as
makmy particular province, because I liked to do it, the
spirit
American
the
ini of music that will portray
plenty of
sound and rhythm. And I know that there s
ideas
good
around
material all

bright
Etappeal to the
on,

Ruth

ether audience

is

an entirely different and special one.
Read how she reacts to their reaction, and to her
radiosinging career

in general.

_

m

m

cxood musical

star!
ting's

me—

raw

Amer-

modern
and themes—that can be used to express
ica in just that way."
his
And if you recall the distinctly native accents offrom
songs
still-popular
his
well
as
symphonic works, as
Ut
"O Kay," "Funny Face," "Strike Up the Band,
page
65)
Thee I Sing," and so on, you (Continued on
.

"Sho

I'll

tell

you,

Your
Sharlie—"
friend Baron Munchausen,

masquer-

g as Jack
Pearl, has just added the listeners of

ad i n

thirty-two more

stations to his
string

And

of

that's
tale!

dupes.

no

tall
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$250,000 in 5 Years!
By Sydney Valentine
That's J ean JVluir's ambition.
Will she achieve it?

MUIR has
JEAN
the end of

a five-year-plan of her own. If, at
that time, she has $250,000 in cash and

pictures.
At her present rate Jean would have to work
thirty or forty years to gather together
a quarter of a
million dollars.

investments, she will consider her motion picture
career a success.
"I don't want
Then she will quit pictures at
once and for all time
But, if she finds that she can't
Is she really a great potential
make that much money in the time
she has allotted herself, she may
star— or is she the most conquit them immediately, may leave
ceited girl in Hollywood?

Hollywood

New York

flat and go back to
and the genteel poverty

she enjoyed there, waiting for her
chance at fame on the stage.
Jean has delivered an ultimatum
to fate.
She has a little more than
four years to go on her "plan" and
she has a little money in the savings bank. But things have got to
pick up rather rapidly to keep this

remarkable young

This

woman happy

pretty young
a sensa tional

girl has

"live-year-plan"

her

own.
about

all

Read
it!

in

YOU

decide!

all

that for myself," she explains, crisply.
"I know now that I will never need

more than a hundred

—

dollars a

week

on no matter how much I
make. But I want an equal amount
of income for my family, so that I
needn't worry about them any more.
"I figure that I need about $100,000 to assure myself an income of
$100 a week. Then I should have as
to live

much more for the family. The
other $50,000 would be protection for
emergencies."
Miss Muir is very definite in her
about the' finances of her
career.
"This is why I've got to
have stardom immediate stardom,"

own mind

—

she explains, seriously.
"Only as a
star can I make so much money in
so short a time.
And I don't intend

my

spend

to

whole

five years, all told.
last July."

life

at

it.

Just

Five years from

Then, lest anyone think her mercenary and grasping, Jean hastens to
explain
"Of course there are other
reasons why I want stardom at once.
:

Only

a star

—
—

a real star, not just a

half-way one can do what she wants
to do in pictures.
And if I can't do

what I want to do, I just won't stay
Hollywood, that's all!
"A star can have the director she

in

wants.

A

star can demand the story
suited to her.
star can say

A

that

is

'no'

when

a

director

something she knows

make
dom
it

stick.

it

!

wants to do
wrong, and

is

That's why I want starthe money, really

It isn't just

isn't.

"Stardom is the only thing that will
make it worth while for me to stay

—

here for five years or even another
six months. It takes only one picture,
you know. But it has to be just the
right one.
That could do for me

what 'Morning Glory' did for KathHepburn.

erine

"You

see, I

know I'm

not a great

actress, not yet. I know I need strong
direction.
But with just the right

story and just the right direction,

could be a

When
less

self-

star.

I

know

I

it!"

Jean says it, it sounds
{Continued on page 84)
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My
Life
Story
m

his latest
Crosby
Contented Crooner! Here's Bing two gorgeous gals,
"We're Not Dressing," with

Mm

Carole

Lombard and Ethel Merman.

Crosby
inimitable way,

Victory of a Crooner!
relates,

in his

own

and movie experienceswith sidelights on his private life
his radio

WE

STAYED

at the

Grove for about
!"

months and then I '"walked
That was the end of "The Three

eight

As told to

Naturally, there
up of such a
breaking
were many regrets at the
become mhad
things
pleasant association, but

Rhythm Boys."

T^WahlP fnr me over

there.

S.

R.

Mook

Bans and Rmcker

to the musicians
contracts because they belonged
finShed out
.walked.
organization so
„
union. I didn't belong to that
n
re Not Dressing
me
directing
is
who
Norman Taurog,
bennett
York,
New
to
there and go
been after me for months to leave
shorts.
for
offers
had made me some
never
vveneyei
marr ; e d
and 1 marned.
While I was still at the Grove, Dixie Lee
she said
once about marrying me and
were r eallv engaged. I asked her
had her responsibilities and her
n
she couldn't get married-she
spending
Months later we were down at Balboa
of
tninK 01
Seer
career to think
& famQus beach hound even
v
the day. As we lay on uie
uun
going
eoine to
nPt1 are vou
When
} ou
I said,

ZS

m

We

though she can't swim a stroke!),

marry me?"
"She said, 'What's today?
"The 29th of August," I answered
" 'Well I'll marrv you one month from today.

oromotlv on
And, promptly

enough for me.
thev totd me Dixie wasn't worldly
anybody, and the more people proLuckily we paid no attention to
arry
we became in our own minds to
tested the more determined
That
York.
New
from
returned
regret—until Dixie
had never a reg
had
we
By Christmas
birthday.
j
was the f ourth of ^vember
j

m

We

^^^

morning when
f boked cross-eyed at her oneher
mother and
She went home to
strait

^Srettl^

I
I

should have looked
remained with my

-

^

8?)

Top, "kid brother
Weeks band,
Anson
with
Bob, singer
who may be in movies soon; bottom,
The
Everett Crosby, Bing's manager.
shows
above,
Bing,
of
small close-up
you how he looked when he was just
starting to croon his way to fame.

A Crosby

trio!
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Adolphe's
Ideal
Read

Teasdale,

about Verree
the girl who isn't

afraid to

marry Menjou, one

all

of the world's best-dressed men

By
Carlisle Jones

No wonder the charming Miss Teasdale
awed at the prospect of becoming the

not overwife of the
sartonally perfect Mr. Menjou!
She's a "bestdressed" person in her own right.'
is

TEASDALE
VERREE
Any
woman,

isn't afraid
faced with the prospect
of becoming the wife of one of the ten
bestdressed men in the world, might have moments

other

when her courage would

fail

her.

Verree Teas dale, who expects to become Mrs
Adolphe Menjou in August, had never realized that
she
should be frightened until an enterprising
columnist

asked her outright if she was.
"Why," she gasped, "how amusing! It has never
occurred to me to worry about Mr. Menjou's
clothes
How can they concern me? Why should I be alarmed
just because Mr. Menjou dresses well?"
Adolphe Menjou doesn't just "dress well," the lady
was reminded. He was recently listed by a
group of

world-famous tailors as one of the ten best-dressed men
the whole world— a list on which no
other motion picture star was given a place and on
which even His Royal
Highness, the Prince of Wales, was conspicuous
by his

m

absence.

Even so, the tall, blonde, assured young woman refused to register alarm.
"It's just one of those Hollywood
questions no one
should answer," she parried. "It just
doesn't seem important to me.
I'm not scared.
I've been asked the
most astonishing things !" she went on.
"Several writers
have asked me if I love Mr. Menjou.
Why they should
ask me that is more than I can understand.
have prom(Continued on page 70)
I

ised to

marry him.

Surely

it

The "best-dressed" couple
in

all

the
well-dressed
world!
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"The Trumpet Blows!"
And up goes the temperaas

ture,

Here's

Drake
vehement

Frances

into

swings

a

as a calorific SpanFrances is the
dancer.
ish

rhumba

American girl who came to
Hollywood via the London
stage and screen.

news and

Scoop-fuls of

gossip

from our star-gazing reporter!

WHEN
Europe

Katharine Hepburn sailed for

March the rumors flew
she might not return.
that
thick and
purShe was going, it was alleged, for the
in

fast

producers
pose of discussing with English

London

one
the idea of starring in at least
had expressed
film and the fact that Katie
condissatisfaction with her RKO-Radio
story
the
to
color
tract lent some
howShortly after arriving in England
Hepburn suddenly hopped a re•

ever Miss
overturn boat, having evidently decided
and go ahead
night to return to Hollywood
And
Arc.
with the making of "Joan of
is the last word
that, as we leap to press,

on Hepburn.
idea of a week-end
O'Brien steamered
Mrs.
and
Pat
trip
the ride
to and from Panama, just for
was
Europe,
to
vacationing
Arlen,
Dick
Frances
not taken off salary— nice

HOLLYWOOD'S
:

.

!

.

.

.

.

.

..

studying sculpRich, daughter of Irene, is
sent for
recently
she
and
France,
turing in
Crawford as
all available poses of Joan
to be used
the "Dancing Lady"— the poses
....
class
art
Rich's
Miss
as models for
proposal
Dorothy Dell received a marriage
wants
from a man in the Swiss Alps; he
goats ....
her to help him raise mountain
Dix; he has
Girls, be nice to Richard
\oull see
....
farm
fox
silver
started a
Arabian
famous
Valentino's
Rudolph
"Stmgaree
picture
the
in
Jadaan,
steed,
Harlow, on her own birthday.

Jean

guess
her mother a town-car— but
five-and-ten
...
lot?
it
a
in
ride
who'll
wasn t Alice
clerk told Alice White that she
Garbo.
White must have thought Alice was

'crave'

A

•

QUITE

stunt
the most daring individual
picture
motion
before
a
enacted
ever
act of
camera was Johnny Weissmuller's
1 arzan.
riding a rhinoceros for a scene in
only a
This was the same rhino, too, that
previously had broken loose

few weeks
from its moorings and smashed
cameras.

and

sets

^
mere
,

.

According to veteran animal men,
of a white man ever
is no previous record
lwo
the beasts
of
having ridden one

the ride,
doubles, called to the studio for
risked
had
both
although
refused,
flatly
time and again.
their necks in other ways
WeissThe director was desperate until
straddled
protests,
all
muller, over-riding
camera and
Mr Rhino for the benefit of without
loss
famously,
stunt
the
off
carried
'
..
,
of life or limb.
Weissmuller arrived on the

Lupe Velez

the scene, but
set just too late to witness
caustic words
few
a
voice
not too late to

regarding her Johnny's foolhardmess
there

was

also pride in the glint

m

Jean
pleases the stars.
with
1 Harlow for instance, was so pleased piece
her
spoke
fan
(a
letter,
fan
odd
an
to
it
on a phonograph record and sent
Harlow L that she sent the girl a

T N GENUITY

set of beautiful,

netting

vate

prions fans
from thousands of calls from
and rented
along
came
Garbo
Greta
Then
Greta had
a telephone.
a house without

a while, but
idea all to herself for
have followed
others
months,
recent
within
of
Winfield Sheehan chief executive
that

suit.

five miles from a
the Fox studio, lives
and Frances Dee
McCrea
Joel
telephone.
and the studios
either,
have no telephone
to get
messenger-charge
$1.50
pay
a
must
is true of
same
The
pair.
notes to this
rd
Rl
of conAnn Harding has another sort
outtake,
only
that
venience, a telephone
It costs the studios sevenscalls.

going

touch with Ann winch
shell out a
must be some solace after they Dix!
and
buck-fifty to reach McCrea
five cents to get in

Still,

lovely

Lupe's eyes!

Miss

of
so you can't reach any
For
telephone.
by
1 the screen stars
'phones with priyears, stars have owned
themselves
protect
to
thus
numbers,

T T'S

autographed portraits.

T
1

a comedy lot.
two-reeler, "No Sleep

visited

Deep"

I

In one

On

the

discovered Betty Cornp-

Dorothy Sebastian, Don AlAlice
varado, Robert Warwick,
jacK
Lake, Mary MacLaren and
son,

prominent stars
near-stars a few years ago.

Duffy— all

or

and
Together again! Sylvia Sidney
an
such
made
who
Gary Grant,
team
romantic
appealing

m

"Madame Butterfly," join forces
Princess.
Day
"Thirty
in

for

}

u n e
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Hollywood!
By Weston East
LITTLE

things that cause big
-/wars:
Joan Crawford and
Esther Ralston were vying with
each other for supremacy in an
important picture scene in Joan's
new film, "Sadie McKee." Ted
Healy happened along at that
moment, and in all innocence he
asked,

"Which

of

you two

is

the

Summer garb! Dolores Del Rio, fully
clothed from the ears
up, is all set for the
hottest of heat waves
that the coming months

stooge?"

Of

course,
the remark
was
funny, and of course Joan and
Esther joined in the general
laughter.
But the truth is, they
were seriously fighting to steal
that scene from each other, and
the funny remark only served to
point out to both actresses that
they were literally "at war."

may

bring.

You'll be

seeing Dolores soon
as DuBarry but in
slightly more formal

—

attire!

RICHARD ARLEN

and

his
wife,
Jobyna Ralston, are really "seeing
Europe," according to letters and cables
they have sent back to Hollywood friends.
Immediately upon their arrival in Lon-

don

with

Richard

Ralston,

Jr.

and

his

nurse, the Arlens established headquarters
at the Savoy Hotel.
they are flying
to various parts of the Old Continent from
that headquarters, and particularly are they
visiting sections of Europe over which
Arlen flew during the World War, when
he was a member of the Royal Flying
Corps.
Arlen's latest letter declares that
they have already visited parts of Ireland,
France, Scotland, and Italy and in Dick's
words, "we haven't even started yet."

Now

—

ALICE BRADY

is

-TXhas a small army
pets.

fond of dogs, and she
of them as personal

But the other night, Miss Bradyso partial to one of her mutts. You

was not

Alice was making a very serious talk
before a group of women on the National
Theatre movement.
Suddenly her dog,
which was tied at the far end of the room,
recognized its mistress and set up a howl.
First time in history, probably, that a
screen star was heckled by a dog
see,

night
ONE
was parked

foreign-made automobile
Greta Garbo's
house. Reporters went into a frenzy when
they learned that the car belonged to Carl
a

in front of

good old days! Joe
E. Brown and Tom Mix, two circus

Brisson, the Danish actor.
The same reporters went into spasms of joy when
newspaper records revealed that Garbo and
Brisson were once very good friends that
was when both were in Europe, years ago.
With all this information at hand, the reporters attempted to start a romance rumor.
But what a blow to their reportorial
pride when Brisson suddenly revealed that
he is married!
That fact had been kept
secret by studio executives, who had hoped
that Carl might become a matinee idol, and
who believed that a wife might spoil any
such public idolatry.
Making this situa-

veterans, revert to type in "Sawdust," a thrilling movie of the tent
show world.

even funnier, it later developed that
Mrs. Brisson was with her husband when
he visited Garbo.

—

Back

to the

tion

THE

ently,

only fellow in Hollywood, apparwho is not completely allured by

Mae West
The

is

studio

George Raft.
had Raft scheduled

to costar with Mae in the picture, "It Ain't
Sin," and George went into training for
the part, which _called for a boxer.
But
the day the picture was to have begun,

No

Mr. G. Raft calmly walked out and said
he wouldn't play opposite Mae.
Of course, it developed that Raft wasn't
really averse to romancing with Miss West.
His real complaint was that the script, according to his own words, gave Mae ninetynine per cent of the scenes, and her leading man the other one per cent.
And so, Raft walked. However, no studio difficulties ensued, because company executives eyed the script and realized that
George was right, so they got another boy
for the part.

TF JACK OAKIE
gest

box-office

isn't one of the bigstars in Maryland, it
relatives are not attend-

because his own
performances.
An early ancestor
on his mother's side came to America with
Lord Baltimore.
The family has since
branched out to such an extent that Oakie
has approximately 100,000 relatives in the
is

ing his

state of

Maryland
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ONE

of

tions

the oddest and funniest situato occur in a studio in-

ever

Bing Crosby, Carole Lombard
Burns and "Droopy,' a trained
script called
It happened when the

volved

George
bear

for a scene of
himself.

Droopy vigorously scratching
,

Droopy wouldn't

,

scratch,

,

,

,

and he refused

this particuto understand how important
to the picture.
lar scratching sequence was

An hour was wasted before Bing was imsome fleas
bued with an idea. "Let's put
inspired
on Droopy," was the crooner's

I

notion.

.

,

.

.«

then
Everybody cheered the thought, and

commenced a

flea

hunt.

The

were the "Hunting grounds,

studio cats

and Crosby,

the
and Miss Lombard joined m
the
hour
an
half
of
end
the
At
chase.
hey
fleas.
1
lively
troupe rounded up five
vicinity— and
released them in Droopy's
was obscene
the
minutes
within a few

Burns

tained with ease.
1-1.4.1.;
Had the cameras been slightly
P S
suha
obtained
have
off-line,' they might
vigorously.
well picture of Bing scratching
fleas failed to arIt seems that one of the
rive at the proper destination.

"Tough Tracy?"

that

Lee chivalrously holdmake-up box for Isabel

at the gallant

the

just occurred to me
entirely
be
can't
and cream for Johnny

T HAS

Wrong! Just look

life

peaches
Weissmuller.

All day long he
works at his studio with lions
And
and rhinos and elephants.

ing
applies a
Jewell, his fiancee, as she
How about a Iracyfinishing dab.

Jeweil film?

when

the day's

Johnny
Unless I am
long-term
mistaken, this marks a new
organization.
one
with
star
any
for
record
officials, deIn addition to the many
who
partmental heads, and fellow-players
telewith
deluged
was
Arlen
were present,
the comgrams from the 1500 employees of
these,

the

tribute

Schulberg, producer-executive,
His congratulatory ware
ing.

is

finished,

witey-

two Mexican

Lupe's 68
one
dogs, one Scottie
a talkand
cats
two
Dane,
Great

hairless

Arlen on the
association with the company.

Of

work

home— to

canaries,

dined and wined Richard
P\RAMOUNTeleventh
anniversary of his

pany

goes

ative parrot!

that cher"C PANKY" MACFARLAND,
who is a feature of the

ubic youngster
comedies,_ gives evidence ot
great wit.
a
growing into
man
Spanky was watching a property
recent
prepare a toy store window for a
engines, tool
picture. As "props" set model
Spanky s eyes
sets and other toys in place,

"Our Gang"

mother
widened. At last he turned to his
"Mom, why do I gotta be uh actor ?
with
prop'ty man."
1 'druther be uh
:

from B. r
is

outstand-

S A LONG
'•ELEVEN YEARS
TTME TO BE WITH ANY SINGLE
INDUSTRY BUT
COMPANY IN ANY BUSINESS
IT IS
PICTURE
IN THE
RECORD STOP FOR A YOUNG
A R
HAVE
£lA N LIKE YOURSELF TO EVEJN
IT
MAKES
TUTS RECORD
STOP IT CAN ONLY
MORE UNIQUE REGARD
NOT ONLY
DEEP
MF AN A
ABILFOR YOUR PROFESSIONAL
CHARACTER
YOUR
FOR
BUT
ITY
AL TRAIT
AND LOVABLE PERSON
AS WELL STOP I AM GLAD THAI
YEAR OF
DURING THE FIRSTELEVEN
BETHESE WONDERFULWORTH WAS
TRUE
YOUR
FORE
I
r F NERALLY RECOGNIZED
CONYOU
STROVE TO HAVE
TEN
TINUED IN STOCK SO THAT
UNSO
RECORD
A
YE ARS LATER RESULT STOP
I
USUAL COULD
WISHING
OF
MEANS
THIS
TAKE

AND
YOU LONG LIFE HEALTH
HAPPINESS AND CONTINUED
AND GREATER SUCCESS— B. P.
SCHULBERG."

CLARKE and
MAE whom
Mae now

Sidney Blackmer,
admits her enone of
through
driving
were
gagement,
not long
California's beautiful countrysides
to

two little
ago, when they were hailed by
ine
age.
of
years
twelve
boys, not over
boys asked for a ride.
Clarke
"We'll give you a lift," Miss
you're not
volunteered, "if you promise
and if you won t knock us
highwaymen,
the head."

And one

of the lads snapped back,

m

Ukay

—but vou gotta make us the same promise.
We're'particular what kind of looking folks
we ask

for lifts!"

,.
uitobitzers.
t i,
r ;v,;t7Prs'"
Cocktails for two—not counting the
an
sensitive story of the trials of

^ ^

Sullavan and Douglass
Margaret
iviarg

"erage^^c^le^dun^.^

&

for

J

une

19
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THE

biggest laugh in Hollywood recently was enjoyed at the expense of
Dorothy Dell and Jay Hunt, the pair of

Southerners

who brought possum-hunting

•to California.

These two sent all the way to Louisiana
some possum hounds. Then, when they
learned that their dogs were useless because
there are no possums in California, they
sent to Texas for one dozen live coons.
They organized a hunting party, and released the possums. Then, with the baying
hounds
leading
the
chase,
everybody
rushed up hill and down dale, until at last
they found themselves congregated beneath
a tree, with all the hounds yelping upward.
Hunt climbed the tree and espied the victim.
He gave a limb a strong shake, and
down went their intended prey. But a
for

_

surprise greeted the hunting

— and The
that

party.

possum turned out to be a skunk
little fellow wrecked the hunting

HOW

that

would you
movie trip

like

to

be

party.

along on

to the South Seas on
plans to send Lupe Velez

which M-G-M
and Johnny Weissmuller? Oh yes, they're
being sent for a picture this isn't exile for
Hollywood's happi pardon, I mean scrap;

—

piest couple.
I get

WILL

When show-folks get together! John
Barrymore, as an erratic stage impresario, chats with Carole Lombard,
who plays his no less spectacular
leading lady, between scenes for
"Twentieth Century."

ROGERS

is
not one to seek
In fact, he dodges interviews and the like. So the pr.ess department boys sometimes invent little sayings
of their own, and credit them to Will.
"When I die, I'm going to have a special inscription on my tombstone," Will
commented, after reading one of those
items.
"It'll read:
RESPONSI-

publicity.

a great kick out of Weissmuller's

remark when he was told that he and Lupe
would do such a picture together.
"I'll get away from my Tarzan yell,"
he said with a grimace, (Johnny has been
very anxious to do something other than
Tarzan on the screen), "but with Lupe in
the picture, my lines will likely be reduced
to a couple of grunts, and perhaps a snort."

_

AT THE

NOT

Lakeside

Golf

Club

one

day, Guy Kibbe mentioned that he is not the wit of
his family the honor, (if such),

BLE FOR ALL THE GAGS PINNED
ON ME BY PUBLICITY MEN."

—

belongs to Mrs. Kibbe.

upon Guy related that

Wherehis

three-

year-old daughter likes to climb
the heavy screen in front of the
Kibbe's living-room fireplace. Guy
is afraid the child will fall and
hurt herself some day, so one
morning he called sharply, "Get
off that screen!"
At that, Mrs. Kibbe exclaimed,
t
"Guy! Don't be so cross with
her!
How would you like for
the producers to say that to

you?"

CHEER AND HISS DEPT:
A BIG

close-up

-fx month.

to

Frances

Dee

this

Highwaymen

stopped the car
in which Frances was motoring, and
they
stole her money, jewels, and some letters.
One letter was from a little girl who had
sent twenty cents for a photograph.
Frances advertised and even asked a radio
friend to broadcast for the little girl's
name, in order that she might still send
the photograph.
long-shot with bad lighting to a certain columnist, who has every reason to
be grateful to famous people, but who has
found occasion lately to refer to screen
stars as "smellebs" and to further comment
that "there are 50,000 cows in Los Angeles,
not counting the screen actresses."
nice close-up to Gloria Stuart for
her unjealous praise for a sister actress.
Asked to cast her vote for the finest screen
performance of 1933, Gloria said, "Just

—

—

A

A

Katharine Hepburn,

that's' all."

Another long-shot and bad sound track
to that

producer

Lee,

isn't

good

who

insisted that Dixie
picture), be adverLee Crosby. As if the gal
enough to get by with her own

(starring
tised as Dixie

in his

sails

A

Montgomery enact a quietly emotional scene from "Little Man, What Now?", that
director Frank Borzage, the be-knickered gentleman
at the left, watches intently,
tne spectators at this intimate

little tete-a-tete!

final close-up to Bette Davis.
When
she learned that it would cost the studio
for which she was working about $3000 for
wigs, (to make her a red-head for "Of
Human Bondage"), she dyed her own hair,
and saved the company all that money.

SCREENLAND
Great

excitement

Hollywood

around

Alice Faye, said to lie Rudy \ alee s
Lyle lalgirl-friend, was seen places with
But Cupid, the arrowsmith, whispers
bot
Rudy and Lyle are good
secret:
this

when

friends,

and Rudy quite approves

of

Lyle

You see, if Alice
Alice places.
of each other
fond
rumored
are
Lyle
and
Alice and
about
publicity
that means less
Rudy at a time when Rudy doesn t care
Miss
Incidentally,
publicity.
such
for
Faye hears every Valee radio broadcast,
in orno matter what she has to stop doing

taking

der to listen.
More reports

Dan, the nudist:
no truth to
are happy
lrginia
rumors of trouble in this family. \
she
(if
will,
positively
Bruce Gilbert
this is in
hasn't already done so before
suit for divorce from John.
file
print)

from

The Clark Gables

;

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
Lawrence have written
friends that they
in April.

may

and

Gertrude

Hollywood
to
altar-ate their lives
will likely

Puot

Young
High-flying Jackie!
to
Cooper prepares to "give the gun'
his uncle
his toy plane, which he and
It s a
built in the Cooper backyard.
instruwith
equipped
model,
perfect
from famous planes sent

BLEEDING
BEATING AND
DEPT.:

HEARTS

nous eyes.

Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks
certain, let tins
reconcile, as now seems

ments

Jackie by their owners.

CHATTERTON

confirmed the
impending nit
. o-eneral impression of an
when she
Brent
George
between her and
definite deadmitted having arrived at a
The two were
cision to separate from him.
day after
one
1932,
married August 13,
decree from
divorce_
her
obtained
had
Ruth
And, speaking of Mr.
Ralph Forbes.
that Ruthie is
Forbes, the rumor persists
as, and it she
when,
him
remarry
to
going
Brent.
fs divorced from

RUTH

Tayne Shadduck, the actress,
(the writer forbe Mrs. Jack Kirkland,
Carroll) before
Nancy
to
merly married
Esther Ralston and Earl
vou read this.
lumiOxford are giving each other those

If

tor
department say "I told you so.
in
separation,
their
months, (ever since
talked with
have
Doug
and
Mary
fact)
trans-Atlantic teleeach other often over
While others were declaring that
phone
to resume marthere was no hope for them
naked archer,
the
Cupid,
Dan
ital relations,
has every exhas whispered to us that he
_

pectation that the

two famous lovers

will

Dick
Triangles of interest include that
Powell-William Powell-Margaret Lindsay
When Margaret was in the hosaffair.
Dick and W ilpital for an appendectomy,
send her the
would
who
see
to
vied
liam

most flowers.
second such triangle finds Gene RayPhillip Reed competing for the
Nixon, with Reed getting
Marian
of
smiles

A

mond and

slightly the better of

reconcile.

premieres have been
late, perhaps
theatres overdid
due to the fact that local
Greta Garbo
these social affairs. Only the
Won"Queen Christina" opening and the
set oft thus
been
have
opening
der Bar"

HOLLYWOOD'S

few and far between of

year.
auspiciously since the first of the

ot last
The "Wonder Bar" premiere
lights and
the
all
by
marked
month was
events notable
color that have made these
debut
Dick Powell made his Los Angeles

and enlivened

as a Master of Ceremonies,
introductions ot
the occasion with his clever
Edward G.
Francis,
Kay
Rio,
Del
Dolores
Cagney and many others.

Robinson,

Jimmy

took
theatre at which this premiere
intersection
busiest
the
at
located
place is
so that thoroughof Hollywood Boulevard,

The

prevent traffic
fare had to be roped off to
curious onof
crowd
vast
blockades. The

ropmg-oft

lookers took advantage of this
solid.
process and packed the avenue
sudden
near-riot broke loose when a
that
report flashed through the crowd
theatre.
the
entering
was
Greta Garbo

A

push to see Miss Garbo might
or even fatal results.
was averted by the
tragedy
Fortunately,

The

terrific

have had

serious

Garbo was

timely announcement that Miss
the
not present. After this announcement,
ceased.
milling and crowding
are
THEY
Hollywood

funny story in
mongrel dogs,
other,
one named Bill Fields and the
Jimmy Durante. The two mutts were
the
rambling down a street one day when
telling

a

about two

named Durante stopped to scratch
demanded
boy?"
matter,
"Whassa

doo-

"Got a flea?"
Durante dug at his ribs with a back
got a million of
paw, then muttered, "I
!"

Fields.

em

—

a million of 'em

s

o,

at

Palm

Springs,

it

as this

is

written.
interest

George Raft denies any serious

where both have homes.

1934
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Virginia Pine but so did Lupe Velez
say she had no intention of marrying
Johnny Weissmuller, if you'll remember.
in

The name of that New York business man
who will become Miriam Jordan's husband when her divorce is final is Stephen
Gray.
Hardie Albright
Sleeper such a rush that

giving Martha
looks serious.

is
it

Both Maurice Chevalier and Kay Franare denying serious intent and Cupid
says you may believe them.
Tom Brown
and Anita Louise half-way expect to marry
_

—

cis

when

they

visit

his

back

folks

New

in

England this coming summer. Ginger Rogers and Lew Ayres are still unwed; if they
marry, it'll be one of those sudden things,
done at a moment when both are in the
mood.
Randolph Scott, not long deVivian-Gayed, is solacing his heart, (and
apparently successfully), with the company of beautiful Kathryn Carver, Adolphe
Menjou's ex-wife.

THEYbysayW.theC.following
told

story

was

first

seems that
when Fields was learning to play golf, he
approached the tee for the first time and
Fields.

placed his

He swung

ball.

to hit the ball,

It

wildly,

failed

and tore a huge hole

in the

Four times he repeated

turf.

this

fierce,

resultless swing.

Disgusted, Fields was about to pick up
when he suddenly saw two earthworms, discussing their dangerous position.
Fields says that one worm was begging the other to plan some means of
his ball

escape.

"The only suggestion

I

have

for

safety,"

said the other worm, "is that
don't want to get hit, we'd betclimb right up there on the ball!"

we

if

ter

our

ATTENTION,

If

"Frankie and Johnny were sweet-

just
get in

So Mary Pickford, "AmeriSweetheart" came up to the
Biograph studio in New York, where
Helen Morgan and Chester Morris

playwrights!

you have a play that

hearts!"

is

aching to be produced,
touch with Joan Crawford. She
and Franchot are interested in the
Little
Theatre movement, and
since Joan is building a small, intimate theatre as an annex to her

home, she may like your play well
enough to produce it there. If a
play reaches Joan's private theatre, you may be sure most of
Hollywood's "big shots" will see
it.

So go

to

it,

scriveners.

ca's

are playing the respective roles, to
the inaugural shot for the film.

make

news
THE
coming

of Lilyan Tashman's death,
it did at a time when her
career appeared to be flourishing, proved
all the more a shock to the great numbers
of filmlovers who admired her acting and

as

her personal beauty.
For Lilyan's illness,
while known to her husband, Edmund
Lowe, and her intimate friends, was unsuspected by the public
conscientious
trouper to the end, she insisted on putting
in a full day of hard work on her last day
before the camera, in order to complete
the picture she was engaged in.
Miss Tashman, whose renown as "Hollywood's best dressed woman" surpassed
even her fame as an actress, began her
career as a dancer in Ziegfeld's "Follies,"
in company with such famous actresses as
Billie
Dove,
Marion Davies, Marilyn
Miller, and Ina Claire.
Her last role was
Nellie Bly in "Frankie and Johnny," made

A

at the Biograph studios in
to be released during the

She also had a part

new

in
picture, "Riptide."

New York, and
coming months.

Norma

Shearer's

There can be no substitute for Lilyan
Tashman's gay, sparkling personality and
handsome presence; her passing means an
irreparable loss both to Hollywood life and
to the screen.

[RS.

JIMMY DURANTE

plays her
(Schnozzle's missus) in
"The Hollywood Party" .... Iowa State
Prison inmates must believe Mae West
spouts laughs; they wrote and asked her
for 100 new gags for the prison's monthly
mag .... If you have missed Fifi D'Orsay
on the screen, she has been singing in a
I

real-life role

New York nite-spot .... The Swedish
government has issued a one-cent stamp
bearing the likeness and surname of Greta
Garbo .... Will Rogers was scheduled
to fly East on that airplane that crashed
in Utah, but he changed his flying arrangements at the last moment .... Joan
Crawford gave Franchot Tone a ten carat
star-ruby ring for his birthday .... George
Arliss almost daily walks the length of
Hollywood boulevard (three miles) for
Joan Blondell's ferocious watch-dog
takes

little

will get you if you don't watch out!
to the studio to guard her while she's working
all the big, bad men in scenes for a new film.

Cup Cake along

exercise ... An effort to have a Hollytelephone exchange named Hepburn,
(it is now Hempstead), failed because the
'phone company feared a deluge of such requests if it complied in Hepburn's case.

wood

Joan

among
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Gettin |r into the Beauty Pi
Over the
Hair

Waves
Josephine
Felts

of the charmreasons why

One
ing

"blonde" always
go with
Jean
Harlow shows us
how she does it.

seems

to

"beautiful."

s

O YOU'RE
!"

doing your hair

twenty

a

new way

That means you are in love
Just as
Oh, yes, it does!
means
June
Spring;
robins mean
so,
beautiful;
means
brides; blonde
Just
romance.
a
means
coiffure
a new
try it and see
Speaking of blonde and beautiful,
we are not certain that Jean Harlow
!

out of two hundred

who

said.

Out they came, blond
dark

ones,

Some were

!

waves

flat

and

curls

and

fluffs.

soft, silky, shining

were straggled and

;

ill-arranged.

some
But

every one of them told a story. Care
or neglect.
Yes,
I see you are ahead of me!

close associais responsible for this
(Though you
words.
two
the
of
tion
picture
will have to admit that Jean's
are not
is most convincing!)

well-cared-for hair was one of the
important things that determined
whether or not the girl got the job.

We

even sure that Mr. Webster will
back us up. We are merely stating
a devastating fact.
Doesn't Garbo shake back blond,
silken tresses from her eyes? Hasn't

girls

Her first words
applied for a job.
surprised me and I thought I was
past surprising!
"Please take off your hats," she

something about a girl's
volumes about her. One
hair that
swears he can
director
prominent
at a girl's hair,
looking
by
just
tell,
her future
what
past,
her
about
all
will be, and as for her present,

There

is

tells

Dark hair that shines! Not
that Sylvia Sidney recom-

We
mends this exercise.
demonstrated beyond a
at it!
her
caught
just
shadow of a doubt that gentlemen
can always be depended upon to come
is all that counts
whether she is happy or not, which
red-head
But
that far!
quite
up and see a blonde ? Even Cleopatra was a
go
to
willing
Perhaps we are not
had!
she
beauty
for
reputation
a
what
know
And you
he says.
there certainly is a lot in what
But never mind. Both history and the screen are
have lovely hair ?
to
do
Now what should
To meno-lowin°- with delectable dark-haired maidens.
three. Wash it! Wave
two,
one,
as
simple
It is all as
Francis,
Kay
Colbert,
Claudette
Rio,
Del
Dolores
And forget it Betion
(Or both.) Brush it
it or curl it
of the lads,
preferences
the
for
And
as
begin.
to
just
is
1 he
worse than freckles
cause self -consciousness is
brunettes
marry
it
when
they
is
said,
hair
is
it
about your
only time to be self-conscious
miserfeel
The glorious fact is, that it is not the color at all that
to
Then is when you deserve
badlv.
You may be a blonde or a brunette, a red- looks When it is looking its own beautiful best is the
counts.
able
lovely
head or one of those in-between-brownies, and be
put it entirely out of your
time' when you can afford to
is
the
it
hair,
your
of
color
It
It is not the
as you please.
will be admiring.
They
mind Other people won't
and counts
mirof
kindest
care you take of it that counts— and counts—
that
into
and then
wm glancer now
you
vou will
lite
in life
J
r
.,tU1 see
coo irliat jT mean
inMii
And!
ad I do not mean only in pictures. I mean
ir e
a
o
)es
e
rors
y
The other day I had an exciting experience. I watched
v
But is m> hair ream
director of a big organization picking

Mae West

_

YOU

!

!

!

!

1

!

!

.

the

personnel

•

]

^m

%
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Carole Lombard AGREES WITH

CUPID:

"Hello, angel face, you look as though
you'd just washed in morning dew."

CAROLE

:

" IVe just washed in something much
nicer— and it's your own prescription, too."

CUPID: "When did

I

prescribe for you? You've

turned men's hearts and heads so often that I
can't remember when you needed my advice."

CAROLE: "Well, once

you told me always to
Toilet Soap—and I agree that 'it's a
girl's best friend'—those were your words, Dan.
use

Lux

CUPID
Charming

: "You're not the only girl I've seen surrounded with admirers after taking that same
advice of mine!"

star of

Paramount's
"We're Not Dressing'

"MY GREATEST
And how angelically
smooth and fresh is your
skin? If your complexion

make hearts flutwhy not do what 9 out

doesn't
ter,

of 10 screen stars
fragrant, white

do— use

Lux

Toilet

Soap? Cupid's prescription

—

work for you, too
give you a romantically
lovely skin, and the love
will

that goes with

it.

ALLV
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Adolphe's Ideal

Any camera

Continued from page 61

plus

Verichrome

Film

is

surmised from that that I love
every
him without my saying so in print
more
any
answer
caht
just
I
day or two!
!"
such foolish questions
ot*
Probably the lady's noticeable lack
reputahusband's
future
alarm over her
by
faultless tailoring, is explained

may

the best

be

Verree Teasdale is her real name. It is
began
a combination of family names which
when a Yankee officer named Teasdale
married a Southern girl whose last name

tion for

1 lie
aptitude for wearing clothes.
.represent
to
Menjou
tailors who picked
distinguished list,
the film colony in their

combination yet

her

own

and day-

out picture-making
e .

groomed

as

is

Perhaps

beautiful!

unaffectedly well-

much

more

Adolphe

who

Menjou-and

as

is

it

should be worried.
Teasdale
In spite of the fact that Verree
several
for
Broadway
to
has been known
Hollywood long
years and has been in
important picenough to appear in many
a newcomer
considered
tures! she is still

.Verichrome

works where
ordinary films

as a small child to New York
she went to school for the next
dozen years or more. She attended Erasmus

but

his

She

band-to-be.

in Brooklyn, Miss Perkins
DraSchool for Girls, Sargent's School of
ot
School
York
New
the
and
matic Art,
Expression.
She never intended to be anything except
planned
an actress. From her childhood she
to her
a stage career and it never occurred
no
was
here
1
success.
her
about
worry
to
She was not poor.
early struggle.
The first stage job she asked for she got.
play,
1 he
It was a part in Philip Barry's
After that she appeared in
Youngest."
"The Master of the Inn," "The Constant
Wife" with Ethel Barrymore, "The Greeks
Had a Word for It" and "Experience Un-

High School

though
Capable actress and probable star
recognized first ot
she is, Miss Teasdale is
the title of bestall as a runner-up for

fail.

Verichrome

Her arrival
dressed woman of the screen.
Francis
Kay
made
has
Coast
West
the
on
and
Bennett,
Constance
Norma Shearer,
screen stars,
other notably well-dressed
wardrobes.
look to their laurels— and their
leadership
style
for
In the silent battle
conHollywood
of
women
the
which
others, Miss
the
against
each
stantly wage,
advantages
Teasdale has two important
of the advice
benefit
the
has
She
over all.
best-dressed man
of Adolphe Menjou, the
enjoys the advantage
in pictures; and she
designer, who can,
of being an experienced
own gowns.
and generally does, plan her
s
Hollywood
wins
she
place
Whatever
is certhing
one
herself,
style parade for
When she marries Adolphe Menjou
tain
together the bestthey will be, when seen
well-dressed
dressed couple in all the

m

Accept nothing but
the fcmilicryellow
box with the

checkered
stripe.

..
world!
prospective
But Miss Teasdale and her
becommon
husband have many things m

sides the
clothes.

ability

and disposition

to

woman

wear
the

of

She is a poised
frankly as
world, who describes herself
He is an
extravagant.
"expensive, not
man-aboutexperienced gentleman of the
might, it
town" school, a dilettante, who
cheaply.
never
but
necessary, live frugally

Both Miss
have traveled
cities and the
same people,

HOW
1.

silver.

film.

and

5. Translucent, instead of transparent.
Made by an exclusive process of
Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y.

same head-waiters.

They

before a plate
cabbage or over a bowl
at

home

of

soup.

them

dS
i

KODAK
i

FILM

the

the good
their home,
ostentatiously yet richly, and
one of the
be
should
established,
when it is
anywhere
most interesting in Hollywood or

shadows.

ERICHROME

They know

likes to shop, likes to play
They can
poker and ride roller-coasters.
concert hall
enjoy themselves in either a
keen relish for
or a casino. They have a
each live unthey
things of life;

Each

2. Highly color-sensitive.
special
3. Halation "fuzz" prevented by

backing on

ships.

enjoy the same restaurants

are known to the
are both equally
of corn-beef and
of "Bird's Nest"

VERICHROME
DIFFERS FROM ORDINARY FILM
Double-coated. Two layers of sensitive

4. Finer details in both high lights

Teasdale and Mr. Menjou
They like the same
widely

same

S

Verree TeasNo single word describes
"
She is stately,
dale so well as "smart
and— elegant. She
beautiful, frank, tranquil
Adolphe Menjou
person
is the kind of a
She is a sophisticate,
should marry.
self-confident young
a charming, clever,
no inhibitions superstitions

woman

with

or complexes.

Lew

poise,

Hollywood.

moved

where

the film colony.

in

Civil

just at the close of the

This Verree, the name rhymes with
Marie, was born in Spokane, Washington,

War

assurance his confilack of selfdence in his clothes, and his
waistcoat.
consciousness inside a checkered
She
flare,
same
the
Miss Teasdale has
her husappears no less self-assured than

commented on

for day-in

was Veree,

She has brought new beauty
and a distinct challenge to

.

ncccsssry.

Somewhere along this road to fame^ Miss
Teasdale met and married William O'Neal,
a singer. They are now divorced.^
After "Experience Unnecessary," the accame to
tress took the title to heart and
She appictures.
motion
and
Hollywood
peared in "Skyscraper Souls," ''Payment
with
Deferred," and "Roman Scandals,
"Fashion
in
role
her
before
Eddie Cantor,

of 1934," for Warner Brothers,
her a long-term contract with that

Follies

won

company.

.

>..,

the background of the
to marry the bestafraid
isn't
who
lady
they
dressed man in Hollywood.
said
met, who introduced them, what they
know.
to
seems
nobody
other,
to each
Menjou paid
It is known, however, that
attention
elaborate and carefully planned
first
the
from
almost
to Miss Teasdale
of
He bought her unusual gifts, not all difall
but
variety,
expensive
an
of
them
ferent enough to intrigue her interest.
explained,
"I have three turtles," she
with
fellows
"little
pets,
her
when listing
This, in brief,

is

How

words 'Forget-Me-Not' on their backs
They re
in brilliants, one word to a turtle.
me.
to
them
gave
Menjou
Mr.
darling.
moment later she turned back her glove

the

A

left
display a chain bracelet on her
dozen
wrist from which dangled ten or a
small gold objects.
Mr.
"Good luck charms," she explained.
Menjou went all over town to find them.
Don't you love them ? See, there's a whistle
gold tub
that really blows, and a little
it
with a washboard and cake of soap in
and a telephone, and a four-leaf clover and
opens!
a tiny cork-screw which really
The busy Menjou must have spent days

to

gathering the tiny objects.
Together they explored new cafes and
district
invaded the Los Angeles Chinatown
of the ordiout
and
shops
curious
find
to
her
nary oriental restaurants. He humored
within the
interest in fortune tellers and
courtship had taken
first few weeks of their
in or
her to visit every seer of importance
near the film colony.
"And did they say you were to be
happy?" she was asked.
what they
"I don't necessarily believe
answered,
Teasdale
Miss
ever,"
me
tell

anyway.
"but I love to hear them tell it,
Yes, they said I would be happy."
Which may be one reason Verree Teasthe ten bestdale, who is to marry one of
a little
dressed men in the world, isn c even
bit scared.

for

June
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How much a snapshot says to the one who waits
for it! No longer is the separation real. This little

-k

square of paper brings them face to face. Hearing the

whispers that cannot be written in a
the heartbeats

.

.

.

timate and expressive, but
ever.

now they are more

Kodak Verichrome Film wipes out

limitations.

Feeling

letter.

Always snapshots have been

in-

so than
the old

People look natural, as you want them.

Use Verichrome

for your next pictures.

Eastman

Kodak Company, Rochester, New York.

Don't just write

it.

Picture

it

with snapshots
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Want

to

looked around at the other
stars

on the

lot,

"How

and said
it take you

Have

Hollywood Figure??

a

Davies tells readers
In this first article of his series, James reducing excises
to take
how
only
not
SCREENLAND
of
Above Ida Lupmo

Exercise for Reducing

Abdomen:

how

to relax.
and diets,
spread-eagle" position,
Illustrates what Davies calls "the
is excellent for complete
which
story,
his
in
fully
descried

but also

the floor
with hands clasped behind the head, and feet
under some obstacle
low-runged chair will do.
half a
without raising the feet. Do this
Lie

flat

on

long will
relaxation.
my weight down?"
I looked at her and it
Continued from page 23
seemed to me that she had
what I had for some time
Then sit up
I told her 1
figure.
believed to be the coming popular
dozen times every morning.
but
hips,
and
would just take a trifle oft" her abdomen
was
she was
Exercise for Reducing Hips:
I
otherwise I wanted her to remain as
West
Miss
that
me
on chest, roll three
Today most people agree with
right
Lie flat on floor, arms crossed
screen
the
on
sex
to position. Do
glamorous
is°the leading exponent of
times to right, then three times back
did
she
so
mine,
of
dozen times every morning.
Miss West was a private patient
gymnasmm this half a
the lot
on
valuable to
Jhts
gymnasium
the
attend
not
Too simple? But that is why they are
your
Kline, physical director of Paraincrease
and
first,
at
slowly
is in charge of Richard
Do them
begin with
studio
the
at
exercise
take
sore or stiff.
mount, and stars who wish to
speed each day. You will not be
she was a stocky little
me
to
came
do it under his instruction.
Sari Maritza
When
her
want
not
did
I
as
diet,
a
on
she looked decidedly overI didn't put Miss West
girl off the screen, and on it,
some
her
taught
and
massage
pounds and she looks
to lose but I gave her
weight. I brought her down to 109
wisealways
patient,
amusing
an
simple exercises! She's
llk
I worked on her she had
at six
cracking, and most of the time
her up out of bed every morning
I
bought
e
VV
of exercises
o'clock to go through her course
reducing the
you' here one exercise for
for her; the first mornmachine
rowing
portable
a small
off the
poundage
excess
taking
for
pulls at the oars the next
abdomen and one
ing I let her do half a dozen
that Miss West
exercises
the
of
gradually increased
two
These are
hips
morning, she got up to ten, and we
will be beneficial
they
that
guarantee
doing as high as
was
will
she
follows, and I
k until in a couple of months
to you.

—

to get

merger

"VwfgSe

;
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Davies and Ida

Lupmo,

in the

ptctons

Jo/ great

benefit.

Try

it

to music.'

Read

for

J

un

e
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150 pulls at the oars each morning.
For
her size, Sari is the strongest and finest
athlete in pictures.

little

In connection with the rowing machine,
Sari did the two exercises above and a
variety of others that I will give you later

f\ew Wair Sty

es

•

It

•

•

on.

Remember to try not to overdo exercise.
The only safe and certain method of getting
good out

of exercise is to begin in a small
way.
Do some simple exercises, half a
dozen times, the first day. Gradually increase your speed and add to the exercises
as you go along. The moment you overdo,

you

will find yourself sore

and out

Created by Hollywood

of sorts.

Exercise will seem a form of torture,

in-

stead of a pleasure.

But not for hair too

DRY or

Before and after exercising, I have my
clients go through deep breathing, as follows
Hands at sides, head up, body erect, inhale through nose slowly, raising arms forward to overhead position, at same time
Exhale through mouth
rising on toes.
Lower arms
as if blowing out a candle.
This deep breathing
and heels to floor.

too OILY

:

(below) Another star, who likes
simplicity, uses a satiny swirl
from right to left in back. For
tins style the hair should not look
plastered down, and that means
it cannot be oily and stringy.
Packer's Pine Tar Shampoo treat-

brings stimulated circulation down to normal.
Charles Laughton, the celebrated English
actor, used to come to me for massage during the noon hour, while he was working
He
in DeMille's "Sign of the Cross."
didn't come for reduction of weight, for he
is not concerned with his size or girth. He
says he's too happy
doesn't go in for diets
a man to think of such things but he
comes for relaxation of muscles and nerves.
Whether you are over-weight or underweight, you should know how to relax. I
have more calls to soothe screaming nerves
than I have to reduce or build up bodies.

—

way

They are highto make them well.
strung people, or they wouldn't be actors
But I find that they are marvelous to deal
with, for they are in earnest about improving themselves, and they are willing to
follow my instructions to the letter, without cheating both of us by skipping a day
here and there.
If a player is very much over-wrought
when he comes to me, I put him into an
electric cabinet bath and let him relax. I
suppose, however, that not every reader of
Screenland has an electric cabinet bath,
so I'll give you a simple alternative that
you can use by yourself.
Take a luke-warm shower, put on a light,
and

lie

down on your back

in

bed without a pillow. Adopt the "spreadeagle" position, with eyes closed and head
tipped back, and count up to 500 very
slowly, without moving a muscle or a nerve.
People who lead lives conducive to nerve

—writers,

lawyers, doctors, mathematicians,
students of any kind will find
themselves fifty per cent more efficient if
they will learn to relax.
When Miriam Hopkins is working, she
has me come to her dressing-room for a
relaxing massage every day at noon before
she eats her lunch.
Miriam keeps in excellent condition by this means.
She is
naturally slim, so she doesn't go in for exstrain

(below) helps to correct
over-oily hair.

—

You will realize that most stars come to
me when they are tired, nervous, or rundown, and it is up to me to figure out a

loose robe,

ment

—

ercise.

(above) A lovely Hollywood
blonde goes in for a "Helen-ofTroy" hairdress with romantic
curls at the back.
Ideal for
evening if your hair is soft and
silky, but merely untidy if your
hair is dry and harsh. To help
dry hair, use the Packer's Olive
Oil Shampoo treatment below.

Help for

Don't put up with dry,

Some

don't

Use Packer's Pine Tar Shampoomade especially for oily hair.
This shampoo is gently astringent.

on your hair which is harsh and dry-

it is

Shampoo is

ing.

Packer's Olive Oil

made

especially for dry hair. It

is

It tends to tighten

a

up and so

to

gentle "emollient"

shampoo made

normalize the relaxed

of pure olive

In addition,

It's quick, easy and can be used
with absolute safety to your hair.

oil.

it

contains soothing, softening glycer-

oil

glands.

ine which helps to

make your hair
and more manageable.

Use Packer's Pine Tar Shampoo

silkier

every four or five days at

harmful harshness in Packer
Shampoos. Both are made by the

necessary, until your hair begins to

No

Packer Company, makers
Packer's Tar Soap.

first if

show a natural softness and fluffiness. Begin this evening with
Packer's Pine Tar Shampoo to get

of

Get Packer's

Shampoo today and begin

your hair in lovely condition. Its
makers have been specialists in the

make each cleansing a scientific
home treatment for your hair.
to

care of the hair for over 60 years.

PACKER'S

players realize that definite steps

build his health.
To my way of thinking,
Gary doesn't stand still long enough to put

If your hair is too oily, the oil
glands in your scalp are over-active.

lifeless,

And

— oh, don't— use a soap or shampoo

working too hard.

must be taken when they begin to feel run
down; others neglect the trouble signals.
Gary Cooper was terribly run-down from
over-work, so that he finally had to take
a leave of absence from the screen to re-

To correct OILY hair:

hair:

burnt-out looking hair.

Olive Oil

Fredric March has a nicely developed
body, which he knows how to handle, but
he used to have me come out to his house
early every morning to build him up after
he had the flu, or when he knew he was

DRY

OLIVE OIL

SHAMPOO

PINE TAR

SHAMPOO

I

for

DRY

hair

\

for OILY hair

SCREENLAND
I

on necessary weight, but

my

himself into

hands,

I

up.

other; lengthen the sway until first one,
then the other, can lie back flat on the
If this is done to music, it will be
floor.
found a rhythmical exercise of great bene-

he would put
could build him

if

„'<.

..

you who are suffering from nervousness and underweight may get benefit
from following the course I will outline

Any

of

fit.

will
here, though a later issue in this series
be devoted to more detailed instructions.
But, taking Gary's case, the first thing
be to have
I would do with him would
him cut out smoking so many cigarettes.
would see that he got at least ten

Then

Let

list

difficult variation of the Mae
exercise for reducing the abdomen is
illustrated by Ida Lupino and myself. Seat
yourself on a stool, hands clasped behind
head, feet under some obstacle, or held by

A

I

me

;

repeat.

of those

who are especially interested in reducing,
off those
a few excellent exercises to take
too, too solid pounds
If you haven't a rowing

Two

/
Jeanette

Gay! Carefree! Bubbling over
with enthusiasm! Life's worth living
when digestion is good, when an-

noying little irritations aren't gnawing at your disposition.

To

help keep digestion in trim,

chew Beeman's. Chew it often. Chew
after meals. It is pure, wholeit aids digestion.
some, helpful

it

in the

house, here's an excellent substitute:
a
people sit on the floor facing one another
soles
box or covered brick separating the
other, knees
of one pair of shoes from the
rope
flexed a rope, (an ordinary skipping
the stronger
will do), held by both ends by
middle held
of the two persons, its looped
Straighten out legs then
by the other.
the
sway first toward one, then toward

Ci it
~£(r 'Cc iC 'li

machine

—

And its flavor is delicious — smooth,
cool, and refreshing. And kept fresh,
too _ for the new Triple Guard
Pack guarantees Beeman's fragrant
freshness until you puncture the
air-tight wrap. Try Beeman's now!

B EE MAN'S
PEPSIN GUM

o-ravely.

"Not many people seem

to realize

together,
that we've done only three films
You,
With
Hour
'One
Parade,'
'The Love
And I've made
Tonight.'
and 'Love
about fifteen pictures in all!
"Maurice has had successful films withwithout
I've had successful films
out me
is that we each
thing
whole
The
him
work best under Mr. Lubitsch, who is a
When both of us are working
o-enius'
good.
with him, the result is bound to be
for
all have such high hopes

Me

That's

why we

"

'The Merry Widow.'
she thought oi
I asked Jeanette what

jealous of her
the stories that Maurice was
had compapers
the
of
Some
success.
mented that he didn't want her opposite him
Merry Widow" because her part

"The
would be larger than

his.

just nonsense," answered the
roles
lovely songstress. "The two leading
importance.
equal
of
are at least

"That's

artist
"Besides, Maurice is too fine an
steal the
might
I
that
worry
to
to have
Then too, he's interested not only
picture.
in the picture
in his own performance, but
the exsacrifice
wouldn't
He
as a whole.
interior
cellence of a film by demanding
would show
players, just so his own work
too well
Maurice
know
I
to advantage.
to believe that
"And not believing that, how can 1 imOr give
agine that he is jealous of me?_
when
credence to such reports ? ^Especially
.

he has no possible reason?"
had
She told me how eager everyone
to
been for her and Maurice and Lubitsch

make "The Merry Widow."

have been
"I really think the fans would
disappointed if we didn't," she declared

"Right after 'The Love Parade
my very first picture they began to
make
write letters urging that we three
spread
rumors
When
Widow.'
'The Merry

smilingly.

AIDS DIGESTION

Then

reverse the position and he on your
stool, hands clasped as before,

stomach on

feet held as before,

head touches

floor,

and bend forward

until

return to position and

repeat.

The "land crawl"

is

an excellent exercise

for limbering up and keeping generally fit.
Lie flat on floor, face down; raise head
and cross arms in front; bring right leg
forward on floor, then slide right arm to-

right foot until you can touch your
position;
toe with your fingers; return to
repeat with left arm and leg. Do this half

ward

a dozen times.
(Next month, James Davies continues his
series of exclusive advice to SCREENLAND
readers who want to have a Hollywood
figure.)

Wins!

Continued from page 20

in

Chew

more

someone, (as I am shown holding Miss
bend
Lupino's feet in the illustration)
slowly backward until your head touches
the floor, then rise to first position, and

list.

now, for the benefit

.

West

him
hours' sleep every night. I would have
swim every day, beginning with a short
good
dip and continuing until he could do a
I would haye
half an hour in the water.
him walk as much as possible; he could
stay
ride if he liked, but he would have to
the day.
in the open the major part of
quantities of
I would see that he ate
an
good, nourishing food, whether he had
milk and
appetite or not, with plenty of
would
fresh eggs— a good steak once a day
be included on his diet

.

,
can do this, after a fashion, by youron the
flat
Lying
rope.
self without the
back, you stretch arms upward, bring legs
up to join them and sway upward and
forward until you reach a sitting posture.

You

—

would
to the effect that some other star
was
play one of the major roles, the studio
deluged with letters of protest.

"Newspapers and magazines were literflooded with demands that Maurice
and I do the picture. Mr.
Lubitsch
and
Thalberg at M-G-M received numberless

ally

petitions in our behalf.
Paris,
very special fans
"One of
Presti, has done a most exquisite
painting of me as the Widow. It's on ex-

my

m

Emma

a well-known salon over
she heard that I might not
She
role, she was heartbroken.
wrote to me that I simply must play the
Widow, or her portrait would be useless
Well—" Jeanette laughed a little ?"_"—
couldn't let that happen, now could I
American fans aren't supposed to be
are.
loyal or tolerant, the way Europeans
But Jeanette's fans— American, European,
and every other kind—have been unswervreally
ing in their loyalty. Jeanette finds it
is
touching, this intense adoration that

hibition
there.
get the

now

in

When

bestowed upon her.
she
"It restores all my faith in people,
"It makes me feel that I
says tenderly.
must be worthy."
She told me that Lubitsch had not yet
decided in what period he was going to set
It will be in whatever period
the story.
gives Jeanette the most flattering costumes
and hair arrangements.
wears
"It doesn't matter to Maurice—he
red-head
a uniform anyhow," the exquisite
"Mr. Lubitsch has been talking
explained
Those are
about bustles and little curls.
think
awfully flattering, but somehow I
the
for
girlish
and
sweet
they're much too
Widow. It seems to me that she was
definitely a sophisticate."

"The "Merry Widow" was first produced
which was the era of wide-brimmed
plumes, and pompadours, acflowing
hats,
in 1903,

June

for

19

3 4

cording to Jeanette.
"And since I can wear pompadours as
easily as curls, we'll probably do it in that
period."
I

asked Jeanette what other plans she

had for the

future.

"Well, after 'The Merry Widow,' I'm to
do 'Naughty Marietta,'" she told me excitedly.
"Isn't that perfect?
Victor Herbert's lovely melodies."
Her voice trailed
off into ecstatic silence.
"And then to Europe

again?"
My next concert
tour will be in South America.
They
want me, and I like the idea of combining
work and travel. Besides, I can fit such a
tour into my program perfectly by going
during the summer. That's winter for them

"No,

I don't

think

so.

—the height of their theatrical season."
"You really ought to go to China,"
said jokingly,

remembering Jeanette's

I

tre-

mendous popularity among the Orientals.
"And I shall!" she answered seriously.
Not now. But as soon as it's peaceful
(<

enough, I'm going to pack my music and
set out for the Far East!"
Jeanette certainly is looking ahead. Right
now, though, her one thought is to make
"The Merry Widow" all that her fans have

dreamed

it

would

be.

Garbo

vs.

Sten

Continued from page 27
glimpse of Garbo's twin on the screen.
What they saw was a radiant vision who
did, in the delicate purity of her
features,
in the high cheekbones and shadowy hollows of her face, suggest the Swedish girl
a vision, besides, whose
every pose,
every turn of the head, every shade of expression was an aesthetic treat to watch.
If I had to classify Dietrich,
I should
place her somewhere between Garbo and
Sten. She has the poetic beauty of the one,
without her elusiveness, and, in a more
subtle form, the irresistible sex appeal
of
the other.
It's my private opinion that if
anyone had been able to rock the Garbo
throne, it would have been she.
The fact
that she didn't, but won her own wide
following instead, is a tribute to the individuality of both.
For it soon became evident
that the resemblance between them
was
merely superficial, and that the essence of

—

their charm was as different as black
from
white, a difference which may perhaps

be
the conviction that men
adore Dietrich and understand her;
worship Garbo and be baffled by her.
for Hepburn, who has been nomi-

summed up
would
would

As

in

nated Garbo's successor by more than one
canny prophet, I can't see it. If Hepburn
is anything, she's the
spirit of modernity
typical of its strength and weaknesses,
bhe represents the uncompromising can„' the dri ving intelligence, the scorn for
all flabbiness which we
associate with the
young of today. She seems to me far more
easily at home in the brusquerie
of "Spitfire,
the self -absorption of "MorningUory, in the eager impatience of the first
part of "A Bill of Divorcement,"
than in
any scenes of warmth or tenderness
I have
watched her play. She carries conviction
as the standard-bearer of
courage and gallantry, but faced with the
necessity of displaying the softer emotions, she
seems to
me cloaked at once in self-consciousness,
.

m

gauche by comparison with Garbo's
grace
immature by comparison with Garbo's
mellow experience.
Yet none of these things have any
importance, in view of her
tremendous
—an appeal which may very well be appeal
based
on the fact that she's unlike
Garbo. And
always will be, unless I'm wide
of the mark

Why this Mark % means good light at low cost
EVER
first

since the days of Edison's
crude lamp, General Electric Re-

consumed.
dry.

But this gas has to be

A single drop of water

search Laboratories have been delving
deeper and deeper into the mysteries

could ruin
100,000 lamps! So the scientists in the
"House of Magic" found a way to

of light. Year after year IVIazda lamps

make

have been improved
has cost less and less.
.

.

.

good

light

Here is a striking example. Gas-filled
lamps give more light for the current

the gas 100 times drier than
the air of the Sahara Desert!

Lamps from the "House of Magic"
give you good light at low cost.
Look for the mark ||| on every bulb.

EDISON MAZDA LAMPS
GENERAL

@ ELECTRIC

SCREENLAND
cluded

timeless— while, whatever
Hepburn, it s dimthe years may bring to
anything but an
as
her
of
conceive
'to

For

Garbo

cult

child

Anglo-Saxon

of

you—

the twentieth cen-

if,

tU

\Vhen

first

I

saw Dorothea Wieck

in

the strong,
in Uniform," noted
dignity of mansweet face and the gracious
force beating
ner felt a kind of spiritual
on the screen,
out at me from her shadow
heartbreakfound myself enthralled by the
I thought:
performance,
her
ing beauty of
might—
"Here's someone who might— just
Not beat
money.
her
for
run
a
Garbo
give
jealously,
her" I hastened to assure myself
"—'just give her an interesting time.
11
Well, and so she might have.
Unfortunately
now
probably never know
afford for Miss
there was no one who could
for Anna
provided
advantages
Wieck the
still a tongueSten English was obviously
put to work,
twister to her when she was
characterizations
her
the result being that
of her memlacked the ease and authority
Bembnrg.
von
Fraulein
orable
pictures seemed
In addition to which, her
sole object ot
the
with
chosen
been
have
to
and look
weep
to
chance
giving her a
Certainly she did little e se
mournful.
Miss
Song" and
throughout "Cradle
effectively,
very
it
did
She
Fane's Baby."
monotony about
to be sure, but there was a

"Maedchen

Clark Gable and Claudette Colbert
in "It

Happened One Night," a Columbia Picture

terious,
nor exotic.

She's merely an actress, to
applied
the word "great" may be
misgivings.
of
fear
without
may feel a little flat when she makes

whom

You

Princess Cathfirst appearance as the
but thorerine—the princess with the nice
as scene folBut
face.
unexciting
oughly
that you re
lows scene, you begin to realize
ot art, a
watching the creation of a work
and
word
Every
acting.
perfect piece of
is unvesture, every pause and inflection

her

Your mind
erringly, exquisitely right
purely
becomes
and
ceases to be critical
final seappreciative, and by the time the
enslaved
quence has rolled around, you re
who
hand and foot— applauding the artist
made Catherine so believable a figure,
has
loving the

lt-

And

Lovely Skin

Men

And

A

CLEAR,

lovely skin, a fresh, radiant

complexion, eyes that sparkle— have
it
you these charms that win men s hearts.'
scientifically
new-type,
this
not, try eating
beauty
pasteurized yeast that is bringing
and vivacity to thousands of women.
mediSkin and complexion troubles, says
caused by concal science, are nearly always
condition.
stipation or a run-down, nervous
skin you
bad
of
causes
these
To combat
nutricertain
with
diet
need to enrich your
most comtive elements. In many of our
lackmon foods these elements are entirely
enough of them tor
ing. Few people get

rumor has it that she's
Which, if true, seems to me a

Whether or not she could
pity.
I rn less
stand up to Garbo doesn't matter.
could than 1
she
that
think
to
now
inclined
feeling that the
once was. But I can't help
von Bernburg
girl who gave us Fraulein
portrait to
notable
many
a
added
have
might
out by
losing
we're
ou? gallery, and that
letting her go.
who,
There's another German menace
banished from
with her pictures, has been
and is appearing at this writing
stage production.

mins B and G.
the
These precious elements strengthen
They fortify
digestive and intestinal organs.
Thus they
your weakened nervous system.
and vivacity that
aid in building the health
make you irresistible to others.
a
These results you get with a food, not
but
nothing
are
Tablets
Foam
drug Yeast

easynure yeast pressed into convenient,
process
toasting
scientific
A
form.
to-take
nut-like flavor.
gives this yeast a delicious,
discomfort and it is
It cannot cause gas or
always uniform.
laboratories
This veast is used by various

government
of the United States
many leading American universities
vitamin research.

and by

m their

druggist will supply you with Yeast
10-day bottle mil*
costs only 50c. Get one today!

Any

Foam Tablets. The

FREE: MAILTHIS COUPON
NORTHWESTERN YEAST CO.

TODAY
SC6

111.
1750 North Ashland Ave., Chicago,
descriptive circular.
Please send free sample and

Name
Address_

City

State,

If

you were

Novarro

Is

not

still— she's

And

Garbo.

a

the

faded

it

out,

leaving

me

staring

at the
through a mist of shame-faced tears
screen.
white
cold
Wherefore I give you an amendment to

"The Queen
an ancient salute
Long live the Queen!"
:

Catherstar of
to tell Elizabeth Bergner,
been inhad
name
her
that
Great,"
the
ine

maximum health.
Yeast Foam Tablets contain concentrated

substances. These
stores of these corrective
pure yeast is
tablets are pure yeast and
of the vitasource
food
known
richest
the

Then

,

Germany
in a London

made her such

which Garbo has, Bergner hasnt.
Nor any of the others.
close-up
In "Queen Christina" the final
which
ship
the
of
prow
the
at
shows her
lover back to Spain.
is bearing her dead
ship
As the wind billowed the sails and the
at
face
the
and
sea
to
out
moved slowly
closer, larger
the prow loomed closer and
and
and larger, I felt my heart tighten
ot
look
its
with
face
that
then swell. For
the face
pain transcended seemed to me
face of Helen
that poets sing about, the
Damozel, the
and Iseult and the Blessed
all lost dreams.
and
beauty
fabled
all
of
face

o-reat

Can't Resist!

has

thing

now

"through."

woman who

darling.

,

Get the Clear,

that

she projects on the screen.
mysFor Bergner is neither beautiful nor
neither glamorous nor seductive

We

•

an article dealing With possible

in

increduGarbo rivals, she'd probably open
well-behaved child
lous eyes and try like a
at
not to show that she was laughing
person
the
like
anything
she's
is,

is

still

lives

News Again

Continued from page 21
write

own

his

success

exciting

"The growth and development

story!
the

ot

the camera
actor himself are captured by
characterization
just as indelibly as the
transmitted to the
he is creating. Both are

screen

rise
"In that fact lies the secret of the
hor
of us.
one
every
and
each
of
or fall
playproof, just look around at the various
in pictures.
ers who have been or are now
progress
the
exception,
without
Almost
character
or degeneration of that person s
upon
can be gauged by following his work
'

the screen.
"Take the case of one of our best-known,
im(and at one time best-loved), foreign
he
picture
first
The
portations—a man.
role
his country offered him a

made

in

similar

to

that

which he por-

strangelv
contrast betrayed in his latest film. The
hearttween the two characterizations was

breaking

"The

!

difference

in

the

man—the

per-

unhappisonal problems he has had— the
the past
during
experienced
ness he has
upheaval he has
five years—the emotional
known—lay starkly and indecently bared
upon a million screens!
"He still acts as heartily— still wears his
But
yore.
hat at the same jaunty angle of
performhis
of
perfection
the mechanical
Today
ance cannot deceive the camera.
little cynical
a
perhaps
made
man
a
is
he

shadow
bv success. Therefore, when his
a shadow
flashes on the screen today, it is
heart-comlacking much of those lovable,
him
endeared
first
which
pelling qualities
to his audiences."
With original perception Mr. Novarro
all-seeing eye
also believes that it is this
for the
responsible
is
which
of the camera
playdifference in attitude toward screen
the
before
performers
other
all
ers and
public.

ques"It has remained an unanswered
actresses,
tion as to why screen actors and

allowed no
all other artists, are
know that the actor
personal lives.
eats
on the stage is seldom asked what he
dancgoes
he
whom
with
or
for breakfast,

among

in 0-

We

.

because the public accepts him
given to them— no more, no less.
pub"But we of the screen come to the
characters we are porlic not onlv as the
as the
traying, but, because of the camera,
Regardless
shadows of our real selves.
matter how corof our performances, no
catches somecamera
the
rect our work,
behind the
thino- of the man or woman
and it is this actual glimpse of

"That

as he

is

is

make-up—

personality which quite naturally intrigues the public."
Mr Novarro's logic sounds most reareal

sonable—especially in his

own

case.

His

1934

June

for

—

real life-story
the rise of a Mexican
to the topmost pinnacles of film fame

—

boy
and

fortune is
indeed romantic enough to
withstand the most penetrating scrutiny,
even by the camera's eye.
This authentic background, coupled with
this innate idealism, may be the reason
why, more than any actor on the screen
today, Novarro typifies romance, pure and
unadulterated.
There is an old-world,
dream-like quality of his love-making.
His ardor is always touched with tenderness, his passion with gentleness.
It is, as he says, the triumph of ideals
over reality.
"Regardless of anything that has ever
happened to me, I have never lost my faith
nor my ideals.
Naturally, in every life
there are discouragement and disillusionment. There are times when it is very dif-

'(AMR ROUND GIRIf
Begs
engagement

ficult to believe in the essential Tightness
of things. At such times, if we allow ourselves to become bitter, we are lost

"For myself,

is

broken

!

know

there is no 'Santa
believe in Christmas
It may sound foolish to realists, but I prefer to shut my eyes to the dishonesty, the
cowardice, the petty smallnesses which are
all around us in the world, and see only
those things which are fair.
Claus'

— but

"Perhaps

I

I

still

have been especially fortuhave had those persons in
my life who have helped me in keeping my
faith.
There have been some who have
never failed me.
So, I have been spared
I

nate in that

I

the difficult task of clinging to belief when
there was no one in whom I could believe.

"However, though he be disappointed a
million times, though his trust be betrayed
on every side, I think the man is richer
within himself, who still clings to his ideals,
than is he who becomes a cynic, believing
in nothing."
Despite his strong faith and incorruptible
ideals, there is one subject on which Mr.

Novarro refuses

to harbor illusions.
That
marriage for an artist in any city, but
most especially in Hollywood.
He adds his voice to those which have
already been raised in admitting the cinema capital a difficult and well-nigh imis

possible locale for conjugal bliss.
"I think it foolish and dangerous
for
any person to say just when he will or

—

won't marry. We all
ments are of no value
in love.

—

—

know that such statewhen one really falls

—

"And love real love comes without
warning. I think it better for an artist if
he remains single, as to do justice to his
work he must give it so much attention
that there is little time or energy left to
devote to any woman. But if and when he
falls in love
he is helpless to fight it !"

—

Ramon's present plans include an early
return to Hollywood, and the completion
of another picture to follow "Laughing
Boy." After which, he hopes to go to London to produce a play he has written, enpresent "But It Won't Last."
"It is a tragedy, and I know that everyone will say it is autobiographical but it
titled at

—

only partly

so.
It is the story of a moactor and the leading role,
which I will play myself, is so intense and
heavy that I feel sure I will be able to play
it for only a couple of months.
Then I
will be so worn out that I will have to
take a long rest."
is

tion

picture

—

EVERYBODY guessed the trouble except
poor Peg herself.
friends were sorry but unsympathetic.
"After all, you can't blame Henry," they said.
"Peg is a dear in lots of ways, but she
certainly is slow in others. We've often tried
to ease it over to her about disagreeable
underarm odor. We've talked about how we

Her

all

use

Mum.

"But

she's either

stubborn or dumb. Said
that soap and

she didn't need anything

—

water were good enough for her. Well, that's
Peg's mistake."
How foolish it is to take a chance on offending with the ugly odor of underarm perspiration, when you can have all-day protection
in just half a minute!

That's all it takes to use IVIum. And you
can use it any time after you're dressed as
well as before. For it's harmless to clothing.
It's soothing to the skin, too. Prove this
by shaving your underarms and using

Mum

immediately.

Count on

Mum

to keep you safe from odor
preventing the perspiration itself.
Mfg. Co., Inc., 75 West St., New York.

without

Mum

TAKES THE
ODOR OUT OF
PERSPIRATION

This rest will probably mean a return to
pictures.
While under no term contract at Metro-GoldwynMayer, Mr. Novarro expects to make two
pictures a year for that organization, the
vehicles to be selected by mutual agree-

Hollywood and more

ment.

He
of

prefers costume-dramas with a touch
and romantic, of course. Be-

comedy

tween
tours.

—

films,

he will continue his concert
is really nothing that a
with ideals cannot do

For there

young man

USE

MUM

FOR THIS, TOO.

Mum is won-

derful to use as a deodorant

napkins. Enjoy

its

on sanitary
protection in this way
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happens, eyes will concentrate upon Miss
Gaynor, for she has a tremendous magnetic personality.
Thus, she will be the
more attractive, but provenly not the more
beautiful.
And of course, of the two, attractiveness is more important to motion
pictures.

OUT OF SO MANY
THINGS. SUCH A

Long,

PRETTY GIRL, TOO.

so-called "master scenes" were
largely responsible for the disappearance
of beauty from the screen.
This title is
applied to those lengthy conversational sequences that run for minutes without interruption.
Untrained actresses could not

TWO HOURS BEFORE

IM GLAD SHES
C0MIN6 TONI6HT
SUE. she's left'

I

SO DO

I

,

THE PARTY

MOTHER.

SHE DOESN'T
REALIZE HOW SHE
SOMETIMES OFFENDS
WANT TO HELP HER

SO SWEET OF YOU,
SUEJO LET ME COME

DELIGHTED TO
HAVE YOU DEAR.
THE BATHROOM'S
RIGHT NEXT DOOR

STRAIGHT FROM THE
OFFICE AND DRESS
HERE FOR THE PARTY/

I

FEEL SORRY

FOR HER

WHEN YOU WANT
YOUR BATH

cope with them.
I predict the return of feminine pulchritude.
I base my prediction on the fact
that sound picture technicians are rapidly
learning how to handle their mechanical
project.
Over-long scenes are becoming
rarer. Action is being speeded, and shorter
scenes are now in order. Thus, training is

becoming less and less important.
Now
an actress need not be able to memorize
and enact those lengthy, difficult sequences.
The director is again in a position where
he can mold his leading lady's actions to
suit himself.
It is evident to me that the motion picture producers realize that beauty is on its
way back to the screen, for I have perceived among the younger girls who are
being groomed for future stellar roles
great number of really beautiful persons.
few years from now, when screen tech-

—

—

A

nique has

been thoroughly mastered and

directors are once again able to sculp
putty-like beauties and make them appear
talented, the screen will again be decorated with real beauty.
That time isn't here as yet, nor will it
come too soon for fans who idolize present-day stars. Until that day does come,
the Crawfords and Garbos and Dietrichs
will continue to rule the screen.

By

Cecil
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LATHER

DeMille

Continued from page 29
and eyes and mouth, and with every word
which she speaks. There is a very general
term which covers this "personality" but
there is more to it than the mere accepted
connotation of this word.
Mr. Carroll points out Marlene Dietrich
and Greta Garbo as women who fall below

—

"accepted

standards"

of

—

beauty.

Let

us

assume for the sake of argument that he
is correct in the flaws he has discovered
in their physical make-up.
The question,
then, is why do millions of women try to
emulate these actresses in dress, mannerisms, make-up and coiffure, instead of copying the

more

beautiful five-and-ten saleslady? As a matter of fact, if we examine
more closely into facts, we'll actually find
that five-and-ten sales-girl also copying her
favorite star.
The reason is that the force of beauty ex-

pressed through what we call personality
is more
convincing and impressive than
surface perfection.
Pure beauty is cold and lifeless. It is
found only in chiseled marble, or in marble-like women
but it is not life.
The
nearer one approaches the ultimate in
beauty, the nearer one gets to the inanimate.
Mr. Carroll himself unwittingly proved
my point when he said that the silent
screen possessed more purely beautiful
women than the present talking screen. If
we follow the course that beauty takes,
we will learn why this is so.
Let us start with the Greek statue which
possesses that thrilling perfection of line
and form which Mr. Carroll finds so sadly
lacking in Hollywood.
The nearest thing
to the statue is a girl whose body and

—
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.
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cavorted to the R.K.O. gate. Don t
to think.
stop, George," I said, "I want
list of women repthe
over
mulling
was
I
endeavor.
resented in every other field of
aviation.
Amelia Earhart

We

There was
Mrs Lindbergh rode shoulder

m

to shoulder

June

for

1934
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with Lindy.

Helen Wills and Miss Jacobs ruled the tennis court. Miss Perkins
presided in the Cabinet. The feminine rostrum of fame glittered with

literary lights.

Willa
Buck.

Cather.
Sigfrid
Undset.
Pearl
The theatre applauded its feminine
wits.
Rachel Crothers.
Edna Ferber.
Science was a man's game but there was
Madame Curie to challenge that out-dated
statement. Women deep-sea divers. Women
explorers.
Women evangelists. Women
everywhere but behind the scene in Holly-

—

wood.
tried to be a sport,

I

though a losing one.

George, there are women holding
important positions in this motion picture
business."
Brightly: "What about the
"But,

stars ?"

'What about 'em? Most of the stars
have no more to do with making pictures
than wax figures have to do with making
shop-windows.
Every one of them was
hand-picked by a man, either a casting director, a unit producer or a young Thalberg."

And George was

I had to admit,
Golly, how I hated
to
The stars had no voice in the days
of the silent picture.
And now with the
advent of the talkies, the only voice they
have is that which is given them in the
lines of dialogue, written usually,
by a

though

hated

I

right,

to.

!

man.

"Look here!" said George placatingly.
"There's a handful of lady writers," offering me the handful. "There's Anita Loos.
Sonya Levien.
There's Agnes Christine
Johnson. Sarah Mason. Adela Rogers St.
Johns.
Marion Dix. Jay Gelzer. Jeanie
MacPherson. Frances Marion."
Yes, there's Frances Marion, who, competing against men as well as women,
walked off with three out of four Motion
Picture Academy awards for the best orig-

Mix Eagle Brand Sweetened Condensed Milk
and shredded coconut together. Drop by spoonon a well-buttered pan, about one inch apart.
Bake in a moderate oven (350° F.) until a delicate

fuls

brown. Makes two dozen.

• What a recipe! Just two ingredients! Yet
watch these crunchy, crispy, coconutty macaroons make a tremendous hit! # But remember
Evaporated Milk won't
can't
succeed in
this recipe. You must use Sweetened Condensed

inal story of the year.

now you have

But

the startling fact.
a man's world
gagman (whoever heard of a gagwoman?), or an author, usually a man
gets an idea. He submits it to a producer
man. The producer gives it to the director a man.
The director gives it to
the continuity writer a man.
The continuity writer gives it to a dialogue writer
a man. The daily rushes are run off by
a projectionist— a man; the picture completed with the help of an editor a man,
who passes it along to the executive:
man, who gives it to a salesman!
He
sells the picture to theatre exhibitors and
the exhibitors show it to their audiences.
And here's the Big Surprise!
This man-made entertainment is served
to an audience composed mainly of women.

Hollywood

is

—

A

—a

—

Milk. Just remember the

—

—

MAGIC!

—

an even 82 per

FREE!

MARVELOUS NEW COOK BOOK!

Contains dozens of short-cuts to caramel,
chocolate and lemon good things— also magic tricks with candies,
cookies, ice cream, salad dressings!
Just address: The Borden Co., Dept. SU64,
350 Madison Avenue,

New

York, N. Y.

Name

Quality

Street..

In fact, women constitute 81.7 of motion
picture audiences.
Let's be generous and
it

name Eagle Brand.

—

—

call

—

—

City....

State

(Print

name and

address plainly)

cent.

And what was Hollywood

doing about

that 82 per cent?

what I asked George because
what the women had been asking me.
And while George consulted his Blue
Book for the answer that was not there,
That's

that's

reviewed the history of show-business'
Egyptian
festivals,
Greek
marathons,
Spanish bull-fights—all of them were manmade entertainment for men. Men lorded
it on the circus
lot.
A showman was a
showman with the accent on the man. And
when a new entertainment developed—the
motion picture it was still man-made entertainment for men. Justly so, because at
I

—

first,

the audiences, in the majority,

men.

Ask any man
movies and
the

what's

you'll get
one.
The

were

wrong with the
every answer but

right
women insist that
they are made by men from a
masculine
point of view. Woman's main interest
lies
in clothes, children, and
romance. Man's

main interest lies in achievement,
and war.
The Gulf of Mexico

science,
lies

be-

tween.

The man who

thinks he

knows

all about
themselves can
only approximate what other women want.
The exhibitor will tell you that if he
gets the women into the theatre, he gets
the men.
Men may take women to the
movies.
But the women choose the pic-

women

is

a fool.

Women

ture.

Yet, because of the age-old tradition of
masculine supremacy, the producers still
make pictures for men even though the
women^ control the vote and the veto.
That's why the wily theatre-owner invented the handsome doorman, the bowing

—

usher.
He called in architects to build
theatres with beautiful Elizabethan retiring rooms.
He gathered curios from all

parts of the world to make a perfect setting for the blazing diamond.
Yet on the
screen, as out of place as a cuspidor in
a
lady's boudoir, man-made entertainment is

Why

still
being served to women.
do
prize-fighter pictures flop?
Don't ask the

Ask the women!
The news-reel is another instance of
man-made entertainment for men. Train
men.

—

wrecks.

Airplane stunts.
Sham navy
manceuyers showing battleships being blown
into bits.
Cameramen being men naturally shoot what interests men, forgetting
that they are shooting for one man and

—

—

four women.

Women

do not contend that men cannot
for women.
They can

make entertainment

—after a fashion.

But women have more
than

men

in the

critical

judgment

matter of costume, home-
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"Here

is

the

furnishing,

S ECRE T

That is why the women fans suggest havstudio to
ing a woman's keen eye at the
else,
nothing
If
details.
supervise the
women could detect the incongruous boners

soys
JiattftlittM

love-making.

ami

etiquette,

that frequently appear in pictures.
The script girl on the set does her best
appears
to catch the scene' in which the star
no
wearing
stairway
the
of
at the top
botgloves, yet miraculously arrives at the
tom wearing sixteen-button lengths. The

.

which

script girl tries to catch the scene in

by his
is given a black necktie
And
pearl.
pale
in
emerge
to
only
valet,
The script girl
a bow-tie into the bargain
five mintries to catch the clock that reads
hangs
man
property
the
when
utes to noon
the actor

!

and remains five minutes to noon
through a meeting, hating, loving and
mating scene!
,
,
The boners are not the fault of the script
She has no voice of
girl poor little thing
in place

it

all

George was pulling up

What

Who

I'll be driving this bus."
"In that case," said George, "let me give
you a little present. Can't get along without t -_" and he held out the Blue Book.

and

j

C

al
°If 'you

MOON GLOW—
MOON GLOW
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)
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was a limp
in an agony

it

the hat.
"I stayed away

lowness. She found the
secret of real complexion
beauty in NR Tablets
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^rJT

f f/
' —
.

CDETSTI

rtlttl
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1934
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(Nature'sRemedy).They

—

headaches, dullness vanish.

gold& blue
Calendar-

Thermometer — samples
NR and Tama. Send
name, address^etamp to

At all druggists'

—only 25c.

still

talking about

and

clothes.

I

men and

men

clothes,

can't handle the

could when

I

line

any

was

But

.

I

make

how he's going to take it.
woman
a mistake when I'm playing with a
they
what
know
You
death.
to
I'm scared
The raised eyebrows, and that,
o-ive you.
man may call
Well my deah, realleh !'
can take that.
I
but
face,
your
you a' fool to
knifing from a woman.
I can't take a polite
as in
So, at parties in Hollywood, just
a
up
the old davs, Wynne usually ends
to
0"f course the men drift over
corner.
stand
that corner too, before long, and
her in rings. And that doesn t exif

A

4

MONEY
MAKE Nome

m

!

steady income each week, working at home,
EARN
Learn famous
coloring photos and miniatures in
oil.

this
"Koehne Method" in few weeks. Work done bytalent
method in big demand. No experience nor art
lor
Send
this
way.
needed Many become independent
free booklet,

"Make Money

at

Home."

NATIONAL ART SCHOOL.

Inc.

.

3601 Michigan Avenue, Dept. 443-A, Chicago, Illinois

F F
D R UREMOVED
A N POSITIVELY
D
QUICKLY

around
actly endear her

to the other gals_, either.

Oh yes—women in Hollywood are just like
your women friends in your own home

with Patrician TARENOL Dandruff Remover and StamP?
healths
Stimulates growth, insures luxurious hair and
stores
Sold with money-back guarantee, at all good
scalp.

Only more so!
So now, to make it simpler, Wynne just
The last one
doesn't go to parties at all.
door
she went to, she hardly got inside the
spilt a
and
up
came
actress
another
before

or direct.

drink

and

-

Large size 75c

Regular size 50c

Mention

if for oily or

dry hair

PATRICIAN LABORATORIES,
17 East 4Stli St., Dept. C, New

Ltd.

A ork

"town.

all

down

the front of her nice

new

Wynne
my throat.

says.

"A nice, pink drink,"
dress.
"I looked as if I'd just cut
I

All
could do was head for the good old corner

the salesgirls
again.

of

in

Woman-shy,
She

can't

understand

"Most
"You
groans.

think.

she

the

the

stores!

way women

them are fixers," she
them a secret, and
tell
all over town out of some

of

they'll spread it
outlandish notion that they're 'helping' you."
Once, not so long ago, she had a crush on

of the
late for

a kid.
better today than I
"Or suppose we play bridge. If my partI know
ner's a man, and I pull a boner,

TO-NIGHT
TOMORROW ALRIGHT

scared

girls for the

tricks

When

doesn't.

.

.

little

Winnie

asks them to send out some dresses for her
There
to look at, and just grabs anything.
in front of
is no -parading back and forth
And you couldn't drag her out
mirrors.
You
shopping with a block and tackle.
won't believe me when I tell you why. She's

Winnie cried and
She didnt
shame.

so far as the
And today, it's too
trade went.
can
her to learn. She knows it. But what
she do about it?
When 1
"It's still the same," she says.
are
go to Hollywood parties the women

cleansed and cleared the
it,
eliminative tract—correctdrove out the poisonous
ed sluggish bowel action
wastes. She felt better, too, full of pep, tingling with
vitality. Try this mild, safe, dependable, all-vegetable
corrective tonight. See your complexion improve, see

M

of

if

where you learn how different
women Wynne is. For a movie

wants something to wear she phones a shop,

ruin.

from other

herself,

~''~*>

my

is

But

oats.

good and simple reason that every time 1
was around them things went wrong, she
And, the longer she stayed away
says.
from them, of course, the less chance she
had of ever learning really to be a woman

blotches, pimples or sal-

'

_

Winnie a lovely

owned

Long ago she learned that
no cosmetic would hide
I

girl friend lent

!

flawless clear white skin.

all

— there,

anywhere,
from most

know how to keep hats out of the
To this day she has never been able
rain
girl who
to get up courage to speak to the

Secret
her friend she conTOfessed
the secret of her

corners

when women were around!"
And speaking of new dresses

life,

even

Great Complexion

in

actress not to care about clothes is about
the same as for a horse not to care about

cried,

kWH.SPER.ED

Boy, I've lived

about boys as romantic devils."

home

P**--"

Of?

Gibson

made
hat very hoopsie-doopsie at the time,
She wore it, one night
out of horsehair.
when it was raining, and when she got

and No.

Mjgf'V

woman!"

again.

Once a

Name
State

_

said,

I

To me they were just
creatures, to them.
At parties 1
with.
rough-house
guys to
I was
used to sneak off and hide in corners,
to talk
able
being
not
about
embarrassed
so

>

City

— Hmm,"

Continued from page 32

polish than
paid $1 you couldn't get finer nail
the new favorite everyHollywood's own
your drug
size
or
10c
the
for
store
\4 vour 10c
where
Nail Polish in a 1
store for the 25c size of
today
mafljhejm^
Mnnrt_s^pply_you.
If they
shades

St.

"written by a

Wynne

Medium,

Natural,

About Hollywood'

" 'All

Little Girls Afraid

Are

of your hands
You will be delighted with the smartness
Nail,PoWh.
When you beautify them with MOON(GLOW
shades
Keen on your shelf all of the six MOON GLOW
and
Carmine
Pearl,
Platinum
Kose,

the bus ter-

to

minal. "This world began with Adam and
end of time."
it'll be a man's world to the
"Don't you believe it," I challenged.
According to the
"The women don't.
Theosophists, we all take turns in being
born. That means next time, I'll be a man.
can tell ? Maybe you'll be the writer

Her opinions are usually given
authority.
After all,
in a polite mouse-like whisper.

^our fKands

little

big he-men.

ink.

!

beautifies

merely a

made by

scenes for the sake of footage.
There, boners are born that make the
female of the specie known as fan bristle
indignation with pen, pink paper, and blue

'

NAIL POLISH

is

eliminate

•'

MOON GLOW

woman and

the movies
Eagle-eyed as
she is on the set, boners will appear in spite
They crop up in the cutting-room
of her.
where the picture is rolled in its can to

she
are

:

(She won't tell his name.) Any
a man.
way, she had to have someone to tell how
wonderful he was, so she unburdened the
to just one; lone friend

news

—female.

Do

Can you guess it?
It was all over town by the next
Not only that, but Wynne's

you know the rest?

You

did

!

morning.
friend

him

in question and told
Just
crazy about him

phoned the man

Wynne was

!

helping things along, you know. The result
being that Wynne is so embarrassed she has
never been able to look at the man since,
and what might have been a romance has
gone up the chimney.
Around the studios Wynne has a reputaWhen she isn't wisetion for clowning.
;rackmg she's jabbering away a mile-a-mmEspecially when other women are
ute.
lot of people think that's all
around.
there is to it that she just likes to clown.
of emIf they could only know the agonies
barrassment and self-consciousness she's
Let the plainest little extra
undergoing!

A

girl

—

come within a block

of her,

and

Wynne

about how homely she,
Wynne, is how clumsy, how badly dressed.
has for her
It's just that old shyness she
own sex. She uses the wise-cracking and
the clowning to cover it up.
For she does want women friends, bne d
give her right arm for them. Not long ago
Wynne and another girl decided to take a
The other girl
trip up to San Francisco.
starts

thinking
;

June

for

19

3 4

wasn't in pictures, and didn't have much
money. Wynne said to herself and this is
the .way she thinks
"Now, if I go and
spend a lot of money on clothes, she's going
to feel terrible."
So she packed nothing
but a lot of old dresses.
You can guess
what happened. The other girl hocked her
salary and put it all on her back for the
trip.
She arrived in San Francisco looking
like a movie actress, and Wynne looked
like something found in an alley ash-can.
But that's not the point.
The point is,
Wynne was willing to go out of her way
that far to keep from hurting a woman

the two men that were her husbands. Well,
I don't know how she got along with her
first one, Murray Queen, because I don't

—

—

know anything about him at all. But I
know a little story about her second husband that'll show you just how well she got
along with him. John Galledet, his name
and the story happened only a couple of
weeks ago. Wynne came into the Brown
Derby for lunch alone, and sat down at a
table.
Looking up from the menu, she saw
a face at the table on her right that struck
her as familiar and recognized the man as
the best man at her second wedding.
But
is,

—

was only a mild surprise to what happened next!
Glancing the other way, at
the table- on her left, she saw a face that
looked still more familiar. The man who
owned that face promptly stood up and

friend.

that

She isn't so shy at those poker parties
Men, from executives to prop hoys, talk to
her as they'd talk to their kid brothers.
Men understand Wynne and she understands them. The virtue she most admires
is
the virtue men most admire
squareshooting.
She has made her own way in
the world like a man, "not asking nothing
from nobody."
When you say Winnie gets along with
men and not with women, you sort of find
yourself, wondering how she got along with

-

grinned.

—

.

v

"Maybe you

don't

remember me, Miss

Gibson," he said, "but I'm Mr. Galledet,
your second husband."
Wynne shrieked with laughter. It wasn't
a gag, it was really an accident. Wynne
and John went out on a date together that
night and had a swell time.

Glenda

Farrell

Continued from page 33
up there," Miss Farrell recalls, "and I was
generally kept dangling for several minutes
before I was let down. I used to cry every
time I had to 'go to heaven' at night.
Whether I was already afraid of the dark
or whether those experiences taught me to
be afraid, I don't quite know. I do remember, though, that I liked to 'go to heaven'
in the afternoons when we played matinees.
I could float around up there then, chasing
the flies that always gather in the top of
'

"Once or twice I made so much noise
doing it that I was scolded when I came
'down

to earth

The

screen's

!'

"

most successful "gold-dig-

ger" has been earning her own living since
she was seven years old. She ought to be
self-reliant, sure of herself, fearless.
But
she isn't. She appears to live in a state of
constant terror.
Just what it is she fears
nobody seems to know.
Perhaps she
doesn't know herself.
victim of sleepless nights and galloping nightmares, she
plunges into her day-time activities with
an energy that seems sometimes to be born

A

of desperation.

in

motion pic-

Most of them have sought to delve
her somewhat unhappy past. She will

into

probably not like this story any better because it tries to explain her not-too-happy
present.
The principal reason why Glenda is not
happy at the present time is that she feels
that her screen career got started off on the
wrong foot and that she can't change the
pace.
series of brilliant performances in
"Life Begins," "I
a Fugitive From a

is

known about Glenda Farrell's
is known about that of

Am

Chain Gang," "The Wax Mu seum," and
opposite Paul Muni in "Hi, Nellie!" made
her a marked woman. The public accepted
her as it accepted Winnie Lightner a few
years ago, as a wise-cracking, rough-andtumble young actress who could play tough
girls and newspaper sob sisters but as one
who could not be expected to be either
subtle or sophisticated in a polished way.
Now subtle and sophisticated and polished
comedy had been Miss Farrell's chief claim

fame on the New York stage.
"I'm not a wise-cracking, slap-stick
comedienne," she explodes.
"At least I
wasn't before I came to pictures.
to

real life story than

any other well-established player in Hollywood. Between the time of the Little Eva
roles and Miss Farrell's appearance in New
York in "The Rear Car" and as support for
Alice Brady in "Love, Honor, and Betray"
there are long lapses which the lady has
never been persuaded to talk about

known

"The

truth

is,"

she adds,

"I haven't

a

funny bone in my body. I can't tell a joke
so that it sounds like anything.
I'm not a
punster.
I never think of the smart answers until it's too late to use them.
"But because I started in pictures that
way I'm probably doomed to be a fast-

in de-

talking, slang-slinging character actress all
the rest of
days."

that she played in stock in

other thing that worries this strange
young woman constantly, is the state of her
health.
She insists that she is half sick, a
nervous wreck, and momentarily in danger
of a break-down in health and nerves.
She doesn't look it and on occasions when
she is too busy to worry about herself, she
doesn't act it. She has worked as hard or
harder than any other actress in pictures
during the past two years, and with few
vacations, but she looks plump and young
and saucy (and a bit out of temper), when
she complains.
Shortly after the start of the picture,
"One Man Woman," in which she shares
leading roles with Pat O'Brien, Miss Farrell announced that she had gone on a
special diet under a doctor's orders.
On her dressing-room table lay a large

my

tail.

It is

she started working

A

a tent.

Less

since
tures.

San Diego, Los Angeles, and San FranIt is known, too, that she married
and was eventually divorced and that ninecisco.

year-old Tommy, the child of that marriage,
is her dearest possession and the inspiration for all her hard work and her determined climb to success.
Glenda Farrell was born in Enid, Oklahoma, twenty-nine years ago. She started
on the road with the "Uncle Tom's Cabin"
company just seven years later.
Somewhere along that route to fame she acquired
her strange fears, her terror of the dark
and of being alone, and that unconquerable
complex which makes her Hollywood's most
timid actress.
Miss Farrell hasn't liked many of' the
Stories that have been written about her

,

One
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she seems to possess and if she might be
allowed to change the type of role she
Since she can t
plays, she would be happy.

it apcandy bar, a special confection which,
afterpears is delivered to her set each

was

noon. She unwrapped it hungrily.
inches long two
a large bar, fully five
half thick.
inches wide and an inch and a
sandwich, with nutIt was a kind of candy
chocolate slabs
filled fondant between
"The doctor says," she confided, "that 1
aftercan have one piece of candy each
this
Well,
gently.
it
nibbled
She
noon."
It

do these things, she

We

that piece."
It

must have weighed

,

pound

half a

happy-go-

young lady who can wisecrack her way out of trouble and who
could, if necessary, live on her wits.
But Glenda Farrell isn't that kind of a
She is a cautious, timid
young woman.
money
soul, who knows exactly how much
under
she has in the bank and who looks

lucky, care-free

'

is

isn't.

like to think of her as a

!

the bed each night before she retires.
She is the haunted lady of the movies

Miss Farre 1 could
It appears then that if
the good health
sleep nights and could enjoy

in 5 Years!

$250,000

Continued from page 59
Hepburn

She is so
than it does here.
sincere.
earnest, so vehement, so obviously
these
about
way
my
have
can't
I
laudatory

Ml
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time

rich-lathering
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the youthful gleam of radiant gold,
light hair.
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Trv

today.

it
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in
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—
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a

to

I

like I did.

was happy

She seldom names anyone

then,

only

Rand
N. Y.

spend seventy-five dollars a week
save
and have everything I like and need. 1
I

my

salary.

I

appreciate the nice

have here which I didn t have
apartment
have
I enjoy knowing that 1
in New York.
dinner
my
have
will
who
home
at
maid
a
and am
cooked when I get back from work
and went
If I left Hollywood now
tired
have any
back' to New York, I couldn't
unless
back
go
will
I
But
of those things.
I get what I'm after.
Im just not
"I'm not unhappy here.
move along
just
to
happy I'm not content
It s useslowly. It's stardom or nothing
I

less to try to

wood

pattern.

me

fit

I

into the regular Holly-

won't

in

won

I

fit.

t

play

!

young actresses
toward
progress
made
have
pictures who

Jean names a number

of

reached
importance but who have never
she does
examples
horrible
as
stardom,
full

The fact that they
not want to follow.
in
make comfortable salaries which would, as
economically
as
lived
they
if
due time,
fortunes, makes
Tean lives, amount to small

determined
no impression on her. She is
or
stardom
of
loaf
whole
to have the
nothing.

_

,

„

.

she says,
July,
York to start

"Five vears from last
grimly, "I go back to New
my own repertoire company—no matter
to
happens. All I do in pictures has

what

done before that."
in picIn her short eight months or so
irritate
to
managed
has
Muir
tures Miss
immanv of the "best minds" and several

to be

three ot
portant people, including two or
her directors.
young
"She is a stubborn, opinionated
thinks
"She
director.
one
declared
fool"
the
on
else
everybody
than
she knows more
But don't mistake me.
set put together.
almost certainly
She's intelligent. She will
everything."
of
be a star— in spite
has
From her first day in Hollywood shematNo
difficult
and
different
been both
to do, whether
ter what she has been asked
portrait or appear at a
it was pose for a
she has invaribenefit for flood sufferers,
with other
ably answered the question
.
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when com-

She considers Jimmy Cagney her best
friend in Hollywood. "I want the kind of
stardom he has," she declares. "Full star-

this

the rest of

else

ers.

at all!
.
,
1T
I want to
"I like pictures," she admits.
comfortvery
live
be a success in them. I

ably

to the
particularly.

women

paring her activities to those of other play-

,

my muddy-looking
I WAS
appearance. Then
hair. It added years to my
The very first
BLONDEX.
about
me
told
a friend

comes

make enough money

careers of these three

strangely contradictory young
now. Not
lady insists, that she is unhappy

Not

T.

J.
so discouraged by

I can't

Does Ann Harding pose

go?

She has hitched her own career

comfortable for
keep myself and my family
isnt
Hollywood
then
lives,
our
the rest of
1 11
worth while, so far as I'm concerned.
live on six dolo-o back to New York and

MADE LIGHTER
AND LOVELIER"
W.
Says Mrs.

if

to

like that?"

,

"Would Kay Francis do that? she de"Would you expect Katharine
mands.

dom."

The background

of

this

unique person-

no more unusual than the background of any one of a hundred other acThree years of
tresses in Hollywood.
Ohio,
stage experience in a Columbus,
stock company and on Broadway, as Jean
Muir Fullarton, followed a normal educaShe was
tion and a year spent in France.
Her
unknown.
an
as
Hollywood
to
sent
name was changed as she was assigned
ality

is

her

first

It was that of a corpse in
"Bureau of Missing Persons."

role.

the picture,
She does not

list

it

as

among her

screen

accomplishments
part in "The World Changes oppoPaul Muni, (who is, incidentally, her
pick as the best of Hollywood's actors),
brought her her first attention from the
In "As the Earth Turns" she plays
critics.
removed
the leading role, just one step
from the stardom she craves.
HollyIt is no doubt natural that the
wood which Miss Muir discusses so freely
and so bluntly, should retaliate by telling
It has been
amusing stories about her.

Her

site

more or

less

reliably

reported

that

she

in the studio makeafter she reached
shortly
department,
up
Hollywood,, posing for herself before a
"You are beautiful,
and saying:

spent an hour or

more

mirror

You

are perfectly beautiful."
altogether possible that she may
have done this. If she did, she had a purShe was either trying to
pose in mind.
was
convince the audience she suspected
or she
listening that she was "Different"
was trying to rid herself of one of her

Jean.
It

is

pronounced

inferiority

every

complexes

authority

Inci-

Hollywood
camera beauty
in

dentally,
agrees that she has real
such as is seldom found.
About two things in particular,

she

is

These are her age and the
very frank.
She tells them both
size shoe she wears.
She was
asked.
when
without hesitation
and
23 years old on February 13, 1934;
shoe.
A
quadruple
9
No.
a
wears
she

ot
Perhaps the most amusing summary
a young
crirl was offered recently by
woman who was talking about Jean s dog, a
Scotty pup named "Shandygaff.
„

the

used to be a friendly little fellow,
"ready to play with anyexplained,
she
s gone seribody. But not any more. He
Anybody could tell now that he s
ous.

"He

Jean Muir's dog!"
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Taking the Air!
Continued from page 38
can

readily understand what he means.
the present moment Gershwin, having
to grips with a truly epic task, is almost entirely absorbed in the mastering of
it.
He is writing the music, at the Theatre
Guild's special behest, for a projected opera
based on "Porgy," that famous dramatic
Negro folk-tale. Easily the most ambitious
undertaking he has so far set himself, it
is also one of the biggest in the
whole
history of American music.
And I mean
"music" in the highest sense of that term.
Gershwin chuckled, a shade ruefully, as
he described the proportions of the job he
has tackled.

At
come

"You

DISTANCE BETWEEN

TWO

see, all

graceful, slim and rounded in the

spirit of the old-time spirituals
that everybody knows.
No old themes or
patterns, however good, will do.
Well, to
produce enough original music of that character for an opera lasting two to three
hours is what I might call a little something!
During the next ten months when
I'll be working on it, all other
interests are
strictly out, with the exception, of course,
of my radio stuff."
I asked his opinion, as that of
a man who
should know, regarding the future of jazz.

right places.

To
many

The
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that provided the occasion for the first "big-time"
concert of music in the jazz idiom some
years ago, at New York's Carnegie Hall.
It

as a tasty cereal

or use in cooking.

cient.

age."

better than taking

—

so often habit-

forming.

was "music by Gershwin," again, that
graced the program when no less august a
body than the New York Philharmonic
Orchestra played its first composition in the
jazz mode.
And now, with the first completely successful American opera
still to
be written, and with Gershwin hard
at
work on "Porgy," the Theatre Guild's pro-

mark

dull.

vegetables.

art lovers.

duction of this work may well
turning-point in our native music.

is

may

show that

tests

as well as vitamin

he admitted though only when questioned persistently— that a number of galleries have invited him to exhibit his
own
canvases.
"So far," he confessed, "I
haven t been able to work up enough courIt

carefully planned diet contains

grips with melod-

famous among

must

must watch our meals.

Laboratory

is

—

We

turn sallow.

apt to be daubing away
at a canvas.
Painting, which he began
as a hobby, has become his chief obsession
aside from his music. His own private art

And

We

must reduce.

of us

elimination. Otherwise, skins

—

and motifs he

new gowns,

adequate "bulk" to prevent faulty

—

isn't at

look well in the

exercise.

"It will," hazarded Gershwin, "gradually
evolve into something else something, perhaps, more cerebral, without at the same
time losing its primitive vigor. But whatever direction it takes, it will have to get
better. The radio is seeing to that
it's
making audiences more and more critical of
their music."

When Gershwin

fashions are built around

youthful curves. Figures must be

manner and

.
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Current

I'm undertaking to do is to
write a complete new body of Negro spiritual music, new songs and chants, in the

ies
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Constance Cummings, charming motion-picture
player, wears,
the new windswept silhouette in this
lovely lace gown 'with its
off-the-shoulder decolletage, and the smart
hip-length peplum

When Ruth Etting sings a torch-song,
something happens that defies analysis
borne new, hitherto unfelt quality
of heartbreak infuses the words and
communicates
itself to the hearer.
Which is what probably happened to Irving Berlin,
several
years ago, when he heard a
record Ruth
had made of one of his songs, and
straightway snatched her up for the next
"Ziegfeld

>

? I

IB

S
;
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imkWSST—zzmmmmmnrT-

rollies."

t! e way slle Iassoes
her words," was
^
that Berlin could say in
explanation of

l \' S

u
all

the emotion.

Today, as a front-rank radio
singer of

wistful love lyrics,

Ruth continues to "lasso
her words
and to do strange things to
young hearts and old. The stack
of fan
mail which I saw piled up
on her living-

room table bore witness to that.
But
was no ordinary fan mail— blackface

this

com-
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flesh-and-blood
ing to Baron Munchausen's
dualchampion
world's
the
Easily
creator.
sure
personality boy, you can never be
which one of him will be with you at any

conductors
edians and impersonal orchestra
Ruths mail
receive lots of letters, too.
to read it at
as I found when starting
ot a
correspondence
personal
random, is
people between
kind impossible except for

a genuine emotional bond
that
Ruth,
"You'll notice," commented
letters are from people
the
of
part
good
a
and
who keep writing to me every now
them personally
then and since I answer
naturally
every time, our correspondence
basis.
familiar
more
and
o-ets on a more
If these
Personally, I think that's great.
friendship
people weren't sincere in their
keep writing again
they wouldn't bother to
And besides, in radio more
and again.
important to
than any other business it's
your audience,
keep in direct touch with
and how they
find out what they want,
them.
giving
been
like what you've
delicate hand—
indicating a letter in a tiny,
down South who
"is a sweet old lady
single broadcast
every
writes me after
can torch-sing over the
exists.

whom

_
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to prevent being
put her hands to her ears
true, and calmly
note
the
sang
thrown off,
for forgetting
As
song.
proceeded with the
takes no chances
she
lyric,
of
a
words
the
with my
on that. "I never fail to sing
Ira
what
matter
no
music in front of me,
for Shine Un.
even
goes
That
singing.
and I can sing that back-

to play

the

is

^

and

"

"e^
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t
neecU'd, rash or c
I.
York, H. y
1196 Brunswick Bldg., New

when

Harvest Moon,'
But—well,
wards without missing a note.
act!
grand-stand
the
do
let others
Miss
One of the chief ways in which
philosophical calm is
that
keeps
Etting
relaxationthrough her favorite form of
jig-saw puzzles. She
the unscrambling of
affair calexhibited an eight-hundred-piece
mind ot
the
in
jitters
culated to produce
"But
I really do enjoy
mortal.
ordinary
an
"And as for
workin- on it," she insisted.

I find it restful
contrary!
to do
-ii^.v.' permit myself
I
a never
„i»
nervous or tense about anything
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muig
ana one thing
-and
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Well, my new people heard about
Right away they called me in. Jack^
that.
Baron. Sure
they told me. 'we want the
play lots ot
can
you
know
"we
they said,
you can
if
care
don't
other things— we
Fauntleplay Julius Caesar or Little Lord
them
give
to
you
want
we
what
But
roy
doing it. bo
the Baron, and to keep on

new

when

Teacher
HOME
LEARN
half

enjoy

show world, Ruth has never
career, made
once, in all her broadcasting
Once she
the air
on
while
step
false
a
orchestra Hatted
accompanying
the
recalls,
She simply
she struck a high note.

ments

MUSIC
waiian Guitar.

you, Sharl—er, let me tell you
I
"When my last contract ended, and
peofew
a
sponsor,
present
signed with my
Baron and get a
ple advised me to drop the

tell

Then he went to Engreally could act.
the Great, and
'Catherine
land, played in
picture and
-well, you've seen him in that
first-class actor.
a
he's
that
now
you know
temperaPossessing one of the evenest

Own

Be Your

not

_

quence, skin-imperfections disappear,
smooththe body takes on that glowing
which is the height of loveliness.

S.

m

_

sums to
producers, after spending fancy
their soundon
voice
pulsating
get her
well-known
didn't indulge their
tracks,
important footage
out
leaving
of
hobby
screen.
when the pictures finally hit the poputhe
Miss Etting also is mystified at
that she an actress
lar Hollywood belief
but sing.
nothing
do
of experience, can
on typing
"Of course they will insist
Look at
cheerfully.
remarked
vou" she
kept
was
he
years
For
young Fairbanks.
a sappy
made
was
and
actor
an
being
from
because it didnt
juvenile in every picture
out whether he
find
occur to anybody to

fraBathasweet not only makes the bath as
imporgrant as a flower garden, but more
so that it
tant still, it softens the water
Bathacleanses the pores more perfectly.
impurisweet enables water to dissolve the
them dissolved.
ties in the pores and to keep
the
Kow well it does this is indicated by tub
around the
fact that no "ring" remains
Bathasweet is used. As a conse-

C

it

trips to
She'd
tures.

skin

when

spectacular fees indefinitely
she enjoys her intermittent
picHollywood to take part
them still more if the
to,

given moment.
The Baron, however, you know ot old.
So let's grab a glimpse of Jack Pearl beJ cky tifore he suddenly goes into his
ll vde transformation.
The real-life -Mr. Pearl is, as has been
He
gentleman.
said a sober and serious
what
has 'ideas. He has plans. He knows
getting it.
he wants, and how to go about
it.
And he usually gets
lost
Discussing his career, Jack Pearl
the horns
by
bull
the
seizing
in
no time
that 1 he
and dealing with a sinister rumor
Baron may be scheduled for retirement
good
Both he and the Baron enjoyed a
laugh at that one.
for
"Look," said Mr. Pearl. "My option
was just
twenty-six weeks more on the air
He
renewed by my sponsor the other day. 1
will
more—
weeks
twenty-six
next option—
like it, and
be up to me to renew if I feel
And about the Baron, let me
if I don't.

snorts

and

chuckles

ing out a
a few hours
across the ocean and pausing
swimming lessons
on its bottom to give
million. )
mermaids seventy (or seventy
to
feet

below water.

daring to
would be

I listened

doubt—knowing

my

fate

if

agape

too well

never

what

I did.

the Baron
Then, as suddenly as he came,
the ozone which
into
vanished
gone—
was
domain. And in his place
is after all, his
earnest darkstood Jack Pearl, the sober,
there before
been
had
who
actor
haired
the

Pickford. etc.

1

jubilant

materialized
Baron Munchausen suddenly
me, pourfrom nowhere and stood before
stupendous tale of swimming

is,

Which
Baron suddenly displaced him.
one gets from talk-

in brief, the effect

act.

is

there you are!"
That takes care of Pearls and MunLater on,
chausen's immediate future
the
deserting
of
intention
no
has
though he
stage play.
radio, he would like to do a
for twenty"I've been in show business
don't have
I
"and
argued,
he
three years,"
character. 1 ve played
to depend on any one

remember,

different parts than I can
comand I have six other dialects at my
mand besides the one I'm now using on my

more

radio act.

Right

now I'm

considering ot-

on the stage.
fers to do a comedy drama
Which leads, in turn, to his next movie
one—ot
venture; and there is going to be
doubt. In tact,
that he feels no shadow of
that remains
he declared, the chief detail
of story, tor
matter
the
is
to be cleared up

way

with

negotiations are already under
The only
one of the major producers.
on the
story
or
a
way to put a character
play it tor
screen," Pearl insisted, "is to
get a feelawhile on the stage. Then you
its al
what
of
picture
ing, you get a
When I made 'Meet the Baron
about:
first and
shooting some of the early scenes
imagimy
use
to
had
the late scenes last, I
a continued
nation more than my sense of
That is his proposed cure for many
story."

even

it

it

movie ills—to take each script,,
in dramatic
has no stage origin, and play it
a couple
for
anywhere,
form somewhere,
have a comprehenof weeks until the actors
are trying to do
sive feeling of what they
but
said Pearl,
money,"
"Sure it'll cost
otherwise
nothing compared to what's,
scenes.
wasted in re-making and re-editing
In personal
site

of

the

life,

Pearl

blow-hard

is

the direct oppo-

he

through your vacuum tubes

impersonates
Like many

York, he
sta°e-bred notables in New
frontapartment
tower
his
in
a quiet life
of
company
the
with
in- the park, content
of his wife the former
and
friends
lew
a
he has

whom

lives

Winifred Desborough, to
And nothing
been married eleven years.
more than the
him
amuses
way,
the
bv
admirers persist
question that naive radio
his wife the
tell
he
Does
in asking him.
hears?
Sharhe
that
tales
tall
of
kind
"There are
"Ho, ho. ho, ho!" he chortled.
t try to
doesn
Baron
things that even the
with!"
get away
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Life Story

Continued from page 60
at the time.
Dixie found out they had no
tree and no presents.
She went out and
got them a tree and fixed it all up. I hadn't
been able even to see her since our separation.
So, while she was fixing up the tree,
Everett slipped over to the Grove to tell
me she was there. I dashed home and
finally induced her to give me another
chance.
were blissfully happy for

ARE

PERMANENT WAVES

FREDERICS

_

We

about

—

—

minutes until she discovered I'd
forgotten to get her a Christmas present!
five

Three weeks

later she

had

me

again.
This time she went down to Caliente with
some friends and the first inkling I had
that her intentions were serious was when
her lawyer served notice of her plan to
divorce me. I flew down to Caliente and
persuaded her to fly back with me so we
could talk in privacy. Luckily a moon was
left
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I
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shining and once more Love reigned supreme by the time we landed in Los
Angeles.
can't recall now whether it was a week
month later that we separated the next
time. And once, after that, I left her.
She
had driven me over to the Grove and as she
I

or a

left

she said, "Well, take care of yourself

and don't get hurt." I immediately decided
what she really meant was, "Go lose yourself."
So I did for a week.

—

Dixie left me so many times that first
year that she finally decided to leave her
clothes at her mother's and just bring an
overnight case with her when she came
home after a reunion. It saved packing
and unpacking.
We were separated at the time I decided
to go to New York to accept one of the
radio offers made me. That particular separation was caused by her wanting a place
of our own and my feeling we should remain with Everett and Naomi. Although
separated

we were

perfectly good friends.
I've always contended the thing that decided me to go to New York was hearing
a chap who had substituted for me at the
Grove on my numerous nights off, singing
my stuff over the air in a brazen imitation
of

me.

Dixie, on the other hand, insists I went
because it was the only way we could get
together and save our pride.
If we went
to New York we'd be together and neither
of us would have to give in on the subject
of a place of our own.
That's her story
and she sticks to it. Who am I to argue
with her?
In New York after numerous auditions
and offers— I finally signed with the Columbia Broadcasting System.
That was the
beginning of my troubles. It seemed to me
that everybody in the country began suing
me for breach of contract the Grove, the
musicians' union, one of my lawyers, agents

—

— Heaven knows

who

all else

The Columbia people
gram pretty much to me.

left

pro-

first

—

New York who

had been with Whiteman
one time or another and who were then
recognized as practically the best on their
instruments in the country: Eddie Lang,
(guitar)
Joe Venuti, (violin)
Jimmy
Dorsay,
(saxophone)
Tommy Dorsay,
(trombone) Manny Klein, (trumpet) and
Chauncey Morehouse, (drums). I asked
them if, instead of working at their regular
high salaries, they would, for two broadcasts, work at the regular union
rate.
I
told them if I went over I'd make it
up to
them, and if I flopped they would just have
to charge it off to profit and loss.
Only
Eddie and Joe were willing to take a chance
with me.
at

;
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Pogany selected a still of Art Direc(Warner Brothers), a design
Hartley
tor
room to illusbedroom-sitting
of modern

Mr

lnis
setting for temperament.
is for use by a
and
writer
a
for
room is
no time
person who loves beauty, but has

trate

the

The telephone is not hamfor ornament.
covering or container.
fancy
a
pered with
yet beautiful, made
plain,
is very
The desk
of two kinds

of wood that give a sufficiently
to justifv its place in a
quality
decorative
paint to
room of this kind. You could use
effect.
same
the
much
get
has put
"You will note that Mr. Hartley
walls " said Mr.
a silvery wall-paper on the
"This gives an excellent photoPoo-any
for that reagraphic quality to the set, and
Personally, I
son is good in the picture.
and believe you
do not care for wall-paper
why it is
consideration
should take into
draperies give
used here. The alcove and
I think this is
the place an intimate touch.
of an alcove
advantage
a good way to take
the way the
also
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bedroom.
a
off
s wall.
shelves are set into the room
who takes the time to
"
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Mr. Pogany.

she comes back—
lovely sets were
wherein
picture
a
from
Oh,
the home.
at
around
shown and looks
of ours
what's the matter with this dump
who
(It's more likely a woman
she says.
'We could make
notices these things first. )
of the ideas
the place over, if we used some
It's trite and it s
tonight.
us
shown
they've
so?
tawdry now, but why must it remain

"He comes back—or
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a beautnul bedroom
It set her off
tonight.
in that picture
that dressdid she look so much better by
ihats
ino-table than I do beside mine?

"'Kay Francis had

Why

because her dressing-table
matches her personality and

easy
It

is

modern.

it

sets

:

her

modern— am
off while I— also a
by 'my old-fashioned surroundings!'
public
Mr Poo-any is convinced that theobvious,
an
with
satisfied
not
as a whole is
of furnimechanical, or trite arrangement
Pictures
ture and treatment of walls today
smothered

taste

public
not only have to improve the
but must carry them forward.
"Eighteen months ago," he remembered,
Gloria Swanson s
"I did the interiors for
and today the
picture 'Tonight or Never/
s

furniture

I

everywhere.

made
If I

for that film

showed

it

is

in

homes

on the screen

1
isn t new
now, they would say: 'That
I made it
But
myself!'
that
of
have some
only eighteen months ago.
you
"Eighteen months hence, the things
common.
will
be
now
screen
see on the
am antagonistic
"I am a modern man. I
!

I feel that no
stereotyped thing.
as to what
down
laid
be
should
laws can or
not be
should
or
should
is o-ood and what
and so on.
floors
and
walls
with
done

to

the
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What is suitable for one person, may not
be suitable for another. I am against talking of 'average' families, because I don't
believe in 'average' anything. Every background should be for the individual. If I
am to build for a person, I first sum up
that person, because only so can I know
what sort of a background he needs. Certain general comments can be made.
"A home should be a place where people
like to stay.
It should be a place where
they can relax. To this person, relaxation
may mean rest and letting down; to that
it may mean doing as he pleases,
mak-

one,

ing a great noise, having a high old time.
"The introvert and the extrovert need
different backgrounds.

"The home is breaking up now-a-days.
There is a tendency to demolish it. People
are always moving from one place to another.
Formerly, the grandfather planned
and built a home for his descendants, but
today it is ridiculous to suppose that the
children will live where their parents did,
let alone in the ancestral dwelling.

"Homes have become transitory, and like
ideas must frequently be changed.
This or
that unique or odd idea may be developed
in a home because after all it will be altered
in

another year or

Probably new peo-

so.

ple will be in the house by that time and
they'll have ideas of their own, so let's do

something amusing, whether sensible or not
"The wide publicity of the screen has one
drawback, however ideas are spread so

—

quickly that what

was new yesterday

is

old

tomorrow.

"The rage today is for white, because the
screen shows so many lovely white rooms,"
went on Mr. Pogany.

"The reason light furniture and white
backgrounds has such appeal for modern
people

is

because

we

are

all

sunshine-crazy

Formerly a house was curtained and dim.

Now we
we

are

tear out

all

so

mad

about sunshine that

whole walls and put

in glass.

People want to be outside all the time, so
they try to bring their gardens indoors.
"I saw this tendency coming years ago,
and began to create light rooms mainly
glassed in. White is tremendously aesthetic
and beautiful because it is chaste. T
symbolic of freedom and denotes an

provement in the public taste.
"White reflects light and creates d
mosphere of sunshine.
Indirect iig
helps, and the white walls become refk^ te
light sources, where formerly lamps and
windows were the only light available.
"People used to like to rest in darkened
rooms, with curtains drawn and everything
gloomy, but now we can go to sleep outdoors. We take sun-baths and revel in sunshine.
It's essential to modern life, and so
I

infill ill ni/

5 to 15 lbs. gained in a few weeks
with new double tonic. Richest
imported ale yeast concentrated
7 times and combined with iron.

we take it into the house.
"Modern design is a revolt

against tradidepressing gloom.
design for
1934
if not
for 1935
where people are
what matter, not early traditions.
Our
homes reflect the trend of human society
_

tional

—

human

—

tremendous movement,
movement. Formerly,
satisfied with things as they

society

homes are
people were
so

We

is

in

in that

now we want change, change."
As an illustration of white background,
Mr. Pogany selected a design by Jack
Okey (of the Warner Studio), of an ultrawere, but

modern breakfast room.
"Mr. Okey used light
his chairs, because
of light and shade

he needed the contrast
for the camera," Mr.
Pogany observed, "and you will admit that
it works up very well.
However, if you
were to adapt this room for your own use,
you might find it more practicable to use
leather or to have metal chairs instead.
The hostess cart of metal and glass seen to
the right of this still is both beautiful and
practical.

The

indirect lighting

in the ceiling is

another
be used to advantage."
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be, this marvelous new Ironized Yeast should
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results of the very first package, your
money refunded instantly.
Only be sure you get genuine Ironized
Yeast, not some imitation that cannot give
the same results. Insist on the genuine with
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FREE
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you building up your health

right
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look
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artist's
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materials
other
"Let me tell the readers of Screenland
on the screen
to consider the sets they see
could live in
you
if
Consider
with care.
If you think you could be
such a room.
out
happy there, and that it would bring
or
your best qualities, you may copy it,
only
adapt it. But if you feel it would be
price, for
for show, do not have it at any
home should be a place of comfort, and no
one can relax in a formal apartment.
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One night, during the success of "Storm,"
met
Elissa attended a dinner at which she
reading
gaily
while
and
Arlen,
Michael
lot about
his palm—oh, yes, she knows a
palmistry, too— she quoted a sentence from

n

her partly written novel, "I'm a kippered

e
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,v weakening diets/harmful baths, or dan-
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that
thought and -planned but one career,
of

an author.

at last I began my first novel 1
stage
discovered I needed knowledge of the
repertoire comjoineda
I
so
atmosphere,
for

"When

and
pany in Oxford. They encouraged me
plays, and then was
I remained for several
a Loncriven the starring role in 'Storm,
I was
1924
in
was
This
don production.
remember that
startled at my success and I
called,
on the first night when the audience
were hissing,
'Blissa, Elissa,' I thought they

and

fled to

my

play— it ran

my

;

I

about the

crisis

second

;
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writing was still my overambition."
whelming
tolThe third momentous event quickly
lowed.

terlude,

Name

what an

Yet
the public.
emotions and
actress must do. She deals in
ot her
recesses
innermost
must reveal the
heart in her portrayals.
"Well I signed the contract—but secretly
indetermined to make the stage a brief
this

before

Inc. Dept. S346
Scientific Laboratories of America,
Calif.
746 Sansome Street, San Francisco,

City

T

dreams, i
"It isn't easy to give up one s
isolates
already knew how acting absorbs,
life.
of
1 oo 1
phase
other
every
from
one
emotionally,
undressing,
about
shy

Form

for

'Kippered herring and the lily'
Please don't think me very silly!"

The whole incident intrigued Arlen immensely, and a few- weeks later, at his home
on the Riviera, he told it to a group of
friends.

an actress.
Capsule

And my mind is surely nimble
To be thinking of this symbol

was asked

being an author

In Easy-to-Use

"Rhymes will always come a-plenty
At the golden age of twenty;

for five

to sign a stage
in
I stood
realized
I
contract and suddenly
different
on the threshold of an entirely
instead oi
career than I had planned that
out as
stepping
now
was
I
life.

bundled up her manuscript, decorated it
with a kippered herring and a lily, added
a little verse, and sent it to him to read.
While Elissa repeated the lines of the
verse to me, I wrote them down and here
they are:

dressing-room!
of this

"The success

months—brought

Free and Postpaid
in plain envelope
clip the Coupon.

my

Russian Ballet and cuiuvaieci

herring, I wish I were a lily."
The phrase delighted Arlen and to his
questions, Elissa confessed about her book.
He must have glimpsed the spark of real
genius, for while he teased her saying that
no beautiful woman should be so clever,
he also begged her to send him the chapters
So, the next day, she
she had written.

coincidence, the son of one
London's foremost publishers was prestold his
ent, and on his return home, he

By an odd

of

There was a confather of Arlen's find.
ference with Elissa and she was urged to

complete her novel at once and they would
publish

it.

.

book in print was really
been
the biggest thrill, and there have
insists
She
life.
Landi's
Elissa
in
many,
can
that no applause from an audience
bring to her the joy and satisfaction that
printed
she finds in seeing her name on a
Seeing her

volume.

first

June 19

for

3 4

Already she has seen three of her books
published;

the

"The

fourth,

Ancestor,"

comes from the press on June 6th. She has
another novel almost completed and still
another planned out to the

last detail.

Her

HERE

IS

FROM

PAINFUL FEET-

QUICK SAFE SURE

well-trained mind works swiftly.
"The fourth vital moment came when I
had to decide whether I should remain in
America or return to England," Elissa
again took up the story.

New

"I had come to
York to do a play
for Al Woods, expecting to remain only a

few months, but when I was offered a film
contract that would take me to Hollywood,

knew

I

It

I

was a

wavered.

was standing

at the cross-roads.

terrific step to take.

confess

I

I

was even more afraid of what
would do to my writing than the
I

pictures
influence of the stage."

With a gay laugh she added, "I came
and I was completely conquered
Not only
by motion pictures, but by California. I love
both and best of all I find everything most
congenial for my writing. I meet so many,
many interesting people who broaden my
viewpoint tremendously. It is amazing how
much talent there is in Hollywood, espe-

CORNS

!

—

cially

among

lot of

men, each an expert

me

Let

the screen's technicians, a fine
in his line."

you, Elissa is even more
beautiful off the screen than on.
She has
a delicate patrician loveliness that combines
tell

glamor with charm and poise. With all
her aristocratic background, she is one of
the most unspoiled and sweetly democratic
persons I have met.

She talked enthusiastically of her hope
some day she would be given a film
part in which she can unleash her emotions.
She hasn't had a chance yet, for her roles
have too often been cold, sophisticated
women, building up the impression that
Elissa is devoid of warmth, of passion.
"But what can I do?" she asked. "Even
that

my

in
Skin,'
actors,

gan, I

latest

picture,

'Sisters

Under

the

which I made with those grand
Joseph Schildkraut and Frank Morhad no opportunity to abandon my-

self in great love scenes.
The woman I
portrayed gave herself to the older man
merely for money, and she fights against
the young musician, whom she really loves,
because she believes the situation is hopeless.
So, you see, in neither case could I
give way to real passion.
But I'm an

optimist!
I believe Columbia intends to
give me some fine roles and I'll show them
I
can be Cleopatra, or Carmen, or any
other warm and temperamental lady!

"Of
love.

course,

No

life is

every woman must have
complete without it, for it

the inspiration for all human activities.
is not the supreme crisis in her
life, it is not the whole of her existence.
No one emotion can still the conflicting desires that surge through a woman's heart.
It is the uncertainty in romances, in careers,
in life itself, that spurs us on, that makes
us yearn to drain them to the last drop.
Nothing is worth working for if we already
know the answer."
Life has always been good to Elissa.
is

But love

Born in Venice, Italy, she has lived in the
great European capitals, has traveled the
world over, has found the answer to many
interesting experiences. Today, as a screen
star and authoress, she lives quietly with
her mother in a magnificent seven-acre
estate in Brentwood, within sight of the
Pacific Ocean, her nearest neighbors being
the Will Rogers'.
With four fateful moments already illuminating her life, we speculated as to
what the fifth might be. And when Elissa
gaily suggested that one year from now
we have luncheon together again and make
another check-up.
So it's a date! Perhaps I'll have a story for you then, telling
of Elissa Landi's fifth decisive turning
!

point.
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Has Hollywood Tamed

Its

Tarzans?

Continued from page 33
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all

special

inspiring.

house

massage

technique with Miracle

Cream.

Olympics of
titles, participating in the
star.
1924 and 1928 as the foremost aquatic
medals in
In 1929, having garnered all the
traveling
sight he turned "pro" and began
under
about the country giving exhibitions
company.
suit
bathing
of
a
auspices
the
natural
Buster's athletic prowess was a
literally
inheritance. Raised in Honolulu, he
grew up on Waikiki's healthy beach. When
Hawaii he
he enrolled at the University of
he had
paid his own tuition with the money
saved
d
he
(And
life-guard.
as
a
earned
although he modestly
lives,
twenty-two

up inside,"
Hawauans scatthere'd have been bits of
!"
yard
the
over
tered all
iney
Impulses rule the Weissmullers.
bone of conscorn dull routine. The chief
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tention with them has been
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hat s
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enough,
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1 say
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baby i

816 Broadway,
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Buster himself
University of
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Living
California.
Southern
Ford, saving
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driving
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snootier
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money,

schedule.
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living
While Johnny and Lupe are
estimating on
lickety-split, the Crabbes are
and I want securthe morrow. "Virginia
" Buster divulges.
"I had intended to
ity
.got this acting
be a lawyer and when I
as firmly in
just
build
to
chance I resolved
have in the law
this line as I would
making more
Gradually the Crabbes are
they avoid
but
industry,
Wends in the film
intrigue the flamthe gay parties which
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boyant Weissmullers.
colorful,
Everything about Johnny is
He's a storyon the fantastic.
Obey
been:
book hero whose motto has
suppressThat Mood !" Who goes around (Yes, he
Poppa!
ing desires? Not Lupe's
.

veSST

"Poppa
comes a-runnin' when she shrieks
)
his "Momma
and she skips promptly to
college gradContrarily, Buster, the ideal
His
intelligently.
uate weighs every move
towards life and h s
attitude
logical
a
"s
reflects this
tempered off-screen conduct
Johnny
plans-whereas
Soughtfulness. He
!

Pl

The

character

of

changed by Hollywood.

neither

has

.

ming

.

feminine

,

waivering effort he transformed himselt
manhood.
into a magnificent specimen of
At seventeen he started acquiring swim-

locked

Illustrated brochure explains
this easy way to a shapely

..,

becoming the worlds finest
a Horatio Alger feat. Lorn
was
swimmer
Austrian army capin Chicago, son of an
By unyouth
tain, he was a puny, sickly
Johnny's

.

where
and up-

the

lifts

grown-up Boy Scout, is twenty-four
has
a record of diligence which is truly
and

the

The doors in
the teeth.
and, all in
especially built to foil robbers
keg of dynamite.
it's like sitting on a
all
you,
Which might be a strain on you and
them.
to
exhilirating
but is merely
no
"Lupe and I practice shooting and
exJohnny
us!"
on
trespass
one better
of a I om
claims with the honest glee
his gigantic
Sawyer. He is proud, too, of
animal
German police dog Hota. Tins unless
visitors,
lunges ferociously at all
restrained by the master
sign in
"We put a 'Beware of the dogthought
it
boys
front and several delivery
some
took
Hota
anything.
didn't mean
now they seldom
bites out of them and
night
walk in unannounced!" The other
orHawaiian
six-piece
a
friends brought
marched inchestra over to serenade and
"Luckily I had Hota
side the sacred walls.
or
laughs Johnny,

ankles?

waist, arms,

years

i

accentuate your feminine contours? Do you
need slenderizing of

having done what was to be ex-

differpected, considering their strikingly
ent designs for living (and loving). Johnny,
back on
the Free Soul, at thirty can look
Buster,
excitement.
with
crammed

Each of them totes a pistol wherever
fun
are armed to
they go and their servants
are

you

in

ular, each

herself inaccount of she likes to adorn
away in a
stead of socking the baubles
prefer to let
vault, insurance companies
herself.
property
her protect her
As a result the Weissmullers have more

been

Both remain reg-

omits telling this!)

a swimming tour brought him to
To
he transferred to U.S.C.
having
depression
the
expenses—
his
pay
dealerovertaken his father, a real estate
week
Buster worked six hours daily during
stock
the
in
Saturdays
day
all
days and
and
room of a Los Angeles mens shop—
team
made a "B" average and the Olympic the
(He first crashed to
again in 1932.
fore in the Olympics of 1928 )

When

California

week at the store
"I only made $18.50 a
a life-guard and
was
I
but in the summers
carry through.
that paid enough to help me
movie fan," he recalls but

always was a
possibilities
never dreamt I had picture
when
myself " His over-night break came
competitor
a
for
hunting
was
Paramount
Buster in the
to Weissmuller and noticed
'32 Olympics.
sweetheart
Johnny's swimming days were
overWomen could not resist his never
days
Johnny
and
masculinity,
whelming
had monastic notions.
Une
However, Buster adored only The
four
together
went
Virginia
and
He
Girl.

I

I

married.

heir

and a half years before they
glimpse of
meeting was romantic, their first
sailed into
she
when
occurring
each other
Buster
Honolulu harbor and saw the agile
boys who
native
the
with
zestfully
diving
1

out to greet the tourists. He
an introher on the deck and maneuvered
day she
Next
afternoon.
very
duction that
directions
his
under
was learning to swim
taken an unfair beatI think Johnny has
regard to his separain
fans
ing" from the
Bobbe Arnst. When they dinoticed

swam

!

tion

from

.

vorced shortly after his

initial

Hollywood

the sympathy tohit
they proward her. He'd been her man
until he d been gloridogmatically,
claimed
the sob sisters

swung

Tarzan.
his side
Being a gentleman, Johnny kept
and I can
me
to
talked
has
He
to himself.
not split by
assure you he and Bobbe were
incomHollvwood. They were absolutely
moonlight
Miami,
of
weeks
Two
patible.
marriage which
and they'd rushed into a
They did
anywhere.
fail
to
doomed
was
natures.
fundamental
their
not contemplate
decidedly
he
and
She was conservative—
She longed to possess and Johnny,
isn't
owned.
irresponsible, can never be
fied as

the

.

.

getting me
all the credit for
yet
apprised me,
Johnny
pictures,"
into
I be rejected!
that
arranged
she actually
M-G-M, but
True she did take me out to

"Bobbe gets

June 1934

for

93

only because I'd learned about the role of
Tarsan through the wrestling instructor at
the Hollywood Athletic Club, and insisted
upon trying for it. She arranged beforehand with the man we interviewed that I
was to be turned down.
"Being a fatalist, I decided to forget the

whole thing.

But at the club I was later
introduced^ to Cyril Hume, who'd written
the scenario. He approved of me immediately and took me back to the studio, to
the man who had active charge of the production.
They tested me right away and
liked me."
His unhappiness with Bobbe taught
Johnny a degree of caution, and he waited
more than a year before he ventured into
matrimony with Lupe. Personally, I believe

combination an excellent one.
essentially children at heart, imturbulent, head-strong.
Likewise

this

Both are
patient,

they are genuine, generous, and you can't
help liking them.
They scorn the hypocrisies and the artificialities which those of
us who deign to live conventionally find

we must

heed.

strange indeed to witness either
Johnny or Lupe compromising. The two
who loved 'em and left 'em are now drawn
together, enchanted by the inexhaustible
vitality which distinguishes each.
I'd be
willing to prophecy they'll be happy so long
as they are uncertain of each other.
Lupe's not going to do any more Broadway shows unless her husband goes East
with her. "A Spanish proverb says those
who take love at long distance are fools,"
she quotes to me. "I'm no fool
I'll never
accept another job which will part me from
It

is

!

my

Johnny!"

The

little

marital status of the Crabbes has
likelihood of being perturbed by Bus-

ter's

movie fame.

_

"Virginia

my

was recon-

ciled to
being an actor before we married," he allows, "and so far as any doubts

—

arising between us
?
Why, she knows I
love her and I know she loves me.
And
that's all there is to it!"
In spite of marrying at twenty-three Buster does not recommend such youthful
unions for most people.
"Our case was

somewhat exceptional in that we'd gone together so long we were sure.
There's a
peculiar advantage to marriage here in
Hollywood, too.
single man's a constant
target. When you're married, the chiselers
!"
let you alone
One senses an undercurrent of rivalry
between Johnny and Buster, which is easily
understandable.
The former reigned supreme in the swimming world. When he
was ready to rest on his laurels, along came
Buster.
Then Johnny was a sensation on

A

the

screen, and darned if
clicking after!
Add

come

totally

Crabbe
to

this

didn't
their

foreign viewpoints and what's the
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says m analyzing himself.
"I still appear
S
m many of my scenes rve concluded
u
u
the best way to overcome this
amateurishnesses to play as many roles as I can get.
'I'm willing to take any kind of billing
and any kind of part, to get experience. I

many hours.
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any dramatics at college because
crash pictures.
I had no thought I'd ever
Unable to turn time back, he is studying

didn't take

Consult Yogi Alpha

sends
with the young players Paramount
to the dramatic coach on its lot.
This instruction that Buster is obtaining
'I
Johnny covets.
is the only thing which
wish my studio would take more interest
he stops to
in my future," he sighs when
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women overcome with his appeal.
the
Oh, there were men and boys among

with

tremendous mobs that greeted Clark wherewere
ever he went, but— poor males they
pushed and shoved and trampled by overwhelming numbers of the oft-called weaker
became
sex, whose historic weakness
strength through sheer madness.
A toll of Gable's losses on his short trip
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handkerchiefs.
buttons torn from his clothes.
complete sleeve of a dress-shirt.
lapel from the coat of a business

silk

suit.

1

pair of bedroom slippers.
top half of a pair of silk pajamas.

1

wrist watch.

1

Gable cares little for any losses except
He believes that it may have
the watch.
did
been taken by a souvenir-hunter who
value. As
not understand the watch's real

like somea matter ofrecord, Clark would
This is
him.
to
watch
the
one to return

his reason, in Gable's

own words:

"The watch was a gift from my wile,
to
therefore it has much sentimental value
return it
me. If the finder, or taker, will
to send that
to me, I will be happy not only
will
person a duplicate of the watch, but I
and
also pay a cash reward of fifty dollars,
questions."
ask no
The watch is white-gold, and attaches to
linkthe wrist by means of a white-gold
initials:
two
the
are
back
On its
chain.
Do you know who has the watch?
C. G.
sure and explain
do,' please be
If
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is

natured voice.
Tamed'/ Well, Buster didn't smoke unrecent
til he had to tackle a cigarette for a
nonchalantly.
puff
can
he
now
and
scene,
But it'll take more than Hollywood to
seduce him from the straight-and-narrow.
As for Lupe's Poppa—the whoopee princess
who thought she had every man's number
She's trying to tame
is stumped by him.
But
him, tactfully so's he won't suspect.
starI find that neither Momma nor film
dom has tamed this Johnny who has always
won exactly what he wanted when he

fuitli

BIG READING ONLY
Enclosed

they've had to acquire self-confidence to
Johnny, who was
survive in Hollywood.
so shy he sat in the corners at parties and
shook whenever he saw a camera, has
learned from Lupe that the one who shouts
loudest generally is rewarded here. Buster,
carefully observing, is deliberately putting
determination into his naturally soft, good-

you

Clark's reward offer.
Many and strange were the efforts ot
In
girls and women to see Gable alone.
Baltimore, a girl rented the hotel room adMrs.
joining the suite occupied by Clark,
left
rarely
who
guard
constant
and
a
Gable,
Beginning early one evethe actor's side.
the
ning, this girl knocked at the door of
the
by
answered
was
She
rooms.
Gable
her
puard, who politely but firmly informed
At intervals of
that Clark was not in.
to knock,
continued
girl
the
hour,
about one
the
but each time she was greeted by
vigilant guard.
Perhaps the girl thought the guard would
eventually go to be elsewhere in the hotel,
because she kept calling and knocking.
Finally, about two o'clock in the morning,
"Beg pardon,
the guard informed her:
all the
quarters
these
in
remain
I
but
miss,
No need for you to knock on the
time
Wheredoor; I'll always answer you."
and
tongue
her
out
thrust
girl
the
upon

uttered that rasping noise

known

as "the

bird."

The following morning, as Gable stepped
alone into the elevator to go downstairs for
breakfast, this same girl stepped in behind
him. Barely were the doors of the elevator
closed before she threw her arms around
Clark and began to rain kisses upon his

When he attempted to
her, the excited girl rudely
manners!) proceeded to nip

cheek and neck.
turn

away from

(such, such
one of the Gable ears with her teeth.
In the midst of this latter display, the
elevator reached the lobby and the doors
were opened. A crowded lobby of people
were treated to a show that caused Gable
to break away from the girl roughly, and
As for the
dash for the front doorway.
brash young lady, she only grinned— and
pocketed a button from her idol's coat.
Gable never returned to that hotel.
York
It was during Clark's stay in New
that he received a most amazing letter from
a girl. The letter was penned on expensive
The writer
stationery which bore a crest.

introduced herself as a cultured member of
She had seen Gable on the
a fine family.
and she frankly admitted a
said,
she
stage,
certain type of love for him.
Calmly and apparently without shame,
the girl went on to say that she had read

that°Gable was the father of no children.
She had discussed this with her own parcould
ents, and they had agreed that if she
have a child with Gable as its father, they
would offer no objection!
She insisted that any such affair between
them would be purely platonic, with no
Her family was
obligation on Clark.
for
wealthy, and she was well able to care
he
her own baby. She even requested that
Mrs.
with'
fully
over
situation
talk the

Gable.

woman,
"I am sure vour wife, being a
want
"I
pleaded.
girl
the
will understand"."
baby more than anything
Amazing? Unbelievable?

this

else

"I did turn the letter over to

m

my

life.

wite,

(j

enClark tells, with that boyish grin that
favorwasn't
she
"but
instantly,
him
dears
!"
able to the idea

to sneak backShe
Baltimore.
stage at
made her way unseen into Clark's dressingturn beroom. When Gable completed his
gir awaitthe
found
he
footlights,
hind the
the door being his return. He had closed
the first
hind him when he saw her for
demanded:
and
short
stopped
He
time.
"What are you doing here?"
The o-irl choked before she could speak,

One daring
the

girl

managed

theatre

in

for June

19

3 4

95
then asked stammeringly

—

"Will will you
autograph something for me, olease, Mr.
Gable?"
"Gladly," Clark answered, believing this
the easiest way to dismiss her without any
:

Now! Remove Blackheads

fuss.

With that, there was a quick, tearing
noise and the girl brought into view the
brassiere she had been wearing.

In

—

"Autograph

tection.
Then he seized a sheet of writing
paper from his make-up case, scribbled a
hasty autograph, and gave it to the girl.
Before she quite realized how she got there,

the

was

girl

outside

the

theatre

—but

one hand was her autograph in
the other hand, the brassiere without the
Gable signature.
A chambermaid in another hotel owes the
fact that she still holds her job to the good
sportsmanship of both Clark and his wife.
To designate the hotel, or even the city,
might lead to the maid's indentification,
therefore such information must be within

;

held.

At any rate, the Gable suite usually consisted of a living-room and two bedrooms,
one of which was occupied by Mrs. Gable
and the other by Clark.

This arrangement

was of necessity, because often Mrs. Gable
would go to the hotels and retire early.
Clark, returning later from theatres, would
occupy

the

awaken

his

MAIL COUPON FOR FREE TUBE

this !" she cried.

Stern-lipped, Gable threw open the door
that opened from his dressing-room out on
the back-stage runway. That was for pro-

clamped

a Single Treatment!

other bedroom, rather than
wife with the noise of his

homecoming.
Perhaps the chambermaid did not understand this arrangement.
At any rate, the
first morning of Clark's stay at this particular hotel, the maid entered the rooms and
went almost at once into the bedroom where
Gable was sleeping. The actor was awakened with a start, and discovered the woman
standing beside the bed.
She had been

—

stroking Clark's cheek, while smiling tenderly down at him.

Perhaps more roughly than he should
have spoken, he snapped, "What's the

Edna Wallace Hopper," The One Woman
in the World Who Never Grew Old,"
discloses another
revelations.

of her startling youth

So many young women have asked me
now to get rid. of blackheads and reduce
large pores.

My answer

is, "Purge the pores."
Use a laxative on your skin just as you
would a laxative on your system. I know
most of you didn't know you could do this.
That you're surprised such a thing can be

done. But it can. And very simply and
quickly. Often in a single treatment.
What you use to do it is White Youth

Pack. A preparation I found out about
years ago in Paris. Let me send you a
tube free.
I
it

never

myself.

a week go by without using
Once every week I purge my

let

pores. I wish you could look at my skin
and see the result. There's not a line, not
a blemish on
face.
skin's as young,
as fresh as it was when I was 16.

my

Edna Wallace Hopper

My

Al L~ F0R~F REE "TUBE"

I brought the formula of White Youth
Pack back from Paris. I had my name
nut on it so you'd know you were getting
the same thing I use. It is called Edna
Wallace Hopper's White Youth Pack or
Clay. The one made from the original
French formula that does away with
blackheads and large pores, in a single

Edna Wallace Hopper

stJ - 6

4316 North Kilpatrick Ave., Chicago,

111.

Send me free supply of
your White Youth Pack.

treatment.

Name

You can get it at any drug or department store. Or mail coupon for tube Free
to try. The whole treatment takes only a

Address

few minutes' time. Full directions come
with every tube.

City

|

..

state

.

J

idea ?"

And

with

maid fairly burst into
that she had long been
in love with Gable on the screen.
When
she had learned that she was to clean his
that, the

0%

She confessed

tears.

Genuine Rock Crystals

[Free
J

rooms,

her heart had overflowed.
She
wanted only to touch him, to be close to
him. That was what she had dreamed of
ever since seeing his first picture.

At
door.

for

him

she

!

could

speak, Mrs. Gable
the sense of humor that

interrupted.
typical of
the woman Clark married, she told
the
maid to "go about her duties, but the next
time be sure and pick a man whose wife is
not so close by."
"This public admiration is astounding
but of course it is not Clark Gable, the
man,
that the fans pursue," Gable said to
me,
soon after his return to Hollywood.
"I
believe that the motion picture magazines
are responsible for fan idolization,
because
their writers have exaggerated screen
char-

With

acters,

_

money
-ill

is

and have made demi-gods of really

ordinary people, like myself.
"Our country is famous for its hero-worthi " k the public is
P artiall y hypnotized I
by its very willingness to idolize

a

-bven when fans see the stars in person,
and
have that opportunity to discover that
we

are just human beings like themselves,
they
continue right on with their unbelieveable

worship."
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rile).
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and

not delighted,

ONLY (1.00.
return and
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moment, Mrs. Gable came to the
Thanks to her sense of humor, she

The maid was terrified. She opened her
mouth to beg for forgiveness, but before

FOR THIS AO

Regular $5 00 -elue.

that

laughed heartily at the sight of her husband
sitting bolt upright in bed with the
covers
drawn close around him, while the husky
chambermaid poured out her tale of love
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Surplus Fat Goes Without Severe
Exercise or Starvation. Easy! Safe!
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^ "My

-weight was a joke to my friends. But it
wasn t funny to me. Now it's my turn to laugh
and be happy
thanks to SLENDO Herb Tea "
This new. different tea. blended from pure medicinal
herbs and roots, is just the thing for overweight
people tired of freak diets and ineffective methods.
J ust send name and address together with
Sample 10c for liberal trial package of SLENDO
Herb Tea and directions. Write today!
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MODERN MEDICAL CO.
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idea
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It pays
to encourage
your eyelashes
Show
them the little attentions
they deserve. If you dress
up your lips and your
hair
but
neglect
your
lashes, they are going to
feel badly and show it
Brush them. And don't
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matic,
we are almost
speechless with delight.
It's a darling!
It works
in one hand like a charm
and has a tiny jeweled
catch,
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to match your favorite
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The colors have
just the right degree of
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BLACKHEADS?
KLEERPLEX!
Wash

with

DON'T SQU EEZE BLACKHEADS!

CAUSES SCARS, INFECTION

!

Dissolve

Blackheads,
scientifically,
refine
Large
Pores, stop embarrassing Greasinesss
"Shine", clear Muddy, Tanned Skin. Just
wash with water and wonderful KLEERPLEX WASH! Has marvelous pore-purifying

powers.

SAFELY!

Gets at the cause

RENEWS!

BEAUTIFIES!
attractive look.
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Stars) we will send a 1 kt.
ORIZABA Ring (looks like S200
stone).
Regular S5 value for
this ad and 81. Mail TODAY.

and guards your

a bright fufrom your fingers.
ture, is Tussy's Emulsified Cleansing Cream.
It
Romance is in the air
is made of a combination
You find it no matter
of vegetable oils and is
where you turn. It slips
designed especially for all
into the new fashions, the
of us who do not enjoy
new pictures, the new
thin,
liquefying creams.
ways of combing your
A shampoo to make
It
is
light,
penetrating,
hair.
Are you ready to
your
hair
lovely.
emollient,
and it gives
take advantage of
it ?
your face a thorough,
You aren't if your hair
gentle cleansing, as quick as a wink,
At
is
dry, stringy, lifeless, or over-oily and
the same time it does what the olddull.
But the right shampoo will change
fashioned nourishing creams all promised
all this.
We've always been in favor of
to do: keeps your skin soft
and smooth.
simple, downright, honest cleanliness.
It
Ihey say that even wrinkles get dreadhas an amazing lot to do with charm.
fully discouraged when you use
it
If
Clean, sweet, shining hair is a glorious
your life sends you out a good deal in the
asset to any girl in or out of pictures.
wind and the sun you will like the way
And clean, sweet, shining hair is what
it keeps
your complexion in good condiPacker's Shampoo will give you.
Use
tion.
While for those of us who are too
their Pine Tar Shampoo if it is oily hair
rushed
the morning, too tired at night
that stands between you and your own best
for elaborate beauty treatments,
it is a gift
looks.
Use Olive Oil Shampoo if your
from the gods.
hair is dry or lifeless.
Then find the type
But how does it smell ? Lady, it smells
of new hair style that intrigues you most.

introduce our
Flash

Rainbow

earnest consideration.
This pure white, greaseless
cream wipes out
unpleasant

LIFE ASSOCIATION
Hamilton Drive, Beverly Hills, Cal.

If you have talent here's your chance to
get Into Broadcasting. New Floyd Gibbons
method trains you at home in spare time.
Fascinating course fully explained in Free
Booklet, "How to Find Your Place in
Broadcasting." Send for your copy today.
Give age. Floyd Gibbons School of Broadcasting, 2000— 14th St., N. W., Dept.
4 F 10, Washington, D. C.

romantic look it is such
fun to turn on the world.

freshness for hours, without stopping perspiration.
It can be used the last
minute before you go out,
because it has the priceless virtue of not spoiling
clothes. If you are housewifely, keep it in the kitchen to remove the least
suspicion of cooking odors
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that a judicious
touch of a pure mascara,
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give you that wide-eyed,
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in the morning
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there is a jeweled compact to match it.
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It is time again to be
taking deodorants very,
very seriously.
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the word in this connection that deserves your

tones

which have made Miss
Arden's cosmetics so famous.
You will want
one at once for your
evening bag and another
to carry day-times.
For
while it is lovely enough
to grace the most ex-

FREE

.

They tell us this mascara
doesn't smudge or run
and that it makes your
lashes look softer, silkier,
and of course longer.
With hats off the face,
attention will be on the
eyes.
Be sure to make
the most of yours.

permanence on your lips
and come in those glamorous,
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Life Protection Certificate, offered exclusively by one of
the largest associations of its kind
in the state of California and subject to rigid examinations
by the State Insurance Department, pays up to S1500 For
Death From Any Cause ; $2000 to $3000 for accidental death.
Your protection is backed by a sound financial institution
with more than 25 million dollars life protection in force.
Just your name, age. name of
beneficiary, and a Life Certificate, fully made out in your
name will be sent to you for 10 Days Free Inspection. NO
AGENT WILL CALL. If you decide
Accept 10-Day
to keep it t send only $1 to put your
protection in force for at least 45 days
then about 3c a day. If not, you
owe nothing. OFFER LIMITED. So
write today without obligation.
Inspection Offer
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of
I will

—

WRITE NAME-ADDRESS

IN

MARGIN

SCREENLAND

I
will make more.
public appearhis
but
address
his
haven't

"The Big Cage," and

with the Hagenback-Wallace
Ringling Brothers. If you must
why not wait until
<ret in touch with him
and write to
the circus comes to your city,
then—but watch out for his 40 lions

ances

are

Show and

^4sk JMe!
You'll
FF.
for a smile
latest release,

Fay £><?
pine away
In her

no longer need to
from Greta Garbo.

"Queen

Christina,

yes, laughs
she not only smiles but laughs—
If you should ask me,
rio-ht out loud, too
to
and why don't you, it is her best picture
non-profesa
is
wife
Maynard's
Ken
date
was not
sional I believe. Fred Thompson
he died
accident—
automobile
an
in
killed
the
with
up
catch
To
an operation.
!

after

back
"Covered Wagon," we'll have to go
in the cast
principals
7
male
The
3
to 19
Torrence,
were J. Warren Kerrigan, Ernest
and Tully Marshall.

cinema
I do not know of a
a collector of old and rare
that is,
If she should bob up again,
fans
I'll get in touch with
if she ever did bob,
home
you and you may find a permanent
versamost
a
is
Parker
for your fan. Jean
young ladv. She can act, sing, dance,

Mrs A
who

star

P.

is

him
and

Patti

Fee Dee

Isn t that
write, paint, and play the piano
Her lat17?
only
of
girl
for
a
something
in which she is
est release is "Two Alone,'
co-featured with

Tom

tigers

Brown.

Harum"

Tiny Bit. So you liked "David
enable.
Will Rogers and Evelyn V
is the
Taylor
Kent
wouldn't?
And who
chap,
romantic male lead and is a likable
Kent was
mustache.
the
without
or
with
revealed
born near Nashua, Iowa, but hasn t
with

He is 5 feet 11 inches tall
the birth-date.
and has brown eyes and
pounds,
165
weighs
with
dark brown hair. He appears
West in "I'm No Angel."

Mae

born in
Miss M. M. Clyde Beatty was
He has brown
Bainbridge, Ohio, in 1905
tall,
wavy hair, hazel eyes, is 5 feet 6 inches
is Harriet
and weighs 148 pounds. His wife
bigthe
Evans, aerial performer under
Universal,
for
picture
"
one
He made
top

The recording

director of

M-G-M,

Norma
Douglas Shearer, is a brother of
on
born
was
Darro
Frankie
Shearer.
One
December 22, 1918, in Chicago 111
the Road, has
of his films, "Wild Boys of
He also
comment.
of
amount
caused a vast
Nils Asther
scores in "No Greater Glory."
Some of his releases have
is 3? years old.
"Right to Romance," "Storm at
been:

Bitter Tea of General
Light," with Ehssa
Candle
Yen" "By
Spy^
Landi and Paul Lukas, "Madame
Doctor.
Crime
"The
and
Wray,
Fay
with

Daybreak,"

"The

The RKO-Radio studios
of Six Millions
Symphony
produced "The
Bcrncicc

J.

Dunne.
with Ricardo Cortez and Irene
quotaseveral
the
remember
can't
Sorry I
Ricardo plays
tions used in the picture
along
Bar,
with Al Jolson in "Wonder
Del
Dolores
as
names
famous
with such
Dick
D'Orsay,
Fifi
Kay Francis,
Rio
Herbert, and
Powell, Guy Kibbee, Hugh
m Harold
also
appears
Hal Leroy. Hal

TJJ
een.

tile

P^ture?
Change of partners! Or,
something s
that
aware
evidently
are
/ames
Charlie and
little
Of course Ginger and Janet are sweet
zmiss.
places!
things— but the right girls in the wrong
what's wrong with

this

Change of heart!

Now

everything's as

Dunn-Rogers picture

1

1

should

be, ac-

so romantically amusing.
Mr CHICAGO
PRES5. INC.,
CUNEO core;
THE i-mirri

m-.ir-

I

avi&Kina new

f
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WITH SO LITTLE
TO DO - IF YOU'LL
USE THE ONLY

ALMOND BASE
POWDER
by Patricia

Gordon

A MOMENT
JUST
which

in

you decide! Then,
for you, the exquisite new
beauty Princess Pat powder
brings to every complexion.

Of course

it

does!

Almond

base, in your Princess Pat
powder, is used instead of the starch in usual
powders.
What a difference! Why, Princess Pat powder has a
glorious velvety feel, even to finger tips! On
your
delicate complexion it is a veritable caress.

NOW

Every

little particle in Princess Pat
infinitely smooth. The powder goes upon

face powder is
your skin so closely,
so phantly that an amazing thing happens.
Your complexion
becomes incomparably beautiful. But the powder does
not
show! That's just the aristocratic effect you've
wanted; the
perfect grooming of the fashionably elect. And
because
Princess Pat is almond base (no starch) it blends
on to cling
almost as one with your skin.

And

Receive a beautiful Vanity

FPFF

|

—

US S*

—

filled

with Princess Pat

indelible lip rouge.

at you

do

to get the Vanity

Get Princess Pat powder at any drug store or
department

The particles may easily swell within
the pores and be responsible for their coarsening. How different it is with
the almond base
powder. Almond
the precious beautifier
your protection against coarse pores! No
wonder all women adore Princess Pat face
powder, once they try it.
ture.

store. Send in the ribbon and medallion
(found inside every box) io Princess Pat,
together with the coupon below. Write

—

name and address plainly. The Vanity
be sent entirely free, postage

will

prepaid. Please act promptly. This offer
is for a limited time only.

PRINCESS PAT.

—

Princess Pof Players
love and life
-thrilling! Sundays 4:30 P.M., E.S.T.

1

WJZ and NBC network. 3:30 P.M., C.S.T.

is to
to

Dept. A-3046. 2709 South Wells Street. Chicago
f rom a box of Princess Pat face powder,
.'i°°
ata e">
send me the Vanity offered. The
with Pnncess Pat face powder, and indeliblelip rouge. Vanity

fe
.JnEPSSt £

ENTtSlvC
om,
come

filled

ribbon and medal
.
.

Check whether Gold.

PRINCESS PAT
LONDON

powder and

cannot leak or spill. Refills easily. For beauty and
'onvenience the Vanity will simply charm you.

Positively

ravishing new beauty were not enough,
you would delight in the almond base for its
benefit to your
skin. Even a very little starch on
your skin has all the faults
of starch. All starches, you know,
swell with heat and mois

RADIO

,f s a courtesy gift with
Princess Pat face
powder, this Vanity in rich gold or

El

glea/ing silver finish. Never sold for less than $1
worth
monfe. The cleverest Vanity you ever knew; comes
ready for

if all this

—

THE TIME!

IS

CHICAGO

_or Silver.

.finish Is desired.

Name.
Street

City and State.

IN

CANADA

,

93

CHURCH STREET, TORONTO

"copyright, 1034, R.

Check up on

J.

Beynolris Tobacco

Company

Write for illustrated
book of 20 nerve tests.

those

See

jangled nerves today
Yes,

a simple

such

as

little

nervous habit

wringing out your hand-

kerchief

is

really a sign of jangled

nerves.

may mean
mean
in your face -They
look years
in time you may

And
lines

that

jangled nerves

older than you

are.

TEST YOUR NERVES..

any
So if you find yourself with
check
those little nervous habits,
of

up on yourself.

Get enough sleep— fresh air
—recreation. And watch your

if

FREE!

you have
Have

healthy nerves.

loads of fun testing
friends for "jangled

nerves." Mail orderblank below with the
fronts from 2 packs

of Camels. Free book

comes postpaid.

"1VIS GfT

OH TOU« NDYISJ

smoking.

Remember, you can smoke
want.
as many Camels as you
Their costlier tobaccos never

CLIP THIS

COUPON

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
Company
Dept. 120-A, Winston-Salem,
N. C.

*"

enclose fronts from 2 packs
of Camels.
bend me book of nerve tests postpaid.
I

jangle the nerves.

Name.

COSTLIER TOBACCOS
Camels are made from

finer,

EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS

(

MORE

than any

Print

Namu

)

Street..

City.

-State

.

ther popular brand of

CAMELS

SMOKE AS MANY AS YOU WANT
NERVES
...THEY NEVER GET ON YOUR
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That Shocked The World!

By Princess Radziwill
Does The DuBarry Jinx Threaten Dolores Del Rio?

r

I

were breaking up, Ned and I, after
our
two years. It was his decision to end
couldn't
simply
I
mine.
not
engagement,

"We

understand

"There were loads of attractive people
there— two men and a stunning girl par-

"Heartsick and worn out, I packed my
bags for a stay at the seashore. New places,
new faces would help me to forget."

But they didn't ask me to make
guess."
a foursome. I looked too sad, I

ticularly.
it

it."

They
"Later they did invite me to play golf.
18th green
actually left me standing on the
while they stalked off to the club for refreshments. I put it down to bad manners."

went to the hotel dance, determined to have a good time and forget
Ned. But not one of the men asked me to
dance. It was pretty galling."

"That night

I

"Hurt and humiliated, I flounced off to
bed and tried to knit myself off to sleep.
But sleep wouldn't come. My nerves were

on edge."

r

got up and dressed.
'In desperation
the cool stars
under
walk
a
Perhaps
would soothe my ruffled feelings. The
night was simply gorgeous."
I

'And what a difference it made! The following week at the hotel was one of the
life.
gayest I have ever had in my whole
burn!"
to
them
had
Dates? I

"I sat

on a little knoll near the water. Then

overheard this: 'Oh, the Crane girl is
her
attractive enough. Lots of fun— but
breath is enough to make you shudder
I

"When

I

home I pocketed my pride
Ned up. 'If you want to know

got

and called
how changed a girl can be,' I said, 'come
up and see me sometime.' He did."

"5&Cn(!tO//f^c/Of£evi/'' Use LISTERINE
Quit taking it for granted that
your breath is always agreeable.
It really isn't, you know. Anyone
some
is likely to have halitosis at
—
knowing
without
time or other
it.

Halitosis

is

principally caused,

to

says a leading dental authority,
by the fermentation of food particles that even careful tooth
brushing has failed to remove.
The quick, pleasant, safe way to
combat this condition is to rinse

"Mortified and ashamed I hurried back to
my apartment and gargled Listerine that
never
very night. (Incidentally, there has
been a day since that I haven't used it.)"

"We

took up where we

left off

and

it

wasn't long before Ned's ring was back
on my finger. I'm getting my trousseau
next week."

check Halitosis

[Bad Breath]

mouth with Listerine every
morning and night and between
times before meeting others.
the

Listerine halts fermentation and

overcomes its odors. Lambert
Pharmacal Co., St. Louis, Mo.
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HER FAMILY HAVE A GRAND PLACE IN NEWPORT-BUT OH, HER TERRIBLE TEETH

hen Ellen's at Newport, her life
a round of bathing, beach parties,
luncheons,and contract. Herfather has
mon
oney.But there'sa"but"about Ellen!

Wt.
ff

is

—

hy doesn't Ellen'sfather tell her that
her teeth are dingy, unattractive ?
She doesn't know that "pink tooth
brush"can robagirl's smile ofits charm!

^~^LDER men

E

high-powered craft

—

— wins

cups in the yawl races goes cruising
on her father's yacht. But the "but"
about Ellen spoils her good times!

lien

her

should go

to

a

begin at once

dentist.

He'd

—

smiles.

Don't be an Ellen. Clean your
teeth with Ipana Tooth Paste, and
each time, put a little extra Ipana
on your brush or fingertip, and

TUNE IN THE "HOUR OF SMILES" AND HEAR THE
IPANA TROUBADOURS WEDNESDAY EVENINGS
WEAF AND ASSOCIATED N. B. C. STATIONS

IPANA
TOOTH PASTE

he

to clean

men who spend week-ends with

Ellen's father ask Ellen to go dancing.
But where are the young men? The

71

tell

her teeth
with Ipana
and to massage extra
lpana into her tender, bleeding gums.
to

t

I

but" about Ellen

is

her teeth!

wouldn't be long, with lpana

and mas-

sage, before Ellen ivould have sparkling
teeth again— and young men to go sailing

with,

and dancing

with!

The

are gallant.

but young men size a
girl up! Even though a girl
has money, she had better be
attractive-looking, too! And that
includes being attractive when she

—

E

lien speeds in

I

massage

into your inactive gums.
today are inclined to be
tender, and to bleed, because today's foods are neither coarse nor
crunchy enough to exercise them
properly. That is why you should
massage your gums with Ipana.

Gums

it

ziratol in Ipana plus
the massage aids in stimulating and toning them, so
that "pink tooth brush" is
kept at bay. And in avoiding "pink
tooth brush," you should avoid gum
troubles like gingivitis and Vincent's
disease. Your teeth are safer, too.
Ipana is excellent for the teeth
and keeps the gums healthy. Use
it! Be good-looking when you smile!

VISIT

"A CENTURY OF PROGRESS"
SEE IPANA MADE FROM START TO FINISH
See the Ipana Electrical Man. General ExChicago,
hibits Group Building No. 4

June

— October, 1934

—
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SCREENLAND SCOOPS:
"NO MORE HOLLYWOOD FOR ME!" SAYS WALTER HUSTON.
RAFT REVEALS ALL!
DOES THE DUBARRY JINX THREATEN DOLORES DEL RIO?
PERSONALLY AUTOGRAPHED PORTRAIT OF JANET GAYNOR
BUILD UP THE HOLLYWOOD WAY

.

Leonard Hall
Leonard Hall
James Marion

20

James Davies

52

21

22
35

OTHER FEATURES:

Of Winners

of

Six-Star

Leonard Frank
ROLES THEY'LL NEVER PLAY
Delight Evans
THE EDITOR'S PAGE
Princess RadziwUl
WORLD
THE
SHOCKED
THAT
ROMANCE
MOVIE
THE
James M. Fidler
TOMORROW'S STARS
Ben Maddox
GLORIA SW ANSON AND WALLY BEERY TOGETHER AGAIN?
Edited by Kay Francis
SCHOOL
GLAMOR
SCREENLAND'S
Laura Benham
WOMEN BEHIND THE HOLLYWOOD THRONES
"PROBABLY THE GREATEST ACTRESS I EVER WORKED WITH!"-JOHN

BARRYMORE. Carole Lombard
DON'T BRAND HER SOCIETY GIRL. Helen Vinson
PERSONALITY OR BEAUTY— WHICH HAVE YOU?
HIS BEST FRIEND WAS FAILURE. Lyle Talbot

Contest!
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12
17
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24
26
28
30
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32

Kay Richards

33
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MacMahon Helen Harrison
Whitney Williams

51

56

Fashion News from Hollywood

our Romance Contest!
must have
YOUYour
Pen Portraits poured
—gay
liked

in

lines,

dramatic, daring; funny, fantastic.
You must like Clark Gable, Marion Davies,
Helen Hayes, Myrna Loy, Madge Evans, and
These stars are highly gratified
Jean Parker!

grave

at

lines;

your great

interest.

thanks you for your splendid
and enthusiasm in making the RomanceSix-Star Contest, which was presented in the
May issue, the most exciting we have ever had.
It isn't easy to select the winners; but ths
and the announcejudges are doing their best
appear
in the next,
will
awards
the
of
ment
the August, issue of this Magazine.
Clark Gable offered a movie camera and proMarion Davies, a handsome fitted wardjector.
Myrna
Helen Hayes, a negligee.
robe case.
perfume.
favorite
her
of
bottle
Loy, a generous
Madge Evans, a daytime frock. Jean Parker,
Grand gifts and you ena beach ensemble.
with real zest. Watch
competition
tered the
our next issue for the announcement of awards!

SCREENLAND

interest

—

—

SPECIAL ART SECTION
Circus is Here! Joe E.
Shirley Temple. Personally autographed portrait. The
Cleopatra in Hollywood. Claudette
Chevalier.
Maurice
West.
Mae
Clown."
"The
Circus
Brown in
Karloff. Jean Parker. Glona Stuart. Richard
Colbert Warren William, Henry Wilcoxon. Boris
V na Merkel, Muriel Evans. Madeleine Carroll.
Dix. Stars in the Sun. Jean Harlow, Mary Carlisle,
Keeler
and Dick Powell in -Dames:'
Ruby
Month.
of
the
Still
Beautiful
The Most
Janet,

Gaynor and
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J4

Delight Evans
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60

,
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.

Weston East
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62
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SCREENLAND

Now
You're
Talking!

!

from

"Swifties"

SCREENLAND
reader-scribes

ho! The movies have made our readers
And, naturally, they ve
excited again!
written to tell us all about it.
Here's a correspondent who hails a newmovie era with the advent of Anna Sten! And
another who files a demurrer against music in

What

all

non-musical movies. And still another who
plunges headlong into the Hepburn publicityslant. And
act" controversy with a brand-new

—

the movie questions of the moment
so it goes
everyare thrashed out with great gusto, and
body has a grand time.
_
strength
The cheering squad is out in full

resounding for
again, too, with loud huzzahs

Barry-

such deserving stars as Gable, Lionel
more, Crosby, Hepburn, et. aL
agitate
What are the burning questions that
and here
your movie mind? Now is the time,
And
the place, to make your confessions.
"is

sprinkling ot
don't lose sight of that liberal
best letters
pri:es _$5.00 each for the eight
monthly—that make it so worth while!

Keep vour

letters

dress Letter Dept.,

New

St

of the

That's how one of our rapt lady
tender, a little dangerous!"
Gable, who walks away with
devastating
the
up
correspondents sums
Clark as an ideahatzc young
seen
you
Have
month's -rave" honors.
doctor in "Men in White?"

"Rough

%Z

within

fifty

words, and ad-

SCREENLAND, 45 W. 45th

York, mailing

to

month. You may

a little dangerous,
attractive

reach us by the 10th
fire

when

ready.

and oh, so devastatingly

!

Muriel Marks,
2104 Aqueduct Ave..

New York

The

first

HITTING THE TRAILER!

eight letters receive

Can't something be done about the long
pertrailers shown in movie houses at every
up
take
attractions"
"Coming
formance?

prizes of $5.00 each

so
screen's best

Doctor, Ralph Bellamy

SCIENCE!
They
Clever, these newsreel cameramen
fact,
In
backward
dive
can make divers
divthey do. And in every other newsreel
dive
divers
more
and
backward,
ers dive
!

!

why

Some joke! I wonder
backward.
the moutn
thev never show a shell entering
for years,
last
should
That
of a cannon?
too

213 St. Peter,

BRING 'EM BACK LIVELY!
The picture public
Hollywood, wake up
us
practically begging you please to let

New

La.

Iberia,

!

is

alour old favorites again Norma 1
Griffith,
madge, Aileen Pringle, Cormne
Give them
Lila Lee, and many others.

see

j.

OLD KING COLE, TOO!
Thanks to the talkies for humanizing
history! Henry the Eighth, Queen ElizaChrisbeth, Empress Catherine, and Queen
of the
tina were only dry-as-dust puppets
past until I saw them come to life on the

who

WONDERS OF MODERN

Lee De Blanc.

"Death"— Freddie March

Orchids in profusion to the men
have revivified them
Betty Lou Elliot,
830 E. Second St.,
Whitefish, Mont.

screen.

and usually prove boresome.

Ellen Gustafson,
7414 Emerald Ave.,
Chicago, 111.

Lawyer, Otto Kruger
Newspaperman, Lee Tracy
Engineer, Jack Holt
Secretary, Joan Blondell
Theatrical "Angel," Guy Kibbee
and

Ruth King,
2 Hamilton Ave.,
Cranford, N.

time,

Every time I look at ten to fifteen minutes
singing.
of this kind of movies, I feel like
"There's a long, long trailer winding—.

THEY'RE "TOPS!"
The

much

City.

:

a chance

— we're

sure to back you up

Buzz De Mots,
Sioux Center, Iowa.

WHAT

THIS

WANTED:
More

—one

roles for

COUNTRY NEEDS!
Edward

^

.

Everett Horton

grand comedian.

.

humorous part for Gary Cooper—what
was!
delightful White Knight he

A

a

for Norma Shearer to play
genuine lady, the intelligent,
a
again
once
that she can pergentlewoman
courageous
form with reality and conviction

\ chance

"GRAND GUY" GABLE
been given an
A.t last Clark Gable has
and
opportunity to show his acting ability,
to his
refer
I
100%.
through
he comes

performance in "It Happened
One Night," in which he's once again the
tender,
Clark we devotees admire— rough,

delightful

Annie Campbell Jones,

2?0 North Mt. Vernon

St.,

Prescott, Ariz.

(Continued on page 11)
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KAY FRANCIS
Only a super-woman could have
bring

it

Francis

to the screen

!

You'll

lived this story.

.

.

Only a super-star could

marvel as you watch the supreme

sweep triumphantly through a

role only the greatest

artistry of

dared

Kay

to play!

DR.MON ICA
You'll

thrill

as four great personalities from

ranks re-create the story
You'll

applaud

JEAN MUIR

*

it

critics

Warner

Bros,

famed

star

warned could not be screened!

as the finest dramatic achievement of the present year!

WARREN WILLIAM * VERREE TEASDALE

Directed by William

K e

i

g h

I

e y

.

A First National Picture

SCREENLAND
LO

Honor Page
Cheers for Wallace Beery

and Company

in

"Viva

Villa!"

YOU'LL
players

You
who surround him

cheer Beery!

will applaud the
in that "glorified

Beery himself has
Western," "Viva Villa."
never been so vitally, violently victorious in
interpreting a role as he is in his new motion picture.
He makes the patriot-bandit, Pancho Villa, one of the

most picturesque characters ever to ride across the
for
screen. But his supporting cast crowds him closely
older
the
by
Henry B. Walthall, beloved
first honors.
filmgoers as The Little Colonel in D. W. Griffith's "The
Birth of a Nation," gives the second great performance
Madero.
of his fine career as the Mexican patriot,
the
Joseph Schildkraut enters the glory lists again as
flashy,
florid,
portrayal,
a superb
villain of the piece
but exactly right. Leo Carrillo swaggers with gusto
Stuart Erwin is the
as Villa's right-hand killer.
Last but not least,
reporter.
humorous and realistic
Cecil's brilliant
DeMille,
Katherine
to the ladies!
Fay Wray
wife.
Villa's
as
figure
daughter, is a vivid
maddens
beauty
whose
aristocrat
glows as the gracious
you!
to
Villa. Troupers,

—

Lovely Fay Wray,

The

exotic Katherine DeMille,
as Villa's wife.

left,

Leo Carrillo, below,
Joseph Schildkraut, below,

as the

tragic Mexican beauty.

ment

in his ele-

as Villa's aid.

"Viva Villa's" "villain."

Henry
Stuart Erwin, right, as the
most inquiring reporter.

B. Walthall, left,

Madero

is

whose

unforgettable.

July
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Continued from page 8
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Fabric gauntlet with natural linen. cuff

gauntlet with cross-bar organdie cuff

RING OUT!

skin slipon

"A'

*

waffle

weave gauntlet

*

*

mesh

white doe-

Ivory pigskin slipon. Fownes gloves washable with Ivory Flakes.

In silent days Lionel Barrymore made a
famous picture called "The Bells." Why
not revise this story and make a talkie of
it?
It is a unique drama, and would afford
this splendid actor an excellent vehicle for

some
let's

Anyway

real character portraiture.

have more Lionel and

less

M. A.

John

Dotterer,

Box

246,
Fla.

Clewiston,

EN-RICH THE SCREEN AGAIN!
sincerely hope the beautiful and fasci-

I

nating Irene Rich doesn't decide to abandon
the movies for the radio permanently. It's
such a treat to see her play a "wife-andmother" role she just makes you live the
part with her.
Please, producers, send us
another picture with Irene

—

Mrs. A. W. Colt,
3223 N. Main St.,
Racine, Wis.

THE MELODIES LINGER ON!
But must we

Musicals are O. K.

listen

to some dragged-in tune every time we go
to a movie?
"Too Much Harmony" and
such were excellent. But when, in the middle of a good "straight" picture, the characters burst into an impossible dance and
a ditty, I can't take it

Mary

E. Clapp,

Box

168,

Mineral Wells, Tex.

SHE GIVES GOOD VALUE
Why

all the palaver about Hepburn's
so-called publicity "act"? Theatregoers pay
for "acting," and Katharine surely delivers
the goods
It's too absurd to expect her
off-stage life to suit everyone. Human beings aren't made that way.
Hepburn's
future?
Greater roles for a great actress
to portray
!

Norman Thompson,
123

E. 34th St.,
Lorain, Ohio.

"DR." WILL!
"A Merry Heart Doeth Good
Medicine."

I'd

Like a
miss a meal to see Will

Rogers in a picture. His natural acting
always gives me a laugh, and I come away
from his films feeling 100 per cent better.
And hurrah for Rogers
only clean stuff

—

!

Wash

—

our Gl oves

goes with Will.

Mabel

Little,

336 South Olive
Los Angeles,

St.,

Calif.

ON WITH THE DANCE!
What

world really needs is some
more happy-go-lucky young fellows like
Fred Astaire.
This hot-footed lad astounded me with his performances in
"Dancing Lady" and "Flying Down to
Rio".
Don't forget, Hollywood we want

more

the

—

of Astaire

Jane T. McGregor,
44-11 Little

3. Put gloves through lukewarm rinsings.

suds. (Fownes, famous glove-makers,

(Give cuffs of fabric gauntlet gloves

say:

"We

heartily advise pure Ivory

Neck, N. Y.

VALE LILYAN TASHMAN

How

tragic, the passing of Lilyan Tashat the height of her career
Always
a good actress, if not a great one, she lived
well, laughed often, brought joy and laughter to many, and made this earth a better
!

and happier place for having lived in it.
Hendel Hallenstein,
57 Sargent St.,
Springfield, Mass.

Pure Ivory suds rinse out easily.

a light starching

Flakes for our finest washable

— press the cuffs be-

fore completely dry.)

gloves.")

4. Pull gloves into shape. Press between layers of towel. Blow fingers
of leather gloves. Lay flat away from

Neck Parkway,

Little

man

lc Use coo! water and pure, quickmelting Ivory Flakes to whisk up rich

2.

Wash

gloves on hands, using soft

brush to work rich Ivory suds into
soiled areas. Squeeze out without
wringing.

Remove

Ivory Flakes

heat.

gloves.

•

99 44 Aoo

(Work

leather gloves before

entirely dry, to soften texture.)

%

and biggest value in

pure

•

Today's safest

fine fabrics soap

SCREENLAND
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Mac West

as

Harold

Teen.

Al Jolson

as

Oueen Christina

R6les

Upsetting the star
system— or fun for
Laugh, stars,
all!

They'll

laugh!

Never

By
Leonard Frank

Play!
W.

C. Fields as
Rothschild.

Guy

Zasu

Kibbee as Alice in
Wonderland.

Pitts as

Boy.

Laughing

19 34
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AND THE PICTURE OF HEALTH

BEAUTIFUL

THELMA
TODD

KNOWS

iHELMA TODD'S
is

ONE OF HER

IS

BEST FRIENDS!

k

blonde beauty

BREAD

striking

bright with ani-

mation. Her health, she knows,
is

a priceless possession

.

.

.

and

she plans her diet carefully to

provide the energy she needs.

The fascinating Thelma Todd adds
delightful high spots of comedy
to the new Wheeler and Woolsey laugh
riot, "Cockeyed Cavaliers", an 'RKO-

That's where bread proves a
friend!

Read her

Crocker,

menu

letter to

many

Betty

Radio Picture.

expert.

9

Dear Betty Crocker:
In Hollywood we have to
keep tip our vitality. So much
depends on it— our looks, oar
ability. They tell us to be
sure we get enough energy food
like bread. I eat bread in
some form at every meal.

J\

|P

NEW WAYS TO

109

SERVE BREAD
11

BY BETTY CROCKER,

MENU

EXPERT

new book of
and menus, "Vitality Demands Energy (109 Smart NewFree! This fascinating

recipes

—

Ways

A

to Serve Bread,

standing Energy Food)."

Our Out-

By Betty

Crocker, noted cooking authority.

JtvmL

Clever suggestions for combining

^^H^

make
Tempt-

bread with other foods to
tasty, well balanced meals.

'

ing

menus

for every occasion. In-

triguing ideas for sandwiches, ap-

SCIENCE REVEALS

WHY BREAD

IS

petizers,

accompaniments

for soups, salads. Interesting

OUR OUTSTANDING ENERGY FOOD

uses for the delicious breads,

Proves that Bread:

ucts, supplied

£

Supplies energy efficiently. Abundantly provided with
hydrates, which furnish endurance energy (largest 1

in delightful variety,

by your baker.

In-

clude breads in every meal! Products Control Department
.

Important in proper combination of foods necessary

diet).

you

new

and other baked wheat prod-

of General Mills, Inc., Minneapolis.

complete diet.

2

Builds, repairs. Contains also proteins, used
for building muscle and helping daily repair of

body

^

Is one of the most easily digested foods.
assimilated.

96%

These three statements have been
accepted by the noted authorities on
diet and nutrition who comprise the
Committee on Foods of the American
Medical Association, largest and most important
association of medical

For

SEND FOR BETTY CROCKER'S FREE BOOK

Thus

bread, and other baked wheat
products, used freely for essential energy needs,
do not unbalance the diet in respect to proteins as
do large amounts of energy foods lacking other
essential nutrients.
tissues.

men

in the world.

explanation by eminent scientists, read
the valuable new free book on bread, " Vitality
full

Demands Energy."

Offer good only within continental limits of U. S.
!

_

,~>
Kj|

A*

Betty Crocker, Minneapolis, Minn.
Please send me your valuable new free book on
Ff
bread, VitalityDemands Energy" in which science
states facts about bread, and you suggest 109
delightful

new ways

to use

it.

Name
Street or

R.F.D.

No

City
Copyr. 1934, General Mills, Inc.

State.
Sold. 7.34

(J$/UZXZCL ENERGY FOR ^LJ^hjZctZf/
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HELEN TWELVETREE
POPULAR STAR

how!

knows
She

too clever to

is

Het

tractiveness.

let drab, dull hair spoil her atis always soft, lustrous, radiant

hair

with tiny dancing lights— the subject of much admiration—and not a little envy. She wouldn't think of
using ordinary soaps. She uses Golden Glint Shampoo.
not confine this with other shampoos that
Golden Glint Shampoo, in addition to
cleansing, gives your hair a fashionable "tiny-tint"—
a wee little bit— not much— hardly perceptible. But
how it does bring out the true beauty of your own individual shade of hair! 25c at your dealers'— or « FREE

*Note:

Do

merely cleanse.

sample -will show you the

Send for

difference.

it

now!

FREE
J.

W. KOBI

Seattle,

CO.. 617 Rainier Ave., Dept.

Wash.

#*«*

Please send

G

a free sample.

as usual.'
You're asking about Joel McCrea—and Miss Vee Dee is answering Dee,
Frances
Here's Joel in his favorite role of happy husband to lovely

m

Name
Address

their
State-

City

Color of

my

hair:

PHOTO ENLARGED
ANY
Size8xlOinches
or smaller if desired.
Sam© ruice for full length

or bust form, gToups, landecapo9, pet animals, etc.,
or enlargements of any
pari of group picture. Safe
return of original photo
guaranteed,

Ask Me!

47

MONEY
SEND NOwithin
S-'ESpUSSS
receive
a week you

By Miss

will

(any size* and

your beautiful life-like enlargement, guaranteed fadeless. Pay postman 47c plus postage—
or send 49c with order and we pay postage.
Big 1 6x20-inch enlargement Bent C.O.D 78c
otp
plus postage or send 80c and we pay postage. Take advantage
this amazing offer now. Send your photos today. Specify 6126 wanted.

—

STANDARD ART STUDIOS
C HICAGO. ILLINOIS
Dept. 544- H
St.

104 S.Jefferson

NOT A FRECKLE
TO

new ranch home.

WORRY ABOUT

45 Years Amazing Success Proves It
Embarrassing freckles just fade naturally with "FBECKLE

OINTMENT," for 43 years the safe standard freckle remover. FREE SAMPLE send 10c for postage, packing,
handling, booklet.

—

KREMOLA CO., Dept. SU-7
2975 So. Michigan, Chicago, 111.

BROADCAST?

Sally

ducky?

Rand Fan.

Two

swamped with

or

Now

isn't

that

too

years ago I was
asking about Sally

three

letters

She had sort of
and her where-abouts.
dropped out of sight until last summer
when she made The Century of Progress
famous with her dancing. Sally made pictures in 1925 for Christie, Roach, and
She was a Wampas Baby Star
Sennett.
in 1928 was on the stage.
and
in 1927,
She was born on April 3, 1905, has grey
inches
eyes, ash blonde hair and is 5 feet
Beck.
Hazel
is
name
real
Her
tall.

%

If you have talent here's your chance to
get into Broadcasting. New Floyd Gibbons
method trains you at home in spare time.
Fascinating course fully explained in Free
Booklet. '•How to Find Tour Place in
Broadcasting." Send for your copy today.

Jean, a V. D. Fan. The comedy, if any,
displayed in this column is all my own
haven't a handy "gag" man to fall back on.

Floyd Gibbons School

thy Cox, was born on January 16, 1908,
London, England. She has dark blue eyes,
l
golden brown hair, is 5 feet 6 /2 inches tall
latest release
Her
pounds.
and weighs 127
is "Where Sinners Meet."

Give age.

2000— 14th

casting.

of

Broad-

N. W., Dept.

St..

4G10. Washington, D. C.

Learn

PHOTOGRAPHY
have

a profitable vocation

and

There are many opportunities in this digLeam
nified and profitable profession.
quickly by the famous N. Y. I. method ot
Personal attendance or

instruction.

Home

Study courses in Commercial, News, PorPicture Photography.
trait, or Motion
Free booklet.
' aP

10

"

How

to

West 33

Succeed in Pkolog-

Photography
Founded 1910

New York Institute
St.,

of

Dept. 60,

New York

City

MONEY
MAKEHome
!

home,
TT'ARN steady income each week, working atfamous
photos and miniatures in oil. Learn
this
"Koehne Method" in few weeks. Work done bytalent
method in big demand. No experience nor art
lor
Send
this
way.
needed. Many become independent

J-f coloring

"Make Money at Home."
NATIONAL ART SCHOOL.

free booklet,

Inc.

S601 Michigan Avenue, Dept. 443-B, Chicago,

Illinois

—

Diana Wynyard, whose

real

name

is

Doro-

m

So you know our Johnny

Carmelita D.
Weissmuller far out in Malta. A gardenia
ability
to you for your confidence in my
all into provide entertaining answers to
quiring fans. Tohnnv was born in Chicago,
He has brown hair,
111., on June 2. 1904.
brown eyes, is 6 feet 3 inches tall and
His first wife was
weighs 190 pounds.
star of New _York
former
Arnst,
Bobby
His present wife is
musical comedies.
Lupe Velez. His new picture is "Tarzan
and His Mate" with Maureen O'Sulhvan.

Barbara K. You and your friend are
and half wrong in reference to

half right

Dee

Vee

your wager
wife of

The
Compson.
Betty Compton,

Bettv

over

Jimmy Walker

is

who was on the stage before
but Betty Compson has had

her marriage
a long screen

in Christie Comedies and
attracted attention by her work
still
in "Miracle Man," a picture which is
referred to as one of the masterpieces
film achievement.

She was

career.
in

1919

first

m

A

Your

Baxter Fan.

hero,

Warner Bax-

goes right on making one picture after
another, each with a sincerity that has its
appeal to his many followers. Warner was

ter,

on

born

March

29,

1893,

in

Columbus,

has dark brown eyes and hair,
pounds,
is 5 feet 11 inches tall, weighs 168
and is one of the best-looking and popular
Ohio.

He

He was married to
1917—and still is! His

actors in Hollywood.

Winifred Bryson

in

later releases are "Dangerously Yours." "I
Loved You Wednesday," "Paddy-the-NextBest-Thing," "As Husbands Go," "Stand

Up

and Cheer."

Edna H.

Your

questions resemble a conhave space for

I
test but we'll skip that.
about a third of your list

Grant Withers
Compson, and Gertrude Olmstead
were the leads in "The Time, The Place,
and The Girl." Jack Mulhall, Ford SterlAlice
ing, and Blanche Sweet supported
In
Hollywood.
in
"Show-girl
White in
"The Green Murder Case" you saw Wil!

Betty

liam Powell, Florence Eldridge, (the wife
March), Jean Arthur and
of Fredric
In "Glad-Rag Do
Eugene Pallette.
Dolores Costello was supported by Ralph
(Continued on page 97)
1
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DOUBLE-QUICK"

Tagging

The

REDUCTION

Many
Happy

Talkies

During the

Returns
Para-

SUMMERTIME

mount

Continued from page 6

Chalk up a riot of laughter for George
Burns and Gracie Allen, and pass a few
laurels to Guy Lombardo's Royal Canadians (orchestra)
Fast and furious is the
pace of this picture, and if you are not rolling
in the aisles before it is half over, it'll be
because you're tied to your seat. Impossible to tell the story, but if you like laughs,
cancel all engagements when "Many Happy
Returns" reaches town.

But so beautifully photocleverly acted, and so well
directed that you'll believe it. John Halliday hypnotizes Tom Brown into committing
murder, and the court room scene that ensues is a whirlwind of drama.
Sir Guy
Standing, the English character actor, will
win your favor with his finely-drawn performance of the role of an old hypnotistand-lawyer who returns to defend his son
(Brown) in court. This'll give you chills,
but chills are good for the nervous system,
physicians aver.
Hypnotism!

graphed,

so

—?13§|
4 F

Uncer-

•

. ,

«

tain

Lady
Universal

Flip a coin for or against this picture.

Edward Everett Horton and Genevieve
Tobin strive to make it good, and half-way
succeed. It's about a woman who heads a

the

Perfofastjc Girdle

and he

big business firm, thus leaving her husband
time to play. The husband makes the best
of his opportunity and gets involved with a
gal.
Nothing new to the plot but several
of the situations are clever. Fair entertain-

ment.

y
||

DETACHABLE V
Brass

REDUCE
YOUR WAIST and HIPS
3 INCHES

An over-ripe story that good performances by John Boles and Claire Trevor cannot save. Early in the picture, Boles, as a
drunken engineer in a Western mining town,
goes on the make for Claire Trevor, who
plays a dance hall gal; later in the story
they'd have you believe that he is really a
"nice chap" and that she should fall into
his arms.
There is a big storm and dambreak sequence that is so noisy you can't
sleep
so sleep at home the night this one
shows.

—

Wmm
Sjllll

Finishing
School

Now

10 DAYS

in

with the PERFOLASTIC GIRDLE
...or it will

cost

you nothing!

I'll

Tell

Fox

$ REDUCED
Miss

MY

HIPS 9 INCHES,"

HeaIy..."I reduced from 43

...writes

34% inches".. .writes Miss Brian...
"Massages like magic "...writes Miss Carroll
..."The fat seems to have melted away"...
writes Mrs. McSorley.
So many of our customers are delighted
with the wonderful results obtained with
inches to

This is the inside story by Mrs. Arnold
Rothstein about one of the most notorious
gamblers of recent history.
The story
starts with the man making small bets, and
continues to find him owner of a circuit of
great gambling houses.
His downfall and
death make a decidedly dramatic story.
Spencer Tracy, as the gambler, is excellent.
Helen Twelvetrees and Alice Faye are more
than adequate.

this Perforated

that

Rubber Reducing Girdle

we want you

to try

it

for 10 days at

our expense

Massage-Like Action Reduces Quickly!
Worn next to the body with perfect
safety, the tiny perforations permit the
skin to breathe as its gentle massage-like

action remove flabby, disfiguring fat with
every movement .
stimulating the body
once more into energetic health!
.

R-K-O

.

—

Don't Wait Any Longer
Act Today!
can prove to yourself quickly and
definitely in 10 days whether or not this

B You
Goodness, you never saw so many pretty
gals! Ginger Rogers, Frances Dee, and an
host of others.
Bruce Cabot, right in
amongst them, is simply wasted in his part
with a more romantic fellow as leading man,
this so-so picture might have been a humdinger. Story is laid in a girls' school, but
the theme is much livelier than the morbid

very efficient girdle will reduce your waist
and hips THREE INCHES! You do not
need to risk one penny...try it for 10 days
...at

no

cost!

;

story of that other girls' school picture,
''Eight Girls In a Boat." Nevertheless, like
its predecessor, this story is made up
of
anecdotes, rather than a well-formed plot.

good entertainment, however. Watch
Doyle,
ex-Katharine Hepburn
"stand-in," in her first real role. She shows

It's

Adalyn

promise.

p"e
This story won't be new to you, but it is
so deftly handled and well-acted that you
may safely place this picture on your
month's list of must-sees. The story is
that of a wealthy middle-aged man who
falls in love with a beautiful young actress,
who in turn loves a fiery young composer.
Not in ages has Miss Landi performed better, and Morgan, as is his habit.-turns in a
24-carat performance.

RF

OEAST
LAST K:™
42nd
New

Dept. 737,
41
Please send me

and

c

York, N.Y.

ST.,

FREE BOOKLET
the new Perfolastic

illustrating
Brassiere, also sample of perforated
particulars of your 10-DAY FREE

describing
Girdle and
rubber and

TRIAL OFFER.

Name
Address
City
Use Coupon or Send

State

Name and Address

on Penny Post

Card

SCREENLAND
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"it's

-

.that's

my business

why I changed to

LISTERINE
Dorothy Swanson

is

TOOTH PASTE

ing to this tooth paste at

scores of other
critical of
educated,
.
.
.
women
choicthe
afford
to
able
values,
est beauty aids . . . have rejected
older and costlier dentifrices for

tuiceas

St. Louis,

Scores of discriminating men,

which Miss Swanson wears
shantung baku— sky blue in color
and
with shell-pink grosgrain band

REGULAR SIZE

Tooth

Paste outstanding. They like the
quick way it removes film and
stains and the fresh, wholesome
taste it leaves in the mouth.

Mo.

THE NEW "MERRY WIDOW"
HAT from Bonwit Teller, New York,
is ot

and

sweetens the breath.
likewise, find Listerine

much— saves 20% more!

Lambert Pharrnacal Company,

They find that this 25^ dentifrice cleans more thoroughly,
lustre,

25(*.

The new Double Size Listerine
Tooth Paste, at 40)4, is a still
greater economy. It contains

Tooth Paste.

gives enamel higher

beyond price—which
Tooth Paste will bring to your
which you can make by chang-

girls, like

Listerine

—

Listerine

teeth. Learn, too, of the saving

typical of

many lovely New York models.
These

Children as well as grown-ups,
every user at once becomes aware
that this tooth paste is different!
Learn the benefits far

NEW DOUBLE

SIZE 40<

nosegay of rosebuds. Below— Berand
nice Lorimor shows you a brown
hat
white checked angora coat and
Anne
from
both
straw—
toya
of
Davis, New York.

for

July
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Letter

Practically

Everybody
Original Title:

"Eve"

New
and

Title:
his

"Adam

Old Title:
"Helen of Troy'

Original Title:

New

New

Mate"

"Marie Antoinette"
Title: "Who's Afraid

Title:

"Wonder

Girl"

of the Big

DEAR

Metro, Warners, Paramount, Fox, RKO,
United Artists, Universal, Columbia, etc.:
Can't something be done? Fun's fun, but
don't you think this has all gone far enough? Think
of the feelings of all the film-goers. How their heads
must be whirling! It's bad enough about my head.
But what is mine compared to so many? Trying to
catch up with the title-changers of Hollywood!
One day, "Rip Tide." Next day, "Lady Mary's
Lover." Third day, "Rip Tide" again! Think of all
the wasted words, the spent printers' ink, the confusion!
But maybe you do think of it. You gentlemen seem
to think of everything.
Maybe it's all publicity and
I'm just naive.
Of course, sometimes there are excuses. For example, when Warners changed "Hot Air" to "Rhythm
in the Air" there was a slight improvement
but then
Music in the Air" objected, so "20,000,000 Sweet-

—

'

—

hearts" became the final title
at this writing.
Perhaps the Yale Lock people made them substitute "Isles
of Fury" for "The Key." Did O. O. "Odd" Mclntyre
object to "Odd Thursday" so it had to be changed to
"Such Women are Dangerous?" "Without Honor"
becomes "He Was Her Man." (They do us wrong.)
"Too Many Women" is I mean are now "Nine
Million Women"
is that all?
I suppose I can't stop you, gentlemen.
You must
have your reasons. But may we, please, join in the
fun? The following suggestions may help. After all,
it doesn't seem to matter so much just what you change

—

—

—

Bad Ax?"

you change it.
"Cleopatra" to "She
Met Her Marc." "The Barretts of
a title to, so long as

Let's

see.

Wimpole Street" to "And a Little
Dog Shall Lead Them." "The Cat's
Paw" to "The Kitten's Me-ouw."
"The Private Life of Don Juan" to "The Private Life
of Don Juan." "Little Man, What Now?" to "Desire
unter

den

latest

to

—

Linden."
"The Painted Veil" Garbo's
"The Dance of the Seven Painted Veils."
"Of Human Bondage" to "He Loved a Waitress."
What, gentlemen?
You think those are awful?
Now you know a little how xve feel! May I make a
bargain with you? You guarantee not to change more

—

than half the

titles

of the pictures

now

in production

your studios, and I'll promise that the Public will
have a better idea of what they want to see on the
screen and go to see it. How do you think they figure
it all out, anyway?
You know and I know why it is
very often necessary to change picture titles. But the
Public doesn't know.
Don't you suppose they must
wonder sometimes just what happens to all these pictures they see announced in the newspapers and the
magazines? (I know they do they write to me about
in

—

What

becomes, they ask themselves, of all those
poor little lost movies? Where, oh where is "The Firebrand" that they were waiting to see? A few quick
thinkers may guess that it has suddenly become "The

it.)

—

Affair of Cellini"
but many more must wander away
disconsolate, never to return.
Can't we get together

on

this thing?

r

"

SCREENLAND

The Movie Romance
that

Shocked
By

t

*«,„ t

World
have changed indeed since the
had
consequences
War Before its devastating
only
the
structure,
social
transformed all our
crowds were
romances which really interested the
peonages.
royal
other
and
those of Kings and Queens,
hem beabout
woven
are
Today, fewer romantic tales
sovereigns than those
cause other and far more important
taken then
whom one used to call "Your Majesty have
places, and absorb our attention.
"The King is dead, long live
It is once more a case of
alMovie stars are the new royalty— and
the King!"
the
of
heard
have never
though tee may be people who
try to hnd those who
Sweden,
of
King
existence of the

TIMES

.

know Garbo

World!

Princess Radziwill
r -t

don't

the

T-nrina. "

"Germany under Three Emperors,"

with

contact
lived as I have done in intimate
of their
many
good
a
royalty, and watched
even
that
say
truthfully
can
I
romances and adventures,
intersuch
excited
never
have
their most startling affairs
entanglements of Mary Iicktord
est as the matrimonial

Having
European

at present— not only
and Douglas Fairbanks are doing
Europe, where they constituted
in Ymerica, but also in
when I was in London
the main topic of conversation

n0t

8

royal

have seen some rather exciting
Duke
There was, for instance, the case of
romances
the
wife,
his
and
William of Mecklenburg-Schwerin
to
supposed
was
Theirs
Princess Alexandra of Prussia.
had
they
after
weeks
six
have been a love match. Yet

And

vet°I
!
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Whither Mary and Doug?
the question the world

is

That's
asking!

Will there be a Happy Ending after
all? Read this amazing story by an
internationally

celebrated

author

NEWS ITEM:
Mary
a

NEWS
Lord Ashley

Pickford

breaks

theatre records in personal appearance tour!

files

ITEM:
petition for di-

vorce against Lady Ashley, naming
Douglas Fairbanks, Sr., co-respondent!

Our Mary, the most beloved motion picture star in the history of
Her personal appearance tour of cinema theatres has been a
triumphal progress. Will her private life work out as happily?

films.

been

married

with

great
old
Royal
Castle in Berlin, the bride-

pomp

in

the

groom disappeared one
Left, on the opposite
page, Fairbanks with
the leading ladies in
his latest movie, "The
Private Life of Don
Juan," filmed in England.
The girls are,
left

to

right,

Joan

Gardner,

Elsa Lanchester, (Mrs. Charles

Laughton) Benita
Hume, Merle Oberon.
,

Remember
Taming

of

Shrew," the
only

film

first

in

Mary and Doug
starred? Scene
right.

and

which
co-

morning, and never returned to his wife of a few
days furthermore, without
ever saying what reasons he
had had for doing such an
extraordinary thing
The
Princess was a charmingwoman, and neither before
nor after her sad marriage
was there ever heard one
word against her but in
spite of all her efforts, she
never succeeded in persuading her husband to return
to
her,
not even when
their
daughter and only
;

!

;

child

was born.

(Continued

on

And
page

this

68)
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More Hollywood

KlflMaaWiliMftilliaB Says

for

Me

!"

Walter Huston

Does he

really

mean

it?

Read

the story for the truth!

By Leonard Hall

C

OME

with me and meet the happiest actor in the
world. Don't be shy— he's an old screen pal of
yours

dressing-table in a New York
on his noble pan. He
grease-paint
theatre, slapping tan
the lawyer of
Lincoln—
Abraham
looks a lot like the late
Civil Y\ ar
the
of
Abe
careworn
Springfield, not the
at each
white
honest
of
dab
a
There's
House.

He

sits at his

White

year.
for our happy trouper is in his fiftieth
setbackstage
whole
the
about
gaiety
of
air
There's an
swings
sign
Only"
Room
"Standing
the
front
up, and out
in the breeze made by rushing customers.
Yes sir, it's Walter Huston, home on Broadway after
up for the
four years in the Hollywood jungles— making
dramatic
biggest
part in "Dodsworth," Broadway's

temple,

star

hit since

"Ben-Hur."

—

Happy? Huston is delirious and small wonder!
Consider the man and his long career under the

sputtering arcs.

For twelve weary years he roamed the towns,
songtanks, and flag-stations of the Republic— a

"Dodmrorth"
photographs

White

~by

and-dance man in vaudeville. Hard to believe that
off to
one of America's finest actors shuffled
for
struggled
and
did,
he
but
youth,
his
Buffalo in
Bigger and Finer Things.
At last he escaped from the razzle-dazzle and
made his dramatic debut in a little dramatic
on page 82)
biiou called "In Convict (Continued

for

July

1934
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Raft

Reveals
All!
And we mean ALL! Our

Mr.

Hall makes the "Bolero" boy
talk freely and the result is—

aih!1U?in;himiii];

THE

usual howl of the poor interviewer is that he has a terrible
time getting his coy subject to
spill the beans
Often he is forced to resort to flattery,
hypnotism, black magic, or a pointed pis-

George Raft decides to talk, he says
things!
Leonard Hall, SCREENLAND'S
Demon Reporter, persuaded the eminent
ex-hoofer to speak his mind!

tol.
Once I had to build a large bonfire
under a tongue-tied actor but that's an-

ex-hoofer

—

Xow

now

a

motion picture actor

Mr. Raft, as you may know,
is a very slick article and could be a pint
of bad news were he so inclined. He was
born and raised in a section of New York
where the cops still walk three abreast
after sunset. He was a box-fighter in his
earlier youth, and one of those ominous

other yarn.
But did you ever hear of a reporter
knocked silent by a flood of newsy speech
without so much as tickling the victim?
That's because you have not yet heard the
tale of me and Georgie Raft, the eminent

sitters-around at

Acme

Now

Broadway

night-clubs.

one hundred and sixty pounds
of solid gristle, with sleek hair and an eye

"Sure Ihave
a wife.'"said

he

is

like a dirk.

George.
Here she

this

I

is!

faced the ordeal of grilling Mr. Raft
But business was

with some trepidation.
business, especially now, so

I

summoned my bodyguards,

Groucho and Harpo, and charged boldly into the Paramount Building, on Broadway, to have a go at Georgie.
It was a ticklish moment for firing a load of conversational buckshot at this particular actor. For three potent
and stinging reasons.
One.
The papers of the nation were blazing with
stories connecting his name, matrimonially, with that of
Mrs. Virginia Peine Lehmann, a beauteous Chicago lady
having a

fling at the flickers as "Virginia Pine.''
Incidentally, at the moment the lady possessed a regularly-

constituted husband. The press flamed, and statements
and denials about a possible Pine-Raft romance had
driven all the war and strike news back to the want-ad
pages.

Two.

After having been craftily concealed by a caucompany for years, the news that Mr. Raft
possessed a lawful wedded wife had come smashing into
the headlines
no doubt to the confusion of all parties.
Three.
Mr. Raft was, at the moment,
Very
Naughty Little Boy. He had (Continued on page 94)
tious film

Wide World

"Miss Virginia Pine is a very fine young lady," George
Raft told Leonard Hall. Here is Virginia with George,
snapped by a talented Hollywood camera-snooper

—

A
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Does the

DuBarry
Jinx
Threaten
Dolores
Del Rio?
By
S °'
The latest and perhaps loveliest of all the DuB
DuBa ' r^f* x
the ?££
screen-Del Rio! She refuses to believe
shee has
promising/J'
Instead she welcomes her new role as the most

%

m

James Marion

ever played.

DOLORES

DEL RIO

not afraid!
and uttered those
head
her
back
She threw

defiant

is

words which you

see quoted in large

She hurled her

type on the opposite page.
the superstitious
defiance at history, at the "jinx" that
the role ot
said dooms all actresses who essay

have

Madame DuBarry.

on the set at
Dolores, in gorgeous costume, stepped
historical
French
the
the studio, ready to enact a scene in
her
Shattering
starred.
picture in which she is to be
that
fortune
ill
the
mood of gaiety, someone mentioned
previously portrayed tlie
has befallen actresses who have
§r
there is no doubt that
in theniinds of the superstitious,
ghost of DuBarry.
the
accompanies
a distinct hoodoo
persons
superstitious
such
jinx,
a
There must be such
has
that
bad luck
point out, because just look at the
in
role
the
enacted
to all actresses who have

happened
th

superstitious.
Novf like Miss Del Rio. this writer is not
of the group
But I must admit that as Dolores and others
list
appalling
the
who were present on the set discussed

past
of casualties that have befallen
cold shivers tingled down my spine
wonderment became more acute

My

DuBarry

s,

a few

when one member

melodramatically, "Remember,
of the group whispered
for this DuBarry role t
announced
Kay Francis was first
recalled that within
also
All of us did remember.
and her husband
Kay
announcement,
a week after that

We

separated.

Almost on the

heels of that staggering news,
her intention to file suit for

Miss Francis made known
divorce.

Until the separation of

McKenna was made

public,

Kay

_

.

,

Francis and

„
Kenneth
,

everybody had believed them

Did such a thing as a
to be ideally happy.
happiness?
their
jinx shatter
Thirteen years ago, (and does that thirteen

DuBarry
have any

Pola Negri
significance in conjunction with this story?),
foreign-made
a
of
flashed upon the world as the star
played DuBarry
production titled "Passion." Miss Negri
the jinx had
that
seemed
For once it
in that picture.
to
producers
Hollywood
for "Passion" caused
failed
picture
motion
wonderful
a
send for Pola, and she signed
contract.

,

,.

,

.

,

_

disguise tor
Such good luck was apparently only a
divorced
was
Negri
Miss
follow.
to
tragedies that were
came
succession
rapid
In
Dombski.
from Count Eugene
painful disappointments in love— with lade
a parade of

who married

anPrince
with
and
divorced after a
was
she
whom
from
M'divani,
^eiW
Her great following of fans seemed to
brie! marriage.
No longer is she one of the great figures of
dwindle
She has turned to the stage, and screen
Hollywood
newcomers.
audiences have turned to the glamorous
a veteran
asked
Carter
?
Leslie
Mrs.

Styka an artist; with Charlie Chaplin,
died
other with Rudolf Valentino, who

"Who remembers

actor

who

Del Rio

;

the group that surrounded Miss
were old enough to remember
two
Only one or
sat

among

23
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"Bad

luck has come to every

who

has portrayed
DuBarry, either on stage or
Now my friends are
screen.
actress

frightened for my own welfare;
they are afraid that the DuBarry
jinx will threaten me. But I am
not superstitious, lam not afraid

of the shadow of DuBarry !"

MmWIiMWIfliM
Mrs. Carter, who was a
twenty or more years

star

ago.

Everyone

knew

of

fame,
Carter

present
her name and
for Mrs. Leslie

is

one of the

ditions of the stage.
The veteran actor

Wide World
real DuBarry, from a portrait by Droupainted in 1769. She lived and loved
and suffered her tragic fate and her dramatic name endures. Great actresses still
portray her, the latest being Del Rio.

The

tra-

vais

who

brought up her name proceeded to tell of his version of

how

the

—

Pola Negri, left, as DuBarry in "Passion,"
the motion picture which won Pola her
American film contract and fame and
But Negri no longer appears
fortune!
Was the jinx at work?
regularly in films.

DuBarry

wrecked Mrs.
She was
Carter's life.
one of the late David
"Jonah"

—

in
Belasco's great stars
fact, she was by many
Belasco's
regarded
as
greatest star.
Up to the
time she played DuBarry
on the stage, she tasted
;

below, whose second
Woman of Passion."
Today Norma is remembered as one of the
greatest of all silent screen favorites but
she no longer makes pictures.

Norma Talmadge,
"talkie"

left,

was "DuBarry,

—

She
wealth, success, and happiness.
at the height of her fame when she
elected to portray the French enchantress.
It was while she was appearing in the role that she
fell in love with William Payne, an actor, whom she
married. This marriage broke a promise she had made
a promise that she would not wed. Belasco
to Belasco
quarrelled, and soon severed their sucMrs.
Carter
and
cessful affiliation. Under new management, the actress
attempted to resume her career, but luck seemed turned
against her. She went into bankruptcy, owing $194,000.
She recovered from that blow, only to plunge into more
financial troubles which forced her into bankruptcy for
of

was

—

the second time.
Not since her great success in "DuBarry" has Mrs.
Leslie Carter enjoyed the fame and fortune that were
hers before she essayed that part.
Stage history reveals the ills that befell many other
DuBarrys. There was Anny Ahlers, the German actress,
who was the original star of the London stage production,
"The DuBarry." Miss Ahlers was a tremendous success,
but during the run of the play her health was ruined by
the terrific nervous strain and the physical demands of
the characterization.
stitious

persons

Her

ended tragically. Super{Continued on page 89)
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Tomorrow's
Stars?

i

By
James

M.

Fidler

Toby Wing, one of screenland's prettiest
blondes, whose ambition is to be "like

Mae

West." Will she win?

filmdom.
thick-carpeted offices of the moguls of
than any
so
more
industry,
The motion picture
must
ahead,
look
must
existence,
other business in
plan for the years to come.

Because the motion picture industry trades in
fades; perbeauty and personality— and beauty
sonality wears.
there must
Executives of the film industry realize that
that the
know
also
They
tomorrow.
De new faces for
could
face
pretty
a
when
pictures,
lucky era of silent
forever.
gone
is
over-night,
stardom
easily be elevated to
industry
course is open—the motion picture

Only one
must train its own future

make

this

stars.

statement in the nature of a dis-

I do not
covery or a suggestion.

merely repeat something that
known for two
executives of 'the film industry have
has been
industry
And for two years, the film
vears
tomorof
breeding
hatcheries for the

OMORROW

!

Tomorrow

!

Tomorrow

the
that frantic cry reverberates across
the
from
studio lots of Hollywood, echoing back
the
in
great sound stages, and resounding

Today

I

building its own
row's screen stars.
Studio, perThis month I take you to the Paramount
in
companies
picture
haps most active of all the motion
personalities.
and
faces
new
the o-eneral campaign to train

Young, above,
Elizabeth
debbie toiling in Rims.

Joan Marsh, a beautiful
movie baby. Oh, that smile.

—Marc

Frances Drake right, who
scored with George Raft.

Henry Wilcoxon

Antony in "Cleopatra."

for

]
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YOU say so, these newcomers

If

win screen fame and fortune. What's your verdict?

will

an exclusive series presenting the most promising can-

First of

Hollywood glory

for

didates

For the past several months, the Paramount organization has been carrying on an extensive search for promising young actors and actresses. Two world-wide talent
Ancontests have been included in this great search.
other contest to find an Alice for "Alice in Wonderland"
country-wide
revealed several promising youngsters.
succeeded in uncovering at
search for a Panther
least six newcomers of marked talents.
In addition, the Paramount casting department has
maintained a system of spies, or scouts, who have peered
into every available corner for new faces and new per-

A

Woman

Few stock companies in every city and town
sonalities.
have not been seen by these spies, who have occasionally
hurried their finds to Hollywood for tests and training.
As

a result of these de-

termined

efforts,

finds itself

Paramount
enviable

in the

of having under
long-term contracts a great
number of young men and
women, many of whom may
never achieve great success,
but some of whom are
likely to be your favorite

position

Let me
stars of tomorrow.
introduce you, in as brief
but explicit manner as posParamount
sible,
the
to
hopefuls
First, there are the six
exciting

young

ladies

who

have been delegated, Paraof
mount's Baby
Stars

They

1934.

are this stu-

dio's competition to the an-

(Continued

on

page

—her

Barbara Fritchie
real

name,

top! She's

just nineteen.

78)

remindBow's just
one of Grace Bradley's
claims to your attention.

Flaming red

hair,

ful of Clara

—
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Gloria means Glamor!

Beery means Box-office!
What a Combination!

I

Gorgeous Gloria as she looks
today far from the screen-

—

struck school-girl who fell in
love with Wally Beery of old
Essanay.

By

Maddox

Gloria and Wally
THE

most extraordinary "reunion"

m

the entire

Hollywood is about to take place
Gloria Swanson, who divorced Wallace Beery
back in 1918, is going to attempt to restore her
first husband
screen prestige at the studio where her
today ranks as the most popular male star!
Many situations in the movie world have been fraught
history of

been an inwith undercover drama, but never has there
quite so amazing as
one promises to be. Fate
throws ironic twists into the

stance
this

lives
this

the film great, but

of

—

though this were
not astonishing enough news

And,

as

more:_there
is a very strong possibility
that Wally will be cast opposite Gloria in her initial picture under her new M-G-M
contract, after she finishes

in itself, listen to

her personal

In the secret recesses of their
?
Their paths have accidentally
they
feci?
hearts, what will
years on several occasions,
sixteen
past
crossed in the
nearness will be a totally
regular
unanticipated,
but this
unlooked for anti-climax.
will
Heretofore Gloria has queened it and now she
Will
lot.
the
on
not be the most important feminine star

have to say to each other

appearances

tour in a stage playlet.
Ex-lovers are likely to be
anywhere,
together
thrust
but the proximity into which
these two will be pushed is
a coincidence which even has
Hollywood itself gasping.

they meet at Metro,
what will Gloria and Wally

When

scene from an old Mack Sennett comedy, with
a
Gloria Swanson playing opposite Bobby Vernon,
popular comic, when she was Mrs. Wallace Beery.

A

bathing
Discount the
old-fashioned cap and
study her real charm.

Gloria as a
girl!

will he
Wally 's supremacy irk her? And his attitude—
gorgeous
magnetic,
this
have any regrets when he sees
"return by
If he is asked to bolster up her
actress?

July
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Most

exciting reunion in the

for

entire history of

What
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Hollywood!

happen when
Gloria Swan son, once Mrs.
will

Wallace Beery, meets her exhusband once again on the
same motion picture lot?

Together Again?
utterly different could have started out to conquer Hollywood together. They did. Wealth has not altered Wally,

but

it has certainly polished the shy, plain young girl who
was so terribly devoted to him once upon a time.
They first met nearly twenty years ago, in Chicago.
Wally was starring in slapstick two-reelers at the old
Essanay studio in the Windy City, and Gloria, dissatis-

fied

with school,

applied for extra work.
When he
singled her out of the mob
she was impressed by the
splurge he made. He was the
very first man in her life and
she was delighted with his
attentions.

When

S e n n e 1 1 signed
Beery, in 1916, to play the
heavies
in
the
Keystone
comedies in Hollywood,
Wally wrote to Gloria and
she promptly came West to
marry him. He was earning
$125 a week and he persuaded Mack Sennett to hire her
at $75.

Wallace Beery and his family today. Mrs. Beery is the
beautiful blonde, formerly Rita Gilman, and the baby
is the adopted Carol Ann, pride of Wally's heart!
playing- with her, will his pride interfere?

Mark my words! Although they may seem as far
apart as the poles, they will not be able to carry off this
new association into which business is forcing them with
absolute casualness. They loved too deeply to part "the
best of friends."
Gloria, symbol of elegance, and Wally, brawny roughneck on what divergent roads have their destinies taken
them since they separated
It is hard to imagine that these two who appear so

—

They were madly in love.
There was hand-holding on
the sets, speedy drives about

That big box-office
grin!
Beery in his
latest and greatest
picture, "Viva Villa."

town in Wally's flashy auto.
It was grand in the beginning, but fate in the form
(C ontinned on page 74)
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Editor

KAY'S

CHARM
In every

list

SECRETS!

of Hollywood's "Best-

Francis ranks
That's because Kay selects
her clothes with care and wears
She says
them with distinction.
that to be really smart, a woman
must first make sure of her clothes
and then forget all about them!
Few jewels for evenings; none at all
but the most scrufor daytime
pulous attention to the important

Dressed

Women" Kay

high!

—

—

things:
nails

flawlessly groomed fingerprefers natural polish
deeper shades; exquisitely

—Kay

the
gleaming,
smooth, white hands;
coiffed;
perfectly
hair,
healthy
painstaking facial make-up with
particular emphasis on the eyes;
and ever and always strict devotion

to

to detail!
.v;...,::>>:v...

-

Costume jewelry?

All

right

for

special

In her new picture,
occasions, says Kay.
the
"When Tomorrow Comes," she wears with
crystals,
carved
and
necklace
sunburst

matching earrings, shown

at the left.

sumWhite with dark accessories—a smart
habit is
mer idea. Her trim white riding
linen
accented by her coffee-brown

brown hat, and brown gloves.

and taffeta are news
Above, Miss Francis wears
what she calls "a good daytime
good lines, no frills, but the
dress"
gay note supplied by cuffs and neck-

Navy

blue

again!

—

line of

Roman

striped taffeta.

earrings if you have shapely ears,
a becoming coiffure, and a profile that
will stand inspection! Otherwise, don't!
Kay, at the right, shows you her "picture" pearl and rhinestone necklace
and pendant earrings.

Wear

shirt,

for

July
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Let

Kay Francis guide you
to genuine Glamor

0#r

Casual charm

how

and

to

Kay
Francis knows
achieve it'

the secret, and
she tells you
here!

Kay's

favorite

gown,

in

hostess

which she

is

pictured at the left, has
fine lines patterned after
a nun's
robe!
Exciting, that maroon-colored
scarf draped at the neck,
crossing in back, and
looped through the skirt
front.

Gowns

tvorn by Miss
Francis designed by
Orry - Kelly. Portraits,
exclusively
SCREENLAND,
for

by Elmer Fryer and
Scotty

Welboume.

The
Kay

Chinese
likes it

—

influence!
for its softly

flowing lines and

its

au-

thentic design.
One of
the few Hollywood women
to wear dark clothes for
the street all the year
'round, Miss Francis selects
the black crepe ensemble
at the right with its jacket
lined
with
green
and

brightened by embroidered flowers. That interesting hat has a box pleat
across
the top of the

SCREENLAND

Courtesy Fox Films

dominated by
an industry that is heart and soul
women and
for
women, controlled by women, operated

of

y^HERCHEZ femme!
Find the woman!
la

f

^

the astute
an old Gallic custom which
ot
apprehension
French found efficacious in the
that
being
idea
The
quarry
criminals and other human
is usual y
species
the
of
the female
that by locating the
activmes-and
and
man's actions
found
his life, a man may be

f

y

Tust

"J^gf ^

woman

in
is
at its inception, the theory
Tust as true today as
ant
as it is to the miser
asipphcable to the sucessful man
hps nibbling at the
luscious
Ever since the sight of Eve's
to savor sin for himself,
forbidden fruit provoked Adam
destiny
in shaping mans

has been instrumental
farm,
whether the locale be a rustic

woman

a thriving city

Beth Brown states-and aotriune Screenland
are largely
her contention-that men
narentlv proves

Spons^
according to
°f

statistics

women compose

eight) -two percent

Miss Brown goes on to cite deled
of the industry-contro
oartment afir department
few
the
to
misgiving
justifiable
hi men She points with
with the production end of
connected
worn
noteworthy

wS'de^accmacy

right-as far as she goes.
the
enough. She scratches only
she does notgo far

^ow^mL

Brown

But

is

shell

projected to women.
necessary
To refute Miss Brown's arguments it is only
as subindustry
the
cloaks
to penetrate the veneer which
displayers
the
of
personalities
tly as the publicity-made
shadows
whose
women
and
men
guise the flesh-and-blood
_

.

are adored by a million fans.
the fact that most of
First we can admit and discount
the cameraare
the technical workers of the films
Y\ e do not conmen, electricians, sound engineers, etc.

men—

dominated by women merely
and fitters and seamstresses
think the cotton indusare of the weaker sex, nor do we
simply because the latter do
try is operated by negroes
We do not say a
labor of picking cotton.

sider the clothing business as
because most of the cutters

the manual
business firm

run by women because there are fifty
employer.
stenographers and only one male
who control it. not by
those
An industry is judged by
tasks or supply
routine
those who perform its thousand
who occupy
those
to
us
brings
Which
is

technical needs.
picture industry, business or
the thrones of the motion

its

art— call

it

what you

will.

where dwell the only Royal
In the cinema
the thrones are conFamilies of our democratic land,
by star-dust— and occustructed of celluloid, illuminated
these emperors of the
pied by mortal men. And because
capital,

for
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The answer to Beth Brown's
"Man-Made Movies for Women!"

Find the

woman

and

you'll find the inspiration!

By
Laura Benham
domain of shadows are mortal, women are behind their
thrones and their voices are as powerful as ever were the
words whispered into a despot's ear by his mistress in
days of old.
The wives, mothers, and sweethearts of Hollywood
have made or marred more careers and contracts than
the public has ever suspected. Yesterday, today, and to-

morrow

—

find the woman behind him and you will know
power behind every throne. In fact, there is scarcely
an important man in Hollywood at present who does not
depend upon some near and dear female for advice and

the

counsel.
One of the outstanding examples

is

Samuel Goldwyn,

Acme

who makes fewer

mistakes than do most producers.
Married to the lovely and gracious Frances Howard who
left the stage to make a success of her marriage to Sam,
Goldwyn discusses all of his plans and projects with
Frances before rendering final decision. Her judgment
has proven so valuable, her wisdom so calm and clear,
that most of their friends attribute Goldwyn's present
position in the industry to the shrewd advice he receives
from Frances. The fate of Anna Sten in American motion pictures was partly decided by Mrs. Goldwyn, who
saw in Sten a great potential star.
One of the founders of the {Continued on page 87)

Frances Howard Goldwyn,
a

bov e

her

,

with

husband,

Samuel Goldwyn, producer
of

Anna

Sten's
pictures.

Right, Vir-

ginia Fox
Za n u ck
,

guiding star,
with Darryl
Zanuck, presiding genius
of 20 th Century.

The wife behind the star! The influence of Gladys
Lloyd Robinson, herself an actress, has helped Eddie
attain his present eminence.

Paul Muni
wife Bella.

upon the judgment of his
advises her husband in all his
film contracts and contacts.

relies implicitly

Mrs.

Muni

SCREENLAND

Carole

Lombard

Today,

a star.

is

important!

Yesterday, just

Jane Peters of Fort Wayne, Indiana. What does the "old home
town" think of her now?

By
Robert Baral

Lombard and Barry more— what a team!

Probably

The Greatest
Actress I

Have

Ever Worked With!"
—John Barrymore

FORT

WAYNE, INDIANA,

still

calls

her

Jane Peters!

Seldom Carole Lombard— instead by her
real name when she was living in the "West
End," a chubby tomboy who looked forward to
Saturdays when she could play outdoors all day.
Sometimes she is called the complete Jane Alice
Peters too.

Passing up for the moment, third dimension,
masks, Eugene O'Neill "asides." and other twists
imagine scanning a theatre page and then calling
next be seen with
in to Bridget that Tane Peters will
Or that
Dressing."
Bing Crosby in "We're Not
Friday
the
m
took
Jane Peters and William Powell
s

night fights together.

Check!

a Gertrude Stem word spree
which gradually acquires form after repetition such
Carole Jane
as- Tane Peters, Tane Alice Peters,
Fort Wayne
the
Thus
Lombard.
Lombard, Carole

Then borrow from

transition.

which unconit is a touch of sentiment
known signabetter
the
up
take
to
refuses
sciously
to discuss its
continues
city
Hoosier
this
ture but
One
Peters.
contribution to the cinema as plain Jane
its
with
home
her
could find a real place of charm in
institution
home
This
predominating young laughter.
child right from the first,
the
in
instilled
soundly
was
construction of her
and plays an important part in the
a tasteful climax
reached
later life and career, which has

Maybe

Above, the girl John Barrymore pays the highest compliment one actor can pay
The one person
another.
who could call that same

Barrymore "Ham" and get
away with it!

in
Left,

Carole as she looked

when she was

first

winning

fame. Beautiful even then,
but not yet the luscious
lady for whom is predicted
one of the most dazzling
futures in films.

her

new Hollywood home.

.

of tnends
Peters family enjoyed a wide circle
habit.
name
original
the
for
which in a way accounts
shorter
the
retain
to
her
wanted
Even Hollywood at first
was adaname But Carole—now, now!—Jane Peters
was first
This
moniker.
new
the
on
mant and insisted
pagt
84)
{Continued on
obtained after a periodic search
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Don't

Brand Her
"Society
Girl!"

Lovely Helen, born to be a dazzling
debutante, turned to the stage and
screen instead, only to find herself
doomed to play "society girls."
Now she is convincing Hollywood
that she can play other roles as well.

That

label

libel

in

is

almost a

Hollywood!

Helen Vinson won't be
"typed"— and tells why
LEASE

X

me a soto label is al-

don't call

ciety girl.

So

By

She's a society

Kay Richards

stay put! But
she can't help
looking
the
part.

most to libel an actress!"
Helen Vinson smiled when
she said that. But she was neither
amused by nor reconciled to the
effect such a classification has had
upon her career, and her ambitions for artistic growth.
"Ever since I begged for—and got— the chance to play Constance
Bennett's selfish older sister in 'Two Against the World,' my second
picture, I have been doomed to portray 'society girls.'
And on the
1

screen that inevitably means unsympathetic characters," she
went on.
"For some inexplicable reason movie-makers maintain that anyone who happens to oe born to wealth or position is more
sinning
than sinned against, while poor and pure are almost
synonymous
terms.
"

This is doubly damaging for an actress who fulfills the
motion
picture conception of a debutante. First, it is
disadvantageous professionally, as she becomes 'typed' in the minds
of
.

producers and is
such roles. She is thus afforded no
opportunity for a
range of varying characterizations and has no
chance to enlace
the scope of her work and so progress artistically.
"Second, it is bad for her own morale.
series of unsympathetic
portrayals naturally makes audiences
dislike their creator.
It is only
human to want to be liked, so after a certain
length of time the
knowledge that you inspire only disgust
and loathing in all who

m

cast only

A

you

-begins to

biS

of birth
ot

w

it
t

get under your skin' and you

S/

see

become very unhappy

im kati0n t at because of the
accident
f
S!
? .,
must follow
that an individual
(Continued on page 80)
-

girl

who won't

Personality

or

Beauty
Which Have You?
Aline

MacMahon

you to

discover yourself!

helps

By
Helen Harrison
was shortly thereafter that I
debut in Edgar Selwyn's stage pro-

And

career

made

it

ray
"
duction, 'The Mirage.'
seems
That she had that "certain something
title
the
given
next
was
self-evident when she
In
"Candida.
Shaw's
Bernard
role in

George

And,
she scored her first personal success.
Garinter
"old
\\
her
of course, she considers
own)
Mine's
is
expression
den days"— (the
sketches and
during which time her character
received an auspiher mimicry and pantomime
for her screen
cious start, invaluable training

this

—

this exclusive story.

"

career.

I

HE

oreat

T)

art

and
had some great outstanding
love—
winch have
beauty or personality-and

literature,

!

-arne

attribute, "either

y°

stage and screen, the
the great women of
that terribly intriguing

women of the
women of history,

trreat

all

you-even

as she

was

Aline MacMahon is talking to
hue
intelligent face with its
to me, over the teacups-her
t that
f
e
I
interest
with
eves and brow, alive and eager
flair for knowremarkable
her
with
actress,
thfs excellent
her
Average
Miss
ng just exactly what Mr. and
for
message
vital
a
audience are thinking about, has
you
for
interested,
be
message in which you will
and love
concentrating on the same things-life
both
are

m

and happiness. And aren't we
normal sort of child
"Aside from growing up a very
Aline
admit,
must
I
in very normal surroundings,
and valuable exacknowledged, "that I have had a wide
When I graduated
perience on both stage and screen.
a stage
one thin
from Barnard I was bent on only
all?

„

.

...

,

saic Alme-the"Let's <*et down to cases,
"Now who has been adjudged the most popunractical
Marie Dressier! And won d
lar woman in pictures?
Of course you would
you call her beautiful-would you?

She's beautiful trom within,
of personality!
of soul—personality—
and everyone who loves beauty
Pigs -« Aljne v
Little
And the Three
foves her!
too, imbued by the
personality,
erious)-"they have a
and old alike. He
young
to
them

-beauty

artist

has

who

has endeared

justified the

ham

actor!

.

native and acquired
'There are two kinds of beauty,
and developedintrinsic
personality,
and two kinds of
each to i lustrate.
of
example
an
you
and 'm going to give
e auty.
is the natural
"Lrtus take Mary Pickford. She
con>
am
balance
and
Her features have that symmetry
popular.
ooskon that seem to be universally
,

5Si[say

that the Tahitian

Beauty, like everything

lovely?
C

rat

°^4

women

e

else,

Mr.

or a
9.)
page
become (Continued on

of
the acquired beauty

Spokane woman may

ofG^etmstem,

a

Dubuque

girl

Gaynor

Janet

personally

autographed for
trait

^Uuuhu.

sea.

^IaX- fcyta

—

tiLafA

of herself.

Temple!

Shirley

graph
Lost.''

clusive

is

YOU

this

The

other

Janet's

selected

and

favorite porlittle

girl is

charming auto-

quoted from Milton's "Paradise

Second
series

in

Screenland's

ex-

of personally autographed

star portraits.

Watch

for the next!

Ricbee

Back to the
Naughty Nineties

picturesqu
pompad° urs and faces on bar
period of hour-glass silhouettes,
scene of her first succ
room floors-and she wisely returns to the
Here she is
Sin.
in her new film, "It Ain't No

SOMEHOW

Mae West

particularly

glorifies
'

that

CHEVALIER
role in the

cause

it's

C.
is

gay today, and we're

new

celluloid version of

just the sort of thing

He welcomes
"The Merry Widow"

all

glad!

he most enjoys

opposite his "good luck"

girl,

—

Jeanette

his

be-

Maurice

is

daring, devilish, and

MacDonald.

Merry Again!

5.

Bull

Cleopatra in Hollywood!
Advance photographs by William
Walling, )r., Ray Jones, and
Eugene Robert Richee

4

Brush

up

in

your history;

Cleopatra, Julius

"Cleopatra." at work!
Cecil
B.
DeMille
doesn't have to direct
Claudette Colbert in
this scene she knows!

Marc Antony

—

live

Caesar,

and

again on the

by Claudette
Colbert, Warren William, and
Henry Wilcoxon
screen, portrayed

Sizzling celluloid!
Here's Claudette as
the Egyptian siren
who changed the
course of empire.

i

What do you think of Warren William
in his latest

and most exacting

role?

Mr. William, below, as the imperious
Julius Caesar, complete with gestures!

1

3

King of
Beasts"!

But Boris Karloff

is

thing but grotesque
gruesome in private
It's

any-

and
life.

only in such chillers

as "The Black Cat" that
he shocks you. Actually
he's a grand guy!

GLORIA
FOR
iLAMOR!
HERE'S star material, Mr.
Producer Give Gloria
Stuart a Garbo-role or two
!

and

Of

she'll surprise you.

course,

we'll

continue

to

enjoy her good performances

"The Hum-

in such films as

—

bug" but we insist she is
worthy of bigger and better
parts.

DIX
FOR

DRAMA!
HERE'S

an actor

who

never disappoints us!
Richard Dix has held his
public over a longer period

any other star save
Richard Barthelmess. "Cimarron" and "The Vanishing
than

American" were screen
classics.
Why not more
mighty roles for

this splendid

trouper?

ieb

C. S. Bull

4T

:

Una Merkel, up
1934 swim

minute in her
Yoo-hoo, Una meet
Malibu, will you?

suit.

us at

to the

—

One of Hollywood's
most provocative
blondes, Muriel Evans,
plays tennis looking
like

this!

reason

one

why

of

Just one
tennis is

Hollywood's

two most popular
sports

—

you're

right,

swimming is

the other
enhances her

Muriel
smart
sports
shorts
and shirt, doesn't she?

—

Speaking of screen blondes
and do let's! consider Mary

—

Carlisle,

pictured at the left

in her favorite sports

ensemble,
us is ideal for
sailing, or just plain basking.
Query: can basking be plain

which Mary

Jean Harlow, just across the way, is
posing against the background of her
own swimming pool on her California
estate.
Jean's new one-piece swim
suit has contrasting back that narrows
to "wrap" around the waist and
forms a smart tied belt, held with
new two-tone braided straps at the
deep sun-back and the bodice.

tells

when Mary does

Jean Harlow's
opposite

suit,

page,

is

shown on the
the "Wrap-

around." Lord & Taylor,

Mary

it?

New York

costume consists of the "Ruff Neck" sweater
and slacks of "Perlknit," Roos Bros.
San Francisco, Calif. Una Merkel
is wearing the "San Tropez" model,
"Perlknit" fabric, from Carson
City.

Carlisle's

Pirie Scott, Chicago. Muriel Evans
is seen in the "Perlknit" sports
trunks and fine mesh shirt with
turn-over collar N. Snellenberg
Co., Philadelphia.
All models by

—

B.V.D

Madeleine
in

Maytime!

makes us think
English

old

and

soft

scent

of

flowers!

Carroll

is

or

gardens,

speech, and the

old-fashioned
Yet Madeleine
so

modern

that

she thinks nothing of dashing over from her London
to

our Hollywood to make

a

motion

picture!

The

world's fairest commuter!
And the title of her first

made-in-America movie

is

"The World Moves On"!

Ruby

Heeler's beauty proves to be irresistible to Dick Powell
in their new Warner Bros, picture " Dames'".

Max

Make- Up used exclusively.

Factor's

POWDER... Blending softly with her creamy
skin,

Max

Factor's Rachelle

Powder

is

LIPSTICK... Giving to the lips an alluring
Max Factor's Vermilion Lipstick,

in per-

accent of color,

fect harmony with Ruby Kee let's brownette colorings. Delicate in texture, it creates a clinging,

harmonizes

powder and
and
moisture-proof.
it insures for hours and hours a
perfect lip make-up.
super-indelible,

with

rouge. Smooth in texture, permanent in color

satin-smooth make-up that remains lovely for hours.

.

.

ROUGE... Imparting

an enchanting touch of
Rouge
a natural glow of health. Exquisitely

color to the cheeks,

appears like
fine,
it

Max

Factor's Blondeen

and creamy-smooth like finest
and beautifully.

skin texture,

blends evenly

Enh ances

the

Radiance of Her

Beauty with Color Harmony
by
YOU
are always attracted

color

is

always

In make-up, color
too

—

color.

is

a

.

.

rouge and lipstick harmonized in color tones
to glorify the colorful beauty of each type of
blonde, brunette, brownette and redhead.

for

compelling.

alive, vibrant,

secret of attraction,

but to be lovely and appealing, make-

up must be

in color

Make -Up

Now

you may share, with famous screen
luxury of color harmony make-up,
Max Factor's Face Powder, one dollar; Max
Factor's Rouge, fifty cents; Max Factor's SuperIndelible Lipstick, one dollar. At leading stores.

harmony.

stars, the

In Hollywood,
make-up, captured
color

FACE

HARMONY IN
POWDER AND LIPSTICK

coupon for purse-size box of powder in your color
harmony shade and lipstick color sampler, four
shades. Enclose 10
cents for postage and handling. You
will also receive your Color
Harmony Make-Up Chart and a 48 -page illustrated
book, "Tie
Nrzv Art of Society Make-Up". . . Free.
l9M
fill

in the

©

„„

^

Factor,

COMPLEXIONS
Very Light

.

O
Q
Lj
Ruddy
D
Sallow
D
Freckled
D
Olive
D
SKIN Dry CI
OUyD Normal D
Fair

Medium

-

.

Gray.
Green
Hazel

.

. . .

EYES
Blue:

genius

of

and created
face powder,

secret

Make-Up

Creamy

Just

this

harmony make-up

Society

TEST YOUR COLOR

Max

Face Powder, Rouge, Lipstick
HAIR

.a

Q
O
O

Brown

BLONDE
Light_0 Dark_JD

the

Color

Harmony

coupon to max factor

.

.

.

hollywood

Name

BROWNETTE
Light._P

Dark—

BRUNETTE

Black

mail

in

Address

Ught__0 Dark_a

L/tSHES(GJ.,>
Light

D

REDHEAD
Light_a D«rk-_0

ClTY__

Dark
If Hair it Gray, check
type abort and here _

State

4-7-81
.

Elmer Fryer

The Most

Beautiful

Still

Ruby Keeler and Dick Powell

of the

in

"Dames"

Month
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His
Best

Friend

was
Failure!
Doesn't look it, does he?
Lyle Talbot turned failure

Talbot

enough

is

to

frank

his
true story to help
others.
His confident
grin
says:

into success

tell

Long- term con tract

and bigger and much

By Whitney Williams

IN

A TOWN

where

distinction

is difficult to

better parts!"

achieve,

unique. He has actually thrived on
failure
Were it not for that unknown quantity
following" him with grim tenacity during the early,
and even later, years of his professional career, he might
still be a small-time magician graveling with tent shows.
Where many would have given up in despair, the stars,
or whatever force directs our destinies, saw fit to make
Lyle's failures stepping-stones for the future. With each
new failure he would learn what to avoid, and with experience in traveling tent outfits, carnivals, stock companies, the New York and London stage, he is peculiarly
equipped to take his place among the ranking masculine
players of the screen.
Born of a theatrical family his father owned stock
companies in the Middle West the spell of the stage
coursed through Talbot's veins, and asserted itself in
early youth.
Magic held a particular fascination, and
with the aid of an old magician friend of his father he
soon became proficient in the art. So expert, indeed,
that before he had completed his scholastic education he
was traveling with a tent show first, as a magician and
hypnotist's assistant, later, as a magician in his own right.
His cherished career met with a
violent end when he slipped and
fell on a jagged piece of glass.
deep gash across his right hand
severed tendons and muscles, and
after its healing the facility so
necessary to legerdemain had disappeared.
He could not palm
cards and coins, or otherwise use

Lyle Talbot

is

!

—
—

;

A

Want

his fingers to advantage in the tricks of magic.
Xo
longer would he amaze audiences with his skill and mystic
powers.
terrible blow, this, for a boy in his teens, who had
mapped out a magician's career for himself. Life then
wasn't worth living, he felt, as he returned to school for
a time.
An inborn desire to act, however, soon led him to join
a traveling company of players who brought back to
popularity "St. Elmo," in their westward journey across
Nebraska and Colorado. In his very first appearance in
the old classic he experienced one of those cataclysmic
moments that sometimes occur in the theatre.
He dashed on the stage, with the hero close behind.
The action called for him to shoot his pursuer in the arm,

A

who,
"get

in turn, would aim his fowling piece at Talbot and
him dead center." As young Talbot pulled the trigThe blank cartridges were
the gun failed to fire.

ger,
actually blank, for not one exploded
Only momentarily at a loss, the ingenious youngster
tore across the stage and before his surprised victim
could defend himself clouted him over the head with his
weapon. Talbot, though, at this point had worked himself to such a pitch of nervousness
that he hit the hero harder than he
had intended, with the result that
the star of the show passed out
And before the curtain
came down, his wig fell off, exposing a pate as bald as a billiard ball
Firmly convinced that again his
career (Continued on page 95)

to succeed?

This story will
help you!

COLD

!

SCREENLAND
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Body-Building Menus
Mack
Helen
has that Hollywood Figure!
She

MONDAY
Breakfast:

Luncheon:

illus-

is

_

n g

a
"build-up" ext r

a

Scrambled eggs, Orange juice, Ry-crisp with lots of butter
hole
Cottage cheese, Pineapple and celery, Radishes and olives, V*
wheat~bread and butter
Baked fish, Stewed tomatoes, Baked potato, Pineapple salad,
Baked apple with cream

t i

Dinner:

Bend

ercise.

TUESDAY

right
knee,
right

or left
stretch
or left

Breakfast:

limb

b ack

Luncheon:

lots of

_

-

_

.

Place

ward.

cream, Fresh berries, Whole wheat toast
with lots of butter
Ky-crisp
Vegetable soup, Raw carrot, Apple and raisin salad,
with butter
salad, Spinach,
Broiled steak, Baked onions, Lettuce and tomato

Oatmeal with

Dinner:

one hand on
hip and extend

Tomato

juice

WEDNESDAY

other arm.

Springforward

Breakfast:

and upward

Luncheon:

balkeeping
ance for fifty

Dinner:

counts.

.

with cream
2 egg yolks in orange juice, Shredded wheat
hearts,
Baked potato with lots of butter, Cucumber salad, Celery
Olives, Whole wheat toast and butter
Head
Lima beans, Stewed tomatoes, Baked apple, Cottage cheese,
lettuce, Whole wheat bread and butter

So you want to have a Hollywood Figure?
Here is your opportunity to follow the
exercises and diets recommended for

Hollvwood

HERE

I

am

again

Last month

plus weight.
put it on

!

told you how
This month I'll
I

to take oft surtell

you how to

be a surprise to you to hear that there
in America.
are more underweights than overweights
every
Formerly, we had about one tall, thin person
is of
generation
younger
five but today at least half the
harder
it
find
the so-called "skinny" type. Thin people
diet and learn how
to keep fit unless they are careful of
are great reknow,
Nerves, you
to relax their nerves.

Maybe

it

will

m

ducers.

T

,

.

.

weigh only ninety-eight!" I hear girls say
look, and as a
proudly, as they stand on the scales. I do
What
is:
saying
be
to
ought
rule I see that what she
is
weight
normal
her
if
danger,
She's in
shall I do?"
show.
scales
much above what the
with any
Part of her trouble— and part of the trouble
is the wrong
slender—
of
instead
thin
of you who are
Accompanying this article is a schedule of one
food
appetizing menus consisting of body-buildmg
-Look,

I

week's

foods, arranged especially for underweights.
should
Milk is excellent for putting on pounds, but it
with
milk
of
glass
never be taken with the meal. Drink a
also
is
Ovaltme
meals.
a piece of Ry-crisp between
thin
to
recommended
o-ood for that between-meal snack

on fruit juices, remember. Always eat
slender, it sets you
a good breakfast— if you are too
going for the
day and gives
Davies shows Helen Mack how a
you a tounclawill add
g ent l e balancing exercise

You

can't live

tion to build

011.

sure VOU

eat

Be

grace to her body. First movement:
rise to the toes with arms extended.

stars!

for

July

19 34
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fruit juice after each meal will greatly aid digestion.
feel you cannot do without hot drinks with your meal,
a cup of hot tea may be served with breakfast or lunch.)

(Citr/ts

If

you

THURSDAY
Breakfast:

Luncheon:
Dinner:

1 soft-boiled eggs, I whole grapefruit, Ry-crisp with lots of butter
Sliced pineapple, Creamed chipped beef on whole wheat toast
and butter
Roast chicken, Baked potato with skin, Peas, Cucumber salad

FRIDAY
Breakfast:

Luncheon:
Dinner:

Whole wheat waffles with honey, Prunes
Broiled lamb chop, Fresh peas and spinach, Whole wheat

toast

and butter
Vegetables en casserole, Diced avocado on lettuce, Ry-crisp and
butter, Figs with cream

Luncheon:
Dinner:

Orange juice, Plain omelette, Whole wheat toast and butter
Combination salad, Cream cheese, Whole wheat bread and butter
Veal cutlets, Steamed spinach, Buttered beets, Celery and radishes
Salad of French endives, Fresh fruit cup

SUNDAY
Breakfast:

Luncheon:
Dinner:

Diced pineapple, Hot corn mufEns, Butter and honey
Cream of tomato soup, Shrimp salad with plenty of celery in it,
Ry-crisp and butter
Tomato juice, Broiled lamb chops, Fresh peas, Asparagus, Ice

Cream

Don't envy the screen stars their beautiful
figures! Get to work on your own! James
Davies, famous physical culturist, will
help you!

Have

Figure!
Last month we introduced James Davies,
physical culturist to the screen stars, in
the first of a series of exclusive articles to
guide
to the health and beauty you
have admired in your film favorites. Mr.
Davies is giving you the
advice he

YOU

SAME

giving every day to the noted Hollywood players. He has kept in trim Mae
West, Claudette Colbert, Miriam Hop-

~

is

SATURDAY
Breakfast:

Help You
That Perfect

He's Here to

-««

""""

JAMES DaVIES

Now YOU

kins, Carole Lombard, and many others.
can follow
his special diets and exercises!
If you really are serious about
improving your figure, you will want to follow every article in
our series appearing
in this magazine. This is the second
article in the series, just as helpful as the first. All ready? Let's go!

—

ONLY

kftiH:iu;ii:Kimnni]
Below, the neck -developing exercise. With hands
clasped behind the back,
rotate the head in a complete circle, letting it drop
forward, backward, and
from side to side as far as
it

will go.

-J

Mack

Above, Miss Helen

demonstrates an excellent
arm-developing exercise.
Close the hand to a grip,
and bend the elbow. Rotate the wrist in a complete circle for fifty counts.

three or four meals a day, not too much at a time. This
is better than two heavy meals.
And don't forget to
eat slowly.
The most important thing for those who are seeking
extra pounds is deep breathing.
It's an old Swedish custom
Class on the floor Put your feet
together, raise both arms, inhaling
draw in all the breath you possibly can
then exhale, dropping
the arms to position.
Rise slowly
on your toes as you do this.
Deep breathing is best done first
thing in the morning, either outdoors or before
!

!

;

;

Mr. Davies helps Helen keep her balance
in the second movement: balance the
weight on one foot, springing lightly forward with one foot thrust backward and

arms extended.

an open
dow.

Most
(

winof the

C o nt i n u e d

on page

72)
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Screenlands Critic

Sees the Pictures!

Rea lly

REVIEWS
of the

Tarzan and
His Mate

&-SEAL-QP

M-G-M
-.

Round up

the family!

Bring the baby!

Don

forget

t

And
she's seen it twice already?
Grandma!
right
All
yell?
Tarzan
the
practice
wants to stay home to
instead. And it might be smart to
neighbors
the
take
we'll
r-'
camp-chairs, because there s a long,
she

What,

77

Best
Pictures
>i'v

,-

oack a little lunch and carry
theatre. "Tarzan and his Mate is
fong hne awinding outside the
xou
guessed it— Tarzan.
you've
to—
sequel
the incredible
until you have
better
and
bigger
actually
wo^'t believe it is
rhino, knock out a lion or two,
watched Johnny Weissmuller ride a
lovely Maureen O'Sulliyan
welcome
You'll
crocodile.
battle a
aquatic, are rather
especially
scenes,
now Mrs Tarzan, whose
monkey Here
marvellous
breathtaking Remember Cheetah, the
heard of man-eating honsYou've
ever.
than
funnier
she is agaS
considerably to the general
now meet the lion-eating men, who add
and Paul Cavanagh
Hamilton
r cf^n
The clot' Well Neil
Miss
in their search for ivory and

S

invlde the Ape Man's Paradise
jungle pals take care of
O'Sullivan but Tarzan's four-footed
miss this circus!
them-with neatness and dispatch, too. Don't

Manhattan
Melodrama

Stand Up and
Cheer

M-G-M

Fox

You may

cheer for the tunes, or the chorus

or

Warner

1 11 cheer for
Baxter, or Madge Evans, or Jimmy Dunn.
Jackie
sensation!
latest
screen's
Shirley Temple, the
to grin and
'Cooper and Cora Sue Collins will just have practically
only four! She
bear it, but Shirley is the new rave—and
is not first in the biUing
steals this show, although her name
hers, and hers alone
smiles—and promptly a scene becomes
about this child that
unspoiled
and
sweet
There's somethingV
now child stars have
to
up
though
you can't help loving her, even
to charm as she
pet hate. If Shirley Temple continues

^

,

been your
For
Garbo-Dietnch-Gaynor.
has started she'll be tomorrow's
mus.c-fflms
better
the
of
one
the res? "Stand Up and Cheer" is
Warner Baxter as Secretary
with a plot and a purpose, dignified by
country laugh itsM out
the
making
of
of Amusements, in charge
Mr. Baxter has the
depression?
y what
of the depression— query:
assorted cast
oddly
an
such
of
support
Ithusias^ic
John Boles Mitchel
Dunn—most ingratiating—Aunt Jemima,
Promising,
Fetch*.
Stepin
and Durant, Ralph Morgan, and
Temple!
Shirley
Performing:
Foran.
warbling Nick

"Viva Villa company,
Three-star triumph! Next to the
"Manhattan Melomonth.
the
of
cast
here's the best
Myrna Loy and
Gable,
Clark
drama" is an acting treat.
trio, present smooth sophististellar
the
Powell,
William
background
cated performances against a
appeal. Myrna, Bill and
Right here is the secret of this picture's
they enact has
melodrama
the
civilized-but
polished,
Clark are
cinema with
high-speed
is
It
headlines.
"he hfgh flavor of the
through
And
perfection.
technically
a Jhe action of a serial-but
flawless, pictorial! Miss Ley
smooth,
remain
stars
ft a^l the three
Because she
of Gable, a gambler
Slavs superbly the sweetheart
him and
leaves
she
career,
gambling
fans to reform him from his
twist is that Gable
The
lawyer.
"big"
a
Powell,
ater marries

^

f^fB

S

as^es

£e

Loy fady anwes me!

Surely

she

i,

great

star

matenal.

more convincing.
Gable and Powell haye never been

Criticisms
these
on
Count
Can
You

19 34
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Reviews without Prejudice, Fear

Favor!

or

The Month's
Finest Performances:

We're Not
Dressing

William Powell in "Manhattan Melodrama"
Shirley Temple in "Stand Up and Cheer"
Clark Gable in "Manhattan Melodrama"

Myrna Loy

in

Paramount

"Manhattan Melodrama"

Gracie Allen in "We're Not Dressing"

Cheetah in "Tarzan and His Mate"
Lee Tracy in "I'll Tell the World"

—

my dears simply mad! But you'll love it! Just
feature Bing Crosby, the croonin' fool (?) with Carole
Lombard, the world's loveliest blonde, (well, that is,
probably next in order to Garbo, Dietrich, and Joan
Blondell), add the two merriest zanies in the movies, Gracie Allen
and George Burns, plus Leon Errol and Ethel Merman and you
have some slight idea why I urge you not to miss "We're Not
Dressing." It's crazy, but it's fun. It's your good old pal, "The
Admirable Crichton" idea, tricked up with wild gags, handsome
trappings, and some of the most hummable movie music in many
moons. Bing sings Love your Neighbor and Good-night Lovely
Little Lady in a way to charm all customers why, even Droopy,
the talented bear in the cast, succumbs to the Crosby crooning.
If you must know more about the goings-on, I'll reveal that you'll
see Bing as a sailor on La Lombard's yacht; comes the wreck, close
quarters on a Pacific isle, and Crosby has a chance to win Carole
away from assorted princely suitors. Meanwhile Mr. Errol clowns,
Miss Merman warbles, Gracie Allen but you know Gracie.
Mad,

Wallace Beery in "Viva Villa"

And bows

to Warner Baxter, Gloria
Maureen O'Sullivan, Johnny Weissmuller, Bing Crosby, Henry B. Walthall,
Katherine DeMille, Fay Wray, Joseph

—

Stuart,

Schildkraut, Roger Pryor, Carole Lombard.

—

—

I'll

Tell the

World

Viva Villa

Universal

M-G-M

Here's a movie! It really moves; it has an indefatigable
|Chot| hero who's always arriving just in the nick of time to rescue
v
%!K»k. the beautiful heroine and the heroine is really beautiful
in the ap p roveci manner it has a dirty villain for you to
hiss
it's a pleasure; and it has a handsome mythical prince who
is bumped off; and it has the kind of comedy the
critics sneer at
but that I laugh at; and it's all charmingly silly and absolutely
absurd and I loved it. Perhaps I should mention that Lee Tracy
is in practically every scene.
In fact, I can't imagine the picture
without Mr. Tracy. The boy is back, better than ever, and proves
anew there's nobody like him those hands, that grin, that voice!
As the United Press correspondent who always gets his scoop
Tracy has the time of his life. He trails an Archduke who has,
miraculously enough, a gorgeous niece, heiress to a throne, who is
what a coincidence! the very "American girl" Lee has fallen in
love with. It's all very convenient, and a lot of old-fashioned fun.
The audience at the N. Y. Roxy stamped, cheered, whistled, hissed
the villain, and generally enjoyed itself. Gloria Stuart is lovely as
the fair ladye. Roger Pryor as a rival newspaper man is excellent.

—

—

;

—

—

—

Let

—

jggji Here, at last, is the picture to pull the men en masse into
{fis^l the movie theatres! Male members of the family who have
s|ggj|aL hitherto had to be dragged along when the ladies wanted
to go to see Garbo, or Dietrich, or Hepburn; who were convinced that the nickers had gone sissy on them and yearned for
the good old Mack Sennett bathing comedies will visit "Viva
Villa" under their own steam and get converted!
It's a man's
picture. It's rawly realistic, violently virile, smashingly dramatic.
It's a grand-and-glorified screen account of the life, loves, and
battles of Pancho Villa, Mexican patriot-bandit, uproariously
enacted by Wallace Beery, aided and abetted by the greatest cast
of the month. The first reels of "Viva Villa" are genuinely impressive. The plight of the peon fighting for pitiful existence is powerfully presented.
Then the picture "goes Hollywood," and you
go right along with it! You're hurled headlong into furious, brutal,
fascinating drama. To me it's seldom real, but certainly it is Hollywood at its most adroit, its most amazing. You'd better see this,
but don't, I warn you, take the children. Do you want your boy
to act out "Villa" when the minister comes to call?

Them Guide You

W

—

—

to the

Good

Films
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Joan Crawford is really
Joans
different
four
McK.ee."
"Sadie
in
changes
she
Reason,
personality

her
she

when

changes her coifLeft, Joan with
fure!
her hair in severely
to be
style
simple
copied only by girls
with practically flaw-

—

less

features.

Right, Joan in perhaps
her most familiar guise,
with her tresses parted
on the side, smooth on
top, and curled at the
The loose curl
sides.
distinctively

is

Craw-

By the way, for
ford!
this "personality" Joan
old
her
to
returns
heavy

A

rolled

brim

tips

over Claudette

—

and makes
Colbert's right eye
a
left,
at
pictured,
her hat,
See her taffeta
roguish thing!

lip

'

make-up!

Heads Up Study the famous
!

faces of the film stars

tie?

their coiffures

—be

as

!

Note

and chapeaux

bewitching yourself!

Chinese influence, SO
important this Spring and

The

Summer

season,

in Dolores

is

at

its

best

Del Rio's straw,

at th

See that high

for Summer!
Gav Fay Wray's favorite "Big" hat
type of large straw aud
simple
correctly
the
Fay flvors
Sown?
crown.' ray
on and off the screen.
both
frocks,
n her filmiest
wears it with

To set off her dashing
Claudette plays pirate!
this white hat with its
chose
Colbert
Miss
bangs
it sets off a profile.
How
brim.
cleverly draped

for
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When

Joan Crawford appears with a new hair-do, or Claudette
Colbert wears a new hat, you'll make notes if you're smart!
The

demure Joan,

She parts her
hair in the center,
left.

lets it fall in a

ral

wave on

natueither

side of her forehead,

her

reveals
ears,

pretty

and then

fluffs

out the rest in a soft
and flattering long
bob at the back.

Sweet and

girlish!

The"Little Women"

coiffure,

right,

transforms our ohso-modern Joan into
a
wistful,
wideeyed wisp of femi-

The

ninity!

softly

curled bangs do the
trick.

No wonder

we're never bored
with the Chameleon

Crawford!
thousand

She's a

women

in

one.

And now

You just aren't a 1934 Summer Girl
unless you can boast at least one
"Picture Hat!" Joan Marsh, right,
wears a white sheer straw with
the lady "goes

Tyrolean!" Claudette Colbert, below, shows you her
white
"paper
panama"
with crushed-in crown,
which she selected to wear
with her nicest spectator-

For girls of the
piquant type, Helen

Mack
trim

turn-up back.

suggests this
little

turnedwith

up

hat, right,

its

Oriental appeal.

sports clothes.

Joan Marsh's fragile beauty is
accented by the large naturalcolored leghorn she is modeling
for you, below.
Black horsehair lace faces the brim.

SCREENLAND
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White
the
girls

will lead, say

fashion-wise
of Hollywood!

Gail

en-

Patrick

livens the trend

by

brilliant
touches of dotted
print no her white

adding

sports

frock,

Like Gail's
wrist-ties,

left.

scarf,

and
handkerchief of
tanpolka-dotted
gerine silk?

under

Lips

Leave

it

actresses

helpful hints
Lupino
gadget

guard!

the screen
to give you

to

!

Ida

this
advises
eliminatfor

ing lipstick smears on
frocks that "go on"
Smart
over the head!
try it!
idea

—

If

Hollywood

favors

it, it's

Fashion News!
Simple, inexpensive

but effective! Dorothy Wilson brightens
up her dark frock
with red and white
gingham collar and
hand-bag at the

—

left.

The

rustle of taffeta

is

one of this Summer's
sweetest sounds! Frances Drake is wearing a
red and white checked
taffeta with the newer

shoulder treatment.
Pleated ruffles supplant
the puffs of last season

—and

there's a train!

for

July

1934
How

to be alluring

though economical!

Mae Clarke, left,
buys inexpensive
bead

bracelets

to

match her evening
frocks, then twines

real
gardenias
among 'em Or you
can buy artificial
!

posies if

you prefer.

Maureen O'Sullivan,
right,
shows you
her favorite "knock-

about"

costume.

For casual sports
wear, Maureen loves
white
her trusty
sweater topped by
a fetching knitted
hat with two pert

pom-poms.
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DANGER!
Women at Work!
By

A

beauty "short" with
Rochelle Hudson playins;

JSk^t

"

"

T

\0

real-

your

own

shortcomings!

A quick

with

clean up
a soft,

ugh.

a

man

But

to

know you are alive, is bad
have him know and not care is
not

terrible

time they' are dozunest! If your hands are ever rough
and grimy, then is the time they taunt you. If your
clothes
hair ever "strings, your eyes ever feel tired, your
are
if
you
And
then
it
ever cling limply to you, they do
know
you
man
nicest
the
meet
vo'mg out that evening to
something
as Penny was— or even the next to nicest,
has got to be done.
Penny knows well that something has to be done, She
When we see her again, she is like a butterfly
does it
from a cocoon of ink and carbon paper.
slipped
that has
frock that have changed.
It isn't only her face and her
Something has lit the candles behind her eyes and when
and seashe walks she makes you think of thistledown

Pro-

helps a lot!

HAVE

So mused Penny, sitting over her typewriter
like that fiveat the end of a busy day. There is nothing
shortcomown
your
o'clock-feeling to make you realize
is the
o'clock
five
down,
If your spirits are ever
ings.

smooth cream
tect

Felts

*

That fiveize

the lead

hZ'

o'clock- feeling

makes you

Josephine

your hair!

!

!

//

your

eyebrows

are too short, let

your eyebrow pencil draw them out
a

Lipstick

is

last

bit.

_

foam.

TT

J

Miss Rochelle Hudson
pictures tell the story.
dramatic fashplays the part of Pennv and shows us in
and pencils
creams
ion what glamor has 'to do with
on page 71)
{Continued
And did' she get her man? I

The

!

—

but not least!
Let it shape your
lips and brighten
them.

Hudson
Posed by Charles Starrett and Rochelle

The cause of
or effect,

all—or shall we say the effect? Cause
he looks as if he liked it. Don t you?
it

July

for

1934
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Taking
"Triplethreat"

man!

Lanny

Ross,

prince of ra-

and new
movie star,
dio

plans a third
career.

The

girl

grew

younger!
Life begins
again

all over

for Irene
Rich, lovely
lady of screen

and

radio.

"Mike" menaces of the moment
Close-ups of ether idols

By
A/Lor timer

IRENE
Not

RICH

Franklin

has her fingers crossed these days.

Irene

is superstitious.
But a life in which
the "ups" have been swift and the "downs" precipitate has taught her that there is such a thing as luck,

that^

it by whatever hifalutin' name you may choose.
And
so just now, when she is riding high and ever so handsome, she takes a precautionary rap on the wood of her
very executive-looking desk and crosses two fingers halfseriously before launching on a discussion of the Rich
career.

can

"Not so long ago," pointed out the effervescent
seems

Irene,

go formal about so fresh and bubbling
a young lady of forty-two admitted summers)
"not so
long ago I just couldn't seem to make a go of anything.
I seemed to be washed up with the movies; there didn't
appear to be anything I could turn to with any prospect
of success. And today well, is it any wonder I've come
to feel that good fortune comes in periodic spurts, and
that a body had better make the most of it while it's
(it

silly to

—

—

here ?"

What about this present success spree of Irene's?
Well, in the first place she broke a precedent by scoring
a resounding hit on her very first radio try, incidentally
becoming the first female entertainer to use movie renown as a stepping-stone to commercial radio success.
Once snugly established as a radio feature, she smashed
another record that is likely to stay smashed for a longtime to come.
"I simply sold the grape-juice firm that sponsors me
clean out of grape-juice," she snickered. "Since I went
on the air for them the sale of their beverage has increased just 638 per cent, which leaves them high and
dry. You see, they won't buy the product from any other
source, and they won't even use any grapes except they
grow themselves so they just {Continued on page 90)

—

the

AIR!
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Here's

Hollywood
wasn't at
BING CROSBY
director Norman Taurog
all

pleased

sneaked
off to Santa Barbara for a preview of the
crooner's new picture, "We're Not DressThe director had promised to let
ing."
Bing know about that preview.
Too late to attend, Crosby learned where
the picture was being shown. So he put in
a long distance telephone call for Taurog
at the theatre in Santa Barbara, informing
the theatre manager that the call was very

when

important, and to please get Taurog to the
'phone. The director was called out of the
theatre at a most crucial moment of the
picture, and when he answered the telephone, Bing Crosby uttered only one sound
long, loud razzberry that I'll bet is still
ringing in Taurog's ear

Here's Light

on Things

—a

You Must
Know about

tttEEP

W

a tear or two for Pat Patterson,
that very cute cutie from England who

eye and heart in
deeply in love with
Charles Boyer, the French actor, and not
long ago they eloped. As far as I know,
they're very, very happy.
But in the meantime, Pat received a perfectly dazzling offer to do a picture in EngBecause she is
land, her native countrymarried to a Frenchman, however, she has
lost her English citizenship, so if she wants
to return to London to star in a movie and
earn all that offered money, she'll have
to apply for permission to go back under
England's alien artist quota law.
It's just the same as though you married
somebody in the next state, and then had
to get your own state's permission to return home to visit your parents

perhaps

captured your

"Bottoms Up."

Pat

the

fell

Stars!

By
Weston

!

ANNA STEN

East

just as clever as Greta

is

Xi-Garbo with her mysterious goings and
comings.

Anna

disappeared from Holly-

for nearly a month, and nobody could
Meanwhile, her first picture was
her.
find
York,
establishing theatre records in
and the critics were doing Sten raves.

wood

New

While they were shouting her glories, a
charming lady registered at a leading New
York hotel under the name of Mrs. Eugene
Frenke.

..

,

Frenke is the real-life name of
Anna Sten—and she remained at that hotel,
unidentified, for three weeks, right under
Mrs.

New York

the noses of those
reporters.

bloodhound-

Making the grade!
Of course Gloria
Stuart seeks greater
eminence as a screen
luminary. Here she
is proving she means
the while lending
a helping hand in

it,

name must remain

HISfun-loving

hidden, but one

Hollywood comedian owns

has
a "candid camera," and for months he
of
delighted in snapping unexpected snaps
to the
pictures
those
uses
later
He
people.
the nature
discomfort of his victims— all
Well, not long ago a
of fun, of course.
cameraman spotted this fellow kissing an

m

the
extra girl— and took a photograph of
The cameraman has supplied all
event.
comedian's previous victims with
of the
prints of the
being a good

picture— and
boy
!

is

that comedian

reflecting

more

light

on a studio scene.

f orfJuly
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ANEW
Hollywood.

this sudden exabout Greta Garbo

all

feud

being seen in a Hollywood fiveand-ten-cent store? A little Swed-

me

ish clerk there tells

that

Garbo

for the past five years.

"Miss Garbo has been coming
here for ages. I've waited upon
her at least fifty times." So says
the little clerk, and for the benefit
of other clerks who have waited
on Greta but may not have recognized her, this one adds, "She
always wears dark glasses, a widebrimmed hat that pulls low over
her forehead, and a muffler that
smothers the lower part of her

ditties,

ing

.

.

.

.

who ran away from Hollywood when Frances Dee married, makes
Eric Linden,

come-back in "I Give My Love."
Jean Muir rented a house and sent

his picture

New York

for her furniture; the furniture was late arriving, so Jean lived in one
room of the house for two weeks. .
.
David Manners requests visitors to his
desert ranch to bring small cypress trees;
to each tree he is attaching metal tags
identifying the donor.
Mae West's prize
come-back was spoken to the actor who
said, "I had a pain in my arms last night"
to

You

siesta.

.

.

.

.

Mae's bon mot:
'Who was she?"
Gene Raymond received a fan request for
an autographed picture '"not to be signed
by a butler, secretary or publicity man."
.

—

can

imagine

what

.

.

across the narrow
"Bill" Fields was tryto grab an afternoon

Just
lake,

is a Colonel of
the California Light Horse Cavalry of
Lancers, the only fully equipped troop of
its kind in this country.
Grade Allen
(who Burns George), says Bing Crosby
shouldn't mind audiences that razz, because
he boo-boos them right back. .
Alice
White refused to take part in a Los Angeles
stage play because John Warburton was
the leading man.
.
Joan Crawford has
27 dogs at her house, and each is named
after one of her past pictures. . . . Charlie
Chaplin, accompanied by his two sons, has
not missed a local circus in three years,
and often treats the kids two times or more.

.

took the boys out to

drummed.

VICTOR McLAGLEN

.

in

all

Mary's Toluca Lake home.
There on the Brian lawn,
they tooted and fluted and

face."

.

Of

people, it involves Mary
Brian and W. C. Fields. And
all because Mary's brother,
Terry Danzler (that's
Mary's real last name), came
to town with his orchestra.
Terry, having no better place
to practice new tunes and

has been trading at her counter

.

on

is

.

.

the
saxophones and
cornets did to that intended

nap
At last, in desperation
and anger, Fields seized a
huge tom-tom from his game
room. He ran with this to
the lake's edge, and there he
stood beating it with all his
force, drowning out the band
until they gave up in disgust
and went elsewhere to prac!

tice.

And

that's the story of

Hollywood's new feud

TTNCLE SAM,

how

^

can

you be so ungracious
toward the movies?
The
James Cagney unit spent
more than a week aboard
the battleship Arizona, photographing scenes for Jim-

my's

newest

picture.

The

company completed

the scenes
the studio.

and returned to
A few days later somebody
discovered that several sequences had to be re-taken.

Meanwhile, the entire Pacific
had steamed for other
waters,
to
be
gone six
months.
The studio was

Brief

forced to build a replica of
the ship's deck.

Suzanne Kaaren
shows you her

fleet

and breezy!

swank shorts
tume.

cos-

It's patriot-

ically colorful

with

white pique
touched

off

with

red and blue
stripes outlining the
shorts, collar, and
cuffs.

Soldier beware!

Mischief lurks in that vivacious smile Maxine Doyle turns on
William Powell in the course of a romantic interlude of "Isle of Fury." Seems
rather promising, doesn't

it?

Screl.

Acme
No. , motion

STUDIO

picture!

officials

Tracy picture

who

to a

Hero's a glimpse of

took the

suburban

new Lee

theatre for

preview received a surprise. That night
attended the
a gang of college boys had
the chagrin
to
Much
body.
a
theatre in
hissed the
of the studio execs, the audience
offered special
villain, cheered the hero, and
on the
noises to accompany various actions
producers know
screen. Don't the confused
the nation
that college boys throughout
its

opinions
have a habit of thus voicing their

at

movie houses?

tN D

you often wondered what becomes
HAVEbeauty
Paramount
contest winners
?

of

Hollywood
brought thirty such winners to
under
staged
contest
world-wide
following a

Proud mother! And you can see the
Karen
reason why at a glance.
Morley, Mrs. Charles Vidor, here
shows you why she temporarily de-

for Beauty.
of the thirty are
six
writing,
At
that held the
studio
the
under contract to
Three are under contract to other

the

title,

"The Search

this

contest.
studios.

The baby's name

serted the films.

is

Michael Karoly Vidor.

Fourteen have returned to their
The remaining seven are hanging

homes.
Hollywood— still hopeful
around
chance to win fame and wealth.

of

a

WHAT!

What kind of a
villain!
new "The Merry
this
Widow" going to be, anyway?
Veteran movie-goers will recall that Koy
D'Arcy was the villain of the silent version

No

picture

is

"The Merry Widow," and Roy's toothsome
But
brought him over-night fame.

leer

Maurice

current

the

Chevalier-Jeanette

MacDonald "The Merry Widow"

will fol-

stage
low closely the stage version, and that
because
bad,
Too
heavyno
had
production
D'Arcy hung around for weeks seeking his
former part.

McCREA
JOEL
Dee have made
rangement

and Frances
a unique ar-

(a sort of bet), pend-

ing the arrival of their first-born

sometime

coming summer.

this

a girl, Joel will put a
salary into a trust fund

it's

baby.

If

is

it

If

month
for

s

the

a boy, Frances will

do likewise.

WYNNE GIBSON,
house

returning and findof bees, seized a
full
the
ing
vacuum "cleaner and cleared them out withLupe \ elez.
out receiving a sting.
husrespective
their
and
Ames,
Adrienne
.

.

.

Johnny Weissmuller and Bruce
have co-leased a beach house for
Ann Harding, who turns
the summer.
the color orange, had to
ill at the sight of
and was
attend a California orange show—

bands,

Cabot

.

.

.

The birthfor two days afterward.
and mother
davs of Jean Harlow's husband
That Elizabeth
occur on the same day.
to Fox, is a
contract
under
Cobb, writer
Irvin b.
daughter of the famous author,
studying singnow
Parker,
Jean
Cobb
thirtypractices her lessons during the
.

.

.

ill

.

.

.

.

ing

minute drive to and from the studio

daily.

a bullet-proof autoequipment
mobile that cost $7000 for safety
glass and tire
alone, such as non-breakable

Mae West owns

penetrate
shields— even machine guns cant
the car's exterior.

needed no

Gloria Swanson
act!
best as a stage
threats to make her give her

It's

an

actress

when she headlined
at the

New York

the foothgh

Paramount.

At

program
star in a rethe left you see the diminutive
hearsal with Thurston Hall.
International
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International

Bob, Rudy, and George! Imagine

under one roof and within reach of New
York night club girls! No wonder Robert Montgomery and George Raft reported
a pleasant visit on a trip to Manhattan and the club where Rudy Vallee stars.

MARGARET

had just made
studio appearance following
her appendix operation an operation that
proved more serious than most appendectomies. In fact, Margaret was confined
to her hospital room and home for almost
three weeks, and she was a very sick girl.
At any rate, that first day at the studio
she lifted a telephone receiver and dialed
a number.
After a series of roars and
knocks and squeaks, a voice came across
the wire.
It said, "This is the operator."
"Oh, yeah !" retorted Miss Lindsay. "If
her

Paris loves art!
for

And

also has an eye

feminine charm, as proved by

praise accorded the portrait, above,
of Jeanette MacDonald as
The
Merry Widow, by
Presti and
exhibited at the Grand Palais.

Emma

NOW you may

describe her as you wish,
that Mae West is one
come ? Just this
insists that a lot of ex-prize-fighters

but I
clever girl.

Mae

say

How

be given work

:

in

her

pictures.

Among

who are often seen on her sets are
Jimmy Dundee, Frankie Grandette, Frankie
Dolan, Jimmy O'Gattey and at least
those

twenty-five more.

There have been several threats against
Miss West.
By giving all these former
prize-fighters work, Mae has won their undying friendship and what enemy is going
to chance being half-killed by Mae's gang.

—

NEW

YORK

had a very well-known
modiste by the name of Omar Kiam
on the level, that's his name! Well, Omar
was brought to Hollywood to design clothes
for pictures, and believe it or not, he leased
an apartment home at the Garden of Allah.
The day of his arrival, a new telephone
operator was on the job, and the following
conversation occurred
Operator, answering a call
"Good
morning."
Voice
"Is this the Garden of Allah ?"
Operator
"Yes, it is."
Voice:
"Then let me speak to Omar
:

:

:

Kiam."
Operator:

THE
INperhaps

,

"Smarty!"
back

hills

of

And

she cut

Tennessee

off.'

(and

other states), there is a quaint
old custom of "lending the family baby
crib."
One mother, not using it, sends it
to another about-to-be-mother.
The same custom, modernized to the extent of a bassinet in lieu of the old-fashioned
crib, has come to Hollywood.
Arline Judge
was given a beautiful bassinet for her
baby. She lent it to Pauline (Mrs. Skeets)
Gallagher. Then it went to the wife of Al
Newman, the musician. From there the
bassinet went to the home of the Frank
(director) Capras.
And its next use v/ill
be to make life more comfortable for the
Sally Eiler's baby, due next fall.
-

Won't sell her violets! Mae West is saving
them to add that final touch to the Gay
flavor she will bring you in her new
starring role in which she says such things
and does such things— but "It Ain't No

Ws

Sin."

LINDSAY

it, all

first

—

I

never see another operator, I'll be happy !"
And the poor telephone girl doesn't know

yet

what

it

was

all

about.

JIMMY DURANTE

thinks that
nature handed him a raw deal.
He insists he should have been

»J

born an Eskimo.
"Up there around the North
Pole, they kiss by rubbing noses,"
Durante rants. "What an Eskimo
lover I'd have been!"

SCREENLAND

Welcome, Annabella! From France
comes Mademoiselle Annabella to
lend her attractions to HollywoodErik Charell, director,
films.
is seen with her above.

made

HOLLYWOOD

was as excited

as

all

Alexandra
Princess
Kropotkin, once of Russia, visited the city.
All the stars made elaborate plans to meet
stars
the royal guest. What a blow to the
ego when they heard the Princess Kropotstudio,
kin's first words, upon arriving at a
get-out

were:
meet

is

when

"The one person I really want
Mr. Stepin Fetchit."

to

DIRECTORS

There you are! A
is

ready for another

HISS

of the make-up artist's powder
four, but she s die
chapter in her screen career. She's only

final

^"gjfg^f

dab

season's brightest

new

star.

cannot
simply
put anything over on Will
Rogers, try as they may. For instance, one of the megaphone
Rogers to
instructed
wielders
"look half surprised."
Cain't do it,
"Cain't do it!
Rogers drawled. "Takes one of
them actor-fellers to look half-surI can either look all surprised.
If I
prised, or not surprised.
was good enough to look half-surprised, I'd ask for a raise in pay!"
(Continued on page 70)

AND CHEER DEPT:

Joan
GIVE
When her

Crawford a 'big close-up.
dog was sick, Joan
She
night long to care for it.
Scottie

sat up all
might have left that to servants, but chose
to do it herself.
A long-shot with poor lighting to those

people who publicly condemn big salaries
paid to the stars— yet never fail to see those
those
If
stars in entertaining pictures.
chronic grouches enjoy the pictures, so do
millions of others, therefore the stars rate
big salaries.
nice close-up with a good sound track
He started for the circus
to Guy Kibbe.
with his daughter. Nearing the big tents,
Guy saw several lads with yearning eyes,

A

so he added

them

to his party.

very long-shot to John Warburton,—
he knows about this because the presi"Warburton
dent of his fan club writes:
said he would co-operate with us, but hasn't.
photographs,
I sent him three dollars for
but have never heard from him, or from

A

—

if

my

three dollars."

close-up to Adolphe Menjou for unAdolphe is paid $1100 a day
for extra days over and beyond his contracted time,' but when another actor had
a chance to get another picture part if he

A

selfishness.

_

could finish his role with

Adolphe
night,

at

insisted

Menjou

on working far

no extra pay,

in

order

fellow actor might get that other

in time,
into the
that his

part.

Montgomery's seems
That prize wolfhound of Douglass
Sullavan just when
Margaret
for corring be ween his master and
tete-a-tete.
off-set
pleasant
a
such
having
they were

Sd Ssef

Cniltv conscience'

for
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<$7

Summer Clothes"
keep them
fresh and smart with LUX
"It's

so easy to

"With such

new cottons and gorgeous
nowadays, summer clothes have
loads of smartness. But, of course, they must be
washable

exciting

silks

absolutely fresh to look their best.

why Luxable

"That's

clothes are so heavenly.

Just a whisk through a froth of
suds,

lukewarm Lux
and they look grand as new. My maid al-

ways

tests the color first in clear

know

if it's safe

in water alone,

—

water then we
can be trusted

it

to gentle Lux."

Why

don't

YOU

try

Hollywood care

for your
keep them fresh and unfaded. But don't risk cake-soap rubbing or using ordinarysoaps containing harmful alkali. These things are often

own summer

things?

disastrous to color

this

Lux

will

and fabrics. Lux has no harmful

— keeps lovely frocks new looking

Kal/och,

" y w '°-Columbia
-

all

„

CKM °° N

Hollywood studios
"5

Janet Henle, Coh.mKsays: "In my
*> take the be J

•

•

•

Tob^fJ^ ^t0department,-*
kn ° W
-

dockings worth
depend on Lux.

-onom y

^

too, for
is marvelous,

W

x
FAY
fading the color
and lovely without
runs!
stock.ng
it cuts down
Toys

PO

s

£2 tuT" °{

5^

alk, cotton,

Woo

l

»

t

f

L
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^placement bills.
Lux
method of cleansing
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Cost
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Safe!

garments-

"And how

TRUST TO LUX

alkali

long.
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Specified in all
rhe
t»'g

summer
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that Shocked the

The Movie Romance

World

Continued from page 19

to cjct

good snapshots now
with JIFFY

separation, which was never officially sanctioned, lasted until the Uuke died, followed

KODAK

very soon afterward by his discarded wife.
Of course the world talked a lot about the
strange end of their romance, which had
been supposed to have been an ideal one,
but it never even so much as guessed what
background that end had had.

and VERICHROME FILM

Then there was the case of the Grand
Duke Constantin of Russia. He had marbeautiried, also for love, one of the most
Alexanful girls in Europe, the Princess
of Saxe-Altenburg, and for years he re-

—

dra

One fine morning he
at her feet.
to take a short trip
going
was
he
her
told
of
to the Crimea, returning in a couple
weeks—but he never did, instead writing
intention
his wife a letter expressing his
of living apart from her in the future!
There had been no quarrel, nothing that
could have given the Grand Duchess an
inkling of the catastrophe about to befall
But the next thing which the world
her.

mained

_

heard,

was

that

a

young

beautiful

ballet

dancer was seen with the Grand Duke,
who appeared as happy in her company as
he had been years before in that of his
wife.

.

The Princess bore her misfortune with
immense dignity, never complaining, ignoring all the rumors which were brought to
her concerning her husband's misdeeds,
until suddenly something happened which

drew public attention back to her. The
Grand Duke was stricken with apoplexy,
and never recovered the use of his limbs.
But his mind remained unimpaired, and
one day he was heard to say he would give
anything to see his wife again and obtain
her forgiveness. The remark was repeated
to the Grand Duchess, who immediately
had a special train ordered to take her in
her turn to the Crimea, where she was welcomed with not only effusion by her truant
consort, but also with repentance and the
expression of his regrets for the sorrow
which he had brought upon her. She remained at his side, and watched over him

a new way to take snapshots—an easier way. With a Jiffy
Kodak . . the smart folding camera
that's so simple to use.
At the touch of a button the Jiffy
leaps out— ready for action. A click of
the shutter and you've made a picture.
Smartly designed in metal and enamels—as trim as a lady's compact.
The Jiffy comes in two sizes . . . for
2*A x 4'4 inch pictures, $9 . . . for 2!4 x 3!4
inch pictures, $8. If it isn't an Eastman,

THERE'S

with the greatest devotion until he died
This story
about eighteen months later.
caused as great excitement in royal cirheard.
cles as I ever remember having
And although I had nearly forgotten it,

.

it

isn't

returned to my mind when all the rumors about the estrangement between Mary
Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks began to
Mary always refly around the world.
minded me of the Grand Duchess Alexandra whenever I heard her mentioned, and

it

of course being interested not so
the rumors as in Mary herself,

a Kodak.

all

about them when

tried

to

find

out

I

was

in

how much

much
I

in

asked

London, and
truth

there

was in them.
Our
Everybody loves and admires
Mary," the only and inimitable Mary, and
possible the sympathy which she has
if
always inspired has been increased by the
dignified way in which she has behaved
and borne the very unpleasant publicity
subjected.
to which she has been lately
In consequence of this, Douglas Fairbanks has had, and is still having what
one calls in French a "very bad press,
prevented him in his turn
get better pictures with and that has
getting the justice which Mary very
from
Verichrome Film. In the glaring likely would be the very first person to
sun or the porch's shade— this film gets wish him to obtain.
the picture. The cheaper the camera .
Doug may be vain. But then aren t all
the slower the lens— the more the need men that more or less, and are there
with sufficient
for Verichrome. Load your camera with many in the world endowed
fair sirens
Verichrome for better pictures. Eastman force of mind to resist certain war-path.
the
on
started
have
these
when
York.
Kodak Co., Rochester, New
.

YOU'LL

.

.

(

determined to get the scalps of their neighThe more a man is well-known,
bors?
the more of these sirens he finds awaiting
him at every corner, and when it comes
to such a celebrity as Douglas Fairbanks,
there are armies of them on the look-out
for an opportunity to throw their harpoons
at him.
This is why, in spite of my sympathy for
Mary, I have a sort of sneaking sympathy
I hear that he is starting to
for Doug!
make a new picture his first film to be
made in England. He is working at the
studios of London Films Productions at
How hard it must be for him
Elstree.
sometimes, trying to make "The Private
Life of Don Juan," with so many newspaper items staring at him about his own
private

life

!

Remember,

the senior Fair-

banks is still a most attractive man. All
over the world women are interested in
And Mary Pickford has always
him.
been admired and envied by thousands of
women. Obtaining a triumph over Mary
would be, for some women, something like
winning the Victoria Cross in battle
The internationally noted actor from
whom she is reported to wish a divorce
may have been seen at this or that night
club, in the company of Lady So-and-So.
or the Countess of This-and-That, but so
have other men who have not the misfortune to be famous film stars and so do
not have the embarrassment of seeing their
every action magnified on the front pages
As for divorce acof many newspapers.
well, there was once a great Prince
tions
who was named as co-respondent by a certain man in his divorce suit, but no one
ever thought that the Prince's wife would
in turn divorce her consort so as to allow
him to make another woman Princess in
_

—

her place

Why, then, do so many gossips believe
that the great romance of Mary Pickford
and Douglas Fairbanks must be pernot give them a
manently broken?

Why

chance to mend it? The scandal-mongers,
I fear, have chosen to ignore one thing
that at heart

He

Douglas

Mary's Doug

is still

has a large and brilliant cast of charm-

—

but
ing ladies in his new motion picture
surely this does not mean that he will take
any one of them seriously! The beautiful

young Merle Oberon, who made such a
success in "The Private Life of Henry the
Eighth," as the unfortunate Anne Boleyn,
appears in "The Private Life of Don Juan"
particular request.
it is said at Fairbanks'
But this signifies merely that Mr. Fairbanks respects Miss Oberon's talents as an

Another lady in the cast is the
charming and amusing Elsa Lanchester—

actress.

well, she is in her own private life the wife
And so on and on.
of Charles Laughton
Life, to Douglas Fairbanks, may be a great
beand colorful motion picture but to
in
lief there is just one real leading lady
!

my

;

it— Mary Pickford!

SomeLet us hope for a Happy Ending
see a new era of happiness
!

how I seem to
dawn for Little

Alary, as well as for

Doug-

I seem to see "the leading
las Fairbanks.
man" reappear at Pickfair, to be greeted
by "the leading lady" with a grave, wise,
Angels
affectionate and indulgent smile.
alwavs find a special joy in forgiving!
Meanwhile people all over the world are
As they never, believe
talking— talking.
afme, talked in the past about the love
No royal rofairs of Kings and Queens.
mance ever shook the world as the movie
romance of Marv and Doug is doing today

for

July
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How much more

one snapshot

about the way he looks than a whole

One snapshot, and you
almost know him. What a fascinating way to make letters clear and interesting. The friends
the places
you go— the things you do— slip them into the envelope in the form of snapshots. They really tell the
story. Snapshots are more truthful, more expressive than ever, when you use Kodak Verichrome Film. Make
your next pictures with Verichrome and see the difference. Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.
tells

Don't just write

it

— picture

it — with

letter!

snapshots

SCREENLAND

"0

Flash, Jean fingerprinted! But don't
get excited, La Harlow wasn't arrested, she was appointed honorary
Chief of Police and you see her above
making the necessary records.

(Continued from page 66)
Franchot Tone was working
on a huge ship-set which was rented
for scenes in "Sadie McKee," he kept his
habitual pipe in his mouth when cameras
were not grinding.
A guard aproached Franchot with, "Beg
pardon, Mr. Tone no smoking here."
"I'm not smoking," said Franchot. "The

WHEN

—

pipe

is

not

"Then

if

lit."

you don't mind, put

it

out of

"Hunsight," the guard firmly requested.
dreds of extras on the set don't know it
can't understand why
isn't lit, and they
they can't smoke, because they see you
!"

with that pipe in your mouth
Franchot put the pipe in his pocket.

was cast for one of the
JACK OAKIE
roles in a picture titled "Thank
leading
Stars," but the company had been in
production two weeks, without Oakie being
for
one day's work, when the
called
comedian visited the set.
"Just dropped in," Oakie told friends, "to
get acquainted with the director."

Your

Pretty pantaloons! Director Richard Boleslavsky compliments Marion Davies on
the daintiness and authentic detail of her costume for the role of "Operator 13,"
a romantic thriller of the Civil War days.

DIRECTOR Jack

iiiiii

ilf

Ford's young son, Pat,
to a number of youngsters
on his birthday. During the afternoon, all
were given pencils and paper, and they
played a game for which a group of letters
were supplied, and the players were told to
list
animals, vegetables, famous
people,
books, and other items whose names commence with the letters specified.
Well, the point of this story is that the
letter "B" was given, and under the classification,
"Famous People," four of the

was host

eleven wrote "Babe Hardy."

month's new game in
THIS
Hollywood
called "Stars and
is

more fun than a
school picnic. The more players
the merrier, so next time you go
to a party, play "Stars and Titles."
Here's how: The idea is to think
of a current or old motion picture
Titles,"

and

and

it

take

suit

it's

For instance,
"The Trumpet

to a star.

that

title

Blows," and apply it to Jimmy
Or take "Hips Hips
Durante.
Hooray," and add Jean Harlow.

And "Once

to

Every

Woman"

perfect for John Gilbert.
more clever examples are:

Congratulations Clark Gable and Myrna Loy offered the best of good wishes for
the birthday W. S. Van Dyke, explorer and director, celebrated by cutting himself
a piece of cake in his Hollywood home, as shown in the photo above.
!

is

Some
Sally

Rand, "We're Not Dressing";
Maurice Chevalier, "The Great
Mouthpiece." Try the game; it's
loads of laughs and fun.
(Continued on page 76)
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Women

COPY THESE PIQUANT

at

Work!

Hollywood Hair Styles

Continued from page 60
nearly forgot
You are practical, aren't
you
As a matter of fact, she didn't. But
she got somebody else's which was lots
more fun
Penny isn't one girl in a million. Of
course, she is to the man in the case; but
!

!

really,

us

she's

only if your hair

I-

DRY

too

—she's —she's

you

anyone of
o'clock on bliss-

not

or too OILY

who have ever, at five
summer evenings, longed

to be lovely,
longed and longed until it hurt
The first thing to cure these five-o'clocks,
is to know that by doing the proper things,
you can look just at attractive as the most
attractive girl you ever saw.
And that
people are going to be keen about you.
People pretty much give you what you
expect.
If you expect to
be admired,
(without being too obvious about it), they'll
admire you. If you expect to be put upon
and slighted, you're pretty likely to be both.
So expect a lot of attractiveness, work for
it,
and you'll be surprised how much attractiveness will come your way.
This isn't being vain or selfish. It's just
doing your, duty by your friends, a clever
way of paying them a compliment.
ful

is

"Your

You
So make

face,
see,

you don't mind

This pert, "page-boy" coiffure of a
famous screen favorite is intriguing if
your head is the right shape for it and
your hair soft enough to retain a smooth
wave. If your hair is too oily to held a
wave, use the Packer's Pine Tar Shampoo treatment given below.

it

you're behind it!"

the most of

all your possibiliyour friends, the confusion of your enemies, if any
Take an inventory of yourself. Remember no chain is stronger than its weakest
link: Your face, your hair, your hands, your
clothes.
Decide what's to be done. Then
roll up. your sleeves and do it
Be: especially good to your hands.
They
are two things you are going to see a lot
of
If
they are always
immaculately
groomed, soft and beautifully manicured,
they are going to remind you what a nice
person owns them. They are going to re-

ties for the delight of

A

very brilliant star, who exemplifies
sophisticated good taste, dares to smooth
her gleaming tresses straight back from
her brow. She dares because her hair is
soft and lustrous
not dry and fly-away.

—

To make dry hah more manageable,
use Packer's Olive Oil Shampoo treatment (below).

!

mind other people too

Help for

Cleanse your skin carefully with one of
many excellent cleansing creams or a
mild soap, before you apply new make-up.
If you have used cream, remove the last
trace of oil with a good astringent. Apply
a thin film of a finishing cream, and rouge,
eye-shadow. Powder thoroughly, beginning
with your throat.
Then eyebrow pencil,
but only if you need it. Mascara, and last
but not least your lipstick.
Do use an indelible one, so that it will last all evening!
Watch one thing most carefully. It is
summer time now, so be sure that you are
sweet and fresh as a daisy from top to toe.
You will be using some perspiration preventative, at least twice a week or oftener
if you need it.
In addition it is wise to use
one of those cream deodorants each day.
Your daily bath or shower is a matter of
course, but it does not take the place of
deodorants.
prosy subject, yes, but a
necessary one.
Beauty, like genius, is the infinite capacity for taking pains
in the right direction.
Which reminds me: the other day
a beautiful young person came to dinner at
my house with her father. She had just
graduated from a fashionable girls' school.
She was a finished product. And she was

DRY

To correct OILY hair:

hair:

the

Don't put up with dry, lifeless,
burnt-out looking hair. And don't
oh, don't
use a soap or shampoo
on your hair which is harsh and
drying. Packer's Olive Oil Shampoo
is made especially for dry hair. It is

—

—

a gentle 'emollient'
'

of

pure olive

oil.

'

shampoo made

In addition,

it

contains soothing, softening glycerine

which helps to make your
and more manageable.

hair silkier

No harmful harshness in Packer
Shampoos. Both are made by the

A

Packer Company, makers

of

Packer's Tar Soap.

Get Packer's
Olive Oil Shampoo today and begin

—

to

make each cleansing a
home treatment for

tific

your

hair.

scien-

your hair is too oily, the oil glands
your scalp are over-active. Use
Packer's Pine Tar Shampoo— it is
made especially for oily hair. This
If

in

shampoo is gently astringent. It
tends to tighten up and so to normalize the relaxed oil glands.
It's quick, easy and can be used
with absolute safety to your hair.
Use Packer's Pine Tar Shampoo
every four or five days at first if
necessary, until your hair begins to
show a natural softness and fluffi-

Begin this evening with
Packer's Pine Tar Shampoo to get
your hair in lovely condition. Its
ness.

makers have been

specialists

in

the care of the hair for
over 60 years.

lovely.

Yet every ten minutes she rushed to a
mirror to rearrange her hair, to powder her
nose, to daub her lipstick
She was a
dreadful bore to everybody and must have
been quite miserable herself. You see she
constantly
expected
something
to
go

PACKER'S

!

OLIVE OIL

wrong

Do

take a lot of pains with your appearBut take them in private
You'll
be a whole lot prettier— and ten times as
ance.

dangerous

!

.

for

SHAMPOO

DRY

hair

PACKER'S
PINE TAR

SHAMPOO

for OILY hair
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Build

Up

the

Hollywood

Way

Continued from page 33
be rounded and strengthened by the followClose fists, tense the arm
ing exercise:
muscles, and do a complete circular movement of the wrist. It is often a good idea to
rotate the wrists in this manner to music.
To develop the chest, try tensing the
muscles of the chest and shoulder by gripping the fingertips while contracting the
arm muscles.
Women were never made to exercise like

may
If you are not using salt water, you
relax in warm water from five to eight
minutes, then take a cold shower, beginning
with tepid water and working up slowly
body a
to cold so as not to give your
the cold shower keeps the flesh
shock
good
solid, but very cold showers are not
for excessively nervous people.
Before the bath or salt rub, it's a very
good thing to use a toning-up massage.
;

how

is

to

the

calves and thighs.
For the past two years, I have been
studying the cat and working out a series
She
of exercises based on her movements.
strains
is always graceful, yet she never
If you do the stretching exercises
herself.

This will open the pores and make the

bath more effective.
I'm a nut on sun-bathing, such a nut
that I have purchased six acres of ground
in the San Fernando Valley, just a twenty

—

Above, Helen Mack illustrates another exercise for adding weight.
This is a jumping exercise to
Position
stimulate circulation.
then
as shown above, erect,

jump

upward

stars who come to me after a strenuous
dramatic picture need relaxing. Work before the cameras is an emotional strain
that absorbs an immense amount of energy.
This output of energy isn't confined to
studios, however, for I note that medi-

associations everywhere are warning
America that we are going too fast. If it

cal

wouldn't scare people to death, I'd be all
for putting up signposts labelled "This way
Lunatic Asylum," for speeders
the
to

through

life.

of the first things I
nerve-ridden stars and it

One

—

—

recommend
do

will

to

you

a course in swimming.
exercise that
the only
is
brings every muscle in the body into play
stimulates the blood and starts proper
it
But the underweight girl
circulation.
should do her swimming at a time when
she can afford to relax afterwards for two
or three hours. After the swim, she should
some light nourishment milk or
take

good, too,

is

Swimming

—

Ovaltine—and then

rest for the

remainder

of the period.
Do not start in

by swimming for a long
Begin slowly, say a
short dip of five or ten minutes, and stay
in a little longer each day; but for a thin
If you stay
person, an hour is the limit.
longer, you will undo all the good the swim
has done you.

time the

first

day.

A

daily bath is another channel for those
build up and who cannot take
Sea salt tones up the
a dip in the ocean.

who would
body.

I

recommend

salt

rubs by an ex-

you
pert, but never try one on
might cut your skin and cause pain and
damage.
Put a pound of sea salt into a tub of
warm water and soak in it. Massage the
entire body while in the water and remain
there from fifteen to twenty minutes.
yourself, for

regularly, as the cat does them,

you

will

need no others.

Walking is excellent exercise, but too
much of it will develop the thigh and make

am

drive from
come to
building a place for my
take their sun-baths.
Sun-bathing is the greatest body builder
known to man. Of course, you mustn't
You
just tear into it with no preparation.
The first day, sun
must begin slowly.
yourself for one minute each on the back,
Then increase next
front, and each side.
day to two minutes, then three, then four,

minutes

swinging arms
spreading feet

and

womanly charm

used to go in for these things, mainly for
the excitement of doing what the boys
were doing, and if it did not do them any
other harm it gave them large muscles in

a rotating motion.

the studio,
clients to

lose all their

minute their muscles begin to bulge.

The lighter the exercise the better. Never
be persuaded to go in for strenuous settingup exercises such as soldiers go through
During the war, girls
in training camp.

the
place
Lastly,
with rapid strokes.
towel beneath the calf of each leg, (in
turn), and work upward to the thigh with

salt

They

men.

do it:
Grasp the ends of a large Turkish towel
between the
Starting
each hand.
in
shoulders, rub the towel up and down in a
diagonal position briskly and rapidly. Stop
when the skin becomes warm and tingly.
Move the towel up to the back of the neck
and repeat, (but not too vigorously here).
Then drop the towel to the waistline at the
back and bring the towel back and forth
This

a

girl's

legs

look masculine.

Also,

it

to

shoulders will be held properly and your

abdomen will be in where it belongs.
Every now and then I read an article
recommending the use of a skipping rope,
and every now and then a dance director

and so on until you can manage half an
hour altogether.
Rub olive oil all over the body before
I have exexposing to the sun's rays.
perimented with all sorts of oil and find
For the face,
olive oil by far the best.
do not use oil, but massage gently into it
a good tissue cream; when the skin gets
hot from the sun, work in the cream with
The purpose of the cream
your fingers.
is to keep the skin moist.

decides to use a skipping rope in one of
I wish I could write this
his numbers.

(

Whenever I go out to Miriam Hopkins
home to give her treatments, I see little
Michael, her adopted son.

He

is

a grand

results of sun-bathing, for
he takes his regularly and has ever since
he was so small they had to turn him over.
Last time I was out there, I noticed that

example of the

Michael had decided to take his sun-baths
standing up; but that didn't matter in his
case for he runs about in a brief sun-suit
most of the time. Johnny Weissmuller had
better

look

to

his

laurels

is

remember always to walk with
your head up, as though you held a book
If you can balance a book, your
on it.

well

when young

Michael grows older.

You notice that people go to a lot ot
trouble to exercise their arms and legs, but
they never think of their necks. The very
seat of the nervous system is in the
abdominal and neck muscles, and those
who need building up should give these
special attention.
Most thin girls

have thin necks with
hollow chests and prominent collar bones.

To overcome these defects, rotate the
head, first to the left in a circle and then
each.
to the right in a circle, three times
massage yourself
exercise,
After this
gently, lifting the flesh from the breast to
the neck, always upward.
Another excellent neck exercise: Press
the fingers of both hands against the flesh
on both sides of the base of the neck, pressRelax. Then press
ing the flesh upward.

Follow this until
once more, and relax.
vou feel a tingling sensation.
Thin wrists and scrawny forearms can

Completing the jumping exercise, first position of which is
shown in the photo left above.
Jump lightly, stretching hands
above head, moving them in
complete arc. Balance on toes.
Return to first position.
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warning

in scarlet letters a mile high
Girls should not skip rope. It breaks down
the breasts!
If you see a little girl with
a rope, take it away from her.
If you feel you must play something for
exercise and relaxation, go in for pingpong.
This is not strenuous, yet it keeps
you moving and is marvelous for the eyes.
I see that I haven't yet mentioned one
of the most important methods for adding
to the figure on the scales dial.
That is,

Th is simple Method gave her

A SECOND

HONEYMOON

rest.

Sleep is absolutely essential to any upbuilding regime.
While you are sleeping,
the entire motor of the body is being recharged. If you have difficulty in going to
sleep at night, try taking a cup of warm
milk, Ovaltine or cocoa before getting into
bed. You may eat either Ry-crisp or wheat
biscuits with your drink.
You must rest in the day-time also, if
you would gain weight. If you have time
for only ten minutes' relaxation, do the
"spread eagle," as directed in the first of

which appeared last month.
you can spare thirty minutes or an hour,
put a cloth over your eyes and relax thoroughly, letting go each muscle separately,
making your whole body heavy, resting on
these articles

If

the bed, instead of lying tense thinking of
all the things you have to worry about.
I am not one of those afflicted with insomnia, so I have no pet method of inducing sleep, but I know of a woman star who
takes her mind off her current worries
and puts herself to sleep by repeating, in a
sing-song, but mentally, not aloud,
some
of the verses from Edna St. Vincent
Millay's "Harp Weaver"

—

—

"A

rock-rock-rocking
a mother goose rhyme
Oh, but we were happy
For half an hour's time !"

To

Or
"Her

thin fingers, moving
In the thin, tall strings

Were weav-weav-weaving
Wonderful

things."

It doesn't much matter what
repeat, so long as the rhythm

and you

can.

words you

soothing
thoughts from

wrest your

is

care.

Miss Helen Mack has kindly posed for
some illustrations for this article.
Deep
breathing, the exercise for improving the
wrist, and the neck exercises are easily
understandable.
Perhaps I should add a

word about

balancing exercise is excellent for
giving you grace while you are trying to
get rid of those angles.
Of course, Miss
Mack has no angles but then she has a

—

you

rise on the
toes, with arms extended to the side; balance on one foot, spring slightly forward
on right foot, with left foot thrust back-

figure

ward; back
the

First,

to position

other foot.

dance

!

This

and
is

the same with
something of a

step.

Another good exercise, with balancing,
is done also in the light dancing step
from
standing position with feet together and
:

hands at

sides, leap lightly to position

with

hands stretched above the head,
a complete arc.
Balance on
toes, then leap back to first position.
Another exercise:
(but don't do ..this
one when you are feeling very tired if you
are underweight, do it first thing in the
morning)
Stand with one hand on hip, other arm
extended forward; bend right knee, extend
left foot forward, left hand on hip, right
arm extended; spring lightly forward and
upward, keeping balance for fifty counts,

feet apart,

moving

in

Dr.

Paula

Karniol-Schubert, leading gynecologist of

Vienna

wreck when she came into
Pale. Nervous. Tearful.
The perfect example of what mere

"She was

the others so illustrated.

A

Hollywood

From an interview with

my

In love with her husband.

And

ra-

diant with the beauty

I thought she'd
This simple method gave her a
second honeymoon.

lost!

a

office!

fear can do!

"Sound advice on marriage hygiene
was all she needed. That was all I
gave her. In two words. 'Use"Lysol".'
"She took my advice and in two
months she came to see me again.
Completely changed. Her old buoyancy and youth had returned. She
was gay, confident. In love with life.

"I have tested "Lysol" for
years. I

know

many

the certainty of

its

germ-destroying power even in the
presence of organic matter."
{Signed) DR.

What
for

PAULA KARNIOL-SCHUBERT

Dr. Paula

her

Karniol-Schubert advises

patients,

distinguished

physicians

everywhere advise.
"Lysol"

kills

germs. It's safe. For 40 years

it

has had full acceptance of the medical profession
throughout the world.
generally

No

other antiseptic is so

recommended for home

use.

—

FACTS MARRIED

;

:

(first right,

then

left,

series

for

you want

to

Name

!

of course).

(Next month James Davies continues
exclusive
miss it if
Figure!)

WOMEN SHOULD KNOW

Mail coupon for a free copy of "Marriage Hygiene."
Check other booklets if desired. D "Preparation for
Motherhood."
"Keeping a Healthy Home."
Lehn & Fink, Inc., Bloomfield, N. J., Dept. L-43
Sole Distributors of "Lysol" disinfectant.

Street

his

Screenland.
Don't
have that Hollywood

City^.

'

.State

© Lehn & Fink, Inc., 1934
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Gloria and Wally Together Again

NOW /WeufbjQ/f,

'4

Me

^z/Kiss

Continued from page 27

ing

beauty.

She wasn't.

in

Because Wally

such faith in her potentialities, far
more than anyone else expressed, he saw
that she stepped in as the heroine in his
Legend has also said that she
comedies.
her
,eft him when selfish ambition overcame

had

That is most untrue, for no
wifely love.
seventeen-year-old girl was ever more concerned about a man than she was.
Unfortunately, after they had been mara
ried awhile, Wally's prerogatives as
man's

man

spoiled

their

:

domestic bliss.
bathing beauties,

Surrounded by
Wally was tempted into flirting back.
They had rented a tiny bungalow adflirtatious

I'M SO discouragedjack HAS NEVER EVEN
TRIED TO REALLY

MSS ME

.

.

joining a garage, opposite Sennett's studio,
and his mother and father stayed with them.
Gradually there was less and less fun for
Gloria. The girls who shared her dressing
quarters observed that she cried more than
Divorce, to the ever loyal
she smiled.
Gloria, was the last resource.
After they went their individual ways,

She progressed to
first favored her.
dramatic roles at the old Triangle studio
and there Cecil DeMille discovered her. It
was he who actually was responsible for
transforming her from a girl of average
luck

LISTEN -TRY
LIP MAKE-UP
OF THE MOVIE
STARS -THE
WONDERFUL NEW

THE

Wally took it big. When he comprehended all was over, he couldn't eat. He

KISSPROOF
INDELIBLE

m

LIPSTICK,

HER NEXT DATE WITH HIM

DRAW ME
LIKE A MAGNET -

YOUR
I

into a bizarre beauty.

looks

LIPS

CANT SEEM TO
RESIST THEM.

DONT TRY—

couldn't sleep; he couldn't be interested
His money faded away. Only the
acting.
kind intervention of Mickey Neilan saved
finehim. Mickey, sensing Wally's innate
vilGerman
as
a
chance
a
him
ness, gave
That role clicked—
lain in a war drama.
and the success which took Beery out of
two-reelers helped him to forget Gloria
"Robin
In 1926, during the making of
pretty
another
with
love
in
fell
Hood," he
They
extra,' Rita Gilman, from Virginia.
have been happily married for eight years
and he credits their permanent union largeold-fashioned
ly to her willingness to be an
wife.
any"I don't believe in wives working—
"When a woman is
where," he declares.
his
content with just mothering a man and
Having no offchildren, she's perfect!"
spring of their own, the Beery's are raising

THE LIPSTICK
ON THEM IS
CALLED

kissproof!

Try the Stage and Movie Lipstick
If you admire the appealing "kissableness" of the lips of the movie stars and
the girls in the Broadway shows, just try
the new
their lip make-up yourself
KISSPROOF Indelible Lipstick, Special
Theatrical Color... This lipstick discovery
is so wonderful it has been placed by the
make-up experts in the dressing-rooms of
both Hollywood Studios and New York
Theatres! The stars could certainly pay
anything yet you can have exactly the
same smooth, alluring KISSPROOF they
use for a few cents! Have the thrilling
new "lip appeal" it will give you tonight.
You can get KISSPROOF LIPSTICK in
all shades, including the Special Theatrical Color, at all toilet goods counters and
at the 10c stores.

—

—

Kassproof
^ide/Me LIPSTICK

an adopted babv daughter.
Meanwhile, Gloria, in the course of three
subsequent marriages, has had two daughThere
ters and has adopted a young son.
maternal instinct.
is no doubting her strong
Each time she has married she has been

was to last.
There was Herbert Somborn, who

sure

made "Perfect Understanding"
England. It failed to excite any interest.
But the production itself and not her personality has been blamed.
The problem of working side by side
with Wallace Beery is only one of the
jumps Gloria will have to hurdle this
The real reason for her lengthy
spring.
negotiations with the Hollywood studios
Here it is she has
has never been told.
entangled herself in another financial mess!
She returned to Hollywood from England a year ago. Acting has always been
in her blood and continental society could
She
not down her fondness for the films.
had numerous offers, but her old failing,
her desire to run her own business, led
her into a whopping dilemma. She signed
with an independent concern and they proposed to first present her in a picturization of Sarah Bernhardt's life.
There's many a slip in Hollywood maneuvering^ and, as the months passed,
Gloria discovered the money to back her
productions was evidently not forthcoming.
She pleaded to be released in order to sign
with some of the majors. They declined
to let her go
As a result, she has to buy her way out
of that contract which has paid her nothing
It will cost her the neat sum of $100,000!
With no alternative, she has agreed to pay
$50,000 upon the completion of the first
picture she makes with a major studio, and

ber that she

of artistic ambition, decreed this happiness
to be short lived.
Legend has said that Gloria was a bath-

it

died

A New

$25,000 when she finishes the second, and
the same on her third.
Now you realize why she has actually

had to reject certain roles which would
have been excellent for her. What M-G-M
is

paying her

positive

:

to

is

a secret, but this

come out even she

will

much

is

have to

earn more than $50,000 on her first for
them! Did you ever hear of such a predicament ?
That Gloria's business acumen has not
been as good as her acting is something
her best friends will admit. However, the
story that she is residing in an empty manYes, those Hollywoodites
sion is absurd.
who believe the worst about everyone claim
that her big Beverly Hills house looks imposing on the outside but is bare as Old
Mother Hubbard's cupboard within the
threshold.

This rumor emanates from those who
have not been invited to share Gloria's hosThis latest financial calamity has
pitality.
taught her prudence; she is not as extravagant as of yore. She travels in compartments instead of private cars, and yet
she

still

has

luxurious

her

One glimpses her
more often than in

home

intact.

riding in a Chevrolet
a Rolls-Royce, but her
still able to boast two

recently.
nections, his

Yorker with social conaplomb intrigued Gloria. As
her business manager he advanced her ca-

staff of servants
butlers

reer notably, but when he plunged her into
parted.
difficulties by upsetting DeMille they

a-dozen occasions, it is because she has
tired of donning a new costume for every

However, holding no grudge, Gloria was
with him at the hospital the day he passed
on.

.

.

There was "Hank," the Marquis de la
A charming conFalaise de la Coudraye.
filmtinental, he courted her when she was
His
ing "Madame Sans Gene" in Paris.
frequent trips abroad were among the
wedges between them.
And now—there is Michael Farmer.
Equally as debonair as "Hank," Farmer
has lately been in Europe on a rather exWhile Gloria is denying a
tended visit.
disagreement with him, Hollywood politely
wonders—and hopes she is not quibbling.
If you've been puzzled by Gloria's absence from the screen this last year, remem-

If

she

is

seen in the same dress on half-

hour of the day.
is

more

is

No woman

exquisitely

in Hollywood
groomed than Gloria,

has advanced beyond the gaudy, pretending era in her life. She took the edicts
of DeMille so seriously, when she blossomed under his guidance, that she used to
be the off-screen duplicate of her cinema

who

self.

And, if she has spent freely, at least she
has had the pleasure of disposing of her
venerable rumor says
own pay-checks.
Wally cared for her salary when they were
married, on the principle of the man being
commander-in-chief. Perhaps her partiality
towards charge accounts arose from those
days when she supposedly was
early
allowed little cash in her hands

A

for
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In addition to the personal and financial
questions Gloria is going to have to solve,
there is yet another stickler. I refer to the
competition she will have to buck on the

M-G-M

With

lot.

Garbo,

Crawford,

and Harlow clamoring for the
the glamorous vehicles, Irving
Thalberg had courage indeed to add Gloria

ANOTHER LIFEBUOY AD.
ALWAYS READ THEM, BUT
CANT BELIEVE NICE

IM BORED AND LONESOME.
LETS SEE WHATS IN
THE PAPER TONIGHT

I

I

Shearer,
pick of

PEOPLE HAVE

" B.O."

to the fold.

She, on the other hand, chose the studio
where glamor is most abundant. Which,
really, is a typical stunt.
She has never
been daunted since she hit her stride. But
can the Glorious Gloria we adored a few
years ago top the tricks of these newer
personalities ?
Once no actress wore more
sensational gowns than Swanson, evolved
more striking hairdresses and fads. Does

she posses her old flair ?
Nine years ago she was at her peak,
financially speaking.
Paramount proffered
her a contract which was supposed to call
for $17,500 a week!
Even Garbo herself
would be glad to get this
Regally, Gloria
said no, determined to produce on her own.
gallant but not very profitable decision.
!

A

Last month Gloria was thirty-five, which
means she is just in her prime. I have
never seen her look more beautiful, and a

HERES THE HEART PROBLEM
COLUMN... LETTER FROM A GIRL

WHAT! THE EDITOR ASKS HER
IF SHES CAREFUL ENOUGH ABOUT
"B.O.". .. EASY TO OFFEND...
FOLLY TO TAKE CHANCES ...

signed'Tonesome'.'no FRIENDS,

NO DATES, WON DERS WHY.
MY EXPERIENCE EXACTLY!

of hits can skyrocket her again.
Marriages and motherhood, plus European
polishing, have all combined to turn an

couple

efficient puppet into a warm, vibrant, fully
developed actress.
Luckily for Wally, he doesn't have to
worry about the glamorous attributes
which Gloria must nourish. "The homelier
I get the better !" he booms.
"Thank God
I don't have to watch my face and my figure and my clothes !"
At forty-eight his
every-dayness is his chief asset.
(He is a
fine pianist, but he won't be photographed
at his piano because it would seem "out of
character !")
What a wallop for the bystanders when
these two ex-sweethearts meet
From the
!

box office angle, casting them together
would be a "natural." Consider, however,
the memories it would awaken for them.
Eighteen years have lapsed since Wally

JUST WHAT TH E LIFEBUOY ADS.
HAVE BEEN SAYING. HAVE
BEEN FOOLING MYSELF BY

A

DAILY HABIT

NOW

I

WHAT

DISREGARDING THEM? ID BETTER
GET LIFEBUOY AND PLAY SAFE

A

GRAND BATH

!

OCEANS OF LATHER AND

HOW

FRESH AND CLEAN
LIFEBUOY ALWAYS

MAKES ME FEEL

instructed Gloria in the fundamentals
of movie acting.
first

He may never have gotten further than
the fourth grade in school he quit when
he was sixteen
but he's smart enough to
hang on in the most precarious of businesses. He's smart enough to learn how to
stay happily married in Hollywood. Local
men are proud to put him on bank boards
and civic committees.
He is a Shriner.
And he has passed the severest transport
piloting tests and is an excellent aviator.
!

—

—

Whenever Wally has gone into Llollywood proper from his Beverly home he
has had to pass Gloria's pretentious abode.
He has never stopped. Their circles are
different
they have little in common. But
when she sweeps onto the lot where he
reigns he cannot ignore her presence.

Popularity comes

HE SAID NICE THINGS ABOUT
MY COMPLEXION TONIGHT.
THAT'S ANOTHER WAY

when'b.o'.'goes

LIFEBUOY'S HELPED Me!

;

"Treasure Island," in which he's been
stumping around as the one-legged old salt,
is practically finished.
M-G-M signed Beery

LOVE TO GO, TOM,

Butch

in

Thalberg going to put Szvanson and Beery
together again? Hollywood is dying in find
out!

It

benefits

fairly

upon

showers

its

users.

gives quantities of rich,

creamy lather whether the water is hot or
cold, hard or soft. It guards daintiness

—

—

protects against "B.O." {body odor)
aids
the complexion. Gently washes away poreclogging impurities— brings new radiance.

"The Big House."

Gloria
is
anxiously awaiting
Irving
Thalberg's announcement as to what she
is to do first, secure in the knowledge that
he has seldom guessed wrong in the handling of stars. Meanwhile she makes persona^ appearances and prepares to tackle
the big contract awaiting her.
She opened
her stage tour at the Paramount, New
York, with Detroit the second stop on the
trip which takes her back to the studio.
Is

*

UP THIS WEEK!

when he was in the same sort of lull Gloria
has fallen into. They kept him on salary
for nine months until they found the right
vehicle, and then gave him the marvelous
role of

LIFEBUOY

BUT MAKE IT NEXT
WEEK. I'M ALL DATED

Danger months here
Hot
YOU RE GETTIN6
SO POPULAR A
FELLOW HAS TO
STAND IN LINE
TO GET A DATE

days

make

us perspire

more

Others are quick to notice the merest
hint of "B.O." Play safe
bathe
regularly with Lifebuoy. Its fresh,

—

clean, quickly-vanishing scent tells you its
refreshing lather gives

extra protection.
Approved by

Good Housekeeping Bureau

freely.

SCREENLAND
Hp HE

Dick Powell l*an
which Dick was
honor guest; 385 members and friends atAngeles

Los

1 Club gave

tended.

Erwin says the first
Scotchman who sliced his

Stuart

.

.

.

a party at

hermit was a
golf

the

into

ball

woods.

.

.

Rochelle

.

Hudson visited her home town, Claremont,
Rumors had
Oklahoma, last month.
.

.

.

been current, of course, nevertheless Katherine Hepburn did spring a surprise with
Pauline
her divorce suit in Mexico.
Starke and Sue Carol among those who
have recently attempted to make picture
Wood-carving is James
come-backs.
Cagney's new hobby; he's not bad, not
Jean Hersholt is a leader of
good.
anthe Danish Home Foundation, which
nually sends one deserving Dane back to
.

.

.

his

.

.

.

.

.

.

homeland

for a visit.

BEERY guilty
WALLACE
about the
crack
the
of
is

Scotchman who was cured of
stuttering by being forced to talk
over the long-distance telephone
at his own expense.
(Continued on page 98)

No

Can't fool her!

indeed, Carol

afraid of that big
his belt was full of

Ann Beery wasn't

Mexican, even if
bullets— he's her dad, Wally Beery.

She's that way about Jackie! May
Robson, whose own fans are legion,
above
is a Jackie Cooper fan, and
you see her demonstrating it.

(Continued from page 70)
Goodness, yes! And
looked as if William
Gargan, if police could find him, might
But they couldn't find Bill,
land in jail.
and by the time he did put in an appear-

EXCITEMENT?
for

a

while

ance, everything

it

was explained.

You

see,

Mrs. William Gargan was in a beauty parShe'd
shampooed.
lor, having her hair
just finished, when a man rushed into the
place, seized her arm, and ran out with
could
operators
startled
Before
her.
scream, he put her in an automobile at the
It later developed
curb, and dashed away.
that the man was Mr. Gargan, kidnapping
Mrs. Bill for a week-end at Palm Springs.
She'd kept him waiting for hours and—
well, he just got tired of waiting, so he
went and got his wife

YOU
IFhills
of

want to know all about "those
Old Virginyuh," talk to Ralph

Bellamy.

He

in Virginia,

thinks the sun rises and sets
despite the fact that he sees

same sun stroll over Hollywood daily.
Ralph's persuasive powers exercised themselves on Irene Dunne, so much so that
when they finished a recent picture together and Irene went East to visit her
husband, she proceeded from New York
down into Virginia and bought an old
Colonial estate not far from one now
owned by Bellamy.

that

—

turn-about
MAYBE
or
stuff

rate,

like

is fair play,

that.

At any

Lyle Talbot wasn't exactly

at least two occasions
Alice Faye excused herself
from his company, so that she
might listen to Rudy Vallee's
radio broadcast. But how funny,
t'other evening, when Lyle asked
to be excused from another lady's
company and rushed to a radio
to listen to Miss Faye's broadcast!

happy on

when

—

Wide World
couples
event—one of the many hx which these famous
Nice party!
the
and
Coopers
Gary
the
see
we
which
made up a notable foursome-at
so.
you
tell
smiles
their
approved,
Johnny Weissmullers, above, was

The

social

brought

"I

streamlines to the Ocean,

but B.V. D.

brought them

Turn your binoculars on the

to the

B. V.

D.

sea-going brigades for 1934.
Masculine or feminine, there's a
yacht-like trimness to every line.

These smart, unhackneyed suits
have 1 934 ideas in fabric, fashion
and color. "Sea-Tweeds," for in-

stance— B.V. D.'s new creation
which prove knit tweeds are as
smart by sea as they are by land.
There are new colors, so arrestbe seen to be
believed
challenging pastels,
becoming browns, exotic blues,
reds and yellows. And a new
seamless waistline"
an exclusive B. V. D. idea that makes "perfect fit" a fact
not a hope.
ing that they must

—

—

—

Beach togs, too,— B.V.

mous

shirts, shorts

and

D.'s fa-

slacks!

Sound the roll call at any smart
shop
there's a B.V. D. suit for
every taste and a price for every
purse. The B.V. D. Company, Inc.,
Empire State Building, New York.

—

Reading up left to right:
SEA URCHIN a flash of suit with the
most becoming neckline and harness
back straps of contrasting color.

—

BRASSETTE
siere

— adjustable uplift bras-

model, two-tone check and back

that reaches a classic low.

—

PENGUIN a miracle of decollete
back, brief kerchief bodice with
adjustable bow on each shoulder.
•

PAJAMAS — in

— with

"Perl-knit" cotton

same smart back as "Sea
Urchin," shown and described above.

ALSO MADE AND SOLD IN CANADA

•
REG. U.

T
S.

•
PAT. OFF.

SWIM SUITS
Copr. 1934, The B.V.D. Company,

Inc.

Beach!"
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Tomorrow's

Stars

Continued from page 25

:LLO

He has
nized authority on Shakespeare.
trained his daughter until her renditions of
Her
the immortal bard's plays are superb.
to
Shakespeare
bring
to
is
ambition
great
brown
the screen. Evelyn has blue eyes and
She is five feet and
hair of a light shade.
With
six inches tall and weighs 120 pounds.
Walter Hampden, she toured the States,
perhaps the youngest Shakespearean actress

Stars The
nual selection of Wampus Baby
Dorothy Dell, Fransix eye-delighters arc
Helen Mack, Eveces Drake, Ida Lupino,
Young
lyn Venable and Elizabeth
Dorothy Dell is a blonde with calm gray
She was born
eyes that belie her nature.
Hattiesburg,
on a cotton plantation near
one of the few representatives
"

Mississippi—

Dot

pictures.

that state in motion
"Miss Unistepped from school to fame as
she became
Subsequently,
1930."
verse of
Miss Dell is five
a Ziegleld Follies star.
inches of beautiful
feet five and one-half
to exactly 125
scales
curves she tips the
it
and gets panicky when they reach 128
blues, then
the
sing
her
heard
you haven't

of

Surely you saw
achieve such heights.
lakes
her in "Cradle Song" and "Death
_
a Holiday."
,
Last of Paramount s six Baby Stars is

to

;

heard no thin'!
up and meet husky-voiced
She was born in New
Frances Drake.
oronto
York City, but attended school in 1 \oud
England.
Arundel,
and
Canada,
is
swear Frances, (pronounced Frahn-ces),
to see and hear her
girl,
English
real
a
inches

voi/ ain't

Now

step

and one-half
is five feet two
hair
and she weighs 110 pounds. Her
her skin
and
eyes,
gray
has
she
is brown,
Miss Drake began her
is a natural olive.
became accareer when, in England, she
and
dancer,
professional
a
with
She

tall,

quainted

soon
created a dance act that
Perhaps
door.
fame's
to
Frances
brought
t m "Bolero
you law her with George Ra
If so. perhaps
or "The Trumpet Blows."
executives
you will agree with Paramount
for ultimate starthat she is a safe wager
d
Helen Twelve°kl*a Lupino looks like
Barely sevenscreen.
trees, on and off the

two

the

young, and your Dad called
O When you were
Dirty Face," he was referring

to you, "Hello
actually.
to surface dirt -"clean dirt,"
dirt on the suravoid
you
Today, of course,
sure about the
face of your skin-but are you
surface?
the
under
dirt

and
atmosphere and traffic dust, alkali in soap

four inches tall a d
teen, she
Ida is really
pounds
110
tips the scales at
American subEnglish, but looks like an
that
She comes of a theatrical family
deb
kings
English
when
goes back 250 years,
lived
bad actors; that her family

water)

bears proof of their talents!

answer—
Test your own skin. Get your own
realize
you
when
answer
important
a nn>hty
sub-surface skin dirt (caused by make-up,
that

pores,
the greatest cause of enlarged
blackheads, dry skin and other blemishes.
Send for a FREE Trial Bottle of DRESKIN,
is

Campana s new skin-cleanser invention. Make
on your
the famous "one-two-three test

own

skin: (1)

dreskin.

(2)

Dampen a dab of cotton with
Rub gently over your face and

it is dirtyneck. (3) Look at the cotton. If
with
heed the warning! Don't take chances
enlarged pores skin blemishes
dreskin removes hidden dirt— neualkali -reduces the size of

—

tralizes
pores. Send for

free

trial bottle

today.

S

(Barnifiancts

Dreskirv
THE

ORIGINAL
SKIN

INVIGORATOR
CAMPANA DRESKIN,
2917 Lincoln Highway,
Batavia, Illinois
Gentlemen: Please send me
and postpaid a Trial Bottle of
DRESKIN.Campana's Skin Invigorator
-enough for 4 or 5 ekin cleansing treatments.

FREE

*f
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Name

five feet

beheaded

sent to

was

Miss Lupino
Hollywood from England as

_

State-

m

Alice In
sophistoo
looked
she
Wonderland," but
natural blonde with wide blue
ticated.
and her imitaeves she is an able mimic,
stars
Garbo, Dietrich, and other

a candidate for the

title

role

A

tions of
are often

parties.

the life of Hollywood
For Beauty
see her in "Search

Did you
and "Come On Marines"?
mp-ups
Paramount executives are doing
one of
is
she
say
they
over Helen Mack
stars.
dramatic
coming
industry's
the
under conwas
Helen
because
Funny, too,
studios, and was given
tract to two other
That means nothing
both.
by
release
her
Joan Crawford and
Gaynor,
so were Janet
studios whose
Clark Gable released by
Helen s
them.
m
good
no
saw
executives
small),
feet
five
than
tiny, (slightly more
_

;

of being taller on
but gives the impression
brown hair and
dark
has
She
the screen.
smiles that
those
of
brown eyes, and one
big studio sun
ioh up like one of those
HollyMiss Mack, who is exciting
arcs
has sucwood swains as only Mary Brian
at ended draceeded in doing before her,
at the
before
years
ten
matic schools for
given her first stage
of sixteen, she was

Together again! Richard Barthel-

mess and Helen Chandler enact
one of those delightfully romanso
tic love scenes which won

applause too many pictures ago. Above see them in a
scene in "Midnight Alibi."

much

Young, refreshing daughter of
fudge William Young of New York, where
Graduate of one of the
she was born.

Elizabeth

later a
country's finest schools for girls and
debutante in New York society, she turned
career.
her back on idleness and chose a
York
She ultimately arrived on the New
her
by
sensation
small
a
created
and
sta°-e

performance there in "The Firebrand
darkFive feet five inches tall, blue-eyed,
haired

she could not escape the alert eyes
Elizabeth's initial roles

of film scouts.

m

Hollywood were in "Big Executive and
"Queen Christina." Remember her :
These six girls do not represent, neces-

the
the "best bets" under contract to
prospects
whose
others
There are
studio
alI will introduce them
are as bright.
favoritism.
no
assuring
thus
phabetically,
with
Grace Bradlev is a Brooklyn girl
She is
flaming red hair and hazel eyes.
born
remindful of Clara Bow, who also was
Brooklyn. Five feet two inches tall and

sarily

in

bne
fool.
108 pounds, she is "a dancin
piano
given
has
beautifully;
olays a piano
But it was as a dancer
concerts, in fact.
New York night club that she at-

ingenue
contracts. Helen hates
to be a dramatic
wants
she
because
parts

a
executives.
tracted the attention of film
Orleans and
Kitty Carlisle is from New
lead her
will
aver,
officials
film
her voice,
was
She
fame.
screen
high marks of

St

educated abroad

a-e

opportunity, which led

to picture tests

and

HoUy wood

Evelvn Venable.

She

the girl whose
she mustn t be

is

stipulates that
Off-screen:
k i S sed-on the screen.

contract

that's different;
to marrv Hal

StreetCity

is

was
is

bor^n

Evelyn

Mohr,

is

a

Well

reported engaged

cameraman

bne

father
Cincinnati. Ohio, and her
Emerson \ enable, a recog

Professor

in

to

fluently

and speaks five languages
She studied voice and dramatics

some of the finest schools m
to pursue
and was rrfered an opportunity
at

Europe,

bfce
Continent,
an oper-tic career on the
Her first succhose to return to America.
condensed revival of Kio
cess was in a

for
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Rita," in which she toured for eight months,
after which she scored a personal success
in
"Champagne, Sec" at the Morosco
Theatre in New York. This led to films—
and you'll see Kitty in "Murder at the
Vanities."
Well, is this a surprise
An actor, after
a small army of gals
Alfred DelCambre,
six feet one inch tall, 180 pounds of stalwart man with dark brown hair and brown
eyes, hails from Carrizo Springs, Texas,
if you can pronounce it.
friend sent Al's
photograph to the judges of Paramount's
"Search For Beauty" contest and so, Del
Cambre was a winner, and now's he's un
der contract to Paramount, and thanks so
much to that playful friend! Take a peek

H ere's

that

Remarkable

New Make-Up

!

!

A

So

Many Women Are Asking About

at Alfred in

"You're Telling Me," and if
tell .Paramount.
Look Another male Jay Henry, whose
papa is a wealthy New York business man,
(Jay was born there), who wanted his boy
some day to run the family business of shoe
manufacturing.
Jay said he'd rather be
an actor, even if he had to get along on
one of the strings from papa's shoes, so
secretly he studied and worked in small
theatricals.
Papa consented to a vacation
trip to California, where Jay was smart
enough to get a screen test and a contract.
When Jay's parents heard about the contract, they gave up the fight and offered
blessings.
Henry Jay's, (er, darn these
inter-changeable names!), Jay Henry's six
feet, 158 pounds, dark- eyes and dark" hair
may be admired in "We're Not Dressing"
if you can look away from Bing
Crosby
long enough to con another member of the

you

like

him,

!

!

cast.

Barbara Fritchie hates people who mutBarbara Fritchie—the

ter about "that other

Confederate gal" when introductions are
made. It happens to be this Barbara's real
name, given to her nineteen years ago when
she was born in Kansas City, Missouri.
Babs is five feet six inches tall, weighs 130
pounds, has light brown hair and blue eves.
She was visiting in Beverly Hills, California, preparatory to tackling a career on
the

New York

stage,

suggested a test

—

WRONG MAKE-UP

a film executive
she never reached

DelCambre, Gwen's pictures were sent in
secretly, by her sister.
She won, so of
course she had to take that wonderful prize
trip to Hollywood
and you couldn't expect her to refuse a movie contract, now
could you, even though she wasn't interested in a career back in Edinburgh? Well,
here she is in Hollywood, and was she the

—

pretty one in "Come On Marines."
Julian Madison is another "Search

For

Beauty" winner. He was born in St. Paul,
Minnesota, and is five feet eleven inches
in height, weighs 160 pounds, and has light
brown, curly hair and blue eyes.
Ray Milland is really having his second
opportunity in Hollywood, and Paramount
officials are banking heavily on his future.
Picture-goers will remember

Ray

opposite

Constance Bennett in "Bought."
Shortly
after completion of that picture, he suffered a throat affliction which caused him
to return to England— (Ray was born in
Neath, Glamorgan, Wales). He returned
to appear in "Larceny Lane" and "The Man
Who Played God" surely you remember
Milland by now? He's the six-footer with
dark hair and hazel eyes who won your
eye in "Bolero" unless you're such a
George Raft fan that you didn't know there
were hvo men in that picture. Well', never

RIGHT MAKE-UP

— free

seductiveness

There is now a new and utterly different
way in make-up. .. the creation of Louis

ties."

Five feet and five inches tall, 114 pounds,
Gwenllian Gill was born in Hartlepool,
Durham, England, and is Edinburgh, Scotland's "Search For Beauty" winner.
Funny, too, that like the experience of Alfred

'

provides a natural
of all

artificiality.

These Pictures, Both of the Same Model, Show the
Difference Between Right and Wrong Make-up

when

and
Broadway, for which Fll bet Broadway is
sorry.
Barbara screen-debut-ed in "The
Last Round Up," but if you missed that,
you may see her in "Murder at the Vani-
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effect
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and, so

and "Many Happy Returns"

ing"

Paramount

declare,

executives

Their
have made little progress.
futures are questionable, as is the career of
Judith Allen.
Charlotte Henry's great success in the
title role of "Alice In Wonderland" assures
She should be
her new opportunities.
equally fine in "Mrs. Wiggs of the CabDorothy Wilson was not
bage Patch."
long ago released from contract by RRO.
but she performed so remarkably in "Eight
Girls In a Boat" that she promptly won
her present Paramount contract.
progress of
I suggest that you watch the
I make no predictions;
these newcomers.
have merely spread them before your
I
And how very anxious they all were
eyes.
They realize that
to have you meet them.
cannot succeed.
they
them,
like
you
unless
They plead for your support, and pray for

they

Not Dress-

mind, you'll see him in "We're

in

many,

many more films. So there 'Ray for Ray.
Two more "Search For Beauty" winners
;

New ZeaLondon,
East
of
Tidbury,
Eldred
and
land,
you
If
Cape Province, South Africa.
in
think they grow 'em all ebony black
feet
six
is
Eldred
that
informed
\frica, be
hair
of fair skinned man with dark brown
and gray eyes. Tapley is one inch less than
hair
six feet tall, and he has dark brown

are Colin Tapley, of Dunedin,

and blue eyes.

Howard Wilson of Birmingham, Alabama, hitch-hiked his way to Hollywood,
and having accomplished that much, musfinally
cled in on studio interviews until he
got a small part in "I Won A Medal," then
Curlya better part in "The Lost Patrol."
ilson is a
haired, six feet, brown-eyed,
handsome youngster for whom Paramount
Not
executives have matinee idol hopes.
unremindful of Buddy Rogers, he is of

It is you with whom they must
they are to win stardom.
this arI suggest that readers preserve
w.ll
that
series
a
of
first
the
is
This
ticle.

your favor.

W

register

all of the young actors and
actresses under contract to the many Hollywood studios. You will meet the embryo
Next month I will instars of tomorrow.
troduce to you a bevy of promising youngsters under contract to the Metro-GoldwynMaver Studios, where such currently bril-

you have been introduced to
them, are Paramount's up-and-(we hope)coming youngsters. Of course, they do not
hopes. The
total all of Paramount's future
company has under contract other promis-

Greta Garbo, Joan Crawford.
Robert Montgomery and
You will be
others were once unknowns.
that execupeople
young
the
to
introduced
tives who are responsible for Garbo, Crawford, and others, believe will be your favorites of tomorrow.
Join me next month at my get-together
party with a second group of Hollywood's
brightest voung lights. You'll enjoy knowing them you'll get a thrill out of watch-

liant stars as

young actors and actresses who have
done enough on the screen to be familiar,
and who therefore need no introduction.
ing

Clark

these better-knowns, (but still
future greater success), are
Toan Marsh, Toby Wing, Charlotte Henry,
Merman,
Gail Patrick, Judith Allen, Ethel
Frances Fuller, Lanny Ross and Dorothy
Wilson. All of these, though many are still
new to the screen, are so far advanced that
not be classed with the studio s

Among

STOPS PAIN — REMOVES

CORN
a

new and

they

for

may

Gable,

_

;

ing

group. Misses
real newcomers.
Wing and Patrick have been under conwhile they
tract for a vear or more, and
ballyhoo,
much
with
surrounded
have been

Of

_

bring to you

similar type.
Those, as

fio-ured

if

the

their

careers,

and

thrilling

you

that

they were unknowns
or even that you picked this one or that
one for stardom.

knew them when

better

CORN PLASTER

Don't Brand Her "Society Girl"
Continued from page 33
is

despicable

!"
.

Miss Vinson has every right to feel this
resentment toward an unwarranted prejudice against any and

• Here's the latest— and the best— corn plaster,
with exclusive features that increase its comfort and efficiency. Drybak, made by Johnson
& Johnson, was professionally designed to fit
snugly without bulging; to stay put; to stop
pain and remove a corn effectively.

• Drybak is streamlined — it has no square corners, no overlapping edges, no excessive bulk.
applied. It
It is more quickly and accurately
does not creep. Drybak is waterproof. You can
bathe without changing plasters. Its sun-tan
color

is less

conspicuous

— does not soiL

• Drybak's smooth surface will not chafe or stick
to the stocking. Costs less than old-fashioned,
creepy, bulky plasters. In boxes of 12, with 8
individual medicated centers, 25c. Buy Drybak
Corn Plasters at your druggist's.

ALSO NEW- DRYBAK WATERPROOF
BUNION AND CALLOUS PLASTERS

DRYBAK
CORN PLASTERS

manor born."

One

all

who

of the
social

are "to the

few girls
background

m
is

pictures today whose
for
authentic and not synthetically created
whereof
publicity purposes only, she knows
.
*
she speaks.
„
Born in Houston, Texas, of one of the
the
oldest and most prominent families
.

m

South,

she

was reared

in

an atmosphere

Her
position.
of luxury and assured
official of one
and
founder
was
a
father
companies and
of our largest national oil
and pamas an only child she was petted
usually
are
South
the
of
daughters
pered as
treated.

But

she

was not

her

spoiled,

parents insist.
good
Actually, the very fact that the
of birth
things of life were hers by right
minimized
automatically
breeding
and
of atInstead
her.
to
their importance
possession
taching undue significance to the
and sevof prettv frocks and lovely toys
case when
eral ponies, as is so often the
price of
these things are acquired at the
of the
part
the
on
deprivation
and
sacrifice
themakparents, Helen Vinson found that
forbidden
in<r of mud pies and wading
far greater
of
was
water
stagnant
pools of
or
pleasure than attending dancing classes
Thus, inpractising her piano lessons.
relegated mastinctively, as a child she
the
things to their proper place in
,

m

terial

«i« ttuNiwic«. »

i

(J

t«ic»eo. HI.

scheme of things.
One of the major

-

triumphs— and

defeats

of
of her childhood, in fact, consisted
hiding on the ground beneath the kitchen
to
of her home and defying her mother
come after her! It was when she finally
emerged that she tasted the discipline that
and
typified the manner of her rearing
aforethe
attributes
mother
her
which
to
mentioned fact that she isn't spoiled.
At the age of sixteen she entered the
University of Texas, and the following year
was selected by Florenz Ziegfeld as the
most beautiful co-ed in that institution of

—

learning.

was after she left college and returned
that Miss Vinson first became
Houston
to
Along with her
interested in dramatics.
It

she

activities
social
Houston Little Theatre

other

amateur to
step.

A

step

joined

the

Group and from
professional acting was but a

made

easier

because

of

the

opportune removal of her family to Philadelphia.
\t a bridge party
one evening, a man

m

the

Quaker Lity

happened to remark
'I am,
that Helen should be an actress.
of
memories
by
fortified
him,
told
she
work.
her Little Theatre
"Then why don't you try doing some

summer r'
stock over in New Jersey this
of the
he asked, and gave her the name_

just bedirector of a company which was
season
forthcoming
the
for
organized
ing
With this entree. Miss Vinson secured
company, which was
a place with the stock
with other stock
work
other
by

follow :d
Then, her family trekked
companies.
this time,
further eastward, to New York

for
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and Helen decided that she was ready for
Broadway.
However, her problem was to convince
Broadway that it was ready and waiting
for a slender Southern girl with big brown
eyes and golden hair and a voice whose
timber has since been acclaimed by critics
on all sides.
It was a greater problem
because it happened that Miss Vinson
knew nothing of managers or booking
offices or of how jobs were secured on the
Great White Way.

cJ~fow can ^ke be 4c

—

4v

All she knew was that as a producer's
name always appeared on theatre programs,

^murt

there must be at least one man who was
responsible for the production of a play.
Having reached this logical conclusion,
Miss Vinson took the next and to her,
She secured a directory of
obvious 'Step.
theatrical producers and determined to begin with the first name and go on down
the list until she obtained a job.
"At that time the first name was that of
Chamberlain Brown, so I went to see
him," she narrated, when I talked to her
during her first vacation in New York

—

—

after two- years in Hollywood and pictures.
"Believe it or not, I got a job immediately.
"I did stock for several years, then followed Rose Hobart as the lead in 'Death
Takes a Holiday' for thirty weeks on
Broadway and the road. Next I did 'Dr.
Harmer' and 'Berlin,' both of which were
failures. The following year my big chance
came in the guise of 'Fatal Alibi' with
Charles Laughton, which show led me to
Hollywood and the screen."
Her first film was "The Jewel Robbery,"
her second, "Two Against the World,"
which latter picture had such devastating
results, according to Miss Vinson.
"Previous to that time I had played only
ingenues," she explained.
"I thought it
would be a good thing to convince picture
producers that I was versatile. Now, I'm

wondering !"
However, Miss Vinson's fear of inspiring
dislike in her audiences seems unwarranted.
The all-seeing eye of the camera has
probed beneath the characters she has portrayed and has given movie-goers glimpses
of the girl she

really

is,

never locks at me!"

as her fan mail

attests.

On the screen today there is no other
actress who does so capably the particular sort of smart, sophisticated deviltrywith-a-touch -of -justification which is her
forte.
It is the greater tribute to Helen
Vinson, the actress, to know that she is
so

totally

different

and unsympathetic

from these
characters.

heartless

In reality she is warmly human, with
an all-encompassing love of animals that
Ever since
has survived from childhood.
she was a baby she has had one or more
dogs and ponies and horses. The present
incumbent of her favors is Jock, a wellmannered and devoted Scottie who accompanies her wherever she goes, on train or
ship or plane.

Jock's predecessor, John,
same breed, and was run

HE:

"It isn't as if she were stupid.
She's really downright smart.
Attractive to look at, too. That's
what 'gets' me how can she be
so dumb about herself? Well,
guess it's another secretary or a

—

dictaphone for me."

SHE: "He
is

he an

of

is

Here

grand
I

sit

but

and
But

I'm not so hard to look at.
apparently I'm only something
to dictate to. You'd think I was
fifty

was

certainly
icicle!

and a

fright!"

the

over by an
automobile on Hollywood Boulevard soon
after Miss Vinson arrived in the cinema
capital.
His body was cremated and she
carries the ashes around with her even
now.
During her two years in Hollywood,
Miss Vinson appeared in twelve pictures,

The smartest girl is stupid when she does
not live up to her looks when she allows

—

It's so

half a
fresh,

inexcusable
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toilet counters have Mum.
Mfg.

Mum

Co., Inc., 75

West

St.,

New

York.

TAKES THE

among them "Little Giant," "Second-Hand
Wife," "The Kennel Murder Case" "The
Power and the Glory," "Midnight Club,"
and "As Husbands Go."

ODOR OUT OF

MUM

It
was upon completion of the lastnamed that she hopped a plane ana returned to New York for a visit.
Happr

at being once again in

Manhattan, for two
months she dismissed pictures from her
mind and enjoyed the relaxation of living
quietly with her mother and father in their
apartment on upper Fifth Avenue, in which

the ugly odor of underarm perspiration
her unpleasant to be near.

make

TRY

MUM

PERSPIRATION
Mum

FOR THIS, TOO. On sanitary napkins
acts as a sure
deodorant which saves worry and fear of this kind of unpleasantness.
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considers frequent vacations a necessity to
every actor or actress who does not wish
Again her reto grow stale and narrow.

apartment they have lived ever since their
arrival a few years ago.
On Easter morning duty called in the
form of a wire from the Coast to return for one of the leading feminine roles
in "The Life of Virgie Winters" with Ann
Two days later, Miss Vinson
Harding.
and Jock, cotton stuffed in the cars of
on
both, took off from Newark Airport
the flight back to Hollywood and a million

sistance to impediments to artistic growth
Her private life is quiet and conventional.
During her first years on the stage she
acquired a husband from whom she was
But hers was one partrecently divorced.

ing for which
to blame.

went
I
fore
simply, and refuses to elaborate.
She is frank, though, in admitting that
she thinks marriages have less chance in
Hollywood than in any other place. Too
much freedom, too much money, too much
temptation all combine to place too great
Therefore,
a strain on the tie that binds.

screens.
In the future, Miss Vinson would like
pictures.
to alternate between the stage and
She would further like to be awarded a
few sympathetic roles, "so that audiences
won't dislike her too heartily."
York to HollyThough preferring
wood as a permanent residence, she en-

New

she is not contemplating another trip to
the altar as long as she remains in pic-

There
joys her life in the cinema capital.
which
she can indulge in the sports to
she
though
Texas,
in
accustomed
was
she

No

in no way
marriage had crashed beHollywood," she says
to

Hollywood was

"My

tures.

More Hollywood

for

Me!"

Continued from page 20
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He was stunas one of its finest actors.
"DeO'Neill's
of
role
leading
the
in
ning
the slick
sire Under The Elms," and as
spellbinder in "The Barker."
Came the talkies— or "The Actor s Road
known in the
to Heaven," as they are now
•

_

perfession.
From the play

It's

coarsening

and men don't

like

it.

.

they
Francis,

"Elmer The Great

snatched Huston and Miss

Kay

whom we all adore. From "The Barker
now
they yanked Miss Claudette Colbert,
up the celluloid as Cleopatra.
burning

Broadway was suddenly denuded
and

of

its

to writing

famine than

a

feast.

It is far more
The poor mime spends

pieces.

at least half his life climbing stairs looking for jobs, and then being thrown down
If he rates a
again by the office boys.

salary of $200 a week when he is working
—and few do these days— he may labor
but eight weeks during twelve months.
Figure out how far that will go toward

and
some idea

eatin'

sleepin'

money, and you have
monetary fret-

of the trouper's

ments.
heartless soul can blame the actor
placing his feet in the Hollytrough for a few years, retreats with

What
who,

after

wood

best

by the tintypes that made a

fairest

JR.

noise.

That was four years ago.
grand
Now let's sit and contemplate thisHuston,
Mr
character,
sterling
trouper and
himself in the
as he creams and powders
_

f

dressing-room.
him
served his four-year term in the
masterfoundries, taking the tripe with the

that

painted look.

was

it

a
toe-hold in the drammer, anyway, and in
Huston
hailing
was
York
New
few years

star's
risk

—next

a wispy

The leading lady was
blonde named Lillian Gish. Well,
Stripes "

,

He

He packed his valise, hopped an
smack-dab
eastbound rattler, and stepped
may run
which
sensation
dramatic
into a
first bridgehis
gets
Cooper
until Jackie
pieces.
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and sell
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this
fills
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lionaires in a montlgl
Hollywood
"Will you ever go back to
Mr. Husbeaming
the
ask
I
pictures?"
and
ton.

He

,

.

1
1
suspends the powdering and looks

straight

in the

me

eye.

Ut
he says.
"Not in a million vears
hundred
course, I may cut that to a few
some producer waves a pertect
!

mmm
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Lipstick

thousand if
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measles.

there, says Hus"I spent four years out
good, as
"I took the bad with the
ton.

every trouper must.

"Now
plump

I

one.

have my bankroll, and its a
Now
I have financial security.
I can
Now
little.
a
life
my

I can plan
have fun !"
hero as
Don't for a second condemn our
if
wont
You
money-grubber.
a heartless
finanyou have the faintest notion of what
actor.
cial security means to an
The thespian practices what is probab y
m the world
the most precarious profession
,

_

_State_

Fred Astaire and his
the Manhattan skywatch
wife
as
line come up across the bay

Land ho!

they arrive in port after a trip
abroad. Fred was called back to
Hollywood and the films.

July

for

1934
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a sound mess of boodle and a song in his
heart? Believe me, I can't.

Of

all

Hollywood's emigrees to Broad-

this season, Huston and Helen Hayes
alone struck hits of the first magnitude.
I ask Walter about "Dodsworth," this

way

dramatization

of

Lewis'

Sinclair

best-

selling novel.

Broadway has rendered

its

decision

in

months of the play's run. However I wanted his own opinion of the play's
prospects of that sustained popularity markthese early

ing the exceptions to recent stage history.
"This baby will run three years," he
"She'll

says.

go

Bangor

from

to

San

Bernardino, for the play has tremendous
popular appeal for everyone. It is a good
show. If it doesn't run a year on Broad-

way, I'll eat your old Brown hat."
"Will you stay with the show to the
for stars somelast water-tower ?" I asked
times have the droll habit of dropping away
from a big hit during its road tour.
"You bet I will," says Huston. "Right
down to the last lame one-nighter, when

—

we're playing to three old ladies, the manaand a stray dog."
It's probably the best part Walter has
ever had, and he's no fool
Walter Huston brings a direct charge
against the ways of the film capital. Every
stage star sings the same song. I ask him
the same question I have asked them all,
and I get the same ringing reply.
"The contract player must take the terrible parts with the good," says Huston.
"He hates it, but what can he do? Battles
with the Powers only bring more headaches, and life needs enough aspirin as it is.
He punches away for a while; then he
Then, a
sighs and says, 'Oh, all right !'
hundred to one, a lot of his friends desert
him because of one bad picture.
"Another heartache for a conscientious
actor is the fact that the picture-making
pace is too hot to allow him really to create
a role. In the theatre an actor can study
and construct a well-rounded, perfect
character.
When the curtain goes up on
his first night, he knows just as well how
he is going to play the second act finale as
he does the way he proposes to do the very
ger's wife,

first

CHOCOLATE SAUCE
IK
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And it handed him two parts
which he reveled "Abraham Lincoln"
and "Gabriel Over The White House."
The

—

MARVELOUS NEW COOK BOOK!

FREE!

MAGIC!

City

no Iago can smash it
He's looking forward to it as a kid anticipates Christmas morning
It's part of
what he means about planning his life
having fun
Don't think this fellow is sore on Hollywood. Not for a minute
It brought him
i wad of dough that would choke a seaelephant.

—

—

stretches a nice
comfort, success yes,

In July his producer, Max Gordon, will
give him a four week holiday from "Dodsworth."
Then he and Nan will go that
funny old opery house in Central City,
Colorado, where Huston is going to play
"Othello," with the missus as Dcsdcmona.
When he smothers her with the pillow he
won't mean it, for there's a love match, and

in

l
2 or 2 /2
cups.

always gor5 minutes' cooking! No lumps
geously creamy and smooth! The ice cream, too, is
failure-proof. See free booklet. • But*remember
succeed in this
Evaporated Milk won't
can't
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Bainter.

Huston

Makes

• Only

scene.

of Walter
mess of certainty,
and fun.

cups (1 can) Eagle Brand
Sweetened Condensed Milk

Melt chocolate in a double boiler. Add Eagle Brand
Sweetened Condensed Milk and stir over boding

"Can't do it in Hollywood. Scripts and
The
shooting schedules are too jumbled.
best a man can hope for is to give a good
imitation of the character he is playing.
It's all too parrot-like to make an actor
happy."
Huston is no Pretty-Polly. He means
what he says.
All this time our hero is fixing up for
Right down the
his Thursday night show.
hall his lovely wife, Nan Sunderland, is
She's in "Dodsdoing the same thing.
worth," too.
And so is the clever Fay

Ahead

yi teaspoon salt
}i to 1 cup hot water

2 squares unsweetened
chocolate

—

call-boy stops at the door.

"Twenty minutes, Mr. Huston," he

says,
fedora.
It's dad-burned hard to keep from sinning the deadly sin of envy as I look at

and

this

I

reach for

my

in his work-shop backstage.
will hear that upward rush of the

grand guy

Soon he

always so unutterably
thrilling. Soon his much-loved wife will be
standing on the scene with him, hearing the
thunder of applause come roaring up from
the darkened house. He knows that he will
be assured of three hearty meals on Jan.
16, 1944, and that a leakless roof will be
above him. Love fame money. Get thee
No wonder I call him
behind me, Satan
the happiest actor in the world
And yet where do we come in? Cerfirst

curtain that

is

.

—

—

!

—

as filmaniacs who crave good acting, there's a fly in our goose-grease
We're going to miss this consummate
tainly,

trouper, this solid

man who

never gives a

bad show, for a couple of years

!

That

is,

of course, unless "Dodsworth" suddenly develops spavin, blind-staggers, string-halt

and

botts.

we can do, I reckon, is to rush off
to Huston's show when it plays our town,
and give the old boy a terrific hand.
And then get down by our little trundlebeds every night and pray that some writing man will disgorge a story so perfect
for good old Walt that he simply won't
be able to resist the siren song of the
studio, and will come back to the screen to
delight us again.
In the meantime, cheerio, pip-pip, and
Have the
good chance, you lucky dog
time of your life, Huston but don't forget
your old friends of the corner movie
did right by our Walter
All

—

!

!

We
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New Discovery

BLONDES!

For

Lombard

Carole

Here's That Amazing

The girl
a numerology haze.
must be right, though, for just recently
O. O. Mclntyre acknowledged her status

through

by saying that Carole Lombard has the
most harmonious name in marquee billingtoday.

Jane Peters was born in 1909 in the
Precedfamily home on Rockhill Street.
ing her by several years were her two
brothers who held sway over the household
The
up to the time of her appearance.
family was wealthy and was identified with
most of the important projects in town.

Manufacturing

plants,

hotels,

and lumber

yards furnished the children with a solid
background. Two uncles are members of
the University of Michigan faculty and another one is a leading physician in the
grandfather was an associate with
state.
the late Jay Gould when he was a figure in
These contacts
eastern banking activities.
prepared the child for the accepted life of
a society girl, which she has now set aside
though never entirely discarded, even if
her features do flash regularly across the

A

A

Clear Lightness
Unknown Before!

Brings
An

almost magical way has been found to
increase and intensify the special allure
of the Blonde Girl. To enable you to attract as never before, if you're blonde
with the golden shimmer of your hair!
Science has found a way to marvelously
enhance the beauty and fascination of
.

.

light hair. Even when it is dull and fadedlooking, to restore its real blonde color
and lustre
No matter how lovely your hair is now,
give
this discovery will make it lovelier
make you
it a dazzling gloss and sheen
a golden magnet of feminine appeal.
.

.

.

.

.

.

Win and Hold Men

country's screens.
No one in her family ever played before
the footlights or the cameras until she
moved on the set. Jane Peters had everyNone of the usual
thing, more or less.
Bright
struggle for maintenance here.
surroundings which fostered constructive
busy household which ever kept
ideas.
one's interest alert and keen.
Upstairs in her very own yellow room
were toys and toys. Costly ones, too. But
Jane Peters generally reached for a train
Or a football in place
instead of a doll.
For the funny thing
of a set of dishes.
about the neighborhood was that girl play-

A

mates of the same age were scarce. And
under the leadership of her two brothers
it

Trublond. Try. it just once. It is
not a dye. Simply acts to bring out
the natural hidden color, golden light and
fluffiness to your hair. And when hair has
It is called

SAFE

darkened and become streaked, Trublond
quickly brings back its original color and
sparkle.

You use it like an ordinary shampoo.
for a few
Get a package of Trublond
cents at any drug or department store or
at the 10c stores. Begin using your blonde
charm to the utmost!

—
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BLONDE SHAMPOO
laj Jo-cur'
kilr

ham
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Nitwil Goldtn
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GW

G>r

was natural

join the crowd.
baseball game across the street in a
center parkway always had her mixed up
in the bases with everyone trying his best
But
to quiet her down and send her home.
With the result that most of
she stayed.
the playthings remained intact in the yellow

A
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about her, and make upyour mind!
Jane stepped up and asked loudly.
a Missus ?" A strict note of silence
and then a hearty laugh from the new phy-

"Mrs."

'What

room.

During a spring flood when the St.
Mary's River overflowed its banks and
hundreds had to vacate their low-lying
homes, the Peters residence was turned into
a sort of first-aid annex. Old people suffering from exposure were given treatment
here and Jane assisted as much as she
could in getting supplies from the sun- room
or from the medicine cabinet upstairs.
She even offered to give up her room one

in

duced

into the

wife

room he hurriedly
referring

to

her

introas

the

fast

and furious games which were

a part of her regular pastime at home.
The dainty favors were attractive so Jane
Peters collected ten of them before she left
Action was what the child wanted. Fast
action

Downtown.
from Rockhill
were beginning
noons

into

Ten

be

exact,

Street, where the
to build Saturday

movies

real

film concoctions.
this initial

blocks,

events

The

to

after-

with those

serials

came

jerky

in with

glow.

"Remember Pearl White?" the actress
called Carole Lombard said to me not long
ago in Hollywood. She was making some

sight.

his

some

all

blankets. They had to stay all night. Jane
was so completely fascinated by the hustle
and bustle that she refused to stay out of

Coming

—

we all need a good
laugh!" And somehow that juvenile question broke the nervous tension and a new
feeling of security crept over the patients
Steady mingling with older people had
She pressed a
its early effect on the girl.
point, asked innumerable questions, and was
adept at winning confidence. She continued
to play with older children and once even
wanted to go to a fancy-dress party in her
brother's wild-west suit instead of a special
creation which had been purchased downtown. And at the party she led the guests

A

In the midst of this scene in which many
were homeless and sick, arrived a prominent Washington physician, who was sent
to Fort Wayne to direct the relief work.

is

sician in charge.
"That just what

night when it looked as if the entire settlement across the swelling river would
have to make a last-minute rush to safety
on the Rockhill Street side.
The excitement thrilled her. Strangers
call for help with nurses
in the house
working at top speed to aid the sufferers
One boat overturned in midstream and the
police emergency squad had to use grappling hooks to catch the two persons overboard in the swirling waters.
These unfortunates were rushed to the
Peters home and covered with heavy
!

REMINGTON

Kitty Carlisle one of Tomorrow's Stars? You can read about
the radiant young lady in this issue. Look at Kitty, above, read
Is

and

for her to fall in step

'

purchases in a Wilshire shop and continued
the talk as she sought for a special kind
of ivory cigarette box. "I was crazy about
I always think of her in
Pearl White!

85

19 34

July

for

that black velvet tarn, with flowing tie and
That's what she wore
that short jacket.
when running away from the villain or

Remember? And
climbing a mountain.
those thrills! When I have to go through
some fast scenes I think of doing a Pearl
White."

The desire for action still there
Just preceding the Pearl White vogue,
there was the Kathlyn Williams serial.
Her Friday night film visits turned the
regular household schedules upside down.
The bedtime hour was advanced so these
Selig features could be followed completely.
The Colonial Theatre did not open until
6 o'clock so a full house was assured.
Standing line in those days also.
The next day would see the particular
chapter re-enacted with added escapades
and Jane Peters in the center of the yelling
In chapter seven or was it
atmosphere.
eight? the heroine was trapped in a burning hut with animals running all over the
The rescue was dramatically timed
place.
with Tom Santschi's appearance. Jane was
playing the captive and in trying to get
out of the improvised shelter, was pushed
roughly to the floor. This got her temper
up and she grabbed a poker from the fireplace and threw the party into a turmoil.
She had turned out to be heroine, hero and

—

—
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villain
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and
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acquaint you with the marvelous

wonder, then, that she could years
John Barrymore by calling him
"ham" during "Twentieth Century" shots
and get away with it
During the middle of the King Umballa
Now she was
saga, the child Jane fell ill.
left behind when the film came to town.
Even the verbal versions passed on to her
She had
afterward failed to fill the gap.
missed the animals, especially the ele-

to

phants.

these attractive, long-lasting, waterproof lipsticks. You have

later cue

One day the maid came in with exciting
news. "The Adventures of Kathlyn" were
to be given a second-run showing at anThe Gaiety announced this
other theatre.
special attraction so that now the patient
had something to brighten those dull days.
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She caught up on the "Adventures" and
then joined the rest of the children to see
the remaining chapters at the Colonial. If
her family was unable to take her she
would call up her relatives and ask that
they stop by for her.
Early film showmen sensing this general
appeal literally shot the works with "The
Million Dollar Mystery" with Marguerite
Snow, Sidney Bracey, James Cruze, and
Florence LaBadie. This time, every week
instead of only twice a month. The Saturday sessions took on wilder edges with the
home-made snatches of "Neal of the Navy,"
"Perils of Pauline," and "The Clutching

Claw."
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desired, using the

for early education in Fort Wayne,
Jane Peters was enrolled in Washington
school.
Kindergarten and then the first
grade.
Holiday baskets and water colors
did not hold her attention much.
certain Indian specialty which went
something like "One little, two little, three
little Indians
" with the final spurt alloted
to a star pupil who proceeded to depart
from the classroom with a low bow and
lively, appealed to her.
More than once
she gave the closing yelp with extra sounds
which sent the young students into gales.
Her first-grade teachers recall this smil-
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When the family left for the west, Jane
Peters was seven years old, and she said
good-bye just as if she were leaving for a
vacation at the summer place at Leland,
Michigan. She was to get her action from
now on, and plenty of it.
"When we moved out here to Hollywood
and saw_ some of the movie stars in person,
it was just too much!
I knew then and
there that I wanted to go into pictures.
And it was only through my own deter-
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Da

out with my family."
a while stories of public
appearances at various war benefits would

won

initiation that I

lit hi*

an

Every once

in

back to Fort Wayne. She was in demand among her new Los Angeles friends
She met some
for garden fetes and such.
of the outstanding stars of the day then
filter

>-

1

AIREDALE

these society functions, including MarThomas
Meighan.
and
Clark
guerite
Serials were losing their appeal.
"I see Jane Peters' picture in a Cali-

at

fornia newspaper. William brought it back
My, she is a
on the train with him.
sample of the initial chatter
beauty \"

A

passed along in Fort Wayne.

The
movie

first

star

real taste of any home-town
making good, however, came
,

when a newspaper ran a picture of the girl
bedecked in furs and pearls. "Looks like
Jane Peters is playing grown-up ladies,"
(Still her
a former neighbor remarked.
own original name, you see.)
"Marriage in Transit" was quietly advertised at the same Colonial Theatre with
Then came
as the top star.
"The Perfect Crime" with Monte Blue.
Few knew of the girl's presence in the cast
of these films, though both times she was

Edmund Lowe

the merciless slang of Hollywood, a
INgirl
with hair on arms or legs is "aa

why film stars take hair
off with X-Bazin, the safe,
reliable hair remover.

Airedale." That's

and keep
efficient, and
off

it

Spread mild, creamy X-Bazin over your
limbs and under arms. With beautiful certainty it destroys the hair swiftly, comand the
pletely, avoiding the blue look
irritation
that comes from shaving.
X-Bazin leaves your skin virginally white,

—

—

smooth and

hair-free

— and definitely dis-

courages re-growth.
Be sure to get genuine X-Bazin today at drug or
department stores
50c for the new Giant Size
tube; 10c for good-sized tubes at five-and-ten cent
stores. X-Bazin also comes in powder form.

—

HALL & RUCKEL,

Inc., Est.

1848, Brooklyn, N. Y.

revealed as a rather dark blonde.
The screen now took on new accents.
Mack Sennett
Serials to the background.
was in his heyday with his first crop of
beauties.

Crash!

An

auto accident followed by

All
hospitals, bandages, and specialists.
that juvenile pep and interest for nothing?
But miracle of miracles and where else
do they happen so wonderfully as in Cali-

—

A

Plastic surgery did the trick.
fornia?
slight scar remains but thick powder covand toers it up under the studio lamps
day Carole Lombard is one of the screen's
authentic beauties.
new series of Sennett features and a
new bevy of girls. Daphne Pollard for
main comedy relief with Sally Eilers and
Carole Lombard holding up the pictorial
Numerology had finally picked this
end.

—

A

new name once and

for all for Jane Peters.
a time getting the studio publicity department straight on that final 'e'
which distinguishes her from all other
Carols. These Sennett comedies soon began
to be regular supplements in Fort Wayne
theatres. And her career was slowly seep-

And what

X- BAZIN
removes hair

ing through to the press at closer intervals.

"Say, did you see the Peters girl last
night in that comedy? I guess she is going
Remember when
ahead with her career.
few recalled those Satshe used to "
urday shows at the Colonial. Others recalled even more personal acquaintance
with the budding star.
Eight months of this with the starlet
wearing every conceivable kind of outfit
for the sake of the Sennett entertainments.
Feathered head-dresses, beach togs, dance
frocks and occasionally a silhouette.
Grooming for stardom was on in earnest
with better parts coming her way. Culver
City was the general headquarters for a year.
Then that first visit back to Fort Wayne.
"I wonder what Jane Peters looks like
off-screen ?"
"Do you suppose she will stay long?"
"No, I read somewhere that she is going
on to Long Island to make a new picture
"
called 'Fast and Loose.'

—

A

"Where did she
The ex-Sennett

get that

name?"

had just made a
single feature for Paramount, "Safety in
Numbers," and was being sent east to appear in a production with Miriam Hopkins,
Frank Morgan, and Charles Starrett. She
managed to- stop over enroute for a day and
a half in Fort Wayne. Her first time back
girl

nearly 15 years.
was a hurried trip. Only a glimpse
of her childhood haunts. She wanted to see
the high-water mark left by that flood years
ago but there was not enough time. And
now she takes a mental short-cut back to
her birthplace.
"Listen
I want plenty of time on my
I have alhands so I can stay longer.
in

It

:

ways known
name, but

I

practically everyone there by
have never had the chance to

long.
I think it will be jolly fun.
that trip is not very far off, either."
"I see where Jane Peters is to play opposite Herbert Marshall."
"They say that her new home is very
All of her own ideas, I underbeautiful.
stand."
"But before she goes back to Paramount
she has to finish that picture with John
visit

And

Barrymore

!"

"Yes, she has maintained her balance in
Hollywood. She has a perfect film face,
How soon do you think
don't you think?
she'll come back to Fort Wayne for a
visit ?"

DR. WALTER'S
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LATEST BRASSIEREtrim,
youthful,

compression at once. Gives a
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new
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.
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REDUCING GIRDLE.

2 to 3 inch compresof corset. BeautiLaced at
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back, with 2 garters in front. Holds up ab-

sion at once.

Takes place

domen. Send waist and hip measures. $3.75
Write for literature. Send check
no cash.
or money order
Dr. Jeanne S. C. Walter, 389 Fifth Ave., New York

—

$100,000.00

FOR A STORY
—

CAVALCADE.
writer was paid this fortune for a single story
Motion Picture producers pay highest prices for suitable film mateYour story
rial and there is a growing tendency toward originals.
and REPORT,
or plot accepted in any form for
and submission to Hollywood Studios. Government copyright
10% commission on sales. Write
service provided when needed.
TODAY! HOLLYfor free booklet or
SCENARIO SERVICE, Dept. 212, 6411 Hollywood Blvd.,
A

FREE READING

SEND MANUSCRIPT

WOOD

Hollywood,
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DEAFNESS

IS

MISERY

Many

people with defective hearing
and Head Noises enjoy conversation,
go to Theatre and Church because they
use Leonard Invisible Ear Drums which
resemble Tiny Megaphones fitting
in the Ear entirely out of sight.
No wires, batteries or head piece.
They are inexpensive. Write for
booklet and sworn statement of
the inventofwho washinnelf deaf.
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A. 0. LEONARD, Inc. Suite 984, 73 5Hj Ave.,
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The worst you've ever seen on the screen, but what's this
left, and Boris Karloff, right, above, play peacefully at chess
from their meetings as the fearsome characters of
isn'
t it?
Contrast—
"The Black Cat."

Bad men?

Bela Lugosi,

—

July

for
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RADIO ANN -She Gets Her Man!

Behind the Throne!
Continued from page 31
original

Paramount Company was B. P.

Schulberg, who is even now, after its reorganization, still one of its associate proMarried for many years to Ad
ducers.
Schulberg, it was she who helped him discover and promote many of the biggest
stars in pictures today.
In fact, she has of late proven her experience and ability in that line. After the
crash of her marriage to Schulberg, Ad
opened a players' agency, and though her
firm is one of the youngest in Hollywood,

YOU ARB LISTENING TO ANN
MANSETT-THE DREAM SINGER

I
f

already second in importance.
so many years while I was married
to Ben I had been casting pictures over
the dinner table, I felt I was well-qualified
to put my knowledge and experience to
it

HOW DO YOU

COME ALONG

INTRODUCE
YOU!

COULD FALL FO
THAT GIRL JUST
FROM HEARING
I

HAD NO

I

DO! I'M ALWAYS
GLAD TO MEET ANY
FRIEND OF RALPH'S

PHIL, I'LL

IDEA RALPH
KNEW YOU!

is

"For

some

commercial

use,"

laughingly explains.
In fact, it was her

Mrs.

WHAT A DISAPPOINTMENT!
BEAUTIFUL GIRL- BUT
A TERRIBLE

Schulberg

own judgment and

in-

r COMPLEXION!

fluence which brought into their lives the
influence which wrecked the marriage of
Ironically
P.
and Ad Schulberg.
B.

enough, it was Ad who "discovered" Slyvia
Sidney and pedsuaded B. P. to sign her on
a personal managerial contract.
Irving Thalberg has been called "the
boy wonder" for years since his emergence
from that youthful state. One of the most
brilliant minds connected with the picture
business, his name is indeed one with which
Yet, beside and behind him is
to conjure.
his wife, the glamorous Norma Shearer,
whose ability and determination are not exceeded by her good looks.
The extent of her influence over Thalberg
is proven by their recent sojourn abroad.
From over-work, Thalberg's health had
broken and his doctors insisted upon his
taking a long and complete rest. Thalberg
demurred, saying that he could not leave
the studio for such a lengthy period.
It was Norma who determined he should
follow his doctor's advice, she who made
the reservations for the trip, she who convinced Thalberg that there was no alternative if he were to recover completely.
Another youthful "genius" is Darryl
Zanuck, who has been married for several
years to Virginia Fox, a former actress.

has been since his union with Virginia
that Zanuck has made the greatest strides.
She is his confidante in everything, and
the fate of many a vast production is deIt

cided in their private discussions.
Clark Gable is perhaps the leading male
idol of the screen today.
On his recent
personal appearance tour he was so mobbed
by admirers that the old days of the idolized
Valentino were recalled. Strong, virile heman, with sex-appeal plus that's Clark
Gable.
Yet he is the first to admit that
his present enviable position is greatly due
to the influence of his wife.
few years older than Clark, Mrs.
Gable is a stunning, poised woman of the
world, whose social experience has proven
of inestimable value to her less sophisticated
husband.
She is also his business manager, arranging his appointments, discussing
with him his pictures and roles in them,
guiding and guarding him in the million
and one ways a male celebrity needs pro-

—

A

SOME DAYS

relies

implicitly

Paul Muni.
Bella Muni is adept in managing Paul and
was directly responsible for his second enis

IS

Well-known on the New York stage,
Muni was one of the first of the Broadway
contingent to be conscripted for films

when

INTESTINAL CONDITION

YEAST FOAM TABLETS
WILL DO WONDERS

I

TAXT^'

NOT LONG AFT£R..« km
NUFF SAID

JUST SAW ANN
MANSETT! WHAT A

announces her
ENGAGEMENT TO HER FRIENDS AT THE STUDIO

I

RALPH, I'M

PHONING

CHANGE- SHE'S
COMPLETELY CLEARED
UP THAT

HER TONIGHT!

AWFUL
SKIN!

Yeast Foam
WHAT
Ann's

Tablets did for

do for yours.
These delicious tablets of pasteurized yeast
skin, they should

strengthen the digestive and intestinal organs, give tone to the nervous system. With
the true causes of your trouble corrected,
your skin becomes clear and smooth. Indigestion, constipation and nervousness all
go. All druggists sell Yeast Foam Tablets.

Get a

bottle today

the next issue of SCREENLAND
for announcement of the winners
of Six-Star Romance Contest. Gifts
from Clark Gable, Marion Davies,

Watch

Helen Hayes, Jean Parker, Myrna
Loy, and Madge Evans will be
awarded and the winners' names
published. In the August issue, on
sale June 25th!

FREE INTRODUCTORY PACKAGE
NORTHWESTERN YEAST COMPANY

Learn Public
Speaking
—

In spare time —20 minutes a
Overcome "stag-e- fright," gain self-

At home

confidence, increase your salary, through
ability to sway others by effective
speech.
Write now for free booklet.
How to Work Wonders With Words.
North American Institute, Dept. 443-B
Chicago, III.
3601 Michigan Avenue,

SC7

1750 North Ashland Avenue, Chicago, Illinois
Please send free sample of Yeast Foam Tablets
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NEVER

BEFORE....

has a Ladies Manicure Set
possessing the sheer beauty of this imported, 6piece set (in a beautiful case) been offered to the
women of America. No picture
while stock lasts.
will convey its charm.
Order now
This is the biggest value we have ever offered and will positively not be repeated. Only one to a customer. Send only
30c. Satisfaction guaranteed or money cheerfully refunded.
(Please do not send stamps.)

^U{£
"

discriminating

.

.

.

AMERICAN SPECIALTY CO.
Dept. J

-

day.

trance into pictures.

THE

DOCTOR, YOU'VE HELPED
THOUSANDS WITH YOUR
BROADCASTS. WHAT SHALL
DO TO CLEAR
UP MY SKIN?

tecting.

Another husband who
upon his wife's judgment

CAUSE OF
UTEm YOURTRUE
TROUBLE A BAD

-

211 East 188th St.

New York

THE NEW RELIEF FOR

SUNBURN

-

INSECT BITES, ATHLETE'S FOOT, PIMPLES
A

And Other Skin Eruptions
Soothing, Healing Treatment

ABSOLUTELY GREASE FREE
to
NI-LOX LABORATORIES— LOCKPORT,
For generous Trial Tuoe Send 15c

N. Y.

SCREENLAND

SS

V\7"HAT

is

more aggravating and

dis-

tracting than a mean pimple, a patch
of itching rash or roughness, or a bit of
charing, in some spot where contact with
your clothing creates a nagging discomfort?
But it doesn't have to be endured, for
Resinol Ointment and Soap give amazing
relief from such conditions.
*

'

Perhaps you have considered the Restreatment for complexion faults only,

inol

because

it

so successfully helps to clear

up

clogged facial pores, blackheads and
pimples, and to

make ugly complexions

lovelier. Yet it does even
soothes and promotes healing of
skin irritation anywhere on the body.
Your druggist sells Resinol Ointment
and Soap. Have them on hand for quick
treatment of every-day skin ills or hurts.

clearer,

more

—

smoother,

it

fVould you like a free sample of each?
Write Resinol, Dept. 3- J, Baltimore, Md.

Resinol
Ointment

Here's Marian Marsh as a British International Pictures star, and looking even lovelier than when you knew her as an American film charmer
Marian is wearing an unusual gown of shell-pink lace, moulded on closefitting lines to suit her youth.
sound made actors with trained voices
necessary. "The Valiant" for Fox was his
and the result so
effort
picture
first
affected the Munis that they returned posthaste to Manhattan.

About a year later, Howard Hughes
wanted Muni to take a test for the title
role in "Scarface."

With

"The Valiant"

verdant

still

in

Hughes raised
refused.
offered— raised it so high that
He decided
cision wavered.
solitary motor trip to think it

Muni

memory

the

his

of

mind,

salary
Muni's deto take a
over.

the

New EngMrs. Muni at home in Manhattan
received another call from the Hughes
office, and after a brief moment of hesitation, made an appointment for Paul to appear for his test the following week. When
he returned from his motor trip, still undecided, it was to learn that Mrs. Muni had
already started the wheels rolling that were
destined to carry him back to Hollywood.
He has never regretted her decision, and
While he was touring through

land,

Secretly

and Quickly Removed!

can banish those annoying,
YOU
embarrassing freckles quickly and

surely in the privacy of your own
room. Your friends will wonder how
you did it. Stillman's Freckle Cream

removes them while you sleep. Cftc
Leaves the skin softand smooth, «3U
the complexionfreshand clear. AJar

f Stillman's^
F R_EC_KLE_C_REAM__
Mall this Coupon to Box 20

THE STILLMAN CO., Aurora, Illinois
Booklet on Freckles,
f-> t> "C T?
Sample Face Powder.
if
Jut
— .....
I Name
-i

K

•

^Address

M

Bella Muni who sees all the
it is
"rushes" of Paul's films and who sits on the
set every moment that he works, to offer
Muni knows he
criticism and suggestions.
can trust her opinion she will neither "yes"
him nor withhold commendation when encouragement is needed.
Edward G. Robinson is another actor
whose wife has proven a valuable adviser.
today,

—

Gladys

Lloyd

Robinson was

herself

an

actress, but forsook the stage in order to
make a home for Eddie and the now-

Edward G. Robinson, Jr.
Because of her own theatrical background, Mrs. Robinson is familiar with the
problems and trials that confront an actor
and her influence has helped Eddie attain
present

his present eminence.

Besides the wives of Hollywood, there
Never overlook the
are the mothers.
mothers of some of our heroes
Of course you've heard of the famous
Evelyn Oakie,
mother of Jack Oakie.
(Mrs. Offield when she votes), is short
and plump and helpless-looking but she is
a doctor of psychology, which subject she
taught in an Oklahoma college some years

—

And don't let anyone tell you that
ago.
she hasn't shaped Jack's career with strong
and unerring hands and true psychologi-

—

judgment.
Charles Farrell's best friend was his
mother. As long as she lived there was little chance that his need for feminine companionship would lead him to the altar.
But within a year after her death, he married Virginia" Yalli, who has been a wise
and willing counselor to him, as well as a

cal

wife.

When he was five years old, Gene Raymond's mother started him on the stage.
She was determined that her son should be

89

1934

July

for

an actor, and it was she who guided his
footsteps from play to play and eventually
to the heights of Hollywood fame and fortune.
Gene is very much a man, now, but his
mother remains his best friend and constant
With her help he has carefully
adviser.
planned his future, leaving nothing in the
His mother has also
lap of the gods.
helped him by her study of numerology to
which she attributes much help in shaping

qol

/

an amassing

difference

QTpJL.

his career.

This list could go on endlessly. These
are only a few of the men in Hollywood
who are guided by the women behind their
thrones.
see that things are
not always as they appear on the surface.
The great strong men of the movies, the
producers whose slightest word can make
screen heroes tremble and reduce actresses

But you can readily

to tears, are not above being influenced by
the women in their lives.
And, of course, the final proof that
women are behind the thrones of Hollywood lies in the aforementioned fact that
women compose eighty-two percent of
movie audiences. For in the last analysis,
the audience, that percentage of
it
is
women, behind the women behind the

thrones

women

the

If

right

of

Hollywood have been

advice

their

in

to

their men, it is
so well those
the real powers

because they understand
women in the audience
behind the thrones of Hollywood

—

does
Stylists

and beauty

agree. An exciting, new world
of thrilling adventure awaits
eyes that are given the glamorous allure of long, dark, lustrous
lashes . . . lashes that transform
eyes into brilliant pools of irresistible fascination. And could
this perfectly obvious truth be
more aptly demonstrated than

by the picture at right?
But how can pale, scanty lashes
acquire this magic charm? Easily.
Maybelline will lend it to them
instantly. Just a touch of this
delightful cosmetic, swiftly applied with the dainty Maybelline
brush, and the amazing result is

—

achieved. Anyone can do it
and with perfect safety if genuine
Maybelline is used.

non-smarting. For beauty's sake, and for safety's sake, obtain
genuine Maybelline in the new, ultra-smart gold and scarlet
metal case at all reputable cosmetic dealers. Black Maybelline
for brunettes ; : . Brown Maybelline for blondes. 75c.

Maybelline has been proved
throughout sixteen years of daily use by millions of women. It is accepted
by the highest authorities. It
contains no dye, yet is perfectly

MAYBELLINE CO.. CHICAGO

utterly harmless

DuBarry Jinx
Continued from page 23

tearproof.

DuBarry

ma
authorities

And

it is

absolutely

jinx!

Jy^pproveJ

ilie

M

SCAR

A

An

English actress named Kathlyn HilMiss Ahlers in the cast of
"The DuBarry." During the second run

liard replaced

of the play,

stage and

home

a rest

to

sort,

Miss Hilliard collapsed on the
She was removed
ill.

was taken

where

at an English
she died.

Have been

seaside re-

opportunity

Lucille de Tours, a French actress, appeared briefly in an early French play
based on the life of DuBarry. Mademoiselle de Tours was mysteriously stricken
ill,

and she too

Laurette

started from ambition and learning how! Tour
HINTS &
in
explained

HOLLYWOOD

HELPS. A "Manuscript" of advice, instruction & short
cuts.
How to write a SCENARIO, how to become a

MOVni ACTOR!

A

studio

many times

hint used worth

— stamps,

bill or

modev

One
of good ideas.
Sent postpaid for $1.00

script

cost.

0"der.

HOLLYWOOD SCRIPT STUDIO
Hollywood, Calif.

1493 Vine St.,

died.

another

Dauvrigne,

actress, suffered a serious accident

French
on the

YOUR FACE

stage while she was starring in a DuBarry
play.
Gitta Alpar, a young Hungarian
actress, collapsed on a Vienna stage not
long ago while portraying the same illomened part in "The DuBarry."
Is it any wonder, in the face of these
strange tragedies, that superstitious persons whisper the name DuBarry in awe?
The original DuBarry the woman upon
whose life the many stage and screen plays
have been and are being based was a

CAN

with

Dr. Stotter,

The University

50

E.

42nd

St.,

Dept. 41-G. N.Y.

F F
D R UREMOVED
A N POSITIVELY
D
QUICKLY

—

and

Patrician TARENOL Dandruff Remover and Shampoo.
Stimulates growth, insures luxurious hair and healthy
scalp.
Sold with money-back guarantee, at all good stores

French adventuress whose name was Marie
She was intoxicatingly
Jeanne Becu.
beautiful, and for this reason Comte Jean
DuBarry married her, afterwards using
her as a decoy in his gambling houses. Her
beauty and wit soon made her the recog-

XV

CHANGED!

many

years of experience in
Surgery, reconstructs unshapely
Plastic
noses, protri.din£ and large ears. lips, wrinkles around
the eyes and eyelids, face and neck, etc.. by methods as
Moderate
perfected in the great Vienna Polyclinic.
Fees. Free Booklet "Facial Reconstruction.'*

—

nized favorite of the court of

BE

Stotter. a graduate of
of Vienna,

witli

or direct.

Large size 75c

Regular size 50c

Mention

if for oily or

dry hair

PATRICIA1Y LABORATORIES,
17 East 48th

St.,

Dept. C, Slew

Ltd.

York

King Louis

of France.
But alas, the original DuBarry, as well
as those of the stage and screen, was purof the

As an aftermath
French revolution, she was guillo-

tined.

Thus

sued by an ominous doom.

sins

the real

with her

DuBarry

paid for her

life.

It is most fortunate for Dolores Del Rio
that she is not a superstitious woman. Not
being superstitious, she can laugh at ill
omens. If she were, I would fear for her,

because even

if

there were no actual hoo-

Louise Fazenda shows her protege,
Mary Russell, some of the highways of studioland. Like Mary's
smile?

ZIP EPILATOR- IT'S OFF

because

IT'S

OUT

PERMANENTLY DESTROYS HAIR

SCREENLAND

90

WHY

doo cast upon the portrayers of DuBarry,

BE FAT?

human mind

the

is

wildly

imaginative.

Miss Del Rio, if she were superstitious,
might imagine enough ills to cause some of
them to happen to her.
Meanwhile, throughout production of the
picture, Miss Del Rio's maid is wearing a
good luck charm, with which she never
fails

to touch her mistress at the start of

each day's work.
that luck charm, and the crossed
fingers of Dolores' friends, offset the Du-

Can

Barry jinx?
Or will some

entirely unexpected, perhaps inexplicable fate cloud Miss Del Rio's
happiness ?
Already there have been rumors of a

rift between Dolores and Cedric Gibbons,
These rumors were laughher husband.
ingly denied by both, and apparently Miss
Del Rio and Gibbons are devoted to one
another.
But from what source did such reports

emanate ?
Is

jinx

it

possible that there

is

a

DuBarry

?

Miss Del Rio, with "Flying Down to
Rio" and "Wonder Bar" pleasing millions of
theatre-goers, and with a fine new motion
picture starring contract as a result of her
regained popularity, is on the threshhold
of a success greater than any she has
known. It looks as though that old Du-

Barry jinx

licked at last!

is

Taking the Air!
Continued from page 61
have to

sit

back and wait

until

they can

grow enough grapes to start in production
again and fill some more orders."
It might thus appear for a moment as if
Irene had radio-acted herself out of a
good job—but even this isn't nearly so
For one thing,
serious as it may sound.
her sponsors have understandably taken

the friendship of others.

and

WEIGHED 175 LBS.

NOW

112!

She Lost 63 Pounds
Amazing but TR UE!

and exciting of

. . .

"What

young to be so
lady wrote. Beauty
and youth were hers, yet she was denied the happiness others enjoyed because she was too fat
Today, after trying RE-DUCE-OIDS, she writes:
nothing
*'I tried a lot of methods to reduce yet
worked. I was desperate. Then I tried RE-DUCEnow it is 112
OIDS. My weight was 175 lbs.
I feel better, look better! RE-DUCE-OIDS helped
Mrs.
me and I know they will help others."
Aldina Wood, 448 F Street, Sparks, Nevada.
This lady, like thousands of happy women, found
RE-DUCE-OIDS SAFE, easy to take, and effective.
This scientific preparation contains only ingredients endorsed by staff physicians. RE-DUCEOIDS get results or they cost you nothing, because they are designed to correct the common
causes of fat, without diets, weakening baths, or

• "I am only 23 years

old, too

much overweight," this Nevada

.

.

such a fancy to her that the possibility of
parting company with her services
seems dim. For another, if her contract
is allowed to expire when it comes up for
renewal (which will be any day now),
there are offers galore from other merchants awaiting her consideration.
But there's still a third alternative— and
that one, to Irene, is the most important

their

.

!

—

exercises.

FAT GOES-OR YOU PAY NOTHING!
• RE-DUCE-OIDS will do all we
can get your money back! Your
used package are all we require.
fore fat gets another day's headway. Your druggist has RE-DUCE-OIDS or can get it quickly.
If he is out, send $2.00 for 1 package or S5.00
for 3 packages (currency, money order or stamps)
or sent C.O.D. In plain wrapper.
direct to us

claim, or you
word and the
Start now be-

—

I

all.

want

to do

more than anything

— and her
for a mo— a
idea

else in the world," she confessed

vivacity quieted down
"is
as she contemplated the
The thought has complete
real stage play.
hold of me in fact, I consider that my
whole life up to now has been just a preinnate

ment

—

Q Currency,

Money Order

packages of RE-DUCE-OIDS.
or

Stamps enclosed.

Name
Address
City

State.

—

!

—
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Turning from the spirited, gossipy chatRich to an interview with
Lanny Ross is something akin to dialing
out a graceful minuet and tuning in on a
Irene, the seriresonant march selection.
matron of the radio
responsible
ous,
sketches, is a gay and sparkling soul off
the air; whereas Lanny. that carefree
troubadour of screen and "Show Boat," is
a very serious, determined and ambitious
You never can tell
youth in real life.

sort of

is

woman—she's

blundering, she does make things come out
right in the end, and the audience just can't
help being for her, even when she's at her
dizziest

!"

longed-for stage
Irene Rich's first in the

This

venture

will

New York

be

legiti-

mate theatre, when and if it comes to fuland remember that she has her
fillment
But she doesn't suffer
fingers crossed!
from any lack of experience on the boards,
having performed with flying colors in
summer stock and in one of vaudeville's
most famous playlets, which she has done
4,003 times and could do as many more to

—

good and

especially
age. For
definite reasons.
_

a strong kinship with
me, because they think they see in me what
they would like to have become. Thus to
the woman who's fulfilled her role of wife
and mother, but has felt a vague and
usually frustrated longing for some outside
interest, some activity that 'mattered' in
the world, I seem to represent more or less
the fulfillment of her dream, what with my
two grown-up daughters on the one hand
and my career on the other. That's why,
I think, the women who write me letters at

"Many women

FREE Book "HOW TO REDUCE."

—

a good-natured, scatter-brained
such a sweet, muddleheaded thing I dote on the thought of playOf course, in spite of all her
ing her.

character

this she sees

Send me the
Send me

—

ter of the radiant

among women, she feels, and
among women of about her own

S347

other brings in her little boy to ask me
whether she ought to make him a civil enSome of
gineer or a jazz band leader.
them cry on my shoulder but many are
happy, too, and tell me that they've managed to find happiness from the inspiration
And" half deprecatingly,
of my example.
"I'm sentimental enough to
half defiantly
believe them
"And say," concluded Irene, "don't you
anybody who tells you I'm
listen
to
through with movies for good. All I want
is one good season in a Broadway play
my play and then watch me tootle off to
Hollywood to make a picture of it. No,
that's not a positive prediction, but if my
present run of luck holds out I shan't be
!"
a bit surprised to see it happen

I've taken an option on a play
lude to
by Maxwell Seltzer that's just the duckiest
The leadingthing I could have wanted.
it.

comfortably filled houses.
The audience appeal that Irene Rich has
built up in her fifteen years of screen,
stage, and radio work is predominantly

Scientific Laboratories of America, Inc. Dept.
746 Sansome Street, San Francisco, Calif.

the broadcasting studio or come to see me
backstage at theatres pour out their personal problems to me so freely.
"One shows me the mark on her shoulder where her husband has beaten her, an-

feel

about these show people
Mr. Ross has been a heavily occupied
youth since his return East from acting in
"Melody in Spring." What with movie
shorts, receptions, benefit appearances for
charity groups, and rehearsals for his
perennial "Show Boat" appearances, he
hasn't had a moment. Well, not more than
one
So, when I dropped in at a succession of
rehearsal studios intent on buttonholing him, the general impression I got
was that "Lanny Doesn't Live Here Any
More." Finally I spotted him in one of the
smaller soundproof retreats, just completing
the rehearsal of one of his microphone love
tiffs with Mary Lou.
"I've been singing practically since the
day I was born," volunteered Lanny, beginning at the beginning with a vengeance.
"When my infantile yowls turned into

NBC

ditties I became a boy soprano,
and sang in the choir of the Cathedral of
St. John the Divine for more than two
Then, after my voice changed, I
years.
woke up one morning and found myself a

childish

tenor

!"

When Lanny

entered Yale he naturally
became one of the mainstays of the glee
club, and accompanied that splendid choral

July

for

1934
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triumphant European tour in
sang solo, as well as with the
chorus, in the concert halls of London,
Berlin,
Munich, and other conParis,
tinental cities, rinding favor with the critics
everywhere. By the time he returned home
he had fixed his ambitions on a career as a

body on

its

Would You Believe I'm
Past 60?

He

1928.

concert artist.
"But in the meantime," related the handsome young Ross, "I received my first
radio offer and snapped it up, because it
gave me a chance to radio-sing my way
through Columbia University while I completed my education and took my law degree.
That first radio contract started
something for me, and life has been kind
so kind that I haven't
to me ever since

Look at

My

Picture

.Then Do As

..

I

Do

Edna Wallace Hopper
Who
at Over 60 Has the Skin of a
.

.

.

Girl . . . Discloses Another of
Her Startling Youth Revelations

—

much chance

had

to

work toward my

ambition to go on the concert
stage.
But I enjoy this 'Show Boat' singing, and I enjoy my new movie work even
more and a fellow has to have constant
practice over a period of many years beultimate

—

my picture. Do I look like a wopast 60? People can't believe it, but
I am. Boys scarcely above college age
often try to flirt with me. I've been
booked from one great theatre to another
as "The One Woman in the World Who
Never Grew Old." At a grandmother's age
I still enjoy the thrills of youth.
Look at

man

it

Now, let me tell you how I do it. Follow
and I promise if you're 50, you'll look 40.

If you're 40, you'll look 30. And if you're
30, you'll gain back the skin of eighteen.
I've given it to call it a miracle
say it takes 10 years from the face in 10

Women

minutes!
It is the discovery of a Famous French
Scientist, who startled the cosmetic world
by discovering that the Oils of Youth
could be artificially re-supplied to the
skin of fading women. He found that
after 25 most women were deficient in
certain youth oils. Oils that kept the skin
free of age lines and wrinkles. And then,
by a notable scientific discovery, he found
a way to re-supply the skin daily with

Myrna

hoy, and
William Powell appear together

Clark
in

Gable,

"Manhattan Melodrama."

You

will find

viewed

that picture rethe Six Best of the

among
month in

this issue.

these

oils.

This method puts those oils back in
your skin every day. Without them you
are old.

With them you are young

youth oils it contains. It's one of the most
amazing demonstrations in scientific
youth restoration known. You look years
younger the first treatment. Youth and
allure come back. Look at me. At over 60

I am living proof.
—allur- —The
method
called

charming.
All you do is spread it on your face like
a cold cream. But, don't rub it off. Let it
stay on. Then watch! Your skin will absorb every bit of it literally drink in the
ing,

Edna Wallace Hopper

is
Edna Wallace
Hopper's Special Restorative Cream. You
can get it at any drug or department
store. Try it. It may give your life a new
meaning.

go out and make a success in
concert work, so I think I'm headed in the
fore he can

s

right direction after all."

Lanny found time between

his

singing

Yale to make
the Olympic track team, and he had to
make a choice between that glee club tour
and the 1928 Olympics.
He chose the
former, he says, because the glee club
needed him more.
Richard Crooks, the
American concert and operatic star, is his

and

PAYS FOR'3000

1

his scholastic pursuits at

ideal of what a j'oung tenor should make
of himself, though he would have you

understand

he follows in nobody's
footsteps in shaping his own career.
that

The "Show Boat" hero confessed himself surprised at the sanity

teas, dope, chemicals, dangerous drugs, strenuous exor starvation diet.
Made from a secret herbal
plant extract.
Tried and tested by untold numbers with
miraculous, amazing results.
Praised by thousands.
Designed to make you lose as much as 5 pounds a week by
taking our pleasant new Anti-Pat double action tablets 3
times a day.
Fat is dangerous to the heart and general
health.
Guaranteed to reduce if directions are followed.
Quick, safe and harmless.
The fat just disappears. Also
used to prevent fat. Try these magic tablets at our risk.
Just mail $1.00 for 1 month's supply.
NOW.
Trial Supply 2 5c. Don't delay.
Snyder Products Co., Dept. 303-C, 1434 N. Wells, Chicago

ercises

REDUCE

Even

if

Want

to

Then

follow

series

of

Nowhere

have

a

Hollywood

Jim

Davies'

articles
else

in

Figure?
exclusive

SCREENLAND!

can you find the special

and menus recommended by Davies, famous Hollyinstructions, exercises,

wood

physical culturist, for the use of

Examination!
IF YOU are between the ages of 10
rnd 75 you may now enjoy the bene-

June

2 5 th.

protection for only

fits

of reliable

$1,

and without a medical examina-

life

new

Life Protection Certificate, offered exclusively by one of
the largest associations of its kind
in the state of California and subject to rigid examinations
by the State Insurance Department, pays up to $1500 For
Death From Any Cause ; §2000 to $3000 for accidental death.
Your protection is backed by a sound financial institution
with more than 25 million dollars life protection in force.
Just your name, age. name of
beneficiary, and a Life Certificate, fully made out in your
name will be sent to you for 10 Days Free Inspection. NO
AGENT WILL CALL. If you decide Accept4 10-LJay
1A
to keep it, send only $1 to put your
protection in force for at least 45 days
then about 3c a day. If not, you
owe nothing. OFFER LIMITED. So
write today without obligation.
Inspection Offer

SEND NO MONEY.

a„„^

.

such stars as Mae West, Miriam Hopkins, Claudette Colbert.
Third in the
series appears in the next issue, out

you arc past 55

— and without Medical
tion. This

and normality

of life as he found it in Hollywood. Which
may mean either that several witnesses to
the contrary have shamelessly exaggerated,
or that Lanny didn't get around a great
deal.
Or it might mean, on the other hand,
that he is interview-shy, for he did confess
having once been bitten in that respect
when a callous interviewer printed a few
"off-the-record" confidences.
So now this
youthful, tall, and good-looking star has
nothing to volunteer on the subject of
romantic leanings. Nor does he come out
with the all-important information that the
"Lanny" in his name stands for Lancelot
perhaps for fear that the fellow who wrote
// Galahad Had the Gal I Had might be
visited by another inspiration
Be that as it may, Lanny Ross has a
good inside track toward becoming the
outstanding attraction among non-crooning
tenors of the screen, as well as of the
radio.
And if his labors in these fields
permit him the time for self-development
along more classical lines, he may yet be
warbling Brahms lieder in American concert halls and tossing off Verdian arias in

Grand Opera.

AMAZING NEW WAY* LIFE PROTECTION

No

.

FREE

.

NATIONAL SECURITY

a torturing bulge to the shoes. It stops pain almost instantly

and with the inflammation and swelling reduced so quickly
you will be able to wear smaller, neater shoes with ease and
comfort. Prove it by actual test on your own bunion. Just
write and say, "I WantTo Try Pedodyne." No obligation.
Pedodyne Co., 180 N. Wacker Dr., Dept.A-223 Chicago, HI.

ASSOCIATION

ATTRACT MEN?

How do movie

BUNIONSlORTUM

LIFE

Dept. C-190 204 S. Hamilton Drive, Beverly Hills, Cal.

B°™-u

The amazing action of Pedodyne is truly marvelous, and a
boon to those whose bunions cause constant foot trouble and

rw

stars

hold

audiences spell-

bound? Not with beauty. They know secrets
of charm. They study charm. Nature gives it,
but you must develop it. Regardless of age it
is in you too. Build it systematically. Practice it.
Read SECRETS OF CHARM FROM HOLLYand learn how. Just send 50c to

WOOD

Secrets of Charm from Hollywood
P.

O. Box 1755

Hollywood,

Calif.

SCREENLAND
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FINGERTIPS

"Trifles

make

perfection

perfection, but
is

no

trifle

!"

make your

eyes

larger, darker,
It
teresting.

appear

more inHelena
is

Rubinstein's new waterproof mascara which gives
a soft, lustrous sheen to
your lashes, goes on evenly and stays where put,
beautiful hands achieve added loveliness when
GLOW, the new
they are smartly fashioned with
fingertips.
nail polish that actually "flatters your
you, and your
thrill
will
GLOW'S six smart shades
MOO.N
nails will retain their smart appearance longer.
2oc or 50c
the
for
Ask
will not fade, crack or peel.
or departdrug
your
Polish
at
Nail
size
Accept no substitute for genuine
ment store.
coupon.
If your dealer cannot supply you, mail

Marv Brian's

MOON

MOON
GLOW
MOON GLOW

MOON

Cooling to your skin

cream from

this

is

Primrose House.

WOULD

glow
moon
POLISH
NAIL
Moon GlowCosmeticCo., Ltd., Hollywood, Calif.
Gentlemen: Please send me introductory pkg. of Moon
shade
Glow. I enclose 10c (coin or stamps) for each
Medium (
> Rose
>
Natural (
checked.
(
Coral.
Carmine (
)
)
Platinum Pearl (
)
(
)

Name
St.

and No.

SC-A7

State

City

!

you

like a little
lemon with your
cream ?

GLOW.

No,

this

is

party

tea

THAT
PROVIDES

MYLIN
SURE

SAFE,

RELIEF

FROM PERIODIC PAINS AND HEADACHE
Miss V.M.C., of WashIt
is just wonderful.
among many that ever brought rehad to spend one day out of each
lief to me.
got MYLIN.''
month in bed before
—and this letter from Mrs. A.L., of
New Mexico: "My daughter has tried
MYLIN, and we truly believe it to be
wonderful. This is the first and only
medicine that she has ever found that
helped her at this menstrual time.
Thousands of other grateful women
have written us about their happiness in finding the freedom from suffering that MYLIN has brought them.
MYLIN isscientificallycompounded on
a time tested
speformula
cifically for
of
Dysrelief

Read

this

ington: "I
is the first

letter

think

from

MYLIN

I

I (menstrual pains.) ItconI tains no narcotics, harm-

or habit forming
drugs. If your druggist
does not have MYLIN
send direct to us. Trial
size 25c; 12 capsules (a
year's supply) 75c.
Dept. D. Mifflin Chemical
Delaware Ave. at
Corp'n,
Mifflin St.. Philadelphia, Pa

I

fu

I

,

Because if you
it.
would, there is a glorious new cream on the
market that actually conjuice

the

tains

lemons and is as cooling
to your skin as a long,
You can actall drink.
tually smell the lemon in

We

it.

dare

—

we

This smart new cream
called "Delv" and when
is
at home, lives at
it
Primrose House. It has
become so popular overnight, however, that it is
found in practically every
store and on an amazing

Velvet Mittens!

way

fluffy

it

is

can detect that you have
it on when you've applied

it's

so cool

!

first

face

all

cool

and

—

re-

when you

is

perfection

we

itself.

of results, in this
issue warning here

now that we will not be
the hearts you break this

—

use

(

Booklet is FREE— WRITE TODAY
MOLEX (Hollywood) COMPANY, Dept. SU
Los Angeles. Calif.
325 Western Pacific Bldg.

so natural that

just

if

it

wonder

isn't

really

you

take
lipstick and you can carry
the cream off, together
it in your bag most condust
with more powder,
And now an atomizer
veniently.
and cosmetics than you
Spray
Zip
the
for
like to believe possible
Deodorant.
Now why didn't someFor one of those "Little
body think of this one beTreatments" so pleasant
An atomizer for a Spray Deodorfore?
in summer and so necessary too, to keep
Here is
checks perspiration!
which
ant
combined
your skin soft and unlined, Delv,

freshed

partment, that

—

is

sometimes

Of course the thing that
interests you most is that
But
it is so beautifying.
notice the little case in
Isn't it
the illustration.
It looks like a
smart?

touch it
with your fingers. Your
feels

it

yourself

It feels cool

when you

as

you

kind of cream,
smooth. And

and

eyes. Always use
when you want to have
very special look. None

of the

it,

So sure are we

-

for deepening the
tone of color of the lashes
and accentuating the shape

agent

Then it
parently clear.
a quick cleanser and
is
amazingly penetrating. It's
soft

pure

absolutely

an

is

a

a

both requirements. It

fills

a mild, non-chemical
It
bleach, for one thing.
keeps your skin trans-

House,

for 16-page illustrated
booklet. Explains simple but scientific method of removing these ugly growths and warts.
Used by physicians and clinics in Paris. Vienna.
Hollywood world's beauty centers. Quick Safe
without leaving disfiguring scars or sores.

A new

remove unwanted hair.
to

of dressing-tables.
it

powder.
This enchanting little
Rubinstein cosmetic ful-

of flour for face

Why ?
Well, because

selecting

gives a natural appearance and avoids all semblance of artificiality.
Made-up-looking eyes are
as out of date as the use

is

number

in

it

you

say

will not sting.

a cosmetic for use on your
eyes there are two important things to consider.
First and most essential
is, of course, the fact that
must be absolutely
it
harmless. Second, be sure

fresh

of

it

You know

with Nourishing Cream, also of Primrose

SENT FREE — Write

Rubin-

Helena

mean

I

menorrhea

from

thru
stein, stays on
tears and laughter.

really

could taste it though
haven't tried that

PROVING

Waterproof mascara

mad

not a

We

!

even through tears, though
we devoutly hope you
It tints
won't shed any
the lashes delicately and
protects them against
There is no
breaking.
soap in it, so even if a
tiny bit should get into
your eyes as you put it on,

it

!

Proceed

at

de-

and

responsible for

summer
your own risk.

if

you

Did you ever stop to think what a
bright, "merry pair of eyes_ could do to
Plenty!
upset the male equilibrium?
Something to
So here is eye-news
!

what
a manufacturer— (Zip)— who knows
and
ourselves
it
realize
we
before
we need
goes
gives it to us. Zip Spray Deodorant
on in a fine spray, doing away with the
liquid
old clumsy method of applying a
deodorant with cotton. So much less wasteWhen not in use, the atomizer
ful, too.
goes
top unscrews and a regular bottle top
on so snugly that you can even pack it.
As you would expect of a Zip product,
efthis deodorant is safe, harmless and
fective.
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Many a girl's reputation for loveliness
depends upon her possession of lovely, gracious hands. The right shade of nail polish
will help you win this reputation and
the "Cutex Color Selector" will help you
This, in an amazing
find the right shade.
little stand containing several little grooves
You slip
just the size of your finger-tips.
your finger into one of the little grooves,
turn the dial, (easier than tuning into your
favorite radio station), and you will see
the color of the polish right there on your
nail and can decide from actual appear-

ance

how you

like

it.

No

matter how good your imagination
be you can't guess just the color of
nail polish that will be most becoming to
you, to your favorite frock and to the

may

way you happen to feel about nail polish
The color of the skin on your
that day!
hands, the reflection of the colors you
wear, even the shape and length of your
fingers, make a difference in the appearSo use
ance of certain shades of polish.
the Cutex Color Selector, (your favorite
department store will have one out on the
counter), and end guess work.
Here is another trick worth knowing
It is smart to have your nail polish
too
With the help of
match your lipstick.
the Color Selector you may pick a polish
!

that

actually matches your lips

Here is news for those of us who are
annoyed with unwanted hair on our arms
and legs in these days of revealing summer
And that means practically all
fashions.
way of removing
of us! There is a
It is called
this bane of beauty's existence.
the Velvet Mitten and does its work so
softly, smoothly, gently, that it makes you

NEW

wonder

known

if

it

is

any relation

to those welllittle kittens,
were very soft

mittens lost by three

which, as you will recall,
little mittens indeed!
This grey, mitten-shaped, non-chemical
gadget, slips over your fingers and as
you rub it over your skin, it feels as soft
as a kitten's paw and leaves the surface
smooth, free from hair, and looking to

your amazement as if it were just freshly
powdered.
The principle upon which it works is
in applying it with a round-andthis
round movement, you not only break off the
:

ixeep

/UHHER TCC

N

I

rctc

This, of
hair but split the hair shaft.
When
course, weakens the hair growth.
the hair grows in again instead of being
coarser, it is softer, finer, and in many
The Velvet Mitten
cases lighter in color.
has no odor. It can be used on a moment's
notice and is so quick, easy, and inexpensive that it is making countless friends for
itself.

In selecting your cream deodorant for
summer, don't overlook that fine new
one called "X" from the makers of X-Bazin.
It is made on a modern formula from ingredients so harmless they might be taken
It deodorinternally without ill-effects.
izes thoroughly, pleasantly, and won't hurt
your clothes if you use it just before you
dress.
It won't hurt you either when you
apply it immediately after shaving your
under-arm
A big advantage, that Another nice thing about "X" is its flat little
package. You can scoop the cream out on
your finger without getting it in your nail,
a real improvement over a deep container.
The package contains a generous amount
this

!

!

and costs oh, so

NO

little

NO

NO

Personality or Beauty

—

!

—

!

!

would result in something to conjure
and they have kept at it and at it
and at it.
"But for heaven's sake, don't let anyone
ever believe that trying to be somebody
else will make a great personality
There
are thousands of Mae Wests all over the
country, today, all strutting their stuff, and
becoming not only very bad imitations of
the real thing, but making themselves
ridiculous to boot
Rubber-stamp personalities are looked upon with suspicion and
contempt.
The would-be musical comedy
hero of your own little group is absurd
it

with

SKILL

REQUIRED

How many

Continued from page 34
the rage of a country and the vogue of a
Today, more than ever before,
world!
simply because distance has been so dramatically shortened, a new type of loveliness may catch the imagination of a people
and sweep a real beauty before its exotic
or bizarre attraction.
"Consider the favorites of the screen for
They are not orthothe past few years.
dox beauties yet their striking characteristics have become so symbolic of a type of
loveliness that they are accepted as beauty
in its purest sense.
You will
"And so I say, study yourself
Take yourself
be repaid a thousandfold.
apart, feature by feature, put yourself together.
Find not only the conforming
but
characteristics, the 'regular' features
consider that feature which gives to your
face its most unusual, individual charm. If
it is worthy, lay stress upon it, by wearing
clothes and accessories to give it unusual
notice, yet be sure you are not making a
mistake that might call for self-condemnation or outright ridicule.
Be very sure before you are the least bit sorry.
"Now let us cite a striking- case of intrinsic personality.
One can think of no
better example than the popular Mae West.
Hers is electric She could no less hide her
light behind a bushel, than Jimmy Durante's
nose could be called retrousse.
"But don't you believe, with the most
careful and studious application of principles, plus a certain intuitive intelligence,
plus patience and persistence,
many a
woman with only a slight edge on her
fellow women has developed into one of
the really important names ?
I knoiv they
have
They have simply taken a personality that was a shade more potent than
their fellow-creatures', had the brains to
realize that careful grooming and years of

HEAT

COSMETICS

—

!

romances begin with a summer moon, and a pair of coquettish eyes!
Kurlash ... a new, improved Kurlash
will give your
that's easier to use
lashes the provocative upward sweep that
makes the eyes so very alluring. Kurlash
costs $1, and if your own drug or department store doesn't have it, we'll send it.
.

.

THE

.

NEW

IMPROVED

!

because he conjures up to us all the imshirts,
possible stuffed
type No. 6239,
comedy heroes that have ever been and will
No matter how bad Hezekiah may be,
be.
if he has the good sense to be himself, he'll
never sink to the depths of handsome
Harry, the ready-made village swainj
"Be nothing so much as be yourself!
"Remember there are actually billions of
us here on earth and that not more than
two of us look alike. If not more than
two of us act alike then there are about
a billion and a half chances for a different
personality.
The odds are all with you.

Develop your own
"You have often heard it said or perhaps you have been lucky enough to ex-

—

perience

—that

it

love

The Kurlash Company, Rochester, New York
The Kurlash Company of Canada, at Toronto, 3

Most indelible of
Here

a different
actresses who

person of you. A good many
have been cold, detached, theatric, have
become warm, vibrant, and intense dramatic
stars when they have found love
real love.
And that does not mean that you must
search for love must rush out to meet it,
or worse still, confuse a passing fancy or
a sudden attraction for the real thing. When

—

—

brilliant

KEEPAND
YOUNG
BEAUTIFUL,!
"FACE LIFTING
FREE
book
at
tells

Face,

makes

all lipsticks

beauty tor lips color that
PEKMAPOINT'S
actually lasts all day long!
exclusive cosmetic combined with patented case
gives the extreme of indelibility.
At dept. stores. Or send $1 to us. Mention
shade or send paper marked with your present
lipstick.
Vivid (Very bright). Light (Excellent average shade), Raspberry (for dark hair,
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Thing
has entered your life you may know it
immediately but you must, patiently, give
it time and make sure."
She never talks of
Aline should know.
But I will tell
her serene married life.
surely and firmly that the Real

know

—

—

you

is

it

Her

successful.

highly

intelli-

gence has developed the best in her, though
of course her personality and her beauty
and it is a beauty that appeals to the inare
telligence rather than to the senses
She is like that.
ever growing.
"As an example of a young actress with
a great deal of real, fundamental personand a beauty which I believe reflects
ality
her innate charm I would name Ruby
Keeler, with whom I have appeared in sev-

—

—

—

BLONDES
heed

—

_

Hers is a native personality
eral pictures.
and I see for her a great future and a fine
success built upon the right things, the
things that are real and lasting and cer-

Raft Reveals All

—
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declined, politely but with ominous and icy
firmness, to "support" Miss Mae West in
that bumptious lady's latest Shakespearian
bon-bon entitled "It Ain't No Sin."
You can imagine that Mr. Raft might,
at this time, be a little edgy, and inclined

jump at the stamping of a tabby-cat in
the parlor.
You can also understand why I was suffering from a severe case of the butterflies
as I drew nearer to my visit with the
But Groucho and Harpo had their
actor.
hands in their coat pockets, just like the

to

gangsters in the movies, so
fast prayer and went in.

mumbled

I

a

my

subject 'sitting tilted against
a wall in a straight-backed chair. He was
I

found

looking very handsome, and wearing one
of his conventional tight double-breasted
No worry creased his brow, no glare
suits.
deformed his placid eyes. Just the same,
I was glad good old Groucho and Harpo

were along.
I gave a short hem.
"Mr. Raft," I began,

mind

telling

The

my

rich baritone

me —

breaking into a

shrill falsetto,

floodgates

Mr.

of

"Would you
speech

Raft's

opened with a roar, and words came tumbling out.
"I suppose you would like to
this newspaper talk about

know

all

about

Mrs. Leh-

mann, or Miss Pine, and me? Well sir,
What can I say?"
it's a funny thing.
Mr. Raft proceeded to say it.
"Suppose I say yes and she says no
what does that make me? It's very emWell, here's the whole truth
barrassing.
I took Miss Pine out
about the thing.
twice in public in Hollywood you know,
dining and dancing. Where everyone could

—

That's
"Why, there

see us.

WRITING
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Magazines,

—
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HOW

—

sponsibility.

tain."

THERE'S

the unusual

"What should you do if you could no
longer act?" I asked Aline.
"I don't know, exactly," she said slowly.
"Something connected with the stage or
Directing, perhaps, alscreen, of course.
though I never thought of it before, seriously.
So few women do. But why not?
Failing for the right reason develops the
wherewithal to succeed while succeeding
for the wrong reason results, of necessity,
in ultimate defeat."
And there you have her, as I know her.
because it is
I don't believe in predicting
so much easier and safer to be wise in
retrospect; but if, some day, when Marie
Dressier, our great character star, should
wish to retire, much against our will and
our hope, and the field should be open for
a splendid actress with outstanding ability,
I should say that Aline MacMahon would
be my candidate for that tremendous re-

newspapers,
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Thousands of new writers every year enter this
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how

the talk started.

all

was another fellow in Hollywood who saw her much oftener than I
did, I think, but it was always at dinner
parties at his house or at somebody else's
But I take the lady out twice in
house.
public where everyone can see us, and
There you are
bingo
"The first thing I know one of the famous lady gossip-writers calls me on the
phone. "'What's this about a romance between you and Virginia Pine?' she asks.
!

!

You

tell

me what

about

it!'

I

answer.

'What do you
romance bethink?' I
tween you and Virginia Pine would certainly make a mighty good story for my
she asks.
'Well, a
answer.

'Isn't it the truth?'

column,'

she

says.

'Oh,

it

would, hey?'

I, and before I know it the story is
newspapers all over the country!"
"I see," I said through my daze. "About
the matter of

says

in

—

"Then there's this matter of my wife,"
went on the star, without even a deep
"Sure I have a wife, but I've been
breath.
by myself for a long time.

"When I went into pictures they said to
me, 'We'll give out the news that you're
single.
It's more romantic that way, because

the

is

said that Raft
the story of

What

fans

girl

young actor

to

like

single.'

So

was a

single

my

all

think that a
the publicity

man, and now

breaks

wife

like

this.

do about it?"
I mumbled to myself that a wife, like
murder and income-tax evasion, will always out, and that it is foolish to try to
conceal a spouse foolish even for a press
can

I

—

agent.

"Now, about my not working in Miss
West's picture," went on Mr. Raft, before
"That
I could even pry my jaws apart.
was simple enough.
"I didn't have any fight with anybody
I
in the company, as the papers said.
asked for a copy of the script, and they
gave it to me, and I read it, and my agent
read it, and I read it again, and when we
got all through we said, what is there in
it for Raft?
"After all, when people see an actor in
a

picture,

they

want him

to

be

himself.

somebody. Suppose
I have a scene with Miss West and she
puts the spell on me and I just turn into
Suppose from then on I'm nothing
jelly?
What is there in
but" a big poodle-dog ?
So we decided we'd rather
for me?
it
not do the picture.

They want him

to be

"Well, they called

me

into a conference.

sitting there.
" 'Gentlemen,' I said, 'If you insist
doing this picture, I'll do it, but
After
tell vou that I'd rather not.

They were

all

on

my

I said, 'don't

you think

I

I'll

all,'

should have some

answers? In this script, I see that
Miss West has all the answers and I just
have a few questions. Furthermore, gentlemen,' I said, 'You will remember I didn't
want to do 'The Story of Temple Drake,'
and I didn't do it, but you made the picture and lost a lot of money and got some
Couldn't I be right
very bad notices.
of the

twice ?
"Absolutely,"

ming

I

said,

in all directions.

"Well, there was a

my

senses

swim-

"And moreover
lot of discussion,

and

for

1934

July

95

finally they decided to excuse me from doI was
ing the picture with Miss West.
mighty glad of it. I had worked twentytwo weeks without a rest, and I was plenty
Now I'm rehearsing for this pertired.
I'll
sonal appearance at the Paramount.
do two or three weeks more of that, and
then I'm due on the coast the first of June

make some more pictures."
Mr. Raft's flow of language ceased as
suddenly as it had begun..
He took a deep breath and lit a cigarette.
I felt as though I had stepped six fast
rounds with Max "Adonis" Baer in a
to

night-club.

"Thank you, Mr. Raft,"

I

said.

"You

have told me every consarned thing I want
to know, and I want to thank you for a
very pleasant visit.
"However, I feel that you have been
You have been doing all
slightly gypped.
the work, while I have just been sitting
Perhaps you
here absorbing information.
would like to interview me. I am sixtyfour years old on Monday mornings, and
neither make much money nor have much

The newspaperman who coupled my
name with that of Miss Katherine Hep-

fun.

burn is a liar, while I have not seen Miss
I
Jean Harlow in the flesh since 1931.
was born
"Well," said Mr. Raft, "I guess I had
better be getting along back to my reGlad to have seen you, and
hearsal.
And I think Miss Pine is a very
thanks.

—

fine

young

With

lady."

that,

Mr. Raft got back

to his re-

hearsal.
of the most amazing inGeorge
fifty-year career.
terviews of
Raft is one of the most interesting laddybucks to crash films these many years.
No wonder he made a rapid ascent to the
top of his acting profession, and even less
whenever
wonder is it that he is
there is any hint of some romantic development in his life behind the screens of this
broad land's picture palaces.
He thinks very highly of
Item One.

So ended one

my

NEWS

Miss Virginia Pine, now the possessor of
divorce decree from the Chicago Mr.
Lehmann. Where there's romance smoke
in Hollywood, there may be a hot blaze.
Item Two. He has a lawful wife, thus
blowing up a mine laid by publicity men
a

J

—

'

years ago.
Item Three.
It is probable that Mr.
Raft pulled a very smart piece of business
when he stepped out of the supporting cast
of Miss Mae West in "It Ain't No Sin."
This Miss West has a way of sort of filling the screen, not only hiding the other
actors but the scenery, too. Certainly Raft
was right when he refused to play in
"Temple Drake," that grisly story of bad
That picture didn't
business down south.
do anybody any good except the author,
Mr. William Faulkner, who dredges his
fiction out of swamps. Raft decided, wisely,
he would have no part of or in that film.
think that Raft has handled himself
I
Anything
magnificently in
Hollywood.
but an actor in the usual sense of the word,
he has done notable work in several pictures.
Will you soon forget his magnifiOne of my
cent death in "Scarface?"
favorite talkies of all time is Raft's "Night
After Night," in which, oddly enough, Mae
West supported him
Ah, not for nothing did this slim, sleek
bird consort with the gaudier side of
Broadway for years
There's more than
bear-grease to that shapely skull
What an interview that was
If there
were more movie actors like Raft, sneaking up on the stars would be as simple as
playing Beethoven's Fifth Symphony on
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also see the

mouth-organ! More power to. the boy.
I hope he gets a mess of good parts. Yes,
and I hope that if he wants Miss Virginia

and

the

Pine, he gets her, too
P. S. Dear George, you know
fun. You gave me a swell story, and

—

if
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Failure
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am

LIPSTICK
was but a memory,

soon as he could
pack his few belongings the youth stealthily
left the theatre, without even waiting for
his

as

Scarcely had he stolen out the

pay.

door than the manager of the
hailed him.

thinking

!

had ended

And

company

him

for his quick
The performance, of course,
disastrously, but the manager,

praised

who

also appeared as the company's star,
realized that Talbot had acted with the
play's best interests at heart.
as
Talbot's
swift presence of mind,

evinced by this happening, brought him
thus to the attention of the manager and
his wife, who schooled him then as best
they could in the finer points of acting.
What had seemed like the most miserable
failure to the boy really worked to his advantage.
The actor, tall, personable, athletic in
appearance, recalls these earlier efforts with
a grin.
"I was so discouraged at times I considered tossing my 'career' into the pit and
going home," he reminisces.
"When my
magician days were over I still carry a
scar where the glass cut my hand my giving up meant the darkest, blackest days in
my life. Kid-like, you know, I figured that
nothing mattered, since I couldn't be a
magician. I had planned on it so long.
"After a season with the 'St. Elmo' company, in which I played heavies, butlers,

—
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props,

anything'

happened

that

along,

1

returned home and worked in a carnival
My
for a few months during the summer.
father, though, wanted me to continue my
education, so I registered at the University
of Nebraska, intent upon preparing myself
1 had finally relinquished
as an engineer.
the idea of ever becoming an actor.

"Before I had gone to classes many
weeks, however, I found that dramatics
So I played
held an undue interest.
still
in a

BEFORE—
252
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My weight

has

the Dubinskys, preceding by some
years Talbot's association with them. With
the young actor's hasty exodus from college to resume a career he had thought
never to enter again, there followed a number of years of stock experience, acting
with such shows as the Savage Bros., Elwin
Strong, Clinton and Bessie Robbins and
Chase-Lister, the latter, in particular, wellknown through the Middle West.
"It's an odd thing," Talbot continues,
"but the advent of talking pictures was the
cause of the failure of my most ambitious
undertaking. I had played a season of stock
in Memphis, when the company blew up
and the town was left with no regular

my normal tvt.
of 162 pounds
soon."

-Mrs. q. Q.,
Hunfingron PL. CaL
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Said

The

late

Jeanne Eagels appeared

first

with

theatre enterprise.
"I hadn't been home in some time, so I
returned to Nebraska for a month or so.
During my visit, a wealthy gentleman with
whom I had become quite friendly in Mem-

Free For Asthma

nFREE!

the surface.
I had advertised in a theatrical sheet through which many stock companies hired players, and when I received
a wire from the Dubinsky Brothers to join
their company in Kansas City, I hopped a
train and made record time getting to the
theatre."

starving diet, salts or violent exercise required. Nothing drastic, unpleasant or harmful.
You actually gain strength and energy. Don't endure that
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trim figure of youth.
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TEED

of class

with the result that all my old
yearning to be an actor surged again to

been reduced
from IS 2 lbs.

KNOW

method of reducing.

number

sketches,

to

phis wrote me asking if I would be interested in starting and managing a new stock
company in that city. Each of us would
put up $5000, the authority to choose plays
and casts to rest in my hands, and we
would carry on where the other company

had

left off.

"Naturally, such a proposition appealed

me and I left immediately for Memphis.
had gone ahead with the preparations,
hiring players from other cities, buying
props and scenery, and we had set the opening date when my friend was hurt in an
accident and after he had partially recovered was still so shocked and nervous that
all thought of embarking in a show left

to
I

him.

And

there I was, holding the sack,
hadn't received his share of

literally, for I

the money.
to find other capital, after
much scurrying about, but the show from
Talking pictures
the start was doomed.
were a novelty the public flocked to_ the
movie houses. Where, the season previous,
they had patronized the stock theatre, we
were forced to close through lack of box"I

managed

;

As we gave our farewell
receipts.
performance, I never dreamed that my failure in Memphis would lead me, indirectly,
office
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little

ERVOUS2SH
you

to the studios of the industry responsible
for this failure
"With several of the actors I started for
had very
New York in my Cadillac.

Send

THE GARGO\LE

money between

must have
us draw up in an exus,

and

it

looked funny to see
pensive car to the cheapest hotels in the
!"
towns where we were to spend the night
the
about
and
in
months
After some
eastern metropolis, Talbot received a call
from Boston to appear in "The Criminal
When the producers of the play
Code."
had lured him from New York, they had
intended playing the piece for several weeks,
then go on the road.
As they made arrangements to entrain
with the "company, it was discovered the
props and scenery were too weighty to be
moved! The company disbanded.

Although not exactly lucrative from a
standpoint, the experience did
financial
prove profitable, for a prominent Michigan
stock company heard of him through one
Again,
of their scouts and sent for him.
Talbot turned disaster to his own advantage.
season with this company and a friend
wrote him that he had arranged for Talbot

A

to join the Ernest Truex company in London. To do this, he must leave immediately,
almost upon receipt of the letter.
"Only two weeks remained before the
show would close," explains Talbot, "so
the manager, when I put it up to him, told
me to go without the customary notice.
For some unknown reason, I was warned
not to ask for a permit to work in the

British Isles.

"When

I

reached London,

I

went

into

Then fell the blow. 1
the play at once.
worked two days, when officers asked to
see my labor permit. Naturally, I had none.
Consequently, I was barred from appearing
on the stage in England, after I had
traveled so far for the part.
"Of course, I was pretty discouraged and
disappointed by the whole affair, but after
I had slept over it I decided that as long
as I had come this far I might as well
make the most of my opportunities. So,
for the next few months, I toured Europe,
seeing everything I had wanted to see for
years.

"On my way home,

a radiogram arrived,
would consider a job with a
stock company in Columbus, Ohio. Would
When I disembarked at New York, I
I
had less than eight dollars to my name.
"For twenty-five weeks everything went
sweet and lovely. I liked the company and
my associates, I liked the people who came
We were putting on good
to the theatre.
The world looked rosy.
plays.
"The crash came suddenly, although we
might have known that eventually someThere were two
thing would happen.
managers of the show, and they fought conasking

if

I

!

Finally, matters reached a head
tinuously.
and the company closed.
"A bit of luck occurred for me then.
There came a wire from Dallas, Texas,
inviting me to join its stock company. With
scarcely the loss of a week's pay, then, I
The
stepped from one job into another.
Columbus company had been good but the
one in Dallas, it developed, was even superior.

"Following another season, the manager
skipped town with all the money. That left
us somewhat in a hole, but the actors decided to continue on the co-operative plan.
lasted just three weeks, the last week
were
making just $37.50 apiece.
forced to close."
Had the company not failed then, it is
doubtful if Talbot would be on the screen

We

We

A

Hollywood manager's scout had
today.
seen him on the stage, and vainly had tried
to persuade him to go to the film capital.
Talbot, secure in his leading man position,
had scoffed at the idea and forgotten the
episode.
"When the show- closed its doors, the
scout urged me again to try my luck in
Hollywood," the actor goes on. "He went
even further this time he offered me transHe said both he and the manportation.
ager were that certain I would click. His
belief in me, just as things were looking
down, gave me a fresh lease on life. So
I caught the train to Hollywood.
"The manager who had paid my expenses
from Dallas met me at the train and I
couldn't say a word to him above a whisper
Coming west I had developed a severe case
He didn't seem particularly
of laryngitis.
disturbed, though, and announced cheerfullv that he had arranged for me to make
a test the following morning at the Warner

—

—

!

Bros, studio.

"The next

day, as luck

would have

it,

my

19 34
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throat had cleared and I could speak

and was
from any
have cold chills when-

I went to the studio
naturally.
told to give any dramatic reading

wished. I still
I think what I did in that test!"
Of all the thousands of speeches from as
many plays he might have given, Talbot
selected for his test the one set of lines he
should have cut his tongue out before enactThey were from "Louder, Please !" a
ing.
play written around the Warners and
making fun of their tactics, a brilliant satire
authored by a former employee. This, of
course, Talbot could not know.
He chose
a part of this play because he had appeared
in its leading role in Dallas.
By all rights, Talbot, when the executives
play
ever

I

his test, should have been bounced
out of the studio with neat dispatch. What

viewed

happened? J. L. Warner, whose initials
appeared in the test, was so charmed with
what he thought was a gentle ribbing on
Talbot's part that he immediately signed

him

long-term contract
Talbot's hard luck seems to be
passed, now that the studio considers him
unusually worthy of leading and featured
roles.
It is notable, however, that he is
successful today only by dint of fortune
to a

Lyle

having favored him after each failure and
misfortune.
Each failure has acted as a
stepping-stone.
No wonder he can look
backward and love what is everybody
else's

bugaboo

Ask Me!
Continued from page 14
Graves, Arthur Rankin, and Audrey Ferris.
In "Remote Control," William Haines
played with Mary Doran and Polly Moran.
With Buddy Rogers in "Young Eagles"
were Jean Arthur, Paul Lukas, Stuart
Erwin, Jack Luden, and Virginia Bruce,
who later became the wife of John Gilbert
and is now, alas, separated from him.

—

Ho-hum

in August, 1928.
It has never been shown
as a talking picture.
The theme song was
Jeannine, I Dream of Lilac Time.
The
music was by Nathaniel Shilkret.

Your

—

We

Fay Wray and Mary

Carlisle,

"Spitfire"

I've been waiting for that but

Pal.

where have you been
as

many

to see

Miss Helen M. Don't go all of a dither
because you want to know all about your
favorite stars
come, be nonchalant.
Howard, Fredric March,
all like Leslie
Clark Gable, the two Barrymores and
Ralph Bellamy. Ralph was born on June 17,
He has light brown
1904, in Chicago, 111.
hair, blue eyes, is 6 feet tall, and weighs
178 pounds. His wife is Katherine Willard
from the stage. They were married in July,
Some of Ralph's pictures are "Before
1931.
Midnight," with June Collyer (Mrs. Stuart
Erwin), "Once To Every Woman" with

CORNS

CALLOUSES-BUNIONS-SORE TOES

winters

?

all

summers and

these

You have been hoping

Frank Lawton again who made such

—

a hit in "Cavalcade" as Joe Marry ot well,
here he is with Constance Cummings in
"The Charming Deceiver," a British film
released over here.
Frank was born in
London, England, on September 30, 1904.

Toby Wing, the
was first noticed

Southern girl who
"42nd Street," plays
with Buster Crabbe in "Search for Beauty."
Toby was born on July 14, 1915. She has
little

in

blonde hair, blue eyes, is 5 feet A]/> inches
tall and weighs 118 pounds. She has played
in
"The Kid from Spain," "College
Humor," "This Day and Age" and "Torch

It takes but a minute
for Dr. Scholl's Zinopads to relieve these
foot troubles! These
soothing, healing, protective pads stop
the cause by lifting nagging shoe pressure
off the irritated nerves and soothe the
tissues. Result
no more pain, sore toes
or blisters from new or tight shoes.

—

Safely

Remove Corns & Callouses

Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads quickly loosen and
remove corns and callouses when used
with the separate Medicated Disks included for that purpose. Get a box at
your dealer's today. Sold everywhere.

DrScholls
Zino-pads
—
Put one on

Ruth E.
tell

There

any one I'd rather
you about than Colleen Moore. Her
/.

latest

B.

picture

is

isn't

"Success

Story"

with

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. Her "come-back"
was in "Power and the Glory" with Spen-

Her last release before leavcer Tracy.
ing the screen in 1929 was "Footlight
and Fools" with Raymond Hackett, Fredric
March, and Virginia Lee Corbin. It was
a First National feature, directed by William Seiter, scenario by Katherine Brush
and Tom Geraghty, and dialogue by Cary
Wilson.
Just Curious.
Kay Francis is 5 feet 6
inches tall
Edna May Oliver, 5 feet 10
Aline MacMahon, 5 feet 8 and the following are all 5 feet 7
Alice Brady, Fifi
D'Orsay, Gwen Lee, Louise Dresser, and
Anna Q. Nilsson. Henry Garat appeared
;

to

All points of the compass want

—

Nancy B. I'm fine how'er you? And
thanks a lot for the swell-e-gant praise
anent our information department.
Sally
Eilers

was born on December 11, 1908, in
City.
She has auburn hair,

New York
brown

eyes,

is

5 feet

ZY2

inches

tall

and

weighs 107 pounds.
Chester Morris was
born on February 16, 1902, in New York
City. He is 5 feet 6 inches tall, weighs ISO
pounds, and has black hair and green eyes.
Norman Foster was born on December 13,
1903 also a New Yorker by birth.
In
"Tomorrow at Seven," Henderson, the air
pilot, was played by Cornelius Keefe.

—

Eddie W.
Colleen Moore and Gary
Cooper played in "Lilac Time," released

ties,

and stimulates

just a

everything
stage car-

plays with
Katharine Hepburn and Robert Young in
"Spitfire," Katharine's latest offering.

Fay

Wray was

born on December 15, 1907, in
She has brown hair, blue
feet 3 inches tall and weighs 114

Alberta, Canada.
eyes,

is

5

pounds.

Lorena M.

Donald Cook was on the

stage before entering picture

work

He was

in 1930.

born on September 26, 1901, in
Portland, Oregon. He is 5 feet \\y2 inches
tall, weighs 147 pounds, and has dark brown
hair and eyes.
His latest release is "Viva
Villa" with Wallace Beery. Sylvia Sidney
and Fredric March appear in "Good Dame."
Eddie Nugent plays with Lionel Barrymore, Fay Bainter from the stage, Mae
Clarke, Una Merkel, Mary Carlisle, Tom
Brown and Onslow Stevens in "This Side
of Heaven."
Eddie Nugent was born on
February 7, 1904, in New York City. He
is 6 feet tall, weighs 150 pounds, and has
dark brown hair and green eyes has had
a long stage training sang in the Metropolitan opera boys'
chorus
danced in
theatres, and played in various plays in
N ew York City. His first screen part was
in "Our Dancing Daughters," with Joan
Crawford.
;

—

;

— leaving

the tenderest

skin coolly refreshed.

There are 30 facials in a $1.50 jar. KLAYTONE is sold direct from the laboratory— your money back if not satisfied.

END
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KLAYTONE LABORATORIES
153Keorn x

Si.

No. 206

San Fronmco.

Cotif.

Broadway,

;

one American-made picture, "Adorable," with Janet Gaynor.

a natural cloy with astringent propersimultaneously refines, cleanses,

month; take your bow, Ralph, and
show 'em something about acting. When

;

in just

.

this

played in stock companies, doing
from acting as leading man to
penter. In 1930 he appeared on
then came a movie contract. Pie

gone!

and watch your skin freshen, lighten,
and clear almost magically. KIAYTONE,

know something about Ralph Bellamy

freshman in a Chicago high school,
he ran away from home and joined a
Shakespearian repertoire company.
He

is

GIVE YOUR OWN
FACIALS at home!

Singer."

with Katharine Hepburn.
/.

pain

the

FADED

GRAY

HAIR

Women.girls.men wtthfaded.gray.streaked hair, shampoo
and color your hair at the same time with my new
French discovery "SHAIYIPO - KOLOR". No tuss or
muss. Takes only a few minutes to merely shampoo into
your hair any natural shade with "SHAIV1PO-KOLOR".

—

No "dyed"look, but a lovely natural. most lasting color; unby washing, or permanent waving. Free Booklet.
Monsieur L. P. Valligny, Dept. 20, 254 W. 31st St.,

affected

New York

City.

RILL THE HAIR ROOT
My method positively prevents hair from
growing again.
Safe, easy, permanent.
Use it privately, at home.
The delightful relief will
bring happiness, freedom
of mind and greater success.
We teach Beauty Culture. Send 6^ in stamps

TODAY

for Booklet.
For promptness in writing
me. I will include a $2.00 Certificate for Mahler
Beauty Preparations.
D.J. MAHLER CO. .Dept. 29-G, Providence. R.I.

SONGS

-eft

TALKING

*

PICTURES

'JKLTIEJT

paid by Music Publishers and Talking Picture Producers.
Free booklet describes most complete song service ever
offered. Hit writers will revise, arrange, compose music to
your lyrics or lyrics to your music, secure U. S. copyright, broadcast your
song over the radio.
Our sales department submits to Music publishers
and Hollywood Picture Studios. WRITE TODAY for FREE BOOKLET.

UNIVERSAL SONG SERVICE,
Sierra Vista,

604

Meyer Bldg., Weslern Avenue and

Hollywood, California
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Here's

Hollywood

Continued from page 72

LOVES AND UNLOVES DEPT

THEY
tween

keep trying to rumor

beLee Tracy and Isabel Jewel.
When she left one contract, they said she
wanted to get away from that studio that
had employed Tracy that she wanted to
prove she could succeed "on her own."
About that time Lee went under contract
to another studio, so what does Isabel do
but cross gossipers, and herself go to that
same studio with Tracy, also under long
contract.
Then, too, Lupe and Johnny, (as famous
as "Frankie and Johnny," so why mention
last names?), are angry at gossips who hint
separation for them.
Lupe has gone on
record as saying that she intends to sue
any malicious gossipers, and she adds, "if
the gossip is a woman, I will beat the life
if a man, Tarzan will do the
out of her
walloping."
;

;

rifts

Maureen

NI lie's

O'Sullivan.
One day, a few
months ago, Jimmy and Lona Andre actually did start for a marriage license

longer.
An interesting romance is that of Marian
Nixon and director William Seiter. Years
ago, Marian and Seiter were under contract at Universal studio.
They were on
the verge of love, but before it became
Then Seiter marserious, they quarrelled.
ried Laura LaPlante, and Miss Nixon be-

bureau, but failed to arrive there.
Now
Dunn and Patricia "Patsy" Lee are cooing,
and as this is written, Jimmy is once more
looking at engagement rings.
Muriel Kirkland is being more and more
religiously esquired by Speed Post, while
the Mae Clarke-Sidney Blackmer nowwarm-now-cold affair is plenty hot for the
moment.
Patricia Ellis is quite excited
about Henry Willson, a writer.
Evalyn
Knapp, once nearly wed to Donald Cook,
was for a while enjoying a serious romance
with Hugh Enfield, but that's cold now, it
seems.

Richard Cromwell, long Katherine Dedevoted swain, is foot-loose; he has
been taking Mary Carlisle places. Hardie
Albright and Martha Sleeper managed to
keep their marriage a secret for one week,
although they wanted to keep it quiet
i

came Mrs. Joe Benjamin and later Mrs.
Eddie Hillman. Well, they're both divorced
now. Will their new romance run more
smoothly than their first?
The current James Dunn romance seems
serious, too
but his romances always do.
Last year, I'd have sworn he would marry

—

Stephen Ames, New York millionaire,
certainly is not superstitious. Why? Simply because, when he made Adrienne Ames,
(from whom he is divorced), his w ife, he
took her to Honolulu on a honeymoon, and
bought her a beautiful house on their return. Well, Steve recently married Racquel
Torres
and off they went on a Honolulu
r

—

honeymoon and he has promised

to

buy

her a beautiful house on their return.
As this is written, divorce papers may
be filed any minute in the Ruth ChattertonGeorge Brent mis-proceedings.
In the
meantime, Brent is taking Jean Muir places
but then, so is Phillip Reed, who was
wooing Marian Nixon, but isn't.
Roger
Pryor is completely daffy on the subject
of Ann Sothern, and it's mutual.
Most important of the last-minute rumors

—

Dan Cupid is the report that Mae
West and Jim Timony have reached a
issued by

Mae and Jim are
parting of the ways.
both tight-mouthed, so they'll say nothing,
but spies declare that they aren't together
as much as they were, although Jim remains her business manager. Too bad. if
true, for Timony was devoted to "Diamond
Lil."

BAXTER
WARNERdozen
six
fish-pond at his
for

placed an order

gold-fish

new home.

for

his

big

Heather
Angel's mother writes for English magaParamount's two "bad women,"
zines.
Mae West and Cleopatra Claudette Colbert,
were simultaneously influenza victims, their
Will
pictures were halted for days.
Rogers and Charlotte ("Alice In Wonderland") Henry are appearing together on
West coast stages in "Ah, Wilderness."
O. O. Mclntyre, in Hollywood for a
visit, declared that Genevieve Tobin possesses "the finest diction of any screen
Madge Evans braved a Pacific
actress."
ocean rip-ride to save her pet toy Peke.
and nearly got into too-deep water herself.
Crowds at preview of "Tarzan and
His Mate" greeted Johnny Weissmuller
with attempted imitations of his "Tarzan
Jean Parker has purchased
yell."
a sailboat, and spends her spare time
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

asea.

CROSBY'S house resembles a
branch of the United States Army.
That is because there are at least two
guards on duty at all times. Furthermore,
Bing has his own private arsenal, and he
never leaves the house without a pistol on
Continued personal threats, either
his hip.
from gangs or fanatics, have kept Bing in
a state of continual fret, so the crooner not
only employed guards but he also had himIf you don't think Crosby
self deputized.

BING

means

—

Films get them! One of Broadway's most popular sister teams you see why in
the picture above are to grace and be glorified in the films.
Just so you can
call them by their right names, that's Maxine on the left, and Virginia, right.

—

business,

statement

:

is

his

published
intent

near my family, my home, or
going to get killed."

who comes
myself

consider

"Anybody with criminal

You can use

all

the

Rouge and Powder you wish, yet

guard against ugly COSMETIC SKIN
"CAN my
large?

And

pores be growing
horrors! Is that a

blackhead!" Suddenly some
unhappy girl discovers her skin
growing coarse, unlovely
she is being robbed of beauty!

is

She

may

she has

not realize

it,

but

Its ACTIVE lather sinks deeply
into the pores, carries away
every vestige of dust, dirt,
stale cosmetics. Before you apply fresh make-up during the

to bed

easy to guard against.
Cosmetics Harmless

removed

this

Many women who

if

way

— use

Lux

\

use

cosmetics /but

thanks

Toilet Soap.

Precious Elements

Lux

modern way

*Of course

day — ALWAYS before you go

Cosmetic Skin— a

modern complexion trouble

this

-to

tUX

Toilet Soap

Soap contains precious
elements Nature puts in skin to
keep it youthful. The Hollywood
stars have used this soap for years!
Toilet

I

never worry

a bout Cosmetic

Skinl-

think they

are removing cosmetics thoroughly are leaving bits of
stale make-up in the pores.
When this happens, the pores

become clogged, distended.
Soon the warning

signals of

Cosmetic Skin appear.
Lux Toilet Soap is made

to

remove cosmetics thoroughly.
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creen's Misinterpretation of History!
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the Stats Overpaid?

Read What Lionel Barry more Says

AY FRANCIS and WILLIAM POWELL TALK ABOUT EACH OTHER

Making Friends

Isn't

All

a Matter of Personality

All

You
Referring

be too careful about

can't
to

social fault, a

halitosis,

unforgivable
woman of con-

the

New York

siderable prominence recently said:

"I
nice

at the number of reallyare fastidious about every-

am amazed

women, who

thing but their breath. They seem to take
when often,
its pleasantness for granted
too often, it is otherwise. Men, of course,

—

are even worse offenders.'
The truth about halitosis is that no one
is immune. Everybody has it at some time

or other. That is because food fermentation
and fergoes on in everybody's mouth

—

TO CHECK HALITOSIS

names used

in

the above photographs are fictitious

it

mentation produces odors. Tiny bits of food
that careful tooth brushing has failed to remove, are the most frequent causes of this
condition, says a leading dental authority.
Listerine, used as a mouthwash, checks
fermentation,

Then

attacks

As a
use Listerine
tween times

causes.

when

it reaches the bacteria.
that fermentation
odors
the
precaution against halitosis,
night and morning and bebefore meeting others. At

your druggist's now at new low

NOW

prices.

[

Mo.

[Bad Breath]

USE LISTERINE
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Lambert Pharmacal Company,
St. Louis,
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Dashiell Hammett's

"The Thin Man"
Arrives in Celluloid
deftness that
WITH
match for the daring

more than a
M-G-M's decision
to bring Hammett's popular novel, "The Thin
Man," to the screen, the production chiefs ena

is

of

trusted with the work have achieved a vital,
richly colorful and sparkling celluloid transcription of this best-seller mystery novel.

Of the many important studio factors
sponsible for this incisive combination of

humor and absorbing melodrama, by far
the most obvious triumph is William Powell's
acting.
His portrayal of the bibulous and debonair Nick, playboy and detective extraordinary who, much against his instincts for leisure,
finds himself involved in attempting the solution of a murder mystery, is, perhaps, as finished and glittering a performance as he or any
other actor has contributed to the screen. And,
matching him almost stride for stride in his
swiftly paced display of acting pyrotechnics,
Loy, who appears as Nora, fasciis Myrna
natingly unconventional but devotedly loyal
wife of Nick. Nat Pendleton, Maureen O'Sullivan, and Minna Gombell are the more prominently cast members of a splendid cast.
suspense as it progresses
to an astonishing climax to the series of killings
and false clues surrounding the complex
The picture sums up as a
Wynant case.
stimulating blend of laughs, chuckles and
chills.
A grand show for grown-ups.
retains

its

—

Delight Evans
Leonard Hall
.Laura Benham

..
TRAVELERS' RETURN. Richard Arlen
THE STARS' STUDIO HOMES
Reeves Harmon
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Martin Somers
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Whitney Williams
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Dell Hogarth
ANY GIRL CAN LEARN TO ACT. Pat. Patterson
James Marion
SO— NOTHING EVER HAPPENS TO IRENE DUNNE?
James M. Fidler
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the
more reasons than
brings together again Janet Gaynor
and Charles Farrell. It is thickly spread over
with sentiment, but you'll take that and
love it, even as you'll respond to the comedy

You

that

TALKIES
An episodic and thoroughly unconvincing
story detracts from many individually in-

will like this for

it

provided by James Dunn, abetted by
Ginger Rogers. Janet is the girl who loves
The
Charlie, but he does not know it.
heroine stands by till love, which had to
come, arrives. A good show.

teresting sequences developed in this swash-

buckling romance laid in Australia and dated
in the 1870's. Richard Dix appears as the
bandit who loves music and sets the heroine
on her path to success as a singer. She
chucks it all, to flee with him, the law at their
heels. Irene Dunne is charming to look at
and sings appealingly which helps a lot.

Delight Evans' Reviews

on Pages $6- 5

—

n
Smarty
Warners

Boris Karloff, Bela Lugosi, and a story
based on one of Edgar Allen Poe's tales,
accomplish what will cause great shivering
of spines. Made to live up to the "horror
film" standards, it often gets so seriously
involved in that job that at moments it
threatens to become funny. But not funny
The
enough to provide entertainment.
story is concerned with the sinister events
taking place in a sinister house presided over
by a sinister doctor with a murder complex.

Splendidly acted and produced version of
the stage play about a tyrannical dowager
who goes to the length of attempted murder
to separate her step-son from his bride
whom she thinks unworthy to bear the illustrious name of her house. Mary Morris
gives a commanding performance. Evelyn
Venable and Kent Taylor again prove an
ideally matched romantic team. The tone
of the picture is austere, with tension unrelieved, but it is absorbing.

—

Embar-

The
Merry

rassing

Mo-

Frinks

ments

Warners

Aline

MacMahon, Guy Kibbe. and Hugh

Herbert will have
unusually

Universal

Thrills
-1-

Chester

—

'

Merry
Wives
of Reno
Warners

as a counterfeiter
)lace

and back home
was on him.

into the fires of those antique standbys
wrong bedrooms, and such. Donald Woods

the kiddies.

and Margaret Lindsay appear prominently.

|1
"

Blondell appears as the nagging wife who
divorces her husband for slapping her,
marries her lawyer, but true love doesn't
come till he too slaps her. Miss Blondell,
Warren William as the husband, and Edward Everett Horton, as the lawyer
superlative! Here's your laugh tonic.

Despite the obvious, (slightly too obvious), efforts of Hugh Herbert, Guy Kibbe,
and Glenda Farrell, this is not as merry as
the title would indicate. The picture has its
moments, but they are too- far between.
The action reveals the woes of three married couples who get out of the frying pans

an abundance of
Morris and Marian
unusual story-plot into
The hero is a practical
ion is ribbed into beHe
for a murder.

and laughs

If there was ever more fun in a picture,
this reviewer had the misfortune to miss it.
Nearly every line of the dialogue produces at
Joan
least a giggle, with laughs plentiful.

.

jrising there form
for this romance

captain so

accom

he keeps out of
an ex-flame, now
The affair which
meeting brings on
William Powell
st have the leading

t

-.

.

very emphatically

Melodrama shot through with
comedy, with a
tertainment.

The

slapstick

only fair enstory with labored effort

result that

is

shows you what may happen when a
wealthy girl falls in love with an impecunious clerk. Follow stressful times of enforced
At a pawn shop of all
unemployment.

—

—

things the heroine, there to pawn her fur
coat, learns that she is going to have a baybee! Wallace Ford and Gloria Shea co-star.

for

August 19 34

:3

with John Lodge,

Directed by
If it's a

Sam

JaHe, Louise Dresser

JOSEF VON STERNBERG

Paramount Picture,

it's

the best

show

in town!
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Left to right:
Car bo in "The

the Great
Garbo, shout fans
by the score in
Still

Torrent,'' "Love,"
Anna Christie,"
her first talkie; "As

letters to this de-

'

'

partment!

Below, you see her
in her most famous screen char-

"Mata Hari,"
and ''Queen

acterizations.

Christina."

You Desire Me,"

Salutes!
The

first

eight letters receive

prizes of $5.00 each

WHAT DO YOU

Put your pet ideas on
paper and enter them for

flock to

Hepburn and Gable in "Taming of the
Shrew." Gaynor as Juliet; Garbo as Cleopatra.
"Merchant of Venice" with: Helen
Hayes, Portia; John Barrymore, Antonio;
"Twelfth
Barrymore, Shylock.
Lionel
Night" with: Diana Wynyard, Olivia;
Joan Blondell, Viola; Wallace Beery, Sir
Andrew; Lionel Barrymore, Malvolio.
Geraldine Hall,
R2, Box 315
Bessemer, Ala.

GETTING SERIOUS!

Joan Blondell and Loretta Young have
gotten us stenogs in a jam!
Thanks to
them, our boy friends think we should dress
as they do, and it can't be done, brothers,
on our little 'ole fifteen per. So, lay off,
Joan and Loretta, will you ? Thanks
Marie Murphey,
1372 Playford Ave.,
Zanesville, Ohio.

AND NO TWIN BROTHERS!
like Mickey Mouse because he's
We
original — never forges checks, with the
all

in-

evitable outcome
he isn't a weak-chinned
millionaire who can't make good until the
last reel.
With Mickey we're not made to
swallow the old plots we never know
where the next laugh is coming from.
;

Bernard Mintz,

Woodford

St.,

—

Something new? Yes the name that headlines this monthly convention of film-goers intent upon expressing their views about pictures
and picture people. And new pep, too, in the
always lively discussion of fans who take the
floor to analyze pressing matters looming on the
cinema horizon.
This month's mail pouch, billowing and bulg-

teams

like

—

!

isn't

—

he?
Starr Icyda,
Park Ave.,
Chicago, 111.

327. So. Central

IDEAS. And how many!

You Joan Blondell and Loretta Young! Oh,
you've done it all innocently, we know! But
do you realize the plight into which your enchanting impersonations threaten to plunge
America's young stenogs because their swains

IT
At

HAD TO HAPPEN!
Myrna

a growing disposition to demand of them
a perfection of charm and chic modeled upon
your characterizations?
And you, casting directors! Can you improve
upon some of the suggestions advanced in letters

Loy's brilliant talents are
being recognized.
She can veer from an
exotic siren to a sweet girl role with fine
effect and that's real versatility.
This cultured, beautiful and intelligent lady is sure

printed here?

to scale the heights.

show

Of

course, the fans have not gone so wholly
serious and technical that romance and raves
are diminishing.
The Admiration Society,
(may its membership increase, multiply and'
grow ever more articulate), is out in force.
And you, Fans! Don't you see what fun it is
to take the floor at these genial meetings of kindred spirits and voice your very own opinions?
And there's always wonderful inducement
substantial trophy of triumph
of $5 each for
the best 8 letters each month. Send your comments now. Confine them to topics of general
interest, and restrict them to a maximum of 50
words. Mail them to: Letter Dept., SCREEN-

—

LAND, 45 W. 45th

St.,

N. Y. C.

last

William McCauley,
28 Daviston

St.,

Springfield, Mass.

IT'S THE CAT'S PAW!
Page Harold Lloyd my risibles need
tickling.
Three times I saw "The Freshman" and even now the memories of his
antics set me to laughing.
Sex pictures
have got me down.
It will take a good
old-fashioned Harold Lloyd laugh yea,

—

guffaw

—

to put

me on my

—

feet again.

Lee Hamilton,
1425
rected these outstanding
handclaps, fans

pictures.

Dietrich-Von

WITHOUT MIRRORS, TOO!
to

!

she exposed her

to

many movie-goers who imagined

reigning queen of the movies had

TIP FOR

Ky.

HOLLYWOOD!

Producers look foolish when one of their
number "discovers" someone who has been
under their noses for years. They should,
too
Why don't they "discover" Paul
Cavanaugh as a romantic menace, and star
him in the Dell novel "Charles Rex?" The
part's a darb, and fits him beautifully
Beatrice McLaughlin.
!

Garbo
In "Queen Christina"
famous feet, unslippered
and stockingless. This was a genuine shock
Orchids

Rosewood Ave.,
Louisville,

Loud

Alma Johnson,
211 East Fourth St.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

CHEER FOR THE TEAM!
Sternberg, Gaynor-Farrell, Garbo-Gilbert,
have received generous tribute.
Now
there's a behind-the-screen team deserving
similar acclaim
Robert Riskin, who adapted "Lady For A Day" and "It Happened
One Night," and Frank Capra, who di-

All the time this guy Gable was known
as the Great Lover he was a great pain in
my neck But I've seen "It Happened One
Night" and gosh he's a grand comedian
and actor when he isn't pantingly, tragically "sexy-motional" all over the place.,

ing with pithy paragraphs, proves that Hollywood's screen creations are giving the fans

Worcester, Mass.

Many famous

City.

REMEMBER, WE'RE NEUTRAL!

—

7

Claudia D. Ermine,
691 East 230th St.,

a prize

see

IT'S

lesson

New York

THINK?

Highbrows and lowbrows would

Well, that taught the smart alecks a

feet.

the

mammoth

103-55 97th

Ozone Park, Long

St.,

Island.

for
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A BREAK FOR THE BARD!

more

Hepburn in "Morning Glory" made us
eager for her to complete Juliet, but someone has failed to anticipate our whetted deMr. Producer, Shakespeare is swell
sires.
entertainment, as well as good melodrama.
not cash in on what you made us

Why
like?

of

lieve In

Ames

you Rosemary

for

'We

Be-

You!"
Gloria Schacter,
645 West End Ave.,

New York

City.

NEW HIGH FOR NORMA!
you want to see an actress with beauty,
charm, wit, superb acting
—go to see
Shearer. Let us hope we may see
If

Mrs. Frank Elpers,
R. F. D.

ability

Norma

3,

Logansport, Ind.

ALL POINTS WEST!
Let us have a lot more West coming
What this
east, aye, North and South too
depressed old world needs just now is a
tonic of the West personality to be taken on
Mae has
its screens as often as possible.

more of her in such
Through" and her

pictures as "Smilin'
"Riptide," in
which she gives one of the finest performances of her career.
Isabelle Good,

60 Matchedash St.,
Canada.

!

the prescription and
frequently, please!

we want

it

HARDY PERENNIAL!
Why

6A West Dock

—Yorkshire,

Orillia, Ont.,

dispensed

not give Garbo "Tess of the D'Ubdo? She has all the inner fire
and the suggestion of fatalism necessary
for it. It would be an entirely new charervilles" to

Elsie Graves,

Hull

latest,

St.,

England.

REDUCE

Seer but not sinister! Boris Karloff, so chillingly cold on the screen, is
the opposite of that in real life. Above you see him telling Jacqueline
Wells' fortune between scenes for "The Black Cat."

—

OODLES OF MOODS!
I have no patience with those people who
insist that Garbo is "all personality."
personality is a mood and is characterized

Garbo, grander
with a specific appeal.
than ever in that grand picture "Queen
Christina," was a masterpiece of moods
not merely a certain or specific one.
Ralph E. Schroeder,
Shawano, Wise.

3 INCHES
new

acterization for her to undertake as
in its way as was "Anna Christie."

Helen Rhodes,
625 Cambridge B'l'v'd. S. E.,
Grand Rapids, Mich.

A

_

YOUR WAIST and HIPS

—

SAY IT WITH MUSIC!
Here's a rave from the home town for
Lyle Talbot. And are we proud of him
But now we want everyone to know that
So please give us
he can sing, and how
a break and give Lyle a singing role.
predict everyone will rave about him after
!

HAPPY LANDINGS!

We

Personality Kid
Yes, I'm
in the picture "The Bowery"?
referring to George Raft, alias The Kid.
Wouldn't it be a treat to see slick-haired

Do you remember The

Raft in that memorable picture
"The Patent Leather Kid." What a mug
Are you listening ProWhat a picture
ducers ?

that.

Ruth

Andy Andrews,
1050 N. 46th

St.,

Milwaukee, Wise.

RAY! FOR ROSEMARY
Congratulations are in order to Rosemary
Ames for her performance in "I Believed
In You." Our new star is real and possesses what is known as character which
want to see
is a V e trait these days.

We

St.,

Omaha, Nebr.

George

!

Slater,

1618 Locust

LIKES

HER THAT WAY!

Hurrah, hurrah
I've experienced "the
comes once in a lifetime." The
announcement that Katharine Hepburn's
next role will be "Joan of Arc" is grand
news. She was born to play this part. She
symbolizes courage, daring and inspiration
even her physique and general appearance
resemble the famous "Maid of Orleans."
Yvonne H. Willis,
!

10 DAYS

WE WANT

you to try the Perfolastic
Girdle. Test it for yourself for 10
days absolutely FREE. Then, if without
diet, drugs or exercise, you have not reduced at least 3 inches around waist and
hips, it will cost you nothing!
Easily, and Safely!
The massage-like action of this famous Perfolastic

Reduce Quickly,

Reducing Girdle takes the place of months of tiring
exercises and dieting. Worn next to the skin with
perfect safety, the Perfolastic Girdle gently massages
away the surplus fat with every movement, stimulating the body once more into energetic health.

Don't Wait Any Longer. Act Today!
You can prove to yourself quickly and definitely
whether or not this very efficient girdle will reduce
you. You do not need to risk one penny ... try it
. „

then send it back if you are not
.
completely astonished at the wonderful results.
The illustrations above show the Perfolastic

for 10 days

.

.

Girdle worn with
Perfolastic

and

Detachable

-without the new
Uplift Brassiere.

SEND FOR TEN DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER r

PERFOLASTIC,

thrill that

89 Suffield St.,
Hartford, Conn.

in

with the PERFOLASTIC GIRDLE
...or it will cost you nothing!

Inc.

Dept. 738,
41 EAST 42nd ST., New York, N.Y.
Please send me FREE BOOKLET describing
and illustrating the new Perfolastic Girdle and
Brassiere, also sample of perforated rubber and
particulars of your 10-DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER.

Name
Address
Use Coupon or Send

-

Name and Address

on Penny Post

Card
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SCREENLAND
TO JOHN BARRYMORE — for
the

most

adroit

portrayal

of

brilliant career, that of the
exhibitionistic stage producer in
his

"Twentieth
Century."
How
Barrymore enjoys playing that
part
and how audiences enjoy
watching his fireworks!
Ap-

—

plause, too, for his supporting
players: Carole Lombard, Walter Connolly, and Roscoe Karns,
seen below.

HONOR
TO THESE
ARTISTS!
CLJohn Barrymore
CLShirley

Temple

dEdward Arnold
dFrank Morgan

TO SHIRLEY TEMPLE— for

being not only

the most deliciously appealing little personality ever captured by a movie camera, but for
her amazing talents as an actress in "Little
This
Miss Marker," with Adolphe Menjou.
baby is no freak performer, but a clever
trouper who can make the most of every
scene with never a cringe from the customers.

r

August 19 34
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^onor

'Page

Yes—we know we call it
our Honor "Page." But
what can you do when
there

are

players that

so

it is

to select only

award? In

many

fine

impossible

one for the

all fairness,

we

must give honor where
honor is due! Loud huzzas,
cheers, and laurels, then, for
four exciting performances

—

TO EDWARD ARNOLD new monarch of "heavy-hero" roles.
As Joan Crawford's bibulous millionaire-husband in "Sadie
McKee," Mr. Arnold picks up the picture and reels off with it.

MORGAN—

TO FRANK
master of the difficult art of
screen subtlety, for his panic performance as the dallying
Duke in "The Affairs of Cellini." Of course it's a fat
part, but what other actor could have made it ingratiating rather than merely ridiculous?
Morgan steals the
show from Constance Bennett, left, and Fredric March.

Scree

12

A SUAVE VILLAIN —
A DEEP MYSTERY —
A STUNNING GIRL —
» » »

That's

Drummond

Bulldog
wanted! And
all

Scotland Yard spent the
unhappiest hours of its life
learning that Drummond
."got" his
... as usual
.

villain

.

.

.

.

and got

his girl

©

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK
p resents

w

m

YOUNG
LORETTA
UNA MERKEL
OLAND

WARNER
•

CHARLES RUTTERWORTH

Directed by

CENTURY
PICTURE

a

•

ROY DEL RUTH

DARRYL

F.

•

Released thru

UNITED ARTISTS

ZANUCK

production

•

land
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An Open

Letter to Barbara Robbins

DEAR

totally different, to start a new
cycle!
For example: right in
the Hepburn
the midst of

Miss Robbins:
You're the latest!

I

am watching you

leave

vogue, with Anna Sten as runner-up, there appears the latest
rave, not another import, but a
baby a four-year-old named
Try to figure
Shirley Temple!

for Hollywood, where your
very first role will be opposite
John Barrymore. I am hearing
you called "A second Katharine
Hepburn." I am wishing you
But I am also going to
luck.
give you a word (or two), of
advice.

Yes,

girl

little

—

And

— Grandma

anybody wants

at all like La Hepburn's
amazing appeal, but quietly po-

tent

is

film,

At

ond Hepburn."

burn"

"A

fine.

—

visions

of

first,

Katharine Hepburn and Carole
Lombard. And there will be
your unseen army of boosters,
the ever-eager, hopeful, warmhearted movie-going public, to

urge you on.

this

all

Hispano-Suizas, deluxe suites on
and, I may add,
ocean liners
dirty dungarees. But how does
it work out, this "second some-

—

— we

—but

as

you

1.

Wear

overalls, dungarees,

breeches, trousers, or just plain
pants.
2. Be photographed with a

Pickford,"

promote a "second" star,
along comes a fresh personality;

Remember

to succeed

agents, don't let them persuade
to do any of these things:

body" stuff? Not, if you will
examine the records, so very
well.
Ask your uncle what
happened to the "second Mary

to

want you

Barbara Robbins, someone new,
someone different, not as anSo
other holy terror- Hepburn.
no matter how much you are
tempted by well-meaning praise-

hits,

Mary Miles Minter.
Remember Dietrich had to live
down her "second Garbo" publicity.
The irony of it is that
whenever a film company tries

first

—

second Hep-

smash

Your

A Coat, A Glove,"

Hat,

—

—

screen success, after a pleasant
but modest career on Broadway
and in stock. And already your
company is calling you "a sec-

sounds

nevertheless.

"A

will give you excellent opporif he
tunity. John Barrymore
will
likes you, and he'd better
help you from the wealth of his
great experience, as he helped

think you can
ask
take it. And I can give it
Joan Crawford and Constance
Bennett.
You're on the high road to
I

I

not

advice. It's easier to give than
But from your nice,
to take.

frank smile,

so

You have an
ising from here.
individual, unactressy charm

really wants, is a word of advice.
As a matter of fact, the

thing

can't.

hope, instead of believing all the ballyhoo, you,
Miss Robbins, will carve your
own career. It looks very prom-

Evans knows that about the last
thing an excited young actress
on her first trip to Hollywood

last

You

that out.

monkey.

Young hopeful on her way to Hollywood.' Will Barbara Robbins, called "a
second Hepburn," win screen fame?

3. Thumb your nose at newscameramen.
4. Be rude to reporters.
5.

Take yourself

seriously.

SCREENLAND
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Grand Duchess Marie
Royal Dynamite! Direct Descendant of Catherine the Great of Russia
Reveals the Real Truth about Historical Romance on the Screen!
EDITOR'S NOTE: When the Grand Duchess Marie saw the
motion picture, "Catherine the Great," she decided she must write
about it and SCREENLAND was the magazine fortunate enough to be
Perhaps only Screenland
selected to publish her exclusive article.
would be courageous enough to print the Grand Duchess' article
It must be pointed out that her expres
exactly as she has written it!
sion of opinion in no way reflects the editorial opinion of Sreenlani
star
as to the entertainment value of the film, "Catherine the Great,"
img Elizabeth Bergner. As a matter of fact, the film was most favorably
But in the interests of truth, we are
reviewed in this magazine.
proud to present to the American public this frank and fearless review
who is, like every screen spectator, entitled
by Grand Duchess Marie

—

—

her honest opinion, and is also particularly Qualified, as a member
judge the merits of a
of the last Imperial Russian royal family, to
And
picture based on one of her country's outstanding personages.
now let us know what you think! We want your honest opinion!
10

of
DISTORTION misinterhis-

torical facts,

pretation of historical
characters and historically incorrect settings were for
a long time a special privilege
of Hollywood and a privilege of
which Hollywood availed itself
freely and with no scruples.
Hollywood was sure that history

Right, another portrait of Catherine the Great as we may assume
she really looked, in uniform.

Acme
Portrait of the Empress Catherine by Johann
The colorful life of
Baptist Lampi the elder.
Catherine the Great has inspired two current
film romances. Read what Grand Duchess Marie
says about the cinema conception of the Empress.

such as it had been lived and recorded would not hold
the public's interest, and history had to be rewritten
according to Hollywood ideas.
But in the last years this situation has undergone a
decided change for the better. The studios possess at
present their own reference libraries and their own staffs
of technical advisers whose business it is to make the
details of a historical production as correct as possible.
And now Hollywood is turning out historical pictures
the plots of which, although doctored up, are plausible;

and the ensemble of which

is

studied.

The Czinner version of the story of Empress Catherine of Russia reminds one of the good old Hollywood
days when from the sheer ignorance of those in authority a historical production on the screen degenerated
into a farce.
Yet the story of Empress Catherine such as it was
lived by her in reality is worthy of a better treatment. It

What a different Catherine created by Elizabeth Bergner, the great European star! Above, a scene from
Bergner's screenplay "Catherine the Great."
,

contains possibilities of drama and romance which have
not been touched upon by the director. Catherine was
one of the boldest, one of the most interesting figures
amongst the rulers of the eighteenth century; and it

for
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EXPOSES
Screen's Misinterpretation
of

History!
By
Grand Duchess Niarie
coarse and uncouth, and whom she loathed from the
very beginning of her association with him. Catherine
started early to plan and to plot for the future and in
this planning displayed cleverness and cunning which
were surprising in one as inexperienced as she was. At
no time was she the
pathetic little figure, the
love-sick bride with eyes
brimming over with tears

which Elizabeth Bergner
has to make of the youthful but firmly scheming
Catherine.

Catherine
at that period

Grand Duchess Marie, member of the last reigning
family of imperial Russia, from her most recent
portrait.
The internationally celebrated author
of "Education of a Princess" here gives you an
indictment of the inaccuracies in historical films.

through her own
and ambition
that she developed into not only
a great stateswoman but also into
one of the most enlightened and
cultured minds of her time. Since
her arrival in Russia as a little
German Princess her aim had
been to occupy the Russian throne
independently and she achieved
it.
She possessed a dynamic per-

was

will,

entirely

intelligence,

sonality,

but also

knew how to be patient,
how to draw advantage from

every

situation.

When very young she became the wife
of a prince who was mentally unbalanced,
and public alike applauded Elizabeth Bergner in
"Catherine the Great." She became, with one picture,
a popular screen personage in America. See "Catherine
the Great" if you haven't already done so then be
sure to read the Grand Duchess Marie's article on these
pages! What do you think?

Press

—

.

of her life led
a retired existence in her
(

C ontiniied

011

page 95)
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a

Nat
and

a

Googie

Otherwise
Burns and Allen!
News about this famous
team of screen, stage and
George and Grade to you; "Nat" and "Googie" to
each other don't ask us why. They're off for Europe,
and they'd rather not talk about Grade's brother, if
you don't mind.

—

Y

OUR

correspondent

discovered

"Nat"

and

"Googie" at home only after a thorough search
of the twenty-second floor of a great New York
hotel.

If "Nat" and "Googie" had been found, instead, at
42nd Street and Broadway, they would be Mr. George
Burns and Miss Gracie Allen, at whose screen shadows
thousands scream nightly, and whose voices, wafted
weekly over the ether, bring joy to countless American

homes.
I thought

would be much jollier to discover the
famed team "at home," which to these veteran troupers
is anywhere their wardrobe trunks are dropped by perIn these surroundings, they become
spiring porters.
is
George's
real name, and "Googie," which
"Nat," which
is

it

the giggling Grade's pet name.

Burns and Allen were names famous and beloved by
American vaudeville fans before ever a tube-set

air

By Leonard Hall
a screen squeaked.
theatre, op'ry house, lodge-hall,

squawked or

They had played every
and tent between Port-

land and Portland.

Without warning, vaudeville was shot from under
them by a barrage of talking pictures. Instead of looking for the nearest breadline, the pair found movie magnates and radio tycoons hurling great masses of Ameripaid
can money at them. After years of the modestly
product
ultimate
two-and-three-a-day, they became the
of a world gone talkie-mad and radio-daffy.
But before we prod deeper into the life and times
era,
of these charming products of our slightly goofy
flickering
our
of
News
them.
let us print the news about
favorites is considered of general public interest.

news in re Burns and Allen.
Item One: They are going to adopt a baby! The
fact
white heat of this news is slightly modified by the
on
page
70)
(Continued
are
Burns
that Mr. and Mrs.
This, then,

is

the

August 19 3 4
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"We enjoyed every minute
of the trip, but" and
Dick's smile said the rest,
"we are mighty glad to be
back."

—

Travelers'

Retur
The happy Arlens
back
it!

home— and

Dick

about

their

glad of

you

tells

are

all

vacation

By
Laura Benham
Dick,

and

Joby,

—

Dick, Jr. they
hit the high spots
Europe, and
remembered the
of

best

moments

of

their trip to re-

count to you
Richard Sr.,

.

,

back

to

Hollywood

to

rushed

make

a

new

pic-

"Ready for
Love," in which
ture,

he will appear
again with Ida
Lupino.

and Jobyna Ralston Arlen have often
RICHARD
been called the sanest and most unaffected couple
in

Hollywood.

From

the beginning they have been thoroughly
consistent in maintaining their sense of proportion and
retaining their perspective. More than any other members of the cinema colony they are typical of the aver-

age young American and his wife.
This complete normalcy characterizes everything they
do and was proven anew by their account of their recent
vacation abroad
their first. For during the two months
that they spent in the Old World, they saw Europe not
through the eyes of two celebrities, but as any keenminded young couple might view it with respect and
appreciation, with sympathy and a sense of humor.
And upon their return, they related their experiences
with a candor and ingenuousness seldom encountered in
the world's acclaimed.
"We had a grand time but we're glad to be back,"
they greeted me in unison when I saw them soon after

—

—

—

\

New

York.
and
we enjoyed every minute
of our trip. But trying

they arrived in

"Europe was

great

to cover so much territory
and see so many things
within a limited time is

very tiring. We'll need a
long rest in Hollywood
to recover from our vacation

!"

"And for our bankbalance to recover," Dick
added with a grin. "There
(Continued on page 82)
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KAY FRANCIS
and

POWELL

BILL

Talk About

Each Other
DECORkaTING

"Oh

and in 'Ladies' Man,'
thrown off a high
balcony just after we had
straightened out our romance,

Kay

too!
"I remember when we started
'Ladies' Man' we were neither
one so enthusiastic over the
story, and we've often laughed
at B. P. Schulberg's clever strat-

egy in arousing our interest. He
patted us on the back and told
Bill that no other actor was as

hearts.

In the most prominent spot of
a large picture hearing the
inscription: "From your perennial lover, Bill Powell."
Kay explained, in that deep,
husky voice so familiar to us on
"Yes, we've been
the screen:
lovers in six pictures but our
all is

capable of endowing the difficult
character with the necessary qualThen he explained that
ities.
there were three reasons why he
First,
put me into the picture.
the movie audiences wanted to
see us together again. Of course,
this was his trump card and it
Then he
pleased us immensely.
said my part was a sappy one and
he was sure I would make it less
sappy. The third reason was that
Bill died in the end and left me
and that was what the fans ex!"
pected from us

—

romances never include the
'happy-ever-after' sequence. Bill
always leaves me in the final
!"
fade-out
film

first

"In our
'Behind the

off.

together,

Make-Up,' he committed

killed,

—

—

She checked them

yes,

he was

dressing-room
Francis
is a treasured collection
of photographs of the
handsome heroes with whom she
has played during her film caRonald Colman, Ricardo
reer.
Cortez, Richard Barthelmess, and
many others for Kay's screen
life is spent collecting masculine

suicide.

Chance,' the only
In
Kay Francis smiles as she talks about
one in which we w<= 'e really ever
With William Powell and Kay
Bill you'll know why when you read
married, he was shot. This was
she said.
what
fashionFrancis, the screen's
my first leading part and I was
super-sophisticates,
plates
and
terribly upset for fear my work
playing in six pictures together without a single flarewouldn't be good enough for a Powell picture. But he
up nor a tiny scrap or even a hasty word, not one, who
was so fine through it all, helping and encouraging me,
dares to say film stars are temperamental ?
and by the time it was finished I had gained a new con"Congenial? Oh, very," Kay brushed aside my quesfidence.
"Making a picture with Bill is always a grand adand
tion.
jail,
"In 'For the Defence' poor Bill was sent to
He's generous to work with, has an unfailing
venture.
'The
Passage'
died
In
Jewel
we both
in 'One Way
humor,
is witty, has a fine code of honor, and
of
sense
according
him,
went
away
followed
he
and
I
Robbery,'
'Street of

—

!

to the scenario."

She added with a laugh, "I hope

I

caught him
"If
his

I

had been

have

in

'The Key,'

Bill's last picture

under

contract, as it was first planned, it would
been the old story again he would have left me

Warner

—

so essentially a gentleman
"I shall never forget when

under

all conditions.
started 'The Jewel Robbery.'
I was worn out having made four pictures in a
row, finishing the last one at seven o'clock one night and
is

we

starting 'The Jewel Robbery'

{Continued on page 72)
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Kay and Bill tell you
what they think of
each other

as acting

partners as well as per-

behind the

sonalities

make-believe of their
roles

screen lovers

as

By Maude Cheatham

WHEN

I

mentioned

in

many

pictures
with Kay Francis, I
met an enthusiastic
his

.

with
lure
She's

windows

its

shimmering

There were no outward

evi-

together.
I wondered just
the crashing of his
romance went in his heart. He
appeared to be the same suave
life

how deep

and poised Mr. Powell.
7
spoke of this the suave and
raised.
I was biding my time to
:

speak of Carole.
"Ah, be sure and

William

women—
that

is

about
but when he speaks of Kay,
another topic altoge h
Powell

comrade.
us when we are together is
or excited we both drop into
a fluttery stammer.
She goes ah-ah-ah, while I stutter
fu-fu-fu. By the time we come to we're speechless with
laughter.
So is everyone else who hear? us."
were chatting over luncheon at Bill's home in
Beverly Hills. There was a Serene and comfortable atmosphere pervading the beautiful rooms. With efficient
servants the "feminine touc h" seems no longer necessary

We

French
the

dences of heartbreak or disillusionment anywhere around, yet
this was the very house where
Bill and Carole spent their brief

She's sincere, a square-shooter, a real

"An amusing thing about
we become interested

onto

ant.

humor, and with an uncanny understanding of a man's mental processes she always gets

that as

The

opened

of the cypress hedge,
fragrant in the noon-day sun.
It was peaceful and very pleas-

a thoroughly unconscious
captivates everyone.
that

his viewpoint.

I

reflection

feminine,

a very real person, vital,
alive.
She's well-read and is a
stimulating conversationalist. Kay
also is blessed with a gorgeous

excel.

ming pool with

—

deliriously

disconcerting,

little

patio and a
garden, gay in a riot of flowers.
Beyond, I could see the swim-

Kenneth MacKenna. (Meaning
Kay's recently divorced husband.)
is

was a

admitted to myself, as I watched
the butler's quiet serving of a
menu no woman's planning could

response from William Powell.
"Playing opposite Kay has
been one of my happiest experiences since coming to the screen,"
he said, warmly. "She is not only
a fine actress but a grand girl.
We've worked and played together so long that I couldn't
settle on any single quality I admire most. We've made pictures
at both Paramount and Warners
studios, where we were both under contract. Also, we have gone
around with the same little social
group.
She knew Carole very
well (meaning Carole Lombard,
the ex-Mrs. Powell)
and I knew

"Kay

maintaining the perfect home.
It

generalizes

I

jwr

call

me

suave

and polished
Add sophisticated,
Every story about me
too
dwells and dwells on these adjectives," and he flashed a little!

!

g™1 not i n the least sophisticated.
|"If you but knew what it cost me to attain these qualitils f" he teased.
"Believe me, they were laboriously cultivated through years of effort. As a boy in school just
beginning to dream of a stage career I was handicapped
by an inferiority complex. Tragic as this was, it urged
me on to self-expression. I yearned to have poise, to be
suave above all else in the world, and in my determination to become an actor I forced myself to assume the
characteristics and mannerisms of other people.
I playacted to myself, continually.
"Ten years on the stage (Continued on page 72)
bfy
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The

Stars'

Studio

Homes

Radiating the loveliness of the

whom it is dedicated,
the dressing-room of Madge
Evans, illustrated above, and
one of the most attractive
in Hollywood.

star to

is

Observe the pictures left, and
above, then guess whose dress-

ing-room! Right! Jean Harlow designed these commodious quarters herself. Expressive of the star's individuality.

for

August 1934

2

You're privileged to peek into
the dressing-rooms of your
film favorites, personally con-

ducted by Screenland!

Where the

My ma

versatile

Loy prepares to
face the cameras revealed above and at the
left.
A charming and
cozy suite, don't you

—

think?

Diana Wynyard's delicate charm

is

reflected

scheme of her dressingroom, shown at the left, above.

in the decorative

Clark

Gable

would

naturally

select drapes with

a decorative motif pertaining to his favorite

sport

— horsemanship

Above, a corner of the
Gable dressing-room.

You can see for yourself
who are the favorite actors and actresses of

—

Claudette Colbert seen
above in her dressingroom. The color scheme
is white and blue.

Solid comfort amidst the
business-like surroundings of an executive's
office, is Bing Crosby's
idea! See how neatly he

has accomplished his
plan

—picture

at

left.

SCREENLAND

The

Stars

actor breaks long silence! And when
his mind,
a Barrymore finally decides to speak
you hear plenty!

Famous

Phillips

By Henry Albert

BARRYMORE and sat in his tower
IIONEL
in a Park Avenue hotel where Barrymore
I

suite

was

^domiciled during his Manhattan personal appearI kept fancying it was just a
ance interlude.
all
and the interview just another
Hollywood "set" after
It
Barrymore play.
dramatic
emotionally
delightful,
conversation
our
as
way
more
that
and
became more
_

proceeded.

was when the subject of censorship of the motion
picture was broached, that Lionel Barrymore fairly
It

leaped out of his comfortable chair into action and into
"character" of the back-stage Barrymore that one often

hears about but, unfortunately, one very seldom sees.
a damned curious thing, if you
"It's a curious thing
we want always to tabuAmerica
in
here
how
ask me
everything and everylabel
to
and
pigeonhole
late and to
than
If you are seen crossing Broadway more
!

body

—

—

!

Broadway
twice a day, you are straightway labeled: 'A
Pedestrian !' And then of course you will have to behave
behavior that
like a Broadway Pedestrian— whatever
will be seyou
or
calls for in their one-tracked mind
to—their
down
or
to—
verely criticised for not living up
with the
same
the
It's
be.
idea of what you ought to
up with
tied
and
labeled
nicely
all
They've got it
screen

—

for
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Overpaid?
Read What

Lionel

Barrymore
Says!

lAlttULII'KliKMlIllM
blue ribbon. Like a pet put in a box and suffocating because a misguided 'friend' hasn't left an
airhole to admit sunshine, fresh air and a little
I've seen plays curl up and
freedom of action
die by inches in production, because the producers
were afraid of what critics might say about them,
if they were allowed to develop naturally, as every
living thing should."
It seemed to me that Mr. Barrymore was taking
it all a little too much to heart, until I noticed as
he stood there looking out over Park Avenue
from our 36-story elevation, that his vision had
approximated distant Broadway itself the Broadway that he had not seen for a period of seven
Even Broadway had
long professional years.
criticized him, for having gone plumb Hollywood.
That's what was getting in his hair at the moment. The "Royal Family" of Barrymores never
could stand criticism.
"I honestly can't think why my interest in
Hollywood should preclude all interest in Broadway, or the other way about. As far as I'm concerned, Hollywood and Broadway do not tread
on each other's toes. To me, pictures and the
stage are just two different mediums of arriving
if our critics mean to
at the same conclusion
infer that I am quitting the pictures and going
back to the stage. What's the difference to the
artist
if he really is an artist and is sincere in
So he won't talk, eh? Well, leave it to SCREEN LAND to grab
wanting to create a work of art, whether it be a
the one and only Lionel Barrymore interview! Henry Albert
?"
motion picture, a stage play or a canvas
Phillips, noted author, cornered the actor and made him
Mr. Barrymore turned away from the window
say things which you'll enjoy reading.
sharply and gave me a long piercing look, so
familiar in decisive moments throughout his
to take some of the heat out of his conjectures.
It was
screen plays, contracting his brows and wrinkling up
Somehow,
the
in
pic"in
character."
resentment
most
talented
men
of
one
of
the
his fine sensitive features
tures against petty criticism.
the hypercritical
Lionel Barrymore knew
I had become the villain of this piece
and felt what he was talking about, for he could have
public and he was putting me on the spot.
been equally a great concert pianist or a great painter,
"They want to standardize everything," he continued,
"Movies,
if he had followed them to the heights as he had the
raising a warning and expressive finger.
They want to measure them profession of acting. His work as a motion picture
drama, art, places, people
director had astonished the industry.
all by the yard
to censor them according to the narrow
"It's all futile
vision of their own souls
and one that into trim everything, to take
a futile gesture!
the beauty and the personality out of everybody Hell's
furiates me. This widespread public squawking at
!

—

—

—

—

—

!

;

—

;

—

!

bells!"

Mr. Barrymore hurried over to the thermos carafe
and took a gulp of ice-water, as though in an effort

Hollywood

art,

— Hollywood
me

a

moment

Hollywood salaries, Hollywood behavior
and Hollywood that !" He glared at

this

with a shake of (Continued on page 78)
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The Imp
that's

known as

Angel
Here's

whose
has been

Heather,

young life
more eventful than any
film she has ever made!

By
Reeves Harmon

•

ANGEL'S name
HEATHER
though
Heather
Angel,

is

really

people

She was born
town of
1909—
February
9,
on
England,
Oxford,
like
continued
and
baby—
round
fat,
nice,
time
some
for
that
seldom believe

it.

in the beautiful university

was spent in the hisinto this
toric English town where she came
garcollege
the
world, and she would play in

Her

early childhood

the
dens, surrounded by old gray walls, with
by.
drifting
slowly
lazy river Thames
The river mists at Oxford are full of

she looks so
Her name is really Heather Angel! And although
might
heroine
movie
rise and
any
life
they
a
had
has
she
fragile,
delicate and
secrets
it.
about
all
you
tells
story
This
spires,
envy for thrills and excitement!
curl dimly about the tall towers and
climbing to
they look like great ghosts
absorbs a
child
imaginative
An
Heaven.
outlook.
brought in her life— new surroundings, a new
knowing it. When
o-reat deal in that atmosphere without
chilthe
and
work
to
out
went
mother
After that, the
story to her teddyshe was very small, Heather told a
quite
was
Heather
farm.
a
on
time
dren spent much
there was a
bear which began: "Once upon a time,
She went out early
sure she would become a farmer.
which
whiskers
and
face,
its
cloud, and it had a bulge on
be seen
every morning to drive in the cows and could
story wasn t
reached from here to Africa—" Pity that
butterof
bunch
trotting along singing to them, with a
possibilities!
finished for it opened up endless
cups in her hand as a prod.
position
Heather's father, Andrea Angel, occupied the
any
She never teased animals as some children do
Church College, in
of lecturer and tutor at Christ
tenfor
cared
and
stray dog or cat was brought home
make exOxford. He taught chemistry and he would
She had some sort of power over them, for she
derly.
from
periments in his laboratory. When he came home
it to sleep
could take a kitten wild with play and put
work Heather and her sister, one year older than herself,
was the
She
minutes.
two
in her arms in less than
like
would rush at him and say, "What do you smell
clean or
her
keep
to
tried
who
despair of any grown-up
(Referring to the chemical odors that
today, Daddy?"
could
she
high
how
see
to
being
sport
tidy her favorite
clung to his clothes!)
ditches.
across
jump
could
she
far
how
or
in a tree
War broke out when Heather was five and that climb
to school,
course, by this time, Heather had started
Of
chemist
head
went
as
father
changed the family life. Her
girl.
good
all
a
but if the truth were known she wasn't at
dangerous work
in a munition factory, engaging in very
always
mistresses
Whatever school she attended, the
One evening, there was a fire. Hundreds of tons of thought she'd do better somewhere else
But Heather
the
T N. T. exploded. Mr. Angel rushed into one of and
a wonderful
had
She
didn't mind— she liked a change.
firemen—
blazing buildings to rescue some of the
spent more
generally
so
faculty, too, for catching thing?
England said he was one of her greatest heroes. The
classroom.
me
time in the hospital than in
King awarded the highest medal for bravery under fire,
"Heather Angel," demanded the games mistress
little
a
such
butlieather had lost her father. Though
(Continued on page 77)
angrily, at the end of one
change it
mite, she realized her loss and the great

—when

and romance

—

!

for
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She Said
"NO!"
Claire Trevor actually

refused a film offer
from the famous producer!
Read about it!

By
JSAartin

Because she felt she had not had sufficient experience, Miss
Trevor turned down her first motion picture offer! She's a young
woman of courage, as this exclusive story about her proves toyou.

'M

I

NOT

going to

was broken when
to leave

it

fall
I

that way.

wear and

in love,

was
It

quite

because

my

heart
prefer
of time and

young and

saves a

lot

I

!"

tear
Those, gentle readers, are the words of wisdom as
expounded by Claire Trevor, latest of the up-and-at-'em

group of

actresses,

whose acknowledged head

is

Glenda

Indeed, Claire and Glenda photograph surprisingly alike, although each retains her own individual
Farrell.

characteristics.

Pretty, pert and twenty-two, Claire barged into pictures from the New York stage, and immediately was
whisked away to Arizona for a horse opera opposite
George O'Brien. While out there in the sage and cactus,
trying to emulate the western star in shooting tarantulas
and gila monsters with a six-gun, she had plenty of time
to map out her future career in the studios
and Section
One specified that romance would play no part in it.
Accordingly, she's making every effort not to fall in
love, and this, over a period of ten months, is quite an
achievement.
Particularly, when there are so many
desirable males ever at hand, ready and eager to take
her places and embark upon a cruise of domestic bliss.
"I almost had another heartbreak shortly after I

—

\
,)

Somen

arrived in town, though," she confesses, "but
luckily I came to my senses before too many
complications were encountered. I remembered in time the schedule I had set for
myself, so the affair went no farther.
But
sometimes the allurements are very attractive and the going is rather tough."
She's quite frank and above-board, is this
gal whose breezy manner has intrigued
audiences the country over.
"When I was in Los Angeles several
years ago with the 'Whistling In the Dark'
company, Ernest Truex' play, several studios
took tests of me and Mr. Irving Thalberg,
one of the chief executives at M-G-M,
called me out to his office and offered me a

contract.
I told him I didn't want it then
for
screen, I preferred to remain on
the
I wasn't ready
the stage.
"At first, he wouldn't believe I was serious. Here

a girl, still unknown to the general public, who
the temerity to turn down a much-envied contract
It just didn't sound reasonable, for the salary amounted
to much more than I was making as Ernest Truex' leading lady on the stage. As I think back, I wonder now
how I ever had the nerve to try pictures, after refusing
his generous offer.
But here I am, and maybe you don't

was
had

!"

think I'm glad I came to Hollywood
You can gather by her turning down a highly remunerative studio contract point-plank just what type of person
She realized she hadn't had
Claire Trevor really is.
enough experience to be successful on the screen. And
as long as acting was to be her career, why not wait
until she had gained that experience before attempting
to crash the movies.
Those who know Claire well, though, will tell you
that's the word that deIndependent
she's like that.
that and the fact that she's deucedly
scribes her
!

—

—

courageous.
As her first professional engagement, she went to Ann
Arbor, Mich., to play in a (Continued on page 95)
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wish to achieve
that glorious figure you have

If

you

really

dreamed about,

advice given here

by James

Davies, Hollywood's

Famous
swear by the

screen stars
Davies methods.
too,

favorite

culturist.

physical

Gail Patrick, selected by James Davies as
the Hollywood actress with the best
shaped arms.

the

follow

may

find

Now
the

you,

way

to

health and loveliness by making the most of our exclusive

Mary

Boland, right,
has the finest

series of articles, of
is

which

this

the third

carriage of

any actress
in pictures,

accord ing to
Davies.

Sylvia Sidney, left,

possesses
the prettiest

back, says
James Davies.

you how to
and the
up,
build vourself
explained
I
that
"before
J month
how to take off surplus weight.
But there are many of you who
feel that you are neither very much
underweight or overweight, as a

AST

month

I

told

_

—

whole the trouble
and skinny there!

is

you're fat here

I've seen girls with lovely feet and
legs

whose

'hip

measurements were

out of all reason, and I've heard girls
with otherwise beautiful figures bemoaning the thickness of their ankles.
Maybe you are half satisfied with
your reflection when you look in the
mirror maybe you feel that if only
;

something could be done about your
round shoulders, or your incipient
double chin, or your big waist, you
could give Marlene Dietrich a run for
_

money maybe
Accompanying

her

\

you're right

;

!
_

this

article

is

a
of

schedule giving measurements
seven glamorous actresses together
with the measurements of the cele-

Here's Jim Davies Practicing
What He Preaches!
Have you been following this series of
exclusive articles in which James Davies,
physical culture advisor to such noted
stars as Miriam Hopkins, Claudette
Colbert, Mae West, and many others,
gives you exactly the same exercises
that he uses to help the stars achieve and
maintain their Hollywood

—

figures?

If

this, the third
not, start right now
article in the series, is just as fascinating

—

and second. And now we
announcing that Mr.
Davies will answer the most interesting
questions as to weight, building-up, and
other essentials of that Hollywood figure.
Mr. Davies cannot answer your questions by mail, neither can he answer all
of your letters; but he will personally
as the first

take pleasure in

select the letters of most general interest
and his answers will be published in
SCREENLAND. Address your letters to

Mr. James Davies, SCREENLAND, 45
West 45th Street, New York City.

has the loveliest legs? Marlene Dietrich, says Mr. Davies. Do
you agree?

Who

for
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—

brated Venus de Milo and what are regarded as the
"ideal'' measurements of beauty.

How

do you check up?
Remember that you must

take into account the difference in size and weight of bone structure, so don't feel
too badly if your weight is more than Sylvia Sidney's,
even though your measurements seem very much the
same.
After you've measured yourself, go back and look at
yourself in the mirror.
Stand the way you habitually
do. Does your abdomen stick out ? Do your shoulders
sag forward? Is there a suggestion of another chin?
Or have you a hollow where your chest ought to be?
Your measurements may be all that anyone could
wish, and yet all these things may be true.
It's the way you hold yourself
Mary Boland and Mae West both carry themselves
well. So does Miriam Hopkins. (Continued on page 68)

r

Most beautiful neck and
shoulders of any screen queen
Claudette Colbert.

—

Nicest ankles?

Well,
Davies,

James
who

is

Miriam's physical culturist, selects Miss Hop-

kins

,

here

in

shown
tennis

togs.

Do

HOLLYWOOD
FIGURES
Rival the
P. E. Chauffourier

The

ideal of
the Venus
de Milo.

classic

beauty,

Marlene Dietrich
Claudette Colbert
Sylvia Sidney
Gail Patrick

Miriam Hopkins
Carole

Lombard

Mary Boland

Weight

Height

Neck

Bust

Waist

Hips

120
107
104
120
105
112
125

5-5
5-3
5-3
5-7
5-2

131/2
131/2

38

30
26

41

12
13

35
35

25i/2

131/2

3472
34 1/.

27

39
34

30

36
38
37
37
48

31.2

40.8

33

2

5-4
5-4

Venus de Milo

13
15
14.8

34

25
241/2

35

Ideal Girl

Slimmest hips of any movie star
belong to Carole Lombard, Davies
decrees.

(24-2 5 yrs. old)

130

5-5

13

5/2

3534
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JMontgomery's

New Home
himself, whose li'l gay
in the East is here
shown to his fan friends for
the first time.

Bob

home

Reproductions of the interiors
home
Robert Montgomery's easternniter wr
courtesy of E. Gilbert Mason,
RainPercy
by
designer. Photographs
ford, N. Y.

The

living
at

picture
beams,

room
the

is

top,

shown
with

in
its

the large
original

furniture especially designed
design
its Early American
The carpet is green, the
wall-paper.
draperies brown, red, and yellow glazed
left,
chintz with calico flowers. At the
Gun
living room from another view.
room, at left above, has knotty pine panand
eling, the original beams, doors,
its

and made,

hardware, built-in gun closet, and linen
draperies in brown, tan, and green
In the view of the dining room,
stripes.
directly above, note the unusual sawbuck table with refectory ends, from an
chairs,
original design; the ladder-back
handthe floor-covering adapted from a

made

carpet.

for
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VOUVE

seen hundreds of pictures of stars "at home."
Gorgeous or gaudy
or merely pretentious; designed by Bill Haines or other expensive
decorators, the movie mansions are well worth looking at. But
most of them seem
to smack of Hollywood, don't they? They're show places, somehow.
Now here's
something different! The favorite home of the Robert Montgomerys—they
have
two, for they must live in Hollywood while Bob is working—is a remodeled
farmhouse near Pawling, in Montgomery's native state of New York. The house
was
built in 1812; all the original charm has been retained.
The job of interior designing is something to cheer about. You folks who sigh when you
see the average
screen star's home, as being too lavish in taste, will want to study
these exclusive
photographs, for they present the cheerful, comfortable American home at its best.
E. Gilbert Mason is the interior designer. Mr. Mason, by the
way, will soon be
designing interiors directly for the screen; he is one of the youngest
and cleverest
artists in his field.
The Montgomerys are enjoying their new home as you will
enjoy these views revealing its decorative scheme and commodious features.
palatial

When
builds
that's

a

Hollywood

star

new mansion,
nice. But when a
a

Hollywood

remodels
an old farmhouse in his
star

native Eastern state and

makes it his permanent
home, that's NEWS And
here we're giving you the
very first, only, and exclusive views of Robert
Montgomery's private retreat, where he spends all
his vacations and where
he plans to retire some
!

—

day in the distant future!

The master bedroom in the Montgomerys'
Early American home offered an interesting
problem to the interior designer, E. Gilbert
Mason.
He solved it by designing all the
furniture to conform with the scale of the
room, to accomodate the low ceiling and
slope of roof.
At the right, a view of one
end of the room, showing the fireplace
grouping.

Directly above, the dressingthe master bedroom:
built-in
dressing table with white organdie ruffles,
repeated in the revolving stool.
The large
picture, top, above, shows the wall-paper
and draperies of the master bedro,
to

room

off

m

advantage: paper is green and white
ith
touch of yellow; draperies are glazed cliintz
with yellow predominating.
Right above,
the canopy beds, antique pine finish.

\
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The

Laugh Team
Speaks Up!
Study these close-ups
of the famous "Papa"
and "Mama" as they
appeared in some of
merriest

screen's

the

dilemmas,
domestic
recognize
will
you
and
the characterizations
they gave in such pictures as "Six of a

Kind,"

"If

I

Had

Mary!

a

1

Million" and some
other favorites.

Charlie Ruggles and
Mary Boland, chorused: "Of course, we enjoy
unison
our comedies together !"— in such perf ect
line.
that I accused them of rehearsing the

THE
"I'm not

screen's laugh team,

really so funny,"

"I'm just

began Charlie.

the curb
laughs when he sees a man
thankBut
up.
him
and*the next minute runs to help
the
on
over
gets
God I am blessed with a humor that
with
playing
screen for look where it has carried

the °-uy

fall off

who

me—

Mary Boland!"

,

the
"Not funny!" exclaimed Mary, brushing aside

ridicucompliment. "You have the keenest sense of the
bashtimid,
character—
humorous
lous and can create a
or a
kind—
every
of
complexes
ful oozing inferiority
that
too,
real,
and
human
so
You're
boastful Lothario.
while
even
sympathy
in
hand
its
out
the audience holds
it

laughs."

.

.

,

in Kuggles
We were having a merrv threesome chat the
costume
dressing-room. Mary had' been describing
to
"Down
island,
she wore as a queen of a South Sea
another
for
Their Last Yacht," which she recently made
bluff at
studio; and Charlie was making a hilarious
being shocked.
He wailed dramatically, "When she leaves her home
In our pictures together
studio she gets into mischief
not merely
she is a modest woman, wearing real clothes,
'Mama,
Why,
skirt.
a feather duster and a hula-hula
the
with
flirt
you
did
'Papa,'
Tell
I blush for you!
shipwrecked crew?"
Mary settled herself into a comfortable corner of
wicked smile.
Charlie's big davenport, then flashed him a
exciting.
very
was
It
them
all
of
dearie,
"All of them,
married
respectably
so
always
am
I
comedies
"In our
for
a handmake
the
on
to
go
chance
a
have
never

m

!

!

that I

some stranger. I'm the dumb but dutiful wife, saying
and doing embarrassing things but adoring my husband.

Why,

have worn the same wedding ring

I

in

all

our

pictures together."
with a grin,
"You'll notice, too," explained Charlie,
that keeps
ring
band
plain
"that it is the old-fashioned
bauble
studded-with-diamonds
couples together, not a
people;
of
kind
that
We're
that slips off so readily.
!"
once married we stay married
sweet, put in Mary,
always
are
"And our love scenes
could get away with
Charlie
though
"not the least sexy,

whimsical innocence would carry him anyHe has a deft comedy technique that gives
easy to laugh with
plausibility to every scene and it is

murder
where

;

his

him."

\

r

" ^aily retorted Charlie "and here s one for you
her
No matter how broad the comedy, Mary retainslooks
always
She
sweetness, a certain feminine dignity.
i
.

"Ah

so pretty, too."

.

depend upon youth or beauty,
and show our
continued Mary. "W-; try to reach out
the
developing
life,
of
phase
audiences more than one
couple.
married
every
to
come
little homey incidents that

"Our

characters do r

>t

for
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Charlie Ruggles and

Mary Boland

divulge, for the first time, their
trade secrets.
just

how

Now

you can

learn

they make you laugh!

By Sydney

Valentine

into a re-enactment of
some of the scenes from
their films illustrated
here.
But they went
right on telling on and
about each other.

"Our love scenes are reserved for the screen," she
continued. "We never see each other out of the studio.
Eve never been on a party with Charlie, never even had
This isn't sura luncheon or dinner date with him.
prising when you consider that we neither one go about
much. Charlie's one dissipation is going to the weekly
fights.
The height of my social gaiety is an evening at
bridge.
"No, we didn't know each other while on the New
York stage. Our first picture together was 'Secrets of
a Secretary,' with Claudette Colbert and made at the
Astoria studio, in New York. But we never once encountered each other either on or off the screen.
were introduced after we came to Hollywood and
started to make 'The Night of June 13th.'
I recall I

We

!"

Mary," bantered Charlie, "that we've
had more bedroom scenes than any other couple on the
screen and with less excitement? Even the censors do

"Do you

realize,

not bother us."

Had

a MilPapa,' was
a lot of fun to make, but 'Six of a Kind,' " she shuddered, "was the hardest."
"Poor
"Especially the cliff scenes?" teased Charlie.
Mary, she almost passed out with nervous jitters making
those. Walking backwards and at the count of four to
plunge off the cliff into space was a tough job. They
spent three days on that sequence and it began to look
as if I would not have a wife to complete the journey

"Our most amusing

lion,' " she

scenes were in 'If

grew reminiscent.

to California."
"I noticed that

"

I

'Mama Loves

you didn't think stepping

off

that

mountain to rescue me was such a lark," she bantered.
"Tut, tut, perhaps my bravery didn't shine brightly at
that moment but we won't go into that. We'll just pray
the act doesn't establish a cvcle to be repeated in other
films."

eyed him with interest
"Ha, ha!" flipped Charlie, "how much deeper the
interest had you known how many times we would be
married
We're on a cinematic marital vacation right
now but our comedies are to go on and on, for we are
scheduled to make three or four each year. Our next
"
will be 'Pier Master's Voice.'
Leisurely relighting his favorite pipe, Ruggles continued, "The art of nonsense is a necessary part of living
and comedy is the most fascinating phase of the acting
profession. But it is serious business. A laugh sequence
is a fragile thing and may topple into a heap with one
false step that destroys the illusion being built up.
"Our comedies deal with realities, with the simple,,
everyday incidents that all married people are familiar
with. They see themselves in the embarrassing predicaments we are enacting and they respond to the comic
!

aspects.
It is always in demand, yet it
"Odd about comedy
Think back and
hasn't the lasting qualities of drama.
you'll find that the plays and pictures that linger in your
mind are built of drama, not {Continued on page 91)
!
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May
Robson's

Romance
It's

one of Hollywood's sweetest,

revealed here for the

first

time

By
Whitney Williams

A

BEAUTIFUL
**

new romance

in
unearthed
Hollywood but never in a
million years would you be

been

has

—

able to guess the identity of the
principals

two

May Robson and

her

They're
son,

Edward

Gore,

a

of America's grandest troupers
through the years, May Robson
has a following envied by many a
younger star. This story presents
her in a new and unusual light.

One

prominent
This adora-

broker in New York
tion has existed for many years, but
only recently has it come to light,
an affection surpassing in reverence
and feeling that experienced by the
!

average mother and son.
Ever since her son

enough

to

read,

was

old

May Robson

has

—

for her latest picture, "You Can't Buy
Everything," was caught inscribing a
note on the. smooth surface of a paper

When questioned, she revealed
bag.
for the first time this lasting devotion
which every woman will understand.
tender expression creeps over the
veteran actress' features whenever she

written him a letter every day and
not a day has passed since that
memorable occasion when he laboriously penned out his first childish
message that he hasn't sent his

mother some greeting.
Sometimes it would be in a theatre when she was thousands of miles
away from him; sometimes, on
trains or waiting in a stuffy depot
while a blizzard raged
on the station
outside,

platform of
in

stand,

and

in

a

the
cities;

she might be,

A

speaks of her son. As we talked, later,
in the patio of her Mexican home in
Beverlv Hills, sitting beside a cage of
love-birds and yellow finches and
under three stately sycamores, she
looked radiantly happy.
That morning's post had brought the
message, "All's well. Too

Her boys! You'll enjoy reading
all about them here.

busy

luck.
pending.
Brief
as
Edward.'.'
Love.
as
meant
billet
that
was,
it
much as though it had consumed seventeen pages.

one-night

mountains
wherever

May Robson

"Sometimes we write
many pages and again noth-

as regularly, his let-

ing more than a few lines,"
we
"but
explained,
she

were dropped in the
mailbox, ofttimes not

ters

reaching her for several
weeks.
This lovely secret was

discovered while Miss
Robson, awaiting a scene

Big deal

write.

Wish me

never failed to write that
daily letter to her son.

And,

to

\_

IK

know, Edward and
each

created the part of Mary Roberts Rinehart's popular spinster heroine in the dramatization
of "Tish." She will be seen in her famous role on the
screen soon.

May Robson

is

thinking

I,

of

that
the

Most of my life has
away from my
spent
been
other.

(Continued

on

page

80)

for
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Helen Hayes Tells

Why She'll Retire from Films!
HELEN -HAYES

has

made

ve

her choice

She

told

me

choice !" says the

about it
she read

shortly after
that interesting article in the

issue

They

—

of

Screenland

great little
trouper. But

May
— "Have

a Right to a Private Life?"

James Marion contended that a picture actress must
be willing to let interviewers make
her private life the property of
the public as part of the bargain
between the public and the actress
who has accepted fame and wealth
in

my

made

which

Hollywood

will

change her
mind?

in return.

Two years ago when Helen entered pictures she had handled interviews in a simple, business-like
manner as a part of picture making.
Although she bewailed the
fact that she wasn't an actressy

By

Dena
Reed
who made good

actress

copy,

Helen ponders the future and as always
her first thought is for
her beloved daughter,

—

Mary Mac Arthur
whom you see at the
Helen, don't hurry
that retirement plan,

left.

please!

she

"Mary

told

me

make
ies

three saleable storfor which my land-

lord and myself
duly grateful

Now

that

returning

stage run in

had

one hour over lunch
enough about herself to
in

were

Helen was

to

pictures

after such a successful
of Scotland" I had wanted

her again and interview her own Mary.
Helen said she didn't want to talk about the
child.
She didn't want to use her motherhood for publicity purposes.
Nevertheless
she wasn't in sympathy with the new attitude
stars were taking about publicity, and so we
made a date for dinner to talk the situation
to see

over.

The

thing I love Helen

Hayes for

is

not

just her great acting but her great honesty.
Aside from genius, wealth, and fame, Helen
lanas a human being seems to speak

my

guage.

What can you do with a girl who has just
finished playing a queen and who sallies forth
with "goulashes" to match your own and has
At a nearby
fun sharing your umbrella?
restaurant over dinner Helen told me exactly
how
Albert
Petersen

she

felt

about (Continued on page 93)
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GIRL CAN
am to ACT!
So says Pat Patterson,
and confides her own
experienceto prove it!

By
Dell
You don't really know Pat Patterson until you
girl
read this exclusive story! The little English
demonshe
as
pretty,
is
she
as
interesting
is as

Charles Boyer, the lucky

man

in Pat's life! They met— and
three days later they were

Hogarth

married!

strates in this interview.

PAT

PATTERSON is just like a champagne bubble

the efferbursting into life. Petite, blond, she has
excitement.
vescence that goes with suppressed
Her eyes are grey-green and twinkle, her comsturdy climate
plexion limpid, her cheeks colored by the
a chance to
have
of England. She is talking before you

ask any questions.

"What do you

my

think of

good idea?"
"I think

_

inmk

m

marriage?

it s

a

Congratulations!
splendid.
better say that!" she enthuses.

"You'd
over and see him now

Lets pop
}

—

my husband."
Boyer's dressing-room she talks
Charles
On the way to
to imagine a lite
brightly of many things. It is difficult
star on the
so varied and eventful in one so young.
command perLondon stage and screen; appearing
crowning
formance before the King and Queen; and,

A

m

she was at the helm of the Mermaid
That, to an
the King's regatta at Cowes.
movies,
American
And now
something

achievement of

when

it

won

Englishman,

is

all,

!

American men?"
"Oh, but I did!

I

met quite a few.

T

T
In London as
,

well as here."

"Do you like them?"
"What woman wouldn't? They

.

it's

But this vivacious young
beginning with "Bottoms Up."
She met Charles
husband!
girl is talking about her
and put
imported
Bover the Parisian star whom Lasky
days
three
within
under contract, and married him
opportunity to know
an
have
didn't
really
"So you

,

....

re so gay and lighttheir feet on the ground.

Yet they always have
"And how do you feel about Englishmen?
countrymen
adore them. They're my

hearted

"Of

course

I

They can never

But they're awfully reserved.
themselves—never let go."
"So you married a Frenchman?
A gleeful smile was the only answer.

forget

It was enough.
Charles
soon
as
entered the dressing-room, and
happiness
her
understand
Bover appeared it was easy to
page 88)
he announced {Continued on

We

Productions

over,

^

Best yet in our series of personally autographed star portraits
Gable selected
this natural pose because it expresses his feelings when he has just finished a film!
!

Jean Steals a Scene

from the

Pacific

j

If

Broadway
Could

Only See

Them Now!
Or,

why New York

players accept
deserters
from the play marts of old Broadway,
Spencer Tracy and Alice Faye seem
quite, quite happy in their new en-

movie

contracts.'

vironment.

And why

Both

not,

new picture

when

their

together calls for a location trip to the beach? Broadway was
never like this.'

Alice

gives

you

glimpses, left and
below, of her favorite beach en-

semble.
white,

It's red,

and blue

gingham!

The

navy blue pique
jacket has lapels

of

gingham

check; the shorts
are navy blue, too;
and the blue hat
has checked gingham trim. Like
it?

{

Wrong

What's

WILL ROGERS,
all

wearing the loudest thing
It's
into his rope act!
goes
in golf togs,
for Art and "Handy Andy," Will's most re-

cent release.

I*tt«

|

\ty itil

npl

1

•

tllS

TV

tlCtlirC f

Right, the internationally-minded

philosopher as he looks when he is just about to
utter one of those cracks heard 'round the world.
Duck, everybody!

Hi There, Hopkins!
DOING

a

Dietrich.''

What?

Oh,

sorry!

Glad

to

hear

you're just masquerading for your grand part in
Loves Me Not,'' which calls for the boyish attire. Miriam

She

kins

and Bing Crosby

— and what

version of the

a

team

!

—

Hop-

co-star in the screen

Broadway stage

hit.

Bette Davis plays the blonde in the

Maugham

—Bette's

hero's moody life
best portrayal.

a sympathetic r61e
with Mr. Howard.

Kay Johnson has

Frances Dee, below, plays the
"good influence."

Moody Hero!
element portraying
don't be deceived— Leslie Howard is really in his
most famous!
Maugham's
Somerset
the difficult and exacting role of W.
this part;
Howard,
for
departure
character in "Of Human Bondage.'' It's a
it.
playing
enjoyed
he
much
as
you'll like it as

BUT

and he hopes

Gary Cooper is Marion Davies'
hero in "Operator 13."

Two

views, above and below,
Davies' wonderful
clinic for children in Sawtelle, California.
The best
of all good reasons for calling
her "The Sunshine Star."

of Miss

Manatt

Happy Heroine!

WE
for

—

Marion Davies "The Sunshine Star" and the label
Marion's pictures are happy affairs not only
wonder
No
for the cast and "crew," who always want to
them,
but
go
to
see
us who
with her again. Her new film is a colorful Civil War romance.
christened

stuck

|

!

—

—

TunbriAge. London hilm*

British

OR—WHY Don
Life!

Juan had a Private
Merie Oberon, loveliest oi

Douglas Fairbanks' leading

new him,

Beauty

"Henry

ladies in his

repeats the success she

the

Eighth"

with

won

in

Charles

Laughton

Douglas Fairbanks has
four beauties in his latest
opus, "The Private Life of
Don Juan," and the prettiest

is

Merle Oberon.
two views above.

shown

in

Doug

leaps,

bounds, a-id

grins in his gay old way in
Left, a
this new picture.

scene which Fairbanks
shares with Miss Oberon,
the most appealing of
England's younger screen
She'll be over
actresses.
here soon*
WOrkf
"

WIDE-AWAKE

WYNYARD

A RE you

glad

that

Diana

and Clive Brook,
stars of the memorable "Cavalcade," are reunited on the
-to. Wynyard

screen? Let's hope they make
many more pictures together.

Here

is

La Wynyard at her

loveliest

and

liveliest.

Bert Longwortb

Beauty

Over Burbank!

IT'S

the real thing!

Nature

—

and
Margaret

at her loveliest, both in the setting

Maxine Doyle on the

the sweet young things
Carthew on the left. Their home studio is seen in the distance
remarkable photograph. (The flowers are real, too!)
right,

in this

5
been a long time between Lloyd laugh films!

It's

But
and

here's Harold, specs
in his new pic
ture, "The Cat's Paw.
Grace Bradley, the lovely
alluring menace, is seer
with Harold in the scent
at the left. Far cry Iron

r &

all,

"Grandma's Boy."

Why,

here's

Merkel!

Una
Yes,

she's Harold's
heroine, and she
has never been
funnier, according to our West

Coast sleuths.

Where

there's

Merkel there's
more mirth!

Harold,

How

W

E

Could You?

ALWAYS thought you were such

ing fellow!

And

a shy, retir-

here you are in your

new

laughie completely surrounded by glamorous gals

Harold in the clutches of a

Harold Lloyd, shrewd show-

night-club siren! Something
pretty new for Lloyd. Grace
Bradley is the girl.

man, sees the audience-appeal of screen musicals, and
joins the cinema chorus.

1

itm

POWDER ... Blonde, with

Advice
on

Blondes

to

"AFTER
jtV

all,

blue eyes

Max Factor's

and very fair skin,
Powder. Its life-

Flesh

imparts radiant beauty to the skin, and

its

smooth

texture creates a satin-like make-up that will cling for hours.

whatever

we do

to

be beautiful,

it is

we must

really color

choose colors in

carefully. Particularly, the pastel tones of the blonde re-

quire delicate

harmony of

"In Hollywood,
this

like color

chooses

Make-Up

that enhances our attraction ... so

make-up

Genevieve Tobin

problem

Max

for us.

color.

Factor, genius of make-up, has solved

With

screen stars as living models,

Max

Factor created color tones in powder, rouge and lipstick to har-

monize together and accent beauty

naturally.

A

make-up

ROUGE ...The

secret

that really holds fascinating beauty."

Whatever your type
head

Max
is

.

.

.

there

is

.

a color

.

.

harmony make-up

available at nominal prices.

Max

A

and

CARV GRANT
by B. P. Schulberg

Facfr's Make-Vf Vied Exclusively

coupon for Purse-Size Box of Powder in your
color harmony shade and Lipstick Color Sampler, four shades.
Enclose lo cents for postage and handling. You will also receive your Color Harmony Make-Up Chart and a 48-page
illust. book, "The New Art of Society Make-Up". . . Free.
fill

in the

Max

Factor

by

all

Max

Factors Super-

Delicate in color,

it

har-

enhance the appeal of lovely

beautifully^

and

beauty. Perfect lip make-up!

creamy-smooth

makes

leading stores.

with

Lips ac-

harmony

.

its

Factor's Super-

Max

- ,

color

in

it easy to

.

.

texture

gain per-

fect naturalness in rouging.

Flame

Indelible

. . .

for

and

it

thus

moisture-proof,

is

the

color

and

permanent

Lipstick

remains

uniform.

in

TEST TOUR COLOR HARMONY
IN FACE POWDER AND LIPSTICK
Just

Now featured

Max

is

LIPSTICK .
cented

Factors Flame Rouge
monises

Factor's Face Powder,

color

give a youthful

AND MAKE-UP"

Paramount Picture frtduced

Max

Max

Factor's Rouge, fifty cents;

Indelible Lipstick, one dollar.

"KISS

by

for you, created

to

flush to the cheeks

blonde, brunette, brownette or red-

Factor. This luxury, originally created for the screen stars,

now

one dollar;

GENEVIEVE TOBIN

tone

SOCIETY MAKE-UP.
COMPLEXIONS
Very Light

fw
Creamy

Medium—
Ruddy
SiHo»_
FncfckxLOfcve

n
D
a
O
O

-

.

Face Powder, Rouge and Lipstick in Color Harmony

EYES

H

Caf

°

Green

Hut!
Brown
Blodt

MAIL THIS COUPON TO MAX FACTOR

HAIR

Rfw

Q

O
D

DiyQ

Dirk

ACE

D

.

.

.
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Old-Fashioned

Charm
by a

Hollywood

Modern
Irene

Dunne

is

the only movie
to make a
is a fearless

actress- golfer ever
hole in one; she

flyer, "commuting" between her
happy married life in Manhattan and her cinema work inCalifornia and yet she remains

—

the screen's foremost interpreter of old-fashioned heroines!
Read the story on the opposite

page for some amazing facts
about this fascinating girl.

Irene as she appears in
"Stingaree," wearing a costume
Below, Miss
of the Seventies.
Dunne as she really is, a modern
of the moderns, smart, sophistiLeft,

cated,

clever,

courageous

charming enigma.'

Bacbrach

—a

How do you

like Irene in

her quaint coiffure?

A

scene with Richard Dix.

Nothing Ever Happens
to

Irene

Dunne ?

You

By

think so? Read this story
and you'll change your mind!

A

James NLarion
TRANSCONTINENTAL

passenger plane

blunt nose inquisitively through a
thick fog that hovered, like a wet white blanket,
over Los Angeles.
Like the ghost of a giant, prehistoric bird, it floated
aimlessly, turning and circling, tracing and retracing its
lofty orbit.
Occasionally it dipped slightly, but for the
most part the huge ship maintained its high level.
That plane was lost in the fog. Somewhere below, the
pilots were reasonably sure, stretched Los Angeles. And
somewhere within the fifty miles square, deep down
through that impenetrable fog, yawned an expansive
landing field, where airline officials had already been
waiting nearly three hours for the missing plane.
The, pilots dared not drift groundward, for they had
no way of being sure that they were clear of the mountains which flank Los Angeles to the East ,md North.

shoved

its

Nor

could they be certain that they were not momenabove one of the slender towers that here
and there shoot upward from Los Angeles' drab skyline.
So the great, steel bird droned onward, helpless as a
canoe in the rapids above Niagara.
Seven passengers were in that ship, and Irene Dunne
was one of them. She was a lone woman among nine
men, counting the plane's two pilots and the steward.
Ten human beings at the mercy of the skies. One woman
and nine men living a few tormenting hours of Hell
Every nerve was at the breaking point. White-faced
from fear and strain, they sat in deathlike silence. Hours
ago they had ceased to talk, except in drawn, hollow
whispers. Even the steward had lapsed into an ominous
tarily soaring

quiet.

With a suddenness that jumped anxious hearts into
already choking throats, one {Continued on page 85)
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By
James M. Fidlt

M

ORE

and more is the motion picture industry taking the element
of haphazard luck out of its
selection of acting talent.
There was a time when producers
scoffed at the idea of "building stars."
"Why take time and trouble to educate

when we can put any little girl into
a big picture and make her a star overnight?" was the universal cry. To prove
that their words were true, the producers
cited such examples as Janet Gaynor, Clara

them,

was
the Joan Crawford Hollywood
Left, Joan today,
first knew!

The

girl in the circle, above,

after movieland transformed her.

Bow, Joan Crawford, Jean Harlow and
scores more who were almost unheard-of
one day, and famous the next.
That era is past. It ended with the advent of sound and talking pictures, but
producers were at first reluctant to recognize the fact that they had lost the power
of building big names over-night. In fact,
they continued to strive for over-night
stars, and they long were in confusion because old methods were proving futile.
At last the motion picture executives admitted even to themselves that the business had changed, and that the over-night
building of stars was never to be again.
This full realization came to them only
a few months ago, and now Hollywood is
witnessing a new and savage battle among
a battle to groom young talthe studios
ent for future stardom; a fight to build
new players to some day replace the old.
Last month I took you on a visit to

—

Paramount Studio, when
Above,

when

in circle,

Jean Harlow

I

introduced you

to that studio's

she started in pictures.

Above, Greta as she looked
Left, our Garbo!
at first.

Norma

—and

— above

Shearer then
at the

now,

right.

set."

This

travel

a

"younger

month

we

few miles out-

An gust 19 34

for

53

e forTh
How many

doughty debs here
presented will win your favor?
Second in our series of articles presenting Hollywood's young hopefuls
of the

N2?cotn

ers

—

Hollywood to Culver City, where
towering gates of Metro-GoldwynMayer open to let us enter.

side of

the

is

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, or, as the studio
more familiarly known, M-G-M, is

really the "Home of Stars."
It has been
the policy of this company's executives to
contract big names, and to present those
big names with opportunities to become
greater.
Here are enrolled Greta Garbo,
Jean Harlow, Norma Shearer, Marion
Davies, Joan Crawford, Marie Dressier,
Madge Evans, Clark Gable, Robert Mont-

gomery, Wallace Beery, Ramon Novarro,
Johnny Weissmuller, Lionel Barrymore

and

others.

And

here, also, is one of the most promising schools of young players in filmland.
I refer to them as a "school of young
players" because they really are in school,

and figuratively. They attend
elocution classes, dancing classes, singing
classes, music classes, and classes in dramatic acting. They work at their studies
just as seriously and as energetically as do
the pupils of any regulation grammar or
high school.
Jean Parker, Mary Carlisle, Florine
McKinney, Betty Furness, Martha Sleeper,
Joan Gale, Irene Hervey, Muriel Evans,
Shirley Ross and Ruth Channing are the
principals of M-G-M 's debutante group.
Mark well those names, for among them
are undoubtedly a few of your stars of
tomorrow. Already some are showing
literally

evidences

of ^Continued

on

page

T5)
Ruth Channing, above.

Muriel Evans, below.

Shirley Ross, below

Florine McKinney,

Betty Furness
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Dignity for formal daytime occasions, rules Carole. Her large
hat of dark brown milan has a cluster of brown and white
flowers at the front of the shallow crown.
All

of

this

Summer

Carole's
are

stream-lined
left,

is

evening

things

navy blue! The
navy blue crepe,
super-smart.

Her

favorite informal dinner suit,
at right, boasts polka-dots
on white net. The red belt supplies the only bright note.

shown

Carole Lombard has no

Exclusive photographs of Miss Lom-

clothes
inhibitions.
That's
why she is always so gorgeous
to watch. She adores a gown
like the one she is wearing,
right. Midnight blue pailettes
glitter on midnight blue organdy! There's a matching
jacket. Someone has said that
Carole wears her clothes as

bard by Eugene
Robert Richee, posed
especially for
Screen land.

an English Duchess should

and we agree!

#

The Lovely Lombard
Gives You Her Glamor
Secrets

Important to Blondes—
but Just as Interesting to

Everybody
Navy blue and white! Taffeta plus
organdy!
Alluring co-stars worn by
Carole, to the left, with true chic.
Note that Carole is still wearing "the
biggest star sapphire in Hollywood,"
given her by William Powell when he
was Mr. Lombard! A girl must have
lovely hands to live up to a ring like
this
and Carole has!
She
prefers bright carmine nails,
even the tips tinted.

—

\
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Screenlands Critic Really Sees

the Pictures!

REVIEWS
Murder At
The Vanities
Paramount

'

U- S EAL- O F)

of the

\

Best
Pictures

gay and it glitters! It has girls, gags, Jack Oakie,
Victor McLaglen, and two murders! Whether the girls
really are, as billed by producer Earl Carroll, "the most
beautiful girls in the world;" whether the gags are this
whether two
year's or last year's or even the year's before that;
for yourdecide
to
you'll
have
number—
a
modest
too
are
murders
with some
All I can promise you is a big, handsome show
self.
Mr.
suspense, some fun, some good tunes, and the aforementioned
eight-star
most
to
prefer
personally
I
show
one-man
whose
Oakie
It's

welcome
All right; that's settled— you'll see it! So you'll
Dorothy
Carlisle, season's brightest recruit from Broadway;
McLaglen,
Stickney, clever comedienne; the Carroll cuties; and Mr.

revues.

Kitty

the congenial task of investigating the back-stage doings
Broadway opening with Murder as an unbilled,
Vanities
a
at
Gertrude Michael and Gail Patrick are
attraction.
extra-added
did it.) This picthe decorative victims. (No, I won't tell who
Brisson, European
ture marks the American screen debut of Carl
matinee idol. M. Brisson has curly hair, dimples, and a nice voice.

who has

Twentieth
Century
Columbia

Little

Miss Marker

Paramount

field-day for John Barrymore and for his audience! If
you are with me in preferring Mr. Barrymore the Harlequin to Mr. Barrymore the Svengali, you'll enjoy every
minute of this picture. The Great John has been waiting
for years for this chance to lampoon certain stage producers, to
satirize actresses of the chalk-marks school, to tear to shreds the
sacred Broadway traditions. As Oscar Jaffe he has the time of his
He makes 'em, he breaks 'em: he turns a dumb blonde into a
life.

The new

A

him for the golden films.
They meet again on the 20th Century Limited, and Lily Garland,
great stage star, only to have her leave

celebrity, will have none of her former
you haven't yet seen this show it will spoil the
fun to tell you more. Just watch for Walter Connolly as Jaffe's
harassed business manager; for Roscoe Karns as the humorous
press-agent; and for Etienne Girardot as the big sticker-andAnd now for Carole Lombard surprise, surprise!
label man.
Inspired by Barrymore, this gorgeous blonde suddenly becomes an
expert actress, a clever comedienne, a potent personality. Oh, Mr.
Barrymore! How about training some of our other young players?

the actress,
boss, until

now a cinema

—but

if

—

smash

hit!

wonder-star,

Shirley

Temple, in her

The Garbo-Dietrich-Hepburn-Gaynor

latest

of 1934

better, though not bigger, than ever in her most sympathetic role to date. "Little Miss Marker" might have
been written for her. Damon Runyon, author of "Lady for a
Day," has turned out another success, this time the story of a
child who becomes the ward of a hard-boiled gambler, and thus
Farstarts the funniest reformation that Broadway ever saw.
fetched? It may sound so, but actually it is the most refreshing,
Imagine
as well as the most wholesome picture of the month.
Menjou— this time the "Front Page" Menjou rather than the
elegant Adolphe as a bookmaker with a baby on his hands!
Incidentally, although this film may appeal mostly to the women
of the family, the husbands, brothers, and boy-friends need not
fear boredom, for the race-track types, the robust background, and
the general good humor will amuse them mightily. Dorothy Dell,
the torch-singing eye-filler, makes the most of her role. Charles
Bickford is good, too. Here is the best current answer to the
prayer for clean pictures that are also good entertainment. See it!

You Can Count on

is

—

these Criticisms

for

August 19 34
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Reviews without Prejudice, Fear

or

Good Pictures!
Good Acting!
FUNNIEST: "The

Favor!

The

Affairs
of Cellini

Twentieth
Century

Affairs of Cellini"

CLEVEREST: "Twentieth Century"

MOST LAVISH:

"Murder

at the Vani-

ties"

MOST

APPEALING:

"Little

My personal pet of the pictures of the

month! If you're
expecting a sane and sober review, you'll be disappointed.
This is going to be a rave. For one thing, it is the smoothest screenplay in seasons: technically flawless, superbly
directed, wittily written, and exquisitely played.
For another,
it is the only picture save "Twentieth Century" that I've seen in
many weeks that seemed all too short. Just as I was really settling
down to enjoy myself zip, it was over! Now you know as well as
These cinematic adventures of the great
I do how rare that is.
goldsmith of sixteen-century Italy, Benvenuto Cellini, are deliciously set forth with Fredric March as the oh-so-dashing Sen,
Constance Bennett as the alluring Duchess and patroness of the
arts
and of the artist; Frank Morgan as the philandering Duke,
and Fay Wray revealing an unsuspected gift for comedy as Cellini's moronic model who much prefers a ducal palace to an artall superlative, with Mr. Morgan in the lead.
ist's studio
Meaning that Morgan is practically magnificent
for every member of
the stellar quartet sparkles like mad. It's a grand show!

Miss

Marker"

MOST ADULT:

"The Thin Man"

Best Supporting Players:

Colin

Clive,

—

Jean Muir,

Walter Connolly, Roscoe

Karns, Jean Dixon, Helen Lowell, Kitty
Carlisle,

—

Dorothy Stickney.

—

—

Dr. Monica

Sadie

Put three of Hollywood's most stunning women in one
picture
Kay Francis, Verree Teasdale, and Jean Muir

—

It's

and what have you? You have "Doctor Monica," a
motion picture to appeal to most women and some men.
a story based on the delicate subject of motherhood, intelli-

Kay Francis plays a brilliant woman doctor who
specializes in bringing babies into the world.
Now, now, wait
gently told.

a minute!

Kay

is

not going to

tell

you about her operation.

This

drama of the hospital, but a very human drama of
the problems of modern womanhood. Warren William, as Doctor Monica's author husband, indulges in what he believes to be

is

no

grisly

a casual enough love affair with Jean Muir, and never discovers the
outcome, though it nearly wrecks the life of his wife. There are
moments of heartbreaking realism between Miss Francis as the
wife and Miss Muir as the "other woman," in which the latter
finally strikes her stride as a dramatic actress, and very nearly
takes the picture from the lovely star. But La Francis, as you
know, always holds her own, and this film is no exception, even
though extra competition is provided by Verree Teasdale.

Let

McKee

M-G-M

Warners

—

with a difference. The
is a Joan Crawford picture
difference is that Joan does not dominate the film.
Instead, her three leading men are the real stars. First,
Edward Arnold; as the generous millionaire who marries
Sadie, ex-waitress and night-club gal, he is amazingly good and
This

completely unhammy.
Second Gene Raymond, who displays
a new maturity in his role of Sadie's first sweetheart who leaves
her flat for a vaudeville singer. Third, Franchot Tone as the very
priggish aristocrat who "stands by" and whose patience is at last
rewarded when Sadie eventually turns to him. All three actors,
especially Arnold, are truly excellent.
Miss Crawford gives a
conscientious performance as the little waitress who marries wealth
but fails to find happiness; but she somehow lacks conviction, and
certainly she lacks fire. She seems more highly stylized than ever
before.
Careful, Joan
or you'll turn into a veritable Erte lady
right before our eyes, instead of developing as a warm and human
actress.
The Vina Delmar story should have made smashing
popular cinema stuff, but the screen translation often misses,
notably in the scene in which Sadie wins over her servants.

Them Guide You

—

to the

Good

Films
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^adio

"Parade!

George /esse/, in the spotlight
again, pours personality into
the microphone as star of a.

Things your loudspeaker won't tell

new

you about some
radio

series.

By

favorites

Tom Kennedy
IS not so long since many
who had kept our eyes
f ocussed on the movie arena,
(or do I mean merry-goround?), were so artless and

IT

of us

The event has
of the pictures.
been hailed with shouts of glee by
the Jessica Dragonette fans
whose numbers are counted in
figures which seemed fabulous
before the radio statisticians put
more columns in denominators
than you could count on four
Southern colonial mansions laid
end to end.

opinionated as to think that show
business could conjure nothing
excitingly colorful, more
volcanic, than we

more

fantastically

had

witnessed

time

and

time

again.

—

Well, we've seen radio arrive
and learned how wrong we

And
It's

were

Now

ridors
report

of

the

air

castles

voice has
lights to

Jessica Dragonette, Radio's First Lady,
finally has signed to appear in picWhy? She tells you here.
tures.

and you, and you may command
summoned to your doorstep.
So let's be about this exciting chore, and see who we
meet and what we may overhear in our travels around
the haunts of the radio people.

Radio's First Lady, pursued for more than two years
film producers proffering their gold for her signature
to a contract, finally has succumbed to the allurements

by

—

land.

and

such fragments of the
dramatic spectacle taking place
behind the microphones, as you,

their

from the

the pleasant privilege
of this erstwhile member of that
guileless group, to roam the corit is

may

the fans cheer
triumph as I learned
lips of the singer whose
scattered melodious dethe far corners of the

well

"The fans wanted me to!"
Five words banal in print,
but

—

—

as

delivered

in

the

even,

modulated conversational
tones of the prima donna of the
microphones informed with a sincerity and authority
that admitted of no cavil.
Five words, and your correspondent had the answer
to not one, but several questions that sent him scampering to that aerie where, loftily remote from the din of
softly

—

a bustling city, the diminutive Jessica lives graciously
{Continued on page 89)
but without 'ostentation.
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Just

You

Between
and

the

Sun

(Take a Tip

from a Star!)

By
Josephine Felts

herewith promise to abide faithfully by your decision!
She laughed a little and then went on to explain. "In
summer as' in most everything else, it is so much a matter
of how you begin. The first fine, hot weather every year
I want to rush right out in the sun and enjoy the glorious
wind and water. I love the feel of it. Don't you?
Doesn't everybody? But I've learned not to.
I take
!"
precautions
"You'd rather have your troubles now than later,

would you?"
"I certainly would
You see I still remember my first
at a beach in England when I was eleven.
I remember trying to wash it off
it did hurt
It was
anything but pretty. But it taught me a lesson I never
Now before I go out, I am careful to put on
forgot.
those protective creams and lotions which do so much to
take the burn out of sunning and help make me smooth
and beigy."
She is careful too to do her tanning a little at a time, a
few minutes the first day, longer the second and so on.
For both comfort and beauty this gradual exposure to
the sun's hot rays is most important. Her five Summer
Don'ts for Blondes are these:
Take your time about it. En1. Don't tan too fast.
!

How

sunburn

!

On

her

toes!

Lilian Harvey
takes Summer
with a smile!

joy

!

it

Don't wear too dark a make-up.
lighter than your skin.
2.

3.
4.

Powder

a shade

Don't wear rouge and lipstick which do not match.
Don't neglect your figure
Let exercise make you
!

lovely.

c
j

CONFIDENTIALLY,"

said Lilian

Harvey,

"it's

easy."

was asking her what

it is she does to keep
coloring
all year round,
lovely
perfectly
that
Clothes, it has
sun
under
the
situation
in
every
and
been observed, are vanishing. Each succeeding style has
less to it than the one before. In Summer, to most of us,
being beautiful all over is something of a problem.
"Easy? Oh yes, yes, of course," I assented. "Per-

1

!

it is easy if you are a born beauty!"
spoke feelingly, because this little English girl is
Don't take my word for it.
lovely, every inch of her.
Look at her! A moment of personal research on your
part, with your eyes on her as she is pictured here, and I

haps
I

7

Don't copy another's coloring. Be yourself
control is important this year. Because the smartest tans are not going to be the very dark ones.
They
are going to be soft, warm golden tones, beige in quality,
rather than dark. They are going to be the ones that look
as if you might really have been born with them rather
than have picked them up especially for the season.
5.

Tan

other day, someone who did not know the natural
coloring of that skin which is such a marvel to all
her friends, met one of the popular new stars for the
first time.
"Where did you pick up such gorgeous color !" he
cried, admiring the creamy tan he thought she had just
acquired from the sun's rays. (Continued on page 84)

The

warm
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here's
By

too, Myrna? But
the male attire, Myrna
Loy assures us, is for
camera purposes only.
Look at the picture at
the right and see if
you don't agree that

You,

she's

to
kind
camera!

Living
HMMMM
Greta Garbo and
!

in

the

same block

Anna Sten

.

!

.

.

Ruth Donnelly has written a novel, "Tripping Along," which is the story of her own
life on the stage
Janet Beecher put
bluing in rinse water to maker her hair
white and the hair turned a bright blue!
Bing Crosby is now a prizefighter's

the

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

manager the pug is Freddie Steele, and
An
Crosby thinks he'll be a champ
unknown pulled Pert Kelton from an ocean
;

.

.

.

in the
undertow, perhaps saving her life
excitement, she forgot to ask his name, so
she later advertised for him, but he failed
An admirer sent Irene Dunne
to answer
an Egyptian scarab, seven inches in circumauthentic,
(and that's being
if
ference
When
checked), the gift is invaluable
Ida, her colored maid, was in the hospital,
Joan
Kay Francis visited the girl daily
Crawford saves her favorite gown from
every picture, and has the collection stored
Threats against Mae
in a cedar closet
West's life are so serious that the star now
drives right to her dressing-room door in
her bullet-proof car.
;

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

THE
Arlen

seasickness score is all even in the
family, which is just as well for
On the way
the peace of the household.
to Europe on their recent vacation, Jobyna
Ralston Arlen suffered an attack of inal
de mer, but Dick made the trip without
So he made good use of his immishap.

by kidding "Joby" unmercifully
while they were on the Old Continent.
On the return trip, their positions were
This time Mr. Arlen turned
exchanged.
green from ocean rolls, while Mrs. Arlen
looked on and thoroughly enjoyed her husband's sad plight. Now they're back home,
and neither dares mention the other's seamunity

s lclcncs s

Richard Ralston Arlen, Jr., their
P. S.
year-old son, wasn't ill, either going or
coming.

RIDICULOUS,

that

rumor

that

Bing Crosby may quit radio
and motion picture studios. Shame
on the writers who would throw
so much fright into the hearts of
Crosby-fans!
Bing has no intention of quitting, as long as studios will pay
heavy sugar for his stuff. However, he does say that when his
contract ends, he will not sign another.

and pick

Instead, he'll free-lance,
stories more to his liking.

ODD

and interesting was that combination of players at work on a "Thank
Your Stars" set at Paramount studio.
They were director Wesley Ruggles, Arline
Judge, and Jack Oakie.
Oakie was once under personal contract
to Ruggles, and won his freedom only after
a bitter court fight. Jack and Wesley have
buried the war-hatchet.
The third member of the trio, Arline
She got
Judge, is Mrs. Wesley Ruggles.
her start in pictures a few years ago in
"Are These Our Children" which Ruggles

—

directed.

THERE'S

a scoreboard out at Warner
Brothers studio, and it has a most unusual use, the first of which is to supply
laughs.
is on director Michael Curtiz's
Every time an actor blows up in a
line, one point is chalked up against him
If the director makes a
on the board.

The board

sets.

mistake, he receives a score. If a scene is
done without a blow-up, that scores a point
for the studio.
The day I visited the set, and the score
Leslie Howard, 3 Kay Francis, 1
stood
and Warner Brothers studio, 1.
Curtiz, 1
That means that out of six attempted takes,
only one turned out well.
:

;

;

Furthermore, Oakie and Arline were
good friends before she was wooed and
won by Ruggles.
a big-salaried young gent,
FOR
Jackie Cooper receives

less

money,

perhaps, than
anybody in the world. If he conducts himself properly, Jackie is
given one dollar a week. But he is
docked for his missteps. The week
ending as this is written, Jackie received only ninety cents. A dime
was charged against him because
he said "Nerts," during a fit of
temper on a set.

spending

John Boles and
Tender entreaty!
Ann Harding in a scene from "The
Life of Virgie Winters," above, give
vibrant promise to a forthcoming

screen romance.
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Hollywood!
Weston East
JEANETTE MacDONALD'S

sheepdog
barred from sets because he snores
when he sleeps, and he spoils scenes ....
Gilbert Roland has been teaching Constance Bennett to speak Spanish
Lilian Harvey's body still bears a scar,
evidence of a narrow escape from a shark
is

....

she was swimming off the Canary
Islands .... Jean Parker owns a 23-foot
sailboat, Saki Mam, which she navigates
herself on short excursions along the CaliAfter all the
fornia-Pacific coast
"big talk," Joan Crawford formally opened
her backyard theatre with a motion picture .... Carole Lombard amuses herbetween scenes by water-coloring
self
drawings and sketches, (particularly clothes
sketches), in magazines .... Charles Farrell and Virginia Valli Farrell are now
vacationing in Europe .... Bing Crosby
and his brother Everett, browsing in a
second-hand store, bought an old picture
and it turned out to be a genuine
for $35
Whistler etching, worth ten times the price

when

....

—

paid

.

.

.

Paul Lukas, who

plane, often flies to his
courts, about fifteen miles

pilots his

own

favorite

tennis

from

home.

his

SIDNEY FOX

has gone Russian to the
extent that she has adopted a "five-year
plan."
She has set for herself very economical household and personal expense
budgets together they total only ten per
This means
cent of her weekly salary.
that while other stars drive expensive cars,
Sidney motors modestly. She designs her
own clothes and has them made at a New
York dressmaker's, where she gets them
done cheaply. She shampoos her own hair,
and does her own beauty treatments. The
gal even takes her own lunch to the studio.
Once upon a time Miss Fox was a stenographer, and her salary was fourteen dollars
She is guarding against a recura week.
rence of any such drudgery.

—

Jean Harlow, who was
matron of honor, and

Norma Shearer

arrive
smilingly at the scene
wedding in
of
the

Hollywood
screen

Car-

of

Geraghty,

melita

and

actress,

the
Wilson,
scenario writer.

Carey

Acme

jo*

THIS written, Jean Harlow very
AS^much
in doubt as to where she will
is

is

file

from Hal Rosson, her hus-

suit for divorce

—but

of seven months
that suit will be filed.

band

she

is

certain

In fact, since she
plans action upon completion of her picture,
and that completion is not far off, it is
likely that she will have filed suit ere this
article appears in print.
Jean and Hal are parting in friendly
enough fashion. Their ideas simply have
been incompatible, and they've decided better to part and remain friends, than attempt
to stick it out and end up enemies.

—

did have a big quarrel the day
their separation was announced, but there

The two

have been worse quarrels, and this one was
really settled next day. However, both Jean
and Hal knew it would not be the last quarrel, and they knew that succeeding fights
would become serious.

BABY
grow

LeROY
up

throweratter.

going to
an old pie-

is

to be

For scenes

in

"The

Old-Fashioned Way," the youngster was taught how to heave pies
at

W.

A

Oh, doctor! Or maybe it's a couple
of other words Helen Vinson says in
the scene, above, for "Let's Try
Again," in which Clive Brook impersonates a surgeon.

C. Fields.

later, "Bill" was invited to dine at the LeRoy home.
Midway of the meal, Baby LeRoy
created little less than a sensation
by lifting his plate of mashed
potatoes and tossing it right onto

few days

_

Fields' expansive chest.

FANS

whose memories trace back fifteen
years will see one of the great favorites
of that era in the cast supporting Claudette
Colbert, Warren William and Henry Wilcoxon when "Cleopatra" reaches the theatres.
For William Farnum, an established

when

star

Cecil

"Cleopatra,"

B.

DeMille, producer of

Adolph Zukor and Jesse L.

Lasky made their start in the "infant industry," is to make his comeback to the studios
after a long retirement initially forced by
illness and protracted because the fans had
time to forget him in the absence that en-

One of the first prominent stage
sued.
stars to go over to the films, Bill Farnum
was one of the "money" stars, and he retired with a sizeable fortune, but the finanupheaval swept away a good portion
Now, his health recovered, he
comes back to the films, like the good
trouper he always has been giving his best
a minor one it's
to the part assigned him
true, but a part in an important picture.
cial

of

that.

—

JOAN CRAWFORD
This
blanket.
baby

knitting her fifth
it is for
but
never do to tell, because
is

time

—

It would
wait
the blanket is a surprise, and this baby is
not due until September.
Joan always gives blankets to her friends'
babies and her gifts are particularly valuable because she knits every blanket herself.
Joan is getting so adept at knitting
that she can now turn out a blanket, working between scenes and at home at night,
in about twelve days.
!

—
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Waves of

bright gossip

about Hollywood!

Hollywood figures! Here's a pleasant and
molded curves required of screen
the Pacific, and some Fox

ALTHOUGH the studio forbade her
xx changing her screen name from Joan
(her wedded
to Joan Barnes,
Joan has decided that her employers have no jurisdiction over her priSo all her personal stationery,
vate life.
her charge accounts, her bank accounts,
and other personal business are conducted
under the name of Joan Barnes. And if
by chance you visit her studio and look for
her name on a dressing-room door, you'll
not find a Blondell, because Joan changed
Joan and George
that to Barnes also.
Barnes will welcome a little stranger soon.
Which event will insure the Barnes name
Blondell

name),

Ruby Keeler, above,
Nice catch!
proves as skilled in playing as she
such beach pasis decorative to
times as swimming and beach ball.

The champ!
Joan Blondell poses
with the trophy awarded her as the
outstanding former Wampas Baby
Congratulations, Joan!
Star.

of

still

more prominence.

for

August 1934
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Reflecting the Pageantry
of Filmland!

cool way to maintain those precisely
actresses. It's bathing in the rollers of
film beauties call: "Come on in!"

carpenters were building Mary
WHILE
Brian's new house
Toluca Lake,
at

Mary arrived.
the men work

She was surprised to see
for brief periods

;

a whistle

would blow, and they'd leap to work another whistle would blow, and they'd lay
down their tools. Mary, wondering about
;

the strange routine,
struction chief.

appealed to the con-

"It's like this, ma'am," said that individual.
"Universal is filming a picture across

The sound of the carpenhammers and saws ruin their scenes,
when they blow their whistle to start

the road there.
ters'

so

their camera,

my men

And Mar> was

lay off."

paying them by the hour

Another stage
by the films. Above,
Guy Robertson, engaged to play the
lead in "King Kelly of the U. S. A."

Goes

Hollywood!

actor is snared

Good sport! Ann Harding, who keeps
in trim playing tennis, offers her congratulations to a victorious opponent.
That smile, what a reward!

SCREENLAND
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believes in keeping
EDDIE CANTOR
His secretary
his family.
his

is

money

in

none other than his

own

daughter, Mar-

She completed
the eldest of five.
finishing school, and was desirous of going
to work, so Eddie made her his private
secretary.
Of course, this having a member of the
family in the office has one advantage or

jorie,

—

devote himself
strictly to business in that office, or Mrs.
Cantor will hear about it!

disadvantage:

Eddie

will

ROMANTIC SMILES AND TEARS:
TT HAS

been a frantic month for Dan
Cupid, what with the June moon spreading romance like warm butter over a plate.
Dick Powell is off on a new love-chase,
Franchot
this time with Mary Carlisle.
Tone and Joan Crawford are still Hollywooing. She has received her final divorce
decree from Doug Fairbanks, Jr. but
they're both saying there'll be no wedding
for a long while.
Alice Faye runs to New York at every
opportunity, and since Rudy Vallec is there,
I don't think she makes the trip to look at
Spencer Tracy still
the Statue of Liberty.
gazes at Loretta Young with hungry eyes
Anita
and she echoes the expression.
Louise and Tom Brown are mooning again,
Perhaps they don't
after several fights.

—

mean those quarrels.
Gloria Stuart says her separation from
her sculptor-husband is permanent
Katharine Hepburn has divorced Ogden
Jack LaRue is headLudlow Smith
really

.

.

close-up

Above,

Newcomer!

.

.

over-heels for Constance Simpson, Chicago
where do all those Chicago
society girl
There are Miss
society girls come from?
Simpson, Merry Farhney, Virginia Pine,

—

of

Ethelreda Leopold, nineteen and
from Chicago, who makes her screen
debut in "Dames."

—

Carole LomHazel Forbes goodness
bard and Russ Colombo are getting warmer
and warmer pretty soon, boil over
Adolphe Menjou will be married any old
!

.

.

.

.

TALK
BABY
Goo! Da

is

.

day to Veree Teasdale, and their plan is to
in the Canadian Rockies
Billy Bakewell seems to have centered his

honeymoon
attentions
sisters

Hollywood

that several stars
seeking other places to have their
Dorothy Jordan went to
children born.
Hawaii.
Joan Blondell thinks that isn't
far enough, so she's talking of going to
Tahiti to welcome Doc Stork, due in OcArline Judge, another actress who
tober.
in

.

;

DEPT.:

da de da! Gblob!
Translated from baby talk into the
King's English, that means, "We babies
are all the rage in Hollywood."
No fooling! Births are becoming so

common
are now

.

.

anticipating in October, (this will be her
is threatening to take a trip away,

.

.

.

.

.

upon the Polly Ann of the Young
Ronald Colman has been see.

ing plenty of Virginia Pine, but they're still
saying she and George Raft will marry

Bert
which I've always doubted
Wheeler is still determined to make Patsy
Parker of Washington, Mrs. Bert No. 3.
.

Never guess

it!

But

it's

true, those

men above are both Edward G.
Robinson, as he or they appear in
"The Man With Two Faces." _

—

—

Kay

.

.

Francis vows she isn't interested in
Since
Chevalier romantically.

Maurice

second),
too.

And the "IT" girl is about to surprise
the world, too. People who thought Clara
Bow too frivolous to burden herself with
a baby may change their notions, for
Clara will become a mother in November.
But as far as Doc Stork's place-ofdelivery records indicate now, the Dixie
Lee Crosby event, (family physicians say
they'll be twins), will occur right in Holly-

Ditto the Dorothy Coonan Wellman
family-addition.
At this writing, Sally Eilers hasn't made
up her mind whether her first-born will

wood.

first see the light of day in
or elsewhere.

Maaaaa!

Goo goo!

Hollywood,

Gblob!

translated from baby talk
"Funny, isn't it, that a few years ago, stars
looked with horror upon the idea of having
a baby. Norma Shearer started the— shall
we call it a fad?— and now look, a star is
nobody if she hasn't presented the world

Which means,

with at least one chee-ild

!"

EASTERN columnist
ANHollywood
and Los Angeles
sent

scurrying
reporters
with the report that Greta Garbo
was in a California hospital, about
to undergo a dangerous operation.
They might have saved their shoe
Garbo maintains a room
leather!
in a Santa Monica sanitarium, near
the ocean. She goes there to rest,
because the sea waves soothe her.
She also goes there for periodical
milk diets, which re-build her
weight when she loses from overwork or worry.

newspaper

to Kitty
angles! When Bing Crosby croons a love song
right
seen
are
Kitty
and
Bing
points.
from three" vantage

Camera

CarlUtjduring the

^^JfiS
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squiring a chorus beauty, Marall the nite spots, maybe

guerite Earle, to

Kay means

it.

Jack Oakie has found a Mary Brian type
She is Ann
to receive his attentions.
Sothern—and there is a line of gentlemen
waiting to the right, if Ann throws Jack
Gloria Shea and Winslow B. Felix
over.
are "that way," which opens the query,
"What about Felix and his romance with
Lois Wilson?"

VIRGINIA' BRUCE,

most

recently

divorced of the three wives of John
Gilbert, isn't permitting her marriage-interlude to end her career.
Virginia has been placed under longterm contract by the M-G-M Studios (the
company that failed to exercise its option
of Gilbert after the release of "Queen
Christina"), and she will resume her career
where it was interrupted by a wedding

ceremony.

Maureen O'Sullivan caught the bridal
bouquet thrown by Carmelita Geraghty,
who married writer Carey Wilson. Maureen
blushed, and admitted that she and John
Farrow may wed before she goes to Europe,
or while she's in Europe (he is following
her), or after their return. Evelyn Venable
and Hal Mohr are so in-love it's pitiful,

and I hope Papa Venable sees his way to
remove parental objections.
Ramon Novarro has been busy during his
concert tour in South America, but not too
besiege Myrna Loy with letMaxine Doyle has been receiving
York telephone calls from Owen

busy to
ters

.

New

.

Davis,

fail to

.

Jr.,

son

of

the

playwright

.

.

The English
was called all the way from
London to Hollywood for the name
role in "Count of Monte Cristo."
Robert Donat arrives!

.

actor

Dorothy March and Director Hobart Henley may have altarated their lives before
you read this
Helen Vinson and Pat,
(ex-Thelma Todd), De Cicco are simply
ma-a-ad about each other.
.

.

.

Rochelle Hudson admits that the reason
she returned the engagement ring of the
New York broker is that there is somebody else and it looks as if she means
Jesse L. Lasky, Jr., son of the producer.
Lois Moran and Douglass Montgomery
have ended their three-year-old romance.
Phillips Holmes and Florence Rice have
also called off love. And of course, Gloria
Swanson has started divorce proceedings
against Michael Farmer (just as we said
she would), and Ruth Chatterton has filed
suit against George Brent.

MARIAN

NIXON

is so tiny that she
tip-toes to reach the
mouthpiece of instruments in the telephone
booths .... Isn't that a clever name for

must stand on

—

Alice

Faye's

new

hair-dress

....

da-way bob"?

—the

"Faye-

Mary Boland

has
twenty-nine times
.... Mae West lives up to her "Diamond
Lil" soubriquet in "It Ain't No Sin"
she
wears a crown of diamonds, a diamond
necklace, diamond earrings, four diamond
crossed

Atlantic

the

—

Bottled sunshine! Solar rays would
take too long to tint Thelma Gordon's
body to play a South Seas dancer,
hence the spray.

and eight diamond rings ....
Marlene Dietrich is a constant visitor at
beach pleasure piers, where her favorite
bracelets,

fun is riding the chute-the-chutes ....
Ida Lupino eats two apples a day "to
keep the doctor and the lawyer away," she
says .... Lilian Harvey learned to play
a violin in ten days for her newest picture
role yes, she admits she's no Kreisler
.... Home-town fame Evelyn Venable's
fellow alumnae of the Walnut Hills High
School in Cincinnati sold a thousand seats
for a special performance of Evelyn's first
picture .... Bing Crosby presented a sea
voyager with some pills to prevent inaldc-mer; the friend cabled that he swallowed two pills and they made him so
ill he spent the entire trip in bed.

—

—

:

—

JANET GAYNOR
careful

will

when next

be slightly more
parades her

she

knowledge before young

friends.
Recently,
Janet dined with a couple she has known
for years.
After dinner, the nine-year-old
son of her hosts called upon Miss Gaynor
to assist him with his geography lessons.
"Surely," agreed Janet. "You just recite
the questions, then the answers, and I'll tell
you if you're correct."
It was a most embarrassing evening for
Janet, for like many grown-ups, she has
forgotten some of her geography and the
boy now wonders if all stars are dumb.

—

of
ONE
stories

of "She Loves Me Not," Director Elliott Nugent photographs the action
above. Mr. Nugent, holding camera crank, is in the left foreground, while his
stand at attention.

making

Hollywood's nicest
that about Edward

is

Everett Horton. Horton's father
did not buy Horton's mother an
engagement ring before their marriage, because he lacked the money.
Nor was he ever financially able
to buy the ring; he died without
having bought it.
So on his
mother's seventy-first birthday,
Edward Everett Horton bought
her a most thoughtful gift an en-

—

gagement

ring.
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HISS

AND CHEER DEPT:

A BEAUTIFUL
who

close-up to Pert Kclton,
has turned her playroom into a

where down-and-out vaudeville actors
rehearse new turns, in the hopes of
1'ert sees to 'it
getting future stage jobs.
that her old stage acquaintances are fed,
place

may

too.

A

lovely close-up to Alison Skipworth,
is using part of her earnings to send
five small children through school, hecause,
she' says, "she wants to do some good in the

who

world."

A

Edmund Lowe who, behe lived on the same street with
Hollywood's recently kidnapped (but rescued), millionaire, managed to get his
picture into the papers, looking much concerned and announcing plans to provide
himself with guards.
long-shot to

cause

ABOUT

four

years

ago,

when Andy

.Devine found jobs scarcer than kindhearted picture reviewers, he took a civil
service examination to become a life guard.
Not long ago, Devine received an im-

Honeymooners!

Stephen Ames and

his bride, Raquel Torres, posed for
this picture, above, on their return

from a wedding

portant looking envelope from the Civil
He opened it and
Service Commission.
discovered that he had been accepted as a
Instructions to report at the
life guard.
Los Angeles City Hall for duty were enclosed.

trip.

Fashion note!

Hazel Forbes poses,

above, to give you an idea of how the
sea is flavoring styles this summer.
Like her three-piece slack suit?

STUART ERWIN,

born

on

February

fourteenth, is often called "the comic
valentine" .
Norman Foster has gone
to Tahiti, where he will sojourn for a few
months, using his time to write plays and
.

.

books

.

.

Joe Penner makes his debut

.

feature-length pictures in "The Big
Broadcast of 1934"
Lew Ayres' and
Ginger Rogers' swell coats of tan are a result of their daily tennis matches, clad in

in

.

.

.

bathing suits
Jean Parker is that
busy, she was caught having lunch, taking
a French lesson, and having her hair
dressed for a picture, all at one and the
Myrna Loy ordered garsame time
denias from a seed catalogue she did fairly
Clark Gable
well she got sunflowers
rapidly filling his den with mounted
is
heads of bears, mountain lions and other
But Clark is far
trophies of his hunts
behind Gary Cooper's collection, which includes elephant tusks, a tiger's head, two
heads and other memoirs of his
lion's
Kathleen Burke, the
African hunt
.

.

.

.

.

.

;

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

"Panther Woman," worked for
days in dangerous scenes with a live
Python wrapped around her body and the
original

—

scenes were entirely cut from the picture.
of the
SOME
superstitious

stars are
fall
to
ready victims to the "chain letter"
gag. One such letter that came to
film

enough

bore the successive
Barbara Bennett, Joan
Bennett, Spencer Tracy, Warren

me

recently

names
Multiplying beauty! An orchid to the mirror-fitter-upper who arranged that idea
illustrated above. It's Irene Hervey, and she's just twelve times as beautiful as she gazes into the trick mirrors preparatory to donning make-up.

you see

of

William, Allen Mowbray, Charlie
Irwin, Ben Bard, Pat Patterson
and Alice Faye.

for

August 1934
again Hollywood
ONCE
the footlights for an

reaches across
actor to sing,
scenes as the hero

dance and play loves
of a musical film.
Captured this time is
Guy Robertson, seen in prominent roles in
many musical comedies during recent seasons.
Robertson who makes you think of
Jimmy Cagney in manner as well as appearance was pointed for Hollywood when
"All the King's Horses," one of the winter's
crop of Broadway shows, cleared out of
York for Chicago and an indefinite
run there. He has been signed for the lead
in "King Kelly of the U. S. A.," to be pro-

—

—

New

duced by Monogram.

EMPLOYEES
who have

of the Universal studios,
times spoken gruffly to

at.

the very gentlemanly-mannered Paul Lukas,
will probably hold their tongues hereafter.
Lukas, to win a bet, held a length of halfinch iron pipe in his right hand, and struck
the tensed muscles of his left arm such a
blow that the pipe was bent around the arm.
If you think that isn't strong-arm stuff, try
it.
As I said, Universal employees
being more polite to Paul nowadays.

"writin' fool" Dick
WASN'T
who commented, when he
it

are

Mook

heard that
Dixie Lee Crosby would likely have twins
this summer
"I hope one of them sings
bass then Bing and his three children can
have a quartette."

—

:

{Continued on page 71)

Mr. and Mrs. Darryl
Zanuck seen as they sailed from
New York for Europe. Mr. Zanuck
produces some of our best pictures.
Vacationists!

Chic? Of course you like it. Above is
a front view of the flannel slack suit
Hazel Forbes introduced to you in the
pose opposite. Trimming is dark blue.

BENJAMIN FRANKLIN'S

wife's first

:

glimpse of her-husband-to-be was when
he walked past her door, eating a bun.
Franklin may now take a back seat.
Dick Powell's introduction to his newest
romance was more novel. Dick and Alary
,

Carlisle were at a Hollywood party.
Just
as they were being introduced, Dick upset
a pitcher of beer and the Carlisle blonde

—

was soaked
Dick turned red as a Texas sunset. He
offered to buy Mary a new gown, which
she laughingly refused.
The result of the
unusual meeting is that Mary and Dick
are now "going places together."
;

CHICAGOANS

-

are receiving a real treat
during the Fair.
group of the
Thalians, one of Hollywood's most popular
clubs with a membership of young actors
and actresses, are in the Windy City making a series of two-reel comedies.
Arthur Lake and his sister, Florence, are
at the head of this location excursion, and
among the screen players who are participating in the pictures are Lincoln Steadman, Virginia Sale, Donald Dilloway,

A

Johnny Harron, Betty Eagan, Bryant
Washburn, Jr., Francis X. Bushman, Jr.,
and others.

FUNNY,

too, that crack from
Will Rogers.
Will said, 'Td
like to play 'Romeo and Juliet'
with Mae West, just so when we
came to the balcony scene, she'd
be Juliet, up on the balcony, and
I'd be
Romeo, on the ground,

and Mae'd say, 'Why don't you
come up some time?' "

Gets paid for it, too! Above, Jackie Cooper doing a scene for Stevenson's "Treasure
Island," in which he plays the role of Jim Hawkins, the boy whose adventures
have thrilled youngsters and makes oldsters wish they could emulate him.

SCREENLAND

How

to

Have That Hollywood Figure
Continued from page 27

[f
you watch them on the screen, you'll
notice that they have mastered the art of
good posture, as regards carriage of the
head especially.
I'm willing to bet that your school
teacher or your gym instructor made your
lives miserable in class with the injunction

to

That
shoulders back!"
overcome round shoulders,

"Throw your

was supposed
wasn't

it?

to

Well,

it

won't!

You

shouldn't

But the easiest way to learn to carry
your shoulders well is to learn to breathe
correctly. Get outdoors, or stand before an
open window, first thing every morning,
and take ten good breaths, draw in your
abdomen as you inhale and relax it as
you exhale, and watch your shoulders!
Of course the secret of fine posture is
to keep it in mind, whatever you're
doing walking, standing, sitting until

—

—

becomes second nature.

Don't

let

throw them back, you should drop them

it

into a natural position.
Get in front of that

yourself slump.

throwing

maker is doing nicer work, or the clothes
you buy seem to fit better or keep their

mirror and try
You'll
your shoulders back.
notice that your shoulder blades immeWhen you drop
diately stick out behind.
them forward, your back becomes smooth,
but your chest caves in. So what?
Stand with your spine straight, your
head up, eyes level, and drop your
shoulders normally. You'll look like a

and believe me, a whole
younger!
A good exercise for round shoulders is
to stand with hands stretched out in front,
with palms together. Swing your arms to
the back, turning the palms out as you do
so, and touch the hands together in the
different person

lot

back.

You'll presently discover that your dress-

shape or something, and people think you
must be patronizing a smarter shop. It's
the way you carry them off that makes
them seem more becoming.
Deep breathing is also a fine thing for
developing your neck and shoulders, but
you must set aside a certain time for this
exercise and take it regularly. It's often a
good idea to take "voice culture" and practice singing whether you have a voice or

simply because of the excellent effect
regular vocal practice has on your neck

not,

and throat.
Whistling

is

another

fine exercise for the

muscles here, or playing wind musical instruments.
If it bores you to devote time
in beautifying exercises, lake up one of
these instruments and see where you are
three months hence.

Claudette Colbert's neck and shoulders as you will see in "Cleopatra,"
are truly beautiful.
Claudette is a
devotee of the swimming-pool, a great
aid to the development of this beauty.
Good exercises for developing the bust
are these
Stand erect with arms held out at each
Tense the muscles.
side at shoulder level.
Slowly cross the arms in front, still at
shoulder level and extended stiffly, with
elbows straight. Return to starting posi-

and repeat.
Fold arms over

tion,

chest,

raise

elbows to

Now pull the
shoulder level, clench fists.
arms apart and out straight slowly, keepReverse
ing muscles tense all the time.
motion and repeat.
Rotate arms from shoulders in wide cirBegin with an upcles, elbows straight.
ward, backward swing.
For developing the bust, pat on some
cocoa butter after these exercises and
stroke gently upward with the palms of
do not use any presthe hands six times
sure on the bust.
If you want to reduce the bust instead of
build it up, use these same exercises, but
follow them by alternately hot and cold
spongings for five minutes, then bathe in
cold salt water and dry well.
;

Here is a discovery I made when I was
helping one of the girls here to develop
The nerves at the tips of the
her bust.
Standing, exfingers control the breast.
tend arms in front of you as far as you can
reach, with
fingers
and

finger-tips

press

tips

together.
together;

Arch
watch

muscles over breast.
If your fat is localized, don't despair
"I can't diet,
I've heard girls say
doctor forbids it, and just look at these

my

:

hips

!"

you sit all day, or if you are a lover
of horseback riding, no matter how much
you diet, you'll have hip-spread. Several
authorities in Hollywood have decreed that
certain stars must give up their horses, or
ride them only twice a week because of
One particulary pretty little girl on
this.
another lot has disregarded this order, with
the result that, though she is a tiny thing,
her hip measurements are driving the
clothes designer crazy.
If you haven't an expert masseur available, or don't feel you can afford one,
the thing for you to do is to learn to give
yourself a massage on the spots that you'd
If

like to reduce.

bottle of mineral
thoroughly lubricate the palms, then
start on that bulging waistline.
Press the right hand over the left on
the lower right side of the abdomen, where
the appendix is or isn't, and press slowly

First buy yourself a

oil,

upward

until the waistline

is

reached.

Then

change the position of the right hand (discontinue the use of the left hand entirely),
by turning it to the little-finger side. With
side of the right hand in a vibratory movement, run the hand across the waistline to
the left side.
the right hand is on the upper left
Bring the left hand back
of the abdomen.
need just the two thumbs.
into plav.
With these digits, press downward, slowly
bringing the thumbs from the upper side to
Repeat this massage,
the lower right side.
with gentle pressure, morning and night

Now

We

Davies, expert physical culturist and overseer of the health and
figures of many of Hollywood's most beautiful stars, teaches Ida Lupino
how to massage the thighs.

Jim

for about

two minutes.

August 19 3
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4

To reduce thighs
Lubricate hands with oil. Sit in a thoroughly relaxed position. Lift one foot onto
a convenient chair, not too high. Start a
gentle pinching movement with both hands
between knee and torso. Be careful not to
Gentle pressure is suffipinch too hard.
Never press a bone when massaging
cient.
or the result will be a painful soreness.
And always relax while massaging, or it is
useless.

Here

is an excellent cupping and slapmassage, which must be done, as
usual, with well lubricated hands.
Make a cup of right and left hands and
gently slap hipline and thighs, always
working upward. Slap softly and slowly
enough to feel a slight suction with each
If you are working on the hipline,
blow.
start on the upper thigh and work upward

ping

to the waist.
start

Suction, not the blow, does

you are treating the thighs,
at the knee and slap upward to thighs

the work.

If

and

hipline.
If the calves need treatment,
start just above the ankles and work up
to the knee.
Follow this routine by the clock five
minutes gentle pinching for each leg
five minutes for each thigh ; five minutes
Five minutes cupped slapfor each arm.
ping for each leg
five minutes cupped
slapping for each thigh
five minutes for
:

;

;

then five minutes massage
hipline
waistline.
Total sixty minutes.
;

on

You can cut down the time by devoting
two minutes to each motion, or by massaging only those parts that seem to need it
in your case.
A double chin can come from bending
over a desk or a piano, a drawing board
or a sewing machine, or perhaps most
usually these days from playing bridge
with your head inclined downward over the

—

—

cards.

Holding your head well, with eyes level,
do much toward taking off that twochinned look, if you are not otherwise overweight. But a faithful day-by-day practice
of the neck exercises given in last month's
will

article will tend to

make

the muscles of the

and thus keep the
threat of multiple chins away.
Don't try massage on the chin.
neck and throat firm

The
down

truly

lovely

leg

tapers

mama's girl! Shirley Temple screen star extraordinary, poses
above with her proud could she be otherwise? mother, Mrs. Gertrude
F. Temple. They are inseparable companions.

She's a

—

—

gently

Marlene Dietrich
has perhaps the most famous legs on
Miriam Hopkins has very
the screen.

be included in your calf-reducing program.
In this way muscular tenseness and lumpiness may be replaced by smooth, graceful

trim ankles.
But it may be that your legs have bumpy
contours due to hard bunches of muscle on
the calf, or bunches of flesh that conceal
the place where the ankles ought to be.
Here are some exercises designed to
make the leg muscles long and smooth
Remember
rather than short and lumpy.
the family cat exercises I told you about
These follow the general
last month ?
stretching, relaxing, and shaking movements that Madame Pussy goes through.
Shaking exercises may be done while
you are lying on a bed or sitting on a chair.
Brace your, knees firmly together, then
relax the muscles of the lower legs and
give them a good shaking until tired. Follow this by a brief rest, then slowly stretch
your limbs upward, downward and side-

leg development.

wards.

to the

ankle.

•

Another

effective exercise for improving
the shape of the legs is this one
Stand erect, arms hanging at sides. Bend
the left knee, raising the leg backward and
upward as far as possible, being careful
to point the toe as you were taught in
dancing school.
kick the leg forward and backward fifteen or twenty times.
The upper part of the leg will swing a
little forward so that the foot will not
strike the floor during the exercises.
Re-

Now

peat with right leg.
Remember
that
relaxing,
stretching and kicking exercises

shaking,
all should

To reduce bulky ankles, sit down and
rotate each foot from the ankle from five
to ten minutes.
Follow this by massaging
the ankles to break up fatty tissues.
The following exercise is also effective
for reducing large ankles
First, give the legs a good shaking. Then
stand erect, with feet together.
Rise on
toes.
rapidly bend and straighten
each knee alternately, as though running,
but do not lift toes from floor. Swing arms,
freely while doing this and keep on for
several minutes, briskly.
Another: Place a small object on the
floor.
book will do. Stand on the end
of the book, on toes, and balance up and
down, lowering the heels as far as possible
each time. Keep your arms to your sides
for this one.
:

;

Now

A

a good idea, while you are dressing
yourself, or undressing, to try to keep on
your toes all the time. This for the sake
It's

—
—

of the ankles.
It's also a good idea
if
you have very little time for exercise to
try dressing and undressing without sitting
down, for the benefit of the bending and

stretching

will occasion.
perfectly possible to give yourself lovely legs and ankles, don't fool yourself that it's a speedy process, for it isn't.
Those who go through the stretching, relaxing, kicking and shaking exercises may
begin to note some improvement in a

While

it

it's

month, but don't be discouraged if it's three
months before you see a very decided
change.
It's persistence that produces the
desired, and desirable, results.
Sylvia Sidney has a very beautiful back,
as you may have noticed.
If your own is not as straight and lovely,
you might try this exercise. It's also very
good for round shoulders.
Stand straight and throw the head back.
Imagine that a rope is hanging just above
your head. Reach up high with the right
hand and grasp the rope. Pull it down, and
then reach up with the left hand.
Keep
the shoulders normal.
Continue hauling
down your imaginary rope until you begin
to tire.

Carole Lombard, as you will note by her
measurements as well as your own eyesight when you look at her pictures, has
ideal

hips.

Gail Patrick has

very lovely

arms.

As a rule the upper arm gets insufficient
exercise so that tissues become flaccid and
bulky. To keep them supple and beautiful,
massage as directed above, after taking the
following exercises
Stand erect with arms stretched over
head, palms facing but apart
bring forearms down briskly, elbows bent close to
the head, and touch shoulder blades behind with fingertips, until you feel the
flabby muscles underneath the arms pull
:

;

tightly.

Stand
clasped.

erect,

Bend

arms

above

the pull, then to the

left.

hands
you feel

head,

to the right until
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"Nat" and "Googie"
Continued from page 16
almost the last Hollywood couple to perform this fascinating trick of pulling an infant out of a plug hat, or finding one under
Mr. and Mrs. Fredric
a yucca plant.

March, Miss Miriam Hopkins and many
more have adopted successfully. In fact,
so novel and interesting is the achievement
of offspring in the old-fashioned way that
such crown princes as Richard Arlen, Jr.,

become nine-day wonders, and are interviewed by scores of reporters before they

The fact remains
can even say "ga-ga."
that "Nat" and "Googie" are going to
adopt a darling little baby, preferably one
good at thinking up jokes.
Item Two By the time you read this
(assuming of course that you do read it),
Burns and Allen will be charging around
Europe on their first extended tour of the
Older World.
It is also their first genuine holiday in

a Bobby Burns panatela, in fact."
"Foul traitor!" I accused.
"They're made by
"Nix," said Mr. B.
the

same

"Ah,"

firm."

I

said.

a funny thing," went on the comedian.
"A lot of radio actors complain of
sponsor-trouble, which is something like
shooting pains in the back and spots before
Here we've been
the eyes, only worse.
broadcasting nearly three years, with no
sponsor trouble at all. Why, we've never
!"
even seen our sponsors
"Maybe that's why," I innuendoed.
"It's

:

were "Boners" and "More Boners"
collections

of journalistic

bulls.

chastely titled "Wisecracks,"
which seemed to be a sort of modern Joe
The fourth was a book of Ogden
Miller.
No doubt these are diliNash's verse.

One volume

gently thumbed for germs of ideas, and then
carpentered into screen and radio jokes by
It must always
the comical little couple.
be remembered that Burns and Allen's
jokes are diligently built up, gadget by
gadget, like garages or Fords.
Mr. Burns then made his appearance,
freshly shaven and informally dressed, and
looking very professorial in glasses. Then,
from another door popped "Googie," four
and- a half feet of cuteness in black satin

pajamas.

Mr. B. ignited a long
offered one to me.

"A White Owl,

brown

no doubt."

cigarro,
I

said,

and
that

being the brand which is ballyhooed by the
team's air hour.
"Oh, no," said Mr. Burns, breezily. "It's

Believe me, there was an honestly touching tone to these young-old troupers' voices
as they talked of their vagabond days. But
were they mourning their passing? In your
hat they were
For Burns and Allen, after the lean
years, have reached those of plenty.
They
are playing big gold harps in the Actors'
Heaven of Financial Security. Soon they
would sail away on a stately ship first

—

Hollywood.
picture,
It's

an

Allen.
For
the first time in their long career they don't
tell these long jerry-built jokes, but play
straight
dialogue -and -situation
comedy,
just as written by the studio author-gang.
"I hope it goes over," says Burns.
"Up
to now we've always taken the dialogue

epoch-maker for Burns and

and put it into our words.
Burns and
Allen, and no jokes!
It certainly seemed
funny."
I
hoped,
funny.

silently,

that

it

WOULD

be

And

the future, for these case-hardened
the changing times?
can it be otherwise than as golden
and giddy as the present? They've got two
years to go under a fine Paramount contract.
They don't want to be starred.
"We think it's smarter to sneak into a
picture and try to steal it," says the Gracie,
slyly.
You sense immediately that she is
the One. There's a mighty mess of horsesense in that pretty head of hers.
Radio? Their popularity holds up. They
can talk into microphones until George has
to be carried into the studio, and Gracie's
high giggle turns bass.

vets

Answers Hollywood's call! Elizabeth Allan returns from a trip
abroad to assume an important
role in "David Copper field" and
other film assignments.

A

Two

terrific."

Maybe you've seen their latest
"Many Happy Returns," by now.

My

—popular

Those weeks were tough, too. They insisted on cooking goulash and all kinds of
Hungarian messes in their dressing-rooms,
and smelling up the whole theatre. It was

to

Burns and
said, I found the
Allen apartment, high above the bright
green of Central Park. I find that actors
in the money always take apartments overPerhaps it cheers
looking Central Park.
them to think"' that they have avoided the

books.

the midgets.

it up.
Gee who wouldn't give
new red boots to spend a few days in
Moscow with Mr. Burns and Miss Allen?
Colossal is too timid a word for it.
The talk leaped backward 7,000 miles,

closely.
As I've

A

"Or

in.

her

Furthermore, I
can stand, this summer.
note a slight weariness with the fellow,
both on the part of his creators and some
portion of the listening public. It is probable that he will retire, gag by gag, into
private life, and you can take this as coming straight from the paddock.
So much for the "news." Personally, I
feel that "Nat" and "Googie," as man and
woman, are far more diverting than the
mere fact that they are assuming the burlook
Let's
foster-parenthood.
of
dens

My

when we had

We

Then Nat chimed

fountains.
They ate

Moscow

necessity of sleeping in it.
noon
date was for High Noon.
was not quite high enough, so a male voice
from a bedroom urged patience. I looked
about the living room.
mountain of lilacs, which at that time
were blooming frantically on every Gotham
radio giving off a soothstreet-corner.
And on a
ing High Noon sort of waltz.
large table a working library of four small

the one

—

NOT

will be about all

was

class,

will plunge headlong through the Balkans
Of this, more anon.
into Soviet Russia.
Item Three: Miss Allen's brother will
accompany them on their
positively
They seem to feel
trotting of the globe.

Grade alone

ever played

to follow those pretty little Hilton girls,
the Siamese twins, on a bill.
Imagine trying to follow those lovely little freaks,
with all the customers sobbing.
died!"

and all that.
They asked about Russia, when they
found I had been twice to the strange Red
country.
I told them of the bright red
water that Hows from the hotel taps, and
the dance band at the Metropole in Moscow that plays ancient American jazz, and
of the fountain there into which one can
fall if one is in the mood for falling into

Personally, I think collecting the
pay check they do would be the world's
dandiest vacation, but I may be commercial.
They plan to explore Gibraltar, the French
and Italian Rivieras, and Italy. Then they

years.

that

we

I drew these two nice little people away
from the roaring air waves, coaxing the
conversation back to the days when they
were hard-working vaudeville actors, who
kicked about dressing-rooms, groused about
members of a now-vanished race.
hotels
For then I was a Burns and Allen fan,
and they were delighted to labor mightily
for a few hundred a week, facing, every
Monday, a fresh gang of blase people out
front who double-dared a comic to make
them laugh.
And Burns and Allen forgot the big
hotel suite and the big radio and screen
contracts and reminiscent, far-away smiles
lighted up their faces.
"You know," said Mr. B., "when Gracie
and I first teamed up, I was the funny
man. I had the answers, and all Gracie
had was the questions. It didn't take us

—

—

long to find out that the questions got more
So now Gracie
laughs than the answers.
has the answers, and everything is fine."
Gracie was remembering, too.

Some good
"Those were funny days.
and some bad. I guess the toughest week

who switched with

How

They like living
somewhat unusual

in Hollywood, which is
for eastern thespians of
any type. Parties ? "Who goes to parties ?"
says Burns. "Everybody goes to the fights
on Friday, but nobody sees the fights because everybody is waving at each other.
It's

terrific."

Lucky

pair,

No

"Nat" and "Googie."

those
two going Hollywood.
They've eaten at too many railroad-station
beaneries to lose the common touch and
their sense of humor.
So off they go, hand in hand. Nice folks.
Regular. And I still say that the sight of
the season will be Gracie Allen (without
her brother) standing in the shadow of the
fear

of

—

Kremlin Wall

Good luck, troupers
wooden roubles
!

!

Don't take any

for

Ati

gust
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Here's

Hollywood

Continued from page 67

QUEER
of fate

indeed are the turns and twists
and circumstance in the stu-

There

dios.

instance.

is

Dorothy Wilson, just

for

Once she was a

secretary at the
An executive saw

Radio Pictures studio.
and she became an actress.
She remained an actress under contract
to this same studio for several months,

her

—

Work failed to
then she was released.
come, and it appeared that she would have
to return to typing
(she kept in practice
just for such an emergency, Dorothy says).
Then a new picture role in "Eight Girls
In a Boat" popped up and all of a sudden, Dorothy Wilson burst forth sensa-

—

—

tionally.

The climax of this anecdote is that Radio
Pictures recently borrowed Dorothy, at
eight times her former salary, for a new
film!

HOLLYWOOD

presents only a

road for would-be stars

rough

who

resemble
already-established stars.
There was, for
instance, Sigrun Solvason, professionally
known as Rae Randall but better known
as "the girl who is a double for Garbo."
Unable to find work, Miss Solvason
part of her heartcommitted suicide.
break was revealed in a story of her life
which she had been writing, a book in
which she expressed sorrow that she had
been unable to win fame on the screen.
She once doubled for Greta on the screen.
Perhaps this accounted for the only bit of
sentimentalism Garbo has ever exhibited

—

A

in Hollywood— a wreath of flowers sent to
the funeral parlors.

Genevieve Tobin poses aboard the
liner that took her to Europe for
a vacation from the film studios.

(Continued on page 97)

T'M WONDERING,

has Suzanne Kaaren a sense of humor, or does she qualify as a member of the beautiful-but-dumb
class of gals?
Suzanne was working with a chorus in
"Free Golf," when the director suddenly
What's the matshouted
"Cut, camera.
You're all out of
ter with you girls ?
step but Sue."
Whereupon Suzanne turned to her sister chorines and indignantly demanded
!"
"Say, what's wrong with you girls
-*-

:

very ominous
THAT
Hollywood-way
is

grumble from out
Carole Lombard,

mumbling

to herself after her appearance
on a national radio program. Carole, it
seems, appeared on the air with a certain
big masculine star who, it is reported, received six thousand, five hundred dollars
for his services.
But Carole (she was invited to play opposite this star by the star
in person), didn't receive even a box of

roses for her efforts.

SLIM SUMMERVILLE'S

idea of fun
doesn't exactly harmonize with that of
the golfers at the Lakeside Club, the movie
actors' favorite stroke-and-putt headquarters.

Slim's house

is

near the second

tee,

and

of late, the thin comedian has been sitting
on his front porch with a bugle. Just as
his pals start to drive, Slim toots the bugle

—and

many and shocking

are the curses

that are flung his way.

THERE were a law against
IFpuns,
Stuart Erwin would get
sentence for his: "Could a
model be called a queen of
the undie world?"

a

life

lingerie

She's vogue!

Carole

Lombard

wearing one of her favorite
lounging costumes, above.
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No more

Kay

squinting

Tells

About

Bill

Continued from page 18

at the sun

• • •

with

and

was

were on loca-

standing of love and of people.
Perhaps
is the key to their mutual congeniality.

hot and I became cross, really, very irritable. Finally
tion

it

blew up

I

pieces.

Verichrome you

We

early the next morning.

Bill

frightfully

my

this

Educated through European travel and
Kay took an early fling
at business.
She sold real estate, was a
social
secretary,
and promoted Raquel
Meller when she blazed through America
several years ago.
She's been married
three times, beginning at seventeen, and
only recently divorced Kenneth MacKenna,
and each marriage carried her into an en-

and went all to
sauntered over and sat down

in

lines

exclusive schools,

beside me saying, quietly, 'Kay, if I didn't
love you and understand how utterly ex-

hausted you were,
you!'

I'd,

well, I'd

—

I'd

spank

We both howled
imaginary picture his words suggested and this broke the tension I had
been on. Everything was serene after that.
"We always laugh and joke when we are
together
our humor seems pitched in the
same key but we are very serious when
"That made me laugh.

take people at

the

at

their best*.,

environment. Besides, she's
stage success and fame as a foremost
motion picture star.
You would doubtless be surprised to see
Kay Francis off the screen. She looks so
much smaller and far more girlish than
she does in her pictures.
The day of our
talk she was wearing a smart brown ensemble but she confesses she cares little for
clothes
except for her pictures.
Some distant day Kay wants to return to
the stage and win new laurels. Well, some
day, perhaps.
But we film fans wouldn't
like to spare her or the combination of
Powell and Francis, from our screens. They
supply an ideal team of ultra-sophisticates.
Remembering Bill's great charm and
feeling the glow of Kay's radiant personality, a thought flashed through my mind.
gorgeous thought. I hardly dare breathe it
for I'm sure they will both take a shot at
me when they read this. But wouldn't it
be great, now that they are both matrimonially free, if this popular reel-love-team
of William Powell and Kay Francis should
be duplicated in a real-life romance, with
all
the "happy-ever-after" sequences left
into the drama?
tirely different

won

;

;

making

relaxed, natural.

Forget about
posing

• • •

just

snap

the picture*

a picture, for we feel it requires all
our concentration.
Bill has taught me to
keep from getting a one-track mind regarding my role.
In studying his characters
he likes to twist the story around, figuring
out different angles in the psychology of the
persons involved, and you would be amazed
how this broadens one's understanding of
the drama as a whole and of your own role
in particular."
After a moment's thought, Kay said she
considered Bill's outstanding quality was

—

deep understanding, his ability always
to see the other person's side of the question.
The only fault she could think of
was his inability to be on time.
his

"He even
watch

kids

himself

A

—

by keeping his
minutes fast,"
"but even that

set exactly thirty-one

she merrily explained,
doesn't help much.
He's quite hopeless in
this."

Kay's own life sparkles with varied experiences that give her, also, a vast under-

Verichrome

And

Bill Tells

Continued from page 19

Accept nothing but the
familiar yellow
box with the
checkered

helped.

Then came

pictures,

and how

I've

enjoyed them. In my first film, 'The Bright
Shawl,' I met Richard Barthelmess, and
we have been great friends ever since. In
my second, 'Romola,' I met Ronald Colman,
who proved another true pal."
I asked him how he kept fit
aside from
a careful diet, for watching him at luncheon
I'm sure he counts his calories. His reply

stripe.

—

characteristic.
easier to keep from annexing the
fatal 'bay window,' and jowls, than to lose
them.
So every day I look intently into
the swimming-pool.
I think a lot about
tennis, and talk a dandy game of golf.
But
is

"It's

by worrying. Sophisticated
Good Lord
Why, any
ittle thing can upset me.
I'm a very fine
worrier and it makes me lose weight. I'm
fittest when I'm lean.
So there you are !"
Walking out into the garden I thought
again of Carole. Everyone knows that Bill
was madly in love with her. Yet in two
years the marriage ended. Their divorce
was one of those friendly affairs and they
continue to go about together, being very
comradey.
really, I

HOW

1.

VERICHROME
DIFFERS FROM ORDINARY FILM
Double-coated. Two layers of sensitive
silver.

2. Highly color-sensitive.

3. Halation "fuzz" prevented by special

backing on

film.

4. Finer details in both high lights

and

shadows.
5. Translucent, instead of transparent.

Made by an

exclusive process of
Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y.

—poised

When

keep

fit

—suave

!

I finally

was

He

!

spoke of Carole, his reply
lives in an atmosphere of

casual.
social poise, of
cultivated sophistication
where real feelings are kept out of sight.
all generalize, talk platitudes," he
said.
"None of us speaks freely of vital
things.
Our 'big moments' are lived within
ourselves and alone.
don't trot them

"We

KODAK

ERICHROME
FILM

About Kay

—

We

out on parade. It just isn't done.
"Life is built of experiences and no one
ever really learns.
child burns his fingers
n the fire and vows he'll never do it again.
But he does. He goes right on burning his

A

fingers all

through

life.

"I

don't

know what my

future

I'm not making any wild assertions.

marry

again.

I

may

not.

holds.
I

may

You know,

just

having married and divorced doesn't change
me as a man. Perhaps I'm still susceptible

charm

to feminine

"We

all

women

need

in our lives.

They

are the incentive for every man's ambitions
and achievements. When we are around
twenty-five we can tell you all about the
fair sex.
But the older we become the less
we know about them. All women are
charming, all lovely !"

Right

now

in his screen

Bill Powell is more interested
work than ever before, having

recently set out on a free-lance adventure
after being under studio contract for years.
He feels this course will bring him more
suitable roles. Already he has made "Man-

hattan Melodrama," with Clark Gable and
Myrna Loy, and "The Thin Man," from
Dashiell Harnett's story.
He has enough
excellent parts lined up to keep him busy
for more than a year.
At that time, he
rather wistfully suggested, he would like a
real vacation in

Southern France.

While our chat had been more or
serious, Powell has an engaging humor
seldom
a loss.

finds a place

Perhaps

in

on the screen.

less

that

This

is

of his new films
chance to lighten his

some

he will be given a
sophisticated
characterizations
with his
gift of wit that is so adroit and so effervescent.
I think that facet of Powell's character would appeal to the public.
Bill's final words, as he stepped into his
car to dash to the studio, were, "I sincerely
hope I shall have many more pictures with
Kay Francis. It is such fun to work with
her and also, a great satisfaction. You see,
we speak the same language."

for
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By Miss Vee Dee
Jean and Jane. We might as well get
our arguments dusted off and straightened out before we take up the monthly
business of giving out ages, weights, and
measures of our favorite screen personalities.
Ronald Cohnan was married years
ago to Thelma Raye, an English actress,
but has been separated from her for a long
time.
Ronald's first American picture was
"The White Sister" with Lillian Gish, reHis last one is "Bulldog
leased in 1922.
Drummond Strikes Back" with Loretta
Young, Warner Oland, and Charles Butterworth.
all

William

L.

Thelma Todd played op-

Marx

Brothers in "Horse
Feathers."
In their last fun riot "Duck
Soup," Raquel Torres, Margaret Dumont
and Verna Hille supplied the female interIn one of Charlie Chase's latest short
est.
comedies, he plays the four brothers. Aren't
you still laughing and having the stitches
taken from your side?
posite

the

Anne H. Western pictures and stories
of the great outdoors have not decreased in
popularity as much as some fans think.
Buck Jones' program for Universal studios
includes a serial and six adventure features.
One of Buck's latest, in which Dorothy
Revier plays opposite, is "The Fighting
Ranger."

Remember Paddy O'Flynn? See

this picture

and

you'll see

Paddy again on

Cecelia Parker is a free-lance
the screen.
player, appearing with many of the Western players. Cecelia was born on April 26,
1914, in Fort William, Ontario, Canada.
She is 5 feet 3 inches tall, weighs 110
pounds, and has blond hair and hazel eyes.
She is not a recruit from the stage.

Vera K.

With

so

ability, it's difficult to

many
have a

actors of fine
full

page pic-

ture of every one's favorite in Screenland
every month. David Manners was born in

Nova Scotia, on April 30, 1902.
Real name is Rauff Acklom. He is 6 feet
tall,
weighs 169 pounds and has greengrey eyes and brown hair. He made a very
favorable impression in his first picture,
"Journey's End," and also in Eddie Cantor's cinema "Roman Scandals."
Halifax,

Mrs. E. S.
Glory," Ralph

In "The Power and
Morgan was Henry, the

the
old

man

who tells the life story of his
old friend, the railroad president.
Other
principals in the cast were Spencer Tracy,
Colleen Moore, and Sarah Padden, who
played Henry's zvije.
So you've missed
Nancy Carroll in pictures she has been
doing things on the stage but you'll see her
again on the screen in the movie version
of
"Springtime for Henry" with Otto
Kruger and Heather Angel.

—

,

Romance Lover.

Don't flatter yourself
search of romance? And
speaking of Dennis King
he was born
November 2, 1907/ in. Warwickshire, England.
His wife is Edith Write and they

—aren't we

all in

;

have two children.
Dennis made "Vagabond King" in 1930 and was in "Paramount Parade" in the same year. Mr.
King is now appearing on the American
stage in "Richard of Bordeaux."
Jerry and Jack. I've been told by various "cut-ups" that it isn't a laughing matter to be funny, so when you are laughing
over some dry wit and saucy quips, think
how hard your entertainer works to get a
chuckle from you
Cary Grant was married to Virginia Cherrill on February 9,
1934, in London, England.
Cary was born
in Bristol, England, but forgets to tell us
the date.
He has wavy black hair, dark

Screen debby! Drue Leyton
smiles at you from the picture above.
Drue made her
film debut only recently and
now is scheduled for bigger

!

brown

eyes,

pounds.

He made

is

His
his

played in "I'm

6 feet
real
first

No

tall

name

is

and weighs 172
Archie Leach.

pictures

in

Angel" with

1931.
He
Mae West

parts.

and was the Mock Turtle in "Alice in
Wonderland."
His current release is
"Thirty Day Princess" with Sylvia Sidney.

Among the popular household names with words and music is that
of Bing Crosby a picture with Bing at
your favorite cinema palace or dust off the
radio and there' you have Bing with a
bang. Your favorite crooner, please excuse
Elcanore Z.

—

Bing was born May 2, 1904, in Tacoma,
Washington. He is 5 feet 9 inches tall,
weighs 165 pounds and has light brown
hair and blue eyes. His wife is Dixie Lee
and they have a young son, Gary.
His
latest features are "We're Not Dressing,"
and "She Loves Me Not."
(All but she
does, Bing!)
us,

—

Rubin K.
more grand

We

are all waiting for still
pictures starring Diana Wyn-

She is in "Where Sinners Meet,"
with Clive Brook.
She has appeared in
"Men Must Fight" with Lewis Stone, Phil-

yard.

lips Holmes, Robert Young, May Robson
and Mary Carlisle "Cavalcade" with Clive
Brook, Margaret Lindsay, Mary Forbes,
Frank Lawton, John Warburton, Herbert
Mundin, Claude King and David Torrence,
and a host of other well-known actors
and in "Reunion in Vienna" with John
Barrymore, Frank Morgan, and May
Robson.
;

Wagged

his way to fame! Here's "Skippy," the wire-haired terrier which
enacted Asta in the screen version of "The Thin Man," sharing camera
honors with two of his fellow actors in that film; William Powell and
Myrna hoy. He's graciously telling you "they were good too."

August 1934

for

Tomorrow's
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Stars

is

Continued from page 53

your hair TOO DRY or TOO OILY
to train in these

But they are not being rushed

stardom.

to the top of the

ladder.

They are

being'

moved slowly upward; bit by bit, rung by
rung.
Movie executives have long since

Hollywood Styles?

learned the bitter lesson of pushing young
players too quickly to stellar roles.
Too
many promising careers have been spoiled
because they were forced forward too
hastily.

But my purpose is not to extol the newer
methods of star-making, nor to hold brief
for those who were pushed forward too
rapidly, and who toppled as a result.
I
have really taken you through the gates of

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Expressive of her vivacious personality is the
radiant, up-tossed mass of loose curls worn by
one queen of the silver screen. A piquant
fashion and becoming— but impossible to
achieve with oily, stringy hair. To help correct
over-oily hair, use the Packer's Pine Tar
Shampoo treatment below.

—

studio in order that

you might meet each young player in person, and decide for yourselves what each
is like, and what are their ambitions and
plans.

Here comes Florine McKinney.

She

is

graceful child-woman.
She is
five feet, two and one-half inches tall, and
if the scales tip to more than 106 pounds
when she deposits her penny, she knows
those scales are wrong.
Florine has soft
brown hair that she habitually brushes
straight back from her face. She has grayblue eyes restless eyes that are inquisitive
and prying eyes that seem always to be
seeking new things to see.
Florine is of nervous disposition seldom
still
she moves with quick little motions
quick but graceful motions, like a robin on
a tree limb. With all her delicate stature,
she is very athletic, a fine swimmer and

a slender,

;

;

;

;

horsewoman.
I have been amhave a career," Florine confesses.
"When I was' seven, I studied dancing
and I yearned to be a second Pavlowa.
At ten I commenced to. study piano, and
then I wanted to be a female Paderewski

"Since early childhood

famous

for her "allure"

The

curls over her

and at the neck-line are fluffed well forward. A good style for the new " off the face"
baby bonnets — but wispy, dry, harsh hair
would ruin the effect. Packer's Olive Oil

Shampoo treatment

(given below) helps to

correct over-dry hair.

when I was sixwas Marion Talley.

started singing, lessons^

teen,

my new

and

"What do
hope

I

idol

want

to be in the future?

can develop into a singing star,
like Jeanette MacDonald.
I
mean, one
who can both sing and act. If I cannot
sing, and must remain just an actress, I
would like to be a cross between Norma
Shearer and Joan Crawford, if you can
I

star

ears

bitious to

I

One Hollywood

wears a long soft bang.

I

figure that out."

More

than likely, Miss

become a singing

McKinney

will

she and another
girl tied for first honors in the Atwater
Kent radio auditions staged for the state
star, for

of Texas.

Next, let me introduce lovely Jean
Parker, the darling of her studio. Jean is
the girl whose photograph, in a bathing

M-G-M

attracted
executives' attention and won her a screen test and eventually a contract.
Jean is five feet, three
suit,

tall, and she weighs
109 pounds.
She has heavy brown hair that is inclined

inches

to be curly without the aid of artificialities.
She also has large, hazel eyes that are as
soft and appealing as the eyes of a young
deer and you must have seen the beautiful
eyes of a deer to understand the com-

—

parison.

Miss Parker is such a versatile young
lady, too.
She has studied commercial art,
at which she is adept.
She is an exceptional ballet dancer, and should she choose
to desert the screen, she has offers to tour
as a concert dancer.
She is a fine pianist,
and she writes unusually well. She is, it
must now be apparent to you, an artist to
her finger tips.
Older
players May
Robson,
Lionel
Barrymore, and Marie Dressier among
them have waxed rhapsodic in their praise
of Jean. They see in her the light of great
dramatic achievement but meanwhile little

—

—

—

Help for

DRY

To correct OILY hair:

hair:

Don't put up with dry, lifeless,
burnt-out looking hair. And don't
oh, don't
use a soap or shampoo
on your hair which is harsh and
drying. Packer's Olive Oil Shampoo
is made especially for dry hair. It is
agentle "emollient" shampoo made
of pure olive oil. In addition, it
contains soothing, softening glycerine which helps to make your
hair silkier and more manageable.

—

—

No harmful harshness in Packer
Shampoos. Both are made by the
Packer Company, makers of
Packer's Tar Soap. Get Packer's
Olive Oil Shampoo today and begin
to

make each cleansing a
home treatment for

tific

your

hair.

PACKER'S
OLIVE OIL

for

SHAMPOO

DRY

hair

scien-

your hair is too oily, the oil glands
your scalp are over-active. Use
Packer's Pine Tar Shampoo— it is
made especially for oily hair. This
If

in

shampoo

gently astringent. It
tends to tighten up and so to normalize the relaxed oil glands.
is

It's quick, easy and can be used
with absolute safety to your hair.
Use Packer's Pine Tar Shampoo
every four or five days at first if
necessary, until your hair begins to
show a natural softness and fluffi-

Begin this evening with
Packer's Pine Tar Shampoo to get
your hair in lovely condition. Its
ness.

makers have been

specialists

in

the care of the hair for
over 60 years.

PACKER'S
PINE TAR

SHAMPOO

for OILY hair
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Miss Parker yearns to do lighter Ibsen and
"Peter Pan" among
Barrie characters,
them. I am only one of hundreds in Hollywood who, after seeing this lovely girl in
"Lady For a Day" and "Little Women,"
began singing her praises and predicting
stardom for her future.
Time is fleeting, and we have many
more young players to visit. So, goodbye
Jean Parker—and hello, Mary Carlisle.
Cuddly best describes Mary. Five feet and
one inch small. One hundred pounds of
hold-me-closer curves and more curves.
Ash-blond hair, and beeg, beeg blue eyes
that are almost round
Mary looks, talks, and acts like a doll.
She pouts adorably; she smiles contagiously; she bubbles personality until mere
man succumbs to her every wish. Strangely
for such a vivacious personality, Miss CarHelen
lisle yearns to play heavy drama.
Hayes is her ideal actress, and Mary would
give her very heart one day to play the
When
roles that Miss Hayes does now.
she is not at work, and Miss Hayes is

making a

picture,

Mary may

invariably

be found seated in a nook of Helen's sets,
intently watching her favorite actress enact
difficult scenes.

That pretty newlywed, Martha
Hardie Albright to her

(Mrs.
is

next M-G-M starlet.
Martha, and meet your

the

up,

Sleeper,
friends),
Please step
public-to-be.

Miss Sleeper—she is certainly wide awake
when it comes to her career— was originally put under contract by Metro because
she was (and is) a second Joan Crawford.
She doesn't look like Joan, nor act as Joan

Use FREE Cbifbn Below
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acts—but the old IT—the old S. A.—that
belongs to Joan is mirrored in Martha.
Miss Sleeper's start as an actress was
She and her
a most amazing accident.
with the inHollywood
to
moved
mother
tention that the daughter should pursue a
She had no luck at all until she
career.
moved from the house in which she was
The vacated
living into an apartment.
house was leased by director Emory JohnThe director's mother found a photoson.
graph of Martha that had been left behind.
She showed the picture to Johnson, who
straightway employed Miss Sleeper for her
first

picture role.

five feet, three and one-half
and she weighs one hundred
and fifteen pounds. She has long-bobbed,
dark brown hair, and large, brown eyes.
She is an accomplished pianist and harpist,
and she handles a mean tennis racquet and
She hopes for great
a sturdy golf club.
dramatic roles, and if you saw her in
"Penthouse" and "Glory and the Girl," you
and
will admit that she needs only training

Martha

inches

is

tall,

opportunity.

Here comes Miss
Hide, everybody!
Gale, who can
Joan
person—
in
Mischief
think of more deviltry in one minute than
the average imp can conceive in an hour.
But when she turns on that million-candlepower smile, all is forgiven.
Joan is one of four stage

sisters,

adver-

two

sets of

tised as a quartette, but really

They are Joan, Jean, June and
twins.
fail to
Jane, and not one of them would
turn masculine heads on any public street.
They are accomplished dancers, but in adpackdition, Joan sings— and she's a prize
age as a comedienne. That's one reason
Studio executives
she is under contract.
think she combines the charm of Claudette
Colbert with the laugh-producing talents
of the late

Mabel Normand.

Those exec-

utives think she may develop into one of
the screen's most popular comediennes.
Miss Gale-of-laughter is just five feet,
one and one-half inches in height, and she
dinner.
tips the scales to 105 right after
Her hair is dark brown, with just a redOnce
dish tint, and her eyes are hazel.
newspaper
or
a
doctor
to
be
a
wanted
she
writer, but now her sole aim is screen and

She
success.
stage in

stage

New York

Bert Lahr, and

in

was featured on the
"Flying High" with

Rudy

"Scandals" with

Vallee.
Joan is yet new to pictures, but
see her in "The Merry Widow," and you'll
no doubt welcome her into the fold.
Comes now an Irene Dunne type
quiet,
very beautiful girl named Irene
Hervey. She doesn't look at all like Miss
Dunne, yet there is about her the same
subtle charm, the same unexpressed but
nevertheless apparent determination, and
the same exquisite mannerisms of the perheights and
the
lady.
Strangely,
fect
weights of the two are nearly exact Miss
Hervey is five feet, four inches tall and
Her hair is the
she weighs 114 pounds.
same shade of brown as Miss Dunne's hair.
Her eyes are hazel-brown.
Irene's contract is a reward for perFor weeks she parked herself
severance.
daily outside the offices of the studio casting director. At last she was noticed, and
she was given a chance to study in the
M-G-M stock school, at no salary. Miss
Hervey spent another eight months in that
school, before she was given her first
screen opportunity in "Stranger's Return."
Her work in the picture brought about the
present contract.
Miss Hervey is very ambitious. In addition to continuing her studies with Oliver
Hinsdale,
M-G-M's studio dramaticscoach, she studies privately under Samuel
Kayser, one of the West Coast's better
known teachers of the drama. When she
she enacts
is not occupied at the studio,
roles, (without salary), for a small stock
company.
She spends most of her spare

—

—

reading

time

plays,

both

modern

and

classical.

Her

stage idol was Louella Gear,
she saw in "Poppy" and "Queen
High" several years ago. Miss Hervey,
if she has her own way, will follow in tbe
footsteps of Miss Gear, who is a charming
interpreter of whimsical comedy.
Muriel Evans is another of the wellcurved type almost what is known the
She
chorus-girl type (like Toby Wing).
five inches tall, weighs 115
is five feet,
pounds, and has blonde hair and very blue
She is indeed an entrancing eyeful,
eyes.
which you need not be told if you saw her
in "The Prizefighter and the Lady," "Midnight Mary" and "Made On Broadway."
While Muriel's present love is the screen,
her first love was the stage, and eventually
she expects to return to a career behind the
But not for a few years she
footlights.
is under contract, and officials of the company show no signs of releasing her.
Whose voice is that I hear, crooning
Surely it must be in fact, could
blues?
only be yes, it is Shirley Ross. For nine
months, Shirley sang blues-songs with Gus
There, now you
Arnheim's orchestra.
know her by voice, if not by sight. You
can't imagine what you've missed by not
first

whom

—

_

—

—

—

knowing Miss Ross by sight, too.
She is M-G-M's only contractee redRed hair and gray eyes Jo make
head.
Shirley is five
such a nice combination
four inches tall, and she weighs 118
pounds. To prove to you how very lovely
she is, let me tell you that the very first
night she sang with Arnheim's orchestra
in a Los Angeles hotel, she was seen by
two studio executives and both ordered
!

feet,

—

their casting directors to call Miss Ross
acted first, and
into conference.
tests proved that Shirley not only could
sing, but she could act— and she photoDid you see her in her
graphed well.
debut picture, a short feature, "Jail Birds
Shirley first saw the light
of Paradise"?
Nebraska. Shirley has
Omaha,
in
day
of
oray eyes that are round and curious, like
Early in life (earlier, that is,
a kitten's.

M-G-M

for

Shirlev

moved

to

is

still

"early"),

her

family

Hollvwood, where she attended
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for

high school, then the University of CaliShe made
fornia, Los Angeles branch.
quite a success of singing in school plays,
so during summer vacation, she sang at a
She was seen by pictures
local hotel.
Be sure to see
scouts, and here she is.
and hear Shirley in "Hollywood Party"

and "The Merry Widow." She will walk
right into your heart.
Last, and for the moment perhaps leastknown, (but just you keep an eye on her),
allow me to introduce Ruth Channing.
Another blonde but such a luscious one.
Five feet, three and one-half inches; 115
pounds; blue eyes.
Ruth is very new to the screen. Her
only two pictures are "Men In White" and
"Hollywood Party."
But her vivacious
personality assures her of bigger and better
roles to come, and she is decidedly worthy
of your attention.
And there goes the end of the parade.

—

Mmmmmmmmm!

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
last
of the
starlets has passed before your eyes.
You
have seen that studio's bid for tomorrow's

The

fame.

Perhaps you will say, if you have seen
any or all of these young players on the
screen, that you do not believe they can
ever replace present-day favorites.

Before

you make such a statement, remember

The "Imp"

that

that

is

a few years ago, the same Metro-GoldwynMayer studio had Helen Chadwick, Aileen
Pringle, Renee Adoree, Bessie Love, and
other then-famous actresses under contract.
At that time, the studio executives employed a number of newcomers, who, they
believed, might or might not become stars
in the years to come.
Those newcomers included Joan Craw-

Greta Garbo, Anita Page, Constance
Sally O'Neil and many more
whose names today decorate theatre marquees the world over. Who can say that
among the young starlets now under conford,

Bennett,

tract to

M-G-M

the Garbos and
five years hence?

Next month

I

are not at least a few
Harlows and Shearers
shall take

you

of
of

to another

studio on our tour in search of tomorrow's
stars;
Our next stop will be the Burbank
studio of the Warner Brothers-First National Company.
Here is another company
that prides itself on its individual stars, and
on its aggressiveness in preparing for to-

morrow.
Executives of Warner Brothers-First
National have an even bigger parade of
young players than has Metro-GoldwynMayer, so be sure and join me next month,
when I visit the studio over the hills in
Burbank.

Known

as

Angel

Continued from page 24
semester, "why have you been on the
games field only twice this term?" Poor
Heather had always been "kept in" by one

mistress

or another,

so she never got to
thing was that

The extraordinary

games.

in spite of her naughty ways everyone
adored her. Even a principal was known
to shed a tear after she had said "Heather
:

a hopeless case. She must leave
the school.
She doesn't know a thing and
we can't teach her."
Some teachers said she was stupid, but
the folks at home knew otherwise.
She
always was helping some one and doing
all the things other people hadn't the time
She would take
or the inclination to do.
unlimited pains over any problem she was
interested in just so long as it didn't
have to do with a lesson book
Heather could fix the electric light or
bells if they went wrong.
If the clock
stopped, she could take it to pieces, and
what is more, put it together again to
make it go. Carpentering intrigued her
amazingly and she never complained when
she hammered her thumb.
She was quite
a good cook and if she ever did sew the

Angel

is

—

work was done

neatly.

If

anyone were

ill,

Heather, even as a child, was a wonderful
nurse.

She read a good deal, especially poetry,
People
and sometimes she would recite.
invariably found themselves either laughing or crying after one of her recitations.
No one, however, ever thought of analyzing
this talent; she was just a funny little
thing.

All this, of course, didn't help in the
classroom. Her friends and relatives considered her rather a problem
it never occurred to anybody she had been absorbing
a great deal in school, but, probably
through poor teaching, was unable to re-

—

veal this knowledge.

would make such a wonderful
teacher," her mother said, in despair. "She
has patience and sympathy, only she doesn't
know anything at all so what can she
"She

—

teach ?"

Matters were shaping themselves, howone day Mrs. Angel picked up a

ever, for

syllabus

of

the

Polytechnical

schools

in

London.
Readings,
Dancing.

They had

classes in Shakespeare,

Dramatic

Upon

Art,

Fencing

and

Heather's request, she was

enrolled as a student, and ere the term had
progressed far along Heather was at the
head of every class.
The school offered
her a scholarship.
She didn't take the scholarship, though,
because she went for an audition at the

Old Vic Theatre

in

London, where Shakes-

enacted.
Heather doesn't know
how she existed through that week after
the audition.
Would they take her or
wouldn't they ?
They did
She began her stage career as a page
holding a banner. Such a vivid, dark-eyed
page that audiences noticed her immediately
She worked all day
lessons in
dancing (her dancing now is quite beautiful) in voice, in reading, lessons in everything connected with the stage.
Heather
wasn't considered stupid any more.
After her year was up at the Old Vic,
she went on tour with a company playing
"The Sign of the Cross." The cast was so
small that she took the part of Stephanas,
the Christian boy tortured by the Romans,
and also headed the dancing girls in the
big revel scene
The troupe toured the British Isles and
Heather came to know how very uncomfortable theatrical lodging-house beds can
be.
She always carried her own suit cases
and walked from the station to her lodgings.
Two pounds a week isn't affluence.
Besides her suit cases and odd bundles of
things shoved in paper bags at the last
moment, she generally was to be seen
clutching a precious pot of jam too valuable to be left behind.
That tour started her travelling days, and
upon its completion ten months later, she
set out, with seven others, on February 1,
1929, to tour the Orient. Here was a thrill
indeed.
Off they went, and after two days at sea

peare

is

!

:

!

Amazingly mild
with a new KI N D of

new modern

Tune in Tuesdays

were in their bunks wondering why
they'd come and wishing the boat would

and hear

sink.
Fortunately,
sea-sickness
doesn't
last forever, and when they disembarked at
felt

quite

fit

and ready

cigarette

for smarter smokers.

all

Gibraltar they

mildness ...... tastes
different because it is
MADE different—it's a

g
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to

act.
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Heather played the part of a vamp in
their first presentation, and so great was
her appeal the papers couldn't write enough

YOUR

After a week at that British
about her.
town, the company went on to India, where
Heather met her sister, married to an army

LIPS

officer.

AND CHEEKS

then toured practically the
of India, encountering extremes of
Sometimes they
climate that were terrific.
acted in a theatre, but more often they gave
their performances in a tent or barn, From
India, they journeyed to the Federated
Malay States and then on to China.

The troupe

whole

On

way home they touched again in India
and made their last foreign appearance in
the

devastating AntaxtneM-

Egypt.
In nearly every town they played young
men proposed marriage to Heather. But
by that time she had a very definite aim.

She knew what she wanted to do. She
wanted to become a very good actress, and
you really can't be married and settled
down in the desert or some place if you
want to be an actress. So she came home
with her heart in her work, having had a
The company
great deal of experience.
had performed a whole repertoire of plays.
London wasn't in the least moved by her
return, and all she could get was the smallBut through
est part in a tiny theatre.
that engagement came the opportunity to
enter motion pictures.
Before a week was out, a girl in the
cast told her, "You're exactly the girl they
"
want for that film, 'The City of Song.'
very
the
and
test,
for
a
Heather applied
next day she was on her way to Italy for
her first appearance before the camera.
When the company didn't work, she and
several of the cast would take a boat and
Jan
sail round the lovely island of Capri.
Kiepura, also in the film, would accompany
them and sing love songs while they floated
on that blue sea with the little waves lap-
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be misled by imitators; there

is nothing else

in

Hollywood.

Just two inches over five feet tall, with
soft brown hair and lustrous brown eyes,
you never would suspect this girl had ever
Slight,
led anything but a cloistered life.
infinitely dainty and delicate in appearance,
so ethereally beautiful that it is diffiimagine her ever being impish, a
trouper who has acted nearly 'round the

she

is

cult

to

world.

She first came to the attention of the
American public through her superb per-

Howard

Leslie

opposite
formance
"Berkeley Square."

in

She displayed a flair
for acting in that production many an older
and more seasoned player might well envy.
Her work denotes a quiet thoroughness
most convincing.
A tip-top sportswoman, she enjoys horseback riding and seizes every opportunity to
Swimming and
indulge in that activity.
tennis also
tion,

come

in for their share of attento herself

and whenever she has a day

she will take Pepper, her spotted Dalmatian pup, for a scramble up the mountainside.

Despite her success as an actress, Heather
still is the same modest and simple
Blessed
person she was in her girlhood.
with a gentle disposition, she never grumPerhaps she has
bles if things go wrong.
inherited a sense of tranquillity from those
old colleges she loved so long ago and
inherited a great tradition from that father
of hers, who gave up his life to save others.

Angel

—

.

transparent

that's smarter

Returning to London, Heather went on
the stage again, occasionally playing in picIn an amazingly
tures at the same time.
short time, she became a favorite of both
the stage and screen and later went to
Germany to appear in a German film.
While working in Berlin Fox executives
were attracted to her, and their interest led
to her present contract with that company

that's

on .
let it set . . . wipe it off.
Nothing remains but truly

Put

!

ping softly against the sides of the boat.
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T^jime

the head, his eyes narrowed, his jaw firmed.
"What has the general prying public and
all the carping critics to do with it anyway
how much salary the movie stars get, for
example? If it will do any one of them

—

the least good, then let them go ahead and
I can tell you, it
split the big salaries!
would do just as much good as splitting the
head of Einstein, thinking by so doing they
were going to share his brains and his fame.
Let us suppose that they do
All right!
take all the jobs and the salaries away from
the high-priced movie people. What then?

Will it help anybody? I'll be hanged if I
can see how it would help an ordinary hack
pianist— to use another illustration—by
having Paderewski's right hand cut off. Can
What advantage or disadvantage
you?
"would it be to you or to anybody else if a

Hollywood actor gets more or less salary?
Fancy, your making some complete stranger
happy because you have had the misfortune
!"

to

have your salary cut
Mr. Barrymore sank down again

—

... Stats
Rea.U.S.Pat.

Off.

TATTOO

—

business profitable largely through
their specific labors and talents, their personal endowments and their personality, are
just as much entitled to the surplus profits

make any

as are the greedy stockholders who do nothing more to contribute to the success of the
enterprise than to buy and sell and gamble
with its stocks and bonds, without the least
personal knowledge or concern over the
heart-breaking vicissitudes of the business
itself.

"High

salaries

the

are

not

responsible

for

hard times in the movies no more than in
any other business that happens to be in a
bad way these days. Salaries were cut in
the movies as in everything else. High salaries indicate but one thing big profits.
Both are in the hands of the gods at the
;

—

moment."
Again Mr. Barrymore paused before the
window and gazed out longingly into the
wealth of sunshine as though he would
rather at that

in

armchair, thoughtfully but regretfully shaking his head over such an unnecessary
The next minute he was up
catastrophe.
again pacing the floor, clapping one hand
vehemently within the other.
"Anybody a motion picture actor, a hod
if he is undercarrier or a bank president
paid W ell, it becomes a matter of public as
But this accusawell as private concern.
tion against professional people in the employ of a private company receiving too
much money for their services, is nobody's
damned business but the parties' implicated.
Those artists, for example, who directly

—

Street

Town.

Overpaid?

Continued from page 23

TATTOO for Lips
and TATTOO
ROUGE (for cheeks

CORAL

Stars

moment

share in

Nature's

riches than in all the dull gold of highsalaried Hollywood.
I hated to break through his reverie, but
Lionel Barrymore must tell the world! "I
suppose what they mean is, rather, are
Hollywood stars really worth the stupen-

ventured.
his eyes from
the alluring scene out of doors, some of it
"Don't ask me
still clinging to his gaze.
if movie stars are worth what they are paid.
Let the people who pretend to know what
they are worth answer that. They should
They pay for it! If they don't
know.
think a show is worth the price of admis-

dous salaries they receive?"

"Worth

it?"

I

He withdrew
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it.
And if audiences don't patronize their pictures, the star
will hear about that sooner or later
It's
all a matter of business and book-keeping
and common sense, and not a question for
me to answer. The salaries of featured
players are reckoned according to their

sion, they don't patronize

!

drawing powers, and nothing

else.

IS

And

those salaries will continue to remain high
just as long as they draw full houses and
make money for their employers."

Mark

I agreed with Mr. Barrymore and went
on to point out that I had heard directly
from the management of Radio City Music
Hall that Katharine Hepburn's "Little
Women" had been conceded the record
breaker for all time in the history of the
theatre, in taking in $118,000 through the

OF A

box-office window in a single week
"And yet there are those who will be ask-

Katharine Hepburn worth what
they pay her? I suppose." He smiled for
the first time, that same old sad smile I had
seen so many times on the screen.
He
seemed somehow less dramatic on the
screen than he was in real life.
He continued, wearily I
thought, rather than
irritatedly, "Is anything really worth what
you pay for it? I don't know. I don't
know. I do know, however, that although
we may receive less than we think we are
worth, we don't continue for long to get
more than our employers think we are
worth."
He lit a cigarette and asked reflectively,
as though he were half speaking to himself
"Does anybody earn his salary, his wages,
his pay?
Isn't it altogether a personal
matter ?
How earnestly, or how honestly
each fellow does his work? And what if
they do get big salaries?
What if they
aren't worth it?
Or if they don't earn
them? Does all this talk about it help, or
doesn't it? I don't know. I'm no political
economist. I doubt if many of them are.
It's not worth getting a headache over,
ing,

GOOD LAMP

Is

it?"

is

Lionel Barrymore cradled his hands,
leaned back in the chair and suddenly broke
out in the old smile again that has touched
the hearts of his world audience.
"I've heard a lot about the soft jobs in

Hollywood," he went on smiling. "Name
any job out there you like, and I'll tell you
how hard it was to get it and how easy it
is to lose it.
You never saw people take
their jobs so seriously.
If anything, that's
partly what is the matter with them. Outside that, they are all just human.
I've
never noticed any difference in life and
human nature out there.
don't all

— and good lamps

Why

these critics get together sometime and then
get on a train and go out to Hollywood
and try to run the place the way they think
it ought to be run?"
Mr. Barrymore gave
the seat of his tufted chair an energetic
punch which I think was meant for all
Hollywood missionaries.
were interrupted at this moment by
the entry of the bell boy bringing in an
armful of fan mail. Mr. Barrymore turned
over several of the letters thoughtfully.
"All interested in Hollywood, you see.
I
wonder why it is the whole world is wor-

We

ried and over-anxious about Hollywood and
the people who live in it?
seem to be
constantly on their minds.
Good gosh
We're not a social experiment out there,
or an economic problem. Strictly speaking,
we are in the show business that's all."
In the gleam of his steel-blue eyes from
under his shaggy brows, I caught something of the appealing glance of Kringelein
in "Grand Hotel."
I felt some of the rea-

We

—

why Barrymore pierced our hearts in
characterizations of thwarted middleand old age. He was not so much afraid
that the world wouldn't understand him, as
that it would. At heart he was always the
true artist afraid that he might attain the
business man's kind of success -which to
son

his

—
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so

He despised the
for itself, and yet he
would defend with his last breath the right
of his colleagues to their own big salaries.
It was this futile streak in his make-up
that even now made his words and his actions so dramatic and appealing. I shouldn't
forget in a hurry just that way he said, "I

him would mean

axJUUt

"(fee

big-salary

don't

failure.

success

know.

I

don't know."

"Here's one who wants to be an actor,"
said, opening and glancing over a letter.
"I suppose he's got as much chance as another.
Naturally, the novice can't learn to
play the piano in a boarding house, as he
would in a conservatory under Paderewski
Hollywood has many capable screen actors
who never saw the boards. It gets right
down to a matter of individualities Holly-

he

..IF

OUR

HURT

FEET

US!"

—

wood or anywhere else.
"To me Hollywood is just another place.
You have to have some place to light on.
As a place it
lighted on Hollywood.
I
I'm
doesn't mean a darned thing to me.
afraid that a lot of people out there think
that the thing they do and the place they
are in is all-important to the rest of the
world. Thank God, that our country is so
big and so wide that none of us has to
worry about sticking in one place forever.
If you stay in one place too long, you'll
probably get barnacles and lose track of

outside things.

everyone

That happens

—everywhere.

time to
People have asked
in

me: What has Hollywood done

to

you

And I always tell them that
or for you.
they might better ask, What have I done to
Hollvwood for or against?

—

"Oh,

let

them

talk."

Mr. Barrymore

lit

another cigarette and gave a characteristic
shrug and a smile still half sad. "They talk

a thrilling time, hiking and riding
through beautiful country I" "Of course we
got tired, but our feet were good to us— because we have always been good to them. The
moment a corn appears, we put on Blue'Jay,
and that's the end of Mister Corn!"

—

about the
a lot of foolish things
films taking the place of the stage some day
And they tell you that the movies are getting back to romance again. The film drama
is taking more and more interest in Life,
Life as it really
if that is what they mean.

about

!

lived and not in some plot formula about
like we used to get it on screen and
stage. If there is more romance in life than
there used to be, then count upon it, we'll
have more of it in motion pictures.
"Again, you hear people saying that the
motion pictures are running short of good
Why, the sources of good matematerial.
rial are as deep and as broad and as high
is

life

—

They haven't even
as the Grand Canyon.
been tapped. Literature all the literatures
haven't even been scratched.
in the world
Think of the meagre supply of eight notes
music, and then of what wonderful
in
symphonies are forever being written.
Twenty-six letters in the alphabet and
look at all the stories and books and plays

—

—

—

being annually drawn from them!
"On account of the enormous amount of
money involved in making a picture, however that is on a par with building a
battleship or a skyscraper from the point
and it is only natural of a
of expense
motion picture producer to play safe. Small

—

—

blame

to

them
know.
!

I can't fathom the pubAll I try to do is to gratify them
and at the same time to satisfy myself, I
And Lionel
funny world!"
guess.

"I don't

lic.

A

Barrymore, the brainiest perhaps of all
the movie artists, confessing that he didn't
a thing, turned again to sort over his
fan mail, drinking in the contents of the

know

letters

from

"his public" reflectively.

"We had

May

Continued from page 32

Be kind to your feet. Use Blue- Jay , the scientific
corn remover. It is gentle, safe, mild— yet sure.
The pain stops instantly, corn is gone in 3 days.

boy, for you see I have travelled for many,

many

and

years

am

an extremely

busy

Never too busy, though, for that
letter that each of us came to expect

woman.

Blue-Jay, invented by a famous chemist, is
made by Bauer 6? Black, surgical dressing

house. 25c at

Romance

Robson's

daily

many

all druggists.

years ago.

"Since

I

couldn't take

my

son with

me

on these tours, I placed him in a private
school on Long Island, a boarding kinder-

A

Soak foot ten minutes in hot water, wipe dry.

1.

2.
3.

culgarten, when he was quite young.
tured lady with three daughters ran this
school, and there he had about the same
loving care and attention he would have
had at home. It was at this period that I
started writing him letters, and I still have
the first letter he ever wrote.
"I was in Baltimore when I received it,

*
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it.
it took me some time to decipher
In a chubby little hand, it said, 'i like it
we taik turns going for the male
heer.
but we dont hatter.' Misspelled as some of
the words were, I had no trouble until I
came to the last word. 'Hafter !' That
presented a real problem, and I mulled
over that puzzler for several hours, even
going so far as to go into conference with

and

that gently under'

mines the corn.
the

felt

pad that

relieves the pressure,

stops pain at once.

C

is
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'hafter,'

I

had

it

!

sciously, to the expression.

CORN
REM O V E R
—

postage.)

of the
Finally,
'have to !'

He was so young
he meant
that he applied phonetic spelling, uncon-

BAUER & BLACK'S SCIENTIFIC
Free Booklet "For Better Feet" contains helpful information for foot sufferers. Also valuable foot exercises.
Address Bauer &> Black, 2500 S. Dearborn Street, Chicago.
(Pasting this coupon on a government post card will save

manager

of the cast.

May Robcompanion artists at the
same studio, stop for a chat
as they arrive to start a new
day's work before the sound

Jean Parker and
son,

cameras.

"During the summer months, my boy
and I always vacationed some place where
we could rough it. Many a summer we
spent along the rocky coast of Maine,
wearing old clothes and not infrequently
camping out. Can vou picture me sleeping
Yet, I loved it, for that
in a tent?
boy, and he
of life appealed to

my

never so happy as

when we were

in the wilds, so to speak.

sort

was

together

for
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"One day when he was about twelve, he
came to me and dropped a basket in my
lap.
Inside were all manner of ribbons and
medals and a number of small silver cups,
each testifying to his prowess in some field
of athletic endeavor, which he had won in
school meets. While I sat examining them,
he stood turning the pages of a book on a
small table.
"After looking at them all, I said, 'This
is all very nice, Edward, but what about
Your arithmetic shows a
your grades ?
failure, you have several other poor marks,
yet you say you are going into business.
Are you going to school just for athletics?'
He had been attending Fordham for some
time.

you worry, mummy,' he replied,
'long before you're dead all those arithmetic
problems will be solved by machinery.' He
was nearly right, too, for a number of years
and other timelater adding machines
saving equipment were put on the market."
In reciting this incident, Miss Robson
" 'Don't

looked proudly at a picture of her son, now
a grown man, of course, on a table across
the room.
"While in his early teens, Edward suddenly decided he wanted to be an actor. I
tried to talk him out of it, but the idea was
firmly entrenched in his mind. I mentioned
this one day to Charles Frohman, in whose
company I was appearing at the time, and
he said, 'Let me handle this for you, May.'
When we went out on the road with the

—

Edward accompanied me Mr. Frohman had asked him if he wouldn't like to

play,

—

go but instead of travelling with the company and doing nothing, he moved props
and became a property man. Mr. Frohman
had told him that -it would be necessary for
him to help pay his expenses in this way.
"The outcome of the whole affair, as Mr.
Frohman had anticipated, was that Edward
changed his mind about the theatre it's
mighty hard work handling sets and furniand returned to his original
ture and drops
plan of embarking on a business career. I
never heard him mention going on the stage
again, after that summer.

—

—

"Since we could not often be together
like other mothers and sons, we played
rather strenuously when we were fortunate enough to see one another. Whenever
I returned from the road, we would take

—

go to the theatre yes, I know it was
busman's holiday but I enjoyed every
minute of it drive out on Long Island or
trips,

a

—

the Jersey coast and hike until we
were too exhausted to take another step.
"This, of course, was before my son
entered business. After that, and his subsequent marriage to one of the sweetest
women I have ever met, our time together
was more restricted, but we made the most
of it.
Even now, my happiest moments are

down

I can visit my son and daughter-inlaw and their boy at the family home on

when

Island, or when they come to California to see me."
There is something so terribly tragic in
the thought of a mother and son snatchthe
ing at happiness whenever they may
mother, a great actress beloved by all who
saw her, spending most of her life on tour,
the son forced to mingle with comparative
strangers during his more tender years and
through adolescence. Each loving the other
deeply, yet unable to live their lives together.
Only persons of the theatre can
fully appreciate this form of existence
many are situated so that they must leave
behind children they love devotedly the
show must go on.
Hollywood has its romances galore, di-

Long
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eapons
Throughout
has

based

upon a

embroiled
today,
tomorrow in divorce. Other couples sweethearts through the years.
One, however,
couples

—

transcends them all May Robson's mother
love for her son and his filial love for her.
It's the one great romance of Hollywood
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complexion,
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Traveler's

THUMBS DOWN
I

Continued jrom page 17
were four of us, you know. We had the
baby and nurse with us all the time. And
it costs lots more to travel in Europe than
you expect beforehand."
It was indeed a relief to have a motion
picture star bring the money question out
Everyone knows that since
in the open
the current rate of exchange has skyrocketed prices in Europe, even our screen
!

heroes and heroines have found their little
"trips to Paris" more costly than they had
anticipated or desired.
But as a general rule, they adhere to the

—

tradition that no self-respecting
film player should admit anything to be too

Hollywood

expensive, and therefore advance strange
and irrelevant reasons for their swift returns.
As, for instance, the bright young
leading man who encountered insufficiently
heated hotel-rooms and hastened home. Or

another who complained because all of his
old school-mates in England had married
That's why it was so refreshing to hear
one of them speak as would any young
American business man, with an entirely
natural wish to avoid extravagance and
invest his earnings wisely and well.
"Then, too," Dick Arlen went on, "I have
a very definite feeling about spending too
much money in foreign lands. This is
where my salary is earned this is where
most of it should be spent. It is this coun-

—

Jim,

try that supports us

— we

should support

are not even known or recognized abroad
except in London and Paris, where the
crowds do stop you for autographs. But
all through the rest of the countryside, they

have no idea who you are."
"Yes, and that's probably why Dick was
willing to push the baby around in a perambulator," Joby interposed with a sly grin
at her husband. "I know I'd never be able
to get him to do it on Fifth Avenue or
Hollywood Boulevard."
Dick was spared the peril of a reply by
the entrance of the nurse with young Richard Ralston Arlen himself, who is already
And
almost as handsome as his father.
though only nine months old, is so bi;;
that the petite Joby can scarcely hold hir.\

"He was

the best

traveller

of us

channel to France.

Susie to the party, but

I won't take that girl. I spent one
miserable evening with her and
hanged if I'll let myself in for another endurance test. Thumbs down
on her!"
.
.
.
is no quicker way for a girl to
her chances of popularity and good
times than to have the offensive odor of
underarm perspiration on her person and

There

kill

clothing.

doubly hard to excuse when

It's

makes

it
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—

—
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LET

and,
Sailors three.' And celebrities all. Above, Gary Cooper, Bing Crosby,
peering over Bing's sea-worthy head-gear, Richard Arlen, in the hatchway of the "Jobyna R," in which they hope to cruise together to Bah,

some day

all,"

announced with pardonable maternal
pride.
"He stayed in a good humor all the
time and never even hinted at getting seaOf course, he did cause us a bad
sick.
moment or two when we arrived in Paris.
"We crossed on the Majestic with Jill
Esmond and Laurence Olivier and when
we landed went with them to a house-party
After which we spent a few
in Wales.
days in London and then flew across the

take your Great

I'll

it.

realize that only about one
picture in thirty ever plays in the small
Motion picture stars
towns of Europe?

"For do you

she

and settled down

11 Aunt
A

Return

in the future.

for

August 1934

"When we unpacked

83

in Paris,

we found

the baby's pockets stuffed with silverware
He had managed to pick
from the plane
up everything within reach and it took Dick
!

Women

and myself two days to compose the proper
note to accompany the loot when we returned it," Joby confessed.
"But what about that one spoon you kept
Dick was plainly getting
as a souvenir ?"
even with her for her revelations about his
perambulator-pushing.
She had the grace
"Well, it was rather cute of the
to blush.
baby and we sent them a dollar 'just in
"
case there was a piece lost.'
This banter did not sound like that which
usually passes between the movie great and
their wives.
It was, instead, the sort of
persiflage
companionable,
understanding
that may be heard in the homes of Keokuk,
Walla Walla, and all points north, south,

Old Time Make-Up Shades...

an Utterly

for

—

east

Are Quitting
New

Creation

and west.

Theirs is, apparently, one Hollywood
union that is destined to last. At the time
of their marriage seven years ago, Joby
retired from the screen, forsaking her own
promising career in order to make a success
of her life with Dick.
That she has done
so may be attributed to the fact that she
stayed "retired."
Soon after their wedding, the young
Arlens began building a home. For location, they chose Toluca Lake, a quiet valley
section remote

from Hollywood, gossip, and

high prices.
Their home was small and
comfortable and they helped with its final
construction themselves.
Since that time they have lived simply
and unostentatiously well within their
means.
At no time have they indulged
in the old Hollywood custom of "keeping
up with the Joneses"- or Thalbergs, or

—

—

Mayers.

WRONG MAKE-UP

For nearly ten years Dick has been under
contract to Paramount.
Starting with a
nice but not sensational salary, he has enjoyed the usual seasonal rises, has paid his
bills, has taken care of numerous obligations to his family and others
and, most
important of all, has managed to save.
"Though I have to give the government
almost half my salary for income tax, we've
managed to put away enough to provide
for us always were I never to earn another
cent," he explained.
"Joby deserves the
credit for that, though, for she's the official
manager of the finances."
Though she looks small and helpless and
adorably feminine, Joby is a keen and
astute business woman and it is she who
budgets Dick's salary checks and decides
when they can afford to indulge in some
extravagant expenditure.
However, even their so-called extravagances are usually of a practical nature,
such as the remodeling of their home about
a year ago.
With the arrival of a baby
imminent, it was necessary that a nursery
be provided.
Taking advantage of the low costs then
prevailing in California, they decided to
add a swimming-pool at the same time.
Dick had long desired one but had never
before felt justified in spending $5,000, (the
average cost), for a personal gratification.
But for one-third of what it would cost
today, they had their swimming-pool and
nursery built and their entire home re-

" cheap "

We

a

combination gardener-and-butler.
drive our cars ourselves," Dick divulged.

"Our home

is

in reality our castle.

We

seductiveness

— Free
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The "Regular" Litstick

The" Little Red Box" for lips and cheeks

It's

small and compact and we can shut ourselves in and let the rest of the world go
by.
enjoy our friends and like to have
them around us but we don't need the
world.
have the baby and each other."

We

RIGHT MAKE-UP

"hard",

These Pictures Show the Difference
Between Right and Wrong Make-Up

—

modeled from a Spanish bungalow to an
early American farmhouse.
"But the nursery was the only increase
in size— we have no need for a large house
and as it is now, two servants are all we
have.
A combination cook-and-maid, and

gives a

(oofe.

—
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friends that they mention are the
of their first days in Hollywood.
The struggling days when film fame was
a remote possibility— a glittering challenge

The

friends

to their youth and ambition.
The fact that they have

achieved the

goals they desired has not influenced their
relationships with former friends who have
not climbed so fast nor so far. The Arlens
are probably the only motion picture stars
in Hollywood who are on terms of informal and really intimate friendship with

dip,
For reflection of the surrounding beauty— very nice for a cooling
McLaglen,
Victor
of
estate
beautiful
the
on
pool
too—is the swimming
and Mrs.
screen star. In the foreground of the picture above you see Mr.
McLaglen, while poised on the springboard in the background is their
daughter Sheila.

persons

WIN THE

RACE! Outswim a boat!

Break a record! Why not? Even
miracles seem easy when digestion
is good, when peevish irritations
aren't slowing you up.
Keep your digestion sweet, your
temper even, your spirits high.
the tempting,
Chew Beeman's
to aid
stimulating chewing gum

—

—

digestion.

You'll like it after meals for its mild,
pleasant aid. You'll like it before
and between meals for its delicious
so cool and refreshing
goodness

—

—kept

fresh by the unique

new

air-

proof Triple Guard Pack. Try
Beeman's today!

are not of equal rank in the
stars or directors

who

profession, either other
or producers.

It was about a year after their budget
had recovered from the remodeling of the
house and arrival of the baby that Joby
informed Dick that they could afford a trip
to Europe. They sailed in March and spent
two months in England, Wales, France,
Switzerland, Germany and Italy, returning
to this country in May.
"We especially liked England and Wales
and the Riviera was lots of fun. But

—

then, we visited so many lovely, picturesque
places that it's impossible to decide on a
I guess they're all nice for a
favorite.
short stay but Hollywood's the only place
to live," Joby observed, which gave Dick

—

an

idea.

"Let me tell you one thing," he spoke up.
"The next time someone brags about having a 'villa' over there, you can be pretty
sure it's nothing but a funny old house with
seventeen draughty, unheated rooms and
one bathroom, the whole thing needing a
coat of paint

Chew

B EE MAN'S
PEPSIN GUM

and a new roof

Just

—

with a look that was more eloquent than
In fact, in that look he revealed
words.
the whole secret of their seven years of
happiness.

Joby returned his look with one of the
manages to shut out all others in
the room. At that moment you could see,
undisguised, the deep understanding and
real oneness of spirit that exists between
them— an impenetrable barrier against the
world, even the world of Hollywood.
That's why Dick can say with such calm
sort that

can shut ourselves in our
the rest of the world go by."
neither the years nor wealth nor

conviction,"

home and

"We

let

For
fame nor Hollywood nor Europe can

dis-

turb the kind of fundamental feeling that
He's
Dick and Joby Arlen.
is between
They can shut out the whole world,
right.
live

their

own

—for with each

in

lives

their

own way

other and the baby, they

have the whole world

!

Between You and the Sun
Continued from page 59

birthday present from my family,"
"But, of course, it has faded a
replied.
she

"A

little!"

.

just the way your tan should
Faded a little. Not unyear.
this
look
interesting and not too pale, but definitely
under control. There is a cream, too, which
even lets you sit in the sun without tanning,

That

if

is

you use

it

faithfully.

you must wear too much
town in the summertime. So
many people exclaim: "I just saw suchDon't

feel

make-up

in

and-such a star, shopping today.
she didn't look 'made-up' at all!"

That

mix

AIDS DIGESTION

"The most pictorially beautiful places
were Venice and Lake Como I could
heartily recommend them for a honeymoon," he concluded, and turned to Joby

isn't surprising.

their

All clever

Really

women

make-up with common sense!

Truly, no cosmetic manufacturer has ever
found a substitute!

Did you ever want

to take not only a

vacation, but to take a vacation from yourTo just walk out on the girl you
self?
usually are and leave her, flat?
Make up your mind really to do it this
Slip into
It will serve her right!
year.
Summer and a brand new self. You'll
have a marvelous time. Soak yourself in
those enchanting and fragrant oils that

give vou such glorious color. Use a tang}-,
tawny cream for your face with an arm
and leg make-up to match so that it defies
This puts
(It's waterproof.)
detection.
you into the outdoor scene as a part of the
No matter whether the
picture at once.
background is brown beach and the deep

blue-green of sea or is made up of leafy
greens of woods and hills, the yellow of
summer flowers and the unforgettable blue
of little lost lakes. You belong!

for August
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Bask

in the shade of a great cartwheel
your toe-nails a bright orangy
red which matches your fingers.
Or try
that new mahogany color.
Then wiggle
your toes in supreme content through the
open work of your beach clogs. Wear a
neutral-colored bathing suit with splashes
of color across it.
Change off occasionally
to a jaunty one of sail-red, copied after the
red of fishermen's sails in far off Brittany.

hat

Do

!

between

Just

ourselves, they fish under
those in Venice, too, so think of

sails like

if it makes you
more romantic.
Learn how to do
handsprings down the beach

yours as coming from Italy
feel

!

Brush your hair high

your face for
a change. And brush it and brush it and
brush it
Use waterproof make-up and
float on your back, filling your eyes with
enough deep blue sky and fluffy, frivolous
clouds to last you all the grim days of winoff

!

ter.

Remember that off across
Cathay—and that you,

there

—or

Spain
gypsy

in

is

your

are a part of all the gay rohas roamed the world since
Quijote was a boy.
Then, sometime, forgetting your make-up,
go swimming by moonlight with nothing on
but a lake
It's glorious.
And do all this, mind you, whether you
self,

mance

that

!

have weeks and months to spend in your
outing (luxurious you!) or only a few
hours each week-end snatched from TimeClock, the greedy taskmaster
you'll be asking yourself, who is
strange and fascinating person at
whom you catch people throwing glances of
admiration and envy, particularly those
handsome and dashing young men who
seem to abound, come Summertime
There
is a twinkle in her eyes, a carefree toss to
her head, a spring in her walk.
She's all
gaiety and friendliness and charm.
She's
(oh, but she w!)— she's YOU!

Soon

this

!

—

So

—Nothing Ever
Happens to
Irene Dunne!
IMAGICJ

FREE

Continued from page 51

"

W0RLD

the passengers arose from his chair.
His black frock and his inverted collar bespoke his calling he was a minister of
God. His face was marked with anxiety,

Street

friends, will you listen to. me for a
?"
The minister's voice penetrated
clatter

prayed.

The subdued

droned almost

tones

of his

voice

tune with the motors, as
if his words were a part of their monotonous dirge.
His prayer was not finished when the
ship's senior pilot uttered a hoarse exclamation.
Miraculously, a rift had appeared in
in

the fog.
Advancing his stick, the pilot
dived for that opening, and almost before
anyone knew what had occurred, the plane
slipped through and floated beneath the
fog's ceiling.
Ten minutes later, the pilot
settled safely on the field, turned the nose
of his plane around, and trundled to position opposite the landing-guard.
From the giant bird's belly poured forth
its

little

morsels.

group of nerve-racked human
Of them all, the passenger agent

(

;

York, N. Y.

..

City

State

{Print

the tri-motors.
the speaker's face.
of

Every eye turned to
Every ear bent to attention.
"We must not be afraid or nervous," the
minister continued. "We must make ready
to meet Our Father.
Will you bow your
heads and join me in prayer?"
Every head bowed, and the clergyman

New

—

I

Name..

but in his eyes shone determination.

ceaseless

!

350 Madison Avenue,

—

the

—

cream, salad dressings
Just address: The Borden Co., Dept. SU84.

of

minute

M0ST AMAZING COOK BOOK!|

S

Contains dozens of short-cuts to caramel, chocolate
also magic tricks with candies, cookies,

and lemon good things
ice

"My

'

name and

of that air-line will testify, Irene Dunne
zvas the only one who zvore a smile.

And still they say in Hollywood Nothing ever happens to Irene Dunne. Writers,
sent to interview her, return wringing their
hands, screaming of her platitudes, bemoaning what they describe as "her humdrum
Nothing, they groan, ever happens
life."
to Irene Dunne.
can they write
about her
I have known Irene for years.
Granting
that she is a person addicted to quiet living,
that she is devoted to her own husband,
that she neither gives nor attends lavish
Hollywood parties, and that for these and
other reasons her name never appears in
the scandal columns, there still are many
other exciting stories that may be written
:

How

about Miss Dunne.

She makes several air trips across the
continent every year.
No star, unless I
exclude Will Rogers, makes' more extensive use of air travel than she.
The har-

address plainly)

rowing adventure with which

I

commenced

took place more than two years
ago, when Irene was returning from one of
her flying trips to New York. I am personally acquainted with two of the men
who were on that same plane, and neither
has dared fly again. One of them has hair
that is prematurely gray.
He swears that
it changed color during those three dreadful hours in the lost plane.
Irene flew again less than three months
after that almost-fateful night.
Not only
did she return East once, but she has made
steady use of transcontinental planes ever
since.
She travels no other way, except
when weather conditions put a complete
stop to plane schedules.
Other exciting adventures have befallen
Miss Dunne. Last year, while she was
visiting in New York, she was invited- to a
this story

"Gay

Nineties" ball.
She and several
clad themselves in the sweeping
skirts and brightly colored shawls of the

friends
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Pegs i/ie^c^
work a Magic
JACK THINKS
I'M DULL...
I

DON'T SEEM
TO "SPARK"
WITH HIM

plucked from yesteryear.

Arrived at the home of the host, one by
one they alighted from the carriage. Irene
was last. As she stood up in the tonncau,

Spell!

the horses became frightened at sight of
the unusual costumes of some newly arrivRearing, they jerked forward
ing guests.

DEAR.YOUP, EYES

on

ARE THE TROUBLE
...

their reins.

Miss Dunne was hurled

to

the floor of the coach, where she poised
perilously near to tumbling out.
Then straight across the curb and sidewalk the four frightened horses plunged,
and they were headed for the rushing traffic
of cabs and automobiles. With quick presence of mind, a liveried footman raced

GET SOME PEPPY

*NEW"0/V£f...
USE DEUCA-BROW

AFTER SHE USES DE Lit A-

She had not been in her new home more
than a week before she was awakened, late
one night, by strange noises. She rang for
the servants, and touched a button that
Hooded the house with light. Somewhere
in the back of the house, the maid screamed.
Later, she told Miss Dunne she had seen a
man racing across the yard.
Most stories have sequels, and so has
As was
this one about Irene's burglars.
only natural, her nerves were more or less
frayed as a result of these experiences. A

late nineties, and their entire party headed
for the ball in a huge coach drawn by four
They were like a picture
spirited steeds.

//

few nights after the visit I have just described, she was again awakened by what
she believed were similar noises. This time
she hastened to the window herself, pistol
Outside, faintly outlined by the
in hand.
dim light of a half-moon, she saw a moving

ROW

GOSH/ WHERE DID
YOU FIND THOSE
STARRY *NEW" EYES?
THEY TRANSFORM

YOU! YOU'RE
PEG I

IRRESISTIBLE,

...SAME EYES,

JACK, REALLYJUST

DONE OVER

WITH SOMETHING
AT THE 10r STORE

charmIrene Dunne during a serene moment. Read the story about the
must
Irene
how
realize
will
and
you
pictures
ing star of many notable
appreciate calm after her many thrilling experiences.

Have ALLURING EYES
Like Peg's Tonight
You can make your eyes wells of allure . .
get exactly the same effect the movie and
stage stars do— instantly ! Simply darken
the lashes and brows with the wonderful
make-up they use-called DELIC A-BRO W.
In a few seconds

DELIC A-BROW

makes

irresistyour eyes look bigger, brighter
ible. "Peps up" the whole face! Try it to. . .

night. It's waterproof, too.

Remember

the

name, DELICA-BROW. At any drug or
department store and at the 10c stores.

across the sidewalk and met the leading
Seizing the reins near the bit, he
horse.
managed to hold the animal by sheer force,
while friends hastened to rescue Irene.
Had those horses eluded the footman, or
had they plunged on despite that servant's
brave effort to stop them, the carriage
would have been hurled into a line of traffic
that seethed with speeding motors. Almost
surely, the lone passenger would have suffered serious injury; perhaps the runaway
And yet they
might have proven fatal.
say: Nothing ever happens to Irene Dunne.
Last autumn burglars ransacked Miss

They
Dunne's home in Beverly Hills.
came on the servants' night out, and while
Irene was dining with friends elsewhere.
they failed to find valuable
at
furs and jewelry that were in the house
the time.
The following day, Los Angeles newspapers published accounts of the robbery.
Fortunately,

FADED

GRAY

HAIR

Women,giils,menwithfaded,gTay.streaked haw- shampoo
my new
and co or your hair at the same time with
tuss or
Frenct[discovery— "SHAMPO- KOLOR". No
into
muss. Takes only a few minutes to merely shampoo
.
"SHAMPO-KOLOK
with
shade
natural
your hair any
uncolor
natural.most lasting
No "dyed" look, but a lovely
Booklet.
Free
waving
permanent
or
washing,
affected by
Monsieur L. P. Valligny, Dept. 20, 254 W. 31st St.,
.

New York

City.

Every paper published not only her adbut also the fact that the burglars
had overlooked the furs and jewels.
dress,

after
"I was almost afraid to go home
told
those stories appeared," Miss Dunne
characters
suscicious
several
saw
I
me.
occaloitering in the vicinity, and on two
they
sions my neighbors notified me that
during
place
the
on
men
strange
seen
had
I returned from the studio
absence.

my

had
one evening and found that somebody
window
and
door
the
with
tampering
been
locks."

Cash Payments Advanced Writers of Songs
Used and publication secured. Send us any likely

Words or Music) for consideration today.
Radio Music Guild, 1650 Broadway, New York.

material

(

_

That proved too much for Irene,

c
bne
.

Furthermore,
into another house.
to carry
she sought and received permission
firearms.

moved

"Get out of my yard!" she called.
the figure refused to obey, she raised
her pistol and fired several shots, then
breathlessly withdrew from the window-,
palpitatingly awaiting the outcome of her

figure.

When

daring.

No answering fire was returned, nor did
the dark figure flee. Irene only succeeded
Lights
arousing the neighborhood.
in
Inquisitive heads
flashed on everywhere.
poked from windows far and near. Amidst
the excitement, police arrived.
The officers investigated and in Miss
Dunne's yard they discovered an ordinary
garden spade, thrust in the ground so that
Over the upright handle
stood erect.
it
hung the gardener's coat and hat, which he
The coat
had neglected to take home.
That
wind.
night
the
in
gently
swayed
was her burglar.
EsLots of excitement and fun, eh?
pecially for a woman of whom they say:

—

_

Nothing ever happens to Irene Dunne.
During another visit to New York, Miss
Dunne was invited to participate in a naShe accepted. The
tional radio broadcast.
evening of the broadcast, she was extremely
nervous, a malady not uncommon to stars

making their air debuts.
That night she both talked and sang,
posibut she was so nervous that she was
very
been
had
performance
her
tive that
ba

few davs later, officials of the broadthat
casting station telephoned her to say
thousand
she had received more than six
of her airletters at the station as a result
It was a record for women
appearance.

A

for
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performers,

screen

they

informed
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Miss

Dunne.

And

Nothing ever happens
yet they say
Irene Dunne.
Of course, nothing scandalous does happen.
But it strikes this writer that if we
were only clever enough to understand,
Irene's lack of scandal is the best news in
the world. That old adage about the man
biting the dog may be used comparatively.
I mean, here in Hollywood the gossip
columns are full of stories and anecdotes
about separations, divorces, family quarrels
and such malicious tid-bits of so-called
news.
Well, that's so common that it's
like a dog biting a man.
It's the other thing
the happy marriage
that is so rare that it is comparable to
the man biting the dog.
Won't you agree with me that the thing
that is happening to Irene Dunne
to whom
nothing ever happens is really the biggest
news of all ? I mean Irene's normal, happy life amidst a few thousand unhappy
:

to

—

—

—
—

lives

?

Short Reviews
Thirty

Day

Princess

Paramount
Sylvia Sidney in a dual role that permits
her to "run the gamut," emerges triumphant
with a highly creditable and entertaining
performance. She is aided considerably by
Cary Grant as the newspaper publisher who
sets out to expose the bond-selling for a
mythical kingdom with the aid of its prin-

Why

the Writer

The

princess, however, is overtaken by illness, and an actress impersonates
her, which the hero learns after he has
fallen in love.
Very light but thoroughly
entertaining.
cess royal.

Call It

of

ad

this

Interest in his wife!

Luck

Fox
An amusing comedy, with Pat Patterson
continuing to look and act pleasingly, and

Being married

to an ad-writer sometimes makes a woman skeptical
about certain advertised products and their merits. I found this to be true

Herbert Mundin at his funniest. The story
somewhat original, tells about a London cab
driver who wins a fortune in a race-track
lottery. He comes to America, loses his fortune, and returns to cab driving. He gets the
notion to enter his old nag in a race, which
it wins in one of the most comical scenes
viewed in some time.

in

my case for my wife did
DID

not usually believe in the things

I

advocated.

famous LINIT Beauty Bath, and she DID send in
the unit package top (and 10^) for an attractive lipstick, 50j£ value.
But, she

know

try the

unit Baths because her skin is more soft
and smooth than ever before. I also know she was delighted with the
lipstick because of my comments on how it improved her appearance.
And naturally, she is pleased at the new interest and attention I have
shown in her since then.
I

The Loud Speaker

Monogram
Ray Walker appears as a wise-cracking
yokel who finally does make good as a radio
entertainer, but goes haywire over success
for the girl, Jacqueline Wells, who
can't believe he really loves anybody but
himself.
The faint glimmer of a rather
genial little romance suggests itself early in
the play, but alas, it gets swamped in a
clutter of tiresome detail.

she enjoyed the

and love

I

New

suddenly took a

Signe,

—

—

Try linit the Bathway to a Soft, Smooth Skin
and send in the
top of a linit package and 1 ^ (wrapping and postage costs) for each
lipstick desired.

See convenient coupon below.

Can't Escape
Universal

A novel little picture that entertains without effort. The plot centers about a paroled
convict who falls in love with a girl who is
a professional party-filler-inner.
Old enemies try to frame him, but he outwits them
and wins a reward for aiding in their capture he also wins the girl. Onslow Stevens
is excellent as the hero, and Lila Lee and
Russell Gleason give fine performances.

LINIT is sold by
and department

grocers

stores.

—

Monte Carlo Nights

CORN PRODUCTS REFINING COMPANY,
P.

O. Box 171, Trinity Station,
Please send me

Monogram
Mary

low.

Brian and John Darrow have a time

of it, what with circumstantial evidence
separating them on the eve of their wedding.
The hero escapes to Monte Carlo, where he
fortuitously locates the criminal responsible
for the murder of which Darrow is falsely
accused. Unfortunately there is a minimum
of the stirring action and suspense one looks
for in this style of melodrama.

I

enclose
Light

lipstick(s). Shade(s) as

i

Dept. S-8,

New York City

and

O Medium

checked be-

LINIT package tops.
Dark

Name

THIS OFFER

Address..

good
City

.State.

in
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Any

Girl

Painful
little

My

preview
darling.
don't want to go."
"Oh, no? Is it really tonight?'
"Yes, and I'm not going."

"That's
night and

fine,

s

to-

I

"But you must go

to

We'll both go.
ling!
ner right away."

your preview, darcall off the din-

I'll

She would not only scold the
business.
dog as Mrs. Appleby did, but would actually feel that the dog was annoying her!
She'd try to live their lives. It was their
states of mind she wanted to realize in
herself.

studio photogShe shook her head.
rapher arrived to call Mr. Boyer outside.
His pictures were urgently required for
arpublicity purposes. The charming little

The

MEDICALLY
SAFE-SURE

imagine

be yours in one minute! Nagging shoe pressure or rubbing on the irritated
soothing, healing, protective
pads also safely and quickly

any other mood than

in

girl

this

radiant good humor. Yet something seemed
She indulged in no British
strangely odd.
Despite her brief residence
colloquialisms.
here
she talked as if she might have lived
the
mentioned
I
life.
all
her
Hollywood
in
She laughed.
point.
"Oh, it's not mysterious at all. It just

Also Sizes for Callouses and Bunions
Use Dr. Scholl's Zinc-pads and relief will

1

takes study."

You

have to glimpse her past to appre-

At

ciate just what that "study" means.
go on
fifteen she ran away from home to
rethe stage. Her family implored her to
determined
was
she
but
Yorkshire,
to
turn
She never had any help.
to see it through.
lighttrials and disappointments rested
•

Remove Corns and Callouses
Simply use Dr. Scholl's Zinopads with the separate Medicated Disks included in every
box for this purpose. The
hard, dead skin soon loosens
lifts right out easily. Get
this sure relief today at your

But
ly on her shoulders.

—

She never doubted
And her buoyant
her ultimate success.
gleam
spirit lent even the darkest hours a

drug, dept. or shoe store.

of light.

"Why, any

r Scholls
t/ie* pain

ability.

thing.
resses

gone!
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so

What

?

could she do

she went

?

simple."
on to explain the solitary

did.

I

It's

course of study which made her a star. She
program.
illustrated each feature of the

SCHOOL

jno

lack

wants to be an actress,
you'd advise her to keep on trying.-"
"By all means. Stick it out. Keep on
Never give up."
plugging.
Her voice had a soft modulation, but you
She
couldn't doubt its ring of sincerity.
meant what she said.
"But a person can't learn to act unless
he has opportunity."
Everyone has the opportunity.
"Bosh!
on a farm, she could learn
lived
girl
If a

And

and write name and ad
Tell what vour favorite instrument is
needed, cash or credit
plafn y. Instruments supplied when
Bldg., New York, N. Y
Brunswick
OF MUSIC, 1198

fii

They

"If a girl really

"How

"numbers' or trick
music. Cost averages only a
few cents a day. Over 700.000

detail

arrive.

then

"Just what

teaches in
Simple as

ABC. No
students

who never

by herself."

Won-

sing.

who has some natural
But really, that's not the principal
There are thousands of great act-

termination."

Own

Be Your

she

"Well, any girl

lino-pads
—
Put one on

can learn to act!

girl

explained.
"Any girl?"

D-

instrument

Her next step followed naturally, she d
the vicar felt
act before a mirror.
so-and-so, she knew that his expression was
In any situation she understood
so-and-so.

gument was left in mid-air. I wondered
how it would come out.
In an adjoining room we made ourselves
Somehow it was difficult to
comfortable.

nerves or inflamed tissues will
stop at once. These thin,

Act

feel as they would; see the world through
their eyes; pretend that the same relationThis was serious
ships surrounded her.

bride that they were to have
dinner at so-and-so's that night.

to his

MINUTE!

1

to

Continued from page 34

CORNS
RELIEVED IN

Can Learn

A,ny girl

who wants

to leap into the lime-

But for anyone
need not read on.
willing to apply herself faithfully, this
should be a guide-post to fame
Even now, Pat reads aloud for twenty
minutes every day. Before, it was longer.
This is for vocal exercise only. An actress
Could a man be a prizehas to speak.
fighter if he never used his arms?
°As a o-irl in Yorkshire Pat used to mimic

light

The butcher's wife, the mistress
She would
of the school, the young bride.
was no
she
And
turns.
by
them
of
be all
father,
her
mimic
She'd
respecter of sex.
who came
the vicar, and the mail carrier

everyone.

every day.

Every young person does

this

furextent, but Pat carried it much
She'd study them, their expressions,
ther.
each mannerthe inflection of their voices,

to

some

ism.

And

it

was not only a

micry When she was
"Now I'm Mrs.
self
I'm the vicar."

surface mi-

alone, she d tell her-

Appleby" or,_ Now
She would try to think and

When

how he would

just

react.

When

she

was

that her voice and manner conformed exactly, she could forget about how
he felt. Then she would be an actress. She
could show emotion without feeling that
satisfied

She could look pained without
"You have to understand
an emotion first," Pat said, "and then its
expression becomes automatic."
To test herself, she had to go one step
She'd try her impersonations on
further.
other people. Hiding behind a hedge, she'd
make her playmates believe her voice was
On several octhat of some other person.

emotion.
feeling

pained.

casions she even convinced the villagers
that she was deathly sick, when she never
felt better

in

her

life.

you have drawn
real life then you can go to
First read them over for
go back and study each
After

examples from

plays and books.
Then
pleasure.
Put
character.
yourself in his or her part and actually
Laugh and cry yourself. Go
"live the role.
up as if you were another
wake
and
to bed

Do the same with each different
person.
character. Once again "feel" first, and then
The more
the acting becomes automatic.
books and plays that are read the more you
learn of human nature; the more you develop your potential talents. And still continue to act before a mirror.
my
"I always carry a small mirror in
bag just for that purpose." Pat explained.
"When I'm out, I often witness some dramatic situation or see the subtle expression
Then I can hardly
of a strong emotion.
wait until I am alone to try it myself."
_

pointed out, these opportunities
withare everywhere. Hardly any home is
to
out a book; there are always neighbors
your
of
girl
If
a
example.
living
provide a
acquaintance has just been married, it a
woman has given birth to a child, if you see
afford
a man slip on the pavement, these
opportunities for comedy and pathos that

As Pat

shouldn't be missed.

"So you see, when a director wants me
gay or sad, I can say to myself
'Why, I've lived diis before perhaps yesdo.'
terday. I know precisely just what to
There is one thing Pat counsels against.
Don't let vour family or friends know what
vou are doing. They might hurt your feel:

to be

—

try to discourage you.
is psychologidrawback
principle
But the
Within yourself. By letting everyone
cal.
know what you want to do, you weaken

ings.

They might

your own determination.

Keep your am-

It will make it stronger.
bition secret.
it is necessary for an
believe
doesn't
Pat
heractress to have a variety of experiences
You can do so vicariously just as
self.
bring the
It is utterly impossible to
well
whole of life within your individual exBut vou can try to understand
perience.

"As a matter of fact, the people with
seldom artists.
the broadest experiences are
the
There is really no relationship between
sailor who has
a
know
doesn't
two
has
been around the world several times,
is unable to relate
yet
and
everything,
seen
anv event in an interesting way?"
it

Who

August 1934

for
So
1.

2.

this

is

your program,
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girls

Read aloud every day.
Mimic every person of your acquain-

tance. It doesn't matter
esting or not.

if

they seem inter-

3. Study plays and books, and portray
each different character. "Live" their lives.
4. Act before a mirror.
5. Try out your impersonations on other

people.

Keep your ambition to yourself.
The timid will shy away, but those who
are not afraid of hard work will tackle it
6.

with patience and determination.
It can
be done.
Pat proves it. And as she talks
now, a smile is constantly tugging at her
lips.
It suddenly broadens to show a dimple when her husband returns to the room.
"I'm not going to the preview tonight,"
Pat bursts out.
"But darling, we've got to go."
And the good-natured argument started
all over again.
P. S. She went

PUT ON 5 to 15 POUNDS
Quick _ N EW EASY WAY

Radio Parade
Continued from page 38

money

brewers' ale yeast now concentrated 7 times and iron added.
Gives 5 to 15 lbs. in a few weeks

Special
offer!
To start you builiing up your health right
away, we make this absolutely FREE offer.

TVJOW there's no need to have
1™ calling you "skinny", and

results

Purchase a package of Ironized Yeast at
once, cut out the seal on the box and mail
it to us with a clipping of this paragraph.

people

We

losing

your chances of making and keeping
friends. Here's a new, easy treatment
that is giving thousands healthy flesh,
attractive curves
in just a few weeks.
As you know, doctors for years have
prescribed yeast to build up health for
rundown people. But now with this new
discovery you can get far greater tonic
results than with ordinary yeast regain health, and in addition put on
pounds of solid, good-looking flesh
and in a far shorter time.
Not only are thousands quickly gaining beauty-bringing pounds, but also
clear, radiant skin, freedom from indi-

—

—

—

"I am, of course, delighted thrilled at
the thought of working in a picture," she
continued.
"It is another medium
a very
wonderful medium of expression.
I
had
refused previous opportunities not because
of any lack of enthusiasm for pictures, nor
because of any special considerations or
demands that the producers were unwilling to meet.
"Ever since I started radio work
against the advice of my teachers, who
wanted me to concentrate on concert singing I have been tremendously attached to
it.
I find radio interesting because it demands the purest expression of the singer's
art.
The singer must achieve by the vocal
art alone, unaided by other physical expression, all of the individualism and personality which forms a sympathetic bond
between the artist and the audience."
The diva whose vocal portraits have had,
perhaps, the largest audience of any soprano
in the history of music, spoke animatedly,
but gave the impression of measuring her
words carefully. I could detect no trace of
pose,
of affectation.
Her brown eyes
glowed with the intensity of feeling that
appears to electrify her youthfully trim,
slight body, and expressive, sensitive hands,
when she talks of music, of art, and of her
radio work.
Lead the conversation into

—

—

gestion and constipation,

new pep.
Concentrated 7 times

new product, Ironized Yeast,
made from special brewers' ale yeast imported from Europe
the richest yeast
known which by a new process is concentrated 7 times
made 7 times more
This amazing

is

—

—

powerful!

But that is not all! This marvelous,
health-building yeast is then ironized with
3 special kinds of strengthening iron.
Day after day, as you take Ironized
Yeast, watch flat chest develop, skinny
limbs round out attractively, skin clear to
beauty you're an entirely new person.

—

Results guaranteed
No matter how skinny and weak you
may be, this marvelous new
Ironized Yeast should build you
in a few short weeks as it
j
has thousands. If you are
jm
?
not delighted with the
/

up

Posed by professional models

<A

your

FREE

will send you a fascinating new book
on health, "New Facts About Your Body",
by an authority. Remember, results are
guaranteed with the very first package

all

Missouri songbird.' Martha Mears
at the microphone singing in that
distinctive style which is bringing
her to the fore as a radio notable.

of the very first package,
instantly refunded.

Astonishing gains with new
double tonic. Richest imported

or money refunded. At all druggists.
Ironized Yeast Co., Dept. 268, Atlanta, Ga.

t
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YOUD NEVER THINK THEY
ONCE CALLED ME

SKINNY

\
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Now BLONDES
Made

Irresistible

the outstanding younger
Happy couple! Above, Elizabeth Young, one of
Manktewtcz
*™™™™£*>
Joseph
and
screen actresses,
bridesmaid,
is Gail Patrick, £££j£g
wedding in Hollywood. At the bride's left Holmes, best man.
Phillips
and on the extreme right,

Amazing New Discovery For
Light Hair Perfected!
almost magical way has been found toe
allui
increase and intensify the special
you to atof the Blonde Girl. To enable
blonde
tract as never before, if you re
hair!
with the golden shimmer of your
Science has found a way to marvelously
enhance the beauty and fascination of

An

.

.

dull and fadedlight hair.
coloi
looking, to restore its real blonde

Even when

aI

it is

1

lovely your hair is now,
give
.
.
this discovery will make it lovelier
make you
sheen
it a dazzling gloss and
a golden magnet of feminine appeal.

No matter how

other channels and by contrast she seems
singularly detached, a voluntary exile from
the hurly-burly of life—her responsiveness
more the expression of an instinctive courtspontaneous
esy and graciousness than of
intellectual or emotional inclination.
"About the fans!" The glow returns.
She displays an almost maternal affection
mementoes and
as she proudly exhibits
acquaintances
old
with
associated
trinkets
There is even a large
of the air waves.
programs.
"pet" gallery for the Dragonette
of listenpets
the
parrots,
cats,
Dogs, tabby

.

.

.

.

Win and Hold Men
once. It is
It is called Trublond. Try it just
acts to bring out
SAFE not a dye. Simply golden
light and
the natural hidden color,
hair has
fluffiness to your hair. And when

darkened and become streaked, Trublond
and
quickly brings back its original color

You use it like an ordinary shampoo.
for a few
Get a package of Trublond
cents at any drug or department store or
blonde
at the 10c stores. Begin using your

—

charm

to the utmost!

BLONDE SHAMPOO
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MISERY

Many people with defective hearing
and Head Noises enjoy conversation,
go to Theatre and Church because they
use Leonard Invisible Ear

Drums which

resemble Tiny Megaphones fitting
in the Ear entirely out of sight.
No wires, batteries or head piece.
are inexpensive. Write for
,
booklet and sworn statement of ppt/M
the inventorwho was himself deaf.
A. 0. LEONARD, Inc.. Suite 984,70 5th Ave., Hew Yeric

They

flKfiene
»£«s

of^?he

while lMrnia.. For catalog, write

TKeatre

Sec'y LAND. 66 W. 85

St.,

N.T.

.

"The only hard thing about radio is when
you get orders to 'talk down' to the audi-

with
I don't have that to contend
Columbia."
with
arrangement
my
thinking
I asked if he and Norma were
similar
of returning to the stage in an act

ence.
in

one they played so successfully a

to the

them.

plied, a quizzical

tt

11

Miss Dragonette will not go to MollyThe sequence in the Paramount
wood
will
production in which she is to appear,
taking a vabe filmed in the East. She is
months this
cation from the air for two
sponsor,
her
of
protest
summer, over the
for needed rest.
Can the cameras capture the wistful,
charm of this
sensitive
fine-spun and
extraordinarily interesting personality t

For a

one

DEAFNESS

the talking.

and this is Laura
snapshots of
she explains as she shows you
"Here's Rags,

ers

moment I was sorry I
There stood George Jessel,

fleeting

brought it up!
speaker de luxe,
star comedian, after-dinner
hailing
romantic figure of recent headlines
he cowhich
in
nuptials
the Atlantic City
There he
starred with Norma Talmadge.
talk 1 a
stood giving me the peppiest sales
me
gave
agent
insurance
heard since that
to be even
up as too dumb, or too broke,
.....
a good practice prospect.
,
Then it dawned on me that the intellinot
was
gence of American audiences
if he did make me
even
sell,
to
Georgie's
pleasant y
want to buy. And I found it
if I was only
flattering to be included, even

TRUBLOND

mine— about him having
an assignment on his hands since the CBS
biggies had picked George to lure the dialnights
ers around to their networks Sunday
between eight and nine, one of the most
competitive hours of the week—Jessel did
that first crack of

millions

of

™ We'

thus

collectively

comph-

movie-goers and theatre
Take George
lot!
smart
patrons, are a
He's been working
Jessel' s word for it.
should know.
for us for years, and he
apartment ot
the
in
cornered
I had him
east fifties, where
a hotel in Manhattan's
their temhe and Norma were making
decorainterior
the
while
porary residence
the apartment
tors got things ready in
one ot those
they by this time occupy in
blocks south
few
a
manors
very handsome
mid-day
on Park Avenue. It was nearmg
supervising
abroad,
and
up
was
Norma
and
activities at the new home.
After
cornered.
I've said I had Jessel
'

dialers,

few seasons back.
"There seems to be a demand,

he re-

smile spreading over the
mobile Jessel countenance. "We may play
some dates. It has not been decided."
Norma is taking a vacation in Europe
this

He said he may go abroad
"I've never played on the stage

summer.

himself.
over there and would like to," he added.
His radio contract will permit him to
retake a leave of absence, if he decides to

Well, maybe he'll be
turn to the stage.
have
cruising the briny this summer, but I
spotthe
into
popped
has
He
my doubts.
light with one of those characteristically
amazing comebacks just when it seemed,
again,

that

newer

comedy

personalities

to eclipse the Jessel fame. Few
to
actors can resist the thrill that comes
popuof
waves
the
riding
are
those who

were about

If he does sail away from the
shores where the spotlight now plays about
because he
his jaunty shoulders, it will be
won't have the heart to ask Norma to curcan be together
tail that vacation so they
again "over here."
larity.

the 500 pairs of assorted tootsies that
over the pavements of approach
Louis last
to "tryouts" conducted in St.
impresario of the
fall by Gus Edwards,
those
variety halls, 499 doubled back to
havens whence they sallied forth

Of

fluttered

obscure
seeking paths to fame.
500th girlI've just been talking to the
whose
song-bird
Missouri
Martha Mears,
on
contralto voice you probably have heard
susthe
on
or
programs,
Baker
Phil
the
she does weekly over
tainings"

NBC

networks.

4
That voice of hers brought Martha
has her
now
which
fork in the road

to a
step-

confident
ping firmlv, with that gracefully

a direction that had no
took her from her
which
the plans

stride of hers,

part in

in

August 19 3

for

4
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native heath in Moberly, Mo., to major in
English and prepare for the teaching profession at the University of Missouri in
Columbia (that last refers to a city, not a

broadcasting company Martha
ing for

isn't

work-

now).

"Some friends at the University," she
revealed, "suggested that I seek an audition
at the local broadcasting station in Columhad been studying singing and
I
music for several years, but regarded this
as merely an accomplishment, something
bia.

for
I

my own

pleasure.

However, the work

got at the radio station paid

my way

through college. I liked it!"
After graduation Martha went

to

St.

Louis, became a member of the staff of arThen came the
Station WIL.
tists at
chance to join the Gus Edwards act, with
which she toured until it reached New
York, where the show disbanded. An auair castles led to the
dition at the
contract she now has with that organiza-

NBC

tion.

You will be
because she is
radio revue to
cause she has

interested in

Martha Mears,

definitely set to appear in a

be filmed soon, and also bemade a screen test for a
Hollywood studio, which may (who can
tell?) lead to more and frequent motion
picture appearances.
Martha is blond, with very fair skin,
light blue eyes, an engaging smile and exShe is of the petite, sympressive face.
metrical type, with an instinct for chic,
which, combined with that very orderly,
well-trained mind of hers, and that contralto voice, sum up to a total that indicates fair sailing ahead for Martha.
She'll
bear watching, will this engaging girl from

Missouri.

"AIREDALE"— that's what Hollywood calls
a girl with hair on arms and legs. "Airedales" have ruined many a movie closebecause superfluous hair shows as
plainly in the pictures as it does upon the
beach. That's ivhy all Hollywood uses

up

The Laugh Team
Speaks

—

X-BAZIN

to remove hair.
X-Bazin
(cream or powder) is essential for legs,
arms and under-arms that expect to be

Up

seen!

Constant research and improvement have made
X-Bazin more and more mild, more and more
efficient, more and more agreeable. This really
reliable depilatory leaves your skin exquisitely
smooth, white and hairless without irritation,
stubble or that blue, shaved look. Even the future
growth of hair is retarded.

—

—

on

reliable X-Bazin
accept no substitutes.
or cream, at drug and department stores
only 50c. Good size tubes of X-Bazin Cream, 10c
in 5-and-10 cent stores.
RUCKEL, Inc.,
Est. 1848, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Insist

Powder

HALL

&

Continued from page 31

PROTRUDE NG 2

EARS

A

laughs.
comedy may make you roar and
fall out of your seat while in the theatre,
but it hasn't the insides, the substance to
register in your mind as a lasting thing.
"Neither Mary nor I started out to be
comedians.
She made her debut as a
dramatic actress.
It was only when she
appeared in Booth Tarkington's stage hit,
'Clarence,' that she discovered her comedy
talents.
I began as a kid in knee-pants to
play old-men characters.
Then, I became
the romantic juvenile and later, graduated
into musical comedy.
Now, here we are in
Hollywood, a screen laugh team."
"We're never afraid of the other stealing a scene," mused Mary.
"Nor fuss about whose face is turned to
the camera," added Charlie.
After years of success in creating mirthprovoking situations on both stage and
screen, Charlie and Mary modestly insist
they have no formula, no system in garnering laughs.
Charlie's only suggestion was that one
becomes sensitive to comedy angles.
He
said,
"You train your mind to see the
humorous aspect in every incident. It is
your business and you work at it. Believe
me, our 'spontaneous' screen comedy is the
result of painstaking effort.
are both of the Pollyanna type.
that we run around shouting 'Isn't

"We

But neither of us yearns
the classics, and we are not slaves

grand!'
bition.

We

get complete

of our screen comedies."

%

A

simple modern device sets them in
composition immediately, invisible
fortable
harmless, worn any time by
children or adults. Endorsed by physi-

—

—

cians and users as the best method
for correcting this disfigurement. Send
stamp for free booklet and trial offer.
LABORATORIES, Dept. II,
220 West 42nd St., New York City

life

to play
to amsatisfaction out

Choking Her

AURA

MAKE
MONEY
JSt Howie
f

EARN

steady Income each week, working at home,
coloring photos and miniatures in oil. Learn famous
"Koehne Method" in few weeks. Work done by this
method in big demand. No experience nor art talent
needed. Many become independent this way. Send for
free booklet,

"Make Money at Home."

NATIONAL ART SCHOOL,

Inc.

3601 Michigan Avenue, Dept. 443-C, Chicago, Illinois

Why VOICE Students Fail
SEsST

FREE

H& Obligation

to Buy

you act quick!— we will Gend postpaid— for
80 days free reading-— new Voice Book disIf

closing Btartlincr VOICE FACTS that may save
hundreds of dollars to every man or woman
seeking a strong, rich voice for either sinffIng or speaking. SO days free reading— then,
send $1.00. Otherwise, return it—that's allfi

308 North Michigan Avenue

•

Got Immediate —Relief!
Seventeen Years Later "Still
Enjoying Splendid Health"

—

December

"I had asthma for 17 years. I
8, 1916.
coughed most of the time and couldn't rest, day or
night. I tried everything, but grew so weak I could
hardly walk across the room. After taking one bottle
of Nacor, I could do most of my housework. That
was 8 years ago. I am still feeling fine, with no sign
of asthma." Mrs. Mary Bean, R. 3, Nashua, Iowa.
July 31, 1933 "I continue in good health and am
still praising Nacor. I have no signs of asthma."
Mrs. Mary Bean
FREE No need to suffer asthma torture when
blessed relief can be yours. For years Nacor has
helped thousands. Their letters and booklet of vital
information sent FREE. Write to Nacor Medicine

——

PROF. E. FEUCHTINGER Studio C-131
Chicago

—

—

JfJSSL

Not

Asthma Was

Stories accepted in any form for criticism, revision, copyright and
submission to Hollywood studios. Our sales service selling consistent
percentage of stories to Hollywood Studios the MOST ACTIVE
MARKET. Not a school no courses or books to sell. Send original
plots or stories for FREE reading and report. You may be just as
capable of writing acceptable stories as thousands of others. Deal
with a recognized Hollywood Agent who is on the ground and knows
market requirements. Established 1917. Write for FREE BOOK

—

giving full information,

UNIVERSAL. SCENARIO CO.

S5I

Meyer Bldg.

Co.. 338 State Life Bldg., Indianapolis, Ind.

—

Hollywood, Calif.
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When summer suns are riding high,
Beauty

comes smiling by!

herself,

as versatile as you please,

A powder
7/i

delicate,

YOUR HAIR, TOO*

IN
-

Wash.

Seattle,

Name

Please send

» * «

a free

Address
.State-

my

hair:

worn

delightful
ladies'

to

The sum of human knowledge regarding
and lasting youth is now available
Famous
through SelfRealization Fellowship.
heniitv

historical

Masters of India for these
Be
hea th.
same secrets of glorious beauty and radiant world,
bend
attractive— win in the social and business
SeU-EealmThrough
Achievements
til free b™k "Highest.
MX.
Dept. SU-I,
Self-Realization Fellowship.
tion"
Washington Estates, Los Angeles, California.
far
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the

New York
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m

ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED TO
will

do

you what it has done for thousands of others.
safely, swiftly and surely, at least 3 pounds a

lor

week Just take one capsule

after each meal.

Your money refunded

if

prescribed by

not

contains ingredients
satisfied with results. Formula 281
LAXATIVE. No bad effects
rood physicians for fat reducing. It is NOT A
to diet or exercise F
necessary
Not
10 heart or digestive organs.
SEND NO MONbT.
281 will give you a figure men admire and women envy.
281 tor a 30-day treatment, at 51.50
say "Send enough
all

ORMULA

FORMULA
Just
postpaia"; postman will collect on delivery.
Clip this

guest, take the
MessenSilent
gers" to your hostess. If
you want to be a perfect
hostess, have them standing on the dressing-table

"Three

Ladies,

meet Lemon

Are you excited about
new hats? One of

the

our

little

"ad"

for future reference

ISABELLA LABORATORIES
Chicago
Van Buren
Isabella Bids-, 21 E.

St.,

A Bathasweet

I

bath.

attractive?

its

and cool. One
owner was caught

rain in it!
rains occaSouthern California, and when it does,
does a thorough job
it
But the drenchof it.)
ing did not hurt the hat

(Oh

in

the

yes,
sionally in

Three Silent Messengers!

From

Lentheric.

it

This hat
the least.
material is waterproof.
This particular young
star made a sports hat
and then liked it
first
she made
so well that
She
another for town!
in

:

With them you may be

_

so light

out

new

here,

new

of

teresting surface, roughly
smart, firm, flattering. It
is ideal for summer as it

day

cologne, in three sepaMiracle,
rate fragrances

tured

just

Dennison
which it is
made. This gives it an inmaterial

is

In

Asphodele, Lotus D'Or.
Aren't the bottles pic-

money and

in

amazing
Ill

package
"Three Silent
Messengers," an eau de
a
the

is!

a few relaxing hours of
It is crocheted and
fun.
smart part is the
the

sparkling as the twinkle
And
sun on water.
Lentheric has a grand
idea on this very matter.
is

starlets

will

—

weather you want
your perfume light, gay,

called

favorite

not let us use
her name as that would
be telling but she made
her own hat and it is
about the smartest, most
becoming thing you ever
saw. It cost her ever so

She

warm

It

for your guest!

Rinse.

—but

difference!

gone in an instant.
you want to be a

perfect

perfume time
a

flowers

outside

If

of

Reduce FAT Safely!
281

is

light

is

can imagof

breeze carrying it in to
All the stuffiness
you!

We

time
with

You
field

your window with a woodsy, little
right

soft-textured
not only gives

summer frocks.
The good old summer

a

ine

from

agedekin in fine particles untilall defects

the

change!

this

to shine through
beneath the skin.
have found English
tint a particularly -happy
choice of shade to add to
the becomingness of your

day, spray a bit
What a
air.

all

it

into

seems

City.

Will reduce your weight

in

crepe styles.

suggest you try it
and see if our judgment
Under it,
is not correct.
blend a dash of Princess
Pat rouge for that natural delicate coloring that

dissuch as tan, freckles, oiliness and liver spots
face
appear. Skin is then soft, clear, velvety and
out
looks years younger. Mercolized V> ax brings
Quickly
vour hidden beauty. To remove wrinkles one-Halt
dissolve one ounce Powdered Saxohte
pint witch hazel and use daily. At all drug stores.

FORMULA

One of the many
charming Dennison

We

Mercolized Wax
Keeps Skin Young
off

trick

made without almond.

that
Here is a personal service organization
Photoplays,
Manuscripts,
succeed.
to
you
helps
edited and
Scenarios, Stories, Articles— carefully
suggestions.
revised. FREE expert criticisms and
Advice and help
Trained typewriting service.
Write for details. Prowith copyright work.
Dept.
fessional Institute Co., 1775 Broadway,

SU,

During

plexion, but it actually is
good for you, counteracting dryness and staying
on much longer than the
other powders which are

Playwrights

!

it

you know the new
with eau de coyour apartIf
logne?
ment is hot and close
when you come home to
it at night, or if you are

Do

does

things
faces.

answer.

fect

year,

of

powder
you that most becoming
fragile look, as if you
spent hours and hours
just caring for your com-

^BERUTV SECRETS
traveled

soft,

hot weather when there
a tendency for skins
is
to become parched and
dried,

beauties

a

make-up

one which encourages
your complexion to look
Princess Pat
flowerlike.
powder is about the
nicest your cosmetic scout
knows, for producing this
It is made on an
effect.
almond base and from
earliest times almond oil
has been famous for the

sample.

_

City
Color of

time

this

617 Rainier Ave., Dept. H,

W. KOBI CO.

want

flattering

FREE
J.

for that
flower-like

-

YOU

in

the morning, one at noon,
Of
and one at night!
course, eau de cologne
is not perfume, but when
a very light fragrance is
desired, as it is in hot
days, it becomes the per-

complexion!

lustrous
easy to keep your hair sunny, youthful,
Banishes
always
// you use Golden Glint Shampoo!
yet no one will ever guess your
dullness instantly
hair is the
In fact, you'll soon find that lovely
secret.
25c
charm which brings popularity, romance, happiness!
sample.
at your dealers', or send for free
It's

fragrance

one

using
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says it is so easy to do anybody can make
one in a jiffy.
Let your own fingers crochet a smart
new hat for you with Dennison crepe.
You'll be delighted.
It is an old
Ladies, meet Lemon Rinse
!

lemon way to bright and shinYour grandmother knew about
But sometimes we need reminding of

friend, this
ing hair.
it.

the simplest things.
Rinse your hair with the juice of two
lemons in the water at the end of your
shampoo, to do the following things
1.
Cut out every last vestige of soap.

Remove any

2.

lurking

oil.

Bring out the lights in your hair no
matter what color it may happen to be.
4.
If your are a blonde, to help keep
your hair its own light shade.
5.
If you are one of the mouse-brown
types, to brighten your hair with a soft
shine and make it interesting.
Best of all, to make your hair feel
6.
clean, slick, and without any odor of soap
3.

about

it.

Remember how important
over the summer. Shampoo
And be careful to rinse all

lovely hair is
it frequently.
the soap out

each time this natural, beauty-giving way.

If there is ever a time when you want
to give yourself a little extra vacation, it
is in the middle of summer when you have
stayed at home
And there is nothing we
know which will make you feel better at
a time like that than a fragrant bath with
!

Bathasweet. That sticky, hot,
ing, can be washed away

summer

feel-

Just before you step into the water shake
divine powder into your tub.
Sweetness rises up, freshening the air around
and giving you a garden-of-flowers feeling.
It softens the water.
It
makes your
soap lather more freely.
You feel slick
If you hate to get out of your tub under
ordinary circumstances, it can be almost
a menace.
You just can't bear to leave
such a pleasant, relaxing bath!
this

Here is another trick worth knowing. A
few shakes of it into the water in which
you rinse your silk underthings or handkerchiefs gives them a faint lasting fragrance you will love.
So enthusiastic are we about what
Bathasweet will do, that we forgot to tell
you how it looks. It is out in a new container with a wavy watery design, quite
as

delightful

to

look

at

as

the

contents

are to use.

Helen Hayes Tells Why Shell
Retire from the Films
TRY THIS

Continued from page 33
their

Marion who wrote that article
about screen stars was entirely right," she
"Stars like Katharine Hepburn and
said.
Constance Bennett were made by the mo-

bands."

"Mr.

tion picture public and the public has a
right to know what it wants to about
It has a right to know what it
them.
wants to know about me if I stay in picand so, after I fulfill my contract
tures
which calls for two more, I'm getting out
"You see, after all, I belong in the
theatre I'm not a glamorous figure just
a good actress who can make good money
I'm sure I'll end my days
in the theatre.
as a character woman supporting the youngI don't want more money
star of the day.
than I need for the present and the future.
Money gets in my way I don't know

—

—

—

—

where to put it.
"We've got our home in Nyack now and
I can't tell you how I love it or what it's
done for me this winter. I've been work-

—

the play has as many
terribly hard
sides as 'Hamlet' and yet I've not been
Next year I'm going
tired at all this year.
on tour with the play.
pic"I thought that when I signed
ture contract for half a year in Hollywood
and half a year on the stage I was pretty
The time overlaps.
smart but I wasn't

ing

my

—

I

!

must work

this

summer

terribly
to

finish

in

Hollywood

my two

pictures to

hard

get back in time to take the company out.
can I keep all those players waiting
and the same holds true of
for work?
Hollywood in a lesser measure. They
wired for me to come West the first of
March, but how could I drop the play that

How

—

was playing

to capacity?
"In the theatre one can have a private
life.
You can talk to the press about anything or nothing and it doesn't matter so
long as you're a good actress. But a good
motion picture actress must have or make
up a private life that reads like a fairy

—

tale.

The

titled

to

public wants

it

and they're en-

it."

"You

forget the end of that article.
It
you lead a normal life (as you
do, for instance)
you won't be bothered
so much with interviews.' Stars talk about
said,

'If

—

—

NEW WAY TO REMOVE

homes, their children, and their hus-

the matter of publicity.

"My husband

doesn't want me to and I
want to !" said Helen Hayes. "Even
normal things assume different aspects

CORNS

don't

when

applied to a screen actress.
Mary
the way I want her to be.
She
doesn't know what it's all about.
She's
four now, but suppose she were old enough
still

is

^

to read.
Think of what it would do to her.
She'd either get conceited to have a famous
writer like Charles MacArthur for a father
and an actress for a mother, or get an inferiority complex.

"No,

think sooner or later every pichas to decide what she wants
most a career or a private life. She can't
have her cake and eat it too it's not being
honest with the public who made her rich
and famous. That's why I've chosen the
private life and am getting out."
All the time Helen had been talking my
subconscious mind had been working.
conscious mind said, "She's right and so
very honest let her alone!" but my subconscious mind hadn't gotten over the idea
of_ getting my story about Mary, and I
ture

I

star

—

—

My

—

—

said suddenly
"All right! You say you're getting out!
But don't forget you're not out yet there
are two more pictures. And until you arc
out, you must tell the public what it wants
to know
if you want to live up to your

—

—

own

theory."

a villainess in a melodrama,
for Helen looked at me with large round
I

felt

like

There

eyes.

was

a

pause.

"I

hadn't

thought of that," she replied. There was
another pause while she turned it over in
her mind.
I've told you I love Helen for her honesty and she proved it now when she said,
"Oh, why must you have such a logical
mind
suppose you're right.
I
I do believe what I told you and now I've got
to prove it after my mind was all made up.
And I bet Charley won't talk to me if I
let you interview Mary.
After all, what
can a child of four say?
And suppose
everyone comes to interview the child after
you? I promise if you let her off no one
else shall get near her to bother her."
!

•

Drybak Corn Plaster is six ways
you ever used. These six
assure greater efficiency, greater com-

You'll say

better than any plaster
features

happy relief. (1) Dainty tabs hold it snugly
without bulging. (2) Just thick enough to relieve pressure. (3) Suntan color, inconspicfort,

uous, doesn't

soil. (4)

Smooth Drybak

surface

not stick to stocking or chafe. (5) Waterproof, you can bathe without changing plaster.
(6) Individual medicated centers are unexcelled
will

for

removing corns

© Drybak Corn
WATERPROOF
DOESN'T STICK
TO STOCKING

effectively.

Plasters, fresh from the
world's largest surgical
dressing laboratories, cost
less than old-fashioned
bulky plasters. In boxes of
12, with 8 individual medicated centers, 25c. At your
druggist's.

ALSO NEW- DRYBAK WATERPROOF
BUNION AND CALLOUS PLASTERS

DRYBAK
CORN PLASTERS
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SAVES
STOCKINGS^
and toe

_

YOUR/j^^/ HOSt
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i

STOCKINGS — the biggest item in clothes expense-— ifive
DOUBLE, often TRIPLE wear when guarded by Walk-Eze

on
Stocking Protectors. Patented, feather-light, they lock
Made of
the heel, prevent rubbing and resultant holes.
free from
soft, pliable KEMISUEDE — durable, washable,
dangers and objections of rubber. Slipped over stocking
heel, they cling of themselves.

Tu-Toned— Maltese

ing.

color

No messy gumming.no stitchon one side, Nutmeg on the

all colors of hose.
other. Reversible so that one pair goes with

PREVENT BLISTERS AND INFECTIONS
doctors and chiropodists to prevent painThey stop chafing and bring soothfor Walk-Eze Stocking Protectors at SHOE

Recommended by
ful,

dangerous

Ask

ing relief.

blisters.

STORES, and HOSIERY COUNTERS of DEPARTMENT
STORES. Made for men and women and children.
your local store

If

is

c ents

"out of" Walk-Eze, sen d 25

SIZE to WALK-EZE
Wolf Street,

AND STOCKING

Dept. A-l. 242
Syracuse, New York.

like clock- work when the
Above you see
preparation.
careful
the
is
whirring,
cameras start
Kay Francis, Jean Muir and Verree Teasdale listening as Director
Kiehle explains a scene for "Dr. Monica."

One of the reasons why everything goes

WALK-EZE
PRONOUNCED
WALK-EAST

Stocldnq PnotEctcrt^

Consult Yogi Alpha
Bis Reading Only 25c
What will be your lucky days?
Will you win in love? What oc T

cupation should you follow? Yogi
Alpha, internationally known philosopher who has amazed thousands bv his uncanny predictions,
offers a big 1000 word Life ReadCovers maring for only 25c.
riage,

love,

Wonderland fashion. If
was an Alice, Mary is she.
The name "Helen Hayes" is never
spoken around the MacArthur home. But
Mary is slowly beginning to be aware that
there is such a thing—not an actress or a

around

lucky days, etc. You can follow
this guide day by day throughout
vour lifetime and consult it before
making any important changes in

home, social or business affairs.
Send only 25c in coin or stamps
with name, address and exact
bir.hd.ite.

me
if

3 JO

word Numerology Read-

FREE.
Money returned
»atisfied. YOGI ALPHA, Box 1411.

included

not

Dept. 905. San Disgo. Calif.
If you have a friend who wishes readreadings.
ing, send 50c for the

FREE
WORD
MEROLOGY
READING with

NU-

300

order for Astrological Reading.

TWO

person or her mummy, but just a thing.
Helen's examples of this are too good to
the
keep. Mary plays with the children in
neighborhood and one day some of the
older ones came over supposedly to play
with the youngster and suddenly said, I
want to see your mama." Mary, poor in-

them to Helen and they stood
around shyly and after ascertaining that
she was "Helen Hayes" produced an autograph book while Mary looked on with
knitted brow. She knows her mother goes

ASTHMATIC
—

nocent, lead

SUFFERERS GET QUICK RELIEF
FREE TRIAL PACKAGE OFFERED

doesn't
to the studio and the theatre but she
think that she's any different from the
other children's mamas.

Thousands use Dr. Guild's Green Mountain
Asthmatic Compound to soothe and relieve
paroxysms of Asthma. On sale at druggists.
Powder, 25 cents and $1.00. Cigarettes, 50 cents
for 24. Send for FREE TRIAL package of 6
1
cigarettes. The J. H. Guild Co., Dept.

very young the Mac"Bye Baby Bunting
her
to
sang
Arthurs
with the variations of "Daddy goes to the
Studio" and "Mama goes to the Studio.
The theatre she learned about one day

When Mary was

WW

Rupert, Vt.

GR. GUILD'S

do you

GREEN MOUNTAIN
ASTHMATIC COMPOUND

ATTRACT MEN?

Not
do movie stars hold audiences spell-bound?
Nature
They know secrets of charm.
with beautv.
ol
Hegardless
develop
it.
gives charm but you must
Bead SECKtis
age vou can build it systematically.
how.
learn
and
HOLLYWOOD
OF CHARM FROM
Just send 50c to

How

Secrets of
P. O.

BOX

Charm From Hollywood

1755

in Alice in

there ever

partnership,

health,

that for a good sport who lives
up to her theories?
Marv, I hear, has golden hair down to
her knees now. Helen hasn't the heart to
cut it and Mary wears it in pigtails every
day, and for "dress-up" it is allowed to
hang with its slight curl and a ribbon

How's

Hollywood,

Calit.

NOW/ THE
GIANT

'

when she wanted

to

come

to

New York

don't want to
So now
theatre."
dark
cold,
the
stay in
when mama leaves, Mary asks whether
theatre,
she's going to the "cold-dark
whatever that may be!

with Helen

who

said,

"You

As to the name Helen has made famous,
about
the best anecdote of all seems to be^
"Goodthe evening Helen was playing
This game consists of
night" with Mary.
calling each other funny names.
They began with "Good-night twiddledee."

TUBE.

ZIP EPILATOR-IT'S OFF because

I

IT'S

OUT

PERMANENTLY DESTROYS HAIR

"Good-night twiddledum, returned Alary.
They next went on to the foods. It was
"Good-night spinach," "Good-night carFinally Helen said, "Goodrots," etc.
amazing
night vegetable soup" and Mary's
upon
reply was "Goodnight Helenhayes,"
furiously.
giggling
began
she
which
it was,
"I don't know what she thought
supposed
but it was run together and was

funnier than vegetable soup," said
Helen. "Of course, I nearly fell over, because I didn't know Mary had ever heard
the name but she must have picked it up

to be

Mary doesn't
from the older children."
know what "Helen Hayes" means yet—
which gives you an idea of how Helen is
trying to bring up Mary.
Helen wants to make "What Every

Woman Knows"

because it is her favorite
play and because she wants to bring it to
everyone, as only the medium of pictures
She still trusts producer Irving
can do.
Thalberg as implicitly as she did in the
The MacArthurs travelled to
beginning.
Europe with the Thalberg family when
Irving was ill last year and she feels that
she has made true friends in Norma
Shearer and Irving, and that Mary has a
pal in Irving, Junior.
Helen says she loves picture-making
more than the monotony of the stage. She
loves the climate of Hollywood and she
loves it because she made four real friends
there—the Thalbergs and the Alfred Newmans, who have just given their new baby

Mr. Newman
a middle name of Hayes.
muis the talented man who does all the
sical scores for Twentieth Century pictures.
"To make a friend after one is twentyfive I think is marvelous, and I'd travel
Cerhalf way round the world for it!
tainly I'll go to Hollywood occasionally
even after I leave pictures."

"As
go !" I

if

Irving Thalberg would

let

you

scoffed, "to say nothing of the fans."
"I haven't told Irving yet," Helen said,
choice.
"but just the same I've made

my

want a private life."
But being Helen Hayes of the uncommon
honesty she added, "Of course we never
know what will happen! I don't want to
I

put on a Patti's farewell act because maybe
after my conI'll be making more pictures
look at the way I've had to
tract expires
I
talk about everything you wanted when
re
you
But
to
going
wasn't
I
was sure
be consistent, and give interI'll
right.
views for two more pictures. I think the
next life story I give out I'll say I was
but
stolen by gypsies in my childhood—
have
after those two pictures I'm going to
my private life if I know anything about

—

!

it!"
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Grand Duchess Marie

BE FAT?

Continued from page 15
She was worksection of the palace.
ing while her husband amused himself with
his toy soldiers and a kennel full of hounds
Empress
which he kept in his bedroom.
Elizabeth, Catherine's aunt by marriage,
mistrusted her but took no definite action
against her except keeping her at a disCatherine's political sympathizers
tance.
were risking their lives by taking part in
her intrigues but she knew how to guide

own

also how to inspire them with
loyalty both to her person and to her cause.
The story of her own daring as well as the

them and

courage displayed by her supporters who
ultimately helped her to the throne would
have made a far more exciting film subject than the one chosen.
There was no love lost between Elizabeth

and Catherine, the older woman suspecting
Nothing,
the younger one of scheming.
therefore, could have been further from
Elizabeth's mind than to let her niece-inlaw handle affairs of state or to think of
Peter
entrusting Russia at her deathbed.
was her nephew and heir and it was to him
that she left the throne.
Elizabeth, although not as strong a character as Catherine, had nevertheless a very
In this
definite personality of her own.
youngest daughter of Peter the Great were
blended both the Asiatic traits of her Moscovite forefathers and the refinements of

A

very
a newly imported Western culture.
beautiful woman, she had the grace and
dignity of an Eastern Sultana mingled with
the smiling elegance of a French Marquise.
She was an indolent, feminine, and kindhearted woman who since the beginning of
her reign had refused to sign a single death
The love of her life had been
sentence.
Count Razoumovsky to whom she was
To see
secretly wedded for many years.
her portrayed in the film as a screaming,
hysterical creature with a badly fitting wig
and a make up reminiscent of the Virgin
Queen, to see her slapping her courtiers one

minute and embracing them the next

is

somewhat

surprising, to say the least.
Peter, Elizabeth's unbalanced nephew and
heir, a young man who was gifted neither
with charm nor distinction is the only figure
on the screen that has been allowed some
elbow-space, and he becomes the play's
At the side
most sympathetic character.
of the mincing, virtuous, and tearful Catherine he acquires in spite of himself a
He also is the only well
certain dignity.

dressed and well groomed person of the enhis clothes being so elaborate as
to make one believe that when Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., had once been fitted out the
credits were exhausted and the other actors
including the other stars had to be satisfied
with anything they could get in the way of

tire cast,

apparel.
It is a poorly dressed and poorly mannered crowd of courtiers that rushes back
and forth through the very accurately
copied rococo halls of the Tzarskoe Selo
Palace.
There is very little of the Eighteenth Century elegance in the pancake curtsies of the ladies and the stiff -backed bows
of the gentlemen. In their general demeanor
there is not one refined or graceful gesture.
Even Catherine's supporters treat her with
disconcerting familiarity making it obvious
that very little attention and time were
devoted to the schooling of the court in ap-

propriate behavior.
No local color worth mentioning has been
introduced into the story which as it is
conceived could have taken place almost in
any country. The opening scene with its
perfectly modern gypsy songs and a few
glimpses of the Moscow cupolas with closeups of church bells in full volley are unconvincing and but loosely related to the
principal theme.
At the risk of appearing
too exacting it must be pointed out that
church bells in Russia are brought into
action differently from anywhere else, differently also from the manner in the film.
The tongue alone in Russian bells is swung,
the bells themselves being so attached to
their crosspieces that they cannot oscillate.
It is a pity that even the singing behind
the stage supposedly at Empress Elizabeth's
bier has nothing to do with Russian melodies
a fact that is hardly excusable considering the present popularity of Russian
music.
Very little can be said of the acting. Miss
Bergner's reputation as an actress of talent
had preceded the film but the part she has
to take in it could but do her injustice, to

—

my

mind.
Next time that Europe sends us one of
her historical film productions we must
hope that it will be something more authentic, something at least into the making
of which would have gone some knowledge,
discernment and taste, even if it does deal
with such a remote and exotic subject as
Russian history.

women

Delighted

where are

every-

their
easy it is to
have an alluring figure the
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telling

how

RE-DUCE-OIDS way.

*She LOST

50 Pounds
without Diet or Exercise
9

There's no need to envy other women with
their captivating figures, while you sit in the
background ashamed and uncomfortable. Here is
the easy, safe way that has transformed the
overweight bodies of thousands of delighted women
into lovely figures admired by everyone, after
other methods had failed.
•Mrs. Jennie Schafer, 1029 Jackson St., Kansas
City, Mo., writes "I reduced 50 pounds with REDUCE-OIDS. Every other method failed, but RE-

succeeded ! After I lost this fat, my
doctor pronounced me in better health than for
years, and I felt better in every way."

DUCE-OIDS

EASY-TO-USE— SAFE—EFFECTIVE when

used
Doctors prescribe the

according to directions.

ingredients which science combines for you in
RE-DUCE-OIDS, in easy-to-use, tasteless capsule
form. Hundreds of letters tell of permanently reducing as much as 70 pounds .
and report feeling
better while and after taking RE-DUCE-OIDS. No
weakening diets, no reducing baths, no exercises
....

FAT GOES — OR NO COST TO YOU!
% If you are not entirely satisfied with the
wonderful "slimming" results you obtain from
RE-DUCE-OIDS, you get your money back. Your
word and the used package is all we require,
you risk no money So start now, before fat gets
one more day's headway. . . . Your druggist or
department store has RE-DUCE-OIDS, or can get
it quickly. If your dealer is out, send $2.00 for 1
package, or §5.00 for 3 packages, to Scientific
Laboratories of America, Inc., 746 Sansome St.,
San Francisco, Calif.—or C.O.D. Plain wrapper.
!

She Said "No" to Thalberg

Send no money for this valuable
FREE book
— "HOW TO REDUCE."
Free and Postpaid, plain envelope.

Continued from page 25
company

stock

there.

The

director,

who

had met her in a theatrical manager's office
in New York, thought she was a Broadway
leading lady and begged her to go west
with him to play the ingenue lead in stock.
Before she arrived he billed her all over
town as a prominent New York actress,
and announced she would be the company's
guest artist for the summer.

—

Claire just had to make good and
Previous to this, she
a big way.
had never been on the stage in her life,
except for a few church entertainments
and as a student in the American Academy of Dramatic Art, in New York.
Following this summer in stock she returned to New York, where she appeared in
a number of short films. By this time, the

So

did,

in

spell of the footlights, the glamour and
fascination, was in her blood
and she was
off on a career.
Originally Claire planned to enter Smith
College, but a little matter of credit shortage caused her to abandon this course.
This served to depress her considerably for
a time, since many of her friends in the
old home town, (Larchmont, N. Y., a few

—

miles
that

above

famed

New York

City),

attended

But soon she
decided to become an artist, and travelled
daily up to Columbia University, where
she took art, design, and French.
There dawned upon her one day the
realization that the artist market was
flooded what chance had she in amountgirls'

school.

—

ing to anything in that field

when

already

For Women Who Want
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to Stay Slender
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FREE
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WHY NOT

could not find work?
again, she changed her plans, this
time enrolling in the dramatic academy.
"It sounded like fun," she says, "and
besides, the studies were more interesting
than the cut and dried procedure of college.

experienced artists

Once

Then,

Dispel Complexion Worries
Join the ranks of those who rely effectively upon Resinol Ointment and Soap
alone as their external aid to clear,
smooth, beautiful skin. This treatment,
daily combats clogged pores,blackheads,
pimples, roughness and similar defects—
and usually wins. Safe and easy to use,
soothing and beneficial in effect, Resinol
Ointment and Soap are leading the way
to lovelier skin. Sold by all druggists.
For

free

you suffer with attacks of Asthma so terrible you choke and gasp for breath, if Hay
Fever keeps you sneezing and snuffing while
your eyes water and nose discharges conIf

tinuously, don't lail to send at once to the
Frontier Asthma Co. for a free trial of a re-

markable method. No matter where you live
whether you have any faith in any remedy
II
under the Sun, send for this free trial.
you have suffered for a life-time and tried
everything you could learn of without relief;
even if you are utterly discouraged, do not
abandon hope but send today for this free
Address
It will cost you nothing.
trial.
Frontier Asthma Co. 485-T Frontier Bldg.,
463 Niagara St., Buffalo, N. T.
or

BROADCAST?
you have talent here's your chance to
get into Broadcasting. New Floyd Gibbons
method trains you at home in spare time.
Fascinating course fully explained in Free
Booklet, "How to Find Your Place in
Broadcasting." Send for your copy today.
Give age. Floyd Gibbons School of Broadcasting, 2000— 14th St., N. W., Dept.
If

4H10, Washington, D. C.

To Be deaf
No Joke
—Every deaf person Knows that—

Mr Way made himself hear his watch tick after
'being deaf for twenty-five years, with his Artii

Ear Drums. He wore them day and night.
They stopped his head '
'noises. Theyare invisible

1 ficial

andcomfortable.no wires
or batteries. Write for

TRUE STORY. Also ^
ArtificialBar Drum
booklet on Deafness.
THE WAY COMPANY
Detroit, Micblean
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NOT A FRECKLE
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It
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mover.
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handling,
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known and
in

this

point

the

is

appreciated

practically

every

country on the face of

Globe invites interested readers to obtain a free Astrological
study of their lives, prepared according to his
uniqueand
original
the

method. Whatever your
present opinions of As-

trology may be

definitely
inclined,
he invites you to test
sceptical, or of an open
cl'<-'.n'S
satisfied
of
his system, and join the legion
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panic-stricken girl
she had been
admitted
broke down and
The producer liked her nerve so
fibbing.
much he gave her a chance to read some
anyway, but Claire was so upset that
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Professor Elroy, the as-

parture for Ann Arbor, Claire encountered
halfa most embarrassing and gosh-awful
Acting upon the advice of another
hour.
she'd
friend, when asked by a producer if
had previous stage experience she rattled
shows
off the names of three or four
which she supposedly had had parts.
Unfortunately, her prospective employer
had been the producer of one of them, and
remarked he didn't remember her as having
been in the play. He instructed his secreorigtary to bring him his file showing the

sample of each with instructions,

foretold by Astrology.

life

than do any-

Ann Arbor stock company, in one of the
offices and he offered me the opportunity
to go west for the summer."
On one occasion, during these weeks of
going from office to office, prior to her de-

Resinm
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I'd rather act

Your

thing else.
"An old friend, a former stage manager
the
for Ethel Barrymore, advised me to go^
rounds of the managers' offices daily. Even
first, my face
if I didn't find work right at
and name, through the mere process of
making a daily appearance, would* be
stamped on the various managers' minds.
Robert Henderson, who managed the
I
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lines,

her audition resulted in a miserable failure.
Warner Bros, sent her to their stock
company in St. Louis, Mo., after she had
made several two-reel pictures for them.
Here, she acted with Lyle Talbot and
Wallace Ford, and for the first time
her professional life learned she employed
When she returned
scene-stealing tactics.
her
to Broadway, again, Warners offered
been
had
she
salary
same
the
a contract at
receiving to go to their west-coast studio.
But Claire said nay, I like the stage, I'm
not interested in pictures, I will not go!
Instead, she joined the Hampton Players
months
in Southampton and for several
charmed the natives in that fashionable

m

—

watering place. New York producers saw
finally
her, offered her several parts and
she elected to play in "Whistling in the
Dark," which ran for a year on the Rialto
before going on tour for another year. It
was during this play's visit to Los Angeles
that Claire made her momentous decision
to turn down Irving Thalberg's offer.
Back on the Great White Way, she
played the lead in "The Party's Over,"
where Fox representatives caught her performance and signed her to a contract. She
entrained two weeks later for Hollywood.
Claire's greatest screen success, thus
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a conis
firmed California devotee. When she took
a month's vacation in New York over the
Christmas holidays, to visit her father, a
prosperous business man, she could scarcely
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Her deepest childhood impression occurred at the age of nine, with the death
Later, she vowed she'd
of her best friend.
find out how to cheat death, if only by living her own life doubly rich— for the little
In this
girl who died and for herself.
respect, she leads a tremendously full life
and is ever on the rush.
She resides with her mother in a hillside
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wait to get back home to the Golden State.
"We westerners just can't stand the confinement of the big cities !" she said, humorously.

Claire has real blond hair, serious brown
eyes that frequently light up in laughter, an
independent little swagger, a trim figure,
and a clear, fair skin that tans readily.
The day I lunched with her, she was as red
as a cherry, having labored under the fond
illusion that you cannot burn in the fog.

One of Hollywood's most popular girls,
she loves to dance and wander but never

—

confines her appearances with always the
same man. She "plays the field," as the
expression is known, and likes variety.
Her escorts must be real men, however,
and preferably of an athletic build and dissomeposition. When she decides to marry
time in the distant future she will give
up the screen and acting for good and

—

Peg Gets r ekm Kissed
GOOD NIGHT

.

.

.

SEE YOU NEXT WEEK

—

devote all her time to her home and her
husband.
Claire Trevor's like that she's thorough,
and she knows her own mind. Just try to
talk her into something

—

HE KISSES
LIKE

ME

WAS

I

A POST.

.

ARENT MV LIPS
ATTRACTIVE?

Here's

Hollywood

Continued from page
Young
THE
motion

family has certainly made
picture careers a clannish affair.
Polly Ann Young was the first of the
Then, after
family to enter the movies.
she had started, a studio called her for a

Polly was busy in another
she sent her sister, Loretta.
And look where Loretta is today
Well, Loretta had been working several
months when she overheard a director say
that he needed a girl like her, (Loretta),
so she suggested that he see her sister,
Sally Young. Sally was seen, and engaged
She changed
for her first screen part.
her name to Sally Plane and look where
she is today
All of which leads up to the fact that
the other day, a studio needed a girl to
play Loretta Young at the age of twelve
"Why not use my sister, Georgiyears.
anne?" Loretta asked. So another of the
Young sisters has gone into pictures and
I wonder where she'll arrive on the road
to success ?
screen role.

picture,

so

—

—

THE movies

rich society folk who come into
have fads just as eccentric
the
Take Merry
as those of our real stars.
Fahrney, that Chicago heiress to millions,
She likes green, so she uses
for instance.
only green, one-cent postage stamps. You
should see one of Merry's special delivery,
airmail letters the envelopes are covered
with one-cent stamps.

—

know how

possible to travel

fast

now?

it

is

Here

a most amazing record: Elizabeth Allan left London, England,
on May 5th, on a hurried trip to
Hollywood for a picture role.
She crossed the Atlantic on the
Europa in less than five days, and
on the afternoon of the sixth day,
she was in Hollywood. The trip

is

from England
quired slightly
one-half days!

I^VERYPODY

to

California

more than

five

re-

and

killing rattlesnakes out
It's getting so a body
isn't in the social swim unless his mantle
is decorated with the rattles of at least one
reptile Cro talus atrox.
rattler struck at Frances Dee in the
garden of her ranch. Frances and a hired
hand killed it with garden tools. It had
is

-H' in Hollywood.

A

ten rattles.

Then

Dorothy Sebastian, Pill Poyd's
heard a familiar warning as she
opened the gate of her cabin in the Malibu
Mountains. She jumped barely in time to
escape the deadly fangs. Dorothy secured
a revolver, and soon Mr. Snake and his
head parted company.
Ann Dvorak came across a seven-foot
rattler on the ranchero where she and
Leslie Fenton live.
wife,

FOR ALLURING
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LIPS THE MOVIE 6 STAGE
STARS USE A SPECIAL
LIPSTICK CALLED
KISSPROOF .THEY
COULD PAY ANY PRICE-YET YOU CAN GET IT
IN THE iO? STORE
TRY IT/1
. .

HELEN TWELVETREES

tells

this

story at her own expense.
It seems
that she and her husband went to a sub-

urban theatre.
The house was crowded,
so they had to take single seats, apart from
•

each other.
In the excitement of the picture, Helen,
who was eating candy from a bag, forgot
that she was separated from her husband,

SHE.

DECIDES TO TRY KISSPROOF

UR DA Y

so she offered the candy to the man in the
next seat. He gently pushed it away. She
offered it again, and once more he thrust
the bag aside.
Helen turned and opened her mouth to
say, "What's happened to you, that you
refuse candy?"
then suddenly remembered
that the man in the next seat wasn't her
husband.
She was so embarrassed that
she left the theatre, and waited in the car
until the show was over, and her real

COULD EAT YOU
.YOUR LIPS ARE
TODAY..

IT ISLE

WELL.
DEAR,

THEY'RE

THE

KISSPROOF
KIND...

hubby showed up

WHEN

A

Wallace Peery's wife was

in

Beery
hospital,
seriously
the
ill,
traveled eighty miles by speed boat and airplane, twice daily, to see her.
He was on
location at the Isthmus, Catalina Island, a
few miles off the California coast, at the
time.
Somebody remarked to Peery that this
traveling was a pretty decent thing to do,
and that not all husbands would be so
solicitous.

"Why
I

shouldn't I ?" demanded Wally.
ill,
she'd walk through fire to

were

get to me."
the way
ALLHollywood

from South Carolina to
hitch-hiked a young gent
by the name of Crosby, bent on learning if
he was related to the one-and-only Bing.
The two met and talked, but there was no
kin-blood in their veins. Bing loaned the
chap a dollar, (on request), then forgot
the matter.
The crooner received a big surprise later
The other Crosby got a job in Hollywood,
and out of his first pay check, he returned
Bing's dollar-loan

Have the same "lip appeal" that the movie
stars and Proadway actresses have. Use
the same lipstick! It is the new KISS-

PROOFIndelible Lipstick— Special Theatrical Color! This lipstick is so wonderful,

has been placed by the make-up experts
rooms of the Hollywood
Studios and New York Theatres! Price is
no object here
but the experts have
found that inexpensive KISSPROOFgives
matchless allure to the actresses. It will
do the same for you.
it

in the dressing

—

Use

it

You will be thrilled!
in all shades, including
Theatrical Color, at any
counter and at the 10c stores.

tonight!

You can get it
the new Special
toilet

goods

-

I'Mto GOING
see the

~>

7

—

"If

DO YOU

>

JEAN SARGENT, THE
BROADWAY STAR SPEAKING:

IBLE

TCissproof TJi) ICK

Itchv?

to be the first into the theatre

chorus numbers of that

new

and Make Up." Why? I'll
you why
Paramount studio borrowed the Goldwyn
chorus girls you saw them in "Moulin
Rouge" and "Roman Scandals." When the
girls reached the studio wardrobe and were
given their "costumes," they balked. There
was so little to the garments that modesty
prevailed, and the girls refused in a body
to wear them.
They were told that such
refusal would break their contracts, whereupon the girls appealed to Mr. Goldwyn,
who looked at one of the scanty outfits,
and then recalled his chorus, refusing to
make them appear in the picture. So Paramount got other girls and I'm going to be
among the first to see "Kiss and Make Up."

picture, "Kiss

Sore?

tell

—

—

Even after the
cinder is out, your

fjj.

_

eyeball feels scratch-

ed

— irritated.

Don't

rub the eye. Makes it
worse. Bathe with LAVOPTIK Soothes,refreshes,
heals! Every day 6000 eye-

v

sight specialists endorse LA V-

OPTIK for sore, itchy, smarting,
tired, strained or red eyes. For 20
years LAVOPTIK has made sad
eyes glad. No harmful drugs. Get a
bottle today (with free eye cup) at any

drug store

—and end

all

eye distress.

Bathe Eye* with LAVOPTIK
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THE WINNERS!

MYRNA LOY
A

temple dancer talking
"Pig-Latin" to a fat tourist

Uncut gems. Jack DempSmall
gangdom.
sey in
boy's idea of big shot. Lawlessness

in

from Dubuque.

smiles.

MADGE EVANS
ma

HELEN HAYES

MARION DAVIES

"She's ma sistah, suh, and
I'll protect her hona' with

Hoyden

life!"

in silk overalls. Tooth-paste ads and magaSun all day.
zine covers on parade.

Royalty
Dignity

washing

dishes.

in a nudist colony.

JEAN PARKER
Blue

violets.

social

Prom-Queen

at a

church

eating pop-corn balls.

PORTRAITS WITH THE STARS' PICTURES!
WINNERS IN SCREENLAND'S ROMANCE CONTEST READ THE WINNING PEN
LISTING THE WINN
Louise Rose Devon 5049 Arch St. West Phdadelphia, Pa.
Dav es> F tted Dress ng _ Cas£
Antkowiak 192 Gibson St. Buffalo, N. Y.
S.
Clark Gable's Movie Camera azvarded to John
Chicago 111.
Myrna Loy's Perfume awarded to Mrs. D. R. Blair, 529 S. Lawndale Ave.
Sts Columbus Ind.
Franklin
and
3rd
Crooke,
to
S.
awarded
J.
Helen Hayes' Negligee
hllyn ill.
Madge Evans' Dress awarded to Bernice Pennington, 379 Hill Ave Glen
Box
208, Mt. Pleasant, Utah.
Johnston,
to
Joyce
azvarded
Ensemble
Beach
Parker's
Jean
!

_

_

.

THE CUNIO

F RE3S, INC..

CHICAGO

EXTRA! HARLOW TURNS BRUNETTE

No, not
.

.

.

but

really
just

imagine!

WOULDN'T

that be front page news, though, from New York to
Bangkok and back again? And wouldn't you just like to own a
little stock in a hair dying company if the world's most famous blonde
ever does decide to do such a thing?

"Not on your life," says Leonard Hall. "Paris couldn't put tweeds
on women.
But Garbo did.
And it was Mae West who told Park
Avenue to start eating sweets again."

A

HOLLYWOOD

match

he has seen them do it since long before little Mary Pickford
lopped off her curly locks and the snip of the fatal shears was heard
around the world.

dozen of the biggest beauty authorities might cry "Don't watch
Harlow." But you know and we know that from then on they couldn't
sell a platinum treatment if they gave away a set of bracelets to

Who

it.

really

sets

the style

trends

nowadays?

Paris?

Park

Avenue

debutantes?

But we're getting into Mr. Hall's story now.

STARS

little

Here's

all
there is to it.
Just tell your friends about this great
Screenland "scoop" for September. Tell them about Screenland how
good it is, every issue. And then tell them they can get ten issues
for only $1.00 if they will subscribe through you.

—

When

you have gotten two subscriptions, fill in the coupon below and
send one of the dollars to us.
KEEP THE OTHER DOLLAR FOR
YOURSELF. It's easy enough. If your friends are fan magazine
readers, they'll be glad to get Screenland, the leader, at so great a
reduction.

We know you'll read every word of what he has
September issue, on sale July 25th. BUT

money

you get more than two subscriptions, so much the better. Just
send half of the money to us and you spend the rest. But get them
in groups of two.
Don't send us an odd number of subscriptions.

TODAY— NOW!

THE

And, believe

to say.

It's

the

it!

for yourself.

SCREENLAND SUBSCRIPTION CLUB,
SCREENLAND MAGAZINE, 45 West 45th

Street, New York, N. Y.
Here are two new subscribers who have paid me $1.00 each for ten-month
subscriptions to Screenland.
In accordance with the Screenland Subscription Plan, I have kept half the money and enclose the remaining $1.00.
(Canadian Postage 50^; Foreign S0$.)
(// you sell more than two subscriptions, send half the money and
the names and addresses in a letter.
The coupon is not necessary.)

if

START

"HOW

(Screenland 15$ a copy; $1.50 a year in V. S. and possessions.
Canadian postage 60$ extra; Foreign $1.00 extra.)

Subscriber's

And

called

GIRL!"

us,

See that your friends don't miss
And make a

It's

MAKE THE AMERICAN

Name
Address

Subscriber's

Name
Address

My Name
Address

;

NEW DATA THAT MAY COMPLETELY
CHANGE YOUR IDEAS OF CIGARETTES!

SCIENCE ADVANCES

Experience of Camel Smokers
Here's a basic discovery that throws

new

light

Confirmed

on our

past knowl-

embodies an "energizing effect".. .a quick
relief
restoration of the flow of natural body energy... a delightful
and
Camel,"
with
a
from fatigue and irritability. You do "get a lift
like.
you
often as
it is a pleasure that you can repeat as
edge about

CAMELS

cigarettes.

It

can

literally relieve fatigue

and

irritability

Are you irritable ...cress and fussy

when tired? Then

light a Camel.

As you enjoy its cool, rich flavor,
you will quickly feel your flow
of natural energy being restored.
That "done -in" feeling drops
away. Your pep and cheerfulness come flooding back.

EFFECT

IS

NATURAL

produced by Camels
in a wholly natural and utterly
delightful way. So, whenever
you feel run-down, tired and

The

effect is

irritable, just light a

You

Camel.

can smoke just

as

many

of these delightful Camels as you
want. You can increase your flow
of energy over and over again
And you need never worry about
your nerves. For remember:
Camel's costlier tobaccos never get
on your nerves.

CAMEL'S
COSTLIER TOBACCOS

NEVER GET ON
YOUR NERVES!

KNOW

Camels are

made from

finer,

MORE EXPENSIVE
TOBACCOS — Turkish
and Domestic

— than

any other popular

feeling of being too "all in" to
respond to the gaiety of the

crowd? That's one of the many
times to light a Camel and enjoy
its rich flavor while your flow
of healthful energy

You

brand.

THIS FEELING? The

less

will like

Get a

a

restored.

blend of costlier tobaccos!

Copyright, 1931, E.

wiith

is

Camels — a match-

J.

Reynolds Tobacco Company

Camel

!"

READ THE LATEST
Ibout BING CROSBY'S New Co-Star, MIRIAM HOPKINS
How The Hollywood Stars Make The American Girl!
Secrets of

SHIRLEY TEMPLE'S Success!

vurs

ertt/e u?&

the
outdoors ... the wind
Pacific.
murmuring
blue,
the
sun ...
Yours is confined ... the home ... the school
room ... the factory ... the office. Her food

ER

life is

.

.

.

Yours is rich and
as sweet as the
is
breath
Her
disturbing.
knows it. Yours
she
and
hibiscus in her hair—
well, you really don't know
plain and invigorating.

is

.

.

.

.

.

merely hope.

Don't offend others!
Hurry and worry, over-indulgence in eating
or drinking, little or no exercise, all have a
bearing on the condition of the breath. Is it
any wonder that so many Americans have
insidious
halitosis (unpleasant breath) ? The
never
yourself
thing about it is that you

know when you
you needn't be
rinse the

are guilty of this offense.

guilty at

mouth

all if

you

will

But

simply

with Listerine, the quick

Listerine combats unhealthy
conditi ns and overcomes the odors
from them. Use it morning and night

deodorant.

mouth
arising

and between times before meeting others. It
makes you acceptable to them. Lambert
'

Mo.

Pharmacal Company,

St. Louis,

LISTERINE

checks halitosis

'I'!

[

Good 1 —
vS>„o

•

-

Bureau

(unpleasant breath)

September 1934

for

SWELL GIRL

.

.

.

GRAND

MOTHER

LITTLE

.

.

.

BUT OH, HER TERRIBLE TEETH!

'hen the crowd wants to dance or play
contract, they

always

say, "Let's

go

But—

the "but" About
o Sally's!"
Sally often sends her to bed in tears!

know that it's "pink tooth
brush" which has robbed her teeth of
their brightness, and ruined the charm of
her smile. Perhaps she'll ask her dentist.
ally doesn't

s

YOUNG

H

e'll tell her at once to clean her teeth
with Ipana and to massage Ipana
into her gums. He'll tell her to get rid
of "pink tooth brush"— to use Ipana.

—

about their teeth than other
girls do. But every girl
should know that tender gums are
responsible for the teeth's looking
dingy and grayish.
Your dentist will explain this
to you.

"Today's soft foods," he will tell
you, "aren't coarse or crunchy
to exercise

lately he

won't be long before Sally's young huswill find her just as pretty as when
they were engaged! Sally's teeth will soon
be brilliant again!
t

band

your gums.

Lacking stimulation, your gums
tend to become flabby and tender.
Then you notice 'pink' on your

—

tooth brush."
"Pink tooth brush," he'll explain,
"is often the first step toward gum
troubles as serious as gingivitis and
Vincent's disease. It may not only

brilliant again!

VISIT

IPANA TROUBADOURS WEDNESDAY EVENINGS
ASSOCIATED N.

B. C.

CENTURY OF PROGRESS"

STATIONS

ANA

P
TO OTH PASTE
I

—

but endanger sound teeth."
But he'll tell you how simple it is to check "pink tooth
brush." You should clean your
teeth with Ipana, and massage a
little extra Ipana into your gums
and you'll soon have "pink tooth
brush" under control. For the ziratol in Ipana aids in firming tender
gums. Your teeth will soon be

TUNE IN THE "HOUR OF SMILES"AND HEAR THE

-WEAF AND

—

dull your teeth

mothers have to

be even more careful

enough

—

young husband is handsome and
has had "a wandering eye."
Tired of Sally? Never! But he's noticed.
For the "but" about Sally is her teeth.

ally's

SEE

IPANA MADE FROM START TO

See the
hibits

Ipana

Electrical

Man.

FINISH

General Ex-

Group Building No. 4 -Chicago, June-

October, 1934.
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even The Three Little Pigs and Donald the Duck and The Wise Little Hen
must bow before Mr. Disney's new
animated cartoon characters, "Peculiar Penguins." Scene: the clean snows
and icebergs of the Antarctic. Characters: the most lovable birds in existence, the penguins; assorted whales,
walrus, fish, and things. Action: the
home-life of the appealing black-andwhite bird families, with almosthuman emotions and humor. Walt
Disney is a Public Benefactor, anyway! His is the most creative mind
His priceless cartoon
in Hollywood.
characters have won the applause of
or industry, if
the world. Any art
you will! that can boast a Walt Disney need not hang its head in shame.
The Disney pictures are Hollywood's

—
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cert

THE

MAN WHO DIRECTED

"BACK STREET"
ONLY YESTERDAY'

A CARL LAEMMLE PRESENTATION

*

ITS

A

UNIVCRSAL PICTURE
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SCREENLAND
Colman, Prince of Poise,
Welwe've missed you
come back, Ronnie old
thing— and may you keep
!

right on
"Bulldog

picture
Shirley

a

making

COLMAN,
THE PERFECT GENTLEMAN.

a

Drummond"
year

Temple

is

—

dream hero with a differHe takes his adventures
lightly, but he always wins
He's the
ence.

until

through!

playin

dowagers

incompar"Bulldog Drummond" strikes back at us with his
There's only
able charm, his suavity, his sly sense of humor.

one Colman, and
in good

BUTTERWORTH,
THE PERFECT STOOGE.
Charles almost steals the show from the
star with his hilarious characterization of
Bulldog Drummond's right-hand man. Commanded by his friend to help solve a
mystery, Charlie leaves his bride, Una
Merkel, on their wedding night and causes

—

endless comic complications.
is grand, too.

Miss Merkel

his

new picture

taste.

It's

is

his best yet. It's gay.

ENTERTAINMENT!

It's

for

September 19 3 4
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(jIBSON pAMILY

Pretty Sally Gibson

is

getting a hand.

"Your eyes, your skin— golly,
you're a knockout," breathes Ted.
"Oh,

know

really!" blushes Sally.

"You

the other girls won't believe

that I just use Ivory Soap, but as

Doctor MacRae

says,

a

sensitive

skin needs a pure soap."

Yes, doctors like their patients to
use Ivory. They have no use for
the exaggerated promises of many
soaps. Doctors say: "Use a pure

soap." Don't let impure soaps dry
out your skin.

PROTECT your complexion. Pure
Ivory Soap will help you.

THESE SOCIETY LADIES'D give a mint
young feller," says Jenkins.

for your skin,

Nurse Tippit smiles.

"Do them

more good

IVORY SOAP!"

to use pure

\

THUMP! THUMP! THUMP!
Pete Clancy s loving heart
pounds like mad every time he takes a cup from Julia's smooth
hands. And when his hand touches hers (by accident, we trust)
.

he goes

all

pink in the

.

.

ears!

As for Julia— she silently thanks Mrs. Gibson for saying,
"Yes, Julia, use Ivory for everything. It will keep your hands
looking nice when you serve the table!"

IVORY FOR DISHES KEEPS HANDS NICE

"GO ON, GRIN,
wash-ee stockings.

Sally

And

I

'I

a lot

>

Gibson!" says Jane. "I wash-ee
half of them have runs!"

know

"If you wash-ee every night with Ivory Flakes," teases
"your stockings would not run-nee, run-nee so much."

Sally,

"That's what the salesgirl at Baxton's said," says Jane. "She
gave me a lecture on Ivory's purity, she did. So don't preach to
me, Sally. From today I'm using Ivory Flakes."

FINE STORES ADVISE

IVORY FLAKES

SCREENLAND
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Taking you back of
the microphones to
meet some outstandpersonalities

ing

of

the air
Fans demanded her

Read what

return!

By

Smith, above,
says about her vaca-

Kate
tion

from

and

radio,

her future plans.

Tom Kennedy

THE

moon came over a mountain of clouds that
had hovered over Manhattan all day long, almost
precisely at the moment when an Iron Horse,
bearing passengers from Montreal and points
Terminal
north and west, roared into the Grand Central
!" rang out above the clatter
and Kate Smith's "Hel-lo

A

close-up of Count-

ess Olga Albani, right,
reveals some facts you

never

knew

now

till

about

radio's lovely
titled singer.

that attends the arrival of a crack flyer.

Yorkers who from sun-up had been scurryumbrellas,
ing about under the inadequate protection of
down
pouring
rain
is
oilskins, or what have you when the
with
concert
in
almost
in sheets, heaved a sigh of relief
!'• that was Kate's
back
the hearty, "Gee, I'm glad to be
Pullman.
first expression as she emerged from a
the scene of her
back
to
back—
Yes, the Kate had come
the networks
which
halls
radio
greatest triumphs, the
York.
New
in
headquarters
maintain as their
"Hel-lo!" cried the Songbird of the South as she addressed individual greeting to the group which had been
"passed along" to see Kate as she debarked from the

Thus

New

Montrealer.
And here your correspondent would like to say that
Smith, with
until you have been told "hel-lo" by Kate
well, the
it.
the handshake and smile that accompanies
"Helbeen
really
burden of proof that you have ever
can
you
why,
you—
loed" is on you. When Kate greets
you.
hear it, see it and feel it right through

When

the

popping of the cameramen

s

flashlights

ceased— and those boys can sure burn up the powder
when a celebrity gets' near their lenses—the greetings

and luggage gotten out of the way, Kate settled down to
tell Screenland's readers all about it.
Kate listened to all the questions and then gave the
answers.
_
T
"I've had the swellest week ot vacation at Bantt 1 ever
dreamed could be had. Boy, what a wonderful place to
I'm back, must go immediately to visit
have a vacation
my folks in Virginia, and then get going again in radio.
I rather hope 1 11
I may start again in two weeks, though
.

.

!

have a little more time before returning to the microphone."
That would make the first of her regular broadcasts
about
since quitting the air nine months ago take place
writis
this
time
the
between
the middle of July, though
the
and
changed
may
be
things
ten and publication date,
on
page
94)
{Continued
date.
later
"come-back" set for a

for

September 1934
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Tagging the Talkies

LIFE

Continued from page 6

IS

It

t

nr iv c k

ci s

f m on

Murder
on the
Blackboard

o

t?

FAT PEOPLE!

RKO-

NOW

Radio
'

'

'

guarantee

ive

Perhaps you remember the "Penguin Pool
Murder Mystery." Here we have a sequel,
and a perhaps superior piece of entertain-

ivatst

A very cleverly contrived mystery is
solved by Edna May Oliver when she effects
the capture of the murderer of a young
school teacher. Comedy overtones supplied
by Miss Oliver and James Gleason add to
the interest.
Bruce Cabot, Gertrude
ment.

.

and

kips

DAYS

PERFOLASTIC GIRDLE

/he

or

will

it

.

reduce your

to

3 INCHES IN 10
with

.

cost

you

no

ino

.'

Michael and Tully Marshall rate praise.

E

WANT YOU to

try the Perf olastic Girdle. Test it
for yourself for 10 days abso-

FREE. Then, if you have
reduced at least 3 inches
around waist and hips, it will cost
lutely

not

you nothing!

THE MASSAGE-LIKE ACTION
REDUCES QUICKLY, EASILY
and SAFELY
* The massage-like action of

A picture made in one of those Hawaiian
paradises, offering magnificent scenic backgrounds for a two-penny story about an
American planter who finds true love in a
native girl, after his society-girl bride sets
fire to the cane crop so she can run away
with a handsome chap with a yacht. Virginia Cherrill and David Newell do some
good acting. Swell, if you like the view.

famous Perfolastic Reducing

this

Girdle takes the place of months
of tiring exercises.

It

removes

surplus fat and stimulates the
body once more into energetic
health.

KEEPS

YOUR BODY COOL
AND FRESH

' The

ventilating perforations
allow the skin pores to breathe
normally. The inner surface of
the Perfolastic Girdle is a delight-

Along

Came
Sally

Gains-

borough

fully soft, satinized fabric, especially designed to wear next to
the body. It does away with all
irritation, chafing and discomfort, keeping your body cool and

Take the better-than-average musical
short subject, stretch to twice its natural
footage, and you have about what this
British import offers in entertainment.
Cicely Courtneidge, a very competent comedienne, is better adapted to the short subject style of comedy than features as we
know them here. Despite the presence of
Sam Hardy it's amusing only in spots.

A

fresh at all times.
special adjustable back allows for perfect fit as inches disappear.

SEND FOR

10

DAY

FREE

TRIAL OFFER

B You

can prove to yourself quickly

and definitely whether or not this
very efficient girdle will reduce you.
You do not need to risk one penny
.

try

it

back
IN

10

SHORT DAYS
BE YOUR

if

.

.

10 days
then send it
you are not completely aston-

for

.

.

.

ished at the wonderful results.
Don't wait any longer . . act today!
.

YOU CAN

Pecks of fun for old and young!
you'll find

Here

some new

ideas, a fresh point of
view, and plenty of clever acting. Story is
about a once-wealthy family about to lose

Into the gloomy group comes a vivacious but seemingly dumb young thing, whose
acts miraculously, (and amusingly), save
the day. Marian Nixon gives the best performance of her career, and has fine support.
(Continued on page 76)
all.

WITHOUT EXERCISE,
DIET OR DRUGS
"I have reduced my
hips nine inches with
the Perfolastic Girdle,"
writes Miss Jean Healy
"The fat seems to
.

.

.

have

melted

away,"

Mrs. K. McSorley ... "I reduced my
waist from 43}a to
inches," writes
3i'/>
says

Miss Brian
"It
massages like magic,"
.

.

.

writes Mrs. K. Carrol.

PERFOLASTIC,
Dept.

Inc.

739

ST.
NEW YORK, N. Y.
Without obligation on my part, please
send me FREE booklet describing and
illustrating the new Perfolastic Girdle
and Brassiere also sample of perforated
rubber and particulars of your
41

10

EAST 42nd

DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER!

Name
Address
City_
Use Coupon or Send

_State_

Name and Address

on Post

Card
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"Like

my hat— like my

teeth?" aska

BETTY DOUGLAS. Her hat
New York creator Lilly Dache,

So much

(from
as are

the other two shown here) is white
pique with navy blue veil and band.

of their

depends

on the
wears this beige ansuit is brown wool
crepe with orange silk foulard scarf
(Spectator Sports, Inc., New York).

GAY HAYDEN

tooth paste

telope fedora.

Her

they nse
The country

over,

more than 2 million

women have changed
to Listerine

...

cleans so

it

better

Ask smart women why they prefer Listerine Tooth Paste to costlier brands
— each has some special reason. I
like

my

teeth to shine," says Betty

Cook. "It cleans better," explains
another user. "It makes
feel so clean

and

my mouth

fresh," a third finds.

— there

no use paying
high prices when Listerine Tooth Paste
All agree

.

.

PHYLLIS GILMAN'S dress

such high

you the halter-neck of
one of the season's new
and popular swim suits.

is

black crepe-Elizabeth
with pleated ruffling of
pink crepe (Bonwit Teller).

Why

women

find it

why not try Listerine Tooth
Paste yourself? Test the way it cleans.

so helpful,

See what a high lustre

its

gentle

gives teeth
lustre.

not try a tube?

much like the effect of Listerine itself.
At 25^

for large tube, here's thrift

to be proud

of.

And

extra -large

gi^e—^— contains

Learn of the wonderful feeling of

saves

freshment you get from

its

use— so

20%

if

you

like

an

tube, buy the new Double

polishing agent brings to the teeth.
re-

much

twice as

much-

more! Lambert Pharmacal

Company,

St. Louis, Missouri.

is

much better results.
More than 2 million women share this
Among them are thousands
belief.
who can afford any amount for cosat 25^ gives so

metics ... for

.

BETTY COOK shows

too costly. Since other

Tooth Paste

whom no beauty^aid

is

REGULAR
SIZE

TOOTHPASTE

25'

I

LARGE DOUBLE SIZE

Good Housekeeping!
Bureau

40*

mammmmm

for
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Letter

to Shirley

Temple

from
DEAR

Shirley:

This will be just one more fan letter to you.
I hear you're getting more mail than Jackie
Cooper. And I know you're much too busy to answer.
But that's all right. Just have your secretary mail me
an autographed picture for my office and we'll call it
square.

Let

me

see,

how many

1
Temple's good little kid. If they heard you were that
"Miracle Star" being billed all over the place, they
might stop playing with you.
So if any eminent producer or director or grown-up
star greets you, "And how is the Miracle Star today?"

you answer as you did in "Little Miss Marker": "Aw,
nuts!"
But don't tell your mother I told you to.

pictures

you made now?
They've
kept you busy, haven't they? Well,
I'm not going to take up your
time by asking any silly questions
such as, "What do you think of
when you make your crying scenes?"
or "Who's your favorite leading
man?" I know the answer to the
have

question: you're a natural-born
with an inspired technique.
No glycerine for you. Real tears
and lots of them. To order, any
time.
As for the second question, I
can answer that, too. Jimmy Dunn
was your favorite leading man after
first

actress

you played with him in "Stand Up
and Cheer" and "Baby Take A Bow."
But now Gary Cooper is playing
opposite you, and I hear you've
switched your affections.
Don't
blame you. Gary's a nice boy, too.
But there is one matter I'd like to
discuss with you.
It's this.
Don't
ever listen to your publicity. Or maybe you've already heard some of it?
I'm afraid so. How could you help
it?
I know your mother and father
are wise and fine folks, and they'll do
their best not to let you listen. But
perhaps at the beach one day you
caught a whisper, "There goes the
Miracle Star!" Well, just pay no attention, Shirley. You wouldn't want
your playmates next door to bring
that up, would you? Of course not.
You'd feel terribly embarrassed.
They know you now as Mr. and Mrs.

Three good
troupers
their

way

on
to

work: Shirley
Temple, center, with Carole

Lombard and
Gary Cooper.

SCRP.F.
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About

NLAND

BING'S
By

S.

R.

Mook

m

Bing and Miriam play together for the first time
"She Loves Me Not." Were there fireworks? Just what
went on? Read this feature for the "inside" story!

WHEN

Bing Crosby, who is probably Will
Hays' most modest young 'un about his own
acting talent, heard he was going to_ be cast
as a co-star with Miriam Hopkins in "She
Loves Me Not," something tells me he had a sinking feeling somewhere in the region of his stomach. Bing didn't
I know the
tell me, y'understand, but something did.
I can tell when he's got something on his mind
boy.
besides his next golf game.
Like everyone else in Hollywood, Bing has probably
heard things about little Southern Miriam to the effect
that she
that the lady is a minor firecracker on the set

—

knows more about acting technique than a correspondence
school teacher and that she has small patience with either
actors or directors who don't know as much as she does.
With Bing, it's this way: he claims to know exactly
nothing about technique. "With Miriam's reputation for
knowing so much about it and with so little reputed patience for them as don't, you can begin to understand

how he must have

felt.

Before it went into production, "She Loves Me Not"
was probably Crosby's least favorite picture. Before it

was completed, I have none other than the Hopkins personal word for it that she "liked working with Bing more
than almost any other leading man she had ever faced a
camera with." Not to mention Bing's own affidavit that
things went "swell."
busiAll of which led me to wonder, "What is all this
fearsome
so
is
ness about Miriam, the lady-terror, who
before you know her and who goes around scaring the
never met
wits out of actors and directors who have
her?"
After an hour or two of conversation with her I think
bank
It isn't her appearance, you can
I know the answer.
of
piece
feminine
kittenishly
She's the most
on that.
Someon.
eyes
your
put
ever
you've
Mason-Dixon fluff
champagne
one once described her as "the sparkle of
blonde and
and
small
She's
too.
and that's all right,
as I reappearance—
her
be
can't
it
helpless looking, so
under
marked before. It's the Hopkins mind, hidden
honeyed acthose blonde curls and disguised under the
unexpected logic
cent of her Southern tongue! It's the
that is
reasoning and clear-cut thinking she does

—

and

guaranteed to throw

fits

into

some of

Hollywood

s

for

September 1934
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Co-star,

Miriam Hopkins
What

happens

when Crooner

meets Siren? You'll be amused

and amazed!

vIMUHIiUHlMlIlli
muddled brains

that just can't keep step with Miriam's.
Nugent, who directed "She Loves Me Not," told
me "I've worked with many actresses in Hollywood but
never one who so thoroughly knew what she was supposed to do, and just how it should be done, as Miriam.
She's the director's delight. Before she goes into a scene
she has thought the whole thing out. She knows exactly
what she's going to do and how she's going to do it.
Sometimes I had to say, 'I like your idea but I don't
believe we can do it exactly that way. We'll have to do
it this way.'
And probably we'd have to change the
whole set-up lights, camera, everything. But it would
be worth it."
"But didn't that throw you behind in your shootingElliott
:

—

schedule?"

I

protested.

"No," said Elliott promptly. "Ordinarily it would but
the time we lost that way we more than made up in
rehearsals.
seldom needed more than one rehearsal
with her. Sometimes not that much. Most actors are
perfectly willing to do whatever you tell them but they
They'll say, Where do I
don't think for themselves.
stand? Is there any business (Continued on page 87)

We

And how do you
ha Hopkins'
boyish haircut?
But of course it's
like

just

for

the pic-

which gives
Miriam a chance to
ture,

indulge
cided

her

de-

flair

for

bright, light

com-

edy
Bing
tion

—

and gives
an inspira-

to

croon his

sweetest!

bCREENLAND
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At

The

real revelation of
the far-reaching influence of
last!

screen actresses!

Joan Crawford's Silhouette!

Jean Harlow's Platinum Hair!

WHAT

determines the style stunts, hair tricks,

make-up notions and general deportment of
millions of American girls?
Is it the feeble piping of a few self-

appointed "fashion authorities" in Paris? Is it the appearance of Mrs. de Pooster as she tows her ugly little
mutt down Park Avenue, New York?
In

my

last-year's

panama

hat

For every American girl who pays heed to the silly
pronouncements of Paris on the latest word in frocks,
ten thousand keep an eye peeled for Miss Connie Benfor every native lass who lays
a lack-lustre eye to, pictures of Mrs. de Pooster's new
Parisian duds, a million rush to the movies to see how
Joan Crawford is combing her hair this month.
Never in this dizzy
world's history have so

nett's latest talkie.

And

many maidens been
fluenced

en

masse

in-

as

girls

by

their dream-darlings
the screen.

of

have American

Take an outstanding
historical

—

case that of
Pickford's

Mary

Miss
curls.

Perennial
America's
Sweetheart hung on to

those famous golden
ringlets, for professional

purposes, until she was
They
well past thirty.
of
part
a
much
were as

"Our Mary"
pretty

as her

little legs.

Suddenly growing up,
she decided to lop them
snip of
shears was
heard round the world!

off,

and the

those

first

fatal

Hair-bobbing had been

for

September 19 3
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By
Leonard Hall

Mae

West's Curves!

Greta Gar bo's Eyelashes!
going on for years, but thousands of die-hard old Tories
still made nasty cracks about short-haired women.
But
at the first click of the scissors going over the golden
Pickford pate, every grandma in America picked up her
skirts

and galloped

off to the barber.

The queen could do no wrong, with

the result that a
long-haired woman is now almost as rare, in America,
as the three-toed awk.
Here's a much fresher case that concerning mannish

—

clothes.

Until a few years ago these were sneered at as ugly

and school-marmish by our younger set. Then
a tall Swede named Garbo appeared in a movie
version of Michael Arlen's "The Green Hat."
She wore a rusty tweed suit, a shapeless old
raincoat

that

Brother

had thrown away and a
funny felt hat hiding
one whole eye.
Once more the queen
could do nothing but
right. Within six weeks
our

half

girls

looked

mob of Yale
sophomores after a
like

a

heavy shower.
This rage continues.

The

flair of both
lene Dietrich and

arine

MarKath-

Hepburn have

kept our schoolgirls on
the boyish side.
Dietrich,

went too
to

of

course,

She tried
put our young ladies
far.

in pants.
This foul attempt on our womanhood, thank God, failed

utterly

Hepburn, the Harton page 84)

(Cont.

SCREENLAND

NO!
Lupe

is

herself again!

Read

Mrs.

WE

WERE

about

it!

TA1 ZAN amed ?
r

all

worried

sick,

not long ago,

over the grave condition of Leaping Lupe

While she was appearing

bash

a

few

reportorial

Summoning

all

my

noses

on

his

own

account.

wartime courage, and donning a

and tin-hat, I rushed over to ask Lupe about
blue spots
her married state, and the rumors of black and
on the fair Velez chassis.
as the
In the bad old days, when Lupe was known
inGrande,
Rio
the
crossed
hottest potato that had ever
steel vest

Velez.
at a

New York

theatre four times a day, the dastardly newspapers
printed a story to the effect that her husband, Mr. John
Weissmuller, had inflicted large, lurid bruises on her
luscious person, and that she was going her way, and

he his'n.

dove for the cellars and held our breaths. The
least Mrs. Tarzan would do, we figured, would be to
beat half a dozen reporters half to death with one of her
own dainty pumps. Mr. Tarzan, righteously outraged,
mounted a fast plane and flew eastward to be at the
Little Woman's side during the fracas, and perhaps to

We

all

mounterviewing the little hellion was like strangling a
two
with
armed
machine-gun
tain lion, or charging a
their
carried
correspondents
Smart
chocolate eclairs.

own

iodine.

crept up on Lupe's dressing-room, 1 exand
pected to find the air filled with flying shoe-trees
Instead, I was received by a gentle, reracv Mexican.
page
cumbent girl, as fiery as a stone {Continued on

So when

I

W)

for September
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Famous author confesses
An

all

about his Hollywood career

exclusive interview by

COBB, author, humorist, and one of a select
IRVIN
group credited with being the source of about nine
out of every ten of the jokes which circulate about
this gag-loving land, admits his trip to California
started out as a joke on Hollywood, and wound up as a
laugh on him. The cinema capital enjoyed it immensely.
And who says a humorist can't laugh at a joke on him-

"The
>

Laugh's

Thornton Sargent

self ?
Cobb chuckled merrily as he explained how it
came about.
"Sometime ago I received a letter from Hal Roach,
who produces the Laurel and Hardy and other short

comedies. It ran something like this
'I've been thinking the matter over and might make a series of comedies
with you. It won't take all your time. Why not come
out to California and discuss it?'
"That sounded great to me, though I couldn't imagine
why Hal Roach wanted me to write comedies. It was
out of my line. But as I had other business out there,
I figured the worst I could get was a free trip.
"Before I agreed to come, we shot a lot of wires back
and forth about making comedies, and I went to see and
study every Hal Roach comedy I could.
I realized it
was different work but I decided I could master it.
"As I look back at it now, I should have smelled
trouble from the first, if not from the minute I set foot
in Hal Roach's office.
" 'Take off your coat,' he said, 'and be comfortable.'
talked generally for a while, and then Roach asked
me if I thought I could 'make these riddles.'
"I explained some of my {Continued on page 69)
:

We

On

Me!"

says

Imagine Mr. Cobb's embarrassment when he arrived in
Hollywood and discovered he had signed up to act rather than
Here he is telling Thelma Todd all about it. (And
write.'
don't miss Cobb's mint julep recipe!)

SCREENLAND

to be a Bernhardt at the old
age of five years! Screen stars,
maybe Shirley's daily routine is the

Or how

answer— are you game

At the studio before

nine,

Shirley

looks over the
chart of her day
on the set. Left.

Below, Time for school
work. Shirley with her
private tutor in a quiet
corner of the studio.

is the life! Cheery
and bright, ready for
breakfast and a new
day at the studio.

This

Recreation time! A bit of
horseplay with her favorite leading man James

Dunn, at

right.

to try it?

Time

to get

up

my

dollies, Shirley
commands after
she tumbles out of
bed at seven.

for
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Temples

SUCCESS!
The world may

call

"success" but I
call it "fun," says
it

Shirley.

Hoops, my
dears, are the

things that

make you

healthy and

happy,

as

Shirley shows

you at the

left!

To the bank! Pay day and
Shirley deposits her check at
her father's bank.
Play time. Upper center, with her
father at the beach.

With Shirley it's Dinner at Six, and above
you see how she enjoys

it

at that hour.

Where the sandman

calls early.
At the left you see Shirley and her
teddy bear fast asleep, and here it's only a little after nine P. M. Well,
the prescription
it's been a full day, work well done and play enjoyed
for a sleep that never even heard of insomnia.

—

No

Expense
Read about Madeleine

Madeleine Carroll has
SINCE
gone back to her native
England,

waked

up.

Carroll, "Million Dollar" Star!

woman

is

today's pet

toivn topic!

"The World Moves On,"

the
rating
most important Fox production of 1934, she is_
Her acting ability and refined charm distinguish
raves.

Currently, as star of

her as a big bet.
But all the time she was working on the picture the
She had arrived so unfilm colony hardly noticed her.
herself
so modestly that
conducted
ostentatiously and she
than
any star on the
larger
was
salary
few guessed her

Fox

lot.

the last scene was shot and she decided to
stay on for a couple of weeks to really see California did

Only when

Hollywood begin to get excited
about Madeleine Carroll. Rumors
of her splendid trouping and of
her social standing in London spread and she was enterAnd then she
tained madly during her last fortnight.
departed but how the memory of her is lingering on
Just who is she? How did she jump so suddenly into
prominence? What are her plans, and how come she's
paid such a tremendous salary?
salary imI might as well come to this matter of her
it
is you'll
what
mediately, for the minute you hear
Madeleine
Somebody.
realize that she is very definitely a
Carroll's recompense for appearing in three pictures
(This news will burn many a
annually is $400,000!
think her
local star and chagrin those who didn't
page 72)
on
(Continued
worth cultivating!)

By Dickson Morley

Hollywood has
This astonishing

Object!

—

September 1934
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Dix Dares
So

long,

Hollywood,

to

says this actor

starred in 67 films in 19 years!
he's

going to

EVEN

before you read this, Richard Dix will be
on his way! He is going upon a trip around the
world to be gone he doesn't know how long to
;

quaint spots off the beaten track of tourists;
to live a life that knows no tomorrows or yesterdays
only the pleasure of todays. And he is going now while
he still has the youth to enjoy these pleasures to the full.
He will stay in one place only as long as that place
amuses him maybe a day maybe a month. Then he
will move on to fresher fields, to greener pastures.
There is nothing methodical in his itinerary. At the
moment, all he is sure of is that his first stop will be
somewhere in the South of France. The next may be
in the British Isles, or anywhere upon the Continent.
Or perhaps he might set sail
for Africa, if the spirit so
moves him.
That's all he
wants a spirit to move him.
visit

—

;

—

With no urging
could

at

wax extremely

all,

the

life

of

Dix

in

to come.
But let
Rich tell you about it himself
as he told it to me.
"I have spoken of my

plans to a few close friends
only, and they are divided in
their opinions. Some think me
crazy.
Others ask, 'What's

Sore

"I can't defend myself
from the first charge, but I
can from the second. I have
no quarrel with the movies
nor with the studio for which
I have worked these last five
years.
My association with
RKO-Radio has been most
pleasant and profitable and I
have a very flattering offer to
remain. Yet I don't want to
sign a new contract, now that
this one has expired, for the
simple reason that I don't
want to be bound by a conI want to come back
Hollywood when I'm good

tract.

to

has

Read what

do— exclusive
and ready and not before

"As

I

have seen

all I

for being sore at the movies, that's

want

MflllfllllMlIlK

to see.

I'm not
a poseur and you can call me bourgeois if you like, but
I love the movies and I'm not ashamed of loving them.
I made my first picture in 1915 and in nineteen years, I
have starred in a total of sixty-seven feature pictures.
I believe this is a record in Hollywood for starring ap!"
pearances, and I'm proud of it
And we are proud of you, Rich. Your frankness is
refreshing in a period when it is thought fashionable to
be dissatisfied with your job, to feel superior and condescending.
It is an unusual experience these days to
meet an actor who speaks nicely of the much-maligned
movies one who fails to
mention, in passing, the
piffle.

;

sacrifice of
filthy

his "art"

money—almost

for
as

unusual as meeting an
(Continued on page 72)

By
Jack

the

months

the matter, old fellow?
at the movies?'

who

I

senti-

mental about the vagabondage Richard Dix has planned.
You can have your life of
Riley, if I might have a bit
of

Desert!

Grant

SCREIiNLAND
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"David

Charles Dickens.

Now
Good News! Hollywood bows
tradition,
sets

forgets

"box-office,"

to

the book within whose cover he has flourished for eighty-four years, a young gentleman
waistof the 19th century— complete in topper,
step
to
about
tails—
is
and
coat, tight trousers

FROM

and

out on a great adventure in

re-

creating literature! The best answer
to critics of the screen!

Comes

new

adventure.
young gentleman, serious
tender-hearted
sensitive,
absurdities of humanthe
to
alive
but
for the most part
bursting with lofty
and
sentimental
kind chivalrous,
which the Victorian
in
Galahad
noble
of
ideals, the sort
aa e delighted, he is coming to take possession of that
theremost modern of 20th century mediums, the screen,
forth on a

A

By
Ida
Zeitlin

George Cukor,

director of
"Little Wo-

Above, the film men from far Hollywood inspect Aunt Betsey Trotwood's
cottage with conscientious care.

men,"

has
been chosen
from

all Holly-

wood

to direct

the

Dickens

classic.

Cheers!

Left, one of the many beautiful spots
visited was Blunderstone Rectory. It
will be reproduced on the screen.

for
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Here are many of the beloved Dickens
characters, from drawings by Fez, the
artist favored by Dickens himself to
illustrate his books. Find David Copperfield, Uriah Heep, Dora, Agnes, and others.

Copperfield"
to the Screen.
by challenging the pre-eminence of our gangsters, our
sophisticates and our tough guys.
All you disillusioned cynics, all you public enemies, all
you lady-sockers and talkers-out-of-the-comers-of-yourmouths, meet David Copperfield. Meet your latest and
most dangerous rival. Him 'n' who else? do I hear you
snicker? What're they gonna do with that babv-faced
squirt? That Little Lord Fauntleroy that ain't dry yet
behind the ears? Better take 'im out
Sez YOU, gentlemen

Do you happen

to

remember

a

film

'n'

drown 'im?

called

"Little

Women" and what they did with that? Not many wisecracks in it, were there? Not much rough stuff and
very little speed. Except at the box-office. The boxoffice receipts mounted up pretty rapidly, didn't they?
What's it got to do with the case in point? Only this.
"Little Women" was filmed from just such another oldfashioned story, written long ago and much beloved in
this country.
"David Copperfield" will be filmed from
a story still better beloved by a far greater number of
people all over the world a story that will go on living
long after all the Steve Morgans (Continued on page 70)

—

—

Above, David Selznick, the producer
center, with Hugh Walpole, distin
guished author, right, and Cukor.

Right, the head-master's house, King's
School, visited by the motion picture
men in search of authentic material.

HN

perfield.'

SCREENLAND
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A

star tells

the
truth

By
Laura
Benham

FOUNDwho
star

at

last.

A

motion picture and stage

admits she prefers the screen to the
Thus does Sylvia Sidney shatter another

theatre
precedent.
lumiSince the ascendency in the film firmament of
the
road,"
naries recruited from' Broadway and "the
fair
the_
grace
tendency to accept with condescending
!

cinema fame and fortune while maintaining
grown from
staunchly the superiority of the theatre has
tradition.
Hollywood
a few random remarks into a
Todav, almost every plaver of note upon the silver
the footscreen confesses a burning urge to return to
or
moment
brief
a
for
so
done
Several have
lights
incomes
their
both
as
far
as
results
longer, with varying
fruits of

futures are concerned.
Hepburn
There are those who believe that Katharine
short-hved
her
did her career irreparable damage by
in
appearance
1 he
disappointing
sensationally
and
added
Hopkins
Lake" in New York. Certainly, Miriam
"Jezebel
nothing to her histrionic stature by starring in
who
Hayes,
Helen
on Broadway. Even in the cases of

amf professional

_

of
rose to new heights of drama and prestige in "Mary
critical
both
won
who
Scotland," and Walter Huston,
if
and box-office acclaim in "Dodsworth," it is doubtful
small
comparatively
the
before
their accomplishments
metropolitan audiences will add materially to their future
film advancement.
picture
Leslie Howard sacrificed a lucrative motion
Gilbert
contract to appear on the stage in London for
Herbert
and
Miller, who gave him his first chance;
likeMarshall, the current cinema "rave," expects to do

"Art
wise in the autumn. All for the sake of
actresses who
and
actors
These are but a few of the
least, upon
at
temporarily
elected to turn their backs,
theatre.
the
with
lots
their
motion pictures and cast
their
to
actions
their
suited
vet
Others who have not
to
hope
they
opportunity
first
the
words insist that at
(never
of their earlier triumphs—
!

return to the scene
failures— such things

Hollywood!)

are

m

dangerous to remember
'

„

,

.

"Idealism has
This altruistic devotion to "Art" and
on page Xd)
become the unwritten law by (Continued

for
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Red-head Rogers,
Rebel!

By
James
NLarion

THERE

has always been a red-head in motion
Furthermore, these red-heads have
always lived up to their colorful tresses. Clara
Bow but you must remember Clara! Nancy
Carroll's fiery outbursts frequently caused studio
heads
to bolt their doors and cross themselves fervently.
Comes now Ginger Rogers, the film industry's Declaration of Independence, 1934 model.
Her hair is the
brightest red of all. Her spirit seems least conquerable.
She has ideas all her own she doesn't change them she
says what she means, she means what she
says, and
heaven help the person who thinks she is kidding
First evidence of the Rogers intractability
occurred
shortly after her initial outstanding success on
the screen.
"Gold Diggers of 1933" had just witnessed its premiere
at Grauman's Chinese Theatre.
Ginger attended the
opening in the nth heaven of excitement. Why
shouldn't
she have been excited ?
She had seen studio rushes of
her song sequences. She knew they were
good that she
herself was good.
pictures!

—

;

;

;

But

when

the picture reached the screen and unbefore the eyes of Miss Rogers and the
others of that packed-theatre audience, those excellent
rolled

lo,

itself

song-and-dance numbers had gone the way of much
flash—they had been left behind on the cutting-room
floor.

Now

Ginger knew the reason those scenes had been
A few days before the premiere, the studio had
invited her to sign a long-term contract.
She had redeleted.

fused.
Consequently, some of her scenes had been
removed from the picture. In a sense, the studio could
not be blamed its officials had no wish to promote a girl
who refused to become one of the company's stock stars.
;

On

the contrary, perhaps the studio cut its own nose
to
which is one way of saying that had those
sequences been left in, the picture might have been even
spite its face,
better.

Pretty soon, the executives

who

deleted the scenes

began to think things over. After all, those dance-andsong sequences had cost the (Continued on page 80)
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L.

Warner,

one of Hollywood's leading

tells
producers,
what it takes to
win screen success

article,
this
in
third in our exclusive series presenting stars of

tomorrow

So cry the young hopefuls of
Hollywood, fighting for film
fame and fortune

Give Us

actresses in
Lovely Patricia Ellis, one of the youngest
Pat is
Hollywood, and one of the most ambitious.
her.-'
for
you
Are
stardom.
to
aspires
playing leads and

A

Chance!
By

Top, Joan Wheeler, Donald

Woods. Below, Enrico Caruso,
Jr., Phil Regan.

MOST

of the studios, frantically signing young
stars of
talent destined to become the famous
tomorrow, have an overbalance of the femi-

nine group.

.

this strange fact
First— they have difficulty

Producers blame

on two conditions

m

finding talented
the purpose of
to place under contract for
the final
second—that
building them to stardom; and
thereoffice,
box
the
pay more at

They say
young men
:

analysis,

m

women

stars

fore the big duty to

is to

movie company stockholders

develop women stars.
my_
third stop
\t the Warner Brothers studio (my
tomorrow)
prowlings to introduce you to the stars of
at other
that
from
different
very
I found a condition
have
found that the company executives

m
.

.

film plants.

I

under contract— in

tact,

placed a number of young men
men under contract than
the studio has more young

young women.

.,

T

momentarily, until 1 reprobably exmembered that the Warner brothers have
mascunewly-discovered
perienced greater success with
have
Warners
producers.
other
line player! than any
RobinG.
Edward
Cagney,
brought to the screen James
William, George Br en and
son, Dick Powell, Warren
from screen obscurity to film tame.

This condition puzzled

others

lifting

me

them

rolled into the>bo*
with that fame, dollars have
the
Theatres. It is no wonder,
offices of the Warner

And

m

for
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Margaret Lindsay

first won your notice in "Cavalcade." Now she claims attention for a succession
of interesting performances. Will she reach the top?

Jean Muir

We Want
James M.

is

nominated the Warner newcomer most

likely to succeed!
Already she is being groomed
definitely for top billing— a long stride forward.

To Win

Fidler
Top, Phillip Reed, Maxine
Doyle. Below, Virginia Pine,

face of such success, that the studio's executives are
constantly searching for masculine faces that give promise of future stardom.

"There is more method than madness to our grooming
of masculine newcomers," Jack L. Warner, the company's chief executive on the West Coast, told me.
"There has never been a scarcity of feminine stars. A
clever casting director can find half a dozen really
good
bets in a few minutes.
The real problem is the discovery of talented men with strong personalities.
Today,
and throughout motion pictures' rather brief history,
there have been more than enough jobs for men
and
more than enough women for jobs."
And so, the Warner Brothers have set their nets for
promising male talent.
Their scouts attend theatres
everywhere— in New York City, in Podunk, any-oldstate;
the North, and in the South.
While scouts
from other studios con the chorus girls and engenues
with appraising eyes, Warner talent-seekers pay equal
attention to the actors.

—

m

"We also watch pictures for signs of talent," Warner
further informed me.
"Whenever a bit player shows
evidence of possessing that something for which the
public clamors, we give him greater opportunities.
are not forgetting that we had Clark Gable before
anyone else discovered him and we failed to see his
promise." Jack Warner smiled (Continued on page

We

—

92)

Hal LeRoy.
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Charm

secrets of

an ultra-sophistiBe guided
cate!

by Grace Moore,

international
prima donna
in pictures,

now

if

you

would express
true chic

Go gay and

girlish

when

feeling

that

you're

way! Experiment

-with various coiffures.
You'll never go stale

you give yourself
a different personality
whenever that bored

if

feeling begins to steal

Above and
over you.
right, Miss Moore demonstrates.

for
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Gleaming coiffure, glistening nails!
Miss Moore believes it's smart to
change the color of your nail polish
to match your moods, but she admits a preference for glowing red.

Advance hint
for

Fall!

Miss

Moore wears a
rough wool cloth
coat of deep
mustard yellow,
with wide revers
of black Persian
lamb. Her smart
hat suggests the
Tyrolean influence but has a

J

£

"different" brim
of plaited felt.

Above, the star wears a cocktail suit of blistered
black crepe with a short jacket of white quilted
silk.
See how simple Miss Moore's costumes are?
She hates frills, but dotes on line.
Miss Moore's most daring gown!
Left, above:
It's a subtle thing of black crepe, cut with sheath
skirt that is slit to the knee!
A wide bow of
material emphasizes the high neckline and is
held in place by jeweled clasps in oak-leaf design.
Around her left arm, just above the elbow, Miss
Moore wears bands of beautifully colored beads.
self

Frankly

theatrical,

but most

amusing

are

the

black net gloves Grace Moore is showing you at
the left.
Grand for a gay mood! Girls, don't
let actresses grab all the Glamor.
Help yourself!
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Here's yCur

for the

new season
p<0
SAN. POP, UET5j

S£E

ALU

'

THE CATSPAW."

r>' v

'
•

,

•J)

r

THESE PICTURES
5PELL PLENTY
Or GOOD TIMES
^ FOR U!?

good movies
just follow this Fox map. Never besuch a
fore such a raft of good stories
For real
.

.

good times

.

.

.

real

.

.

galaxy of
again

.

.

. .

Read these titles through
watch out for them at your

stars.
.

favorite theatre. Every one's a winner...
pictures no movie fan wants to miss.

Elmer Fryer

LATEST in

our special series of hand-picked star portraits,
selected
and autographed for YOU!
j
Here's Joan
Blondell's "pet" picture with her own authentic autograph.

Victorian Romance!
THE

deathless lovt

story

poets,

of

the

Elizabeth

greai

Barrett

and Robert Browning,
now comes to the screen,
with Norma Shearer and
Fredric
leading
retts

of

March
roles.

in

the

"The Bar-

Wimpole

Street"

is Katharine Cornell's
record-breaking play-

Will the screen version
prove as popular? Here
are scenes from the
Shearer picture.

Grimes

f

Modern Love!
HOW

mood!

Constance Bennett's new

film presents her

heroine,

the Michael Arlcn

different,

Iris

as

March,

Garbo

in silent days

posite

Connie

Arlen's perennial

once

played

—remember?

by

Op-

Herbert Marshall as
Napier.
Which captures your fancy:
Norma's romantic cinema or Connie's
passionate photoplay? What, both? Well!
is

r
I

-

JUST

"Joanie,

the girl her
best friends know,
in

new

this

trait

Sug-

study.

gestion

:

por-

why

not

give your public a
glimpse of this
nice

natural

of you,

side

Miss

Crawford-'

I

i

a
I

Here!

YOU think of
IFMyrna
Loy
merely as an exotic lady, look at
this new informal
portrait and reverse your opinion!
real

Myrna
and

is

as

unaffect-

ed as her

own

freckles!

Grin

theGi

Clarence Sinclair Bull

Elmer Fryer

cameraman
the poor dears always have
BUT
two sneaking up on them! However, Margaret
a

or

Better than playing
Lindsay, above, looks happy.
the helpless heroines in movie murder cases, ehr

)

Screen Stars Take

Irving

AND here's Richard Cromwell sharing honors with

Vacations, Too!

Ax.

sun, sea,

and good

salt air.

His

latest picture

completed, Dick took a vacation, which he seems to
be spending dreaming dreams! And why not?

Lippman

There

is

YOU'VE

a

been hearing

Miss Davis
carbon copies of
But wan
actresses'

lately that
just a lot of

other

Bette Davis!

until

you see her

screenplays

dazzling
Elmer

t

r|/<

>*

i

I

f
1

i

V

f

:

in

her new

You'll meet

new

stai

a

SHE may be mean to interviewers, but
act!

In fact,

how

she can

when you

Stormy-Petrel

see

her up there on the screen

you are ready to forgive her
anything. Margaret Sullavan

Sullavan

YOUR
Movie

Favorite

Man Must Be Here

Gene Raymond, the
Platinum Blond Boy!

Gene

is

in

demand

For quizzical comedy,
take Stuart Erwin.
He's an original!

Above,

the

Hollywood

Terror, Jack Oakie. But
what a wonderful clown!

The one and only

W

C. Fields, supporting
as usual! his rival,
Yes,
Baby LeRoy.

—

they are together
again in a

new

film

Two very great
artistes!

Frank Morgan, noblest
actor of

them

all,

the old

Cellini cheater!

That most handsome menace, Ricardo
Cortex, has turned hero on us.'

Victor Jozy, the versatile. He's romantic in his latest movie.

George Brent

is back again, with
the old Irish grin going strong

They
tion!

crave your atten-

They work

your applause
are actors

to

!

for

Here
interest

you, whatever your

mood!

Roger

Pryor from
the Broadway stage
will

soon be starred,
he's so good.

Leo Car rillo has
staged a fine comeback.
He's a featured filmer now.

Roar with Ruggles'
Robert Young, oh,
so svelte again, is
gaining fatter rd/es

Charlie

is

the Aver-

age American
ily

Fam-

Man made funny

D

OUGLASS MONTGOMERY
That's his next picture,

and

portrait expresses

it!

and
this

Zest.'"

gay new

Little

Man, What Next?

All
Welcome, Jean Arthur!

\Y/

1

T

"YT'OU had

1

to return to

Broadway

Hoii yw °^ a PP reaate yoU
you're back for good

'

to

make

But no*

Clifton Staupin

The Most
Elissa Landi,

Beautiful

Still

of the

Month

Sidney Blackmer, Wallace Albright in "The Count of Monte Cristo"

AT

DINNER, DANCE OR BEACH

IO,

S

ARLOW'S
neauty
Is

Always Fascinating

YOU Like to Share Her MAKE-UP

Would

SECRET?

Hollywood, a genius created
a new kind of make-up for the
screen stars, and now for you. It
is color harmony make-up, originated by Max Factor.

r*T

«

Imagine color tones in face
powder, rouge and lipstick so
wonderful as to enhance the
beauty of your favorite star.
Think of the beauty they will

Born to be

bring to you.

Kissed"
M-G-M

Imagine make-up so lasting,
so perfect as to withstand every

Production

starring

test in

JEAN HARLOW

Hollywood's motion

ture and social

with

pic-

Think how

life.

your make-up will be solved.

FRANCHOT TONE
Max Factor's Makc-Up

Now

you may share Holly-

wood's make-up

Used Exclusively

secret.

You will

Max Factor's face

powder,
rouge and lipstick in color harmony for your type, at all stores.
find

I... You trill note the difference in the caressing smoothness.
You will see a satin-smooth effect like the beauty you see flashed on the screen.
You will marvel bow naturally the color harmony enlivens the beauty of your
skin.

Max Factor's Face

ROUGE

Powder, one dollar.

.. .You will see
can harmonize with your powder and
complexion colorings. As you blend your rouge coloring, you'll note how soft
andfine it is, like the most delicate skin-texture. Max Factor's Rouge, fifty

how

beautifully

a

color tone in rouge

MXPSTlCWi...Super-ludilihU,
Hollywood, and you,

too, will

moisture-proof, too., jo that you

last for hours and boms.

for lipstick

find it permanent

must be lasting in

and uniform

in color. It is

maybe sure of a perfect lip make-up that will

Max Factor's Super-Indelible Lipstick, one dollar.

JEAN HARLOW'S COLOR HARMONY MAKE-UP

Max

Fader's Flesh
Fact Ptwder n Mend
with her fair skin

Test

Max Facttr't Flame

Max Factor's Sufer-

give a touch
of harmcnlsclng color

Indelitle Flame Llfstick
accent the lift

kcenge

to

H

YOUR

Color

Harmony

in Face

Powder and Lipstick

fill in the coupon for Purse-Size Box. of Powder in your color harmony shade
and Lipstick Color Sampler, four shades. Enclose 10c for postage and handling. You
will also receive your Color Harmony Makc-Up Chart and a 48-page illustrated
book"The New Art of Society Make-Up". . Free.
©mm ku im«
MAIL THIS COUPON TO MAX FACTOR . . HOLLYWOOD
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why Miss Keeler

queen

Read the very

of movie

latest

is

the

musicals.

about her on the

opposite page.
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The Star who

Wise

i.

to

Herse

Ruby

Keeler, modest and shy,
reveals her real self for the first
time in this inspiring story

By
Ben ]S/laddox
KEELER
RUBY
wood who

is

the one

resists that

_

woman

star in Holly-

eyebrow urge!

It is a vital clue, this

Little

choosing not to pluck.
reveal a person.
Her insistence
naturally thick brows because she

traits

,

upon sporting her

knows she looks

best with

them

—

characterizes, really, her

whole attitude towards life and movie fame.
She is the most lovable, most popular ingenue in
musical pictures today. But I needn't go on with a long
description of her charm or of her ability to dance.
are acquainted with the screen Ruby.
I

want you,

rather, to

know Ruby Keeler

as

I

You

do, per-

sonally.

Because, in the first place, she is a girl you'd
like for a friend even if she were a nobody.
Second,
because she is emphatically a great deal more than merely
another pretty young thing.
Not so glamorous, not so beautiful, nor so brilliant as
some of the other women of Hollywood, Ruby is, nevertheless, unique.
She is the star who is wise to herself!

A

definite distinction?

It

certainly

is.

"Know

thy-

expounded a renowned philosopher, maintaining
that perfect peace of mind comes not from physical
possessions but from exact mental self-valuation.
This
faculty for sizing up one's self accurately is developed
by few people, anywhere. In the town where delusions
self !"

of importance prevail, Ruby Keeler, I am convinced, is
one star who has never fooled (Continued on page 95)

The screen's favorite musical love team! Ruby is the
happy Mrs. Al Jolson and Dick's heart belongs to
Mary Brian; but they're artists in scenes like this!
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WHAT ISTHt AUDIENCE

DOINEAU

Here they

are,

MM

Mr. MacArthur and Mr. Hecht, under one of their inimitable studio signs!

Hollywood's
Bad Boys

Make

a

Movie!

Ben "Front Page" Hecht and
Charlie "Mr. Helen Hayes"

MacArthur turn producersand what producers! Read
exclusive account of
their amazing adventure

this

By
Leonard Hall

HUMORISTS
plant on Long

still

call

the old

Island,

New

Paramount

film

York, a "movie

studio."
Of course, it is no such thing. The glorious
old dump is a combination haunted house and boobyIt is haunted by the glamorous
hatch at the moment.
ghosts of Gloria Swanson, Dick Dix, the Four Marx
Brothers and countless others of The Old Brigade.
And just now it is the prize lunatic asylum on God's

verdant footstool. Ben Hecht and Charlie McArthur,
Hollywood's leading madmen, are making movies out
there on their own, and the screams can be heard as fatas

Albanv on

You know

a clear day.

these boys.

MacArthur, when not

scrib-

mmmi\m\\mm\\
bling or fighting with Hecht, is Mr. Helen Hayes. Hecht
is the divine nut who discovered movie riches when he
dashed off the magnificent "Underworld" some years
ago, and has since filled his saddle-bags with accursed
film gold, laughing loudly at Hollywood and its "art"

the while.
Not long ago the boys, between cartwheels, sold Paramount on the idea of letting them produce their own
And the fun began!
pictures at the Long Island plant.
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Right, the wonder-producers entertain a distinguished visitor, Helen
Hayes. She is married to her favorite

playwright, Charles Mac Arthur,
center, but will she work in his films?
Below, a busy set. Claude Rains, noted
actor from the "legitimate," and
Mar got, hitherto a dancer, take direction from Hecht and MacArthur for a
scene in "Crime Without Passion."

Picked by the new producers for picture glory:

Mar got

,

who danced

before she began to act.

As

write,

giggling after a visit to the cinematic
are making a picture called "Crime
Without Passion" (which we can follow, of course,
with a sequel called "Passion Without Crime," Will
Hays permitting).
I

bughouse,

And what
The world
will again.

still

they

shooting goes on, and in what a manner!
has never seen the like, and probably never
This aging earth could hold but

Here's Mr. MacArthur,
below, in action as a
director.
The co-author
of "The Front Page" and
"Twentieth Century" is
giving the established pro-

ducers something to think
about. The pretty girl in
this scene is Miss Whitney
Bourne, Nevs York debutante turned actress.

one Hecht and one MacArthur
Paramount having given in, the boys rolled
up their sleeves and became authors-producers-supervisors-directors of "Crime Without Passion."
I think they also sweep out
and tend the studio goldfish.
Revolutionary ideas exploded in their buzzing brains.
"Give us experts geniuses, if you like!"
they cried, in effect. "Let us substitute brains
for 50,000 extras in beards.
Do that, and
we will make you a gosh-danged box-office
knocker-outer for approximately $2.46, plus
overtime."
So a small herd of geniuses was gathered,
with the result that "Crime Without Passion"
is the first film of all time to have no less
than five directors, each of which is an Intellect of 500,000 horsepower.
They all have
ideas as you and I have hives.
The corps is topped, of course, by the
head men, Messrs. Groucho MacArthur and
Chico Hecht. Then there is Mr. Art Rosson,
veteran film hand who watches the geniuses
closely.
There is Mr. Lee Garmes, one of the greatest
of cameramen, who points the camera at things. Finally,
there is a Mr. Volkapich, master of sound effects, whose
revolver shots are said to scare even the cop on the

—

beat.

When

the five directors are in conference, the set

sounds for

all the world like feeding time at Ringlings.
cast? Here another idea bit the geniuses.
"Give us," they shouted nearly in unison, "no blankety-

The

blank Hollywood

'stars'

want naturalness !"
They then proceeded

who

act

to hire

by the numbers.

We

(Continued on page 74)
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Screenlands Critic Really Sees

the Pictures!

REVIEWS
Bulldog

Drummond
Strikes

Back

&-SEALOF)

UnitedArtists

of the

'

Best
Pictures

And Ronald Colman comes back, and a grand time is
had by all. This is my pet picture this month, because
I don't mean it
is sheer, sparkling entertainment.
hasn't its foggy moments, and not all atmospheric, either.
But most of it is so much fun that you'll overlook the rest. Colman?
Well, his sabbatical year has given him fresh zest and more humor.
This time he gives a satirical portrait of the famous Bulldog,
diving into danger as daringly as ever, but doing it with tongue-incheek and a wink at his audience. Imagine Charles Butterworth,
to
just married to Una Merkel, dragged along by
help solve a new mystery, involving lovely Loretta Young, the
sinister Warner Oland, and assorted complications. The dialogue
is delicious, with Mr. Butterworth particularly crackling with dry
wit stop Junior's ears whenever Charlie utters a word, but please
don't miss anything yourself. If you don't approve you can blame
me and Mr. Butterworth. Generally speaking, however, here's a
picture for the family to see and enjoy. There's the soothingly
chivalric Mr. Colman to keep it all in the best of taste.
it

"By

Drummond

—

—

Little

Operator

1

M-G-M

Here's a costume drama that should interest most of us.
The Civil War has had all too little attention from the
movie-makers; and not since the epic "Birth of a Nation"
has a motion picture paid such tribute to a picturesque
period as Marion Davies' new film. "Operator 13" is no epic, but
It's first and always a roit is lively, lavish, and often stirring.
mance, and yet it manages, despite story lapses, to achieve a certain
atmosphere of authenticity. If your grand-pappy fought in that
war, you'll find some of the scenes striking home to your heart. Of
course you may wonder a little when the Mills Brothers stroll on
and sing; but every Davies number must have its musical interludes. Marion herself sings prettily, and she looks quite ravishing
in her role of Union spy. Perhaps she is most amusing in the disguise of a brown-skinned gal, with her superb talent for mimicry
at its keenest. Gary Cooper plays the Northern spy who falls in
love with the beautiful enemy, with even less animation than usual,
if that's possible. Where, oh where is the Gary of "A Farewell to
Arms?" Jean Parker turns in another grand performance, and
Katherine Alexander is lovely as Marion's gallant fellow-spy.

Man,

What Now?
Universal

NOT

a disappointment! Margaret Sullavan lives up to
your expectations. She isn't a one-picture star, don't
worry! The spirit of the book has not been sacrificed to
make a movie holiday don't worry about that, either.
The same poignancy that made the book a best-seller is preserved
in the picture. Frank Borzage, as you know, is one director who
can be counted on to brighten and not butcher a book or play.
And this time he has two lovable characters to present to you:
Pinneberg, the Teutonic Mr. Milktoast, and his appealing
Lammchen, interpreted with rare understanding by Douglass
Montgomery and Miss Sullavan. The everyday life of these two
young lovers is sympathetically set forth: the boy's struggles to
succeed on his own, the girl's encouragement and courage. The
fortuitous solution of their economic problems limits "Little Man,
What Now?" strictly to the field of emotional drama. It's no social
all

—

document. But Pinneberg and Lammchen will win you so that
you care very much what happens to them; and welcome a happy
ending as ecstatically as they do. Mr. Montgomery is rather too
aristocratic for Pinneberg; but he plays splendidly.

You Can Count on

these Criticisms

for
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Reviews without Prejudice, Fear

or

Favor!

Entertainment
The World
Moves On
Fox

for Everybody!
if

dog

you want adventure,

Drummond

here's "Bull-

Strikes Back."

If

you

prefer comedy, see "The Circus Clown."

Or perhaps you
there's

like

costume drama

"Operator 13."

Madeleine Carroll makes her American film debut, and

For excellent

she lifts her scenes in this picture to a high plane by reason
of her great beauty, her restraint, her incomparable
dignity. It's too bad that Miss Carroll's vehicle does not
keep pace with her performance. "The World Moves On" might
have been a great picture, and important peace propaganda.
However, it chiefly serves to remind you of that masterpiece,
"Cavalcade," and that tender romance, "Berkeley Square" with
touches, too, of "The House of Rothschild." With more courage
and imagination, this story of a family in war and peace might
have moved you tremendously. Briefly, it relates the adventures
of an international family, which begin in New Orleans in 1825
and carry on through the World War to the present day; but it
arrives at no conclusion despite occasionally magnificent direction
and some of the most stirring war scenes ever filmed. You'll
believe in Miss Carroll and Mr. Tone and their great romance;
you'll enjoy Stepin Fetchit's comedy; but you'll regret that "The
World Moves On" doesn't move far or fast enough.

screen translations of fine books, don't

miss "Little Man,

Human

What Now?" and "Of

Bondage."

For romance,

see

—

"The World Moves On."
Whatever you want, the screen has
this

it

month!

Of Human
Bondage

The Circus
Clown

RKO-Radio

War- tiers

W.

Somerset Maugham's great book has become a fine
I cannot recommend it whole-heartedly for
a carefree evening's entertainment at the cinema, however.
Certainly it's no family show! To my mind it is well
worth seeing for its reality and its splendid performances; but if
you don't happen to have read the book from which it was adapted,
don't say I didn't warn you that here is downright drama with no
relieving "touches." It's all pretty grim, with a frustrated clubfooted "hero," and its principal feminine character a tawdry woman
who drives Philip Carey to further desperation. The cinematic
account of Philip's passion for the cheap, remorseless waitress
photoplay.

does not make a pretty picture; and somehow, in spite of the superlative performances, "Of Human Bondage" falls short of genuine
greatness. Perhaps it is because the scenarist and director were
obliged to tread as lightly as possible, whereas Maugham wrote
with classic bitterness and uncompromising scorn. This is not to
say that Mr. Leslie Howard, as Philip, does not extract the last
ounce of drama from his role. His is a delicate, unerring portrayal.
Bette Davis is colorful as the "menace." Her best performance.

Let

Joe E. Brown's public, apparently as vast as his
will

welcome

own

grin,

rather a refreshing picture,
at that, for everybody who likes a circus.
And if you
don't well, then I'm sorry for you.
"The Circus
Clown" takes you behind the scenes at the circus as no other picture has done. Oh, yes you'll see some of the best current aerial
and tumbling acts; but you'll also get an inside glimpse of the private lives of the intrepid performers of the big top. Joe, himself,
plays two parts: a retired circus performer and his son, a lively lad
who wants to join the circus himself, and eventually does, despite
pappy's opposition. Mr. Brown is an ex-circus performer himself,
and when you see him on the flying trapeze, and in the lion's cage
you'll know it's Joe and no double. Romance comes in the person
of pretty Patricia Ellis; but there's a dash of drama before the
happy ending. Like all Joe Brown's films, "The Circus Clown"
will hold small boys in thrall; I'm just sorry that a few scenes have
crept in to try to win a few adult snickers. They're out of place. Mr.
Brown as one of Hollywood's most exemplary citizens, holds a high
place in childrens' hearts, and this he cannot afford to compromise.

Them Guide You

his latest.

It's

—

—

to the

Good

Films
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YOU

Yes,

can have

A Hollywood Figure
happy meTHERE'S
dium between downa

right skinniness
that overfed look!

2*

and

you are dreaming of coming
to Hollywood and knocking some
producer's eye out with your
beauty, you know you can't do
If

much damage with

a million-dol-

you've got a roll of fat
like a spare tire around your
even if it's a very small
waist
spare tire.
pair of the finest eyes in
the world won't balance a pair
of flabby upper arms in front
of a camera.
One type of figure that we
often see come in to make a
either
betest
screen
cause its owner was good
on the stage or because
she has a swell singing
voice and a perfect set of
the top-heavy
teeth
is
lar face if

—

A

Pretty Grace Bradley, above, illustrates for you the
exercise
stretching

—

recommended by
James

—

That

Davies.

Left,

Grace does a hip-

reducing exercise.
See story for details.

the upper
part of her figure is large
type.

is,

How's your posture? Watch

Here's
and, aided by Davies,

It's

it!

Old-Fashioned to Envy Hollywood Stars!

Get Busy and

Win

Beauty for Yourself!

If you have been reading our exclusive series of articles
by James Davies, the film colony's popular dietitian and
masseur, and following Mr. Davies' advice as to exercise
and diet, by now you must be feeling some of that glow
If the Davies methods are
that comes from the good life!
good enough for such celebrities as Mae West, Miriam
Hopkins, Carole Lombard, and many others, they're good

enough for you! Right here is the fourth in our series.
And now you can ask James Davies about your own perHe will answer the most
sonal weight and diet problems!
interesting letters received from readers and his answers
Mr. Davies is too
will be published in S GREENLAND.
busy, of course, to undertake to answer your questions by
mail, or to attempt to answer all letters received; but he
most general interest for attention in
his department. Address all questions to Mr. James Davies,
SCREENLAND, 45 West 45th Street, New York City.
will select those of

Ever try to do the Russian dance? here's attractive
Grace Bradley posing for you. It isn't easy, but the
results are well worth the trouble, says Mr. Davies.

for
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The health and radiance of the screen
beauties may be yours if you follow
the expert guidance given in our
exclusive series of articles, of which
this

is

the fourth

in proportion to the lower part.
Her thighs and her
calves need developing
while her hips, abdomen and
back need reducing.
Quite often a woman of this type isn't either overweight or underweight for her age or height, but her
is unevenly distributed.
screen, unless the dressmaker

flesh

She looks like heck on the
and cameraman can work
out something with draperies and lights to conceal her
deficiencies.
And you can be pretty sure these highpriced experts aren't going to bother doing that unless
is too talented to lose.
The trouble with this sort of figure is that if she diets
too strenuously she'll get thin in the face and thinner in
the legs.
I could take care of her with massage, if
she was here
with me, but those of you who read this are too far away
to be reached personally.
If you belong to this type and
haven't an expert masseur at hand, or don't feel you can
afford his services, you can correct the defects yourselves.
Accompanying this article is a schedule of one
the girl

week's non-fattening daily menus.
These meals needn't be followed in rotation as given,
if you find that the items are not conveniently available,
-

but are offered as suggestions for well balanced, nonfattening but strength-sustaining combinations for those
who are not actually too much overweight
but who have "spare tires," incipient double chins, or other evidences of badly dis-

^^^^^

'

tributed poundage.

way

the correct

You

won't feel weak
because there is
sufficient caloric content to provide energy.
(Continued on page 90)

Grace Bradley showing you, above, the incorrect

if

to stand

you follow

this

diet

Non-Fattening Daily Menus

MONDAY
Breakfast:

Luncheon:

Dinner:

fruit

Dinner:

Clam chowder

(1

cup),

crackers,

potato, green peas, sliced

boiled

onions, baked

cucumber and tomato

TUESDAY
Breakfast:

Luncheon:
Dinner:

glass of orange juice,
Cottage cheese salad,
1

1

slice toast

brown

bread,

glass tomato juice,

1

slice

Cup

of

with poached egg
baked apple or
olives,

Stewed rhubarb with bran sprinkled over

it,

1

slice of

Chicken noodle soup, crackers, apple and celery salad,

buttered toast,

SATURDAY
Breakfast

Luncheon:
1

Oyster stew with crackers, sliced tomatoes with lettuce
and cucumber, coleslaw and baked potato, fruit cup

rye bread

slice crisp

Dinner:

beef tea with crackers, coleslaw, slice of toast
(1 slice), mint sauce, green peas or beans,
jelly, pineapple

Baked apple, bran muffin
6 medium raw oysters, crackers, tomato salad, roll and
butter

Sliced peaches or berries, 1 slice of toast
Tomato soup with crackers, fruit salad, crisp roll
Baked white fish, tomato relish, mashed potatoes, spinach
and buttered beets, olives, celery and sliced tomato

caramel pudding

Roast lamb

THURSDAY
Luncheon:

roll

toast

Luncheon:

mashed potatoes, brown gravy, currant
and cream cheese salad

Breakfast:

and

FRIDAY
Breakfast

b?CDn

Luncheon:
Dinner:

or celery soup, soda crackers, vegetable platter
of all fresh vegetables with poached egg, fruit

roll

stewed prunes, milk
Small steak, baked potato, celery and

1

ice

Dinner:

WEDNESDAY
Breakfast:

Tomato

composed

orange, half grapefruit, stewed prunes, rhubarb
or other raw fruit (one helping of one kind)
small dish of whole wheat cereal, mixed with bran,
1
with thin milk
Baked or broiled fish, lettuce and tomato salad, raw
Sliced

SUNDAY
Breakfast:

Luncheon:
Dinner:

Cantaloupe, shredded wheat with milk, 1 slice of toast
Toasted cheese sandwich, raw fruit and bran muffin,
buttermilk
Koast or stewed ch'cken, asparagus tips on toast, hearts of
lettuce with French dressing, baked squash, rice pudding
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Lady,
Can You
Spare
the

Time?
—a

few minutes of time

each day, to look
ful as this ?

as beauti-

(Well, almost

as beautiful,

anyway

!)

By
Loretta
for

Young

loveliness

believes that the only
tomorrow,
today,
is

time

Josephine Felts

and

always!

ONCE

when Loretta Young was a little girl, she
was brought before the mother of one of her

chums.
"There, just look at her, mother!" stormed
"Why didn't you do better by me!"
Like this same girl, I dangle Loretta before you with
malice aforethought.
Wouldn't we all give our fortunes, if any, to "look like Loretta?"

the

little

friend.

Yet how awful if we did
To meet someone wearing
same dress is painful but wearing the same face,
same eyes, the same hair, would be just too much!
To be as lovely as Loretta is something else, something
well worth striving for.
It is aiming high, there is no
!

the
the

:

question about that. It is hitching our wagon to a star,
(no pun intended). But that is always a good thing to do.
Just what is it that makes Loretta Young so winsome ?
r
Why do we love to look at her?
e will pass by the
almost classic beauty of her features and notice her

W

smooth, soft skin. I'll tell you a secret about that. It
takes two things to have a complexion like that: a little
thought and a little time. Can you spare them ?
First make up your mind to refuse to let little lines
work their way with you. Romantic poems may be written called, "Lines on a Lady's Eyes." But as far as this
department knows, no energetic poet, however ardent,
ever wrote a poem to "Lines around a Lady's Eyes."
There is a difference.
great b g difference*!

A

:

Perhaps you took precautions all through the hot
months and every night, regularly as bedtime came, patted
a penetrating nourishing cream or one of the special eye
creams, in around your eyes. Perhaps you stroked it in
thoughtfully, intelligently, so that the little laugh lines,
sun lines, squint lines, could not etch themselves deeply.
But perhaps you did not do these wise things. Perhaps
you had a good time in the sun and forgot all about the
consequences of letting vonr skin parch.
If so, begin tonight with those rich nourishing creams
which are so discouraging to wrinkles. Fingerprint them
in with the gentlest taps, or stroke the skin softly.
It
will take you a little time to get back your Springtime

you can do it.
touch of nourishing cream, too, on your hps at
night will keep them soft and smooth.
Next, how is the color of your skin ? Is it tanned and
Then you need a good bleaching treata bit sallow?
ment to bring you back to normal. But do not try to
change the natural color of your skin.
One of the loveliest new stars on the screen, a girl
with a gorgeous olive coloring, used to long to have a
lily-white complexion.
She te ls me that she possessed
herself of all the known bleaches, locked her doors and
went to work. She bleached and she bleached and she
An
bleached.
But, (thank heaven!), it was no use.
ohve-skinned lady she was {Continued on page 83)
face, but

A

1
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Wa^n a
Buy a
DuCK ?
You
Nasty Man!
Wanna

read about Joe
Penner? Here's the best
story yet written about
radio's new laugh king

By
Harry N. Blair

MEET

He

Joe Penner, the People's Choice
Passed
up by Broadway as "small-time," he suddenly
emerged as one of the most popular personallties in the entertainment world.
Srau" New
York, seeking the wise-guy type of
comedian with a
Hair tor telling jokes with a double
meaning, thought Toe

Penner

clean

s style all right for the "sticks"

m

its

was

Broadway's

Step-Child!
But the
rest of America adopted
him, and today Joe
Penner is one of Radio's
most fabulous stars,
and signed for feature
motion pictures. It's a
saga of success, well

!

but just too, too

told by Blair who has
known Joe for years.

subdued humor to please the so-called

sophisticates.

Now these same Broadwayites are patting Toe on the
back and treading over each other's corns to
extend the
glad hand. Which sudden turn of events
has left poor
gentle Joe just a little bewildered by it all.
"After that first broadcast," he told me, "when
some
of the boys stopped to tell me how big I had
gone over
I thought they were razzing me.
After all, I hadn't done
anything different from the routine I had been
doin°for years m vaudeville. Perhaps, if I had
tried to 'point
up my stuff to the Broadway level, I would have
flopped
Broadway never did seem to like me," Joe continued,
wistfully, in the same slow, drawling voice that
is known
to millions.

Having been signed by Paramount for the "Big Broad1934" and other films, this ex-immigrant boy,
now commanding a weekly salary in five figures, can give
Broadway the horse-laugh. Without its O.K. he has^become a public idol.
I met Joe Penner for the first time
over eight years
cast of

ago

in an Atlantic City night-club.
He had then just
emerged from the burlesque circuits to appear in a revue
which died aborning. Having been called to the floor by

the master of ceremonies, Joe proceeded to convulse
the

crowd with witty remarks

as he toyed with a long,
black cigar in his inimitable manner.
In the glare
and tinsel of the place, his rare, unstudied talent for
comedy, stood out like a Tiffany gem in a Woolworth setting. I felt then, as I have always
felt
since, that he
wistful, almost

was

definitely star material.

In his

shy manner, there seemed to be something of the Chaplin quality.
Meeting Joe several years later, while he was mak.

ing a series of short screen subjects at the
Vitaphone
studio in Brooklyn, I brought up the point
with him.
I had stood off-stage while the
cameras were grinding and noticed how the stage-hands and
studio attendants would gather round to watch the
little
fellow with the funny laugh. An amazing
sight, for
these men comprise the toughest audience°in'
the
world. Watching topnotchers do their stuff,
day in
and day out, it takes something or someone
very
unique to get a rise out of these good-hearted,
but
hard-boiled, sons of toil.
In months of constant
attendance on the sets I (Continued on page
78)
_

SCRHF.NI.AND
CO

learned how to play !" confessed Marian
conNixon, lifting big brown eyes from a rapt
templation of her latest script.
tor
"People are always asking me what 1 do
t
do
I don
recreation, and I can't think of an answer.

'VE never

anything

Marian Nixon, above,
has never
says she
learned how to play.

!

You

see, I

began

to

work when

I

was

so

little

the kind ot
that I'd had no time to pick out a hobby, and
found
work I did—in pictures— was so fascinating that 1
play.
\\ hen
possible kind of
it more interesting than any
on the screen, 1 began
I got over the first thrill of being
all the details
to look around and I saw how absorbing
cutting—
of picture-making are—camera-angles, lighting,
and
diction,
and
and when sound came in there was voice,
invented
is
new
experiments in sound effects. Something
comes to the
every day, and each new personality who
absorbing]
It's
screen can teach me something.
most
When Marian married a man with money, likecareer.
her
up
give
to
husbands he wanted his wife
Marian tried. But time
limped along those days

instead of flying by as
it

had done.

seemed
Marian

dull

Life

and empty.

gilded
Cinderella at a ball she

was

a

wasn't enjoying a

bit,

Douglass Montgomery, below, took to tennis in a big
way when ordered to "play."

Joan Crawford's only relaxation was sewing until Franchot Tone aroused
her interest in a hobby:

—

her
P. S.:

own
Joan

theatre.
little
still sews, too!

September 1934
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the

Work

wistfully

longing to return to the cinematic hearth.
"I played at everything, but nothing amused me," recounted Marian, "so I had to come back to work."
With new leisure planned for America, all of us will
soon have to find some congenial method of whiling it
away, supposing us to be in like sad case
Joan Crawford was a fellow victim of the What-To-

Habit!

Read about the
almost too

laurels.

When

she began to earn sizable sums, she made a collection of dolls, but she was beyond the age of playing

Brought up on the

contract
to learn

forced

how

Rose Tilton
with them, and finally she grew so sorry for the
girls in a children's hospital that she

and sent them to the youngsters.
After she married Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., she often
looked on at her young husband and his friends engaged
in playing this or that and wondered why she couldn't
seem to enjoy such games herself. Two years ago, when
she and Doug visited Noel Coward in England, the houseparty played games incessantly Twenty Questions being
a favorite but Joan sat in a corner with her sewing and
looked on at the proceedings. {Continued on page 75)

—

him

screen
his
productions.

Fay Wray, below, had
one idea of amusement to act. Then

—

she married a sports
enthusiast and has
become a devotee of
outdoor pastimes.

Bitter

experience,

a

breakdown that nearly
ended her career at the
J''

little

packed up the whole

collection

to relax

between

they did not

late

By

—

stage, Chester Morris,
right, knew nothing
about play until a film

who found

know how to play

Do-When-Not-Working-Club, until lately.
Joan was nine when she was turned out into the world
to earn her own living, and life was entirely too real and
earnest for anything as frivolous as play. When in her
early teens she took her first step up fame's elusive
ladder, her burning ambition made anything but hard
work seem entirely beside the point. She danced, but
dancing was a means of livelihood and not something to
She was winning cups at the
be done only for fun.
Cocoanut Grove long before she was winning histrionic

stars

age of twenty, taught
Mae Clarke the necessity of play. Mae, seen
at the right, is now
devoted to the great
big outdoors!
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Flashing the

news about

current cinema events

By
Weston East
Hollywood
THE
phonies bring

Bowl open-air symout a great number of
music-loving screen stars every summer.
Among the movie-famous who hold annual
boxes are Charles Chaplin, Cecil B. DeMille, Marie Dressier, Edna May Oliver,
Marion Davies, Irene Dunne, Edward G.
Robinson, James Cagney, Joan Blondell,
and many more.
Strangely enough, few autograph hunt-

Any noon
ers frequent the Bowl concerts.
in front of the Brown Derby may be seen
a score or more of fans seeking signatures,
a rare evening when more than
show up at the Bowl.
This phenomenon is explained by DeMille: "No doubt the autograph seekers
attend the concerts, but the beautiful music
under the starry heavens so absorbs them
that film stars, autographs, and all worldly
things become unimportant."

WOMAN-LESS

Clara Lou Sheridan, film satellite, reposes decoratively at the zenith of her
orbit for art and our sake.

"A what

Paradise."

but

it

five

or six

is

That's

Ronald Colman called the yacht
on which he, Warner Baxter, William
Powell, and Richard Barthelmess went for
a three-week fishing trip

MONDAY
the club

morning is caddies' day at
where Bing Crosby golfs.
That's the morning caddies are permitted
to play the private course.
But they don't play alone.

Bing always
shows up, when he is not working, and
plays with them. Crosby is extremely popular with the caddies, more for his good
fellowship than for the fact that the crooner
no doubt
is free and easy with his bets
purposely.

—

down

the coast of

However, it is worthy to mention
Colman is the only one of the four

Mexico.
that

not immediately interested in the opposite
sex.
When the party returned, Baxter and
Barthelmess couldn't get back to their
wives too quickly, and Powell rushed to
the nearest telephone and made an immediate date with Margaret Lindsay.
On the trip, the quartette of stars refrained from shaving. When they returned,
not one was recognizable for the whiskers.

ADVERTISEMENTS

in r;swspapers, heralding Kate Smith's
stage appearances at a Los Angeles

theatre,

"THERE

announced:

ONLY ONE KATE

IS

SMITH."

Robert Montgomery, gazing at
the accompanying picture of the
ample Kate, looked up to murmur,
"Ummm! You'd think she was at
least twins."

A

CHECK

one up for W. C. Fields.
producer at one of the studios has invented a process to utilize the sense of smell
see an ocean scene, and
in movie theatres
smell the ocean breeze, etc.
:

Somebody was

Fields

telling

producer had invented a

way

that

of

this

"making

pictures smell."
"Lots of pictures," muttered Fields, "won't
need the invention."

After three long years!

Remember

Lombard and Gary Cooper

Woman?"

in

'

'I

Carole

Take This

Well, get ready, they are to be
together again.

Hi, Ruby! 'Lo, Al! We're glad you're
glad to be back. Above, the famous
Jolsons, Al and Ruby Keeler, arrive
in New York on vacation.

September 19 3 4

for

KATHARINE
most recent
telling

Norma

CORNELL,
visit

to
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TOO/

during her

Hollywood, was

Shearer about some of her

On her latest
tours with road companies.
17,000 mile trip, Miss Cornell said, she appeared in every sort of theatre, civic auditorium, movie house and opera house
imaginable.
In one New York-State village, she acted
for the first time in a playhouse that usually
featured burlesque shows. On a mirror in
her dressing-room, Katharine found this
note
"Dear Miss Cornell: Please do not take
this mirror.
The last company of artists
to play here took our best mirror.
Kindly
Truly, The Managelet this one alone.
ment."
"I did not take the mirror !" Miss Cornell

added laughingly.

CONSTANCE

CUMMINGS

writes

from London about her birthday

party.
For various reasons, not one of the invited
ladies could come, but every masculine
The affair might have
guest showed up.
been hopeless, had Connie not had the
bright idea to don the tuxedo she wore in
"Broadway Through a Keyhole." After
that, the party was a great success.

BRENT
GEORGE
shivers over
his

still

narrow escape from death.

He

promised Myrna Loy,
while they were working
one morning, that if he
had the afternoon off he
would fly over the studio
and salute her with a
dip.

George got the afternoon off, but he arrived
at the airport fifteen minutes too late to catch the
pilot with whom he had
expected to fly.
A few
minutes later, the plane
in which
George might
have been riding crashed

the Hollywood hills,
carrying two men to
in

death.

—

Yes the next day Brent
received a special written
order
from
the
chief
executive of his studio.
The order forbade any
further airplaning during picture production.
I see
You want
know how's about

Oh,
to

!

Up he goes!

George and ex-wife
Ruth Chatterton, 'do
you? Well, Ruth is
going right on with
her

picture

— probably
M-G-M

for

Mighty

our own
Eaby LeRoy, seeking
higher reaches of art
and fame.
And so
cute about it!
lak' a star is

career

with

whom

she scored in

"Madame X."

HAMILTON'S gardens surroundNEIL
ing his home are
most

attractive,

thanks

to his Japanese gardener.
Quite
evidently the gardener himself was proud
of his prowess, because the other afternoon
Neil returned home from a studio, and
found a large sign hanging on his garden
wall, for all to read.
It announced
"Notice.
I take good care of gardens.
Suki."
:

TK7HEN
"

Clive

Brook

left

for

"

England, his departure was
so hurried that he had no time to
bid his friends farewell. So in New
York, he had records made of a
quaint farewell address, and he
sent them to his closer
acquaintances.

Hollywood

NELSON EDDY

is having that famous
laugh that is longest. It may, in
fact, continue through an entire series of
radio broadcasts.
Here's the story
A few years ago, Eddy worked in an advertising firm in New York.
One day he
was fired, and at the time the boss said,
"Eddy, losing you is good riddance. Your
confounded singing has kept my men from
their proper duties."

last

The

slap

annoy Eddy.

at

his

He

singing

ability

didn't

began a study of voice.

Just the other day, he again visited the
advertising firm's offices but this time it
was to be interviewed about a radio contract.
Furthermore, he was hired, and the
same boss who once made the slighting remark was forced to pay Eddy as much for
each night he sings as the firm once paid
for a year and a half of Nelson's services

—

There they are! Edward G. Robinson
points us out to his wife as the famous
couple step from a train to visit in
New York between pictures.

Romanic

reunion!
Joan Crawford and
Clark Gable as they will appear in their
new film together. Note Joan's new coiffure
and jewelled ear-clip.
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Snip!

SNIP!
clicked,

and

Snip'!

blonde

The
locks

scissors

fell

wlicre

15ing Crosby was the barber,
Hopkins the customer. It was for

they would.

Miriam

a scene in "She Loves Me Not."
The thing that caused everybody to gasp
was the butchery way in which Crosby
was shearing Miriam's hair. An extra girl
muttered, "He's ruining it; Miss Hopkins
will never get her hair trimmed decently."
hen the scene ended, Miriam calmly
shook the stray locks from her trim shoulders then removed a wig especially created for the scene.
"Do you think I'd let Crosby cut my
ozvn hair?" she said to the extra girl.

W

"The Merry Widow" takes a stitch
At the
in time!
right you see Jeanette MacDonald in
the character of the
lady

who

fascinates

the

lovely

charming prince.

—

Have you seen the
Oh, Mr. DeMille!
beds?
At left, the luxuriously
ornate couch which Una Merkel occupies
in some scenes in the new Lubitsch picture.

latest in

The

LILIAN HARVEY,

ASNOW-WHITE

who, since her ar-

for

rival in Hollywood has had more than
her share of disagreeable experiences with
her studio chiefs, may get the "break" that
many of the Hollywood fraternity, familiar
with her situation, have been wishing her.
The troubles she had with poor pictures,

-

disputes with her studio, loneliness because
boy-friend Willie Fritsch is in Europe,
seemed to be lessened when Lilian and Fox
officials agreed to terminate her contract.
As this is written the gifted little blonde
was debating as to which to choose of two
very nice offers made by Universal and

Paramount.

AMONG
Lfillums

newer rising lights in the
Hazel Forbes, who owns sevOne day
eral businesses and is that rich.
the studio publicity department approached
Miss Forbes with a request that she make
the

is

a radio appearance for a broadcast exploiting a picture in which she was a cast-

member.
"No, thank you," Hazel no-thanked them.
"If I go on a radio program, it'll be my

And

sure enough, she has three national programs on the air at present, advertising the products of companies she owns.

own."

CREDIT

little

Mary

Carlisle

with this retort. She was visiting Dick Cromwell's house, and
Richard invited her to swim in his
new "pool." Now, this pool is
very tiny probably the smallest

—

in

Hollywood.

the invitation.
"I can't do,

So Mary declined

Dick," she said.
"People would think I was taking
a bath with you."

scenes

in

director instructs

Una

in the action.

goat was used

More

"One

which the British
Diana Wynyard, starred.
Diana and the goat had a few
scenes together. Whenever Miss
Wynyard wanted the goat, she
would say to the trainer, "I say!
River,"
beauty,

in

Will you please pass the butter?"

THEATRE

folk of Broadway, as well
picture people of Hollyw*ood,
keenly felt the shock at the untimely passThe girl whose
ing of Dorothy Dell.
beauty first brought her to the profession
for which she later showed such gifts, had
endeared herself to all who were familiar
with the courageous, light-hearted spirit in
which she took the bitter with the sweet.
She had tasted success in Hollywood,
as

the

then had dropped from its sight, to turn
up on Broadway as a singer in a musical
show. But Dorothy fought her way back
to pictures, achieved a notable personal hit
in "Little Miss Marker," only to be cut
down when she was about to enjoy the
fruits of

hard-earned success.

you ever heard of the "By-andHAVE
With Club?" No doubt you have
not,

because

it

ization,

and

Members

strictly a

is

little

are

and appeared

Mae West

Hollywood organ-

known even there.
who have written
own screen stories.

stars
in their

she wrote
is a By-and-Wither
three of the pictures in which she has
Charlie Chaplin. Mary Pickappeared.
ford, and Douglas Fairbanks are also ByLatest to join are W. C.
and-Withers.
Fields, who wrote and will appear in
;

all

"Grease-paint," and Jean Harlow, who
wrote and will star in "Today Is Tonight."

Just dandy Maurice! That's the verdict we give as Chevalier stands for
inspection of make-up to play the

hero in "The Merry Widow."

i

for

September 1954

Resumes

career!

Virginia
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Bruce,

back in pictures, as Jane, and Colin
Clive as

Rochester

in

"Jane Eyre."

life of— not Riley—Dick Powell, right
above, at home, his pet hound snugly snoozing.
Dick has a taste for Chinese art.

The

ONE
Brown,

director

at

M-G-M,

has learned what

have an athletic star

in his

Clarence

means to
picture.
During
it

the filming of the star's newest picture,
there was a scene for which Joan Crawford
dived into a swimming pool.
She was
scheduled to come to the surface just in
front of the camera.
In Joan dived and
for what seemed like a full minute, nothing
came up but bubbles. Suddenly alarmed,
director Brown shed his coat and plunged
into the water
and just at that instant,
Miss Crawford rose smilingly to the surface, right
in front
of the camera as
planned.
Later, she explained to the embarrassed
director that she had to remain under water
long enough to adjust her swimming cap,

—

—

which had been knocked awry by her

dive.

AND

now, so it would appear, there are
-T~Xto be but three Marx Brothers. Zeppo,
the youngest one, appears to have been
stung by the critics who refer to the team
as "The Three and One-quarter Marx
Brothers."

An

any

work with

Zeppo has said he won't
Harpo, Groucho and Chico

rate,

againo, and thato

is

thato.

COOPER had
GARY
cleaning day in his

a housedressing-

From old cupboards and
chests, he brought forth memoirs
of past pictures. Just to indicate
what sort of a guy Cooper is,
these were some of his keepsakes:
One piece of airplane linen,
(from wing of a plane), bearing
the signatures
of
Dick Aden,
room.

Buddy Rogers, Clara Bow and

Billy Wellman.
A souvenir of
"Wings," Gary's first big picture.
One Foreign Legion cap. He
wore it in "Morocco."
One heavy mackinaw, bloodstained and torn. Gary wore it in

"The

Spoilers."
canteen, adorned with the
ink-written signatures of Helen

One

Hayes and Frank Borzage. Sou"A Farewell to Arms."
But I wonder if Gary has lost

venir of

Glamor of Old Cathay! Anna May Wong, above, dons her costume for the role of
Aaharat, the slave girl, in "Chu Chin Chow," filmed in London, England. As you
see, the costumers arrange everything to Anna May's, and our, taste.

his old sentiment

—because

during

the house-cleaning, he threw
those old memoirs.

away

i
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HISS

AND CHEER

ONE
close-ups

DEPT.:
Von

of those gorgeous

Sternberg
Katharine Hepburn. Flying across country with an unaccompanied
baby boy, "Katty" appointed herself official
"nurse" and cared for the little passenger
from trip's start to trip's end.
A long long-shot to that agent who attempted to stir up trouble when he went to
the parents of little Shirley Temple, and told
them they could break Shirley's film contract, and should, to get a better contract
to

elsewhere.
And a fine close-up

to Miss Temple's
and father.
They escorted the
trouble-maker to their front door and
slammed the door in his face. Give part

mother

of the

—

same close-up

voluntarily

gave

to

Fox

Shirley a

officials,

nice

who

boost

in

salary.

A

dim long-shot with bad sound-track
Los Angeles news-

to that trouble-making

paper columnist

who

has appointed himself

"Hollywood's romance breaker-upper." By
pointed remarks in his column, he has
caused at least a few otherwise happy marriages and romances to threaten to go on
the rocks.
lovely close-up to Jean Harlow on
general principles, and for her many genFor
erosities too numerous to mention.
example, the night she traveled fifty miles
just to say a few words of congratulation
to a radio personality who was making his

A

debut on a new program.

A

Catch on?
little

big,

bad pirate and a
and why not?

cutie are pals

—

Wallace Beery only acts pirate, in
reality he is Carol Ann's daddy.

eye

There's
frills!

idea in

appeal

in a creation for

YOU

hear many quips here and there
about Greta Garbo's ancient automobile,
which she bought during her early starring
days and which promises to last her a life-

—

time.

Now what about a few cracks at the expense of Kay Francis, you smart guys?
Kay purchased a coupe, (of that wellknown make )

,

when

she went to

Warner

Brothers studio as a star about three years
ago.
She still drives that same little coupe
and she has no other car.
should
YOU
mobile
in

travels

about

see that

new

Mae

which
town.

auto-

them

thar

HOLLYWOOD

is

"Dames."

playing another one

games this month.
This time the problem is to locate towns,
cities, states, or even countries with names
of those educational

similar to screen favorites.

When you have your next party, equip
the guests with pencils and paper, set a time
limit of fifteen minutes, and let them enter
into this geographical search.
As examples, there are: (Robert) Montgomery, Alabama; Marion (Nixon), Indiana; Elizabeth CBergner), New Jersey
but those are enough to give your guests
the idea.
Now get your party started

West

Bullet-proof

—

from

as
the outside, of course
bullet-proof as the car of any
gangster-leader.
It has a
But inside ahhhhh
It has sheep-skin
built-in vanity.
rugs on the floor. It has a beveled-

—

in

Joan Blondell displays a new
costumes as she poses, above,

!

mirror.
It has down-filled
cushions and other such luxurious
trappings and accessories.
"It has all the comforts of home,"
says La West, "except twin beds
and who wants those?"

edge

XTO DOUBT

of it, Will Rogers is the
busiest man in Hollywood. He writes
a daily newspaper column.
He writes a
Sunday feature for other newspapers. He
is
He is a radio
a motion picture star.
star.
He has been acting on the stage for
the past many weeks in "Ah, Wilderness."
Added to this, Rogers manages his great
California ranch, over-sees the business
dealings of his polo club, and still finds
time to play polo himself.

i-N

Asked when he expects

to retire, Rogers
no expectation. "I'd die in a
had to loaf," he chuckled.

said he has

hurry
precedent!
New York style experts
viewed costumes designed for the screen at the
first event of its kind.
model poses in
Left,
Claudette Colbert's costume for "Cleopatra."
Set

if

I

fashion

A NEWSPAPER

photographer

who

followed Constance Bennett and her son, Peter, to the
circus, was refused a picture by
He insisted that he'd
Connie.
"steal" one.
"If you insist

on trying," Miss
"of course I can't
stop you. Therefore, I'll have only
one alternative I'll have to leave,
and Peter won't get to see the cirBennett

said,

—

cus."

The photographer desisted
which perhaps proves that he was
better
subject.

a

sport than his

intended

for September

1934
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10 WELL SHERMAN'S

absence from
by his loss of
due to laryngitis, he has been unable to talk above a
whisper.
Charles Ray, one of the bigger stars of yesteryear, is essaying a screen
come-back in "Ladies Should Listen."
When Shirley Temple lunched at the
Paramount commissary, Marlene Dietrich
left her table and crossed the room to meet
the child star.
Greta Garbo created a
small sensation by visiting a set for another picture— "The Merry Widow."
An autograph seeker addressed John Boles
as "Mr. Baxter," so John signed: "Best
regards, Warner Baxter," and let it go at
that.
Paramount's mailman has a sense
of humor he delivered a letter, addressed
to "Colossal Ideas Department," to Toby
Wing.
The cutest little extra girl has
the automobile license number: 2-B-9 (too
benign). ... A gigantic police dog named
"Beauty," especially trained for his job,
now stands guard over Bing Crosby's baby,
Gary Evan.
-'the screen is occasioned
voice; for several months,
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

NOBODY
West's

seems

to

understand

Mae

liking for prize-fighters.
The
fact that she employs many of them in her
pictures has been a subject of much discussion.

There really

is

no mystery to the matter.

Mae

simply has a bond of understanding
for fighters and their problems.
You see,
Mae's own father is a for-

New

Hal B. Wallis, studio

and Mrs.
famous film

chief,

Wallis, Louise Fazenda,

Hollywood
romance!
Yvonne Copeland is caught embracing her leading man, W. C.
Fields.

comedienne, snapped as they returned from a vacation tour of Europe.

Between

scenes, too!

mer pug. Years
West fought for

ago, Jack
the wel-

terweight

championship.
funny incident took
place soon after Mr. West
arrived in Hollywood. He
and Mae went to a popu-

A

and as they
the crowd gave
big hand.

lar restaurant,

JOHNNY WEISSMULLER

—

has a

new
One

talent he can moo like a cow!
day at the Lakeside Golf Club, Johnny

*J

saw two cows

an adjoining pasture. The
actor hid behind a clump of bushes and
uttered a cow's moo that echoed against
the hills and reverberated through the valleys.
Within a few minutes, he had those
two cows running wildly around their
pasture.
And within another few minutes,
Weissmuller had most of the golfers, including Adolphe Menjou, Jack Oakie, and
Bruce Cabot, gathered to watch the fun.
It was Oakie who cracked:
"Bet those
two cows think the Bull Durham sign has

come

in

to life!"

THERE
accidents.

is

no

accounting for

Take

strange

what

happened to
Clark Gable, for example. Clark has hunted
bears and lions in the most dangerous

He has enacted scores of
stunts
for
movie
cameras.
Throughout these experiences, he has never
been scathed.
But_ recently, working on a sequence
for his new film, an unexpected noise
mountain-lands.

hazardous

behind him caused Gable to jerk his head
around quickly.
The twist sprained the
muscles of his neck and shoulder, and the
pain of the contracted muscles was so great
that Clark was rushed to a hospital.

'J^HERE was

*

a time

when Carole

Lombard's library of phonograph records featured only Bing
Crosby vocals. That time is no
more. Now that Carole and Russ

Columbo are this-and-that-way,
Miss Lombard has added the entire set of Columbo records to her
collection. Visit her dressing-room
home any old day and you'll
know you're in the right place because you'll hear a continual concert of songs by Columbo and

or

Crosby.

—

Right, one of the exquisite

gowns designed

for

Marlene Dietrich's porof the Empress
Catherine, displayed by
professional model at the
first showing of its kind,
in
which the Fashion
Group viewed costumes
trayal

created for the screen.

entered,

Mae

a

Pop
chee-ild.

West nudged his
"You see, Mae,"

he beamed, "they
haven't forgotten

me!"
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three days nobody could find
FOR
Even his
Montgomery.
lass

Dougfamily

Then
of his whereabouts.
he appeared again. Of course, everybody
demanded to know where he had been
hiding.
It developed that Douglass had not been
At the end of his stage enhiding at all.
gagement at a local theatre, he was very

knew nothing

So he went to a spa near Hollywood,
purely for the purpose of sleeping for three
During those seventy-two hours,
days
Montgomery awakened only to eat his
meals.
tired.

!

ANDY
•men

DEVINE

doesn't like
He
use perfume.
said, of one actor who always saturates himself with scents, "That
guy goes out smelling so sweet
that only dogs with a taste for
sugar will bite him."

who

Serious business!
their roles

adventure

T

HIS
in

Leslie Howard polish up the dialogue of
for "British Agent," which brings a best-seller
narrative to life on the screen.

Kay Francis and

between "takes"

exchange of telegrams took place

GET
"KATHARINE HEPBURN
OFF THAT HORSE AND HAVE
GAME OF GOLF WITH ME SUNDAY
MORNING AT LAKESIDE. I CAN
DO INTERVIEW SAME TIME AND
EARN ENOUGH TO PAY OUR
CADDY FEES AND HAVE ENOUGH
LEFT TO PAY MY GROCERY BILL.
:

REGARDS. JIMMIE FIDLER."
Her answer

"JIMMIE FIDLER:

Ah, the irony of it! Bing Crosby puts
so much sweetness into that fiddling,
yet the notes come out sour according
Sing him
to Rubinoff's expression.
a song, Bing, and we'll all smile
even Rubinoff

/^LENDA FARRELL
VJJ Robert Riskin

Hollywood not long ago

THROW AWAY

THOSE GOLF CLUBS AND GO
HORSE BACK RIDING WITH ME.
YOU WON'T NEED MONEY TO EAT,
BECAUSE YOU'LL BE TOO SORE
TO SIT AT TABLE. REGARDS.
KATHARINE HEPBURN."

told boy-friend
"stop talking about

to

to Europe, because it made her
lonesome."
She did not mention it until
one evening when he said, "Will you come
with me to the train ?" That night he left
for Europe.
He is back now, and their romance is puh-lenty hot.
his trip

may have made

Isabel Jewel

public ap-

pearances with other young men, but that
was only while Lee was away. Lee and
Isabel are still Hollywooing.
Not so Barbara Weeks and Big Boy Williams, who
have called off a two-year romance. Margaret Lindsay is going places with Phillip
Reed.
Randolph Scott, who seems to be
definitely finished with his Vivian Gaye
fancy, has been rushing Wynne Gibson.
Jack Oakie is cradle-snatching; she is

Toby Wing.

How can

Bert Wheeler talk about marryPatsy Parker?
He is not divorced.
His wife didn't sue because she and Bert
could reach no property settlement. Nancy
Carroll and Don Alvarado are making a
striking couple at the late nite spots. Raoul
Roulien and Conchita Montenegro appear
to be more than lukewarm. And those wedding bells may toll for Marian Nixon and
director William Seiter any old day.

ing

That Winchell-gram that Janet Gaynor
will

wed

was

as

a Dr.

wrong

Crawford, at

I.

as

this

S.

Veblin of

two

left

writing,

New York
Joan

shoes.

still

insists

she

wed Franchot Tone, who insists
will.
Maureen O'Sullivan and
John Farrow may be married before this
will not
that she

report appears in print.
Collier

may

also have

William "Buster"
altar-ated

his

life

with Marie Stevens, Ziegfeld boo'ful, ere
you read these lines.

LAST, the true reason why
AT Janet
Gaynor refuses to
re-

t

make "Seventh Heaven."

She
for her swan-song!

On

good terms! December and May have a hearty laugh. Above, George Arliss
make-up for another one of his great characterizations, enjoys a joke with

in bis

Charlotte

Henry who

will

appear with him.

is

saving it
If
she ever stars in a talkie version
of her great silent-screen success,
it will be at the end of her career.
Furthermore, the fact that she
may again make the picture is not
a guarantee that the finished product will be released. Janet will not
appear in a new "Seventh Heaven"
unless her contract stipulates that
she can buy the picture outright
if she doesn't want it released.
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"The Laugh's on Me!"

says Irvin

Cobb

Continued from page 21
stories

had been adapted

into pictures, but

knew very little about
much less about writing.

short comedies

I

" 'Write, hell !'
to act!'

interrupted

Roach.

'I

want you

"When

heard him say that, things just
started going 'round inside me.
I realized
I

'

come all the way to California thinking
he meant me to write comedies. I felt like
the boy who's wakened early by the sheriff,
dressed in a new suit, and asked what he'll
have for breakfast. The boy usually eats
his.
I couldn't.
I was too stupefied.
I'd

"I tried to escape.
T have no sex appeal,'
I protested.
" 'Neither did Lincoln's Gettysburg Address,' retorted Roach.
'And it's lasted
quite a while.'

"Before I came to, I found myself in
make-up and costume being shoved before
a myriad lights, hundreds of witnesses, and
a camera for a screen test," continued Cobb.
"My legs went limp, and I whispered, 'I
can't do it.'
"But everyone was so considerate I
tackled it again.
I
went into it like, a
soldier going over the top.
I was scared
stiff, but I couldn't stop.
They say the
test was all right, but I don't see how it

hasn't changed his favorites among the
screen personalities."
"Charlie Chaplin is the greatest pantomimist I've ever seen, and I've seen a lot,
including the famous
Slivers
and the
French clown, Grock," Cobb declared.
"None of them comes within miles of
Chaplin.
He hasn't talent or ability but
sheer genius. I believe every century produces a few, a very few authentic geniuses,
and if I were asked to make a list of the
geniuses the twentieth century has produced, I'd place Chaplin at the top. Marie
Dressier also stands alone. She is not only
a great entertainer, but also a great soul
and a great woman."
Of the younger stars Cobb confesses to
a favoritism for Claudette Colbert.
"She
is a great comedienne, and in her more
serious
portrayals reveals a refreshing
charm and loveliness."
Will Rogers heads the list of Cobb's
favorite character actors.
"Not because

—

'There's nothin' to this

screen actin'
advised.

you be

just

yourself,'

Will

"Then Ned Sparks stepped up with the
same line.
Director John Ford offered
identical dope.
Every place I went, every
place

I

turned

heard, 'Be natural.'

I

"But these fellows can't fool me. The
most artificial thing in the world is being
natural on the stage or screen.
These
actors all use a bundle of tricks to create
the illusion of being natural.
They don't
talk in real life the way they act on the
screen.
For 40 years George Arliss has
been learning tricks that make him seem
natural on the screen, and now nobody
mink's he's artificial because he's so perfected his art.
"But believe me I can still be natural

about one thing.

me

to

'be

The next guy who

natural'

tells

receive a natural

will

bust in the jaw."

Cobb, however, has turned to acting with
intense purpose.
He's determined to succeed as he has in the other fields of humor
writing, lecturing, and radio.
To that

—

true.

observing the work of Laurel and Hardy,
Charlie Chase, and the "Our Gang" kids.
Out of it has come a thorough grasp of the
motion picture business and a deep re-

!

me,
I

my

at

haven't

been

end he is studying the movies zealously.
He can be found any time of day on the
stages of the

turning
on the stage

age,

I,

spect for

—

Shirley Temple hears a story
by Irvin Cobb, read by the
author.
We'll bet the famous humorist outdid himself.

on Cobb too.
For America's foremost humorist has
taken 'many a poke at the film capital,
cracked many a good joke at the expense
the

Maine
wood's

And

movies,

has

amused people from

to Georgia with quips about Hollyeccentricities.
now well, believe it or not, Irvin

—

Cobb has gone Hollywood. He's settingnew records for being guest of honor at
Hollywood parties.
amused himself.
"Yep," he agrees

Cobb

is

aware

of

it,

is

he's going to do my 'Judge Priest,' " he
hurriedly explained, "but because he's such
a vital personality.
Some people say
Rogers isn't an actor because he just plays
himself.
But why should he try to be
anything except himself, when he's so much
_

more magnetic and

deep baritone
drawl.
"The laugh's on me. Like every
professional jokesmith, I've made a living
laughing at Hollywood.
In fact, just recently I wrote an article digging some of
the town's kiddable things.
Now I'll just
be kidding myself."
Like most visitors to Hollywood, Cobb
has found it different looking at the movies
from the inside than from the outside.
"I came to Hollywood looking for sin,"
he explains. "But I've yet to find a firstrate orgy.
My daughter and I attended
our first party in fond anticipation of its
turning into a Saturnalian revel.
dined
without a symptom. Then, filing into the
living room, we waited impatiently for the
orgy to start.
For a moment it looked
hopeful.
Two people ordered highballs.
The rest took iced coffee, and settled down
to playing fair to middlin' bridge for a
tenth of a cent a point.
"I'd always heard the first thing girls
in Hollywood said after reaching the
age
of consent was 'yes.'
But apparently I've
been to the wrong parties."
While a close-up of Hollywood has
changed Cobb's ideas of its social life it
in

his

(

We

studios,

intently

it.

"The amazing thing," he says, "is not
that there are so many bad movies, but that
there are so many good' ones.
Behind the
apparent disorganization of Hollywood a
great intelligence is functioning.
There
may be more slack ends than in a button
factory, but when you consider that the

While Cobb chuckles in bubbling goodnature at the joke that turned out to be
a laugh on him, Hollywood chimes in
merrily, enjoying its latest laugh and it's

of

Hal Roach

—

as a boy, left Paducah, Kentucky,
to be an 'end man,' lead the parade, and
play
fake horn
a
in
Harry Ward's
Minstrels. I hope I help the movies more
than I helped Ward's Minstrels.
They
closed three weeks after I joined them!"

since

_

began the deluge.

could be.
"Yep," smiled Cobb, "The laugh's on me.
It still seems like a dream.
I have to pinch
myself every once in a while to believe it's

"Imagine
Thespian

.

"As a matter of fact, Hollywood has
been too darned nice. The scandal of my
turning actor was no sooner printed that I
started receiving- advice.
Will Rogers

interesting

than any

character ?"

Walt Disney is the man in Hollywood
Cobb would like to know better and
more intimately. "I've met him but do not
know him," Cobb added. "A man who
can create a great character like Mickey
Mouse must be interesting. I think his
Irvin

'Three Little Pigs' is the finest example
of fantasy since Lewis Carroll's 'Alice in

Wonderland.'
Using my seven-year-old
grand-daughter as an excuse, I saw it three
days in a row. When I tried to take her
the fourth day, she finally rebelled."

Though Hollywood has welcomed Irvin
Cobb with open arms, its cordiality has left
him a little nonplussed. He prefers to think
the movie colony likes to hear his unendingfund of humorous stories.
But sometimes
he wonders if it's trying to win over a
skeptic who has lampooned the movie capiwith his barbs of wit.
"If they're scared of what I'm going to

tal

write about Hollywood, they haven't mentioned it," Cobb volunteered.
"Nor have
they asked me to retract my previous attempts at humor. Of course, they ought
to feel safe now.
I've turned actor and
become one of them.

movie producer's raw material is human
beings, and some of it pretty raw, and that
he's selling a fickle public the intangible of

amusement, it's surprising so much is
achieved. The faults are only the faults of
human beings.
"In writing for the stage an author can
write and rewrite.
producer can rehearse, try his play out, and do it all over
again if weaknesses develop.
But the
movies have no public laboratory in which
to experiment.
Every picture must be a
gigantic guess."
Like every writer of humorous stories,
Cobb confesses he thought his job of writing comedy the hardest in the world.
"There's nothing sadder or more depressing than a man trying to be funny in print.
They used to say on the
York World
that they could always tell when I was
going to be humorous by the tears I'd shed
and the groans I'd utter as I put a piece
of paper in the typewriter.
"I thought even movie comedy writers
had a snap compared to me.
visit to the
Hal Roach gag room quickly changed that
idea.
For a whole morning the writers
fussed and fought over which way a gag
would be funnier.
The atmosphere was
.

A

New

A

clogged with acrimony and bitterness. At
any minute I expected one of the men to
be hurled out the window to prove a certain
kind of fall would be funnier. The whole
argument was about a gag that would take
twenty seconds on the screen.
"As for the comedians themselves, I knew
their job was a cinch
I thought they had
a funny face, a queer walk, or a peculiar
blink that automatically made people laugh
as the comedians zualked through their
parts.
I imagined Laurel and Hardy were
!
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comedians

natural

whom

to

everything

came

easy.
"What a delusion! True enough, they do
have a natural aptitude for humor. It was

born

in

But easy

them.

?

Every laugh they

reflected a ton of sweat, infinite
detail, serious study, and sad, hard work.
As I watched them, I realized that art is
just another name for hard work.
"Whether writers or actors, comedians
suffer and slave to make people laugh.
They are at heart sad people. That's be-

created

cause all humor is based on pathos and is
akin to tragedy. I once defined humor as
tragedy standing on its head with its pants
torn.

making

of

that drink of the gods

good

not only an authority on humor
He has eulogized
them, mixed them, and drunk them ever
since leaving Paducah, Kentucky.
I asked for his mint julep formula.
His eyes became dreamy. "Of course,"
he began, "you can make the perfect mint
The best mint
julep only in the South.
leaves grow only on the grave of a Confederate brigadier.
"However, a mint julep is like a sunset.
You can't ruin it. But you can improve it.
Whether you make it with bourbon or rye,
there are two important tricks to remem-

Cobb

is

ber."

But I'm going to have the last one. It
doesn't pay to let a laugh run too long
against you, and I'm slaving now to have
Hollywood laughing with my short comedies, not at me.
"Meanwhile I have my consolation the
mint julep. That's where I have the laugh
It doesn't know the art
on Hollywood.

illustrate his

his chair and
lecture.
"The first

Cobb rose from

began to
one is to

leave none of the crushed mint leaves in
the glass. Take a few sprigs of mint, pour
whiskey, and just bruise the leaves.
in
Then take out the leaves to keep the drink

from becoming

oily

"Next rub

and

bitter.

a few mint leaves about the
brim of the glass like this," proudly the

—

was demonstrating.

professor

and not a

I

was

fas-

with anticipation. "That's for the tongue," he went
on.
"Then fill the glass with cracked ice,
and pour the mint-flavored whiskey over
it.
Stick a couple of sprigs of mint into
Then stir
the ice.
That's for the nose.
cinated,

— but also on mint juleps.

"And now I'm suffering, as I try to be a
comic actor. The laugh's on me at present.

—

—a

mint julep."

thrilled

little

the glass is frosted.
"You'll notice I've said nothing about
sugar. That's the second trick. Some people put the sugar in first. That's a mistake.
Sugar has a higher specific gravity than
whiskey and sinks to the bottom. You don't
get a perfect mixture. The trick is to melt
the sugar in water till not a grain of sugar
till

-

is

evident.

Then, after stirring the glass till frosted,
pour that simple syrup solution into the
glass.

"You

drink

he

it,"

enthused,

as

handed me a goblet, "without further
ring as the syrup
the whiskey.

is

trickling

he
stir-

down through

"Yep," he snorted as he smacked his lips.
and the julep's on

"The laugh's on me

me !"

—

"David Copperfield" Comes to the Screen
Continued from page 27
Little Ccesars of the screen
into oblivion.

and

biding his time. Finally he decided that the
trend of the wisecrack had gone about as
far as it could, and the smart thing would
be to cut right across it with something as

have faded

Just the name, David Copperfield, means
magic to thousands. Try it on people here
and there, and watch their faces light up.
Follow it with Peggotty and Barkis and
Murdstone, with Little Em'ly and Aunt
Betsey Trohvood and Mr. Dick, with
Steerjorth and T raddles and Dora and
Agnes and Uriah Keep—and Micazvber!

By

the

you've

time

reached

different as possible.
And that's how
'David Copperfield' the movie was born."
"I had no idea," confessed Mr. Walpole,
"that producers were as active in the making of their cinemas as Mr. Selznick has
proven himself to be. He's absolutely absorbed in this production. It was a series
of conferences all the
way across the
ocean, with Mr. Selznick driving himself
as hard as he drove the rest of us. I want
to say," he went on after a moment's hesitation, "that no one has ever been nicer to
me. He seems to have an infinite capacity
for taking the other person's point of view.
And if that's a thing I didn't take for
granted, it's because all my previous ideas
of Hollywood have been formed on hearsay.
If a tenth of the stories one hears are true,
I can only conclude that I must be particularly happy in my associates.

Micazvber,

woman

will probably be galloping off to the nearest library or bookshop to beg, buy, or borrow a copy of the
story that cast such a haze of enchantment
over his youth. That, my friends, is what

your

man

or

as initial interest— a commodity
in dollars and cents is something ter-RI-fic; and that's where young
is

known

whose value

David Copperfield packs a wallop
likely to lay the rest of you low.

that's

He has a further advantage in the fact
that he's going to be directed by the man
who directed "Little Women." For several
years past George Cukor has been gaining,
among actors and film folk generally, the

"How

ruin

it—they'll murder

it!

It's

blasphemy, it's high treason! We'll close
our eyes and cover our ears and have no
part in this piece of desecration!"
The picture was made and the mutterings
were drowned in cheers of delight and
thanksgiving. Not a word that grated, not
a scene that offended, no jarring changes,
no values heightened or subdued for theas
atrical effect— Meg, Jo, Beth and

Kay Francis waves "so-long"

to

these shores as she departs

on

a vacation trip to Europe.

Amy

Louisa Alcott created them and as generations of children have taken them to their
People rose up and called the
hearts.
name of George Cukor blessed, and so producer David Selznick assigned him to
"David Copperfield."
Associated with him are Howard Estabrook, scenarist of "Cimarron," and Hugh

unsolicited, but eager tribute.
"It was his idea to do 'Little Women',"
said Mr. Cukor, "and it was his idea to do

three

paid

'David Copperfield.' He's the moving force
behind the whole thing. It's his imaginapossibilities and his enthat's keeping the rest of us on our
If you're handing out credit lines,"

tion that

ergy
toes.

saw the

Walpole, eminent English novelist, who
will adapt the Dickens dialogue where
necessary, and act as final arbiter on all
points of British tradition and Dickensian

advised Mr. Cukor, "Dave Selznick belongs
!"
at the top
"Selznick read the story as a boy," Mr.

lore.

ing the

Behind them stands David Selznick, production chief at Metro, to whom each of the

did it all come about?" Mr. Wal"That's the
seriousness lightened.
I acfunniest part of the whole thing.
cepted an invitation to a film luncheon because I knew that an old friend whom I
hadn't seen in a long time would be there.
I was seated between this old friend and
Mr. Selznick, and so busily engaged with
the former that Mr. Selznick and I hardly
exchanged a word throughout the meal.
Then, just as the end, he asked me whether
I knew of any well-known English author
who might be prepared to supervise the
production from the viewpoint of atmosphere.
I spoke most enthusiastically of a
lady of my acquaintance, and took away
with me the impression that she would be
asked and that the whole affair was settled.

pole's

reputation of a director in whose hands
they may trust themselves, and no questions
asked. He's fast gaining the same reputation with the public.
When word spread that "Little Women'
was going to be filmed, strong hearts shudOminous mutterings filled the air.
dered.

"They'll

—

—

Estabrook told me, "and
it

memory

of

been cherish-

ever since.

He knew

— romance, comedy,
heart interest —but he's

had everything

characters,

it

he's

juicy

been

So I thought no more about it.
"Next morning at breakfast
phone rang.

To

tell

the telethe truth," he chuckled,

"I was expecting a call from someone I
didn't want to see, and went to the phone

But it
turning over excuses in my head.
was a representative of Metro-Goldwyn,
who asked me whether / would consider
supervising the scenario I'd never dreamed
of myself in that connection, though I'm
an ardent Dickensian and had always
!

wanted to visit Hollywood and see the inI was torn two
side workings of a studio.
ways. My summer plans were all made.
On the other hand, I was strongly tempted
—not only by the prospect of going to
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for

Hollywood, but of going in this particularly
Half an hour later I
delightful capacity.
said yes.
And a week after that I was on
the boat."
"You see," Mr. Cukor explained, "we're
trying to do everything in our power to
ensure the authenticity of the background.
don't want to risk offending the sensibilities of the most fastidious Dickens fan
for our own sake as well as theirs
because we're interested in making a perfect

We

—

—

production.
That's why we asked Mr.
Walpole to help us. That's why we went
to England in the first place.

"We felt we hadn't the right to undertake anything so English without seeing
for ourselves the places we planned to use.
took with us original steel engravings
of these places as they used to be, and our
cameramen photographed them as they are
today.
took hundreds of shots pro-

We

—

We

jection backgrounds, topography, proportions of buildings, all sorts of details that
we'd never have been able to get as acBoth
curately from pictures and books.

the steel engravings and our own photographs will be used as notes when the sets
are constructed in Hollywood."
Accompanied by Mr. Dexter, editor of
Dickensiana and a Dickens expert, they
first made the tour of London and its environs.
They photographed the place just
where David lived
off' Adelphi Terrace,
when he was articled to Mr. Spenlow and

—

Hungerford Stairs leading down to the
Thames, near which the Micazvbers lodged
just before they emigrated and Highgate
where Dora and David had their cottage
and Windsor Terrace, where David, a forthe

—

—

lorn child of ten, lived with the Micazvbers
after his mother's death.
"That was an interesting experience,"

Mr. Cukor commented.

"You'd have sworn

the place hadn't qhanged by a hair since
Micazvbers day a horrible, dirty slum,
with ragged children crawling all around."

—

Then they went down
David and Dora were
-

to Putney,

where

married, though
left of the church

"David Copperfield" research party returns. Included in the group above
are Peter Trent, English actor selected as the most likely candidate for the
name role; Mrs. Selznick, Howard Estabrook, George Cukor, Hugh Walpole, David O. Selznick, and Fritz Lang.
a couple of urns in the Archbishop's
grounds.
How about borrowing them for
a shot or two?"

But that bit of American humor fell good
and flat. "They looked as horrified," Mr.
Cukor grinned, "as though we'd suggested
dynamiting the Archbishop's palace."
They photographed Agnes's old Tudor
house on the main street, with its gardens
that run straight into a little forest; then
went on to Dover and looked out over the
cliffs where poor Mr. Dick flew his kite.
They knocked at the door of Aunt Betsey
Trotzvood's house, which was opened by a
lady
who looked grim and forbidding
enough to be Aunt Betsey herself. Upon

nothing, unfortunately, is
out to Gravesend, where David saw
the Micazvbers and old Mr. Pcggotty off
to Australia. Then to Yarmouth, the scene
of Little Em'ly's tragedy, where they were
given the most delicious bloaters and kippers to eat.
They took dozens of photographs of

being informed of their errand, she grew
stiffer than ever.
"I won't have people coming in here,"
she snapped, "unless they pay for the priv-

Blunderstone Rookery, where David was
born, and whose present occupants are the
Reverend Dr. Bean and his daughter.
"One of the most enchanting places I've
ever seen," Mr. Cukor said, "with the little
country lane exactly as Dickens describes
it, and Mrs. Copperfield's room and David's
little room right next to it, where he used
to look out of the window at the churchThere were even some geese runyard.
ning round the backyard remember the
geese that gave David nightmares ? Except
for some telegraph poles, we could have
used the whole thing just as it stands."
From London they followed the road
that David took when he ran away to
Aunt Betsey Trotzvood at Dover. Reaching
Canterbury first, they photographed the
Cathedral and the beautiful old gardens
leading from the city wall and the school
David attended, which abuts on the Cathedral.
They took pictures of the classrooms
and the staircases and the desks and the
very markings on the desk with Mr. Wal-

had the faintest objection to giving her
money. But they had been greeted with
such warmth and hospitality in all other

—and

—

_

—

an old pupil of the school, as

their
guide.
"It seemed to me a charming omen," he
smiled, "that I should be starting this new
work at a place I so dearly love."
The friendly headmaster of the school
had been pointing out the fact that the
gates and walls were exactly as Dickens
had described them, and that only the
"great stone urns" were missing.
"Well," someone suggested, "we just saw
pole,

You Hollywood folk have plenty of
money.
You can't come in unless you
give me some for my charities."
They were rather upset. Not that they
ilege.

quarters

that

this

frigid

reception

hurt

their feelings.

"How much money do you want?" Mr.
Cukor asked, on the theory that a businesslike

proposal

deserved a

businesslike

reply.

The
at

him

lady, apparently taken aback, stared
in silence.

"Well," Mr. Cukor urged, "you said you

wanted money. Tell us how much, and
we'll see whether we can pay it."
She stared a second longer, then jerked
her head and snorted: "Come along!"
At which point Mr. Cukor turned stubborn.
"We prefer to pay our way where
we're not welcome," he insisted. "Just say
how much."
They couldn't budge her. She refused
to take a penny. From the most ungracious
she was promptly transformed into the most
charming of hostesses.
She ran upstairs
and down, pointing out this, placing that

more advantageously,
something

calling

attention to

wearing herself out

in a
frenzy of good will.
"/ couldn't understand it," Mr. Cukor
"What practically broke my
shrugged.
heart was her running down cellar and
bringing us some of her father's old sherry
It did turn out in the end," he
to drink.
continued thoughtfully, "that she wrote
movie scenarios. She gave me a couple to
else,

with me and read before I left
"But aside from that rebuff which ended
in our parting bosom friends
everyone
was interested and everyone was helpful.
You might have expected the English to be
a little resentful of an American company's
doing this story. But there wasn't a trace
take

of

it.

—

On

—

the contrary."

"They were very much impressed and
pleased," Mr. Walpole put in, "by all you
were doing to keep the story as English
as possible.
Though I shouldn't be surprised," he added, smiling, "if they were
also wondering why in thunder they hadn't
thought of doing it first !"
Back in London, hundreds of actors were

and innumerable tests were
There was one bitter disappointDining at the Savoy one night, Mr.

interviewed

made.
ment.

Cukor suddenly clutched

his companion's
"See that man over there who looks
Uriah Hcep?" he muttered.
like
"I've
got to have him."

arm.

—

The man who turned out to be the Honorable Mr. Blank was enchanted at the
prospect of playing the scoundrelly Heep.
However, it all came to nothing.
"He
couldn't act," Mr. Cukor sighed.
But they did bring back with them, as a
possibility for David, young Peter Trent,
a student at the Royal Academy for Acting.
He looks the part to perfection. Whether
or not he will be equal to its demands remains to be seen.
By the time this story is in print, his fate
will be sealed
the rest of the cast will be
chosen the sets will be built. Very soon
now little Master Davy will be playing
with his mother, running away from the
long-necked geese, reading the Crocodile
Book to Peggotty, kneeling on his little
bed to watch the moon shining down on the
quiet churchyard living his happy life before the Murdstones came to cast their
black shadows over it. George Cukor will
be at the megaphone, and the Messrs. Selznick, Walpole, and Estabrook will be hovering like so many benevolent godfathers
in the background.
In his preface to the 1850 edition of the
"I have in
book, Charles Dickens wrote
my heart of hearts a favorite child. And
his name is David Copperfield." If he could
look down at his favorite child's new birth,
could know of the reverence and solicitude and intelligent love with which it is
being attended, I think that David Copperfield's father himself would not withhold

—

—

—

—

:

his blessing.
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Dix Dares

to Desert

Continued from page 25
actor

who

however
"I'm

not

a

wealthy man,"

intelligently
sightseeing.

Rich con-

"What

sightseeing I do will be done withThose fellows
professional guide.
show you only the surface of things. I'm
Sightseeing like
interested in essentials.
eating and drinking, must be approached
foreign countries with an uninhibited
in
You can't look at the Taj Mahal
mind.
in India and liken its dome to the Capitol
Washington.
You can't dismiss the
in
Leaning Tower of Pisa because it doesn't

"The stock market hit me hard,
tinued.
I've got enough to
as it hit many others.
live in moderate comfort for the rest of my

out a

Yet when I come back, I'll work in
pictures again. You see, I'm so darn fond
of this game I'll probably die in greasepaint at least, that's the way I want to

clays.

—

die.

"But meanwhile I'm going to have a
vacation. I'll be gone six months to a year,
maybe longer. There's always the possibility, of course, that I may get homesick
wouldn't that be
and cut it shorter.
hell, after all my plans?
"I've been promising myself this jaunt
for a long, long time and if I don't go now,
all have that bad habit
I never will.
of postponing pleasures until, first thing we
know, we have forgotten how to enjoy
them. That's real tragedy and it's not going to happen to me. I'm footlose and fancy
free and I'll take my fun where I find it as

you thought it would. You
compare the height of London buildYet
ings with New York skyscrapers.
many tourists commit these grievous errors
of good taste, just as they complain because
they can't get beefsteak in a town noted
lean as far as
can't

Now

We

long as

I

can.

"Remember

the hero

'Holiday'

in

who

wanted to play while he was young and

work when he was

That's the right
Play while you
still have the capacity for enjoyment.
"There are vintages I've never tasted,
food I've never eaten, places I've never
seen.
It is obviously impossible to drink,
eat, and see everything in the world, but
I'm going to shove up my batting average
idea

if

older

you can afford

for

its

sea food."

you a
saying isn't very
definite, but my trip isn't very definite,
either.
I can't hand you a time-table or a
tourist guide with all the places neatly underscored and the dates of arrival and deThat
parture charted to a split second.
It's a
isn't the kind of a trip I'm taking.
drinking tour around the world and I inIf I change my
tend it to be just that.
mind and go one place instead of another,
I don't want to have to offer explanations
even to myself. Whatever I do, wherever
I go, it will be for no other reason than it
seemed like a good idea at the time."
Rich paused.

Acme

story.

marries secretary! Pretty
Virginia Webster, employed for
the past six months by the star,
became Mrs. Richard Dix at a
surprise wedding in Jersey City,
N. J. on June 29th.
Dix

?

it.

as far as possible.
"So many travelers lose the real pleasure
of traveling by taking their accustomed
They seem to believe
habits with them.
that the expression, 'when in Rome, do as
the Romans do,' applies only to Rome.
They regard the cuisine of a leading European hotel as inferior just because there
are no Boston baked beans, California
artichokes, or Milwaukee beer on the menu.
"Great guns, that's not the way to travel
When you are in any foreign country, taste
of every thing the land provides. You may
find several items distasteful before you hit
something you really like. But try them
Incidentally, eating and drinking as do
all.
the natives is the very best way to safeguard your health. The English thrive on
mutton chops, heavy puddings, and rich
The same diet would kill a South
sauces.
Sea Islander. Edible foods grow the places
the good Lord intended them to be eaten.
"I plan to taste everything I see that I

me more than can be
crammed into a single day's

bent upon showing

has failed to pocket the money,

filthy

have never tasted before. The experience
may put me upon a doctor's diet for the
balance of my days. But I will eat, drink,
and be merry while I can
"There is a little town in the South of
France for which I am heading first of all.
No, I'm not telling the name of it until
I haven't any too much resistI return.
ance when it comes to a fat part in a big
picture and I don't intend to have my holiday disturbed.
"I am going to this town because several
friends have described its charms to me.
The hotel is small and comfortable without being ostentatious. The piece de resistence on the bill of fare is snails, quite the
most gorgeous snails in all of France. The
cellars are magnificent, one of the few great
cellars that escaped looting in the War.
Every bottle comes to you with the cobwebs
There is ocean bathing in the
still upon it.
Mediterranean and all the sunshine you
can sop up. Did you ever hear of a more
desirable spot?
"How long I will stay in one place will
be dictated entirely by how much fun I am
The moment boredom threatens,
having.
I won't be rushed
I'll find a new town.
and I won't be hurried about by a guide,

Expense

No

I

"I hope I'm giving

know what I'm

—

"Are you going alone, Rich ?"
"Of course not. Any trips I take from
now on will be in company with my wife.
Mrs. Dix has tastes which coincide with

my own

with respect to the desire to travel

and see things.
"Don't expect to see us
Doubtless this will be

my

until

you do

last as well as

my

vacation, so I'm going to have all
I'll be back when I get
the fun I can.
Try not to forget me altohomesick.
gether."
veteran of nineteen years and sixtyfirst real

A

seven pictures,

Richard Dix deserves his

vacation. As far as forgetting him is concerned, he would better have said not to
envy him. Rich is too firmly established
in the hearts of his fans ever to be forgotten, but his plans for a vacation are to be
envied.
In fact, it is just about the swellest vacation of which I have ever heard.
It makes my mouth water.
Bon voyage, Rich. "Take keer of yourself!"

Object

Continued from page 24
by any crazy
She is under
Hollywood
contract to a British company and the conservative English pay only for value reFox got her for this one film by
ceived.
effecting an arrangement whereby she was
borrowed in exchange for Warner Baxter.
But this isn't all, as regards the income of
Actually, London studio
this British star.
executives had to do quite a bit of chasing
to persuade her to sign on their old dotted
line.
Indeed, where Madeleine Carroll is
concerned, expense is no object!
They had to guarantee that her pictures
would be so scheduled that she'd be free to
do at least one play a season on the London stage. Moreover, they had to promise
she'd have time to continue her brilliant
private life as a Mayfair socialite.
Wouldn't you suppose it from her obvi-

Her

talkie

wage wasn't

set

producer, either.

ous gentility? Aside from being Box-Office,
this lovely English Carroll has something

which comes to amazingly few actresses,
abroad or in this country. I refer to her
social prestige. As the wife of a handsome
Blue Blood, she moves with the Strictly
Select in

London

circles.

By now I'm sure you're muttering something about certain women having all the
luck, darn 'em!
I've met this bewildering Madeleine CarI've done considerable checking^ up
roll
and I honestly believe her extraordinary
She merits her fame
success is deserved.
and her happiness. Bear with me and I'll
explain why I say this.
The first reaction that whipped through
my brain when I was introduced to her, in
her bungalow at Fox, was that she is
Truly so. Heretofore the imports
pretty.
;

from Europe have been shy on sheer beauty.
A blue-eyed,
Madeleine Carroll isn't.
patrician golden blonde, she can compete
(And I
with any movie actress on looks.
wouldn't try to kid you physical attractiveness is an advantage in pictures, always
Next I was impressed by her refinement.
She is poised, gracious, thoroughly femiBut, most of all, she has class, and
nine.
;

!

it's

K.

not the kind that's spelled with a capital
Which is the sort generally displayed

Hollywood.
She is glamorous without being gaudy,
no mean achievement. Using little makein

up, dressing smartly rather than startlingly,
she speaks in a tone that is cultured and
clear
and not half so broad-A as some of

—

our pseudo-ladies.
I asked her about her family and what
she'd done before going into pictures, and

for September
when

came away

1934
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that I'd found the
been searching. When
in college we were taught much
I was
about "cause" and "effect," and assured
that he who adopted the scientific, intelligent attitude was destined to conquer. Yet
I

whom

actress for

I felt

I'd

how many

college girls have made good on
the screen?
I'd very nearly concluded that a girl
had to emerge from a theatrical atmosphere,
or had to rise to riches from rags. Fatal
beauty or persistence, sharpened by poverty,
apparently was infinitely more help than a
methodically trained mind.

And

then

I

leine Carroll.

encountered this astute Madetale will encourage every

Her

well-bred, middle-class miss, for she is the
daughter of a professor at the University
of Birmingham, England, and she received
her B.A. degree there before she ever at-

and devotes his time to them.
Until she was introduced to him, threeand-a-half years ago at a ball given by the
Marquis of Milford Haven, she gave no
thought to love.
She was all for getting
ahead as she'd planned. When she wasn't
asked out by people she considered worth
knowing, she stayed at home.
The details of her romance are as fascinating as any Hollywood star's love, which
just adds to my argument that the intellifairs himself,

gent can be rewarded
Who do you suppose called for her and
escorted her to that fateful ball?
The
Prince of Wales, no less
So you can see
that even before her marriage Madeleine
!

was traveling

Carroll

in first-class society

Captain Astley, she recalls humorously,
made no impression that night. He tried
sitting

in

the

front

row

of

the

theatre

"Our

friends are non-theatrical. London
so large a city, too, that the theatrical
people do not flock to particular restaurants or haunts as they do in Hollywood.
The English do not expect their stars to
be continually on display. Which makes it
!"
nice foi Philip and me
The Astleys have a beautiful home in
Mayfair, a town mansion whose walls are
panelled and which is furnished in Queen
Anne style. The old family estate, a vast
place which has belonged to the Astleys
for generations, is in Warwickshire.
Not
long ago Madeleine and her husband bought
another country home just forty miles from
London, for week-ends.
And, of course,
there is the picturesque Italian estate.
Mistress of all these elegant houses, an
associate of England's foremost social figures, owner of priceless jewels and countis

_

tempted to become an actress. She majored
in French.
"I can't boast of my high marks in
French, though," she said to me, "because
my mother was a native of France and I
learned the language as a child
But it
!

was

participating in a college play that did
inspire me to act."
group of noted London critics had journeyed to Birmingham
to review a new play and, while there,
chanced to take in the university show.
They unanimously praised Madeleine, its
heroine.
"When I graduated I told my parents
what I wished to do, and my father was
horrified.
With traditional gusto he forbade me to set my foot on any professional
stage.
He is a native of Ireland, and I
must have inherited some of his determination.
I vowed I had the necessary qualifi!"
cations for acting
There was a Big Scene. Madeleine, secretly supported by her mother, stalked out
of the family abode. Having no money with
which to storm London, she took a job as
French coach in a girls' school at Brighton.
In three months she'd accumulated $100
and with it she went to the metropolis and
made the rounds of the theatrical offices.

A

Because she'd had a good start in life,
she wasn't sidetracked by any of the foolish
theories which are thrown at novices. College had drilled in the notion that all results

come from

specific actions.

She knew

she was pretty and capable.- Before her
funds were exhausted she'd landed a bit
with a touring company.
year later, having progressed to secondary roles, she applied for a picture part and was awarded
the lead in a film with Brian Aherne.
That occurred back in 1927, when she
was twenty-one. Since then she has ali
ternated screen and stage, appearing on the
London stage opposite Charles Laughton
and other major performers.

A

Madeleine Carroll and Franchot Tone in a scene which brings together the
English actress who has captivated America and one of our most popular
and gifted players of romantic heros.

A

purposeful, intent woman, Madeleine
Carroll was wise enough to tie up with a
bright
agent.
Faithful
concentration,
abetted by his knowledge of jockeying her
salary as she increased in popularity, is

what zoomed her income. Producers know
that her charm is unquestionable box-office,
so they are willing to pay plenty.
They
are

and

sure, too, that temperament, scandal,
folly are foreign to her nature, and

this pleases

My own

them.
analysis

that she stood out
from the average because of her discriminating mind. She never deviated from the
ideal she set for herself: an admirable
career,
friends.
sires

is

a

is

happy

marriage, worth-while
star who can stick to these desuch a rarity that triumph is in-

A

evitable.

"My

where she was acting. This went on every
evening for two weeks, and he sent flowers
regularly. He told London society that he
was wild about her. Finally, the same
marquis gave another ball, this one in
Madeleine's honor. The ardent captain insisted upon taking her home.
A five months'
courtship ensued after he'd said good night
at her doorstep.
"We had fun eluding the press when we
married
I said I was getting my weddinggown and veil for a picture !" Separately
they went to Italy where, at the Astley
villa, they were united in a colorful cere!

mony.

husband came over with me, but

he's a business man, a real estate broker,
so he had to return to London," she smil-

_

ingly informed me.

Captain Philip Astley,
her husband, is a member of one of England's finest old families and wealthy in his

own

right.

He

prefers to

manage

his af-

The

retainers

on the

estate,

which

near Rome, threw rose petals in their
path_ and feasted merrily on the weddingeve in good old feudal fashion.
She completely drops her professional
side when she has finished work for the
day in London. Captain Astley is essentially a sportsman and he loves to entertain.
Madeleine is the perfect hostess.
is

—

less

came

Paris
to

Madeleine Carroll
what might be

creations,

Hollywood

in

termed practically incognito fashion.
Accustomed to Rolls-Royces, she used a
Ford sedan here and had her secretary
drive it instead of a liveried chaffeur.
She
reported at the studio at eight every morning during production.
The only jewelry
she displayed was her plain gold wedding
ring and an emerald cross necklace.
She
wore informal, quiet clothes. What was

most incredible was her profound humility.
"I want to make good in America.
But
I wish to register with the American public on the strength of my screen performances.^ I requested there be no advance
publicity campaign.
I don't expect anyone
here to be impressed by my past actingachievements in England, or by my personal life in London."

When

she told

me

myself to be positive

Are

you

this I

almost pinched

was fully awake
sensing more and more why
I
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Madeleine Carroll deserves what she has?
Imagine any of our Hollywood stars passing up the opportunity to publicize a back-

ground like hers

Between you and me, a number

own
how

of our
stars arc feeling foolish for, observing

Madeleine behaved during
the filming of "The World Moves On,"
they concluded she was just another imHer unobtrusive good taste made no
port.
But when
dent on the local newly-rich.
they heard all! Well, you know how some
modestly

I didn't come
the lead in 'Cavalcade,' but I didn't think I was a good
enough actress to essay such a role and

to her departure.

sooner.

Without

she might, she astounded them by apologizing seriously for her error and sending the
bouquet over to the prop department
It is interesting to note that Miss Car-

suggested Diana Wynyard.
"Personally, it is my contention that
screen success should evolve from a dignified portrayal of a character, and not

from

American film, "The World
first
Moves On," was in production 49 days

roll's

superficial, sensational attributes."

Abroad she has her own say on director,
In Hollyeverything.
story, cameraman
wood her simplicity was marked. Never-

—

crew on the picture tested her
sportsmanship. On the second day of production they sent her a big bunch of daisies.
When she had thanked them profusely, a
They
prop boy cried, "You're mistaken.

theless the

folks are
"I learned

more about acting from this
Hollywood production than I could

one
from a half-dozen English pictures," she
asserted to me when I called on her prior

Hollyw

s

Bad Boys Make

They're just props!"
for you.
rising in wrath, as they suspected

weren't

"I'm sorry

was offered

I

a

the longest schedule for any dramatic film
ever made at the Fox Studio "Cavalcade"
had 40 days' actual shooting time.
I might add that Madeleine Carroll is one
of the only two actresses who have been
presented to King George at Court. There
can be no greater social honor in England
and yet none of the Hollywoodites knew

—

—

this.

She

failed to

mention

it!

Movie

Continued from page 53
the

troupe,

and here

When they are fighting and screaming,
each calls the other "Mr. Belasco" with
sarcasm that would cut hot butter.
Off the set they transact the intricate
business of Great Producers by playing
backgammon, at a dollar a game, on the
floor of one of their palatial private offices.
Many a potent visitor, calling on matters
of world-shaking import, has entered the

what they have.

is

The leading man is Mr. Claude Rains of
This able mummer's
the Broadway stage.
only claim to film fame

is

the fact that he

was The Voice in "The Invisible Man."
Mr. Rains plays a criminal lawyer in
"Crime Without Passion"— in itself a screen
novelty

The

lady

leading

is

a

minx

flashing

sanctum

Margot, whose public career,
to date, has been that of a Spanish dancer.
Mr. Hecht saw her dancing at the WaldorfAstoria Hotel, and decided that such an
excellent performer of the fandango would

called, simply,

make

a nice natural leading

woman.

there

Miss Whitney Bourne, a

is

acting anyhow.
To round out

the troupe in a good
amateur-film manner, they hired the beauteous Miss Ethelynne Holt, a professional
model whose chief claim to fame is the
noted "Camel Girl" ad for which she posed
a couple of years ago, in which she practically introduced the "pinch-crunch" hat
and wore a wedding ring on her right hand.

Now

"natural" acting
or even starlet, in
But whoa! Did I say no
a studio-load.
The Pecks' Bad Boys are of course
stars ?
the stars of their own picture, though you
won't see them, and more's the pity. They'd
make Clark and McCullough look like a
pair of hired pallbearers.
Once the gang was hired and the geniuses
a

there's

company!

Not a

Wheeler

caged,

good

star,

and

Woolsey

—

I

mean

Hecht and MacArthur—got very professional.

History

tells

at nine of a

that shooting

was

to start

Monday morning.

Master Hecht mounted a table, timeOn the stroke of nine he
piece in hand.
"Let Hollywood
raised a fist and shouted
Roll 'em over, boys !"
beware
new and bawdy epoch in the movie
:

!

A

industry had begun!
began to go nuts
Then things
Everything in the picture is going to be
Impressionistic, Sur-Realistic, and Egotistic, so Mr. Garmes is shooting the whole
That is to
film, practically, in corners.
say, Mr. Rains, standing in an angle made
by two pieces of scenery, may either be in
the Hollywood Bowl or in the Grand Cen-

REALLY

tral

A

Station.

drug-store is not a regular movie
drug-store, but merely a table filled with
toy airplanes and nineteen cent novels.

Mr. Hecht viciously

monumental

Such

never been

beauteous Manhattan society gal who had
played stage bits but didn't know a camera
from a whippet tank. There is Mr. Stanley
Ridges of Broadway, who has never done
Greta Granstedt, Hollywood bit
a picture.
plaver, is present— the boys probably letting
her in because she had never done much

find

ac-

in the fun.

We

shall see.

Then

to

cusing his co-genius of gypping him out of
a buck. Sometimes the visitor, having been
revived, gets down on his knees and joins

The great leveler! Elissa Landi
and Jean Roth, her "stand in,"
inspect the shoes with three-inch
soles

which make Jean as

tall as

the star.
did throw a sop to the public
by inserting a night club scene, (novelty),
and a courtroom scene, (encore), but mostly
it is being done in ratty old corners of the
studio, out of the way of the charging
geniuses. Never was a feature film shot in

The boys

less space.

Hecht and MacArthur, being the bosses,
are having the time of their lives which
Each of them
in their case means much.
has lived about 5,000 years in his forty,
or so.

—

The

little

monkeys go in for signs, in
Such banners as "Let the

a very big way.

public in on our secret" and "What will
the audience be doing in the meantime?"
brighten the walls.
One of the best Hecht-MacArthur
slogans is "Better than Metro is not good
enough!" This one has the Home Office
of Paramount, over the river in Manhattan,
as nervous as a witch, and the bosses sit

around brooding and wondering how they
can coax the madmen to take it down.
Another this one hanging over a splendid collection of photographs of undressed
reads, "Why don't you keep your
ladies
mind on your work? What are you think-

—

—

ing about

now?"

A

gentle hint to their

madness

has

Over the river the Big Bosses sit and
quiver. What devilish forces have they let
Shaking in their
loose on the world?
fifty-dollar shoes, the Big Bosses have laid
down one iron-clad rule for the loonyhouse, which is that absolutely no direct
quotations from the crazy men are permitted the press.
Hecht and MacArthur, when interviewed,
have the droll habit of putting their feet
on the desk, tearing off their shirts, and
alternately denouncing and spoofing the
ways of Hollywood and the men of
especially their own bosses
the movies

—

of the

moment.

Believe me, Paramount's no fool, whatever the Bad Boys may say!
Does it seem, that with all this celestial
goofiness going on, that no work is getting
done on the Hecht-MacArthur masterpiece? Yes it does, but we are all wrong.
In the midst of all the clowning, the lads
The day
are making a talking picture.
I was on the set they were only an hour
behind schedule, and by the time the crank
stopped turning they hoped to cut that to
a mere half hour.
I say they are making a talking picture.
I must temper that by saying that it remains to be seen. It will either be a novel
and exciting thriller, or it will be the goshawfullest hunk of Stilton cheese that ever
sent a bedevilled audience howling into
the highway.
There's nothing half-way about the Mad
Mertons of the Movies. They're great
or they're terrible
In the meantime Hecht and MacArthur
are writing a case history of motion picture insanity that will be studied for years
by the loony-doctors of Hollywood.
I left the joint counting my fingers, and

once to my own head specialist.
going me over, he said it wasn't
serious or permanent but that it might
be a good idea to keep away from the Long

slaves.

went

On the set, Hecht and MacArthur are
elaborated polite to each other. Mr. Mac-

After

Arthur calls Mr. Hecht "Mr. Lubitsch,"
while Mr. Hecht addresses Mr. MacArthur
obsequiously as "Mr. Von Sternberg."

movie

known

at

—

Island studio while Hecht and

were going

on.

MacArthur

for September
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Escape from the

Work

Habit

Continued from page 61
She couldn't find anything really amusing to do when not at the studio, except
to study English literature, foreign languages and music, and see how deep a tan
she could manage to get,

UNTIL

Francis Lederer and became
enthralled with the idea of building her
own little theatre in her own backyard
It seats forty people, but you can't get
measures
it
in
by paying admission;
52 x 18, and has a stage, dressing-rooms,
kitchenette and projection room, (in case
films are to be run). There's a swimmingpool close by, so that actors can cool off,
and a tennis court near by, so they can
warm up, and a barbecue pit for picnic
Francis Lederer, Franchot Tone,
dinners.
and Joan plan to give "plays for intimate

She met

_

audiences," and this, Joan assures us, is
the perfect recreation.
When Irving Thalberg was twenty-five
years old, he told me that he needed no
more than four or five hours' sleep in the
twenty-four, and that most of the time remaining was spent at work. If he wasn't
actually at the studio, he was reading
scripts, decided production problems, studying various phases of picture-making.
"No, I don't play golf," he said, then.
"The fun in chasing a little white ball
around with a bag of sticks eludes me.
They tell me it gives you all the benefits
but if you want to walk,
of a good walk
why not walk?" His idea of walking at
that time, however, seemed to be that you
walked to get somewhere, and if you cared
about getting there, it would be quicker to

—

drive.

to the young
that time, he has

Play was a closed book
executive then.

Since

married Norma Shearer, and it may be
gathered that he has learned how to play,
for now the Thalbergs swim, they play
bridge, they entertain often, and they travel
—and like it Sometimes, Norma confides,
Irving seems to be having such a good
time at a party that she with an early
slips off home by
call to work next day
herself rather than interrupt his enjoyment.
Fay Wray was a very serious child. Her
family taught her to recite "pieces" and her
idea of amusement was to dress up and act.
Early success in films fostered this interest,
and she decided she wasn't the type to go
in for sports or games.
And then she married John Monk Saun!

—

—

ders.

_

"My

husband
says Fay, "and

mountains or seashore

;

swimming,

riding,

hiking, and reveling in beauty.
"I learned to play games, too badminton
is my favorite strenuous sport, and backgammon, the game I like best.
But I
adore going to parties where they play
Murder, or exciting games like that!"
Walt Disney has had no spare time since
;

he entered his teens. Mickey and Minnie
Mouse, Pluto and now the Three Little
Pigs and the Big Bad Wolf occupied him
thoroughly.
He never made the huge
sums from these popular creations that
should have come his way, and whatever
amounts were received were promptly put
back into the business, so that the number
of employees grew from 25 to 150 in less
than three years.
And then the doctor stepped in. "Exercise.
Outdoors. Relaxation." Too much
work and no play wasn't making Walt
a dull boy, but it was making him pale
.

and

thin.

Walt obediently

tried each sport recomHis opinion of golf tallied with
tennis and swimming
Irving Thalberg's
left him unthrilled.
At length someone
suggested polo, and persuaded him to try
It has excitement,
a game. Polo was IT

mended.

;

!

exercise, skill, adventure.
Of course it
doesn't measure up to Mickey Mouse as
real amusement, according to Walt, but
It's still fun,
even though an
it's
fun.

opponent

hit

him with a mallet during an

exciting encounter and

all but broke the
Disney nose.
Chester Morris belongs to a family of
actors and knew nothing but acting for
years, and it was fun as well as. work, ac-

cording to Chester.
However, the rub came when, having
made a hit in "Alibi," Roland West put
him under contract at a small drawingaccount when not working and a sizeable
salary when making pictures and then
didn't put him to work for months
What to do with spare time became
more than an academic question. Chester

—

!

it by buying a house and building
swimming-pool.
Since
he
couldn't
swim all the time, he began to build other
things around the place, to buy cars and
take 'em to pieces, wash them and fuss
around them, plan gardens, and improve

solved

a

the house.
"I think it's fun to do something useful,"
"Any fellow can find
observes Chester.
something to do if he casts an eye in the
right direction."
career of acting so absorbed Douglass
Montgomery during his teens that nothingelse mattered.
Other boys of his age
might take holidays, go fishing or enter
His
sports' contests, but not Douglass.
notion of a good time was to study some

A

phase of drama.
One day, while he was playing in stock
in Baltimore, studying and working like a
young madman, the director Edwin Knopf,
(brother of the publisher), called him in.
"Look here, young man, do you know
what you're doing?" he asked. "You're
eliminating friendships, gayety, and interLater on, you're going to
esting contacts.
regret bitterly that you have no pals, no
foolishness to remember, no lovely youth.
You'll wear yourself out, and you'll have

no background of

He was

right

life."

and

Douglass

saw

to accept invitations, to take up dancing, to travel whenThe habit of work was
ever he could.

strong,

and

himself

away and goes

of

real

fun

it's

is

still

to

strong,

but he tears

But his idea
go around to a pal's
out.

kitchen and cook breakfast, carrying out
impish jokes on the inhabitants all the
time.

Ann

Sothern was practically born in a
Her mother, who was a concert
singer, used to take Ann with her on concert tours, so the child had no chance to
have small playmates. The minute she was
old enough, she went in for a career of
her own, and it's only now that she has
her first real home, in Beve-ly Hills.
trunk.

(

enthusiast,"
I began to play golf and
tennis because he did and I had the usual
ideas about keeping your husband by sharing in his leisure occupations. Then I discovered to my surprise that it's grand
is

a

sports

I'm a shark at tennis, and I adore
ping-pong there's something about the
excitement of a swift game that appeals to
me. I'm not so good at golf, but I enjoy
it,
and I am simple enough to get a kick
fun

!

—

I think if people would
out of bicycling.
just try some of the things they don't
!"
think they'll like, they'd be surprised
It wasn't a kind friend who warned Mae

Clarke about overwork; it was a nervous
breakdown. Mae began to work at thirteen
and was only eighteen when she came to
Hollywood five years ago. She was amstudios recbitious and she was talented
ognized it and she worked in two pictures
at once, which might answer the question
;

of

why

she didn't play.

Anyway, while she was ill, she had time
She saw that there was someto loaf.
thing pretty nice about Nature, and decided that she hadn't half appreciated the
old lady.
Now that Mae is well, she devotes every available week-end to desert,

Nature Lover! Evelyn Venable enjoying the great out-doors. Note Evelyn's
linen frock for vacation wear stripes of brown on a natural linen fabric.

—

it.

Young Montgomery began
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Ann

intimate par-

enjoys giving small,
dinners,

little

ties,

which the guests

after

a boat and went on cruises, and now
he has a motorcycle. He's always wanted
self

have music or play such games as Binet

one.

where wits count, for cards make Ann
nervous.
She loves horseback riding, and

"It takes a while to learn how to play,"
says Ken, "but of all lessons, it's the most

test

she can play tennis, but reading

is

still

bur

chief delight.

Left an orphan at an early age, Tom
Keene ran away at ten and has supported
himself ever since.
He clerked in stores,
drove a stagecoach, killed rattlesnakes for
the government, and woke up at twenty
to find himself an old, old man.
"1 ought to do what I want to do before
it's too late," he told himself, and forthwith

became an

work

—

theatrical

But again it was work,
he went to Australia with a

actor.

until

company and paused

South

in the

Seas on the way.
in

saw

I

the

Then he

star.

with the

I'.ddie
Cantor had beer married four
years before he began taking up golf, his
first cssa\
into spc n'ts.
hen the late
rank
;

didn't

combination.

know what

to

do

At length he

deflying a

cided to learn to fly, and found
Then he bought
thrilling occupation.

him-

I

I

husband of Marilyn Miller, said
he wanted Eddie to meet another blackface
comedian on the links. The other fellow
was Al Jolson.
"That was in 1918," sighs Eddie, "and in
the 16 years since, I haven't improved a
Carter,

single stroke
"I like golf for the following
It gives me a chance to show

reasons

my

legs,

seen in Sam Goldwyn
pictures
It gives me an opportunity of
walking with a purpose behind it, and also
a gallery. Being a dub I get more exercise than a good golfer, and when I make
a good shot, I'm in heaven!"
Colleen Moore was a picture girl who
had no interest in playing because her
career absorbed her.
She collected dolls,
too, and still has them
she's building a
magnificent toy house just for the dolls
but naturally she doesn't play "House"
with her wax babies.
After her long picture contract was concluded and her first marriage had ended in
divorce, Colleen went down to Florida for
a "vacation." There she met Al Scott, also
on vacation. The difference between Col-

something

the natives.
The happiest
world.
No wardrobes, no
bousing problem, no food worry, no social
bother.
They laugh and are kind, they
help one another and have no cares. I saw
that I had life all wrong, and since then
I've tried to live from day to day, getting
all
can from life and trying to give
I
something back. I take time off to be with
That's
friends, and to do the things I like.
common sense !"
Ken Maynard had never had money and
leisure at the same time until he became a

"Then

people

delightful."

never

!

;

and her new friend was that he knew
to do with a holiday.
Colleen could
play tennis and swim, because she'd learned
how to do both for the screen, but Al
showed her that there was jmi in it.
"You get something from sports that you
can't get from pictures," she concluded,
"especially if your husband enjoys them,
leen

what

I think being able to play has made
'human,' and the new gift has the entire approval of Mr. Scott."
Colleen has developed a yen for contract bridge and for riding, in addition to

too.

me

swimming.
These new husbands work such magic
that it's no wonder Marjorie Rambeau expected the best when she married into
wealth.
Her husband declared fondly that
Marjorie need never work nor worry any
more. (His name is Francis Gudger.)
They went down to Florida, too.
tennis and

"I tried being a lady of leisure," relates
"I took up knitting and I took
up tatting, and I exhausted the possibilities
of both inside of a week.
I don't like to
swim and I can't stand fishing. I don't
play golf, tennis is too strenuous for me,
and I can't imagine why people play cards.
"After associating with the sitters that
populate hotel porches, I decided that I

Marjorie.

bad nothing

was

in

common

with them.

What

might have gone yachting, but
water makes me seasick and I might have
gone horseback riding, but horses are so
left?

I

;

unrestful.

"SO-o,

I

came back

to

work

Tagging the Talkies
Continued from page 13

This is a very exciting picture. It is one
of the fastest -moving stories of all time, so
breathe deeply before it begins, for you'll
have little chance to catch your breath
after the show is on. It tells about a "crime
preventor" whose job is to keep things from
happening. A wild ride in a railway coach
that contains dynamite will thrill you to the
core. Charles Ruggles, Mary Carlisle, and
Una Merkel contribute flawless performances. Good show for general audiences.

If you see this your only reward will be
the presence in the dull proceedings of such
engaging people as Clive Brook, Diana
Wynyard, Helen Vinson, and Irene Hervey.
The play consists of dialogue in which a
couple, married ten years and still in love,
discuss a divorce for the reason that they no
longer tremble with romantic thrills as they
did the day they eloped. All talk and no
action.
Leave the youngsters at home;

they wouldn't enjoy

Paul Lukas as a novelist who courts

many

ladies, using

best sellers.

He

is

them

as types for his
murdered, but we shan't

who

did the crime because this one
needs that element of interest to help it
hold your attention should you decide to
see it.
Lukas makes the not admirable
character attractive.
Patricia Ellis, Leila
Hyams, and Phillip Reed have featured
tell

parts.
It's just fair.
suitable for youngsters.

Not

interesting or

One

it.

of those

"you

like it pictures.

This

will" or

"you won't"
on

little critic will sit

the fence and offer no dogmatic opinion.
The story is about a father who strives to
save his daughter from the evil influence of
her bad mother.
He goes to jail for his
trouble, but eventually breaks jail and becomes the little hero. Richard Dix is at his
best in this type of role. Dorothy Wilson
and Erin O'Brien Moore are excellent. See
it

and form your own conclusions.

—

—

Slow slower slowest. Even the Warner
Baxter fans will yawn. Now let's see if I
can remember the story? A doctor, accused
of medical murder, flees. He meets a married woman who falls in love with him. At
a critical moment, another woman is stricken with a deadly fever, and the doc saves
her life, and returns home a hero. Warner
Baxter, Madge Evans and Zita Johann perform skilfully, but even that could not save
the film.
The kiddies won't like it.

Buster Keaton shows us what that
broken-hearted swain who lost his sweetie to
"The Man on the Flying Trapeze" might
have done to win her back. Should you find
"Allez Oop" on the program, be sure to stay
and see this two-reeler you'll be glad to
see Buster back in action, and there is some

—

amusement

in the antics of the love-struck
Dorothy
oaf he portrays so solemnly.
Sebastian is the love interest. The acrobatics will

amuse

children.
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knows
a secret You should, too
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DOROTHY JORDAN, petite
young

RKO-Radio
ahead of

big future
?

pictures she loves to

beautiful

has a
Between
relax at her
star,

her.

home in Palos

Verdes.

• "In Hollywood we wear washable things
all the year round," says Dorothy Jordan, "and
our one simple care for them is lukewarm
water and Lux.

"Lux

is

marvelous for

dresses, blouses
It is

flannels, sweaters,

— lingerie and stockings, too.

especially grand for knitted things because

never shrinks them. They come out wonderfully soft, and the colors stay lovely as new."
it

• YOU, TOO,

can keep your things like new the
does. It's an economy because
they'll stay smart looking twice as long. Avoid ordinary soaps
they often contain harmful alkali.
Rubbing with cake soap mats fibres, makes woolens
harsh and stiff. Lux has no harmful alkali. Anything
safe in water is safe in Lux.

way Dorothy Jordan
.

.

.

TRUST TO

$PCCBf IED IN 11 1 THE BBQ
H®EEYW®*»Eft STUDEOS
"Lux saves us thousands of dollars," says Walter
Plunkett, wardrobe director of RKO-Radio Srudios.

"We

save

on cleaning

for srockings

and

bills

and replacement

fabrics stay

new

costs,

twice as long.

We find that anything safe in
water washes perfectly in Lux.
Not only costumes, but curtains, draperies, and even rugs
are washed with Lux here.
Lux keeps colors fresh, fabrics
like

new."

5»&
LtJ*

CODE
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It's

Wanna Buy

hard to

a

Duck?

Continued from page 59

outguess

this
this tribute paid to no other artist.
his dressing-room, as Joe rehis make-up, I called the fact to

had seen

adaptable film

Later
• .

It

soaks up the sun's
brilliance

•

.

.

it

drinks in the dull
light of the

shade

moved

in

"You don't know how good
his attention.
"You
you really are," I chided him.
ought to be a big-timer instead of fooling
Joe,
around in vaudeville for 'buttons'."
who seldom smiles and who, I think, has
the saddest eyes in the world, looked at me
with an intensely serious expression.
"I
"I'll never be a big star," he told me.
I guess it's because I'm
don't know why
too natural. I can't seem to hit it off with
the theatrical crowd around Broadway.

—

When I'm through work I like to go home
and spend my time with the missus. We
seldom do anything exciting. I guess that's
I suppose to get to
the trouble with me.
the top you have to party around with the
I've never been able to do
'right people.'

So I suppose it
and I never will.
will always be the 'small-time' for me."
I have several times had occasion to recall those remarks and, in the light of Joe
Penner's sudden success, they seem to me

works on days

when ordinary
films

tales of his fabulous
tried to find out from him what
it meant 'to find oneself suddenly wealthy
and a national figure, almost overnight.
leaned over a dusty old piano under the
I

We

was just a few feet above our
heads and on which a group of girls were
at the moment doing an intricate number.
Joe, in his make-up for the day, with two
shows behind him and four more to go,
His manner
seemed far from worn-out.
was still extremely informal and friendly.
"Tell me, Joe," I started, "what do you
intend to do with all this money you're
stage which

Everybody dreams

of

becoming

suddenly rich and we all have our ideas of
what each one would do in that case.
What's your secret yen, Mr. Millionbucks?"
He
Joe never gives a quick answer.
thought for several moments before answering me. "First of all," he said, quietly, "I'm
putting
bonds.

most

of

it

away

in

government

know this success can't last forOne of these days I'm going out on
I

ever.
that stage and do my same stuff and nobody
Then I'll know I'm through.
will laugh.
Then it will be time for me to quit, and I
it
want to be prepared for that day.
comes I'll just start travelling with the
missus and keep moving until we get_ ready
to settle down to a quiet place in the

When

VERICHROME
FROM ORDINARY FILM

1.

Double-coated.

Two

layers of sensitive

silver.

2. Highly color-sensitive.
3. Halation "fuzz" prevented

backing on

by special

film.

4. Finer details

in

both high lights and

country."

"Have you any desire to go to your
birthplace in Hungary?" I asked him. He
"Not
didn't quite comprehend my question.
to live," he said quickly, "but for a visit,
I'd like to find out how much of it
yes.
You see, I was only ten
I'll remember.

when my grandfather brought me

shadows.
5. Translucent, instead of transparent.

Made by an exclusive process of
Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y.

country and that part of

my

life

to
is

this

very

hazy."

"How
I said.

about your mother and father?"
intend doing a lot of things

"Do you

them ?"
"Of course," Joe said, "I always have.
They
But they are very simple people.
have a little place in Detroit and it's all
they really want. My mother does all her
own housework. She couldn't stand having

for

KODAK

ERJCHROME
FILM

Then we went

atre audience.

him again while he
a Broadway vaudeville

making?

DIFFERS

my

"

was a

recently talked to

income,

HOW

way opening. The fact that I got plenty
of applause didn't exactly surprise me for I
had played Pittsburgh several times and
stuff.
knew that Pittsburghers liked

your door.

was appearing at
Having heard
house.

Verjchrome

Broadway.
for
My material
seemed O. K. and I went great guns in
Pittsburgh, where the show had its first
out-of-town performance before the Broad-

destined

It's just the old theory
to be all-revealing.
If you have
of the 'better mouse-trap.'
what the public wants, they'll beat a path to

I

fail.

ment."
"That's not hard to figure out," he said.
"It happened at the opening performance
of 'East Wind,' a musical show five years
ago.
After several years in vaudeville, I
had at last landed a good spot in a show

and here I
had never played
there before.
But again I seemed to rategood applause and notices. Baltimore was
our next and last stop before the Big Town
and I felt that this would be a good test
since Baltimore is known for having a
hard-to-please and extremely critical the-

that,

• •

and I gave him the dickens for that," he
added quickly, with an understanding smile.
"Now that you're on top," I said, "it
must be interesting to look back over some
of the hardships of getting there and figureout what was your greatest disappoint-

And my Dad likes to
a servant around.
keep busy. He was laid off from the Ford
plant about a year ago and got so restless
that he applied for a job in the

CWA—

bit

"Well,

to Cleveland

shaky, for

it

seemed

I

I

had nothing to

was

fear,

could
have hoped for. I could hardly wait to get
I was sure I could 'wow'
to New York.
them and make Broadway recognize me at
But the producers were afraid that
last.
my material was too unsophisticated for a
Broadway first night audience. They got
several writers busy and rewrote most of
for the reception I received

my

all I

an effort to make them 'smart'
said Joe, modestly, "I just can't
be 'smart' no matter how hard I try the
result was that I flopped, likewise the show.
There was nothing
It was a terrible blow.
for me to do but try and forget Broadway
and to go back to vaudeville where I was
always sure of an appreciative audience."
lines in

—well,"

—

Joe Penner will soon achieve his dream
And
starring in a Broadway show.
when he does, the self-same New York
first-nighters, who not so long ago poopooed him with smug complacency, will
shout themselves hoarse over his non-

of

The theatre-wise Broadway
pride themselves on being able
to spot real talent before anyone else, will
be just a few years late in discovering Joe
sensical quips.

crowd,

who

Penner.

Meanwhile the great American public
which depends on the radio and movies for
entertainment has taken him to

its

heart

of hearts. His name is a household byword
in countless homes the length and breadth
of the land.

Leaving the theatre, groups of happy
children were gathered about the stage
door.
Joe prides himself on his juvenile
following. He's crazy about kids and looks
forward to the time when he will have a
family of his own.
As I walked to the corner and surveyed
Times Square, I suddenly realized how little the approval of the Main Stem really
Broadway passed up "the duck
means.
man from Detroit!" as small-time. Couldn't
Y'et fifty million Amersee him for dust
icans can't be wrong. Joe Penner goes on
and on, gaining new popularity each day.
His "Wanna buy a Duck" and "You Nasty
Man !" expressions, with the exact Pennerian inflections, have become national
bywords.
Joe Penner's success is proof
positive that Broadway is no longer show
business. And is Broadway's face red?
!

for

September 1934

The day

takes on a

19

new glow

—here's

The wonderful, wonderful
can be taken, and sent speeding to
only
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.

.

With snapshots of the one and

How

their destinations, to

it is

make

that snapshots

a young man's

pound ... So anything that improves snapshots is important,
They've become much better since Kodak Verichrome Film came along.

heart tremble and
too.

important
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Ginger Rogers Fights for Her Rights
Continued from page 29
studio about
pity to waste
had a bright
scenes for a

fifteen

thousand dollars.

A

that money. Then somebody
not use those
thought.
swell
couple of shorts?
thought, it was agreed. Then company attorneys pointed out that Miss Rogers had
been employed for a picture titled "Gold
Diggers of 1933." These scenes could not
be used in another picture without Ginger's

Why

A

written permission.
So a representative of the company, all
smiles and suavity, contacted the red-head.
\\ ould she consent to the use of the deleted
The Rogers
sequences in other pictures?
Then
She would not
grin tightened.
would she grant this privilege, provided
the company was willing to pay a cash
consideration of, say, two thousand dollars ?
The Rogers grin disappeared. She would
not!
The studio agent suggested three thouGinger suggested where he might
sand.
go the place she named will be overpopulated if everybody goes there who is
Four thousand, offered the studio
invited.
Five thousand.
Rogers said no.
man.
Six thousand. Seven thousand. The agent
at last reached ten thousand dollars, the
final limit stipulated by his studio bosses.
His campaign was as fruitless as a syca!

noxious business. Forced to do something
to offset a bad week in Los Angeles, the

company executives hastily restored Miss
RogL-rs' name to feature position. Promptly,
business boomed
Like the red-heads who have preceded
her, Ginger is hot stuff at theatre boxoffices.
Of course, she is comparatively a
screen newcomer, with only two seasons of
Despite her newexperience behind her.
ness, hundreds of theatre men who attended
a recent convention in Hollywood pronounced her one of the year's foremost
She has been elected
money-makers.
"favorite screen actress" in half a hundred

—

Ginger showed no more interest
thousand dollars than she had exhibited in two thousand. The Rogers spirit
has been aroused. When that happens, a
million dollars can't change the woman.
Maybe you think she didn't need that
money? At the time Ginger laughingly
waved the ten thousand goodbye, she had
no more job than a sparrow has peacock

more

tree.

in ten

X

(studio chief exec"Mr.
the official.
requests that you be on hand."
utive)
Then the speaker added significantly, "I
think it will be wise for you to be on hand,
and not anger Mr. X."
Until the gentleman uttered that veiled
threat, Miss Rogers had been scouring her
mind for an excuse to break her other engagement, in order that she might attend
The innuendo fired the
the broadcast.
Rogers spirit of independence. Gone immediately were all thoughts of cooperation.
"You tell Mr. X," she said, cutting every
word as sharp as a freshly opened razor
Miss Rogers will not be
"that
blade,
there."

X

himself called. Now had he
Soon Mr.
been slightly more persuasive, and somewhat less bellicose, he might have undone
the handiwork

of

his

lesser

official.

As

was, he turned away from his telephone,
about two minutes after his first hello, a
very red-faced, frustrated man.
Ginger did not attend the broadcast.
Consequently, when the picture was shown
in Hollywood, Ginger's name was reduced
in all advertising until it could hardly be
found without the aid of a microscope. Although she was actually one of the stars,
it

the

names

listed

of everybody in the cast

over Ginger Rogers

were

!

But did Ginger have the last laugh
The first few days, the theatre did an ob-

a "good fellow."
affected her no
more than another egg increases the ego
ni fuwldom's champion egg-layer.

Despite her business acumen, Ginger
(her friends often call her "Gee"), is amazShe is excessively
ingly like a small girl.
She and Lew
fond of sports and games.
Ayrcs play tennis almost daily when they
are not working. They play in the skimpiest uniforms
Lew in shorts Ginger in
bathing suits, or else shorts and athletic
shirts.
She plays tennis better than the
She played her first game
average man.
only a few months ago, but today there
are not half a dozen screen stars who can
beat her.
At ping pong, she has no peer among the
actresses. She can run faster, jump higher,
and ride a horse better than any other girl
athlete on the screen. Of course, these are
not particularly boastful statements intended to make Ginger look like another
Babe Didrikson, because as a matter of
fact, there are few real athletes among the
Most of the actors and acscreen stars.
tresses are too busy being important, or
looking beautiful, to bother with such
strenuous things as playing tennis, or flying
kites over mountain sides, or playing copand-robber with a gang of fun-loving men
and boys.
"The most important thing I've learned
is getting the most out of life," Ginger told
me during one of her rare serious moments.
"Why do things you don't want to do?

—

;

Of course, I don't mean that I never inconvenience myself to oblige other people.
But as long as I am the only one affected
by my actions, I intend to do just as I
darned please."
Of course, the one great question mark
that hovers around Ginger punctuates the
query: Will Ginger marr" Lew Ayres?

feathers.

A more recent evidence of her typically
red-headed temperament occurred when a
certain studio official telephoned Ginger
and said, "Tonight we are staging a special
radio broadcast to exploit our new musical
Will you please be at the
that you're in.
seven
o'clock
station
at
broadcasting
sharp ?"
"I'm sorry, but I can't be there," Ginger
"I have a previous engageanswered.
ment."
"This is important to the picture," said

what is commonly called
Her sudden success has
is

He doesn't know.
She doesn't know.
Right at present they are too good friends
They play together
to think of marriage.
They ride together. They shoot
at tennis.
at targets, with rifles and pistols, far up

Fashion note! Jean Harlow favors
white silk shirts with her initials
monogrammed on the pocket, as
you can see for yourself in the

Hollywood hills where Lew's house
anchors to a mountain-side, like a lonely
They are
castle overlooking its grounds.
in the

the best of friends.

picture above.
school and college contests throughout the
country.
Yale recently named her over

Greta Garbo and Katharine Hepburn
On recent successive weeks, a San Francisco theatre booked two pictures produced
by Radio. The first was "Stingaree," and
in order to put this production over in a
big way, thus to encourage widespread
publicity and interest, studio executives
sent a dozen actors and actresses to San
Francisco to make personal appearances.
The following week, the same theatre
exhibited "Finishing School," which is as
far from being one of the season's best
pictures as Iceland is from being a pleasant
winter resort. The smart theatre manager
flashed Ginger Rogers' name on the marquee, used her name in big letters in all
advertising and came within a few dollars
of equalling the box-office record established the previous week, when the dozen

—

had made appearances.
"Biggest new name in pictures today,"

stars

_

this

theatre

The

official

man

told a

studio executive.

must have believed the theatre
man, because within three weeks after all
this happened, Miss Rogers had been signed
long-term contract by Radio.
Despite her fieryness, Ginger is one of

to a

the most lovable girls in Hollywood.

She

Maybe

they're in love,

nothing has happened to make
them understand that they are in love.
They talk about marriage, but when they
talk about it, they really get further from
marriage.
Some day, something may happen to
too.

As

yet,

awaken love

—the

love that

is

now

secon-

What

that someOr
thing is to be, who can foretell?
maybe that very spirit of independence that
has" proved a stumbling block to so many
high-handed motion picture executives will

dary to their friendship.

Such a jolt, for example,
receive a jolt.
as might occur if Lew Ayres, in a fit of
temperament, should say, "I wouldn't marry
you if you were the last woman on earth."
If Lew ever makes such a rash statement, I wager he'll be Ginger's husband
before he realizes how
I hope Ginger's spirit

it

is

happened.
never tamed.

In

Hollywood, among a horde of spineless men
and women (not all, but a great part) it is
,

exhilarating to know that at least one is
not a slave to Mammon.
I hope that Miss Rogers, like Clara Bow
before her, keeps fighting. Through peace
and trouble, Clara kept her chin aloft and
Clara is dwelling
Clara found happiness.
That usually befalls
in happiness today.
I
people who uphold their self-esteem.
am reasonably sure it will happen to Ginger

—

Rogers.
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Salutes and Snubs

Pert

Continued from page 8

new Hair

Styles

FRIENDS INDEED!
am

a "lady of the road," a traveling
saleslady.
My home, a hotel room. My
I

friends, the

actors.
God bless 'em
ideas, fashions, love,

movie

They bring me new
laughter and

thrills.

love

I

them

from Hollywood

Nell Parmenter,

Tenth

111 So.
St.

Easy

St.,

GLAMOR

!

gowns,

ous

I'm drowning

a sea of

Glamorous stars,
glamorous scenes

glamor-

dialogue

plot,

is

in

!

—

!

all

move

in

a

to

Mo.

Louis,

REPEAL GLAMOR LAW?
Help, help

Hits

all

copy if your hair

TOO DRY

not

or

TOO OILY

Action,
smooth,

monotonous
obedience
to
Hollywood's
Glamor Law. The stars are all beginning
to look, talk, and act alike.
Individuality
is
endangered.
Less glamor, and more
realism

please.'

Mrs. Frank Klohs,
3205 Fort Boulevard,
El Paso, Texas.

NOT LED MEN!

LEADING,

Give the LADS a chance! Don't hang
them behind some woman to show her off.

handsome men

Girls like to look at
the same reason men

for

look at beautiful
women.
like our men with brains, and
something besides the "I'm your dog, kick
me around" expressions. Let 'em act
Maria Baxter,
Star Route,
Girard, Texas.

We

SALUTE!
I just see "Viva Villa."
An old man
now, far from my beloved Mexico, what
joy to view again those scenes of long ago
I, too, know the heartache of revolution.
Gratias, Wallace Beery, for
happiest
hour.
I say no more.
Tears are in my
eyes.

my

Both

dignified

and glamourous

is this coiffure

designed for a mysterious lady who is every
inch a princess! Can you imagine making
that whimsically curled bang out of oily,
stringy locks? If your hair is too oily, treat
it with the Packer's Pine Tar Shampoo described below.

This sleek-soft coiffure was selected by an
important star playing the role of a most
intriguing lady. The turned-up curls must
snuggle close to the head. Don't attempt
them with harsh, fly-away hair. For too-dry
hair, use Packer's Olive Oil

ment

Shampoo

treat-

(below).

Ferdinand Diaz,
Mt. Hope, Wash.

ARTISTS

—BUT HUMAN!

Hats off
To that wonderful gentleman
and actor George Arliss, and his estimable wife.
Their acting in "The House of
Rothschild" was superb.
Hand in hand
they have made the grade, and proved by
their love and understanding of each other
that marriage and a "career" can be a suc!

—

cess.

Barbara Thompson,
15132 Burt Road,
Detroit,

Mich.

THIS UNDIE- WEARY WORLD!
Oh,

Mr. Hays

On

!

bended knee I'm

pleading
Please make producers discard
those hideous costumes consisting of bandeaux, panties and garters supporting black
stockings with very broad expanses of
femininity between
Once or twice wasn't
so bad, but again and again is too much
:

!

Ann Evans,
Box 5125,
Jacksonville,

Fla.

SCREEN DYNAMITE!
How

about a new
loaded with T. N. T. ?

co-starring
I

team

Help for

If your hair is

It's quick, easy and can be used
with absolute safety to your hair.
Use Packer's Pine Tar Shampoo
every four or five days at first if

Don't put up with dry, lifeless,
burnt-out looking hair. And don't
oh, don't
use a soap or shampoo
on your hair which is harsh and
drying. Packer's Olive Oil Shampoo
is made especially for dry hair. It is
a gentle "emollient" shampoo made
of pure olive oil. In addition, it
contains soothing, softening glycerine which helps to make your
hair silkier and more manageable.

necessary, until your hair begins to
show a natural softness and fluffi-

No harmful harshness in Packer
Shampoos. Both are made by the

Begin this evening with
Packer's Pine Tar Shampoo to get
your hair in lovely condition. Its

Packer Company, makers

makers have been

to

too oily, the oil glands

your scalp are over-active. Use
Packer's Pine Tar Shampoo— it is
in

made especially for oily hair. This
shampoo is gently astringent. It
tends to tighten up and so to normalize the relaxed

oil

glands.

ness.

specialists

the care of the hair for
over 60 years.

could install asbestos screens,
R. O. signs, and by employing
guards avert a riot.

PACKER'S

S.

Mrs. D.

in

—

hair:

—

of
Packer's Tar Soap. Get Packer's
Olive Oil Shampoo today and begin

make each cleansing a scientific home treatment for
your

hair.

mean Mae West

and Jimmy Cagney ?
Would Mae tame Jimmy, or would he
land her a "sock-in-the-jaw" ?
Theatre

managers
hang out

DRY

To correct OfiLY hair:

W. McCravy,
554 Poplar
Spartanburg,

St.,

S.

C.

PINE TAR

SHAMPOO

for OILY hair

PACKER'S
OLIVE OIL

for

SHAMPOO

DRY

hair
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Sylvia Break s All the Rules

Old as

Continued

om

page 28

ANCIENT EGYPT
which denizens of the cinema capital dethemselves.
Diogenes in hi^ search
fur an honest man had no harder task
than the person who, today, seeks to find
a screen star who will express complete
satisfaction with her work and what it has

New

port

as
MODERN PARIS

given her
That's why Sylvia Sidney is remarkable
in her honesty.
"Motion pictures have given me everything my heart desires," she told me
gravely, when I saw her during her recent
"I shall be eternally
visit to New York.
grateful to
is

—

"To begin with, the personal satisfaction which means so much to a player is
greater, because of the vast audience which
Within one week as many
pictures reach.
persons see a film as would view a play on
Broadway during a nine months' run.
"Second, work for the screen is so much
This is important not
only because of the comfortable present it
assures, but also in the provision for the
future which every actor must consider.
I doubt the sincerity of anyone who minimizes the value of money
"Another factor of vital moment to a
player screen work is so much easier than
(Yes, that's what
that upon, the stage!"
"The results are
Miss Sidney admitted!)
so much more gratifying, while the responupon the individual is almost
sibility

more remunerative.

eye make-up

alluring

!

History records that Cleopatra's
charm was the deep, dark
beauty of her commanding eyes .
eyes that were mirrored pools, their
brilliant depths subtly enhanced
with beautifully accented laches.
Yet, with all her wealth and power,
Cleopatra had only the crudest
How she would have
materials

—

greatest

.

.

.

.

negligible.

"On the stage, once an actor or actress
has attained .any degree of prominence, the
responsibility not only for his lines but for
a thousand other details, falls upon him.

He must watch

.

Maybelline

.

.

.

the non-smarting, tear-

pictures,

proof, utterly harmless mascara with
which modern women instantly dark-

en

their lashes to the appearance of

sweeping luxuriance. Nothing
from Paris can rival it! Maybelline's
use by millions of women for over
sixteen years recommends it to you!
is

now

presented in a

new ultra smart gold and scarlet metal
case ... in Black, Brown and the
NEW BLUE. Still 75c at all leading
toilet

special

electricians

work under

the direction of the cameraman whose job
to see that the player is lighted
is
it
Failure to do so means that the
properly.
cameraman will lose his job and his livelihood; therefore, he lives up to his obligathe player need not concern
tion and

long,

Maybelline

the lighting— and after a

couple of rehearsals if he doesn't feel he
is being lighted properly, he must go to
In
the director and discuss the matter.

revelled in having smooth, delightful

himself with how he is lighted.
"In the actual rendition of lines on the
stage, the director gives suggestions and
But once a player steps beinstructions.
fore an audience, he makes or mars his
own future. His words and actions are
But if a scene has not turned
irrevocable.
out successfully for a picture, it can be—
and is shot over again and the actor's
mistakes are eliminated.
In the theatre, an actress usually has to
Upon her rests
select her own costumes.
the task of choosing the gown which will
express not only her personality but the
mood of the play and the particular scene
In
in which each gown will be worn.
Hollywood, vast research departments and
the most talented designers in the world
devote all their time to the creation of
clothes that will not only be correct for the
film in which they are to be used, but will
also flatter and enhance the actress who

—

goods dealers.
tIAYBEIXINB, CHICAGO

I

wears them.

"Make-up is another important itern to an
actress—and here again the screen is suOn the stage, an actress makes
perior.
herself up according to her own ideas and
then prays that a good friend will be out
A real friend
in front on opening night.
who will dash back-stage the moment the

THE APPROVED

MASCARA

is

of these
experts.
all

dark enough.

things are

In pictures,
taken care of by

"Before ever a camera is trained on a
player, she has been analyzed, her coloring
charted, a number of powders and rouges
applied to her face, until the most flattering is found.
special hairdresser designs new coiffures and experiments with
cuts and waves.
Then, extensive camera
tests in the make-up and coiffure follow.

A

If they are not good, other make-up is
tested, other hair-dresses are created, and

more camera

them

no comparison between what
they offer a player and what is offered by
the stage artistically, commercially, and
in the consciousness of achievement

"There

eye-shadow

curtain falls to tell her if she is using too
much rouge or enough lipstick, or if her

all right,

to

tests are given.
If they are
the actress is at last ready to go

work!"

Work,

to Miss Sidney, has meant heavy
emotional roles, as a general rule. Sitting
across the luncheon table from her, noting
her smallness, her softly ingenuous brown
hair, her naive and child-like blue eyes with
the fascinating pie-shaped slice of brown
in one of them, it was rather hard to understand just how and why Sylvia had
succeeded in establishing herself as one of
the foremost young emotional actresses of

the screen today.
"I think it is because emotion comes from
one's background," the amazing child explained.
"I, myself, have known no perlife
sonal emotional stress or travail.
has not been sensational and any worries I
have had are similar to those which every
average person experiences. But for generations my family has known so much
emotional strife that I think an instinctive
understanding of emotion was transmitted
to me at birth.
find
I
"This is an honest confession
For some
emotional acting very easy
reason that I do not even understand myself, when I read my script and the director
explains the action that he wants, I am able

My

:

!

feel and portray emotions of which I
have no fundamental knowledge and it is
no effort."
The emotional background of which she
speaks is a personal one none of her forbears was connected with the theatre and
Sylvia was the first member of her family
This was in
to go dramatic publicly.
reality the second of the precedents she

to

—

—

to break, the first being when
she changed her name from Sophie to
Sylvia because she didn't like the sound
of her childhood playmates' voices when
they stood beneath her window calling
"Sophie."
It was while she was attending Washington Irving High School in New York
City that she received an advertisement
from the Theatre Guild describing the adThus
vantages of their dramatic school.
was the desire to become an actress born.
In the beginning, her family thought it
was a whim which she would soon forget.
But eventually her earnestness and continued supplications usually expressed at
the dinner-table unnerved them and in
self-defense they allowed her to quit high
school and enroll in the Theatre Guild

was destined

—

—

—

School.
Successfully completing the course of
study prescribed by that organization, she
portrayed "Prunella" in the play of that
name which was given at the graduation
exercises, and her work attracted the attention of a producer who offered her a

"The Challenge of Youth" on
in
Thus was Sylvia Sidney
Broadway.
launched on her theatrical career in earnest.
Other roles followed each one better
than the one before, and within less than
four years she was playing the lead in
"Bad Girl." In this, she came to the notice
role

—
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of B. P. Schulberg of Paramount, and was
signed for pictures. Miss Sidney met with
genuinely noteworthy success, success the
more remarkable because she refuses to
conform to the accepted formula for
a motion picture actress should act," in-

"How

stead breaking precedents on all sides.
In the cinema capital she goes out but
little and makes no effort to further her
career by social contacts.
Living quietly,
she has but few close friends
and when
she completes a film, instead of indulging
in the usual festivities of Hollywood, she
hops a train or a plane and dashes to New
York for a visit with her family. Such a
thing is almost unheard of in the annals
of the screen great.
She does not enjoy sports, and prefers
the metropolitan life and atmosphere of
New York to the restful, country air of
Hollywood. There is no affectation about
her, she is simple and direct, honestly intelligent and intelligently honest.
She does
not evade questions, but if she does not
wish to answer a query, simply states that
;

fact.

While she does not

relish the idea of
parading her private life for the edification
of an avid public, she considers publicity
definitely necessary to a player and believes that anyone who elects to earn a

livelihood by depending upon public patronage owes that public truthfulness and
information. That she has been misquoted
and misrepresented in print so many times
concerns her gravely, but she does not take
it

too seriously.

as well as her vocation.

fun than anything else

I

"It's

know

plains.

!"

more

she ex-

—

"Of course

nothing
I love the stage, too
quite like the thrill of hearing the
But that is beapplause of an audience.
I honestly
cause it pleases one's vanity.
believe that the real future of every' actor
and actress lies upon the screen.
else

is

"Hollywood has given me opportunity,
The least that
success, fame, and money.
I

can do

loyalty

in

return

•

Film on Teeth

Film must be removed from

and for

beauty

teeth

.

.

.

for

health.

Film is that slippery coating on your
Film contains the germs associated
with tooth decay. Film invites tooth and
gum disorders. Stains from food and smoking lodge in film
make teeth look yellow
teeth.

—

when

they're really not.

Film sticks like glue. To remove it you
must use a special film -removing agent.
Pepsodent is known throughout the world
today as the special film-removing tooth

At present she is intensely interested in
her work and insists that it is her avocation

lis

is

to give

it

my

complete

!"

paste.

Due

to Scientific

Formula

Pepsodent's unique power to remove film
from teeth is due to the formula. A new
cleansing and polishing material has been
developed. This material is far safer than
any leading tooth powder
far softer than
polishing materials used in any other leading tooth paste. Yet it removes film with

—

striking effectiveness.

This special film -removing material is
and
contained in Pepsodent exclusively
in no other dentifrice whatsoever. That's
why Pepsodent gives results not possible
with other kinds.

—

Dentists use Pepsodent

Lady Can You Spare
the Time?

That

is

why thousands of dentists have
that they make Pepsodent their

told us
personal tooth paste.

That

is

risk their

Continued from page 38
born and an olive-skinned lady she would
die.
(She insists now that she nearly did,
due to her own ignorance and foolish
notion.
She worked so hard with those
bleaches that she almost ruined her skin.)

why millions of people will not
own teeth or their children's

with harsh, abrasive pastes or powders.

Don't take chances on cheap
when Pepsodent leaves

dentifrices,

teeth brighter, gives higher polish.
a day
see
your dentist at least twice a year.

Use Pepsodent twice

—

Now

that sort of thing is exactly like
broccoli trying to make itself over into turnips, or the other way around. The answer
is it can't be done and it is absurd to try.
Don't ever try to change the natural color
of your skin. I am repeating myself, but it
is important. Know what that natural color
is,
then make it look its loveliest by the
right kind of care.
I stress this so because before you start to bleach your skin,
you must know at what you are aiming.
Othewise you are sure to be disappointed
and to blame the bleach for something it
never promised to accomplish
for something which, if it is a conscientious bleach,

FREE — 10-Day

;

it

Supply

THE PEPSODENT

CO., CHICAGO
Dept. 3409, 919 N. Michigan Ave.
Mail 10-Day Supply of Pepsodent to

never would want to accomplish at all.
However, come Fall, most of us, no mat-

how careful we have been, have a thing
or two to do to lighten our complexions.
Select a good mild bleach. It doesn't make
so much difference just which one you deter

cide

on.

The important

once you
select one prepared by a reputable cosmetic
house, is to use it faithfully according to
thing,

Name_

P

E

PS

DENT

Address-

State_

City..

This coupon

not good after February 28, 1936
Only one tube to a family
is
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directions every morning and every night.
If there is a good heauty salon close by, a
visit or two there for a bleaching treat-

ment

do your complexion and your
good. But you can do the job your-

will

spirits
self.

Then, twice a week, make yourself a
bleaching mask at home in this way. Take
the white of one egg and beat it up enough
so that it spreads easily on your skin. Add
one teaspoonful of peroxide. Mix the two
thoroughly together. Spread this mask over
your face beginning from your chin and
working up to your hairline, being careful
When
to avoid your eyes and eyebrows.
it

is

safely on,

lie

down and

an hour while the mask

rest for half

dries.

Then wash

will be delighted with the way
your face looks. It will be lighter than it
was half an hour ago, and it will have, in
addition, a clear, clean look.
Follow this mask with quantities of
nourishing cream if your skin is rather dry.
If your face is inclined to darken in speit off.

You

cial spots, around the mouth, perhaps, or
across the cheeks, be sure to apply your
bleaching cream.

Once

a

little

girl

who had

freckles on

She reher nose was asked about them.
I have to
plied, "God gave them to me.
wear them, don't I?"
She didn't and you don't unless they

—

become you

Hollywood

Stars

There has been a lot of talk about where
your complexion ends. Beauty experts have
insisted that it doesn't end with your chin.
Let me suggest that it doesn't end with
your hairline either. It goes right back on
up beyond your forehead.
So be sure to
do the right thing by your hair.
After
it needs special consideration.
A
can happen to discourage your hair over
the hot season.
You can let it know you
love it still, past rough treatment to the
contrary notwithstanding, by giving it real

Summer

lot

care now.
In the interest of economy and of room
on the bathroom shelves it is a good thing
to know that one of the fine nourishing oils
which you use with such good effect on
face, can be rubbed into your scalp
with excellent results. Rub it into the ends
of your hair too if they are dry, bristly, and

your

unmanageable.

Stick just the tiniest film
your hands, then rub it
Done just before
back over your wave.
brushing, this will give your hair a lovely
sheen.
Beauty cultivated means getting more out
of life in every possible way.
It means
It means giving a
friends.
It means fun.
good time as well as having one, because
people will love to have you around when
they are proud of you.
Can you spare a little time for it? You
know you can't afford not to

on the palms

Make

of

the American Girl

Continued from page 19

Climb a building! Walk through
air! Conquer space! Anything seems
possible, nothing beyond reason,
when digestion is good, when irritating little pangs aren't ragging
your nerves.

Beeman's is a delightful and pleasant way to help keep digestion in
order. For Beeman's is first of all a
delicious chewing gum with a difcool and refreshing
ferent flavor
kept fresh always by the unique

—

—

new Triple Guard Pack.
Chew Beeman's for its savory goodness, its fragrant freshness. Buy a
package today.

ford Flash, has also started a heavy run
on bangs, recently, much to the delight of
At the same time,
the busy beauticians.
my spies all over the country have reported no heavy demand for artificial
freckles, though such things happen.
Remember the Beauty Spot Madness,
Or
back in the old Clara Bow days?
The girls of
don't you go back that far?
the nation had their faces positively crawl-

They
with black sticking-plaster.
looked like flies on pink icing.
Bow, that post-war hot potato, has much
Hers was "The Jazz Age,"
to answer for.
as you youngsters won't remember, and
Colleen Moore and F. Scott Fitzshe,
gerald were its prophets.
Boys and girls were suddenly discovering Life all over the place, and Clara had
all
our high-school girls in skin-tight
satin, with their hair looking like frayed
dust-mops, as they rolled their eyes.
What type of star is it that most ining

fluences

Chew

BEE MAN'S
PEPSIN GUM

American

girls

in

dress

and

make-up ?
Oddly, perhaps, it
type like

ball-of-fire
clothes of

isn't

the

spectacular

The
Lupe Velez.
the Maddest Thing, Tarzan's

Mate, have never carried an ounce of
weight with the kids.
What is even more strange, neither has

apparel of the species who seem to
devote their whole public lives to Hollywood high style— the lamented Lilyan
the

Tashman,

for example.

Whenever a new fashion dingus was
launched by the trade, poor Tashman's
photographs crowded all the war and murYet my exder news out of the papers.
perts tell me that, for all her eminence as
an authority on Hollywood fancy dress, she
never led the country's millions her own
Specialists say that the
glittering way.

American women considered her

mass of
clothing a shade too theatrical.
The little things start big matters, as
the case of Jean Harlow convincingly shows.
Did facial beauty, or acting talent, or
even those roller-coaster curves, set AmerNot a spark! It was
ican vouth aflame?

merely the amazing color, or lack of color,
of her hair
An inspired penster labelled it "platinum
blonde," and a thousand Pauline Reveres
Almost
carried the news across America.
brown heads
thousands
of
over-night
turned white, scaring poor Grandma into

a

fit.

It

is

droll

to

note

that

many

of

the

most popular women have never
exerted a profound influence on nationwide get-up.
The Professor names Miriam Hopkins,
Janet Gaynor, Claudette Colbert, Marion
Davies, Norma Shearer, for merely a few
and dodges.
Why should this be?
screen's

—

The Professor, alas, only tells them. He
cannot explain them.
He does know, however, that seemingly
trivial things can cause national upheavals.
Even the merest accident may start the
misplaced comb, the slip of a
girls off.
and ten million ladies will rush
lip-stick
to do it on purpose.
Take the important matter of eye-culture.
My high-priced experts tell me that it
was the above-mentioned Miss Garbo, who
made our girls eye-conscious.
Until the appearance of those luscious
Garbo close-ups, heavy-lidded and langorous, our girls had never paid great attention to their eyes save for winking and
ogling purposes.
And suddenly the country discovered the
paramount importance of assisting Nature
with the normal eye
Even our nicest people began to use
mascara and eye-shadow. Ten years ago
any woman using those devil's tricks would
have been called "fast" and cut dead by

—

A

the minister's wife.

Nice women even use Garbo's famous
phoney eye-lashes occasionally, for evening
wear, and are still received at the parsonage.

This same seductive Scandinavian, with
her slinking, shut-eye tactics, turned our
girlhood into a race of pale, anemic droopers a few years ago.
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Professor

sadly

Stockholm Gardenia

will

have to answer for a goodish bit when the
Last Trumpet sounds.
Through all its giddy years, Hollywood
has vitally affected the Female Form Occasionally Divine.
The pleasing plumpness of the Bow Era
gave place to the Living Skeleton period.
What mad days Days of the Hollywood
Diet, with its whiff of grapefruit thrice
Pumdaily for eighteen swooning days
!

!

melings by strong-armed Norwegians until
the movie darlings were a mass of bruises
Rollings on the bedroom floor even boiling in oil

—

The country went crazy on

flatness

Fashion, that pretty, fussy thing, can be
indicted for murder
The insane slimming
!

drove
business
a lovely, shapely girl into the desert,
It could
the hospital, and even the grave.
be fatal to be smart, in those times. And
For it is well
how we men hated it
known that the average male likes a sharp
detour, here and there, in the female figure.
What saved the mass of American girlhood from slow starvation and the yawning tomb ?
Not the spouting of some shellacked lady
And not the
Oh no
of La Belle Paris
United States Marines, either.
Into Hollywood came riding, on a sturdy
milk-white charger, Miss Mae West, her
lovely curves glowing in the California
sunshine
Women lived again thanks to what the

many

!

!

!

MAGIC LEMON MERINGUE
Brand
Sweetened Condensed Milk
cup lemon juice
Grated rind of 1 lemon or
teaspoon lemon extract

V/$ cups (1 can) Eagle

—

2 tablespoons granulated
sugar

Baked

pie shell (8-inch)

%

world dubbed "The Mae West Silhouette." This means any silhouette thicker
than a normal clothes-pole. Mae's fashion
vogue lasted long enough to get the ladies
style

Blend together Eagle Brand Sweetened Condensed
Milk, lemon juice, grated lemon rind and egg yolks.
(It thickens just as though you were cooking it, to a
glorious creamy smoothness!) Pour into baked pie
shell or Unbaked Crumb Crust (See FREE cook
book). Cover with meringue made by beating egg
whites until stiff and adding sugar. Bake until brown
in a moderate oven (350° F.). Chill before serving.

to eating again.
Some of the girls found they liked the
Many devoured their first
taste of food.
T-bone steak, with French fried, in five
long years, and they loved it.
So three ringing cheers for Merry Mae
Her influence on dress may have been momentary, but it did save our girlhood from
a horrible, lingering death by hunger. Score
another ringer, boy, for Hollywood.

9 Here's a lemon filling that's always perfect Never
runny. Never too thick. Try it, and you'll never
make lemon pie filling the old way again! • But
remember Evaporated Milk won't can't succeed
in this recipe. You must use Sweetened Condensed
Milk. Just remember the name Eagle Brand.
!

—

Do you ask the Professor what one motion picture star has had the greatest influence on American girlhood?

He replies, without hem or haw, Miss
Joan Crawford.
Sneak into a million American homes,
pry chastely into Daughter's boudoir, and
you will find a picture of Miss Crawford
on the dressing-table, and at least twenty
in the girl's memory-book.
Long studies have convinced me that for
years Joan has been Little Miss America's
Ideal.
Her Dream-Girl. Her Best Crush.

PIE

2 eggs
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World's most amazing Cook Book!

|

Rotogravure picture-book (60 photographs) showing
astonishing new short-cuts. 130 recipes, including:
Foolproof 5-minute Chocolate Frosting! Caramel Pudding that makes itself 2-ingredient Macaroons! Shakeup Mayonnaise! Ice Creams (freezer and automatic)!
Candies! Refrigerator Cakes! Sauces! Custards! Cookies! Address: The Borden Co., Dept. SU94, 350 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.
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And why ?
Simply because she looks to be what
every young American girl prays to be.
The Crawford fa.ce and figure are gorgeous.
Her eyes are huge and appealing. She has
She rose from a
infinite dash and spirit.
mere Charleston champ to stardom. And
in ten years of screen labor as a working
girl she has never -failed to protect her virtue successfully and to marry 'the handsome
young millionaire in the last reel.

The American
a hawk.

A

girl

watches Joanie like
Crawfordian hair-

shift in the

tantamount to a revolution.
When I was a film magazine editor, back
in the "Broncho Billy" days, we used to
play a game in our office.
Whenever we had a spare page that advertisers couldn't seem to use, we procured
a picture of the latest Crawford hair-comb,
labelled it "The New Joan Crawford," and
ran it in the magazine.
As Joan was forever fussing with her
dress

wig,

is

we

did this at least three times a year,
and our girl readers seemed to love it.
lost count at sixty four "New Joan Crawfords."

We

State (Print

If

name and address

Garbo made America eye-conscious,

Joan Crawford certainly did the same

for

impossible to estimate the
amount Joan Crawford has increased the
And
sale of lip-stick all over the world.
if our girls' mouths looked like a lot of cut
throats, at least the darlings were doing
their darndest to follow the Dream-Girl.

the

lips.

It

is

What's for now,

in the

matter of Holly-

wood follow-my-leader ?
Well, the girls are tucking into solid
food again, thanks to Mae, and to everybody's relief except, perhaps, the doctors.
Lots of new bangs around, and a big run

—

on tailored sports clothes.
If you ask the Professor whether this
making and remaking of our girlhood is
good or bad, he will reply that he thinks
it is, on the whole, good.
It is the duty of Hollywood's women to
be beautiful, attractive, and in as good taste
as the

Lord

allows.

plainly)

Trade follows the flag and our girls follow the Hollywood ladies which places a
heavy responsibility on the women of the
film colonies, and I hope they realize it.
As for our young ladies lawks, in my
sixty-four years I have never seen American girls so pretty and so well turned-out

—

—

Believe me, this piece is written with no
in no cheek.
I've watched this business since 1922, and have prayed and meditated thereon.
If you don't believe what I've said, look
around your own neighborhood at the
minxes between 12 and 16.

tongue

See what tricks of dress, coiffure, facial
adornment are sweeping the high school
sororities at the moment. And I'll bet that
further research will show a new
as the leading influence and driving force
For, papas and mamas, Hollywood's
Dream-Girls make ours
a

little

Hollywood Dream-Girl
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"Keep Young and

is

Beautiful!"

unduly

sensitive.

Then

morning put it on
again while you bathe. A
week or more of this
in

the

treatment

Hud nut's

Milk

of
Orris
keeps sporting skins

FOR

clear transparency to
skin
which
you
never
suspected before.
It is hard to imagine a

your

soft.

better mild bleaching
treatment than these two
preparations used to-

that hot feeling

gether.

on your skin after
you've been exercising or out in the

for that ounce of
sun
prevention before going

Away with

;

Rubinstein' s

out for a game of tennis,
motoring, there is
nothing half as satisfactory as Hudnut's Milk of
Cucumber and Orris. For
over fifty years lovely
skins have enjoyed and
this

moment

of

it

skin,

—

• To

your grateful relief comes this new,
DRYBAK! In six
improved corn plaster
distinct ways it's better than old-style plasters.
.

.

.

— the

newly-con-

snucly in place.

No bulging

Entirely different in shape

ceived tabs hold

it

or overlapping. Drybak Corn Plaster is the
«£Yzto? plaster you've ever worn
just the right

—

thickness for protection

— the smooth Drybak

is waterproof. You can bathe without
changing it. It will not chafe or stick to stocking. Suntan in color, inconspicuous, and doesn't
soil. The individual medicated centers are un-

surface

WATERPROOF
DOESN'T STICK
TO STOCKING

excelled for removing corns

velous

effectively.

•

preparations

Drybak Corn Plasters
A box of
with 8 individual mediAt your

cated centers, 25c.
druggist's.

ALSO NEW- DRYBAK WATERPROOF
BUNION AND CALLOUS PLASTERS

for

as the final touch to
a lovely costume.

A grand new Eau de
Cologne by Ybry.

as pleasant and correct on
the golf course in the
morning as it is in the
theatre or at a dance at
night.
There are not
many such versatile, per-

fumes.
Do men like it ?
Lady, if there be anything at all in potents
and
charms,
Yardley's
"Bond Street" has all
their powers.
Men adore
it!

Take this hint too, ye
early Christmas shoppers
"Bond Street" makes a
lovely gift and one which
:

meet with an ardent
reception anywhere.
Ybry's new Eau de
Cologne is a work of art.
will

It

made

is

in that

fragrant

!

DRYBAK
CORN
AST
PL

(J «lw IIUNIMICt. M.

t.

\J .CHICAGO. HI.

E

RS
*

of

natural,

aged and
skilfully compounded.
It
One is
state of mind.
Yardley' s Bond Street is
smells a little like a grove
called Pasteurized Bleachan exquisite perfume for
of orange trees in blosing Cream. It is a
always.
som, but the delightful
cleansing cream as well
odor which really lasts
as a bleach and it whitens
and lasts is only part of its charm. It is
you quite thoroughly even while it removes
invigorating and stimulating to your skin.
You
the dust and make-up of the day.
After you use it you feel as if some magic
work it in well, let it remain on your skin
little breeze had come along and pepped
a short time, then remove it with a soft
Rubbed in your
you up all of a sudden
cloth or tissues.
skin it not only cools but relaxes your
This is the moment to use the second
muscles.
It is perfect for use after sports
It
preparation,
Skin Clearing Cream.
of any kind.
smells of fresh almonds of which it is made
and brings pleasant things to mind as you
watched a famous tennis
It is one cream you may
spread it on.
I RECENTLYchampionship
player in a
game. After
count on using down "to the last drop" as
each set he dashed Eau de Cologne over
you will enjoy it so much. You won't be
It refreshed
his forehead and into his hair.
able to bring yourself to waste a speck.
him and helped k^ep his head clear for his
Let it remain on aH-night, unless your skin

you when you are

are economical.
12,

and
your
hands
arms before you know
what has happened. You
will feel you could swim
in it, and like it
Soon you will be wanting to whiten your skin
Helena
again for Fall.
Rubinstein has two marover

Yardley's

Street."

It is one perfume which
goes graciously through
a whole day.
It is just

one of the

protectives for the
known to the coscloses
metic world.
It
the pores and makes a
splendid
all -year -round
foundation.
It looks like
milk thick, sweet milk.
And the smell is fresh
You will
and pleasing.
use it on your face and
throat and be so enamored of it that you will
dive in and have it all

it

many

A

it

is

The smart
world is keen about it
and you will catch whiffs

mildly bleaching.
combination of other ingredi-

make

there are detfashion trends in
perfumes as there are in
houses, frocks, or jewels?
Well, there are
And
one of the most fashionperfect fragrances of the
inite

"Bond

classic.

ents
best

occurred to you

!

beauty

The cucumber makes

HAS
that

it

tan! Helena
bleaching duet.

golf, or

responded to

only

a

Cucumber and
smooth and

not

will

your tan fading but

rind

oils,
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game. Are you a shower addict who regrets now and then that bath salts and gay
fragrant crystals don't go with showers ?
Cheer up
Here is a trick worth two of

WINNIE'S

!

that.

WORRY

—by

Gil

Take your shower, then dash Ybry's

Eau

de Cologne on you as you step out.
perfumed bath was ever nicer. And if
a really cold shower brings up the goose-

No

flesh, take a tepid one, followed with Eau
de Cologne, and you will have all the fun
of a cold shower with none of the shock.
Eau de Cologne closes your pores, tones
up your skin, gives you that same peppy
feeling which comes from a cold shower.
And it's a lot pleasanter.
The container (illustrated here) is a
perfect copy of an antique French bottle.
Even the delicate amber of the glass has
precious
been successfully imitated.
thing to have on your dressing-table

A

!

New

Bing Crosby's
Co-Star

Continued from page
you want me

to

do

in

this

1

shot?'

You

never have that with Miriam."
And then I could understand the whole
thing >why actors don't go into ecstacies
Picat the thought of working with her.
ture-making is a business. When Miriam
has these conferences with herself before
she goes into a scene, it's for the purpose
building her perof developing her part

—

CD 4 WEEKS

LATER

New pounds

skinny figures

—

formance up

Naturally, she's
to top-notch.
not giving herself any the worst of it and
actors not so quick witted are pretty sure
to come out at the short end of the horn.
Well, I can't say I blame her.
In a casual conversation with Miriam
you get nothing of all this.
When she
enters a room her charm strikes you like
something tangible. You don't exactly get
the impression of helpless femininity
her
intelligence is equally apparent and precludes any possibility of that but you do
have the feeling that here is a girl you'd
like
to date.
That she's a darn sight
shrewder than you or any other man is
something that never occurs to you.
"I loved doing that picture," she cried

—quick!
Thousands gaining 5

to 15 lbs.
a few weeks
with amazing new double tonic

and

—

enthusiastically.

"I

yeast to build up health. But now
new discovery you can get far
greater tonic results than with ordinary
yeast— regain health, and in addition

with this

—

don't

know why

put on pounds of firm, good-looking
flesh— and in a far shorter time.

Not only are thousands quickly gaining
beauty-bringing pounds, but also clear, radiant skin, freedom from constipation and
indigestion, new pep.

I

should have, though," she added. "I was
ribbed more unmercifully on that set than
Bing, Eddie
I have ever been in my life.
Nugent and Warren Hymer used to kid
me to death. When I returned to work
after I'd broken those two little bones in
my foot, they used to look at me, shake
their heads and say, 'Hoppy, you're limping
on the wrong foot.
You'll give yourself
!"
away.'
But I loved it
"Elliott told me," I put in, "how you
probably give more thought to every scene
before you go into it than any actress he's
ever worked with. Bing gives no thought
He stresses the fact that he knows
to it.
nothing about acting that, as he puts it,
he just dropped off a load of pumpkins.
Wasn't it disconcerting, after you'd thought
everything out technically, to work opposite
someone who didn't understand the fine
points you were trying to make?
I'd imagine it would be like playing poker and
making a swell bluff scaring everybody
out of the pot and then having some dub

Concentrated 7 times
This amazing new product, Ironized Yeast,

made from

special brewers' ale yeast, im
from Europe, the richest yeas
known, which by a new process is concentrated 7 times made 7 times more powerful.
is

ported

But that is not all This marvelous, healthbuilding yeast is ironized with 3 special kinds
of strengthening iron.
!

Day after day, as you take Ironized Yeast,
watch flat chest develop, skinny limbs
round out attractively, new health come.

—

Results guaranteed
matter how skinny and weak you may
be, this marvelous new Ironized Yeast
should build you up in a few short weeks as
it has thousands. If you are not delighted
with the results of the very first package,
your money instantly refunded.

No

—

who had no

business in

it

Special
To

in the first place,

you because he didn't understand the
game."
"There are two
"No," said Miriam.
ways of doing a scene intuitively or technically.
Either or both can be right. Bing
is
just a natural
an intuitive actor.
I
liked working with him more than almost
anyone I've ever worked with. If I had

lovely curves in

DOCTORS for years have prescribed

—

—

for

call

:

—

Posed by professional models

start

FREE

offer!
you building up your health

right

away, we make this absolutely FREE offer.
Purchase a package of Ironized Yeast at
once, cut out the seal on the box and mail it
to us with a clipping of this paragraph. We
will send you a fascinating new book on
health, "New Facts About Your Body", by
an authority. Remember, results are guaranteed with the very first package— or
money refunded. At all druggists. Ironized
Yeast Co., Inc., Dept. 269, Atlanta, Ga.
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a scene where I was supposed to be talking
and the audience will
to him, he'd listen
be able to tell that what I say is registering
Many actors who are camerawith him.
wise would either he looking over my head
or else be gazing fondly in the direction of

—

No more
blind dates

the camera.

"You know," she went on, "I wasn't supposed to come back to Hollywood until
September. I had two more pictures to do

my

on

along

contract.

thought,

I

When

part came
good part.
September my conNovember or De-

'Well,

this

it's

go back until
won't end until
The fall season
cember.
If
will be ruined for me.
If I don't

tract

a

in

New York

go back now
and do this picture, it'll be a good film. I
can do the other one right away, too, and
I'll be free by August. Free!" she exulted.
I

another
"that's
interjected,
"Say,"
I
You're
thing I wanted to ask you about.
supposed to be the pampered darling of
the screen the best stories, best directors,
best casts, best everything and yet, apHow
stage.
parently, you prefer the

m

—

—

come ?"

—

New York
I'm

in

she

I

all.

to live in because
the midst of things

I

—

cried.

pre-

like to

feel

I'm

Who

can blame a

man

for resenting the

odor of underarm perspiration upon a
girl? It's altogether inexcusable

when

it

can be avoided so easily with Mum, the
dainty, fragrant cream deodorant.
Just a little half minute when you dress
to smooth on a bit of Mum, and you can
forget your underarms for all day.
You need not hesitate to use Mum. It's
harmless to clothing. And it's soothing to
the skin so soothing you can even use
it right after shaving the underarms.

—

Use

Mum

regularly every day.

Then

no one with

this unpleasantness which always robs a girl of popularity
and admiration. Bristol-Myers, Inc., 75

you'll offend

West

St.,

New

York.

—

and glancing up

to find there's

an

DEPEND UPON
Use

MUM

this

to that and from that to the other thing.
Out here, when you're not working, there's
nothing to do but relax."
"I've always
"But do you?" I asked.

understood your nervous energy keeps you
skipping all over the place."
"No !" she answered promptly. "People
who say that don't know me. I swim or
when there is
lie for hours in the sun
any," she added glancing out the window
It was raining
at the "unusual weather."
in June!
"I think," she went on, "after you've
once become used to this place, you almost
have to come back here for a while every
year to recuperate from New York and
Would you
avoid a nervous breakdown.
like a highball?" she asked suddenly, "or
would you rather have tea? I'm going to

—

—

have

tea."

"Tea for two," I murmured weakly.
While she was gone I glanced around
the room.
A long, low divan, deep easy
At the far end
chairs, a beamed ceiling.
of the room a patch-stone recess in which
was an enormous fireplace with a heavy
beam over it for a mantel. Old pewter
and pitchers rested on it.
"I love this room," I vouchsafed when
she returned.
Miriam glanced carelessly about. "It is
Lubitsch copied it in the
nice, isn't it?
new home he's building. It's a reproduction of the living-room in an old Mexican
plates

TAKES THE ODOR OUT
OF PE R S PI RATION
TO DO THIS.

Mum as a deodorant on sanitary

napkins and enjoy absolute security.

J

pictures are

made

"1 explained," she said patiently, "that I
prefer living in New York.
I
want to
live there when I grow old and it's where
I

want

to die."

"That's a cheerful thought to be carrying
around," I laughed.
"What period are
you furnishing it in?"
Out here in Hollywood, if your home
isn't furnished in some particular period
well, you just don't belong.
"No period," she replied promptly. "I
loathe these places where they take you
through and proudly say, 'There isn't a
that

piece

isn't

in

the

period'

and

room' and 'This is my
Georgian room,' etc. I have a few good
pieces
our family silver, a couple of nice
paintings of my grandparents, and
oil
'This

my French

is

—

wherever
"There

have gone on rushing hectically from

I'm through with blind dates.
must be pretty.
But she must be some other things.
Why on earth doesn't this girl know
she ought to do something about it?"

New York when

in

on the coast?"

mann

Street,

I don't say a girl

home

things like that.
For the rest, I want to
furnish it gradually just picking up odd

exhibition of Matisse's work and think,
And all that
'Oh, I must drop in here.'
sort of thing. I suppose there is culture of
a sort out here but it can only be dug up
The distances are so
at very great effort.
The things you care about
tremendous.
seeing or hearing or doing are strung out
all the way from Santa Barbara to Pasadena. Even if a concert or an art exhibit
is
no further away than Los Angeles,
that's a good hour's drive each way.
"In New York most of the activity is
centered between 30th Street and the 70's.
If I'd never come out here I suppose I'd

AGAIN. From now on

—

which I'm not. You want your books all
together and all your other things.
If
you split them up you don't get any real
pleasure from either place."
"Ah!" I cried triumphantly, "if you
don't prefer the stage why did you buy a

I
love to
where things are happening.
bump into friends and possibly have one
of them say, 'Have you heard Lotte Leh-

She's simply divine'
sing Isolde?
and be able to say as really happened
'Oh, yes, I heard her last Thursday and
she fainted at the end of the first act.'
"And I love walking along, say 57th

NEVER

New

single

don't prefer the stage,"
just different, that's
"It's just
"I

fer
feel

"Oh, no.
Just rented.
You see, I've
just bought a house in
York.
I
don't think you can have homes in two
places
unless you're fabulously wealthy

farm-house."
My roving eyes took in the books

on

the table, the other homely little touches.
"Is it vour house?" I asked.

pieces

— auctions,

sales and
to find something I like.

galleries,

at
I

happen

is

a

Westchester,

man named Hans Brmton

just, outside Philadelphia,

in

w ho
7

knows more about

antiques than anyone
Hergesheimer got all his
ever met.
material for 'Java Head' from him. I want
to go down and consult him."
"Brinton !" I exclaimed.
"He and his
wife are great friends of my mother's.
She's often visited there."
So we chatted a while of the Brintons
and then Miriam returned to the subject of
pictures.
"I don't intend giving up my
picture work entirely.
My contract, as I
told you, will be up in August.
I don't
want to sign another one. Paramount is
all right but I just don't want to 'belong.'
I've

Mr. Cohn of Columbia wanted me for two
Capra pictures 'It Happened One Night'
and 'Twentieth Century' both of them hits.
Paramount wouldn't lend me. So now Mr.
Cohn and I have made an agreement that
I'm to do a picture with Capra in 1935.

—

—

"It will be

spend the summers
pictures and the fall and
York. I'll be free
I can

ideal to

making

out here

winter in

New

!

England or China or Afghanistan if
I may not go
but knowing
I feel like it.
that I can go if I want to will be
well,

go

to

—

—

great
"If a suitable play turns
it,

up

I'll

but nowadays you're lucky

love doing
you get a
The rest of

if

run of from two to six months.
the time I'll be able to do whatever I
want."
We were interrupted by the entrance of
Michael, Miriam's two and a half year
"C'acker!" demanded
old adopted son.
Mike.
Miriam gave him a piece of oatmeal cake
some friends had sent her from Scotland.
Mike promptly dropped it on the floor.
"Oh, darling," she laughed, "look what
Well, eat it anyhow.
It
you've done.
little dirt will probably
won't hurt you.
do you good."
_

A

The

rang.
Drat telephones
returned she faced me regretfully
"I'm sorry, but it
or did she?
was the studio. I've got to go over there
for a retake.
I'm afraid I haven't given
you," she exyou very much.
I'll tell
claimed as a bright thought struck her,
"you just write a story about me!"
And so I have. But no story could ever
do justice to the girl who strikes terror
into the hearts of directors and actors before they meet her and whose charm makes
slaves of them afterwards.

'phone

When Miriam

—

for
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Tamed?

How Mary

Continued from page 20
While

saint.

she

stricken,

I

prattled

Beverly home, denied the bruises
and toyed with a couple of these

the

softly,

idiotic

Chichuahua "dogs," which she called

little

—believe

this or

not

!

—her

"chickies."

GRACE CLARK CLEARED
UP HER SKIN WITH
SOME MARVELOUS NEW
KIND OF PASTEURIZED
YEAST -WHY NOT SEE HER?

This Lupe Velez, the screaming hoyden ?
They had rung in a double
Impossible
on me. Or else the little tigress was on
her way to Heaven with a sad attack of
pernicious anemia
!

I

Won

$5,000 Beauty Contest

by the bedside, awewistfully of her

sat

Ellen

the place grief-shaken.

left

great

—

Hollywood

Legend

like

Another
Garbo's

gorgeous indolence, or that half the world
wants to kidnap an actor's adopted baby
was passing. I ordered a new black suit,
and sent a dozen calla lilies to the erstwhile Mexican tornado.

Johnny was holding her hand those times
golfing, and no doubt
swinging from tee to tee. In a few days
she would fly back with him to her beloved

when he wasn't out

home, to spend her declining days in fasting and good works.
And suddenly the sun shone again, and
a great wind blew up out of the East
The Velez appeared at the local airport
to board her plane for the West.
Under
each arm was a "chickie," wet-nosed and

DO YOU THINK THAT
NEW YEAST WILL
REALLY HELP ME

GRACE?

=

P
IT

DID

WONDERS
FOR ME

ARE YEAST FOAM
TABLETS HARD TO
TAKE MR. JACKSON?

YOU'LL LIKE THEM
SURE, THEY'RE NOT
LIKE ORDINARY YEAST,
THEY DON'T FERMENT
I'M

AND CANT CAUSE GAS

bored.

"Sorry, Miss Velez, but you can't take

— —

er dogs aboard the ship."
Miss Velez registered Mexican misun-

those

derstanding.

"Pardonnez, Senorita," said the man in
blue, a bit louder, "Vous cannot apportez
!"
les petit dogs aboard le airplane
The air turned blue, shot with dazzling
electric sparks.

"What you say?" remarked Miss Velez,
with such lung-power that ships were
rocked far at sea, "I can't take my chickies
on theese plane? Arrrrrrh!"
With that she tore her tickets into snips,
hurled them into the official's purple pan,
and an hour or two later was aboard a good
old train bound for the little pink home in
the west.
It was these "chickies" that, I think, had
frightened me most during my historic interview with a Mrs. Tarzan gone tame.
"Mr. Weissmuller gave them to me," she
crooned, kissing their damp snouts. "Aren't
they the cutest doggies in this world?"
I passed, and asked if they were married.
"No, they are brother and sister," said
the cooing foster-mother.
"Touch me and
see what happens."
So I touched her why not? and one of
the chickies lunged at me with his needle
fangs bared.
I
fell
off my chair and
changed the subject.
As for the bruises, Lupe was sad and
pained on the subject, instead of cussing
out the gossip-spreaders for a lot of puffed
adders.
I felt sure that the girl was sick.
Of course, I didn't get the break that
fell to the lot of one New York reporter,
a lady.
When this sweetheart of the press asked
about the alleged contusions, Lupe leaped
from her cot in her birthday suit, exclaiming "Ho
Take a look
See if you can
!"
find any black and blues
Of course, I expected no such boon.
But I guess the worst of a Lupe Gone
Sissy was the matter of
Can you
imagine the Tiajuana Tornado mooing
about
I had innocently asked the girl what she
was going to do when she finished exciting

—

—

!

!

HOME.

HOME?

the

New York

rubes.
She gave me the look of a rapt sorority
girl before Gable's picture.
!" she sighed.
"I am going
It was like Lillian Gish with a Dear

Yeast Foam Tablets
WHAT
Mary
they

did for
Ellen's skin,
should do for
yours.
muddy, blotchy, unattractive complexion is usually caused by faulty elimination
or a nervous run-down condition. Your trouble
is internal and requires internal treatment.
That is what Yeast Foam Tablets provide.
Yeast Foam Tablets contain rich stores
and which strengthen your
of vitamins
digestive and intestinal organs, which give

A

B

tone and vigor to your nervous system. With
the true causes of your trouble corrected,
eruptions and blemishes vanish. Your skin
becomes clear and smooth. Indigestion, con-

MAKEHorrie
MONEY
!

steady income each week, working at home,
EARN
coloring photos and miniatures in
Learn famous
oil.

'Koehne Method" in few weeks. Work done by this
method in big demand. No experience nor art talent
needed. Many become independent this way. Send for
free booklet,

"Make Money at Home."

NATIONAL ART SCHOOL.

3601 IWiehigani Avenue,

Inc.

Dept. 4436, Chicago,
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Send postcard for our free catalogue.
Thousands of bargains.
Address:
LITTLE BLUE BOOK CO., Catalogue
Dept., Desk 2S8, Girard, Kansas.
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stipation, lack of pep and nervousness all
go. You enjoy new health, and new beauty.
All druggists sell Yeast Foam Tablets.
10-day bottle costs only 50c. Get one today.

A

FREE: MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY
NORTHWESTERN YEAST COMPANY,
1750 North Ashland Avenue, Chicago. Illinois
Please send free sample of Yeast Foam Tablets
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VOICE
100% Improvement Guaranteed
We build, strengthen the vocal organa

— but by fundamentally
sound and scientifically correct silent exercises . .
and absolutely guarantee to improve any singing
or speaking- voice at least 100% .
. Write for
wonderful voice book— sent free. Learn WHY you
can now have the voice you want. No literature
sent to anyone under 17 unless signed by parent.
PERFECT VOICE INSTITUTE, Studio 13-16
308 No. Michigan Ave., Chicago
not with einQinfj lessons
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Baby in her arms. I almost cried.
"Oh," she went on, "I can't wait to get
home. I am making my house BEEGER!
K-pecially the bathrooms.
1 love a BEEG
bathroom I"
That blow nearly killed father.
Chickies
I tried to get her away from
and Domesticity to lead her thoughts back
to Hollywood, scene of her gaudiest and
most spectacular feats. Several times the
United States thought seriously of giving
Hollywood back to the Mexicans, and sending out an American consul.
"Do you still like to go to the fights in
Little

—

Hollywood?" I asked.
"Oh, sure," she said,
I

know

from

all

my

"I love the fights.
the fighters, too.
I coach them

seat."

could imagine a boxer looking over at
his fair coach at the ringside and getting
knocked colder than a planked shad.
Then I tried to rouse the old Velez
I

dander and pride.

"Are you

the loudest yeller at the

still

fights ?"

Lupe smiled

sardonically.

ME? Ho! Ho! You should
"Yell?
She can yell louder
hear Connie Bennett
Oh boy !"
than me
!

!

I

Hollywood saw that she was beautiful,
but movie people work under pitiless
lights,

They

play in glaring sunshine.

called her

arms and

an "Airedale" because her

betrayed superfluous hair.
You'll never guess her name for she
is now one of the most perfectly groomed
women in the world thanks to X-Bazin.
With X-Bazin Cream or Powder, any
woman can be exquisitely free of hair on
legs, arms and under-arms.
Constant research and improvement have made
X-Bazin more and more mild, efficient, and agreelegs

—

—

gave up.

Little

Miss Cayenne had gone

modest, too. Did you ever expect to see
the day when one of the old Velez clan
would admit to being out-hollered by a
mere Bennett even a Bennett married to a
French marquis? Neither did I!
The fire-ball seemed so very serious about
A
her future labors always a bad sign.
true Velez takes her work where she finds
She can take her toil, or leave it alone.
it.

—

—

Yes,

This really reliable depilatory leaves your
skin exquisitely smooth, white and hairless. Even
the future growth of hair is retarded.
accept no substiInsist on reliable X-Bazin
Cream or Powder at drug and departtutes.
ment stores 50c. Good size tubes of X-Eazin
Cream, 10c in 10-cent stores.

able.

Don't go in for any diet unless you
have your doctor's advice, by this I
mean any strenuous or unusual diet. The
ones given herewith are perfectly safe.
There are other safe ways to diet if you
find you are afflicted with hip-spread, more
waist than you know what to do with, or
blobs of fat where no fat belongs. Business
people especially will find that a good way
to slenderize is to limit the noon meal.
Brain

workers

lunch,

principally

fruit,

is

realize that a light
or wholly composed of
an ideal solution to their weight
will

of dieting is not recomthose who do heavy physical
work, or to those who never eat much
The light fruit luncheon not
breakfast.
only aids in keeping the weight down, but
helps keep you free from indigestion and
clears the complexion.
Here are a few suggestions for varied
You may have large servfruit luncheons.
ings of these dishes, but eat no other food
with it.
(1) Large glass of orange juice (2 large
oranges), and an apple and raisin
salad with dressing.
(2) Lemonade, sliced orange and grape-

method

This

mended

.
lovely skin . . . classic features .
ravishing eyes that seem to dance like stars
all of these
in the zenith at midnight
But if Charm
your mirror may reveal.
and Personality are lacking, then your
dreams of social prestige never materialize
they fade like a mirage at the most critical
moment. Perfection of appearance is not
Poise and Personal Charm
all essential
are more important to Social Smartness.
Under Antoinette's intimate guidance, you
may, in your own home, acquire the art of
dramatizing your personality of making
your appeal a thousand times more glamWrite today for my free book,
orous.
It is
"Fascinating You."
"Your Passport to Charm''
Attention Sec'y AB
.

——

—

—

to

fruit salad.

(3)

Baked

(4)

Grape

(5)
(6)

S^OOLofplSsCNAUriArlM
holly wocd-Cal if ornia

She planned a few more weeks of personal appearances, including a ha-cha week
in Chicago with the Big Lair at fever-heat.
Later, two weeks in South America at a
staggering fee, with all expenses paid to
boot.

Still

later,

good old pictures.

Lupe's term at Metro has run out, and
she sheds no tears not because she disliked working for Leo, the Fly-Snapping
Lion, but because she prefers to free-lance.
It's hard to imagine the Wild One shackled
by a contract.
Yes, sir, Lupe gave us all a few bad
days, in New York, while she was in the
midst of her Sweet and Injured number.
The minute she howled, tore up her
ducats and screamed into the Newark night,
we knew that all was well that Mrs. Tarzan was herself again
don't mind, of course, if she loves
her Beeg Home.
can even go the
"chickies," I suppose, if we have to, though
a world with "chickies" in it seems a little

—

—

!

We

We

hard to take.
A domesticated Lupe, for a time, is a
pretty sight.
She loves her Johnnee and
her Johnnee Loves her, and if she wants
to Play House while Papa is in the studio
jungles swinging from tree to tree, we
think it is very sweet.
But we do demand that this state of sissihood be not permanent. Once in a while
Velez must let off a warwhoop and leave
the reservation, bounding and screaming
knocking over fake dignities and thumbing
her pert nose at Hollywood stuffed shirts.
Lupe, leave us our dreams.
And we'll
bet anything that you can out-yell this
Connie Bennett six to one
Come on, Kid
!

You Can Have

worries.

A

LAND

a

!

Hollywood

Continued from page 37
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X-BAZIN
REMOVES HAIR

EN

Figure

—

HALL &RUCKEL, Inc., Est. 1848, Brooklyn,N Y.
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apple, fruit cup of fresh pineapple, grapes, pears and melon.
juice, watermelon or cantaloupe with orange or lemon ice, a

ripe pear.
Sliced peaches, fresh figs or bunch
of grapes.
Mixed fruit salad, lime gelatin,

orange juice.
Judith Allen had a slight bulge around
her waist that she paid no particular atten-

She had to wear corsets
tion to at first.
in two pictures, one after the other, and
they pinched the nerves in her spine so that
felt wretched.
In fact, she was so
she took treatment from a manipulator
who pulled and pushed and cracked her
joints and said she'd be all right.
But she
wasn't.
One day she was complaining on the set
about how terrible she felt and one of the
technicians told her I could fix her up. She
came to me and I massaged her back and
smoothed out the nerves. She felt so relieved and so well afterward that she

she
ill

wanted to do something for me.

I wouldn't
charge her anything, so she got to looking

and noticing that little bulge, and
presently she came and asked for a course
of treatments.
In seven treatments I reduced her waist four inches.
She didn't
diet or exercise, just let me take it off.
But you can do the same for yourself by
being careful what you eat and following
the exercises I give you.
The Russian folk-dance movement is excellent for slimming the waistline.
It will
also reduce or develop the legs.
This
sounds paradoxical, doesn't it?
But it's
true.
Swimming reduces or develops, according to your need, you know.
at herself

Here it is
Squat down, sitting on heels,
arms folded on chest, spine erect. Throw
the right leg out straight in front, heel en
floor.
Hop up and throw the left leg out
as you draw the right leg back to squattiiT
position.
Repeat the leg changing, raDidlv
When you have mastered this, try throw
:

ing legs out first right to one side, then
to other side and back.
It is a gooo
idea to do this to music.
I've mentioned it before, but it is so im-

left

September 1934

for
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portant that I will repeat it
Good posture
has a great deal to do with your apparent
weight.
Maybe you actually haven't a
"spare tire" but if you stand as though you
had, what Hollywood director would look
at you if he met you face to face?
Claudette Colbert was saying the other
day that when she got her first part on the

Needless to say, this exercise is for girls
are able to do ballet dancing steps and
should not be attempted if you are stiffjointed, until you have made yourself supple
with other exercises.
The woman who wants to be attractive
and really young after her third decade
must see to it that her body keeps up the
active habits of her earlier years, and she
should pay particular attention to keeping
her muscles supple and flexible.
Grace of movement in walking, standing,
and seating oneself depend largely on the
responsiveness of the muscles and tendons

:

stage, it
girls to

was the fashion for all the younger
affect what they called the "de-

—

butante

slouch" that is, to stand with
stomachs well in front of them, their
chests caved in and a general air of having
been thrown across the room and not having pep enough to straighten up.
This weird attitude was adopted, Claudette thinks, because it happened to be the
style to look like a boy instead of like a
girl, and standing upright would have retheir

!

—

posture only once in a while when you're
looking yourself over in the mirror in the

morning, for instance. It's something that
must get to be a habit.
Incorrect posture can cause sagging neck
muscles, double chins, round shoulders and
flabby busts.
And the relaxed drooping
of

the

spine

makes

for

the ac-

;

—

—

really rests you
attractive.

and

it

certainly

makes you

more

Here's a good exercise for reducing that
Clasp your hands back of your
head and rotate the body forward and

hip line:

downward from
left

right

to

left

and from

to right.

The

following exercise is excellent for
the abdomen, but it takes two
do it, preferably a man and girl,
unless you can find a very strong girl to
help you, when two girls can manage it
flattening
people to

together.

The

down on

the floor, arms
outstretched, toes touching the floor boards.
Man stands over her, straddling her body;
he bends down and clasps her hands, bends
her body backward in an arch and lowers
her to the floor again. Do not do this until
you are tired. The minute you feel weary,
stop it.
Another waist-slimming exercise can be
done by yourself
Put your left foot up on
wall bar or small table.
Raise the arms
above the head and swing them down to
touch the left toes. The right foot will be
on the floor in what is known as first
dancing position, squarely pointed to the
right.
Then lift the arms and turn entire
body (left leg turning on the wall bar as
you do so;, and touch the floor with the
girl lies face

:

fingers.
this time

Then swing up once more and

bend the body forward and rest
the head on the left foot. Repeat with the
right foot on the wall bar.

.

not lipstick!

.

is this one
Stand with both feet turned slightly outward, one foot advanced a little in front.
Rise on the balls of the feet, then slowly
flex the knees deeply; rise up again, and
lower the heels. Repeat six to ten times.
Follow this by the second exercise in this
series
Stand erect, hands on hips. Take
a long step forward with the right foot.
Bend both knees so that left knee touches
the floor.
Rise quickly and step forward
on the left foot, flexing the knees as before.
This time the right knee touches the floor.
Take twenty long steps with knee bendings.
As you may have noticed, the knee joint
is not so beautifully formed as the ankle.
Slender people are likely to have knobbly
knees and overweights have bulky ones.
Fat knees are perhaps the worst looking.
There's a bunch of muscle on the inside and
the whole joint is swathed in fat.
The
average fat knee will respond to systematic
exercise, but be sure it is systematic, and
not something you do Monday morning and
forget Tuesday and then Wednesday you
have time for only one or two bendings
and flexings, and Thursday you forget
again, and then Friday you're too lazy and
Saturday you feel
"Oh, what's the use
:

you were proud of yourself.
You can't do much by assuming correct

cumulation of fat oyer hips, thighs, and
abdomen.
An erect posture makes a person actually
taller and slimmer, while a slouch emphasizes any tendency toward surplus flesh at
throat, bust, or abdomen.
Hold the body
as tall as possible without actually rising
on the toes. In this position, there is the
largest space available for the organs; the
muscles of the front, sides, and back are in
perfect balance, none are strained the head
is
erect and so poised that none of the
muscles are overworked.
Every time you are standing whether
you're in line at the box-office, waiting for
a bus, or just gossiping over the neighbor's
fence think of your posture and practice
it.
In a week's time you'll see an improvement in your carriage; in six weeks, you'll
wonder- how you ever stood
in
that
slumped-over way, for correct posture

.

controlling the knees.
An excellent knee exercise

vealed the fact that the girl hadn't the flat
chest of a boy
Today, it's not supposed
to be to her credit to have a figure either
like a boy's or like a slate pencil, so the
good carriage is back. You aren't in fashion unless you can stand up and walk as if

carriage

KISS HI
WITH LIPS

who

•

:

my

knee's just as fat as it ever was !"
The thin knobby knee is usually weak.
It bends inward, producing what are called
knock-knees.
Tall young girls who are
underweight for their age and size, often
have this sort of knee, and wearing too
high heels aggravates it. The remedy in a
case of this kind is a general gain in health
and weight, combined with correct choice
of footwear, and correct posture when
standing, walking or sitting, that will protect leg muscles from undue strain.
If you are eager to reduce, you should

stand up or walk around a little after each
meal instead of sinking into a comfortable
chair or lying down.
It's a good idea to cultivate some active
outdoor hobby, especially if you work indoors most of the time.
The body needs daily exercise. Some
people need more than others do, but if you
can't spare more time, ten minutes night
and morning will keep you in fairly good

Color-change principle makes Tangee
part of Lips, not a smeary Coating!
the man you like kisses you, be

WHEN

sure he thinks of your lips as lips . .
as a coating of paint. Of course, to be
your loveliest, you must use lipstick. But it's
easy to color your lips beautifully without
painting them. Simply use the lipstick which
isn't paint! This unusual lipstick called Tangee
contains a color-change principle which enables
it to intensify your natural color.

and not

LOOKS ORANGE — ACTS ROSE
Tangee looks orange. But on your
changes to blush-rose It becomes part
of your lips
not a greasy coating. Moreover,
Tangee's special cream base soothes and softens
dry, peeling lips. Get Tangee today— 39^ and
$1.10 sizes. Also in Theatrical, a deeper shade
for professional use. (See coupon offer below.)
In the

stick,

lips, it

!

.

.

.

UNTOUCHED— Lips left untouched are apt ro have

,

look.. make

faded
the face seem older

PAINTED

— Don't

i

a

risk

that

painted look. It's coarsening
and men don't like it.

TANGEE — Intensifies

natural
color, restores youthful appeal,
ends that painted look.

New— Tangee Face Powder gives

skin a soft
underglow. Contains the magic color-change
principle. Prevents powdery, mask-like effect.

condition.

The muscles in the back become flaccid
when they're not kept in trim by regular
exercise._

noticed

I've

that

most women

spend little or no time on developing
shapely backs. Maybe it's because they so
seldom see their own rear view
If lumps of flabby flesh have already
formed at the back of the waistline, they
may be reduced by massage. If you can't
get to an expert masseur, you may perhaps
_

manage a self-massage, lying
ward or on the side and using
and

face downthe cupping
in the last

slapping massage given
article on the stubborn flesh.
The bicycle exercise is very good for this
"fat back" ailment:
Lie on the floor.
Raise hips and legs from the floor and
move legs as pedaling a bicycle upside
down. This will strengthen leg muscles.
Stationary running for several minutes
night and morning is something that can
harm no one and is not difficult to do.

Worlds Most Famous Lipstick

I

I
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ENDS THAT PAINTED LOOK

4-PIECE MIRACLE
THE GEORGE W. LUFT
417 Fifth Avenue,

it

tonight.
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Give Us

A CORNS

We

Chance!

a

was an instantaneous success. Then
she went to the Earl Theatre in Washington, presumably for a brief stay as Mistress
She took the Capitol city
of Ceremonies.
by storm, and remained at the theatre for
more than three years, which was great for

Here
Strike up the band
But hey ho
comes the parade of Warner Brother starthis studio's promise of new fames
lets
and names for tomorrow. Look them over,
ladies and gentlemen, and take your choice.
Make your bets on your favorites. Back,
Here comes the parade
everybody
Glen Boles, Enrico Caruso, Jr., Maxine
Two fine, handDoyle. See them go past
some men; one Irish lass that I'll take, if
you won't. Patricia Ellis, Paul Kaye, Hal
Le Roy, Margaret Lindsay, Jean Muir.
What talent; what charm! Virginia line,
Phillip Reed, Phil Regan, Dorothy Tree,
Gordon Wcstcott, Joan Wheeler, and Donald Woods. There they are, alphabetically
!

—

STOPS
PAINFUL

SHOE

Washington, and bad

Also Sizes for Callouses and Bunions
You'll have relief the minute you apply
Dr. Seholl's Zino-pads. These
thin, soothing, healing, proI
tective pads remove the cause
shoe pressure; prevent corns,
sore toes and hlisters from new
or tight shoes. It's a complete
treatment consisting of pads
to end pain and separate Medicated Disks to quickly, safely

I

—

Remove Corns and Callouses
Sizes for Corns, Callouses,
Bunions and Corns between

If you haven't already seen her in "Side
Streets" and "The Key," look for her in
the picture that gives Maxine her first
"The Stureally important opportunity
dent Tour." It's a Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
picture Maxine was borrowed for the part.
Patricia Ellis is one of the veterans

—

among Warners' youn^

Seholl's

Zino-pads
—
is

baby, and has never left
any great length of time.
As a consequence, Patricia excels in numerous arts she plays piano beautifully
and is a ballet uancer with few peers.
Miss Ellis is rather tall and willowy for
one so young (still in her 'teens') she is
She has light
five feet six inches in height.
brown hair, blue eyes, and she weighs 115
She has traveled extensively, depounds.
spite her youthful years, and during her
she has visited Europe, Asia, South
life
America and Central America. She really
needs no introduction, for she has appeared
the profession

Mid.

.

—

in

t

,

six feet

has the

SUNNY golden curls

smart blonde coiffure.
Mother and daughter keeping young together

— thanks

.

to Blondex.

.

.

This special blonde hair

shampoo not only helps prevent darkening

—

but safely brings back true golden color to dull,
drab, faded light hair. Brings out the bright,
gleaming lights makes the hair soft and silky.
No injurious chemicals. Not a dye. Invigorates
the scalp. Ask any Blondex user! At all drug

—

and department

stores.

Metropolitan and fail.
Young Caruso's efiforts have been confined to Italian and Spanish motion pictures, but now that he has mastered the
English language, he'll be given opportuniand
ties that will bring him to your eyes

you attend the Little
of motion-picturedom
that brings fine foreign pictures to your
neighborhood house, you may already have
seen Enrico Caruso, Jr., in "Les Buenaventura" ("The Fortune Teller").
Maxine Doyle is one of the pertest little
tricks that ever strutted a stage or winked
She is five feet, two inches
into a camera.
from the bottom of her cute feet to the top
She has
of her curly, brown-haired head.
ever-so-big blue eyes that do things to masShe is so Irish that you exculine hearts.
ears.

DEAFNESS

IS

MISERY

Many people with defective hearing
and Head Noises enjoy conversation,
go to Theatre and Church because they
use Leonard Invisible Ear Drums which
resemble Tiny Megaphones fitting
in the Ear entirely out of sight.
No wires, batteries or head piece.
They are inexpensive. Write for
booklet and sworn statement of £>/?£/A/
the inventor who was himself deaf.
A. 0. LEONARD. Inc.. Suite 984,70 5th Ave.,

New York

Words or Music) for consideration today.
Radio Music Guild, 1650 Broadway, New York.
material

(

if

Movement

pect her to say begorrah when she greets
you but she doesn't.
She needs no introduction to Washington, D. C, nor to San Francisco. She made
her debut on the stage in the latter city,

—

Cash Payments Advanced Writers of Songs
Used and publication secured. Send us any likely

However,

Theatre

!

career (his outstanding play was
"Lady Luck") when motion pictures scouts
swarmed down upon him, and sent him to
Hollywood. Perhaps you have seen Kaye
and
Nellie," "Easy To Love,"
in "Hi,
stage

he gives evidences of duplicating his father's
cherishes a burning
success as a tenor.
Opera
Metropolitan
the
at
sing
to
desire
House, scene of his father's great triumphs,
but Enrico, Jr., rarely speaks of the ambition, because he does not believe it possible
that he can ever achieve his father's position—and he wouldn't want to go to the

He

always be BLONDES"

Snatcher"

!

—

"Yes, Betty, we'll

among which
and "Elmer The

pictures, outstanding

Who comes here? Why, it looks like
Now
It is Robert Young
Robert Young
what can Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer' s Robert
Young be doing among the Warner starBut wait; this is not Bob Young.
lets?
He is Paul Kaye. He bears such a marked
resemblance to Young, both on and off
screen, that they could pass for twin brothKaye's six feet one inch and 170
ers.
pounds are almost identical to the physical
Paul has the
stature of his near-double.
same brown and black, riotously curly hair.
Kaye, like many other Warner players,
came to Hollywood from Broadway, New
York. But he had barely commenced his

very laudable ambition
Italian
to be a credit to his father's name.
by birth, he is dark, swarthy of skin, and
handsome. Although he never sang until
when he decided to carve
a few years ago
a name for himself on the sound screen-

who

tall,

many

are "Picture
Great."

Enrico Caruso, Jr. What memories the
name will arouse in the hearts of the older
music lovers. A few years ago, his father

was the greatest living tenor.
The son? A hefty chap, nearly

f >r

;

He earns more now,
fifty cents a day.
which should teach us the moral that just
reward for honest labor will come in the

gone!

the daugh-

when she was a

Step out of
is Glen Boles?
He was
Glen, and meet the folks.
born Glen Bowles, but you can see for
yourself how that name might have been
pronounced, so he changed it to Boles. He
eyes,
is five feet ten inches tall, has hazel
weighs nearly 150 pounds, and that curly
blond hair is natural, both in curls and

And who

line,

—

is

ter of Alexander Leftwich, a noted stage
She began her stage training
director.

arranged.

State. As a boy, he worked in Walt Disney's first picture, "Alice's Wonderful Adventures" and for his services he received

She comes

stars.

by her talent naturally, for she

Lucky Glen, he signed a contract with
the studio, and his very first picture is
"Flirtation Walk," for which he journeyed
to locations at West Point and Hawaii. He
California-born; in fact, until "Flirtais
tion Walk," he had never left the Golden

Try this sure relief! Get
a box today. At drug, dept.
and shoe stores everywhere.

pain

;

coloring.

toes.

You

Hollywood.

long ago.

!

PRESSURE

for

Hollywood could have used Maxine

see,

!

!

the

Win!

and

wryly with this admission of having allowed
a few million dollars to pour through his
lingers.
!

Put one on

to

Continued from page 31

INSTANTLY RELIEVED

—

Want

Warner officials praise
Streets."
and predict a brilliant future, so

"Side

him

well,

keep an eye on this young man. And, er,
ahem don't remind him of his resemblance
to Robert Young; Paul admires Bob, but
cringes at the "they look alike" compari-

—

'

sons.

Comes now a tall, lanky young gent
You may know him
yclept Hal LeRoy.
Perbetter as the screen "Harold Teen."
haps you saw him, in blackface, do a

He rises to
tap dance for "Wonder Bar."
six feet one inch, and weighs only 155
pounds he is indeed lanky. Hal has blue
In his early
eyes and light brown hair.
twenties, he recently married Ruth Dodd,

—

New York
LeRoy

is

actress.

regarded as one of the three

He

finest tap dancers in the world today.
plied his footy trade in the Ziegfeld Follies
Pink."
and more recently in "Strike
Boylike, he says that the moment of great-

Me

est personal satisfaction in his life

occurred

New York

stage producer,
who had previously told Hal that he could
never succeed on the stage, walk down the
aisle for the opening of the Follies, and oc-

when he saw

a

cupv a seat that cost

this

producer

fifty

for

September 19 3 4

good American dollars
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—

cash on the line.
Sweet, but innocent, revenge that.
Margaret Lindsay is another lady who
really needs no introduction to regular theatre-goers.
She is five feet, five inches
has large hazel eyes, rich glossy brown
hair, and worries if her weight increases to
more than 115 pounds. She is unmarried
and likely to remain so, she will tell you.
Although she was born and educated in
this country, she made her stage debut in
tall,

—

England, and when she came to America
she was accepted as an Englishwoman. As such, she took part in the
picture "Cavalcade," one of a supposed allEnglish cast.
Her success in the picture
won Margaret a Warner Brothers contract.
Among her other outstanding pictures are "Private Detective 62" and "Volagain,

taire."

wanted

Earth Turns" and "Dr. Monica."
She is a tall, slender girl five feet, seven
inches in height and weighing 125 pounds
(almost identical to Garbo). As might be

—

expected of such a decided blonde, she has
very blue eyes.
She is an odd type for

—a

who dislikes parties and
never attends them, who rarely goes out
with men, and who is seemingly disinterHollywood

girl

ested in love.

Virginia Pine is that girl George Raft
You'll know her better by that description than by any other.
She is yet
very new to the screen.
If you haven't
seen her in "Dr. Monica," then you haven't
seen her, because that's her film careerto date.
But Warners promise more.
Virginia is five feet four inches tall, and
she weighs 110 pounds. She has hazel eyes,
and golden brown hair that is amazingly
soft.
Seeing her hair, one is curiously imShe is,
pelled to ruffle it with the fingers.
of course, very wealthy, both by birth and
loves.

by marriage

—

er,

ah,

I

mean by

divorce.

Phillip Reed is the next luminary-to-be.
is that very tall young fellow (six feet
two inches) with the brown eyes, black
friendly smile.
You'd
hair, and quick,
know him by his shoulders, which are
among the broadest in Hollywood. Yes, he

He

—

—and

writer,

still

eyes

and

dark

brown

hair,

and

wears

clothes beautifully. Among recent pictures
in which she appears are "The Man With

Two Faces," "Here Comes the Navy,"
"Side Street," and "Madame Du Barry."
Gordon Westcott is one of the screen's
first-rate

despite the fact that he
motion pictures.
Gordon
comes from the stage, and eventually hopes
to return to the stage for at least a few
still

villains,

new

to

months each year.

He is exactly six feet tall, weighs 165
pounds, and he has brown hair and brown
eyes.
Off screen, he has a prepossessing
smile, and looks anything but villainish
but on the screen, he is indeed dastardly.
But you already know that if you saw him
in
"Dark Hazard," "Fog Over Frisco,"
"Convention City," "The Circus Clown," or
any one of others of his many pictures.
Sweet, petite, and twenty-one is Joan
Wheeler one of the peppiest, darlingest
little fluffs of femininity in all Hollywood.
She reminds me of Janet Gaynor when
Janet first came to Hollywood.
Indeed,
there is a slight resemblance between the
Joan Wheeler of today and the Janet Gaynor of a few years ago.
Joan is a native Hollywoodian. She is
just twenty-one, and she looks up with
big, brown eyes from her bare five feet
height.
She has golden brown hair, that

wildly curly.
She has a surplus of that
thing called charm.
Women love her
men adore her. She could be the sweetheart of Hollywood, were she not too seriously intent upon guiding her career to
is

success.

Joan's

made

first

screen appearances have been

Recommends Easy Way
• Miss Louise Langham, Graduate Nurse, 1286
Treat Avenue, San Francisco, Calif., writes: "In
my work as a Graduate Nurse I have met many
people who have ruined their health by harmful
diets, weakening baths, or over-strenuous exercises in unsuccessful efforts to reduce. My own
experience in reducing with RE-DUCE-OIDS has
been so satisfactory that I feel justified in recommending them to others. I lost 27 lbs., and
never felt better in my life." (Signed) Louise

Langham, Graduate Nurse.

"The Merry Frinks," "Twenty
Million Sweethearts," and "Madame Du

Barry."
Well,

//
LOST
LBS!
63
writes

here

we

Reno woman

the end of the
the final member
of the Warner Brothers' starlets. Alas for
romantic inclined fans, this good looking
fellow is happily married. He looks like a
cross between Neil Hamilton and John
Lodge he has Neil's frank, friendly eyes,

St., Reno, Nev.,
writes: "I lost 63 lbs. with RE-DUCE-OIDS."
Mrs. Jennie Schafer, 1029 Jackson St.. Kansas
Ciy, Mo., reports losing 50 lbs. Why endure the
humiliation of fat any longer, when others are
regaining slender figures, admired by everyone!

and nose, and he has Lodge's determined
chin and wide, strong lips.
Woods is

RE-DUCE-OIDS

line.

are

Donald Woods

at

is

Earth Turns," "Merry Wives of Reno,"
and "Fog Over Frisco" and judge him

about 170 pounds, has hazel colored eyes
and black hair. He is as Irish as Paddy's
pup, and unmarried. He first attracted attention to his vocal ability when he sang
at a social gathering in the East.
He was
heard by the dramatic coach who trained

for yourself.

Joan Crawford, Nancy Carroll, and Cary
Grant.
This coach gave Regan the advice that turned Phil to stage, radio and
screen.
His motion picture appearances to
date have been made in "The Key,"
"Housewife." "Dames" and "The Student
Tour" (last-named is the M-G-M picture
for which Maxine Doyle was borrowed).
Dorothy Tree is a slant-eyed beauty who

CALIFORNIA
Nurse Says

in

to radio lovers as "the singing cop".
Regan is five feet ten inches tall, weighs

if

LOST FAT

—

weighs 175 pounds, and he has dark brown
eyes and hair.
He is a graduate of the stage. His career has included stock companies, road
shows, the Elitch Gardens in Denver, and
the New York stage.
He is one of the
Warner studio "raves" if he does all that
is expected of him by his employers, Donald Woods will one day be one of the
screen's greater stars.
See him in "As the

a bachelor

BE FAT?

ately attracted the attention of picture
scouts, and was signed by Warner Brothers
She is five feet four inches tall, has brown

and most sentimentally inyou please.
He was a four-letter man at school
displaying prowess in football, soccer, tenHe is a Sigma Alpha
nis, and basketball.
Phi. He plays a violin, and sings very well,
Is it any wonder that the girls
indeed.
flock to Reed?
Among his screen appearances have been
roles in "Glamour," "Dr. Monica," "Gambling Lady," and "Registered Nurse."
The next gentleman on our list may
have given you a traffic ticket, if you
happen to be a New Yorker, because once
he was a cop on the New York Police
Force.
He is Phil Regan, better known
is

clined,

WHY

become

did

wants to write. She
in several plays on Broadway
before she went to Hollywood.
Among
her Broadway appearances were roles in
"Holiday," "The Marquise," and "Clear
All Wires."
She came to Hollywood to play on the
stage in "Grand Hotel," and she immedi

is

Jean Muir needs no introduction, either,
but like Miss Lindsay, she is one of the
young Warner starlets, and must be included in this all-inclusive story.
Jean,
you'll remember, is the beautiful blonde
who captured your eye and mine in "Son
of a Sailor," and then went on to add new
laurels in "A Modern Hero," "As
the

become a

to

an actress
took part

;

slightly

more than

six

feet

in

height,

he

• Mrs. Aldina Wood, 101 Burns

STAFF PHYSICIANS AND CHEMISTS

test the
ingredients contained in easy-to-use, tasteless
capsules.

FAT GOES
•

— OR NO COST TO

YOU!

you are not entirely satisfied with the results you obtain from RE-DUCE-OIDS, you get
your money back! You risk no money! Start
If

today before fat gets another day's headway.
Sold by your drug or department store . . or, if
your dealer is out, send $2.00 for 1 package or
$5.00 for 3 packages direct to us. (Currency,
Money Order, Stamps... or sent C.O.D.) In plain
wrapper.
.

;

—

The parade

FREE! valuable
"HOW TO REDUCE"

book

Send no money, just
mail the Coupon.
Sent FREE, in plain
envelope.

ended.
You have just
been introduced to the Warner Brothers'
group of young stars of today their
hoped-for big stars of tomorrow. Watch
is

—

them grow.
Next month, join me on a visit to the
Fox Film Studios, where you'll find more
new personalities, and where you will be
given a peek into the Fox School of Dramatics, where the company's younger players are being trained for future greatness

on the screen. Don't fail to see the Foxparade of its Stars of Tomorrow, in next
month's Screenxand.

GOODBYE, FAT!
Send

me

the

FREE Book "HOW TO REDUCE."

Scientific Laboratories of America, Inc. Dept. S349
746 Sansome Street, San Francisco, Calif.

Name
Address..

City

.State..
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Radio Parade

REJUVENATION

Continued from page 12

"MtNTAlwrsics

Now

THROUGH MENTA lPHYSICS

the fans have been besieging radio

with letters

stations

asking where, when,

NO OLD

S
AGE!— only a
chemical change. Through Menialphysics, taught by Edwin J. Dingle, F.R.G.S.,
at the famous Institute of Mentalphyeics, you discover life's secrets
how to banish old age forever

they may hear Kate Smith, and why
they don't hear her. This has led to speculation with the usual crop of rumors to
explain the "mystery."
"I started this theatre tour expecting it
would last just six weeks," Kate con-

how

in ijoaX

haVL

engagements, however,
kept coming along, with the result that
instead of being at it for six weeks we have
been touring with the show for seven
months. I had found by previous experience that I simply could not sing four and
sometimes five and six shows a day and do
a broadcast without falling below par."
(Kate has gone in for golf in a big way
and that last is a term related to the links
and not the stock exchange.)
"We had to refuse three important commercial contracts because I knew I could
not do the theatre work and radio without
my voice getting tired which soon would
result in the public also getting tired of me.
"When I return to radio I hope to offer
something new. Maybe there will be some
comedy of course there will be singing and
plenty of it. However, there's no use talking about plans, because they depend upon
the final outcome of arrangements now
under discussion."
The theatre tour extended from the East

it

one
shampooing!
tonight in

CONSTANCC CUMMIN03
POPULAR STAR

—

Hidden there is
in your hair!
treasure hunt
Loveliness undreamed of; a
something precious!
key to popularity,
sparkling radiance that is

A

YOUTH—

romance, happiness!
can revive this charm tonight. Just one Golden
Glint Shampoo will show you the way.

You

No other shampoo like Golden Glint Shampoo.
Does more than merely cleanse. It gives your hair a
"tiny-tint"— a wee

little

bit— not

much — hardly

makes

percep-

tible.

But what a difference

ance.

25c at your dealers', or send for free sample.

it
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FREE
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Name

;

CO., 617 Rainier Ave., Dept.

Wash.

Seattle,

in one's appear-

» * * »

J

a free sample.
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—
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my hair:
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Rubber Reducing Garments
LATEST BRASSIERE 2 to 3 inch compresGives a trim, youthful, new
sion at once.
style figure. Send bust measure. ..
S2.25
.

NEW UPLIFT REDUCER

$3.25

REDUCING GIRDLE, 2 to 3 inch compression at once. Takes place of corset. BeautiLaced at back,
fully made; very comfortable.
Send
with 4 garters.
Holds up abdomen.
waist and hip measures
S4.50
Write for literature. Send cheek or money
order
no cash
Dr. Jeanne S. C. Waiter, 389 Fifth Ave.,
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Free For Asthma

and Hay Fever
you suffer with attacks of Asthma so terrible you choke and gasp for breath. If Hay
Fever keeps you sneezing and snuffing while
your eyes water and nose discharges continuously, don't fall to send at once to the
If

Asthma Co. for a free trial of a remarkable method. No matter where you live
or whether you have any faith in any remedy
under the Sun, send for this free trial.
If
you have suffered for a life-time and tried
everything you could learn of without relief;
even If you are utterly discouraged, do not
abandon hope but send today for this free
trial.
It will cost you nothing.
Address
Frontier Asthma Co. 485-T Frontier Bldg.,
462 Niagara St., Buffalo, N. Y.
Frontier

Carrying case /ree.
10 days without
If you keep it, pay
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Remington Portable on 10»
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Remington Rand
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free

made
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Don't worry about your position or your
future.
Assure yourself of a steady,
permanent income.
Become an expert
photographer. Wonderful money-making
opportunities full or spare time enjoyable occupation. Learn quickly by N. Y. I.
personal attendance or
Home Study
courses
Commercial, News, Portrait or
Motion Picture photography. Earn while
learning. Free booklet

—
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This beautiful ring is hand made
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tising

ring
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around the band into a
symbol of love and friendAdver5-year guarantee.
Give
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woven

size.

KERCHNER JEWELRY

—

not recognize her. Now we, for our part,
hope the new radio plans call for no changing of Kate's signature song, for no matter
how good they make it, it just won't be
right if we don't get that introduction, the
Kate Smith voice giving a golden glow to
the strains, When the Moon Comes Over

—

—

perfect."

You'd guess it must have been perfect
Because Kate Smith is one who can
too.
tell you things with all the "gestures" in
her voice that go into her singing. Kate
probably danced away many pounds.
lost
A considerable number for the average
woman of twenty-five years, but not enough
to change Kate so that her public would

—

INDEPENDENT

BE

We

certainly

REMINGTON
f

successful.

Teaching Accessible to Man.

fell

Flesh Colored

ONLY

West Coast, and before Kate's show
every house record at every theatre
played in the Southwest, as well as several
in other sections of the country.
I wouldn't have missed
"It was grand!
meeting all those people and seeing all the
It was a success in
places for the world.
every way, financially too, for us and for
had a company of thirty
the theatres.
performers, singers and musicians, traveled
in our own car, and all had a wonderful
time.
I missed radio, of course, but I'll
have that back again soon, and the fan mail
from the radio listeners, continuing to
come in through all of the nine long months
I had been away from the microphones,

to the

State-

City

Color of

—

—
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You would have been confused, too I'm
sure of it. I know / was not only confused,
!

but dumbfounded, astonished, really taken
aback.
You see, I was looking at the lady I
had come to interview, and yet the lady
I

had

in'

mind

didn't exist at

all.

It

was

Yet it was all very
just too, too puzzling!
I hadn't been deliberately
simple, really.
duped. The facts I, as a somewhat vociferous reader of the newspapers, had read
the Countess Olga Albani were
But sometimes
really facts, absolute facts.
facts give a wholly inaccurate impression
of the person they are supposed to describe.
"In her veins flows the blood of the
Spanish grandees, for she was born in
Barcelona is a real countess by her marriage to an Italian nobleman who stems
from one of the oldest families of that

about

—
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country,"
etc..
and-so-forth,
and-so-on.
Well, here was the Countess Albani right
before me, seated comfortably in a .corner
of her dressing-room adjoining one of the
more capacious broadcasting studios at the
N. B. C. headquarters.
But wh^re was
the "perfumed posing," perhaps; :he hauteur, possibly; the regal bearing, certainly?
Well, you might as well know it just
wasn't.

Now it's true that the Countess Olga
Albani, whose deep-toned soprano voice
has been a distinguishing feature of many
elaborate musical broadcasts during the
past five years, was born in Barcelona, is
of pure Castilian blood, and is married
(happily too) to an Italian Count.
It's
true her full name is Olga Maria Aurora
Medolgo- Albani.
But the Countess Olga Albani likes to
sing a "low-down blues song," as she puts
it, as well as the operatic arias, the ballads,
and the current melodies. She likes prizefights better than bull-fights
knows a lot
about the former and practically nothing
about the latter. And what could be more
natural than that?
The Countess Olga
Albani, you see, was brought to this country by her parents and has lived in New
York since childhood, has received all her
education at American schools is in all the
tastes thus cultivated a typical American

—

—

girl.

"I developed a desire for the stage when
I was at school," she was telling me.
"I
took part in all the dramatic activities at
school, went to the theatre at every opportunity.

When

first

I

proposed going on

the stage, my parents objected.
I had
studied singing under the best teachers my
father could find but that, according to
father's view, was part of my education,

—

an

accomplishment.

However,

I

finally

won

and went about getting a stage
engagement. It developed finally into my
out,

being put into the leading role in 'The New
Moon.' Later I sang in concert, and in
1929 I sang for the first time over the air.
Since then I have been wrapped up in
radio.
I'll confess, though, I do like
dramatic work."
One thing the publicity could not go
wrong on was when they said the Countess

A NEW KUCLASH TO
MAKE ye UK LASHES

Olga Albani was beautiful.
Beauty is
beauty in any language. Tallish, slim, with
a willowy grace, she has eyes that dance
and hps that form a gay and happy smile—
and the Countess Olga smiles easily, enthusiastically, eagerly.
The eyes are very
dark with a slight upward slope to the

outer corners, her complexion olive, her
hair black and worn in a modish bob.

While doing regular weekly programs,
the Countess lives in an apartment on Central Park south.
There is a country home
used for summer holidays. Her son, born
1926, attends military school.
When
vacations are of sufficient duration to per-

m

mit—as happened

last winter— the Countess
her parents on her father's coffee
plantation in Porto Rico.
The radio work now is something more
than merely a means of artistic expression
you know, the economic crash, which
did not leave the Count unscathed.
He is
an accomplished musician, pLr^st, and the
composer of several works said to have
considerable merit; and had had, before
things happened, an established and flourishing business as an art dealer.
If anything, all this seems to give the
Countess more zest for her work certainly she has the bubbling enthusiasm for
radio that characterizes every really successful star I have ever encountered in the
theatre or the broadcasting studios.
visits

—

Irene fVare, now appearing in the 20th Century
picture,

"The Firebrand"

—

yy/
V

|

NO HEAT
NO COSMETICS
NO PRACTICING

It's your eyes that a man looks at first
and last
and pretty nearly always. And.
no eyes are really beautiful unless the lashes
.

.

The

Star

Who

Is

Wise

to Herself

never taken herself too seriously.
she opens her
innermost thoughts is positively breath-

The honesty with which

taking.
"I never dreamed I could ever be a picture star," she admits, unhesitantly.
And
adds immediately, "I've been lucky, won!"
derfully so
It is just as well she doesn't rely on
Al Jolson for the absolute truth about herself.
Al's prejudiced, as all adoring hus-

bands are bound to be. You may make all
the fun you wish of his mammying and he
will graciously put your smart cracks down
to your poor judgment.
Criticize Ruby
and he'll escort you out to the alley for
fisticuffs

When

you try to locate Ruby in a roomyou look about for the quietpresent.
As soon as you've found

ful of people,

est girl

her you forget all the spectacular ladies.
She's not wise, in the worldly way many
are yet she is the spirit of wisdom about
herself.
This genuineness enchants you.
She hasn't altered her eyebrows to suit the
current mode in make-up and you sense
that she never will be changed by external
things.
And in the latter I include everything, from Hollywood to marriage.
The envious grumbled when she clicked
in "42nd Street."
They said, "Well, she's
Al Jolson's wife no wonder she's getting
the breaks !" Had they ever talked to Ruby
they would have been dumbfounded by her
own opinion of her film acting.
"I enjoy pictures, but I am sure that if
*42nd Street' hadn't been such a tremendous box-office hit my Hollywood career
would have ended as suddenly as it started.
(

—

—

.

.

.

are lovely too. Kurlash gives your lashes
upward sweep that seems the most

that

Continued from page 51
herself,

.

enchanting thing in the world.

I've done three pictures since and, fortunately, they've been elaborate musicals.
I
credit their success to the vogue for
music and to the all-star casts each had.
I,
myself, have been just the romantic
filler-in."

The new,

improved Kurlash does it with greater
ease than ever. Kurlash costs $1, and if
your own drug or department store doesn't
have it, we'll send it direct.
THE NEW,

Ever hear such honesty?
Although she starred in two of Ziegfeld's biggest Broadway shows and is acknowledged America's most adept feminine

IMPROVED

tap-dancer, Ruby is equally straightforward
with herself on the subject of Al Jolson's

The Kurlash Company, Rochester, New York
The Kurlash Company of Canada, at Toronto ,3

invisible influence.

"I imagine that there are many girls
right on the Warner lot who could do as
well as I've done in pictures
if they'd had
the same opportunity. I believe that, being
married to Al, I was thrown into social
contact with the producers and they picked
me because they noticed me."
Ruby faces facts, but she is extraordinarily reticent about her unqualified
triumphs.

—

After

all, she had climbed to stage stardom
before she met Al Jolson, and a Broadway
name should be better equipped for Hollywood extravaganzas than a chorine.
Speaking of the chorus, Ruby has two
younger sisters who work regularly as
dancers in the huge spectacle numbers at
Warners. She isn't the least backward in
discussing them.
Further, she assures me
some of the girls with whom she worked in
New York shows are at Warners, too—as
chorines.
She is delighted to be able to
chum with them again. Fancy a star being

this

democratic!

But then Ruby's wise

to herself.

She has
the adulation of millions of fans and she's
ihrilled pink by this new and unexpected

To

DEPILATORY CREAM

overcome
body odors, use

PERFUMED.'

9MI

HAIR

Women.girls.menwithgray, laded, streaked hair Shampoo
and color your hair at the same time with new French
discovery SHAMPO-KOLOR," takesfew minutes, leaves
hair soft, glossy, natural. Permits permanent wave and
curl,
rree Bcoklel, Monsieur L. P. Valligny. Dept. 20, 254 W. 31
St., New York
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Still, she realizes that she is,
popularity.
essentially, a domestic person.
Next Fall she and Al will celebrate their

wedding

sixth

demands a

When

anniversary.

they

slim, youthful figure

married the world at large, not knowing
them first-handed, shook its collective head.
Here was Jolson, no longer young, a

Not moroly fashion, but feminine
attractiveness, too. demand the fasci-

sophisticated, millionaire veteran of the
show business, marrying naive little Keeler.

He'd been married before and hadn't made
a go of it. She was probably dazzled by
his reputation, impressed by the costly manner in which he wooed her.

nating, youthful lines of a graceful,
slim llcui'c
With Arm, rounded, uplifted contours. Instead of sagging,

—

unbecoming
Hundreds

flesh.

of

reduced with

women have successfully
my famous Slimcream

— and reduced

just tchcre they
I,
quickly, surely.
myself, reduced my chestllno by iVz
lbs.
In
28
weight
28
inches and my
days.
J. A. writes, "I am so happy and
grateful.
1 have reduced 31 lbs. and
my brassiere is just 5 inches shorter."
The Slimcream treatment is so entirely effective so easy to use. and
so beneficial that 1 unhesitatingly
offer to return your money if you
have not reduced your figure both In
pounds and inches in 14 days. What
could bo fairer than that!
Decide
to achieve the figure
Send $1.00
of your heart's desire.
today for the full 30-day treatment.

Method

wanted,

Time has told
They have proved by

their subsequent behavior that they married for love. Al has
He hasn't paid the slightest
settled down.
attention to any other woman since he discovered Ruby. He never "steps out." He
lives, literally, to please her and her slightShe, and not his
est desire is law to him.
wealth, is the most valuable reward the
years have brought him.

safely,

NOW

Photo of myself after

28

losing

lbs.

am re-

ducing 4'A inches.

FREE

NOW.

Selul 51,00 for my sllmcreftm treatment
and I will
send you ontircly free, my world-famous, regular $1.00 beauty
treatment, with a gold mine of priceless beauty secrets never before revealed! This offer is limited, so

SEND TODAY.

DAISY STEBBING.

Dept. SL-9. Forest

Hills.

New York

I enclose $1.
Please send immediately postpaid in plain package
your Guaranteed Slimcream treatment. I understand that if I have
not reduced both in pounds and inches in 14 days, you will cheerfully
refund my money. Send also the special free Beauty Treatment.

Name.

money
whose
passion was money would have jumped

As

Ruby marrying him

for

—that

is

absurd

too

for his

A woman

!

chance to spend. Ruby's tastes have
remained as simple as they always were.

at the

When Al
lovely

Town

House.

Hollywood they

in

is

their

reside in

at the exclusive
selected because Al

apartment
It

was

Yet
wishes Ruby to have every luxury.
she has never indulged in entertaining
Hollywood, in showing off her home. When
Al is away she moves in with her mother
and father and sisters at Toluca Lake.
man like Al Jolson naturally has
showered Ruby with exquisite jewels. At
the studio only her plain gold wedding ring
She is too reserved to venis in evidence
ture forth in unappropriate splendor. With
a chauffeured limousine at her command,
she generally drives herself to work in her

.

Address.

City

A

!

Ford
tion * e " knowledge

i

,

roadster.

There's no question of her love for Al.
In fact, she is so sure that he is the grandest man on earth that Hollywood is inclined to joke of her implicit devotion. But
She
Ruby can't be kidded about him.
heart.
own
her
about
what
what's
knows
That constant bugaboo career vs. marShe's
riage has never crossed her path.
never once considered her acting in pictures
as anything but secondary to her marriage.
Fame is her avocation.
She mentioned that producers saw her

{oV

—

—

WANT

BROADGASTP

TO

If you have talent here's your chance to
get into Broadcasting. New Floyd Gibbons
method trains you at home in spare time.
Fascinating course fully explained in Free
Booklet, "How to Find Tour Place in
Broadcasting." Send for your copy today.
Give age. Floyd Gibbons School of Broadcasting, 2000— 14th St., N. W., Dept.
4J10, Washington, D. C.

mm

Ruby has learned
of the fights, though.
to overlook the boxers' rough-house jabs
He's wild
since Al gets a kick out of it.
So she's made it her job to
about golf.
become

proficient on the links,

me

pictures. Prepare guickly^during
experience
spare time. Also earn while you learn. Noelse like it.
method. Nothing
easy
New
necessary.
in Modern
Opportunities
Send at once for free book,
Photography, and full particulars.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF PHOTOGRAPHY
Chicago,
3601 Michigan Ave.

u. 5. A.

which might

serve as a hint for golf widows
"Being in a stage show is more exciting
than doing pictures," she told me over a

luncheon table

Make money taking

Dent. 4436,

Actually, she and Al
at social functions.
don't take in many of our Beverly doings.
They turn out with the stars who are fond

at the studio.

my

to straighten

This reminded

rather hazy knowledge

of her pre-Jolson days.
"I was born in Halifax, and my family
moved to New York when I was three."
There was an older brother, now employed
in Wall Street. Soon three younger sisters
.

ASTHMA
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treatment, quickly stops
Ama-Gon, amazing new California
Hay Fever suffering. Absolutely SAFE for young or old. No
Ama-Gon quickly overcomes
tried,
have
matter how many remedies you

wheezing,

FREELY, EASILY
to prove

its

choking

and

sensation

enables

you

to

Promotes sound,

restful sleep.
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Dept. H-l, 1500 N. Vermont, Los Angeles.California.
Accept 8-DAY TRIAL OFFE R, and FREE

about Asthma, Bronchitis,

i

Book

I

Name

|

I

|

Address

City.....

Sleeps Soundly
'

I

NOW!

suffered 1? yrs. with Bronchial

Asthma, " wrote Mrs. R. Chavez,
280 S. Palm St., Ventura, Calif.,
"Tried everything without relief.

After using Wi bottles of AmaG'on Heel like a new person. Got

Hay Fever, WITHOUT COST.

I

I

Lillian Roth,

and William Janney.

A

little

me, incidentally, that
Janney was her youthful crush.
"I sat in the back of the classroom, in
one grade, and Marguerite Churchill, who
even then was so beautiful, sat in front.
I remember how she used to turn around
and stare at me, as if she were wondering
how I could be so uninterested!"
At sixteen Ruby had mastered the art
of chorusing sufficiently to warrant an engagement at Texas Guinan's El Fay Club.
"It sounds like a hard life, to have
worked every night at Tex's club, but I
It wasn't a
don't regret a moment of it.
bad atmosphere, either. None of us girls
in the show were allowed to go out and sit
My mother
at the tables after our acts.
usually stayed in the dressing-rooms.
"Frankly, so fas as / am concerned, I
gain more from observation than from conventional study. I learned a lot by merely
In the
watching the crowd at Tex's."
same way she's learned about Hollywood,
by contemplating from the sidelines.
Arriving home at 6 a. m., Ruby would
Thus she had none of the
sleep all day.
customary high school period in her maturBy the time she was sixteen
ing years.
she'd enrolled in a "continuation" school.

whispered

bird

to

"Two mornings

a

week

I'd

have

to

go

those days I'd get home at 6
and be off at 8 a. m. It didn't do me any
good, that school
"At the school, during those forenoons,"
she laughingly relates, "I majored in homemaking. All I learned was how to stuff
dates And now I've forgotten the formula,
so I can't fix them for Al. The awful part
was that I had to eat them, afterwards.
I used to argue that I'd gladly wash the
dishes for the whole class if only I wouldn't
!"
have to eat the dates
Perhaps you haven't suspected Ruby
Keeler of a sense of humor._ I trust you've
to

On

it.

!

banished that mistaken notion.

"My

first

stage bit

was

in 'Tip Toes,' in

She

which Jeanette MacDonald starred.

to me, but I didn't play the
I went to several rehearsals and, inrole.
job at the
asmuch as I was sure of
?
I was
club, I didn't continue.
scared! I'd only wanted to dance.
they offered me lines I said, 'I can't do it.'
limited to dancing.
I pleaded that I be

was very kind

my

Why

but

breathe

We want YOU
YOURSELF WITHOUT RISKING ONE CENT

again.
value to

Starting in
she had to find an income.
the public schools, she transferred to the
Professional Children's School to capitalize
on her native flair for dancing.
The feeling of responsibility which is
typical of Ruby led her to the theatrical
Alien as it was to her home enworld.
vironment, she didn't fool herself—even as
a child. She had to help and she knew she
was best suited for dancing. So, at thirteen,
she turned chorine in "The Rise of Rosy
O'Reilly."
From then on she forged upward by sheer
ability, taking her schooling with such nowfamous classmates as Gene Raymond, Helen
Mack, Tom Brown, Marguerite Churchill,

Oh—

When

there was an English stage director
whose formality frightened me."
She walked out on her next show, too;

Bronchitis,

awful

We

And

Quickly, Safely!
SUFFERING OVERCOME—
Asthma,
home
that

"We lived on
increased the family's size.
I do wish people wouldn't
the East Side.
feel sorry for me when I tell them this.
never starved and there are plenty of
nice families living there!"
Evidently the Keelers were not rolling
jwever. When Ruby was thirteen
in cash,

rid of my wheezing and nowsleep
soundly the whole night thru.'

let

Ruby

tell

it.

"I got up the courage to play a bit. Then
one night I heard the stage director talking

He remarked,
outside the dressing-rooms.
'We'll put Ruby Keeler in another scene.'
quit
I decided they didn't like me, so I
Three days later they
without notice.
caught
weren't
spot."

up

with

me and

explained

they

mad; they were only switching my

Septe?nber

for

19

3 4

97
Specializing

in

tap,

Ruby's

rhythm made her so outstanding

marvelous
that, after

6 vie sse

scoring individually in three big musicals,
she reached the top stardom by Ziegfeld

—

Here's

i

a Queer Way
to
No

in "Whoopee" and "Showgirl."
It was
during a Los Angeles vacation following
the latter that she was introduced to Al
Jolson by Fannie B rice. This chance meeting occurred at the railroad station where
both were welcoming friends.
Within a
short while they married.
Ruby confessed to me that she would like
to renew her friendships with those who
attended the Professional Children's School,

#

Learn
Music.'
—

teacher

who

and

no confusing details. Just a simple, easy,
home-study method. Takes only a few minutes averages
only a few cents a day.
Every step is clear as A-B-C
throughout.
You'll be surprised at your own rapid progress.
From the start you are playing real tunes perfectly
by note. Quickly learn to play any "jazz" or classical selection
right at home in your spare time.
All instruments.
Send for Free B °° kl et and Demonstration Lesson.
These explain our wonderful home study method
fully.
Mention instrument preferred.
U. S. School of Music, 1199 Brunswick Bldg., New York Gty

kindly note

—

are

now

in

pictures.

They'll

this.

"I've been invited to 'The Puppets,' the
club of young actors headed by Tom

Brown, but somehow, having been married

—

so long, I feel silly about going over there.
I'd love to, though. Every time I point out
some of those ex-classmates in a picture,
Al cries, 'Is there anyone you didn't go to
school with ?"'

FRFF

Gene Raymond lives in the same apartment building as the Jolsons. Ruby can't
break her old habit of addressing him as
"People will think me bold, calling
his last name.
But on the stage
he used his real name, Raymond Guion."

Ray.

him by

All

Other Brands

GET MORE FOR YOUR MONEY
SAVE OVER K by buying from CHICAGO'S
most reliable firm. NEW LOW PRICES on all
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29x4.76-20 2.50
.95
29x5.00-19 2.85 .1.05
80x6.00-20 2.SS 1.05
28x6.26-18 2.90 1.16

a recent trip to

New York Ruby

went

over to the East Side to visit relatives and
you should hear her account of her impromptu personal appearance
It seems her two youthful cousins, Buster
and Walter, were at the neighborhood
movie the afternoon of her visit. She sat
inconspicuously in a car in front of the
theatre while her aunt went in to attempt

standard brand Tires reconstructed with
POST'S best scientific process gives you
longer wear over rough roads proved by
THOUSANDS of satisfied users in U. S. A.
You are GUARANTEED 12 months' service
or replacement at
price. ORDER NOW.

_

30x3^ 2.35
.75
31x4
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32x4
2.9S
.86
33x4
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to locate the boys.

POST TIRE & RUBBER CO., Dept. 144
4727-29 Cottage Grove Ave., CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

"The theatre manager was out front and
he began staring at me.
He looked and
he looked and finally came to the car and
asked me if I were not Ruby Keeler. Then
he asked me if I wouldn't come in and let
him introduce me to his audience. I begged
off.
I recollected how, as a child myself,
I'd hated any interruptions in the picture.
"But he persisted.
I was afraid the

Extra Money for your spare time copying
Radio Scripts, others. Interesting work. Good
Pay. Experience unnecessary. Free Particu-

kids would be so indignant at the film being stopped that they'd throw things at me
Sure enough, when the picture halted they
started clapping and hissing.
However,"
and she twinkled her eyes and grinned,
"they did treat me very well. I said a few
words and then asked, 'Are Buster and
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No Joke
To Be Deaf
—Every deaf person knows
that

Mr. Way made himself hear his watch tick after
being deaf for twenty-five years, withhis Artificial Ear Drums. He wore them day and niuht.
*They stopped his head
i noises. They are invisible
i andcomfortable.nowires
f or batteries. Write for

TRUE STORY. Also
tfcbookletonDeafness.
ArtijicialEar Drum
THE WAY COMPANY
I »„
V"
755Hofmann Bldg.

.

Detroit. Michigan

Walter here?'"
"And were they?" I interposed.
"Yes, but they were away up in the
balcony and couldn't hear a word spoken
on the stage and didn't recognize me.
Do you understand why I declared Ruby
would be a swell friend?
She has finished "Dames," her fourth
picture, and she is once more teamed with
Dick Powell, her steady screen boy-friend.
"I'm growing accustomed to film methods,"
_

she asserts.
"At first I used to trail the
directors around, querying, 'Am I all right ?
Did you see the rushes?' They'd reply,
You're okay.' And that's all
In a studio
there's no response immediately, as on the
!

£VHAT
Consult

IS

YOUR PROBLEM^;

Ruby's still scared of the camera. They
have to sort of sneak up on her with it.
"If I'm conscious of where it is, I die

Leon Devole, Famous Character

Scientific Mentalist,
ities, his advice has

Analyst,*
perplexhelped thousands. He will tackle
a new and different angle and get

who understands human

your problem from
Two questions on any subject answered FREE
with life astrological forecast reading covering love,
marriage, employment, lucky and unlucky days, for
only 50c.
Give birthdate enclosing self -addressed
stamped envelope. Money refunded if not satisfied.
Leon Devole, Dept. A. P. 0. Box 748, Chicago, Illinois

I

results.

ORIGINAL POEMS,
Dept.

immediate consideration

M. M. M. PUBLISHERS
SU
Studio
Portland, Ore.

try to ignore

its

Bldg.

that her thinking is intuitive is immaterial.
The fact is that she does think.
"I never thought I'd be 'up,'" she said
to me in farewell. "I am, but I wonder for
how long? Of course, I'd like to progress.

But, I wonder, am I capable of being more
than an ingenue? I know one thing about
my film career ! hope I'm always in pictures that have a lot of big stars in them!"
Miraculously wise to herself, she concluded,
"So far I've been just incidental accom-

paniment

!"

NOW YOU CAN
BRUSH AWAY

1

Gray Hair

You can easily look years younger. With an ordinary
small brush and
you can tint those
streaks or patches of gray or faded hair to lustrous
shades of blonde, brown, or black. Also splendid for
toning down over-bleached hair.
For over twenty-two years this tried, proven and
popular preparation has aided American women the
country over in retaining their youthful charm and
appearance. Millions of bottles sold is your assurance
of satisfaction and safety. Don't experiment.
is guaranteed harmless for tinting
gray hair
active coloring agent is of vegetable origin. Easily and quickly applied
at home. Cannot
affect waving of hair.
is economical
and lasting it will not wash out. No waiting. No
disappointments. Just brush or comb it in. Easy to
prove by applying a little of this famous tint to a
lock of hair. Shades: "Blonde to Medium Brown"
and "Dark Brown to Black" cover every need
is only 50c— at all drug and toilet
counters
always on a money-back guarantee, or

BROWNATONE,
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—

—

BROWNATONE

—

—
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—

-SEND FOR TEST BOTTLE
The Kenton Pharmacal Co.
381 Brownatone Bldg., Covington. Kentucky-

me Test Bottle of BROWNATONE and
book on care of the hair. Enclosed is a 3c
stamp to cover partly, cost of packing and mailing.
Please send

illustrated

Color of

my hair is

Name.
Address.
City

;

Print

State..

Your

Name and Address

AGONIZING
/HEEL
BLISTERS
Nagging- shoe pressure on irritated heels
stopped by wearing- Walk-Eze Stocking Protectors. Feather-lite, they lock on the heel, snugly
gripping, preventing slipping and chafing which
cause agony and often dangerous infection. WalkEze Stocking Protectors— recommended by chiropodists and doctors are made of Kemi-Suede, soft,
pliable, washable, safe.
is

—

CUT STOCKING BILLS IN HALF
"A hole in the heel of those new stockings !" Don't ever
say it again
Slip Walk-Eze Stocking Protectors over
those heels and double the life of your hosiery. They do
away with rubbing and consequent holes. One pair does
for all shades of hose since they are Reversible and "TuToned"— Maltese color on one side. Nutmeg on the other.
Ask for Walk-Eze Stocking Protectors at SHOE STORES
and HOSIERY COUNTERS of DEPARTMENT STORES.
!

If your local store is " out of " Walk-Eze,
send 25c and stocking size to WALK-EZE,
Dent. A-2, 242 Wolf Street, Syracuse, N. Y.
Made for men and women.

presence."

This radiant Ruby Keeler may not have
delved into deep books of phisosophy, but

WANTED!
SONGS
for

stage."
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Stocklnq

WALK-EASY
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Learn Public
At home

—in'spare time— 20 minutes a

day. Overcome "stage fright", gain self\ confidence, increase your salary, through
ability to sway others by effective
speech.
Write now for free booklet

How to Work Wonders

With Words.

North American Institute, Dept. 4436
3601 Michigan Avenue, Chicago, III.
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By Miss Vee Dee

R. E. D. You want Madge Evans to get
Here
bigger and better breaks, do you?
she is at the head of this column isn't that
Madge is a very much sought
a break?
very graafter leading lady of the films
cious, easy to work with, and a favorite
with both players and public. She was born
She
in New York City on August 1, 1909.
is 5 feet 4 inches tall, weighs 116 pounds,
and has blond hair and blue eyes. She was
educated by private tutors, having been in
the show business at the age of six years.
She was in great demand as a child actress.
Her first chance in pictures came in 1917.

—
—

Her

full-length

first

film

was

"Sudden

Riches" with Robert Warwick as the star.
In 1925 Madge played opposite Richard
Barthelmess in "Classmates." She has no
Not
hobbies, but loves to swim and ride.
married. Among her releases were "Beauty
for Sale," "Fugitive Lovers," "The Show
Off" and "Stand Up and Cheer."

Busy Bee. I'll bet you are "A honey!"
John Gilbert got the bright spot in "Queen
Christina" with Greta Garbo, not Franchot
And wasn't Jack splendid? Franchot

Tone.

"Moulin Rouge" with
Constance Bennett. Franchot demonstrated
He was born on
his- ability as a comedian.
February 27, 1906, at Niagara Falls, N. Y.

Tone appeared

He

is

in

a graduate of Cornell University

went on the stage soon after, and appeared
with Lenore Ulric, Katharine Cornell, and
His screen career includes
Jane Cowl.
"Today We Live," "Gabriel Over the
White House," "Midnight Mary," "Stran-

—

navy blue alpaca with white
style suggestion
dot for a suit featuring a hip-length jacket, a rough straw hat in black,
with white band, and white doeskin gloves.

Ann Harding

offers a

smart

brown hair, and is 5 feet 4 inches
Marie appeared in "Getting Gertie's
Garter," "Girl in the Pullman," "Rush
Hour," "On to Reno," "The Racket,"

"Blonde for a Night," "Side Show," "Godless Girl," "Flying Fool," "Divorce Made
Easy," and many more.

Dorothy Marie K. Ronald Colman was
born on February 9, 1891, in Richmond,
Surrey, England. First picture was "The
White Sister," with Lillian Gish, released
Latest Colman film is "Bulldog
in 1922.

Drummond

Strikes

Back."

Jack

Oakie,

whose real name is Lewis Offeld, was born
on November 13, 1903. Herbert Marshall
was born May 23, 1890, in London, EngHis first picture was "The Letter"
land.
with the late Jeanne Eagels, produced in
Spencer Tracy was born on April 5,
1929.
He was on the
1900, in Milwaukee, Wis.
stage before entering pictures in 1930.

Return," "Blonde Bombshell" and
"Dancing Lady." He played with Joan
Crawford again in "Sadie McKee." Tone's
current release is "The World Moves
On," with Madeleine Carroll, beautiful

—for

20,

1916,

is

feet 5

inches

tall,

He was born in Durango,
He was
Mexico, on February 6, 1900.
educated in his own country but came to
the United States to study dancing and
able Navarro.

singing.

6,

in Sarnia, Ont.,

1898;

has blue

8

feet

inches

tall,

for

some

time.

Warner Baxter
Edmund Lowe, you saw Nora Lane

as Sally Benton, the mother of the two
Harold Lloyd and Warner Baxchildren.
Jack LaRue and
ter are both Americans.
York City.
George Raft were born in

New

Several big names appeared in "High Pressure" with William Powell Evalyn Knapp,
Guy Kibbe, George Sidney, Frank McHugh, Ben Alexander, Harry Beresford,
John Wray, Charles Judels. Lucien Littleand
field, Alison Skipworth, Lillian Bond
Polly Walters. Henry Armetti played the
:

dependent

She was born

5

In "The Cisco Kid," with

and

films, though she has played in
She is a clever little
big features.
actress and should be seen more often on

is

We

and

many

Ramon

weighs 155 pounds, and has black hair and
brown eyes. He is extremely devoted to
music, playing the violin, piano, and organ
He is also devoted
as well as composing.
His
to his family, but has never married.
latest releases are "The Cat and the Fiddle"
with Jeanette MacDonald and "Laughing
Boy" with Lupe Yelez. Right now Ramon
is in South America on a concert tour.

do consider the request
Dorothy R.
for a star's picture in Screenland and if
the player is popular or a budding star,
for we can surely pick 'em, in goes the request and if it's at all possible, you'll soon
see a gorgeous new picture of your favorite.

Fred B. Mayo Methot played in "The
Night Club Lady" with Adolphe Menjou,
Ruthelma Stevens, Skeets Gallagher, Albert
Conti, Nat Pendleton and several others.
Her latest films are "Always a Gent,"
"Side Streets" and "Registered Nurse."
Marie Prevost appears occasionally in in-

Canada, on November

pearances he adopted the more pronounce-

America

weighs 115 pounds.

the screen.

and hear his voice lifted in song.
But we all get that way when we see a
Ramon's real name is
Novarro film.
Samaneigos but with his first screen apscreen,

with the following cast:
Victor McLaglen, Larry Kent, Earle Fox,
Hobart Bosworth, Belle Stoddard, Joseph
Burke and Eric Mayne. Have you seen
"The Thin Man" on the screen with WilThe story
liam Powell and Myrna Loy?
is by Dashiell Hammett and is considered
by many the best detective story written in

Fox.

5

do not know of

I

silent film in 1928

Constant Reader. When better questions
are asked you fans will ask them and I'll
be here with the answer. Barbara Weeks
is 21 years old, weighs 120 pounds, and is
Betty Furness was
5 feet 5 inches tall.
born on January 3, 1915, and is 5 feet 4
Ruby
inches tall and weighs 100 pounds.
Keeler is 5 feet 4 inches tall and weighs
Patricia Ellis was born on
100 pounds.

May

Fan.

remedy for that "jumpy feeling" that
steals over you when you see Ramon on the

a

Yes, the story "Hangman's
K. K.
House" by Donn Byrne was produced as a

ger's

English star

Ramon Novarro

eyes,
tall.

See a resemblance? Above, Helen

Mack, one of our most promising
young players with her mother,
Mrs. Regina Mack.

role of Novarro's father in "Huddle."
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Tattoo your
Tattoo

.

.

ing brilliance

else

.

.

.

tempting in

.

.

.

and

Tattoo

is

itself

Tattoo!

Subtle, exquisite

lips.

lips

you'll

Different

.

stays.

No

pastiness

from anything

so softening, so tenderly

seem to grow younger the more
Tattoo ... let it set
wipe it off
.

.

.

.

.

.

only the color

.

it
.

.

.

.

smooth

.

.

.

Apply
only the color
is

the

FOUR STARTLING SHADES

more mean-

but more tempting on

lips

used.

warm

Dont

be misled

by imitators
there

is

else

.

nothing

like

Tattoo

More than one shade of Tattoo
two

them by

for differing

testing

all

at all

goods counters. Tattoo for
.

.

.

into alluring

.

.

.

.

.

EXOTICfis

a truly exotic,

Somehow we

light.

.

select

describe

it,

new

shade, brilliant, yet trans-

cannot find the right words to

just

!

red of

become you

Has an exciting orangish pink cast. Rather
Ravishing on blondes and titian blondes.

parent.

four at the Tattoo

Color Selector displayed

Then

will

costume harmonies

CORAL

.

challenge to adventure ... to fate!

try at least

LIPS

dare romance!

that lovely lip color of intense,

.

YOUR

but you'll find

it

NATURAL

very effective!

A

is a medium shade.
true, rich blood color
that will be an asset to any brunette.

PASTEL

of the type that changes color when applied
gives an unusually transparent richness and
a depth of warm color that is truly amazing.

to the

is

lips. It

smart toilet

SEND COUPON FOR TRIAL

lips, $1.

Tattoo your cheeks
harmony with your lips

by using the exactly matching shade of

A

miniature siz of Tattoo (Lipstick) contained in a clever
black and silvei case, will be sent upon receipt of the
coupon below together with 10c to cover postage and
packing. Tattoo your lips
!

Tattoo Rouge,

(for

TATTOO. CHICAGO

cheeks and Hps) 75c.

TATTOO,

TATTOO

Dept. 106,

10c enclosed.

Coral

Send me

11 E.

Austin Ave., Chicago.

Trial Size Tattoo

Exotic

(LIPSTICK) postpaid.

Natural

Pastel

Name
Street

Town

.

.State.

COLOR /tfmfA
THE CUNEO PRESS,

INC.,

CHICAGO
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I

thank you ever so

THANK YOU —

much— but I couldn't

even think about smoking a cigarette."

"Well,

i

understand,

but they are so mild and taste so good
that I thought you

might not mind trying

one while we are riding along out here."

©

1934, Liggett

& Myers Tobacco

Co.

lark
table's
leal

Family

Life!

SHIRLEY TEMPLE'S MOTHER
TELLS HOW SHIRLEY BECAME A STAR!
I

^j/eans better.
why

...that's
LJ STERILE
TOOTHPASTE
t>

i-t

a

ft

m aCAL COMP4WV

These advantages alone account
for the tremendous popularity
of Listerine Tooth Paste
Men
very

Paste for a
and women are attracted to Listerine Tooth
they
brands
than
simple reason. They find it cleans better

have been using— and

it

costs less.

of persons have
Solely because of the results it brings, millions
flavor.
cool
changed to this 2St dentifrice with the fresh,
Listerine

Tooth Paste does brighten teeth

surprisingly.

Im-

and disprovement is noticeable after only a few days' use. Fdm
extremely
is
agent
polishing
coloring stains disappear quickly. The
pastes have no place in
gentle yet positive in action. Gritty tooth
try this better way.
one,
using
today's dental care. If you are
Listerine
be quick to notice the high lustre which
gums
your
better
much
how
and
teeth
Tooth Paste brings to your
mouth
your
refreshed
and
clean
delightfully
How

You

will

look and

feel.

is— just as you'd expect from a Listerine product.
you like an extraListerine Tooth Paste costs only 25^ a tube. If
for twice as much;
large tube, buy the new Double Size-4(#
saves

20%

more! Lambert Pharmacal Company,

REGULAR

SIZE

NEW DOUBLE

TUBE

SIZE

40<f

Protect yourself from loose bristles!
TOOTH BRUSH with PERMA-GRIP

PRO-PHY-LAC-TIC

(O. S.

PAT. No.

1472165)

St.

Louis,

Mo.

I

.

.

costs less

like

it!
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Grand Opera on Screen
Everyone
tion

in

Hollywood and

picture circles

era of musical films.

new
ludes

cinema,
of

which

operatic

New York

mo-

busy heralding a new
Reason: Grace Moore's
offers enchanting inter-

is

song.

Entire

scenes

from

"Carmen" and "Madame Butterfly" are presented, sumptuously and authentically as in
any great opera house, with Miss Moore's glorHere is no tawdry
ious voice to thrill you.
girl-and-music show, but a civilized, dignified
attempt to give intelligent screen spectators

something new, decent, and different

attempt

is

highly successful.

—and

May we

the

hear

—

and see, too, for she's well worth watching!
Grace Moore in more pictures as Violetta in
that immortal musical romance, "La Traviata,"
This charming prima donna
for example.

—

brings the tradition, the glamor, the authority
of grand opera to the screen, and she is our
Girl of the Month!
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Tslprma Shearer

won

this awardfor"Smilin'

Through", Fredric
March for "Dr. Jekyll
and Mr. Hyde".
.

PICTjjftff

.

Laughton for
"Henry the Eighth".

Chas.

Romance ... tuned

to the beat

of your heart... as three win-

ners of

Academy of Motion

Picture Arts and Sciences "Best

Performance" awards
are
teamed in a romance greater
.

.

.

than "Smilin' Through." As a
stage play,

noRrrm shearer
FREDMC mflACH
CHRMEJ LAUGHTOn
M

"The

Barretts of

Wimpole Street" scored a three
year triumph. As a MetroGold wyn - Mayer presentation
it

brilliantly

m Mr

dominates the

1934 cinema scene!

BARRETTS o/Wim POLE STREET
with

MAUREEN OS ULLI VAN
A Metro-Gold wyn-Mayer

mm

Picture

KATHARINE ALEXANDER
From the play
by

Directed by

.

.

.

Rudolph Besier
Sidney Franklin

SCRHENLANU
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TAGGING

Jane
Eyre

Mono-

gram

the

TALKIES
Don't let the fact that "Jane Eyre" was
written for a bygone era keep you away from

A

farce-comedy that rolled preview audiHonestly, you'll enjoy
aisles.
Cary Grant as a light comedian, an American in Paris. He is the apple of so many
French ladies' eyes that the telephone girl
no doubt
in his hotel decides to save him
for herself. It all leads into a merry mix-up.
Edward Everett Horton and Frances Drake
grown-ups.
for
It's
are also excellent.
Ranks as especially good entertainment.
ences in the

very moving, sensitive, and sincerely
done romance. You'll miss much if you fail
a beautiful,
to see Virginia Bruce as Jane
It's a triumph for Miss
really alive Jane.
Bruce, and for Colin Clive as Sir Edward
Handsomely staged, the
Rochester.
Victorian atmosphere nicely achieved, "Jane
Eyre" is good entertainment for everybody.
this

Delight Evans' Reviews

—

—

on Pages 56-57

M

Charlie

Chan's

Courage
Fox

A

—

An elaborately staged melodrama dealing
with the World War. Myrna Loy is cast as
the German spy who goes to Stamboul to
"get the goods" on a Turk who is selling
information to the enemy. George Brent is

because
title, but it doesn't fit
However,
there are no "big moments."
Zasu Pitts and Slim Summerville manage
with their accustomed cleverness to make it
amusing at moments. This tale has the
comedy team as a pair of fake vaudeville
mind-readers, called in on a mystery case.

good

who falls in love, follows her
to Stamboul, where devotion to duty separates them till the war is over. Does not
rate your "must" list, but Miss Loy's acting
makes it worth while, for adults.

the American

They handle their assignment seriously.
It's a good idea that doesn't quite click.

Good

for general audiences.

if

A pleasing follow-up to the series of
The mystery
entertaining Chan stories.
element, of course, is the chief ingredient of
entertainment, and we shan't spoil it for
you by telling the plot. Warner Oland, returning to his Chan role, is fine, and a
newcomer, Drue Leyton, will catch your
eye and bring you back when her next
picture shows.

whether you

I

You must know by now

like these

Chan

stories.

Give

My
Love
Universal

Lacking important names, this delightful
picture might be overlooked were you not
informed in advance that it is worth seeing.
The plot revolves around a woman thief
who gets involved with a gentleman-crook,
which leads to near-arrests, exciting getaways, and eventually romance for the two.
Farce treatment makes it acceptable for
Gertrude Michael and
general audiences.
Paul Cavanagh head the competent cast.

Melodrama that harks back a few years
when Emil Jannings was at his
But you'll like it, for it is sound
peak.
to the era

"theatre," this story of a prominent man
who escapes from a sinking ship in women's
clothes, and in shame thereafter he stands
apart and sees his family only from the ob-

Walter Connolly is
of disguise.
impressive as the father, and Robert Young
appealing as the son. Take the family.

scurity

A drama

of mother love, reminiscent of
distinguished by fine

'Madame X," and

acting by Paul Lukas and Wynne Gibson.
The heroine serves a prison term for an accidental killing, and when released leaves
the man who loves her and who has adopted
her baby boy so the child may not know
Emotionally powerful but
her disgrace.
sombre entertainment, nicely staged and
sincerely acted. Youngsters won't enjoy it.

La
Cucaracha

RKORcidio

Because this brings back

many

former

would be

favorites, Hollywood hoped it
good picture. It is something less

s

than ex
pected, sorry to say, and can't be recommended except that it gives you opportunity
to see again Colleen Moore, Flora Finch
Betty Blythe, William Farnum, Henry B
Walthall, and other stars of yesterday. You
know, of course, the Hawthorne classic on
which this picture is based.

The

first

production from the company

Hay Whitney

affords spectacular evidence of advances in color photography. It is a short subject, runs about

headed by John

Twenty minutes, and your time
warded by a beautiful, dazzling

will

artistic costuming and settings.
Steffi
right for youngsters, too.
the Mexican girl who fights to

be re-

display of
It's

all

Duna

as

hold her
lover gives a sparkling performance.

A disjointed story interferes with the entertainment values of this one which
while satisfactory is not up to the high
Madge
standard of M-G-M offerings.
Evans, Robert Young, Otto Kruger, and
Una Merkel appear as a group of struggling
Americans in Paris. They prove a badmannered lot, concerned mainly with
guzzling and being boresomely "Bohemian."

—

But a

nice cast

makes them

attractive.

for
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HEAR THESE SONG
HITS—
Talking to Myself."
"

"Blue Sky Avenue
"l Ain't

Gonna

No

Sin

More.'

"Somebody Looks Good
To Me."

st

E

"Don't Let This Waltz

Mean Goodbye."

4«

d*»

tC
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These are exciting times in the affairs of the
screen world, and picture-goers realize it as
acutely as the producers and the stars. Here
speaks the mind of the great mass of the public
for whom all pictures are made
the millions
whose patronage is the one and only objective
of the collective resources of manpower and
tremendous enterprise of the motion picture

—

industry.
Your ideas have been, are, and always will be
the letter and spirit of the law to which writers,
directors, producers and stars must subscribe.
Register your ideas and opinions on any phase
of motion pictures which strikes you as the most
important from your point of view be that a
criticism, complimentary or adverse, of a particular star, a certain picture, or a broad consideration of some trend in screen entertain-

—

ment.
There's a
the record

having

ideas put
—and the pleasant your
possibility of
thrill in

in

collecting handsomely in the event your letter is
awarded a prize. $5.00. you know, goes to each
of the writers of the best eight letters each month.
Write your letter now!
the subject one
of general interest; restrict it to fifty words.
Address your letter to: Letter Dept., SCREEN-

Make

LAND, 45 West 45th

St.

We

cannot undertake

return letters not used for publication, so
please do not make such request, and don't
enclose stamps for return of your letters.
to

The

eight letters receive
prizes of $5.00 each
first

WE'RE FOR

IT!

How

about giving us kids a break?
us a break would be a school picture

To
It

!

sure would be swell to see Tom Brown in
a high school picture, having the same
thrills and hopes at graduation and the
same good times we have had in school.

How

about

it?

M. E.

Kelley,

Athens, Me.

RURAL AMERICA

SPEAKS!

am

a plain country girl, and know the
type of films that appeal to our rural people
stories that thrill our youthful spirit
For this reason I urge proof romance.
ducers to film Ella Wheeler Wilcox's
"Maurine," Southworth's "St. Elmo," and
similar novels that embody beautiful moral
lessons.
Minerva Jane Heissler,
204 South 5th St.,
I

—

Murray, Calloway

REELS

Co.,

Ky.

MAKE RADIO REAL!

An

orchid to movies for bringing radio
stars to life on the screen.
Movies catch
'em in their native lair the broadcasting
studio
and "bring 'em back alive." Always afterward as they broadcast you see
the whole act. Homely or handsome, the}'
are no longer ghosts, thanks to movies.

—

—

Mrs. Larry Bates,
498

Brown
Napa,

St.,

Calif.

REVOLT IN THE FACULTY!
belong to that class known as "schoolI'll admit that as a group we are
not "raving beauties," but surely we are not
as terrible as the superannuated, vinegaryvisaged scare-crows seen on the screen deI

teacher."

You've made her a star! Yes, your applause has put little Jean Parker
into big billing, and now she is the eighteenth in M-G-M's sparkling star
list, in such company as Joan Crawford, Garbo, Norma Shearer, Jean
Harlow. How does it seem, Jean? Still keep that little-girl appeal, won't

you?

We

like it!

picting school life?

Have a
wood

heart

Give us a break, Holly-

!

!

H. Coles Cowell,

Your Salutes are cherished!
Your Snubs are taken to heart!
So register your film thoughts.

They may win

a prize for you, too

Box
Pennsboro.

373,

W.

Ya.

FAVORITE TREES!
Maple

in

gorgeous

Francis.

Weeping willow

—ZaSu
— Mary

Fragrant balsam

White birch

fall

silvered

array

—Kay

Pitts.

Brian.

by moonlight

Harlow.
(Continued on page 82)

—Jean
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Two

Great Warner Bros. Stars Bring You

the Screen Version of the Best-Seller that

Rocked the Chan celleries

of
The

Europe
story of

one

man

against a million— and of the
woman who loved him, yet
was his enemy to the death.
Told by the man who lived
this

astounding romance.

SCREENLAND
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Inside the Stars'
L

Homes

Jean Harlow

Jean Harlow and her lovely mother welcome you! Jean shares with you her "pet" food ideas

THE

fashionfunction,
as

latest

able
everyone
is

is

known

Cocktail Hour.

It

five o'clock in the

aware,
as the

begins at
afternoon

and ends when the guests
a grand exdepart.
It's
cuse to see and be seen, to
wear good-looking cocktail
and to serve hors

Screenland will take you inside
the

homes

in a

new way!

of

Hollywood

Now you'll share

their favorite recipes, study their

home

know

furnishings, really

them

!

First,

meet Jean

By

d'oeuvres.

"Personally," confided
Jean Harlow, from a brocaded fireside seat in her

Betty Boone

drawing-room,

"I
loathe cocktails, but I adore
!"
the appetizers that go with them
Jean lives in a big white house set on a flowery hill.
A white door, set in a deep embrasure, opens into a
gracious hall from which the stairway rises to the right,
two steps lead clown to the drawing-room, a dream in
In the subdued blues, greens, beige, pale
soft pastels.
white,
Jean and her mother, Mrs. Bello, have
rose and
an ideal background. Mrs. Bello is fair and gracious,
Jean is like a flame.

lovely

stars—

;

"If

we

having

are

two or three

in

to

just
dinner,

we

serve cocktails and appetizers in the library, which
adjoins the bar," Jean explained, "but for a large

dinner
"It's

they are
on trays."
idea that a good

party,
here

brought

in

my

dinner shouldn't be ruined
by too much nibbling beforehand," smiled Mrs. Bello,
"so we seldom serve more
than stuffed celery, two
kinds of olives, small pearl
onions and perhaps a bowl
of nuts.

But

at

a

cocktail

party or an after-theatre party, or occasionally on Sunday nights we go in for variety.
"I've always liked dainty things, so I collect interesting recipes and experiment with new ideas. I don't pose
as a cook, and Jean's adventures in the culinary art are
confined to the barbecue pit by the swimming pool, but
both of us enjoy serving unusual dishes."
"There's nothing prettier than a big platter of hors
d'oeuvres," said Jean. "Not long ago, I entertained some

October

for

1934
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I didn't know very well, so
couldn't take them out to the barbecue
pit.
gave a cocktail party for them and
had thirty different kinds of appetizers.
"One of my special favorites is this
Little pieces of toast cut in rounds about
a quarter of an inch thick put an ice-cold
bread-and-butter pickle on the toast and
some American cheese on top of that put
the whole thing into a very hot oven for
a few minutes and serve piping hot. The
pickle stays cold and the cheese gets hot,
and when you bite down into that crisp icy
pickle, through the hot cheese— it's marvelous !"
When Jean has a cocktail party, she
usually sets the food out in the dining room
so that the guests can see everything and

Eastern people

I

We

YOUR WAIST AND HIPS
3
INCHES IN 10 DAYS

;

;

with the
P

E

R

F

O

A

L

S

T

I

GIRDLE

C
.

or

.

it

will cost

you nothing!

E

WANT YOU

choose whatever they please.

A great silver tray on the table is laden
with decorative viands. In the center is a
huge red apple, banked with parsley and
surrounded by little pearl onions, and gay
radishes.
Olives wrapped in bacon are
stuck on toothpicks and thrust into the

try the Perfolastic Girdle.
Test it for yourself for 10 days
absolutely FREE. Then, if you
have not reduced at least 3 inches around waist and hips, it
will cost you nothing!
to

A

apple, and the effect is most attractive.
dish nearby contains thin pieces of chipped
Another
beef spread with cream cheese.
is filled with miniature sausages.

"But

lately

we've been using miniature

wienies," Jean informed me, "they pop, and
are so juicy everyone likes them."
The usual caviar and anchovy paste
spread on bits of toast in various delicate
shapes are also on hand.
"All the women who come to my parties
are wild about one of our specialties," Jean
"You take prunes good, big
went on.

—

—and

—

THE MASSAGE-LIKE ACTION

REDUCES
QUICKLY, EASILY

—

* The massage-like

them
"No, darling, you put them in cold water
and heat them until they swell," corrected
ones

boil

this

"That shows how much
fill

I hang around
"Anyway, then you
them with cream cheese

finely chopped chives
can serve them like that,
or wrap them in bacon and impale them on
toothpicks. Women adore them."
A great success at all Jean's parties is
her bowl of shrimps fixed on toothpicks
ready to dip into the following tasty dress-

You

:

into

Have

mixture ice-cold and
serve on small pieces of very hot toast."
Another Harlow favorite is a bowl of
chopped chicken livers, beside which is
placed a platter of Russian rye bread not
sauce.

all irritation, chafing and discomfort, keeping your body cool

and fresh

toasted.

"Sometimes we serve this liver dish with
potato chips to dip in the bowl, but we find
that most people like the Russian rye
bread," said the blonde star.
"We often
serve cottage cheese and cream cheese with
chives and paprika, into which guests can
(Continued on page 90)

at all times.

A

spe-

adjustable back allows for
perfect fit as inches disappear.
cial

10 Short Days You Can Be

In

YOUR SUMMER SELF

WITHOUT EXERCISE, DIET OR DRUGS!
REDUCED MY HIPS NINE INCHES WITH THE

"I

PERFOLASTIC GIRDLE,"

writes Miss Jean Healy. "The fat
seems to have melted away," says Mrs. K. McSorley. "I reduced my waist from 43 Y2 to 34*/z inches," writes Mrs. B.
Brian. "It massages like magic," writes Mrs. K. Carrol.
These are only a fexv of hundreds of letters from
women xvho have tested the Perfolastic Girdle!

TEST ...the
B

PERFOLASTIC GIRDLE at our expense!

You can prove

to yourself quickly and definitely whether
or not this very efficient girdle will reduce you. You do not
need to risk one penny . try it for 10 days
then send
.

it

back

results.

.

.

.

.

you are not completely astonished at the wonderful
Don't wait any longer
act today!

if

.

.

.

This Illustration of the Perfolastic Girdle Also
Features the New Perfolastic Uplift Brassiere

this

—

of

lightfully soft, satinized fabric,
especially designed to wear next
to the body. It does away with

We

;

the place

ventilating perforations
allow the skin pores to breathe
normally. The inner surface of
the Perfolastic Girdle is a de-

which

with whipped cream take a can of clams
and cut the clams into tiny pieces the size
of your little fingernail and drop them into
the cream with a dash of Worcestershire

takes

B The

One

half pint of cream whipped stiff,
is stirred four tablespoonsful of
horse-radish.
"Occasionally, I add two drops of Worcestershire sauce to the cream, if our guests
like the flavor," put in Mrs. Bello.
"Men
usually like this appetizer best of all, but
we always have other special things for
men who come to our informal parties.
cut rye bread, one and a half inches wide
by three inches long, and butter it thinly
place it on trays that also contain fine imported goose liver sausage, thin slices of
salami, pieces of Swiss cheese the same
size as the bread, and hot Mexican peppers."
"I think most men hate cocktails," observed Jean, "I don't blame them, because
I do, too.
But they like dishes like these."
"Oh, yes, we have finely sliced turkey on
this tray also," remembered her mother.
"I know something else that makes a
hit!" cried Jean.
"You mix cream cheese

ing

of

energetic health.

which you have

and nuts.

action

months of tiring exercises. It
removes surplus fat and stimulates the body once more into

the kitchen," said Jean,

seed them and

SAFELY

famous Perfolastic Reduc-

ing Girdle

her mother, smiling.

into

AND

PERFOLASTIC

I

n

EAST

42nd ST., Dept. 7310
New York, N. Y.
Without obligation on my part, please send me FREE BOOKLET
describing and illustrating the new Perfolastic Girdle and Brassiere
also sample of perforated Rubber and particulars of your
41
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DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER

Name
Address
City

.

Use Coupon or Send

Name and

State

Address on Penny Post Card
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|HE

Me

"She

on!

fight is

Loves

Not"

the
occasion for one of the
merriest little picturestealing contests you've ever
is

i

watched

!

Miriam Hopkins,

Bing Crosby's

co-star, has the
time of her life as a gal masquerading in collegian clothes
while Kitty Carlisle, compara-

newcomer

the screen,
honors, with
Mr. Crosby, and your applause,
chuckled at
as the prize.
tive

races her for

to

first

We

Mirinm Hopkins at her most

allur-

ing fails to make much of an impression on Bing Crosby; but oh,
what she does to the audience.'

La Hopkins'

clever comedy.

thrilled

La

to

Carlisle's

We
gor-

geous voice and poise. Perhaps
Miriam gives the better show,
but somehow it's Kitty you re-

member. Can
win? What's

it

—they

be

YOUR

both
verdict?

Kitty Carlisle seems to have more
success with Bing. The question
is, which one of the girls wins your
warmest applause?

October 1934
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Ask
By Miss Vee Dee

Marie D. So you want me to blaze a
from Virginia to Hollywood, knock

trail

at the pearly gates of the Universal Studios
to inquire if it would be oky-doky for you to

request

By

a

picture

of

Carl

Laemmle

Jr.?

means ask for a picture of this
young producer and here's a toast to you
if you get it
The producers and directors
all

—

!

aren't in line for as many fan letters as
the stars but it wouldn't harm them to get
a line of praise, so hop to it, Marie.

You've seen Ian Keith

Alice E.

in

many

of the super-colossal films, such as "Queen
Christina" and "The Sign of the Cross."

Just good pals! Above, Jackie Coogan and Toby
Wing, youngsters who
have won fame
films, not taking their companionship
as serYous
romance. Hasn't Jackie grown up since last you saw
him on the scree"?

Ian was born in Boston, Mass.
He has
black hair, blue eyes, weighs 175 pounds
and is 5 feet 10 inches tall. In "The Sign
of the Cross" he was Tigelinus.

m

Sister Sue.

Diana C.
your praise
picture

last
_

We

seem to be waking up
Diana Wynyard is one of
the most clever and interesting personalities of the screen.
She was born on January 16, 1908, in London, England.
She
is 5 feet &/
2 inches tall, weighs 127 pounds
and has dark blue eyes and golden brown

Gary Cooper would appreciate
of his ability as an actor.
His
was for Metro with Marion

Davies, "Operator Thirteen." In the large
cast are Katherine Alexander, Jean Parker,
Ted Healy, Mills Brothers, Russell Hardie
and many others. Gary's previous film was
"Design for Living," sharing honors with
Fredric March and
iriam Hopkins.
At
present writing Gary is making "Now
and Forever" for Paramount, playing with
Carole Lombard and Shirley Temple.

H.

of Budapest. I wouldn't have space
column to give you the names of all
the pictures Frank Capra has directed
but
are a few
"The Donovan Affair
Flight,
"No Greater Glory," "Lady for a
Day
"It
Happened One Night," and
his latest "Broadway Bill."
Frank Capra
was born in Italy, came to America
and
was educated in the grade and high
schools
of Los Angeles, Cal. He
also attended the
California Institute of Technology
at Pasadena, Cal.
His screen career started as a
writer then he became a director.
AmoiF
his earlier pictures are "The
Strong Man "
Long Pants," and "For the Love of
S
fatHer
° f a " eW baby
boy

to the fact that

.

my

in

:

hair.

M

;

Anna M. B. The
their home addresses

stars do not give us
for the simple reason
that a letter addressed to their studio will
receive the same attention as if sent to their
private residence.
So write to Gene Raymond at Columbia Studios, 1438 Gower

'

_

St.,

Lynn

haven't space for addresses in
I'll give you a few of
your favorites' latest releases and you
can
drop them a line at the studio that
produced the picture.
Charles Starrett and

Gene's latest releases
are "Flying Down to Rio" with Dolores Del
Rio; "I
Suzanne," with Lilian Harvey; "Coming Out Party" with Frances
Dee, and "Sadie McKee" with Joan Craw-

Am

of Australia.

You

really

Bellamy both appeared in "This
Mine," with Irene Dunne, released
by RKO-Radio Pictures. William Janney
was in the cast with Jean Muir in "As the
Earth Turns" and "A Modern Hero" with
Richard Barthelmess and Jean Muir, released by Warners. Wynne Gibson was in
"Sleepers East," released by Fox Films.
Nancy Carroll, after a turn on the New
York stage, came back to the screen in
"Springtime for Henry" with Otto Kruger,

have

"crush" on Kay Francis, haven't you?
But I'm sure Kay will not let you down.
Go on, write to her she'll love to know just
how she stands in Australia. You v/ant her
cast in a picture with Robert Montgomery
a

—

I

Ralph

Man

ford.

Phyl W.

B.

department but

this

Hollywood, Cal.

%

—

and Franchot Tone well, you see Kay is
on the Warner-First National roster while
Bob and Franchot are with M-G-M so as
Patsy Kelly, one of my favorite comediennes, says: "So there you are!"

for

is

Fox

release.

;

Naomi D.

Phyllis G.
None other than the very
popular Neil Hamilton came from your
home town, Lynn, Mass. Jean Harlow is
5 feet 5 inches tall and weighs 112 pounds.

Mae West

is

S feet

5

120 pounds; Ina Claire

Una Merkel

inches
is

tall,

weighs

5 feet 5 inches-

is 5 feet 5 inches tall, weighs
110 pounds; and Bebe Daniels is 5 feet 5
inches and weighs 120 pounds.

Your

favorite,

ArmOne of his
Her Bed,"

Robert

strong, is a free-lance player.
later releases was "She Made

produced by Paramount Studios, Hollywood, Cal. You iJ-gkt try to locate him at
that studio.
support of

Elizabeth Allan poses in a black
creation, above. Elizabeth continues to progress cinematically as more parts come her

and white

way.

In this release,

Bob played

in

Richard Arlen, Sally Eilers,
Grace Bradley and Richard Arlen, Jr.
And wasn't young Master Arlen a honey?
Father Dick will have to look to his
laurels when sonny is on the screen.

Am

I

right, folks?

SCREENLAND
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WHOOPLA LUPE
Paprika on chile con came.
frock with
Cellophane
black organdy bows. Urchin with
tongue sticking out.

Scarlet

LIPPY COOPER
Lollipops growing in a windowbox.
Boy wonder playing violin
and chewing gum. Bluebirds eating sugared mush.

By Marie House

Prelude to Personalities
As presented

in

two-dimensional

fun traits
cinema

of six

favorites

SOCK-EYE CAGNEY
Peck's

Bad Boy

in

Boy Scout

Ginger cookies snapping at
pants.
each other. Bantam rooster with
hoarse crow.

LAMP-EYED DIETRICH
Grand Rapids lamp-shade with cerise
Jasmin perfume by the gallon.
Too many white camellias.

fringe.

kl...

TWO-SNEER
POWELL

SMUG DOUG
Robin

Hood

in

hero.

Desperate Desmond

a

Twelve-cylinder motor with a
Community
wheeze.
Syndicated
singing.
slicker.

«««

up

to

his

sneers

in

villainy. Romantic
whispers in a formal
garden.
Black satin
knee-breeches.

October 1934
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AN
OPEN
LETTER

TO
JIMMY

DUNN
FROM
DELIGHT
EVANS
Jimmy Dunn, good sport!
"Baby Take a Bow" was
originally his

own starring

picture, but Shirley
Temple's amazing popularity
his.

put her name over
Read how Jimmy

took it. Right, Mr. Dunn
demonstrates that he can
play other scenes besides
Shirley-support!

JIMMY:
DEARwant

to apologize.

I

always thought you were Hollywood's Playboy Number One or at least sharing that honor with
Jack Oakie. I liked you all right, and thought you
might make a good actor some day say in 1999, when
you finally grew up, if ever. But I never, I admit it,
took you very seriously. How could I? You were the
Perpetual Juvenile; the Anything-for-a-Laugh Boy;
I

—

the Courtin'

And

Clown

—

then

well,

of pictures.

Jimmy, right now

was wrong about you.

From now

on,

I

want

to say I

you are on

my

of preferred players. And all because of a certain
little sprite of five, whose name I have vowed not to

list

mention once more in this issue. You know whom I
mean.
Everybody knows.
Miss S-rl-ey T-m-ple.
Catch on? It seems she's a success. And all of a sudden the public voiced to the exhibitors of the country
an unsuppressed desire to see her in anything and
everything made of celluloid. There were objections,
I hear
notably from one great big he-man star who
is still pouting because she was billed as his co-star,

—

and he didn't want any little five-year-old upstart costarring with him, no, sir; he just wouldn't stand for
it.
(But he stood for it). And then a James Dunn
picture, "Baby Take a Bow," was scheduled.
You
were to be the star of the show. That is, until the
audiences began to howl for you know who; and you
found yourself a member of the supporting cast.
Did you sulk? Did you scream? You did not. You
went right into that picture and gave the performance of your life. Instead of fighting that child-wonder, you loved her, and showed it in all your scenes.
You clowned, you danced, you emoted with her; and
those scenes of you together will remain in my memory
among the most charming, most refreshing ever filmed.
And you won the hearts not only of your audience, but
of the child you played with.
You're her favorite

—

actor. It may have been just smart showmanship on
your part. I prefer to believe, and please don't stop
me even if I am wrong, that you're one of the few
who can take a joke, even if it's on you. Congratulations.

SCREENLAND
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Clark
Gable's

Real
Family
Life!
By
James

M. F idler

You'll know Clark, here in this story,
in a new way wholesome, manly, and

—

entirely likeable!

THIS

a story about Hollywood's outstanding
friendship. It is about the magnificent good fellowship that binds a step-father and his children.
It is the story of Clark Gable's fond regard for
his own step-children, Georgianna and Alfred, and of
their equal respect and love for him.
is

Actually, the comradeship involves Gable and Alfred

more than Gable and Georgianna, because, while Clark
is

fond of his step-daughter,

his real affection is

devoted

Between the two of them there is an almost
father-and-son-like quality to their mutual admiration.

to Al.
It is

with Alfred that Gable spends the greater portion

of his spare time.

One remark

that Gable uttered, when I went out to
house to talk with him about the children, struck me
as being almost a "believe it or not."
Clark said that
neither the son nor the daughter has the slightest interest
in motion pictures except as a mode of entertainment
"Georgianna has been inside the studio fewer than
half a dozen times," Gable told me.
"Alfred has been
his

there only twice. One of his visits was for the express
purpose of meeting me, to go with me on a fishing trip.
The other time, he came to watch the photographing of
an intricate process shot for a picture called 'Night
Al wants to be an aeronautical engineer in
Flight.'
He came
fact, he is already studying toward that end.
;

he was anxious to observe at close
quarters our studio method of making technical shots of
airplane maneuvers."
"He is interested in aeronautical engineering?" I
echoed. "You mean, he doesn't want to follow in your
footsteps; he doesn't want to become a screen star?"
"He wants to be an engineer," Gable repeated. "He
doesn't like motion pictures. He particularly dislikes all
the ballyhoo that goes with the business. Do you know,
he refuses to pose for photographs with me, because he
He has seen
doesn't want his face plastered all over!
people crowd around me in public places, demanding
autographs. He doesn't want to be Clark Gable's son,
to the studio because

and have to stand for the same pawing.

At

school,

few

for

October
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For the

first

time Clark talks

about his step-children! Here's

a

new and

a

refreshing slant

Hollywood

Wide World

idol!

to me two years age
Al likes dogs in fact, he's
crazy about them. Likes all sorts of animals, as far as
that goes. But dogs in particular. Pedigreed or mongrel,
clogs are dogs to Al, and he takes to them like a nose to a
sweet flower. Well, I had just arrived home from the
studio, a couple of years ago, when I saw Al coming
down the street from school, swinging his books on a
strap.
Between the boy and our house, a neighbor was
taking her big dog out for an airing.
"Boylike, Al stepped up to the dog and extended his
hand. Without warning, the dog leaped for his throat.
Al thrust up his arm to protect himself, and thus deflected the dog's aim, so that instead of seizing the bare
throat, he caught Al's chin and lower lip between his
jaws.
The girl-owner screamed, and jerked on the
leash.
Pier jerks pulled the dog loose, but the animal's
teeth left a jagged, ugly cut across the boy's lower face.
"During the entire sickening episode, Al didn't utter a
sound.
The whole thing transpired so rapidly that I
hadn't time to aid him, although I started at once, of
course. When I reached his side, he was walking toward
home, and the blood was pouring from the wound. I
hurried him into the house, summoned a doctor, and
watched while the physician cauterized and dressed the
wound. Not once, from the moment the dog leaped for
him until the end of the episode, did Al open his mouth.
"I believe that was the day when I first discovered a
deep respect for him. I had loved him before, naturally,
but nothing had ever taken place to make me want to put
my arm around his shoulders as I did immediately following the doctor's departure. We've been pals ever

came

The Gables! Read what Clark tells about Al, his fine
little step-son, in the accompanying exclusive story.
Is Clark proud of that boy.'

on

:

save his better friends know that he is the step-son of
a motion picture actor.
"Al and I knew each other before I was plumped into
all this fame stuff that has happened to me.
few
years ago, we often went downtown together, attended
previews together, or went to the various popular
restaurants around Hollywood.
He won't go with me
now, because he has seen the autograph-seekers surround me. He doesn't like it. He has told me he
doesn't like it. So he refuses to accompany me to public
places except when it is unavoidable.
"He has no awe for me as a screen star. He isn't at
all interested in the fact that I'm an actor.
I honestly
believe that he'd be happier if I were not an actor if I
were just an ordinary business man not surrounded by
the halo and fuss that the public creates around its
screen favorites.
"Al never talks to me about pictures. For that matter,
neither does Georgianna. When I return home from the
studio nights, Al and I engage in his problems.
He
never asks, 'What is Greta Garbo like ?' or 'What is Joan
since real pals.
Crawford like?' because he isn't interested. Instead,
"Al often goes with me on fishing and camping trips.
he invites me to help him solve his troubles. He brings
When we go away on such jaunts, we don't take a flock
out his engineering books and paraphernalia, and first
of servants with us.
go {Continued on page 94)
thing I know, we're sprawled out together on the floor
of his workshop.
"Now, I don't know beans about
engineering
I never could figure
I'm a
out mathematical problems.
I
total loss at construction posers.
can't even nail two boards together,
So
and know they'll stay nailed.
pretty soon, Al is telling me things,
explaining intricate matters to me.
At times, I guess he thinks I'm a
pretty dumb egg. Yeah, and insofar
as engineering is concerned, I guess
And no smart cracks, you
I am.
"Al is all boy, thank God! Oh, I'd
be fond of him, even if he were not.
But I might not be as proud of him,
and likely as not we wouldn't be the
pals we are.
I'm pretty much of an
out-of-doors fellow.
So is he. He
rides, swims, plays tennis and golf,
and fishes and hunts with the best of
us.
He learned to swim when he
was four years old.
He simply
jumped into the water, and he had to
swim or drown.
Home! Here's the comfortable living room of the Clark Gable house. The
"He has real courage the deeplovely portrait is of Georgianna. You'll enjoy reading of the magnificent
down, natural kind. Proof of this
good fellowship that binds a step-father and his children.

A

;

—

—

;

We

!

—
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Everyone
Should Have
The Robinsons'

a Baby!
Says

Edward G. Robinson,

in a story he has
to

tell

day

Cali-

fornia home forms a
perfect background for
the happy family seen
above.

wanted

the world since the

his

son

was born!
Playing

the

r61e

the

famous actor says is the

By Dena Reed

greatest in

life

— that of

father, at left.

USSOLINI
one

A

thing
great

and Edward G. Robinson agree on
should have a baby

—everyone

name on the Broadway stage won't
Hollywood stardom won't suffice a happy
marriage, a beautiful home, wealth, prestige none of
these means anything without eight pounds or so of wailing babyhood
"that links you both to the past and to
!"
the future
otherwise you are lost in space
It's Robinson talking, the star whom you have thought
do

;

—

;

—

—

of as ruthless, calculating, kind, or cruel as the script
for.
Actually he's one of our most intelligent
actors, a charming gentleman, and at the moment, the
most enthusiastic of fathers, to say the least.
"The story I've wanted to see in print about myself is
'Everyone Should Have a Baby,' by Edward Robinson
even by request of Edward Robinson," he declared.
"I'd like to see it in big letters across the page. And I
mean it!"' he added as he puffed on his pipe like a real
family man and grinned across at me. "Honestly you
don't begin to live until you've had a child. It's the most
important thing in life for either a man or a woman."
"A woman, perhaps," I conceded, "but a man? Isn't
your career more important?"
"My son is more important to me than ten careers, and
yet paradoxically he has given my career a new importance. I always wanted to make good pictures about
real characters.
Now I wouldn't want to make anything
But
that that boy of mine won't some day be proud of.
aside from that, a man doesn't realize how selfish he's
been until he's a father. He's loved his wife and worked
and lived for himself. But a baby is the link between the
past and the future. After all I and my career will be
forgotten some day, but Eddie, Jr., is a production that
Having a child is a true
I hope will never be forgotten.
But I'm
want
to call it.
you
whatever
resurrection or
individual
an
son
was
now.
selfishly
talking
not
before he was born. It's uncanny, but Gladys would tell
me all the mannerisms he was (Continued on page 89)
calls

—

My

for

October 19
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Thin

I'm Funny!"
Above, Za.su Pitts as
Miss Hazy in "Mrs.
Wiggs of the Cabbage
Patch," with Pauline
Lord, left, in the role
of Mrs. Wiggs.

So

says

Zasu

Pitts,

Holly-

wood's paradox, here
revealed as she really

is

in

an exclusive interview

Never seen in films

By

is

the serious lady shown

—

at the right Miss
Pitts as her friends in
private

life

DON'T

I

know

James B. Fisher

her.

think I'm funny!

very serious

!"

Most

of the time I'm

This from Zasu Pitts

At that precise moment, W. C. Fields, enacting a drunk scene, pulled over an old-fashioned
wash bowl and pitcher with the handle of his everpresent cane. The crash of breaking crockery seemed
almost like a premeditated exclamation point for Zasu's
startling remark.
She nodded in his direction.
!"
is
favorite comedian
nose and all

my

We

—

"There

were perched on the edge of a set being used
"Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch"
at the Paramount Studio.
Zasu was obviously thrilled
at the prospect of working with W. C. Fields and
Pauline Lord.
She has the greatest admiration for
in the filming of

both of them.
"Quiet!" shouted the director.

His assistants supplied the echoes. As I watched "W. C." break another
pitcher and bowl I had ample opportunity to speculate

on Zasu's strange statement. It does not seem so unusual when you really know her.
You see, the comic side of Zasu Pitts is the only side
her fans may now see, but the real Zasu has always
been of an essentially melancholy nature.
It is said
that every comic, every circus clown desires to play a
tragic role. Charlie Chaplin wants to play "Hamlet"
but he can't; Zasu Pitts does not want to be Ophelia—
but she could
Zasu has put the "reverse English" on a moss-covered theory, and from tragic or heavy dramatic roles
has progressed to comedy. The instant she appears on
the screen is the accepted moment for thousands of
movie fans to break into such hearty laughter that her
lines cannot be heard.
Yet she has not always been a
comedienne. In fact, her career started with a highschool play in which she portrayed so well a serious
role in which both Maude Adams and Mrs. Fiske had
starred that she was prompted by the unanimous praise
of her townspeople to come (Continued on page
72)
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Joan Crawford,
below,

may wel-

come Clark Gaon the steps
of her portable
dressing - room,
ble

let t

,

but she
some

cringes at

visitors.

The forbidding sound

THERE

any dictum guaranteed to make the
newspaper man see red it is the

is

IFHollywood
CLOSED SET

sign staring him in the face just
frame of mind to drop in and pick
studio gossip on the Hollywood honeys at

when he
up

a

little

is

in the

work.

"How come

stage of the

M-G-M

He got the stock reply.
publicity department.
can't get on Greta Garbo's,
Mae West's, Constance Bennett's, Marlene Dietrich's
or Ann Harding's !" returned the peppery young thing
who dishes out answers as well as publicity. "Its a
"For the same reason you

rule!"

you

can't set

foot on

Norma

Shearer's

sacred 'The Barretts of Wimpole Street' set when you
can get on to watch such swell troupers as John Barrymore, Katharine Hepburn, (yes, it has been done), Barbara Stanwyck, Clark Gable, William Powell, Cagney
and Blondell, Warner Baxter, Janet Gaynor, Gary
Cooper, Jean Harlow and dozens of other first trench
stars of these Hollywood studios?''
I recently heard a
young syndicate writer squawk to high heaven, and the

"You mean

!"

a rush of importance to the head
retorted the young syndicator.
And generally speaking, that's just about the way the
boys and girls who have fought tooth and nail to get on
the inside of such pictures in the making as "The Barretts of Wimpole Street," "The Scarlet Empress" and
other big films feel about it.
If

it's

you can drop

Fredric

in

and watch John Barrymore and

March going through

their

dramatic

paces,

for

October

1934
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Many

have strange

stars

reasons for closing their sets
to the press, their friends,

and

You'll

all visitors.

want

why!

to read

By Dorothy "Manners
On

the "call sheet" at Paramount where they keep
of the various companies in production from
day to day, there was one sheet reading: Working on

track

Stage 6.
and two

.

.

.

Miss West

.

.

.

Mr. Brown

THIS SET

the General

ABSOLUTELY
CLOSED TO EVERYONE INCLUDING THE
PRESS. DO NOT EMBARRASS THE PUBLICITY DEPARTMENT BY ATTEMPTING TO
MAKE EXCEPTION TO THIS RULING.
'And

maids.

that can't be,"

IS

said the gentleman

who was

reading over my shoulder, "because Mae is timid. She's
been working on the stage before audiences all her
life.
Funny to see Mae going movie star on us!"
Well, he was right on one point
It does not make
Mae nervous to be watched by an audience, even when
she is going through her wiggliest paces.
But it does make her hopping mad to
be the victim of rumors which have
cropped up from set "bystanders."
!

The

first

{Continued on page

76)

Marlene Dietrich, left, cannot be
watched while working. The busy
scene below, for "The Scarlet Empress," with arrow pointing to
Marlene, is as close as you'll ever
get to seeing Dietrich in action.'

Paramount Studio

as seen

by the outsider

what's so mysterious and difficult with what Bennett,
Norma Shearer, Mae West, and Marlene are doing
that they can't stand to be observed? If Jean Harlow
can emote before an audience what gets into loan
Crawford now and then when she goes
SET? Barbara Stanwyck has done as many soultearing scenes as Marlene Dietrich, only you can
watch Barbara if you've a mind to and Marlene has
two guards at the door to see you don't watch her!
Yet, I wonder if ritziness, exclusiveness, big-headedness or even artistic temperament is wholly to blame
for the royal command:
IS PER-

CLOSED

—

NO ONE

MITTED ON THIS SET.
THERE IS NO EXCEPTION TO THIS RULE. KEEP OUT
.

THIS MEANS YOU.

.

.

.

.

.
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Temple's

Mother
Tells

How

Shirley

Became

a

Star
EVER
'

since Shirley Temple has flashed across the
screen stealing the spotlight from Katharine
Hepburn, Mae West, Joan Crawford, and the

other famous and established stars, every mother
America has wanted to know just how Shirley's
mother did it
Of course, not every mother wants her child to be a
movie star. But seeing little Shirley up there on the
screen has made many a mother wonder if her child has
in

Maybe
the potentialities that are expressed in Shirley.
hour
an
to
bed
Or getting
?
a little more spinach
lessons—?
dancing
?
Or taking
earlier every night
Certainly it would do no harm to have one's own darlingdemonstrate the grace and intelligence, the glowing
health and spontaneity that distinguish Shirley from all
and the world at
the other children in Hollywood
large.
So let's see what Mrs. Temple says about it all.
Has she a secret formula? Does she follow the most
popular current methods? Or is she just an old-fash-

—
—

—

ioned mother in a new setting?
First, let me introduce you to Shirley as I saw her.
Oh, I know you've read about her, and have seen in-

numerable pictures of her. But that
as spending days with her, as I did.

same
must confess that

isn't quite the
I

her charm completely captivated me right at the outset.
Nothing could ever keep this child in the background.
She's a very definite personality, destined to stand out
happy, sturdy little girl with dancfrom the crowd.
ing eyes, generous dimples, and curly blonde hair that
No "smartiness" whatever, I assure you.
is natural.

A

watched Shirley do a dramatic and very poignant
scene with Gary Cooper and Carole Lombard in "Now
and Forever," and Shirley's heartbroken sobs when she
thinks her Daddy, (Gary), has failed her, were so realistic that I had to blink hard to keep from weeping with
I

her.

"How

do you do

it

?" I

asked her, as

we walked

off the

set.

T just
'Oh, I don't know."' she answered, simply,
pretend I'm sad and then I cry."
"Tell me about her," I asked Mrs. Temple, as we seated
ourselves on a bench a few feet from the table where
Shirley and her little stand-in, Marilyn Granas, were
already happily painting with water colors the fantastic
drawings of elephants that Gary had made for her, while
Rachel Smith, the studio teacher, sat beside them.
Mrs.

Temple

is

an attractive young

woman

with

She, too, remains unspoiled by the success
showered upon Shirley. She admits that rearing a screen
star is a big responsibility but adds that it is a grand ad-

much charm.

venture.
"Shirley is my dream-daughter come true," she said.
"I always wanted a little girl but when two fine sons
life
came it seemed as if our family was complete.

My

with domestic and social duties and I had
became
the idea of another baby. But the degiven
up
almost
never be
sire for a daughter persisted and I knew Fd
contented until she came.
"During the months before her birth I pushed aside
everything else and concentrated on her perfect developfilled

October

for

1934

For the first time, the mother of
the baby screen sensation reveals
just

how she has brought up her

famous daughter

!

Everything

every other mother wants to

know about
a

movie

raising a child to

star is told here.

Shirley's

admirers

ages will enjoy

of
it,

And

assorted
too!

By NLaude Cheatham
Shirley

and her

attractive mother, Mrs. George F.
you all about the inspiration and
training that have gone toward making Shirley a star.

Temple,

who

tells

Big
star!

star

and

little

Maybe Gary

Cooper and other acment, physical and mental. I lived out of doors as much
as possible and studied everything I wanted her to be
familiar with
music, art, the classics. I wanted her to
be artistic, I was determined she should excel at something. I didn't especially plan a career and only vaguely
thought of acting, but I hoped she would be a musician
and a dancer. I had cherished a secret ambition to be
a great dancer but never got beyond the ballroom steps.
Too, I married very young. But music always made
my blood tingle, I could feci the dance although I could
not execute it, so I dwelt on these thoughts continually
and knew very positively, that my child would dance and
sing.
Her early love of dancing seemed natural to me.
"Shirley was born at our home in Santa Monica, April

—

and weighed 6y2
She was a fat,
roly-poly baby and I remember that Mr. Temple

23, 1929,

pounds.

held out her tiny leg for
me to see the perfectly

rounded calf."
Mrs. Temple insisted on
feeding her baby by nature's method for the first
four months, easing off
into a certain infant food

and finally, when Shirley was ten
months old, she was put on a whole
milk

diet.

She's been reared according to
schedule and even yet is looked
over once a month by a baby specialist.
She's never had a sick day,
not one. Perhaps that is one reason she has such a sweet, happy
disposition that nothing upsets her.

"We have been strict, very strict
with her," continued Mrs. Temple,
"and none of us spoil her. The responsibility of disciplining her is
mine entirely, with no interference
from her father or her brothers.
When I {Continued on page 78)

tors might resent having a five-year-old

steal their best scenes
if Shirley weren' t such
a natural, unspoiled

youngster. As

it is, all

Hollywood loves her.

be
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Bellamy
Stage or pictures,
takes

it

all

if it's

Isn't Baffled!
acting,

Ralph

By

in his stride!

Bellamy prepared for
us, and sprawled informally on a divan,
the enthusiasm he expressed

for pictures
as convincing as
his declaration about
how the hot weather
was to his liking. If
the big fellow wanted
it
"hot" he was get-

was

ting

what he wanted.

If only he didn't look

so

comfortable,

I

might have drawn

some

measure

of

spiteful satisfaction

from the spectacle
a person having
such absurd ideas get
of

"Quit pictures? Not
on your life!" says
Ralph Bellamy, who
promises that if he returns to the stage it
will only be for a
"vacation."

WAS

Ralph Bellamy's decision to pack off to
the East to make a picture in New York this
summer the prelude to a contemplated
Hollywood desertion by one of the films

well-favored and highly competent leading men?
That question was bound to arise about an actor, free
from contractual obligations to any of the studios but
much in demand by most of them, who suddenly quit the
Hollywood scene for New York. In Bellamy's case the
question became the father to a report that he planned
a return to the stage he had walked out on four years
ago to accept motion picture offers.
The rumor did not throw Ralph Bellamy into a pet.
As a matter of fact one judges that it would take a good
deal to disturb the calm good humor of the powerfullybuilt chap who, a moment before, had breezed into his
hotel, after working under studio lights on one of the
hottest days New York had known in years, with the
announcement that he was "feeling fine. No kidding,
I like it hot like this."
this is my weather.
"If I do a play," he said in reply to my question, "it
will be for the purpose of giving the picture fans a rest
from me, and myself a rest to prevent staleness, more
than through any desire to return to the theatre as a
matter of preference between the studio and the stage."
Ralph had had time to accept the drink which Mrs.

wish and jolly well
pay for for them. His
his

y
/'

cheviot jacket
was buttoned, his blue
IIIIP^'
shirt was open at the
throat, as it was designed to be, even his
he held in his
libation
cooling
the
sipping
of
occasional
host than for
polite
the
of
gesture
more
a
hand seemed
it.
from
required
refreshment
he
any
"I always want to be in pictures," he went on. "When
the time comes that I can no longer act regularly in them,

white

^V^'

I'll

try to

something

a director, and if I can't direct, I'll do
connected with the production of motion

become
else

pictures.

"I feel sure of that, because I believe I am more thor'sold' on pictures as medium of dramatic expression than any player who has gone into films from the

oughly
stage

One might

expect

an actor who had

successfully

thwarted the efforts of the casting directors to "type"
him, and who as a free lance for a couple of years has

most of the major studios— something which
To ento crow just a bit.
involves plenty of worries
expense.
Hollywood's
laugh
at
little
joy at least a
At least I expected that, and I tried a lead in that diNo dice Bellamy, while not by any means a
rection.
yes-man for Hollywood, seems too interested in pictures
for their own sake to be concerned with any of the more
played

at

—

!

petty or superficial phases of the business.
By the time this interview appears in type, facts about
Bellamy's return to the stage may be a matter of public
In that event, the (Continued on page 92)
record.
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But Kitty
The

Tom Kennedy

~\

T

HE

girl

Carlisle Is!
screen's

new

singing star

is

rather

surprised at her sudden success!

who

thought she

was "too tall
and too funnyfaced" to be a motion
picture prospect, today
stands among the relatively few who have

forged ahead
film

from

obscurity to

co-

stardom after two picture performances
Just what kind of
record should be written to the credit of
Kitty Carlisle because
of the rapidity of her
ascent to prominence,
I frankly don't know.

Moreover,

I

don't

Here's the girl who
couldn't believe she
was a screen prospect!
And now Kitty Carlisle gains co-starring

think it sufficiently important to invoke the
statistics for purposes
of inscribing the de-

honors after two

tails here.

screen roles.

Sufficiently complete will be this particular record with matters

more closely associated with
singing actress who within a few months of her
first appearance on a movie lot has been nominated
for
co-stardom with Bing Crosby.
To begin with, Kitty Carlisle is so typically herself
that there's no sensible reason for drawing parallels.
In the first place the pictures went to Kitty which,
these days, is something like the mountain hiking across
the continent to pay a visit to a bungalow by the sea
And if there is something to what Kitty smilingly
suggested when she said that "maybe it was the black
tights" she wore in her role in "Champagne Sec" on the
stage, which attracted the movie scouts, we'll wager not
one of the talent-seekers who offered her screen tests in
behalf of their bosses would admit that today.
Personally, I am all for giving the scouts full credit
for knowing a screen possibility when they see and hear
one playing in a Broadway musical black tights to the
contrary notwithstanding.
There is the fact, recorded in the public prints after
that opening night on Broadway, that the picture scouts
the

new

—

—

formed files and marched behind Mr. Dwight Wiman,
producer of "Champagne Sec," to Kitty's dressing room!
Waving option contracts and thrusting fountain pens at
her, the scouts made a rush for Kitty before she even
had a chance to get out of the tights which gave a silken

sheen to her shapely limbs. The scouts meant business.
But alas and alack, the chaps who thought they were
Johnnies on the spot were to meet disappointment and
at the hands of one of their own number.
Paramount
scout, you see, had caught the show out of town, and in
the arty quiet of Westport, Connecticut, had secured
Kitty Carlisle's name on the dotted line promising his
company first screen test. She made good her promise,
and that was the only screen test Kitty made. For the
Paramount chiefs looked at the result, made their terms,
and the day after "Champagne Sec" ran down its last
curtain, Kitty was on her way to Hollywood.
When you meet this tallish, dark-haired girl with the
responsive, buoyant manner, the first impression is that
Kitty Carlisle is one of those people fortunately endowed
with a sense of direction and self-assurance that enables
them to take everything "in stride."
The scene of this interview was a hotel apartment in
New York, during a between-pictures vacation on which
Kitty had intended to renew acquaintances in Manhattan
after her stay in Hollywood.
"My last vacation in New York," said Kitty, a trifle
breathless from running back and forth from one room
to another donning millinery and other gee-gaws to be
photographed in some of the newer inventions in feminine finery being readied by (Continued on page
92)

A

—
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Would You

be

By Ruth

Happy?

Tildesley

Mrs. Natalie M. Kalmus, artist and

who tells you what colors
and which ones to avoid

color expert,
to wear,

COLORS
You

are more important than you think
shouldn't wear blue just because you have blue eyes,
or black because you aren't as slender as you were, or grav
and red because those are your class colors. Oh, no
You
should choose the shades that enhance your own particular per!

!

sonality.

There are colors that can make you look taller, there are those
that have a slimming effect, and there are colors that give apparent
warmth or coolness or make you feel depressed.
"Poor choice of color can ruin your progress in business or spoil
your social aspirations," states Natalie M. Kalmus, artist and expert
who passes on the color used in costumes and sets in motion pictures.
"It's a good idea to wear shades that will emphasize your
coloring.
New York scientist claims that sixty
per cent of personality is expressed
through your eyes. So the aver-

A

age
thinks

blue-eyed
that she

woman

should

for
blue

Copenhagen

and golden
brown, according
to our authority.

Girls with red hair
brown eyes,

and
like

Janet Gaynor,

advised to wear
soft tones of green,
are,

turquoise blue,
various browns
with pink.

for

October 1934
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Watch Your
Want

wear the colors most harmonious to your type? Share with
the screen stars an authority's advice.
to

You'll be entertained!
wear blue of the same intensity as her eyes and her
problem is settled. But it isn't; she is decreasing the
effectiveness of her personality.

"What she should do is to wear colors in tones. of
the complement to blue which is orange; that is, she
should choose some tone of orange, apricot, or peach,
to build up her distinction of person
another name
for personality."

—

_

Mrs. Kalmus would like to see Loretta Young wear
a sort of grayish orange a low tone of orange because
of her blue eyes and soft brown hair.
"Pastels are for her, because of her youth, and
amethyst is especially good.
Warm yellows
and henna tones going into darker
browns for street wear, are

—

—

excellent

(

Continued

on

page
97)

t

Blues for blondes!
But the Ann Harding type can also
wear to advantage

the yellows,

browns, and rusts,
suggests our color
expert.

Are you the medi-

um

type, like Lor-

Young? Then
you should select
etta

pastel colors,

warm

yellows, and low
tones of orange,
apricot or peach.

Colors!
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AT LAST!
The Real
Saga of
Sullavan!
By
Hilary Lynn

too

much modern psychology

that

Right,
Margaret Sullavan today, above.
"Peggy" Sullavan the debutante, in the white
tulle frock she wore when she was presented
to Norfolk, Virginia, society at the opening
ball of the Norfolk German Club in the fall
of 1929.

FOR

some time

had a burning debottom of all these
fabulous contradictions concerning the
I've

(by

hearsay) Sullavan.
conspicuous by its

(Please note: the I is
absence as it usually is in Miss Sullavan's
And
infrequent interviews with the press
that's one of the things that give the publicity boys at Universal nervous indigestion.
After all, how can they expect to have
stories printed about her when she won't talk
about herself ?)
One of the cm rent rumors about her is
she is bitter, resentful, sclfisli; that nothing
can touch her. Which is the reason, they
say, that she avoids people.
Another is that
she's high-hat
not in the Garbo way, but

—

is

take.

So Hollywood speculates and ties
knots, and invents stories
that are about 50,000 miles removed
from the truth about Sullavan What
makes it doubly hard to make either
itself into

sire to get to the

incorrigible

—

strange Sullavan girl is
eaten up by a deep-seated inferiority
complex which, they say, is due to
the fact, (so they pretend to have
discovered from reliable sources),
that she was a very strange child,
aloof and distant and much later in
developing than other children. Or
to the much more provocative fact
that her early marriage to a fellow
actor, in those gay days when she
was in summer stock in the vacation
coast towns of New England, didn't
this

!

—

insulting in the Hepburn zvay.
An act, it's
reported. And then again, another theory
voiced by the group who've been reading

!

heads or true tales out of
false hearsay

is

that

all

this

"Peggy" doesn't

about herself.
Well, well, well
How would you
really like to know the truth about
her?
If we were trying to analyze
Margaret Sullavan, (which we
are not), we'd probably say the
like to talk

!

Hollywood

fault-finders

object
too normal.
Take just a few indications of
that alarming quality
Born in
Norfolk, Virginia, she developed
like any other healthy American
child
slightly on the tomboy
side, up through the guinea-pigrabbit-white-mice-baby-bird-allito her because she

is

:

—

or

October
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Solving the mystery of Margaret
All your questions about the brilliant

this

young star are answered in
story with newly revealed

facts

and family photographs!

Left: Miss Sullavan
as she appeared as
Puck in the May Day

play at

Chatham

Episcopal Institute,

Chatham,

Virginia,
in 1927.

The lovely young
lady below is" Peggy"
as she looked in the
old-fashioned white

organdie costume
which she wore at
the Washington and
Lee fancy dress ball
in Norfolk in January, 1930. Never be-

fore have these
photographs been
published

She was just two years old when the picture
above was snapped! We are indebted to Miss
Sullavan for permitting us to show you
these hitherto unpublished photographs.

gator-dog-and-cat stage to the Girl Scout period. From
the age of 13 to 18 she did nothing else but swim, dive,
ride, and shoot
things that most Hollywood actresses
don't learn until they arrive in the film colony. Spending
every summer at girls' camps in Vermont and New Hampshire, she acquired a nice, spicy New England flavor to

—

add to that soft mellow Southern one. Any girl who
couldn't climb a mountain range, blaze a trail, take a
three-day canoe trip down the Connecticut River in any
kind of weather, and sleep on its banks at night beside a
camp-fire, was just a sissy to young "Peggy'' Sullavan!
Which fact, somehow, puts a kink in those theories
about her being a strange, unmanageable, inhibited child.
And she frankly admits that she didn't have any great
urge to go on the stage. There was none of that standing before the mirror at night, doing the balcony scene
from "Romeo and Juliet" and repeating to herself "I'm
going to be a second Sarah Bernhardt I'm going to be
!"

—

:

a second Sarah Bernhardt
"If I thought about the stage at all," she told me, "it
was probably in the same adolescent, secretly dreaming
way I might have thought it fun to have been one of the
greatest courtesans of the 18th century French court. It
was as romantic and as remote from my life as that!"
And probably only because of the chance suggestion
of a school chum that Peggy try out for a part in her
school commencement play, "Bab, the Sub-Deb," have
we had the moving experience of seeing Margaret Sulla-

van on the screen.
But even after that amateur success, acting wasn't the
great compulsion in Peggy's (Continued on page 84)
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New Girls, New Boys!

f

"Finds" are the life-blood of the film
industry Meet this group of possible
!

stars of

tomorrow

By
James

NO

George Ford

Betty Bryson

John Bradford

Mona

Barrie

MOTION

picture

M. F idler
company

Roxanne
is

Sybil

more progressive than the

Fox organization in the current race to build new stars for
the years to come.
In past articles of this series dealing
with studio newcomers, I have taken Screenlaxd readers
on tours through the Paramount, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, and Warner
Brothers studios, and on each occasion, I introduced you to the respective young contract players of the lot visited.
The Fox Film Company has almost twice as many "starlets" under
contract as its nearest competitor in that field, Warner Brothers. To
be more precise, the Fox organization now has a stock companv numbering forty-five newcomers.
Officials of the company are ready to
wager that at least five of these will develop into stars, and that another
ten will become featured players.
Before I take you from dressing-room to dressing-room, where you
will meet, in person, these comely youngsters, permit me to tell you
something about the Fox Dramatic School.
This school is an innovation on the part of studio officials, who
hope thus to train raw material into finished product, prepared to
handle difficult acting that may be entrusted to them in years to come.
Daily between the hours of nine and twelve noon, dramatic classes
are conducted at the Fox studio.
Morris Ankrum, veteran writeractor-director, and Lillian Barkley, well-known dramatic coach, are in
charge.
Under the tutelage of these two capable leaders, the stock
players engage in one-act dramas. Twice monthly, the entire troupe
are given lengthy screen tests.
Their development as actors and
actresses is proven in their tests.
The school will eventually bring
about a survival of the fittest. Young players who show no promise
after months of training will be released from contract, and new
talent will replace them.
The building of physical bodies, as well as the development of histrionic talent, is part of the school work.
Setting up exercises, biweekly classes at the beach, swimming and dancing lessons, and other
routine designed to fit bodies for the strenuous grind of acting in
motion pictures, are all a part of the Fox school.
The pupils, (if they may be so designated), are taught how to walk,
talk, eat, and conduct themselves generally.
They acquire poise. Their
individual charm is developed.
An intensive course in the Fox
Dramatic School is almost the equal of a thorough finishing school
education.
It is from this school that Fox officials have already graduated several promising young players.
It is from this school that the company
hopes to pluck many of its principal players during the years to come.
Now, follow me to Dressing-Room Row. Past imposing administration buildings we go, pausing to admire the refreshing green lawns
and flowers that surround these buildings. Down beyond the row of
projection rooms, where motion pictures in their infancy are projected
and re-projected, cut and edited, finally to emerge in finished form
for exhibition in every corner of the world.
And there, in those
beautiful, cheerful bungalows and general quarters, are the dressingrooms. Come along; let's meet the Fox starlets.
No doubt you are already familiar with the {Continued on page 80)

Nick Foran

Pat Cunning

Rosemary Ames

Hugh

Williams

for
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Acme
Claudette, right, in her new role of Party

Wide World
Girl.'

Before she stepped out!

Claud
WHAT
up
in
Iris

purity

ps

Norman Foster.

Out!

with a clean-

campaign on
Hollywood and

every

an

Stepping out with her best beau,

one

doing

March and dying

for

owners
throw Jack

night-club

the

were just about to
Oakie and Lyle Talbot out into
the night and close up shop

when who should suddenly

ap-

pear on their door-steps but
of all people
Claudette Colbert
Looking like a feminine
foible de luxe.
My, my, were
they surprised Orchestras began to play, Ross and Sargeant and Gene Austin began
to sing, necks began to rubber
("It can't be Claudette Colbert, silly
She never goes
out at night.
Migosh, it is
Claudette Colbert!")
and
Mr. DeMille's Cleopatra began
to swig a great big glass of
milk. It was indeed an Occa-

—

!

!

—

!

—

r

j

sion.

Well, the following morning
I read in Louella's column that Claudette had been
seen dancing at the Cocoanut

when

Grove the night before, and
the next morning I read that
Claudette had looked radiantly lovely at the Marion Davies
Benefit Ball at the Biltmore,
and the next morning I read
that Claudette had been seen at
a late hour at the K'ng's Club
along with Marlene Dietrich,
Douglass Montgomery, Carole

Lombard and Russ Colombo,
and the next morning I read
that one of the most beautiful
guests at Junior Laemmle's costume

ball was Claudette
well, I just sort of said to myself, for a nice home girl
she certainly manages to get about.

Claudette has never before joined in the "social life,"
we playfully call it, of our village. Crooners have
come and crooners have gone at the Cocoanut Grove but
Claudette has never heard them.
Many a hostess has
written her a note saying "Dinner at eight" onlv to re-

as

Here's a Colbert

you never knew

before — and
she's

the

Best!

By
Elizabeth Wilson
ceive three dozen white roses at six. Except for an occasional play or preview ten o'clock has usually found
Claudette on the safe side of her Brentwood door. Indeed, a Hollywood chauffeur's dream is to drive for
Claudette Colbert. She has never been one to pal around
with her producers, her directors, and her fellow players.
She gives very few dinner parties, usually the same people, and goes to even fewer.
(Continued on page 74)
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Inspiration

Study

Work

-

Success

She has inspired

many

stars!

Frances Robinson-Duff.

HOW

Louis Seize study on the top floor, where autographs of
the famous, old program clippings, and pictures from her
own theatrical scrapbook adorn the walls, she likes to
reminisce about the illustrious pupils she has been privileged to teach during the past thirty-four years.
It was exactly thirteen years
ago that Ina Claire first came
to her.
John Gilbert had not
as yet crossed her path, but she
y>-*-» o~.
had other problems
3 a-rvJiiU^
x
"I have 'corns' on my larynx.
Can you help me?" Ina want-

would you like to meet the person that
That Douglass
Katharine Hepburn adores?
Montgomery visits three times a day? That
Helen Hayes, Miriam Hopkins, Ruth Chatterton and countless other stars from Hollywood to Broadway consider an invaluable friend?

Of

course,

you would

!

So,

come

along with me to a four-story English
basement house in the fashionable East

and let me introduce you to Frances Robinson-Duff.
Her vibrant personality is the power behind the voices of some of your favorite
players.
She turns nasal tones into silvery notes, and flat, dull speech into
Small wonder
rich, shaded inflections.
actor
will sacrifice
ambitious
that any
every leisure hour, (and a goodly portion of his salary!), to study vowels
and consonants with her.
Seated on a throne chair in her
Sixties of

New York

x:

ed to know.
Frances Duff not only cured
her "corns," but taught her
breathing, enunciation, diction,
voice placement,
interpretation of roles, and the
fundamental rules of drama
and comedy which govern the
art of the theatre.
For thirteen years, she has

pantomime,

continued to coach her in every

Even when Miss Claire
made her talking screen debut
in "The Royal Family" Miss
Duff watched and worked
role.

Helen Hayes is grateful! Here's a
peek at some hitherto unpublished
correspondence.

every day to see that "dat ole
debbil mike" played no tricks
on her prize pupil.
It was about three years ago
that another ambitious actress
brought her problems to this

She had just
from Bryn Mawr
and had joined a stock company in Baltimore.
"I've had no previous pracgreat teacher.

graduated

experience," she an"I'm awkward my
voice is New England at its
worst and I'm flagrantly amateur. What I need is technical
tical

nounced.

—

—

training in all branches of draWill you
expression.
take me on?"
Miss Duff's eyes wandered
to the picture of a young girl,
whose large picture hat framed
the interesting, angular face of

matic

Once there was an ambitious young

New York
iam

stage actress

—

Hopkins above.
somed, through hard

named MirShe
work

blos-

and

study, into the lovely star at the
Read how she persistently
right.

plugged away for fame!

Katharine Hepburn.
"I liked her frank, direct
manner, and sensed immediately

October 1934
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how some

Read

of your screen favorites developed
those talents you admire today

Want to read a letter from Katharine
Hepburn's mother? You have her
permission, so go ahead below, and

—

s&Z&e*<=>

-

Sv
^<uc>

right.

"T^-M.

her potential greatness," Miss Duff
told me.
started in to work at

"We

— Katharine

once
given

had

feminine

the

just

been

opposite
Kenneth MacKenna in the stage
play, 'The Big Pond.'
Her voice
was crisp and cultured, but had a
strident tone to it.
The first few
lessons were spent placing the voice
in its entire scale by finding her
individual key. She proved an indefatigable student
and a quick one.
lead

—

to

"The night 'The Big Pond' was
open at Great Neck for its try-

out performance prior to the Broadway premiere, I was detained in
New York, and couldn't get there
until just before curtain.
I made
Katharine promise me that she would

^~<ri

By Kadie Harris

^

night's performance. She won't do.'
"It was a terrific blow, but Katha-

rine took it like a Spartan.
She
didn't shed a tear
just sat opposite

—

me, white and gaunt.
" 'Aren't you proud of me ?' she
demanded.
'"No, I'm not,' I retorted. T'd
much rather see you give vent to
your feelings in a burst of hysteria!'

"

Miss Duff's soft brown eyes
flashed in reminiscent amusement.
"I realized then and there how much
New England 'repression' I would
delve through before kindling the
flame!"
I thought {Continued on page 94)

see no one, eat a light supper and
relax in her dressing-room until her
first call.
But the poor darling was
far too nervous and excited by the
ordeal confronting her, to remember my rigid instructions
She was
like a race-horse, tense at the leash,
raring to go and go she did, exhausting every ounce of her energy
Naturally, she had little left to sustain her through three acts of a professional debut.
!

—

"I had been with her during all
the rehearsals of the play, and had
watched her bring to her role the
same consummate art that two years

was

bring her world recthat when she
opened on Broadway, she would be
duly acclaimed. But the producers
sitting out front at Great Neck that
later

ognition.

to
I

knew

night, were less optimistic.
" 'She's not good
enough

for

Broadway,' was their snap judgment.
'Give her notice after to-

Montgomery, a
Kenneth
left,
MacKenna "discovers" Hepburn!

Above, Douglass
Duff pupil. At
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THE LOVE STORY

OF ONE WOMAN
AND ONE MAN..
That mirrors the emotions of
every

woman and

every

man

facing the Turmoil of the
world today.

Sea-Going Siren!
We~ can't

Of

course
busy
too
Mary Carlisle
being an ornament to the current
cinema to embark on a voyage,
you!*"

fool

is

much

but doesn't she make a^grand picture
against

this

nautical

background?

Very seeworthy indeed!
Virgil

Apger

Shore Leave!
Rare portrait of the Arlens, Senior
and Junior. Usually they're afloat
both Dicks have been to Europe
and back, to say nothing of sailing
in the family yacht. But here they
are in their own back-yard! Enjoying

—

themselves too!
Eugene Robert Richee

Swanson,

Song
Bird!

Ifs
the

all right!

After

all

Gloria,
actress and singer, will
be with you very soon as

suspense,

the heroine of "Music
in the Air," with John
Boles.
Clarence Sinclair Bull

Exclusive pictures of the Santa

Monica

resi-

dence of Norma Shearer and her producer-

husband

I

—and

All photographs

don't forget

exclusive io

Sciibenlaxi>,

Irving,

Jr.!

by

Clarence Sinclair Bull

The Thalberg home, left,
from the Palisades
behind the house.
Of
French-Normandy inspiraas seen

tion,

the house faces the
Pacific.

|
f

he entrance to the Shearer -Thalberg
is through a grass-carpeted,
wer- filled courtyard, leading to the
hospitably inviting door.

ome

Above, a view of the master bedroom,
which carries out the color scheme
of chartreuse, Delft blue, and oyster
white. The head-board of the twin
beds is covered in chartreuse velvet.
Draperies are cream and blue.

Above, a bit of the nursery of
Irving, Jr.
The colors are rose,
blue, and ivory white. See the
pictures of Irving and Norma?

Norma's dressing

made

table, left,

of two-toned honeycolored wood, with chairs
covered in Delft blue and
chartreuse satin. The carpet
and walls are oyster white.

The dining room, above. Half
of the honey-colored chairs
are covered in two- toned gray;
the others in two-toned yellow.
The screen is ivory and
gold. Rug is blue-green.

A

*

-frfWVi
t\ Vjrill JTUTtl

_
V-fciry vjr<IXlt!

y° u ^ t^tte 1 cherish it, because Cary is going to be pretty
busy from now on posing for moving pictures, rushing into
another new film right after completing two cinemas in quick
succession
a large order but Cary's equal to it!

—

GRACE BRADLEY

glorifies,

once and for

all,

that

shimmering

out wrapping cigarette packages and now
appears as evening capes and Joan Crawford dance backgrounds
stuff that started

in short, Cellophane arrives,

and Grace with

it!

Rapt

in

Cellophane

"Honey" Hudson!
But when you call Rochelle that,
keep one eye on her important little
pal, who's her self-appointed guardian, even when she's acting with
Will Rogers!

Gertrude Michael

Let's

renew acquain-

tance with

charming

these
people,

foregathered here in

happy mood to greet
you and say they
hope you will like
their forthcoming
screen appearances

Wmm
Donald Woods

Ketti Gallian

Kenneth Alexander

The New Screen

Anna

Lovers

-

Sten and Fredric March

"\TANA" STEN

has turned ingenue, and very lovely she is, too!
-L\| Opposite Miss Sten in her new picture is none other than Fredric
March. It's all in the interests of "We Live Again," a new cinematic
version of Tolstoy's "Resurrection."

Three
"Paramount Stars Tell

HOLLYWOOD'S

WHEN you marvel at the beauty, the charm, the personality of Claudette Colbert, of Carole Lombard
remember, that make-up is something different in Hollywood. The
harmonized color tones in face powder, rouge,
harmony make-up
created by Max Factor, Hollywood's make-up genius, who for

and of Sylvia Sidney
secret is color

lipstick

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

twenty-odd years has created make-up for the stars and studios
filmland, "^f Learn bow you may enhance the charm
of your beauty as famous screen stars do.

CLAUDETTE COLBERT, Featured m Panmmmt't
"Cleopatra" Using

Max Factor's Fern

CAROLE LOMBARD,
"Now and

Powder

,.A color harmony tone in face
powder that blends beauty with complexion colorings ... that clings for hours. ..that actually
creates a satin-smooch make-up.. .that is soft and
fine in texture. The color harmony shade for
Claudette Colbert... black hair. ..dark eyes and
olive skin. ..is Max Factor's Olive Powder. And
to complete the color harmony make-up. . Max
Factor's Raspberry Rouge; Max Factor's SuperIndelible Lipstick in Crimson.
.

jSilce ike Screen.

Stars ...

dollar;

Max

Factor's Rouge, fifty cents;

Max

Featured in

Ustiff,

Max

SYLVIA SIDNEY, Featured in eararmunt t
"Thirty Day Princess" Using
Factor's Lipstick

Paramount'

Max

Factor's Rptfe.

UWBCT

... A rouge in color to harmonize with
your powder and complexion colorings. Creamysmooth ... as fine as finest skin texture ... it

... Lip make-up tn acrrnt «llr.ryig
beauty must be in color harmony. . and to keep
lips lovely . . . must be prmaraur and uniform

blends and clings just as you would want it to.
color harmony shade for Carole Lombard ..
light blonde hair ... fair skin ... and blue eyes...

in color

I

.

The
is

Max

Factor's

Blondeen Rouge. And,

color

.

. .

.

.

sonal

up

harmony in make-up? Mail coupon for permake-up advice and copy of valuable make-

instruction book.

©

1BM -

M« Actor

smooth in

and motsture-proof

texture

. .

.

Max

.

.

.

.

Max Factor s Super-Indelible Lipstick in Carmine
is correct. And, Max Factor's Brunette Powder
and Carmine Rouge complete the color harmony
make-up.

harmony make-up.

Face Powder, Rouge, Lipstick in

Color Harmony

TEST YOUTH COLOR HABMOKY
MAIL THIS COUPON TO MAX FACTOR

1I¥
.

.

.

MW1EI

FACE
HOLLYWOOD

COMPLEXIONS

JUST All in the coupon for Purse-Size Box of Powder in your color
harmony shade and Lipstick Color Sampler, four shades. Enclose
10 cents for postage and handling. You will also receive your
Color Harmony Make-Up Chart and a 48-pg. illustrated book, "The
New Art of Society Make-Up".
Free.
.

Voy

.

Factor's Super-Indelible Lipstick, one dollar. Featured by leading stores. -yC Do you know your

color

.

For Sylvia Sidney. to harmonize with her brown
hair.
deep creamy skin
and hazel eyes

Factor's Rachcllc Powder and Max Factor's
Super-Indelible Vermilion Lipstick complctie her

Society Make-Up

you may now share the luxury of color harmony
make-up, created by Max Factor, Hollywood's
make-up genius. Max Factor's Face Powder, one

Forever"
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HAIR

n
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D
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Light_JQ
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D

Green.
Hazel

Light

Sallow.
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SKIN
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EYES
Hue
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t Only ten—and
%

By

he earns $1500
a week! Read

how

Alary

Jackie's
mother wisely

Sharon

budgets and
invests his
salary

WHEN

Jackie Cooper
"comes of age," he

In the early days of pictures,
a baker's dozen of talented chil-

will be

way

his

independently
wealthy due to the
expenses are being

dren found both fame and money
in pictures

budgeted

and his earnings invested for him. Comforting thought, that, for any boy.
Fifteen hundred dollars a week is a lot of money for

any child to be earning and that is the amount of
Jackie's pay check since he became ten years old.
His
contract is written on a sliding scale and each year for
the next three it will be increased by two hundred
and

fifty

dollars

per week.
If his present contract with
M-G-M is not renewed at its expiration, he can retire
from films with sufficient wealth to keep him and his
parents from want for the rest of their lives!
Jackie loves acting and he wants always to be an actor,
but whether he will be able to duplicate his juvenile success when he becomes a man or not, remains to be seen.
For some unknown reason, few children succeed in
making the change from kid roles to grown-up parts.
Jackie Coogan, one of the greatest child actors the screen
has ever produced, has made several vain attempts to
duplicate his early success.
Madge Evans is the only
child star who has won a place on the screen as a
grown-up. And Madge made her come-back via the stage.

grew

;

and yet, when they
were in no better

up, they

circumstances than ordinary chilIn several cases, their fortunes were dissipated
or filched from them.
Finally, the law took a hand.
Now, it is practically impossible for children to" be
robbed of the results of their film labors. Expenditure
sheets can be padded, of course, but not to any great
extent.
All contracts with minors must be approved by
the court and moreover, the court decides what amount
of money shall be turned over for the care, education,
and living expenses of the child.
In Jackie Cooper's case, the court has appointed Mrs.
Mabel Bigelow, his mother, to act as his guardian, and
she is allowed four hundred dollars weekly. The balance of his salary is invested for him in gilt-edge
dren.

securities,

an endowment fund and

real estate.

Jackie has one of the most sensible and clear-minded
mothers in Hollywood. Mrs. Bigelow is responsible for
her famous son's success and she is rearing him in a
normal, sensible manner that brings her the respect of
the entire film colony.
In order to prevent him from
acquiring too much ego, she (Continued on page 70)
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SCREENLAND
Glamor
School
Edited by

graceful
Dolores Del Rio's beautiful back and
her
illustrates
best
above
picture
the
poise in
posture!

would

which is— correct
is essential if you
make the most of your clothes, says
Rule

Glamor

Number

1,

Beautiful carriage

Dolores.

For distinctive style
and charm, study Del
Rio! The screen's
strikingly original
Latin lady here gives
you her personal
definition of

Glamor

It
Del Rio's most exacting costume!
A white
for perfect posture.
calls

satin
ith

gown,
a

wrap

moulded
of

rhinestone

photographs of
Rio exclusively
posed for Sckeenlaxd by Elmer Fryer

All

Del

to

pastel
clips,

the figure,
chiffon with
left.

for

October 19 34
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Del Rio's most exotic ensemble: the same Japanese print
fashions both gown and wrap, with the wrap being made
of a darker background. Note the "Madame Butterfly"
influence.

Fringe,

Advance note!

Del Rio's
fur coat is summer
ermine, trimmed with luxurious cuffs of wolf.

new

fringe,

and more fringe!

The gown

pictured above is of rose-beige satin, with huge
fringed collar that Dolores manages with an air!
See her clip and bracelets?

SCREENLAND
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nH;i^;ii:i;iii»i^HF:i«Hi:i'[i]iiHiiii]«s
Get ready for the new
be exciting! Note these
advance suggestions
season

!

It will

from Hollywood stars

Ann Harding's

quaint earring suggests

that the romantic

mood

will continue.

Jane Wyatt, Manhattan soshows you her new muff
purse, edged with nutria to match her suit.

Very, very new!
cialite

now

in films,

K

1

Kitty Carlisle shows
you, right, her new
one-piece dress of
green plaid wool,
with black velvet
collar

beret

and bow. Her
is

black vel-

vet, too.

A new

version of the popular high neckline
in the grey-blue matelasse gown
worn, above, by Jane Wyatt, and designed
by Vera West. Study this one!

is

shown

notes on Jane Wyatt's smart suit, left.
two-toned plaid in brown, with kolinsky
fur forming a continuous jacket trimming.

Make
It's

for

October 1934
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new!

Everything

As

usual, the screen

colony leads with
thrilling fashion
ideas. Here they are!

Una
Try

Madge Evans

is

showing

off,

Merkel's favorite curly coiffure.
one on your own little head!

this

and how charm-

—

her favorite clip
something very
clever to enhance the square neck of her
evening gown.
ingly,

Leopard
again.

is

It's

on the loose
used to trim

Kitty Carlisle's tailored
street dress, right.
Kitty likes that pleated
bosom effect, the boyish
collar, and leather belt.
See her smart handbag
and gloves?

Designed by Hollywood,
this grand grey and blue
tweed tailleur, for Jane
Wyatt's wear in "One

More River,"

Jane's

film

debut for Universal. Note
interesting sleeves, with
fox wound 'round; the
two-button fastening; and
the pleating at the neck.
Plaids will be good!
Kitty Carlisle's
two-piece dress, above, boasts plaid
wool skirt with plaid collar on the
velveteen blouse.

And

— don't neglect

hat,

whose brim
in front!

is

the
square

ScREIINLAtJC
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Screenlands Critic Really Sees

the Pictures!

REVIEWS
One Night
of Love
Columbia

&-SEAL-OFI

of the

J

Best
Pictures
t'J

Here's that "new and different" entertainment you've
been waiting for! Grace Moore's magnificent new picture
is one of the notable cinemas of all time. It marks a fresh
cycle in musical screen entertainment, offering scenes
from grand opera in the true tradition, and for good measure providing fresh and frothy sidelights on the career of a prima donna.
When Miss Moore sings and acts colorful scenes from "Carmen"
and "Madame Butterfly" in the best Metropolitan Opera manner,
you feel that your good old movies are aiming high, and accurately.
But just in case you may not happen to be opera-minded, Miss
Moore sings just as beautifully in the popular manner, so your
price of admission covers practically the entire entertainment
field. There's a good, upstanding story which presents the goldenvoiced Grace as an American girl ambitious to become a great
singer, with Tullio Carminati at his very best providing continental
charm in the role of her teacher and impressario, and Lyle Talbot
contrasting as a vigorous American suitor. But of course, it is for
the marvelously managed musical interest that "One Night of
Love" chiefly impresses, and for the glorious voice of its star.

J'

"By

The
The Old-

Here Comes
The Navy
Warners

Fashioned

Way
Paramount

Put Jimmy Cagney and the U. S. Navy together, and
what happens? Just what you thought! A smashing hit!
Uncle Sam himself co-operated in making this picture,
providing some of his best battleships, plenty of authentic
atmosphere and real thrills. And Cagney, not to be outdone, turns
in his best performance in a long time. Well, maybe all the com-

petition put the fighting little Irishman on his mettle! He has to
work, and work hard, to prevent Uncle Sam, or Pat O'Brien, from
stealing his picture. He plays a rough, tough middy whose real
reason for joining the Navy is merely to pay off an old score on
Pat; but by the time the Navy has put him through the paces,
from training station to shipboard, he has changed from scoffer to
hero, and even to shaking hands with Mr. O'Brien. Gloria Stuart
is the Girl whose good opinion, to say nothing of affection, Cagney
is forced to fight to win. She's prettier than ever. Frank McHugh
is comedy relief, and he really is, this time. "Here Comes the Navy"
is a treat for boys of all ages, the Navy maneuvers alone making
the picture worth seeing. It's not only patriotic to see this one, it's

a lot of fun!

And Cagney's

best.

If you are, as I am, a W. C. Fields complete push-over,
then rush to see his latest. It's also his funniest. If for
some weird reason you are still immune to the Fieldsian
fascination, let me beg that you give him one more chance.
If "The Old-Fashioned Way" doesn't make you howl, scream,
giggle, gasp, or at least chuckle and chortle, then I am disappointed in you, but really disappointed. This new Fields-day is
perhaps the craziest screen entertainment of the month. It is designed for merriment, and achieves its purpose. The star plays a
fearful and wonderful character called The Great McConigle, a
trouping thespian of the old school, back in the gay nineties. He
encounters unsympathetic sheriffs, aspiring sopranos, hardhearted land-ladies, and Baby LeRoy. Incidentally, Master LeRoy
was never more superb who else could tweak the Fields nose with
such incomparable abandon and eclat. Romance, too, in the few
minutes in which Mr. Fields must perforce rest up for his next
scene; romance presenting young Joe Morrison, a most promising
newcomer, with Judith Allen. But it's Fields, mostly Fields, who
makes "The Old-Fashioned Way" such a grand family show.

You Can Count on

—

these Criticisms

for

October 1934
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Reviews without Prejudice, Fear

or

Favor!

See You

At the Cinema

Baby Take

A Bow
I'll

be there, because

I'll

want

Fox

to

some of the pictures that I
"caught" at pre-views this month.
You'll be there, and your friends, because you won't want to miss the
movies of the moment. There are
some grand ones!
For the whole family, what better
entertainment than George Arliss in
see again

"The Last Gentleman" or Shirley
Temple in "Baby Take a Bow?" For
music lovers, and in fact for everybody, there's Grace Moore in "One
Night of Love," something very new
musical

in

fun

—and

Loves

motion pictures.
for the sophisticated

For
—"She

Me Not," "Here Comes

Navy,"
Way."

and

"The

the

Old-Fashioned

Boys and

girls, ladies and gentlemen, and fellas! Here's
a picture to put on your "Don't Miss" list not only
because it is Shirley Temple's current release, but because
it is clever entertainment in its own right. Surely, it's an
ideal vehicle for the little Temple's talents; but also legitimately
interesting as to plot and purpose. Shirley is a joy, as always; she
fits in perfectly; but the film has other appeal, as well
for example,
the immensely likable performance of Jimmy Dunn; the real-girl
charm of Claire Trevor; and the excitement that ensues when
Jimmy is "framed" in the theft of a pearl necklace, which Jimmy's
little daughter, played by none other than La Temple, is using as a
new toy. There's suspense for you, when Shirley plays "hide-andseek" with Daddy and the pearls; when the little cut-up makes
friends with the bad, mean crooks; and finally when the trail of the
pearls gets warmer and warmer until
but let Shirley tell it! The
child wonder has not gone smarty on us; she stays unspoiled,
sweet, and natural. And don't let anybody try to tell me she isn't
an actress! Why, she could steal a scene from Zasu Pitts herself.

—

—

—

Now

there's an idea!

The Last
Gentleman

She Loves
If

Me Not
Paramount

United
Artists

Grand fun! For sophisticated comedy, this picture is the
plum of the month. It has spirit and dash and speed; it
has practically perfect performances; and its dialogues
with cleverness. Here is one stage success
screen translation, to my mind. Certainly the
original production boasted no dazzling Miriam, (at her most
bewitching), Hopkins; no Bing Crosby; no sweet Kitty Carlisle.
The songs that slow up the action a bit are so pleasant that you
can't seriously carp at their inclusion, particularly when they are
sung so smoothly by Bing and the distinguished Miss Carlisle.
The story? Now you don't want me to spoil it for you, do you?
You already know that it's all about a blonde and beauteous nightclub singer who invades Princeton tracked by the law and the lawless, and succeeds in upsetting the dignity of Old Nassau to a nicety.
There's suspense in every scene, and the most hilarious denouement
in movie history.
The really charming love interest is exquisitely
fairly crackle

that profits by

its

enacted and sung by Bing and Miss Carlisle.

Then there's Eddie
Nugent, back again, as ingratiating as ever; and Lynne Overman.
If you miss this, you're not the discerning adult I took you for.

Let

George Arliss has done

it again! I don't mean to give you
the impression that "The Last Gentleman" is the important production that "The House of Rothschild" was;
but it is screen entertainment far above the average
nevertheless. George Arliss could not make a cheap or tawdry
picture! His latest characterization, that of a crochety, eccentric
old man, is along the lines of his memorable "Old English," but in
a New England setting. As Cabot Barr, wealthy old chap who has
sport confusing all his heirs and other assorted relatives, Mr.
Arliss gives a performance that glitters with acting flourishes, but
always remains believable. His relatives, assembled on a pretext
so that he may study them at his leisure, reveal themselves to his
shrewd eye in their true colors. Only one, his grand-daughter,
dares to face him honestly. He has his revenge, and what a revenge!
You will find this a very human, very touching and most wholesome picture. As usual in an Arliss film, the supporting cast is
superlative. Charlotte Henry, (ex-"Alice in Wonderland"), brings
sparkle to the role of the grand-daughter. Edna May Oliver and
Ralph Morgan are excellent. Of course, for the family!

Them Guide You
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Good
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'Mary Wallace, Paramount's youngest
star, (next to Baby LeRoy, of
course!) gives you an idea!

baby

,

\

How
To Have

A

Of course you can have
and

healthy
figure if you follow the
same guidance as given

a

lithe

to the

Our

series,

sug-

gesting exercises

and

sane diet will aid

you

stars!

Hollywood

Hollywood

Figure!

1
THIS

time I want to talk especially to girls between the ages of 13 and 21
good many of you, I'm sure, worry yourselves sick every time you get on the scales, because you find you've gained an extra pound or so or
you read that Claudette Colbert can wear size 10 dresses
and fret because size 16 is too small for you.
Maybe you do need to reduce a bit but more likely
your extra weight and larger measurements merely mean
that you are growing.
!

A

;

The see-saw exercise, demonstrated by James Davies
and Mary Wallace. First position, above. See article
for

complete description, of course.

Recently, two items in the newspapers have come to
attention
young girl committed suicide while
in a "fit of depression" investigation produced a diary
covering a year or so, in which were many entries like

my

:

A

;

this

"Was

so

hungry

I

had

to eat again."

"Tried not to eat but couldn't help it."
"Dieted on fruit juice since Wednesday, but feel
terribly weak."
"Seem to be taking on weight, in spite of eating

Second position of the see-saw
Davies

recommends

exercise,

which Mr.

as excellent for strengthening the

muscles of the abdomen.

Fun, too!

for
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James Davies, Hollywood's popular
physical culturist,

is

here to help you! Write

him about your own weight and diet
problems. The most interesting of your

to

questions will be answered in this depart-

ment. Mr. Davies

work

is

Hollywood

in

too busy with his
to answer you

own

by mail;

but he will select representative questions
to answer in the magazine. Address him in
care of SCREENLAND, 45 West 45th St.,

N.Y.C.
nothing"

—

tragic evidence of

Although

wrong

notions about diet.

saw no mention of it in the newspaper accounts of the case, it was clear to me that the girl had
undermined her constitution by erratic attempts to reduce by dieting or going without food, without the adI

vice of a physician, and that this in turn affected her
mental health.
second note in the news told of a young heiress who
had been taken to a hospital because of "fainting fits"
which were diagnosed by physicians as "a form of
starvation" produced by unwise dieting in an effort to
reduce a normally healthy young body.
Both these girls had evidently been trying to reach
an arbitrary weight that was unsafe for them. I have
never seen either of them but I believe that if a doctor
had examined each girl he would have fixed her correct weight at quite a few pounds above that ideal she
had in mind.

A

I've said it before, but I say it again
You girls who
are growing need nourishing food to build up muscle
and tissue and to create bones, and any diet without advice from a physician who has made a careful examination is not safe.
You can take off unbecoming bulges of fat with exercise, and it will be good for you in every way.
Active
exercise at your age is the best beauty doctor you can
engage.
It will not only improve your figure, but it
will give you color, clear your skin, and make your eyes
:

brighter.

Strenuous

giving you a sylphlike figon the chest and back, nervous-

diets, instead of

ure, will cause eruptions
ness, constipation

and

irritability.

Under-eating is worse than over-eating at your age.
If you have more than your quota of pounds now, it's
better than being underweight while you are growing,
especially if you are growing fast.
Between 13 and 16
watch yourself carefully that you don't lose too much,
Here's an exercise planned to keep you in good condition!

Mary Wallace

raises her

arms high above her

head, and raises her right knee, foot pointing downward, as high as it will go. Then left knee. Try this
one! You' 11 enjoy it, and benefit your health.

and don't neglect nourishing foods.
Active exercise will burn up fat more quickly than
you could possibly lose it by dieting, and will also aid
digestion.

Most of you youngsters play tennis and swim, I know.
a rule these sports are good for you.
But some of
you tear into a game and play it with all your might,
don't you?
Then you're exhausted. If you play less
strenuously and find yourself still very tired, stop playing and go to a doctor.
He may discover that you

As

See-saw, see -saw!

you exactly how

Miss Wallace and Mr. Davies show

do this exercise as described fully
by Mr. Davies in the accompanying article.
to

shouldn't do strenuous exercises.
If there is anything
wrong with you physically he (Continued on page 73)
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Ra<to Parade
Hollywood' has called Jacques Fray and
Mario Braggiotti.

Getting acquainted
with the air stars
you often hear but
seldom see

By
Don Ameche

,

hero of

"First Nighter" radioplays.

SO

GENEROUSLY

Tom Kennedy

do radio and the movies lend

and borrow the headline talent of their respective

fields,

star

work, or

is

it's difficult these days to find a radio
has not just completed some picture
about to sign for an appearance before the

that

who

cameras.

The two Big Boys

of the amusement world are real
You'd never have thought that possible some
years ago when movie theatre men were glaring at radio
as the arch enemy of the box office. At that time S. L.
Rothafel, Roxy, was the spearhead of a minority group
who contended that movies and radio could help each
other, and so defended himself against the critics of
his Sunday night air shows from the Capital theatre.
Of course, minor frictions flare now and then, but
these sputter out with no more damage than results
from a little family tiff. Last fall, for example, some
exhibitors called on Eddie Cantor to stop broadcasting
Sunday nights, claiming he was hurting picture theatre
attendance.
Eddie shrewdly gave heed to the complaint, made a statement of undying loyalty and devotion to the theatre, and that was that.
More recently
Lanny Ross had a little sponsor trouble over his desire
to make more motion pictures.
Lanny stood his ground,
and now has a contract which permits him to do pictures, and even personal appearances at theatres, as
pals.

often as opportunity presents.

June

Meredith,

radio's

dramatic

one

of

stars.

When it comes to dramatic acting the established air
performers seem to hold their own and a little to boot
against the occasional radio excursions of the picture
stars.
It takes something more, evidently, than ability at
reading lines to successfully project dramatic characterizations over the air waves.
One notable group in radio
serves as an example.
For more than three years the "First Nighter" programs have held their own as coast-to-coast radio features on an N.B.C. network.
During that time an
extraordinary range of dramatic playlets have been produced by this compact and highly efficient radio troup
under the direction of Charles P. Hughes, and featuring
June Meredith and Don Ameche, with Cliff Sourbier
as the third important member of the cast.
Hughes tells you that the whole thing started with
an idea wrapped up in the phrase "a little theatre off
Times Square."
Somehow that line, which Hughes
coined, hit him as the foundation on which he could

do a different style of radio playlet. Whether it was
just one of those little things that give people confidence, or really an "idea," Hughes proceeded to make
good with it, starting humbly as a number on a local
Chicago station. Shortly after its sponsor brought the
"First Nighter" to the networks, a check-up showed
that a tremendous audience (Continued on page 95)
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ade!
By
Josephine
you hold
Beauty right
Yes,
in

Felts

your hands!

Expressive,

—

Photographed oy
Paul J. Wool}

artistic
hands of

hands the
Katharine Hepburn.

IT O W

much

*

;

!

1

a matter of course.
They work on typewriters for us. They
wipe babies' noses.
They pet and work

loveliness

there is in
the hands of Katharine

and

Hepburn

Yet they are pracimtical, lovable,
petuous hands, ones that are destined to do things. In
modeling them for the Waterman collection, the young
American sculptress, Helen Liedloff, has caught them in
that world of make-believe in which they are so thoroughly at home. They are speaking hands. Without
being at all like the pose in "Morning Glory" they someway remind one of the clasped palms in that inimitable
scene where a stage-struck girl bent her cheek upon them

and became a Juliet like no other, a Juliet we like to
think one William Shakespeare would have liked to see.
But perhaps we are sentimentalizing. Juliet always
And Katharine Hepburn. And
affects us that way.
After all, hands are just hands They are
lovely hands
!

!

play.

And

in

everything they do,
they tell things about

—

ourselves truthful and sometimes startling things.
Just what do yours tell about you?
Some people believe that you can tell fortunes by looking at hands. I go farther than that. I believe you can
You can tell by looking at her hands
do mind-reading
how much a girl thinks of herself. Whether she takes
pride in her appearance.
How interested she is in the
good opinion of the people she meets.
The hands of a star, next to face and figure, are her
Nothing in the
greatest asset or her greatest drawback.
world so contributes to poise and charm, to a sense of
confidence in oneself, as well-groomed, lovely hands.
!

"What do you do when you {Continued on page 86)
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Telling

all that's

newsy and

Here's

inter-

esting about the

and the

stars

studios

Grecian inspiration! As
fetchingly

her gown

is

lovely
as
simple, is

Lorerta Young as she
poses with such unusual grace in the
portrait at the right.
Flowing lines capture

the glowing beauty
that is Loretta's. You'll
see her on the screen
in this costume soon.

TX7ISE

Charlie Chaplin, the old
fox! His new motion picture
is being filmed both as a talking
motion picture and as a silent picture.
The talking picture will be
released first.
If
that version
shows signs of flopping, the silent
picture will be rushed into the
breach and Charlie will remain a

*

"

—

non-talking

star.

HOLLYWOOD
crowds

New York—big

is like
of idle people gather to

watch

street goings-on.
Such a crowd mustered
in front of a boulevard theatre to watch
the unloading of a black bear in a cage.
The first spectator to arrive and one of
the last to depart was a homely fellow
known to the world as Will Rogers.

—

—

She's happy! Anyway, Ginger Rogers
certainly looks happy as she does a
Helen Morgan, comfortably seated on
the studio piano which accompanies the
famous Red Head, shown at the right.
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By

Hollywood!

Weston

East

More romance! Diana Wynyard and
Frank Lawton as they appear together in a new picture.
Compare
with the scene directly at the left
and decide which you like the better.

APATHETIC scene occurred at Warner
Brothers studio when Jean Muir, after
completion of a sequence in which she enacted the role of a wall-flower, ran crying
from the set and to her dressing-room.
She was found there, fifteen minutes
later,

by an assistant director.

She's vogue!

Frances
indeed up to
the minute in her icegreen satin hostess
gown, shown at the
left.
Important de-

Drake

She was

sobbing convulsively. When the assistant director asked the reason, she at first
refused to tell.
Finally she broke down
and confessed that all of her life she has
been a wall-flower. The picture scene was
so true to life that she couldn't withhold
her tears.
still

is

are a large rose
fastening at the shoulder of the bodice
tails

—

and Frances

herself, of

course.

THE

funniest crack of the
lips of slow-talking,

month

is

from

the
fast-cracking
Stuart Erwin. He was with a group discussing Chaplin's new picture.

"They've been announcing the start of
long," opined Stuart, "if
longer, Paulette Goddard
will have to play a grandma role."
that

picture

they wait

so

much

~STOX5 can never guess who writes
the most beautiful love letters
in Hollywood. Nor to whom they
are written.
Well, Virginia Bruce, ex-wife of
John Gilbert, writes them. And
she sends one every week to of
all people
John Gilbert!

—

—

ACCORDING

reports, when Gloria
into the dressingroom that once housed Lilian Harvey, her
first act was to rid the place of Lilian's
-

to

Swanson moved

notorious ermine-trimmed lampshade. As a
matter of record, Miss Harvey herself
tossed this shade away weeks before she
broke her contract, because she regarded
it

as

an unlucky piece of furniture.

Not a

sister act!

At the

left

you see

Alice White, Ruth Etting, and Gloria
Stuart, doing a blues number that will

be a feature

of a romantic tale dealing
with radio and titled "Gift of Gab."

SCREENLAND
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reason
THE
about Bing

for all those

from the screen
traced

Bing's

Crosby
can at

rumors

ANOTHER

retiring

determined to make a
come-back
in
the
pictures and
since
Thomas Meighan has the reputation for
doing what he sets out to do, this is one
case which may well prove an exception to
the rule that come-backs on the average

last

be

own

inferiority
complex.
Bing believes he is a
most ordinary looking fellow, and
thinks his appearance doesn't fit
with what people imagine him to
be when they hear him sing. So
he has audibly voiced the plaint
that he might be forced to quit
motion pictures in order to preserve his radio career.

to

LONG
J

ere this reaches you, barring accidents or a change of plans, Will
Rogers, his wife, and his two sons, Will,
Jr. and Jimmy, will have departed on a
world tour. The Rogers family will visit
Honolulu, Japan, China, Siberia, Russia,
Finland, Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Germany, France, Italy, Spain, and England.

The one member of the family not making the trip is Mary Rogers, who is getting
"acting experience" in a summer stock comMaine, and who is so serious about
her career that even a trip around the world
couldn't entice her away.

pany

in

.

big

days

silent

box-office

is

star

of

the

—

to materialize.

fail

Tommy

went back

Cooper

to

Bad Boy,"

"Peck's

in

starred

— liked

Hollywood

to play

which

Jackie

in

"feel" of the
old job, and is now in
York to close
his home there and with his wife, the former Frances Ring of the stage, take up
permanent residence in Beverly Hills,
whence the star of "The Miracle Man" and
many other great films will make the
rounds of the casting offices.
is

the

New

THIS
AS the
Los

written, there

Wampas Baby

Star.

is

is

confined in

Angeles General Hospital a
woman who was a popular star a few years
ago.
She is Pauline Garon, once the wife
of director Lowell Sherman, and a former
.

Pauline

a victim of infantile paralysis,
and if you want her to know that you remember her and that you're wishing her
a speedy recovery, why not drop Pauline
a letter at the hospital.
is

Here's Pauline Lord!

Noted stage

star lured at last to the screen because she was offered the role of
"Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch."

A GREAT

big movie close-up with fine
lighting goes to Maureen O'Sullivan,
for her kindness to a group of blind girls.
Maureen was on location far from Holly-

wood.
During lunch hour, she wandered
about town until she was attracted by a
"Visitors Welcome" sign.
She accepted
the invitation, and found herself among a
group of girls, sewing busily.
Suddenly
Maureen realized that they were all blind.
The O'Sullivan lass sat down among
them, after introducing herself, and for two
hours she sewed, meanwhile telling the
girls about Hollywood.
Her director conducted a frantic search for Maureen but
when he discovered her whereabouts, he
was so touched that he forgot to reprimand
her for delaying production.

—

LEW

AYRES

had a luncheon
date with Ginger Rogers, and
for some unaccountable reason, lie
arrived a half-hour late.
Ginger was waiting for him,
with tapping foot.
As soon as
Lew moved sheepishly within earshot, Ginger squelched him with:
"Hey, what do you keep time with

—a

calendar?"

Grand romantic team! Irene Dunne and John Boles once
more share leading honors in a dramatic picture. Above,
Irene and John in character make-up for their newest
co-starring effort.

Looks promising!

Distinguished company! Above, Anna Sten, Mary Pickford,
Fredric March, and Director Rouben Mamoulian visit on a
set for the Russian star's new film.

Comedy relief!
moment

lighter

Boris Karloff and Bela Lugosi,
of their

new

by the make-up

it'll

drama

left,

together.
be interesting!

thrill

in a

Judged

for
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A GREAT

many executives of a great
studios are wishing they could
get into position to kick themselves in the
place where kicks usually land.
When talking pictures first came into
being, the studio officials decided that in
order to film all the plays and stories they
had purchased for silent production, they
had to buy "talkie" or "dialogue" rights.
For this purpose, millions of dollars were
spent.
The other day Sol Lesser, an independent
producer, decided that the term "dramatic
rights," under which stories are purchased,
should include dialogue or talkie rights.
This producer went to court and won his
many

—

millions to get.

tesy at a local shooting gallery.

loyalty of fans to the memory of
Valentino is unbelievable. For
instance, there is one woman who insisted
upon living in Valentino's old Hollywood
house, despite the fact that the building
_

character herself as Pauline Lord
portrays her for the screen version
of the famous novel.

has been condemned, and may fall down.
Police have chased the woman away several
times, but each time this happens, she has

sneaked back into the house
it unguarded.

the officers left

SHIRLEY TEMPLE

is no exception to
the rule that when a new star zooms
over the horizon everybody from professors
of psychology to the cop on the beat offer
explanations for the phenomenon.
That's
theory.
Here's fact, which proves that
Shirley can make her screen reflection so
real that even a little girl of four thought
her own image was coming back at her
as from a mirror.

It

of

happened at a showing

"Baby Take

A

Bow."

in New York
The youngster

already alluded to sat beside her mother
in rapt attention to the entertainment unfolded on the screen.
Suddenly the fouryear old fan turned to her mother and exclaimed "Mummy, is that me?"
There's realism for you

who was voted the most
GUESS
popular screen
star

by a

stu-

dent body of historic Oxford University, England's most venerable
college.

Not Greta Garbo. No, nor Janet
Gaynor. Nor Joan Crawford, nor
The favorite, seJean Harlow.
lected by popular vote, is Ned
Sparks, that very comical comic.

Charles' screen sweetheart! The handsome Charles Boyer,
Pat Paterson's husband in real life, makes love to Jean
Parker, above, in a scene for "Caravan."

sweethearts!
On the right, Pat Paterson and
Charles Boyer, husband and wife, forget make-believe
romance when they meet at the studio cafe.

Real-life

—

CLARK GABLE

THE
Rudolf
The beloved

can never tell where you'll
an embryo movie star.
Look where Norma Shearer found
one just for instance. Norma was
having some carpenter work done
on her beachhouse.
The carpenters arrived, but before they actually began work, one
asked permission to use the telephone.
Norma gave assent and
the carpenter called the Central
Casting Bureau, to learn if there
was an extra job for him!
-* find

case.

For a few thousand dollars, Lesser
got what officials of the bigger studios spent

Here's Mrs. Wiggs!

"VTOU

the

minute

gets one of Screenland's big movie close-ups for his cour-

Gable and an unidentified young lady
were fighting it out for first place in a
clay pigeon event.
The match ended with
the two tied, which necessitated shooting
off the tie.
Each had two shots, and the
lady fired first.
Both of her shots hit
their marks.
When Gable's turn came, he
deliberately fired both barrels of his shotgun at the same pigeon. The lady won
first place
and Clark won a lot of respect
and new friends.

—

SCREENLAND

Hollywood's new importation! Above,
Binnie Barnes, English beauty, whom
you are to see in Universal films.

Broadway

Three stage

trio!

stars,

now in films. Hugh O'ConHenry Hull and Victor Moore,

above,
nell,

reading from

left to right.

TT REMAINED
i-

for Clark Gable to give
a sensible explanation of "mistaken con-

ceit."

"Many

screen stars are so described,"
"because people are looking for
reasons to apply the hi-hat phrase.
For
instance, suppose
and B, two friends,
pass on the street, and
fails to see B.
Later, B says, 'I saw
on the street today,
but he didn't see me,' and that ends the
matter.
"But let
become a movie star, and then
let them pass on the street, and let
again
fail to see B.
At once B hastens around
town crying, 'A has gone hi-hat.
He
passed me up on the street today, without
speaking.' And because it is human to believe the worst about another human being, everybody agrees that
is
a con-

Gable

said,

A

A

A

A

A

A

ceited ass."
is

Thanks, Clark. Actually, the explanation
most reasonable.

IOOKS

like Ben Hecht and Charles MacJ Arthur may be making the very article
they spurned when they refused to have any

"Crime Without
Even before the latter was comtwo producers signed Whitney

stars in their first picture,

Passion."
pleted the

Bourne for
Paramount.

their

second

Miss Bourne,
isterite, was brand new to
the Hecht-MacArthur team
if they keep on signing her,

production for
a Social Regpictures

when

signed her, but
how long will
it be before there'll be another star in the
picture firmament?

an insight
HERE
Crosby's lack of

Bing
ego that
One day the
will amuse you.
studio had need for a Crosby phonograph record. Somebody had
the happy thought to go to Bing's
dressing room, where he has a
phonograph and a fine library of
is

into

music.

A thorough

search brought forth
fact: In his
entire collection of phonograph
records, Bing does not have one
of his own recordings!
a

Above, Warner
Will they duplicate the Gable-Colbert co-starring success?
Baxter and Myrna Loy, romantic leads in the new picture directed by Frank
Capra, who gave us, bless 'im, "It happened One Night" and other hits.

most noteworthy

October 1934
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A cluster of stars who will shine in the
English film "Chu Chin Chow." In the
group above are: Anna
Fritz

TO

May Wong,

Korner and George Robey.

TALK

photoplay
reaching back
into the dim, distant past of long, long ago.
But it takes a reminder such as any fan
attending the special showing of "Nell
ever

the

first

made seems

like

of

real

in New York recently might have
seen to make you realize that movies are
not so old after all.
The reminder was a medium tall woman,
modishly dressed in a green gown featuring
the .straight silhouette lines of her figure,
her blonde hair stylishly bobbed. The lady
was Blanche Sweet, heroine of "Judith of
Bethulia," generally regarded as the first
successful effort at dramatic story telling
in picture form.
"Judith" was produced

Gwyn"

by D.

W.

who was

also one of
jaunty in his
white linens, straight-shouldered and wearing a healthy tan over his sharply featured
face, looked far, very far from "old."
Griffith,

that audience

—and

"Griff,"

LUPE VELEZ

has been taking elocution
Like most of her race, she
experiences trouble with words that contain the sound
vee.
So her lessons inlessons.

clude the

word

"Bivalve?"

bivalve.

queried

Lupe.

"What

ees

eet?"

She was told that a bivalve is an oyster.
So imagine the consternation of a waiter,
a few days afterwards, when Lupe ordered
for dinner, "one dozen bivalves."

TMAGINE

for yourself the excitement of that little extra girl
who was standing near one of the
big stages, where a small fire had
broken out, and heard a voice behind her say, "Fire! Veil, maybe
I von't haf to vork today!"
Yes, it was Greta Garbo. The
burning stage contained the set
where she was making -scenes for
her new picture. After a few minutes, during which Greta chatted
sociably, firemen conquered the
small blaze.
Whereupon Garbo's expression
saddened. "Fire's out," she said.
"Veil, goodbye. I guess I vill have
to vork!"
*•

Romance of the studios! Above, the lovely Gloria Stuart
writer, register happiness in this pose for the camera
announced plans

and Arthur Sheekman,
the happy couple

when

for their recent marriage.
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HEART BEATS AND UNBEATS
DEPT.:

DAN

CUPID

is

wearing,

in addition to

his bow and quiver of arrows, a broad
And well he might, for matrimonial
smile.

waters are more serene than usual
lywood.

in

Hol-

Of course, there is the Lupe Velez-Johnny
Weissmuller blow-up, but that happens so
often that it no longer flusters Cupid. Then,
too, there are the Jean Harlow and Ruth
Chatterton divorces hovering in the background, but Dan has known about them
'

for a long time.

The sunnier side of romance in Hollywood is that Joan Crawford and Franchot
Tone are happy again, after reports of a
cooling. Joan says she won't marry Franand the reason is that she fears that
she does, the gossips will try to tear that
marriage, as they have other marriages,
(including Joan's first with Doug, Jr.)
However, there is a likelihood that Joan
will change her mind, and that she and
chot,
if

Tone

will

wed.

Menjou and Verree Teasdale
probably be man and wife by the time
As quickly as possible,
you read this.
they're going away on a protracted honeymoon, because Miss Teasdale has been in
she needs a
ill health, and Adolphe thinks
Adolphe

Robert Donat,

English

actor,

and

Elissa Landi, above, enact a scene
for "The Count of Monte Cristo."

will

long

rest.

Nixon and director William
Seiter have reporters sitting on needles and
You see, reporters fear that Bill and
pins.
Marian

Marian may marry secretly. Right now
Miss Nixon is wearing the most beautiful
It
of bracelets, given to her by Seiter.
bears the inscription: "I love you." Nice?
Phil Regan, the radio singer who has
made good in the movies, is scheduled to
wed his Eastern sweetheart, Josephine

Juliette Compton, above, displays a
satin evening gown in the newest

Hollywood Design.
coming October or so. Gloria
become Mrs. Arthur
has
Sheekman. Arthur is a writer, and a clever
one.
That nuptial event may happen any
Dwire,

this

Stuart,

too,

old time.

Tom Brown

is

still

wooing Anita Louise

Tom told friends that he proardently.
posed to Anita nine times, and eight times
"What about the ninth
she said, "No."
time?" eagerly demanded the friends. "She
just shook her head," Tom explained, sadly.
Gene Raymond has been escorting Nancy
Carroll about town, (Janet Gaynor having
The Russ Columbogone to Europe).
Carole Lombard romance is one of Hollywood's most charming. That romance between Phillips Holmes and Florence Rice
is

flourishing again.

YOU'VE

heard and read about secretaries in studios being given screen con-

(Dorothy

tracts,

Wilson),

and

about

cameramen winning movie jobs, (George
O'Brien), but here is a new one:
In the

RKO

publicity department, there

was employed, as an artist, a Chinese chap
named Keye Luke. In a roundabout way.
M-G-M studio officials learned that Luke
was a dramatic star at college, so he was

summoned for a
The test was

test.

and wonder of
wonders, Luke's first screen role is in
support of Greta Garbo in "The Painted
Dozens of actors volunteered to
Veil."
play the part free of charge, merely for
successful,

all

the prestige

it

offered.

LOMBARD and Gary
CAROLE lunched
together in the
Cooper

The waitress, hoverstudio cafe.
ing over the table, says that Gary
chirped: "You should see the Biblical gown an extra is wearing on
our

The wheels of "Caravan" come to rest, and Jean Parker, costumed for the
characterization she will provide in that important production, improves the
opportunity to pose for us as you see her above. Very nice, Jean!

set."

"Biblical

"Lo
Cooper.

and

gown?" echoed
behold!"

Carole.

murmured

for

October 19
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TATEST
;

JU

type of Hollywood social event
skating party
Cary Grant
with about twenty couples in-

—

the

is

started

it,

Otto Kruger's goldfish were
washed down a bath-tub dram plumbers
removed the tub to rescue the fish. ... On
her visit -to Europe, Janet Gaynor told
Hollywood friends, she will see Greta
Garbo's former home in Sweden.
Proof
vited.

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

that Stepin Fetchit is really slow: he suffered spring fever during August! ...

A

fan threatened to send to newspapers an unflattering photo of Rosemary Ames, taken
at the age of 14, if the actress refused to

send a new autographed picture; Rosemary complied.
Maurice Chevalier's
Hollywood career is not yet ended; he has
signed a new long-term contract with
.

.

.

M-G-M.
Ralph Bellamy trained-it back
and forth across the continent to fulfill a
radio contract signed months previously.
Jimmie Durante owns and wears an overcoat with three-inch, green and purple
.

.

.

_

Maxine Doyle and Phil Regan personify young love in a new film in
which you will see them together.
a new note
studio
HERE
—employees of Warner Brothers
is

in

have
burned-out elecThese globes, when ex-

been requested to save
tric light globes.

efficiency

all

ploded, sound exactly like revolver shots,
so the studio property department inaugurated a "save-the-useless-bulb week."

checks.

UNFORTUNATELY,

the name of the
actress cannot be revealed, but it happens_ that a certain leading lady in the
movies was once very, very ill. So ill, in
fact, that doctors gave her only a short

time to

So what did she do but call
poor friends and relatives, and
divide among them every stitch of clothing
she had in the world. Then she got well
and was she embarrassed!
in

live.

some

Above, June Knight, who comes back
an important role
opposite Russ Columbo.

to the pictures in

SINCE

her divorce from John Gilbert,
Virginia Bruce retains her married

name

—Mrs. John

Gilbert.

.

.

D'Orsay

Fifi

.

studying English; she wants to lose her
accent so that she can play a wider variety
of screen roles. ... In the hospital room
where Shirley Temple was born hangs a
picture of the child star, put there by the
management "as an inspiration for other
-. One Indian
mothers".
family is unhappy the. parents named their baby Kent
Douglass because he was their movie favorite
and then he changed hiz name back
is

.

.

;

—

Montgomery.

to Douglass

—

.

.

Dick Powell

.

studying grand opera his chosen career
to follow pictures and radio.
The bigis

.

.

.

gest monthly floral bill is Gene Raymond's
he supplies his mother and several girls
with posies, roses and orchids.
Katharine Hepburn has ended her long studio
fight, and has signed a new two-year movie
contract.
The death of Alec B. Francis,
70-year-old character actor, was a shock
to his wide circle of friends in and out of
Hollywood. ... An armed guard stands
watch outside the Greta Garbo sets, which
;

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

somewhat discouraging to visitors.
Dorothy Drake, Wampas Baby Star,
changed her name to Mary Wallace; old

•is

.

name

.

too similar to Frances Drake.

"PHE

/

.

daughter

of

a

friend

of

*•

Groucho Marx visited the comedian at his studio and was intrigued by mechanism of the art
department. Before she left she
confided her own ambition to be a
fashion expert.
"You want to be a designer,
eh?" questioned Groucho.
"You
take my advice and follow another career.
My brother is a
horrible example.
He is a designer. He has designs on blondes."

Nancy Carroll's newest screen assignment is a role opposite Gene Raymond. You
see them above, in the midst of a big moment for the picture. Looks as
though
their hearts

were

in their work.
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How

Money

Jackie Spends His
Continued from page 51

keeps

house and garden and he has four pair each

much

year.

him with boys of his own age as
She says that the most
as possible.
dangerous influence on screen children is
the flattery they receive from adults.
When he is not working at the studio,
Jackie lives the carefree, normal life of
peep at his
the average American boy.

A

budget proves this.
When he first became a star, tradespeople tried to run up their prices whenever Mrs. Bigelow appeared in a shop with
him. They don't do that any more for the
simple reason that if they do not give her
the same courtesy and fairness that they
accord other patrons, she takes her trade

These cost him three dollars each.
He wears sweaters in winter almost constantly and his mother buys these by the

He has six of the play sweathalf dozen.
ers at one dollar each and six good ones
that range in price from three to six dollars
each.
Jackie has two chamois jackets in his
wardrobe, one for studio wear and one to
use when he goes on a camping or outing
The jacket he keeps for studio wear
trip.

Mrs. Bigelow is one of the most thrifty
Having known
shoppers in Hollywood.
days when it was necessary to pinch pennies to keep them going, she has learned
the value of a dollar. The prices she pays
Jackie's clothes will compare favorably with the prices that the average American boy's mother expends for the same
apparel.
for

of
with every actor.

wardrobe
It

is

is

He

He is
his clothes serve a dual purpose!
Scuffs out
terribly "hard" on clothes, too.
the toes of his shoes and wears the elbows
out of his sweaters in an unbelievably
He is a little rough-neck
short time.
around the house is forever climbing

—

At

present, his tutor is
is paid fifty dollars
She is also a welfare worker
per week.
and watches over him on the set while he
Airs. Bigelow does not acis
working.
company him to the studio as a rule. She
feels he is perfectly capable of getting along
without her and she doesn't interfere or
advise him in any way when he is working.
Jackie goes to school the year round but
When he is
is allowed periodic vacations.
not on call at the studio, his teacher comes
to the house in Beverly Hills and teaches
him from nine to twelve. He is then allowed one hour for luncheon. He is taking
French and piano lessons twice a week, at
two and a half dollars a lesson, and they
come directly after his noon hour. Then,
he practices an hour each day on the piano
so that he is never really free to do as he
He has
pleases until around three o'clock.
several boy friends of his own age in the

—

garden or building things; is
forever needing things patched and darned.
Here is Jackie's clothes budget, as Mrs.
Bigelow gave it to me.
His overcoat is the most expensive item
He is growing so fast
in his wardrobe.
the last two years that he has had one

but hardly ever does except when he is
actually playing tennis, because Mrs. Bigelow does not like him to risk fallen arches.
She buys him sturdy, all leather shoesblack for dress and brown for everyday
wear. She pays five dollars a pair for all
of his shoes and gets three pairs at a time.
Jackie wears them out at the rate of a pair
every month. One reason why his mother
buys his clothes in lots of three or more
that often he is working on a picture
is,
and cannot go down-town to be fitted for
clothing without disrupting or, at least,
interfering with the production schedule.
So she keeps a reserve of everything on
hand.
Jackie usually has three pair of knockabout short pants which he wears for second-best. They cost six and a half dollars
per pair and last him one year, or until
He prefers to wear
he outgrows them.
corduroy pants and sweat shirts around the

and shorts that cost one dollar each
and in winter he wears shorts and mixedwool vests which come to one dollar and
twenty-five cents per suit.
This makes
eight dollars for summer underwear and
vests

to public school.
hired- by the studio

trees in the

gets them for two dollars and fifty cents
a dozen. Jackie loves to wear tennies shoes

usually has eight suits of underwear.

summer he wears two-piece nainsook

work.
Mrs. Bigelow says that Jackie is tidy
around the house but he plays rough and
is out-of-doors every minute and it is a
problem to keep his wardrobe ship-shape.
One of the biggest disappointments in
Jackie's life is the fact that he cannot go

must always look neat and nice, so he cannot wear clothes quite so long as the average boy of his age. He doesn't keep a separate wardrobe for the screen but makes

each year, a camels-hair overcoat that costs
As Jackie has an unthirty-five dollars.
usually large head and he does not look
well in a cap that is too large in front, his
caps are made to order and cost five dolHe has one to match his overlars each.
coat and each suit of clothes.
Jackie is now ten years old, but^ he is
stocky in build and as large as a thirteenyear-old boy, so all of his suits are tailored
He gets three at a time. A
to measure.
navy blue for dress wear and one gray
and one brown suit for day-time wear. His
suits cost twenty-five dollars each.
His biggest item as far as amounts are
His mother buys his
concerned, is hose.
socks by the dozen pair and he never wears
She
anything except black and brown.

He
In

his

important

with Jackie.

dollars.

ten dollars for his winter undersuits
yearly total of eighteen dollars.
Ten dollars will cover smaller items such
as handkerchiefs, bill folds, etc. This completes Jackie's clothes budget.
It is surprisingly simple, too, for a child
star's wardrobe.
There is nothing ostentatious about Jackie's life or his clothes.
He wears the same kind and cut of clothes
that the average American boy wears. The
only difference is in the number, and this
is to meet the emergency requirements of

elsewhere.

The matter

A

pair of
He has three pairs of gloves.
dress gloves that cost four dollars, a pair
of driving gloves that cost three, and a
pair of gauntlet gloves that cost two

No make-believe

here!

Try to

Baby LeRoy that woolly
pet he holds in his hands is
tell

anything but his own

real toy

dog! Just Try!
costs twelve dollars and his camping jacket
cost eight dollars and fifty cents.
He has a scarf to wear with each suit,
three in all, and they cost two dollars each.
For rainy weather, he has a rain coat,
which costs five dollars; rubber boots at
six dollars, and a trench coat of which he
is very proud and which cost (in Jackie's
estimation) the exorbitant sum of twentyfive

dollars.

has riding boots, which were made
measure for fifteen dollars. Jackie has
been riding horseback for several years but
when he starred in "The Lone Cowboy"
for Paramount, he became an expert horseHe rides a great deal with Mr.
man.

He

to

Bigelow, his step-father, of whom he_ is
Mrs. Bigelow does not ride,
very fond.
but the two "men-folk" can often be seen
riding along the Beverly Hills bridle path
or in Griffith park.
Jackie has a cowboy outfit, chaps, sombrero and vest, but these were gifts from
Wally Beery.

and

neighborhood and they are dismissed at
school
this same hour from the public
which they attend nearby, and from then
until dinner time they are all together.
They can usually be found in Jackie's
They aren't very quiet or
back yard.
They prefer guns
orderly in their play.
Jackie is interested in
and war games.
American history and they often re-enact
some of the battles about which they have
studied.

Jackie has a gun collection of which a
grown-up might be proud. It has been a
real hobby with him ever since he worked
with Wally Beery in "The Champ." Wally

one of his heroes and no doubt this
is
accounts for Jackie's love of guns. Wally's
pride is in his guns, dogs, and plane.
Jackie mirrors Wally's hobbies in his own.
Every penny practically of his allowance
goes for material with which he builds toy
He has fourteen which
airplane models.
he has built himself from pictures of famous planes. Jackie is not mechanically
inclined but he has the necessary patience
to keep everlastingly at it and he doesn't
quit until he feels that he has rightly accomplished whatever he is attempting to do.
Ever since he worked with Wally, he
has loved dogs, but no dog has ever claimed
as large a share of his affections as "Dink,"
the little gray dog that was purchased by
the

technical

crew

and

actors

in

"The

October 1934

for
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Champ" and presented to him at the finish
of the production. Jackie made a real pal
of "Dink."
He could not have loved a
brother

more.

The

dog

guarded

him

zealously, too.
Even Mrs. Bigelow could
not come into Jackie's room at night unless
she made herself known to the little animal.
It always slept on the foot of the
bed and if anyone attempted to enter it
would stand up over Jackie's sleeping figure and should they venture to come near,
it would growl a low, throaty warning.
bodyguard was superfluous as long as
_

A

"Dink" lived.
However, a year ago, a speedster ran
over the little animal a block from the
house as it was crossing the road.
It
crawled home "to, die in Jackie's arms and
it almost broke his heart.
He still feels
bereaved over the loss of his little pet. He
has had two dogs since then of which he
has been fond, but the dog does not live
that can take the place of the loyal, squatbodied little "Dink."
The other day when he came out of his
dentist's office, Jackie found a note on the
steering wheel of his car from Lee Duncan,
who wrote that the daughter of Rin-TinTin has had puppies and that Jackie might
have one if he wanted it. He did want it
and as soon as the pup is big enough to
take away from its mother, he is going to
have a police puppy.
Jackie goes regularly to the dentist to
have his teeth examined. He has just lost
two of his eye teeth and he had to have
plates made before he could begin "Treasure Island"
They cost fifty dollars each

and the studio paid the bill. Jackie's dental
bill amounts to about twenty-five dollars a

Fellow workers talk it over! Above, Janet Gay nor enjoys a brief respite
between scenes for her new picture in conversation with one of the
electricians on the set his name's Peterson, lucky chap!

year, ordinarily.
Jackie's mother has tried to get him to
take dancing lessons but to date he has
succeeded in talking her out of it. He does
take boxing lessons daily, however, from

Mike Cantwell, except on Saturday and
Sunday.
Mike was Max Baer's trainer
while Max was in Hollywood. At present,
he is training movie actors. Jackie is the
only child that is taking lessons from him
and he pays fifteen dollars a week for the
privilege.
is given an allowance of two dolweek.
He used to get it once a
week, but sometimes he fell from grace and
was deprived of it, so he hit upon the
scheme of being paid twice weekly.
So,
now if he isn't the best boy in the world
he doesn't lose his whole weekly allowance.
Most of it goes for materials for his toy
airplanes and for gun caps.
Sometimes he
treats the boys to a show at the neighborhood theatre. His mother allows him five

Jackie

lars

a

dollars a month for theatre tickets and
amusements but if he runs over this amount
he pays it out of his weekly allowance.
Jackie supplements his allowance by
going on errands for his mother whenever
he can. He has a bicycle and enjoys going.
However, he has not the liberties and
privileges of an ordinary American boy.
There are many things he would like to
do that his prominence as the foremost boy
actor on the screen prohibits him from
doing.
He has wanted to accompany one
of his boy friends to boy scout camp for

several years now but
question.
The problem
safety intervenes.

He

is

it

is

of

out
his

of the
personal

never impressed with his impor-

tance but he understands that somehow he
is not so free as other boys.
There is the
bodyguard who goes wherever Jackie goes.
He accompanies him to the studio and
sleeps near him at night.
For this protection, Jackie pays thirty-five dollars a
week. Jackie has had his bodyguard for
nearly three years now.
The rest of the four hundred dollar
weekly allowance granted by the court is
expended on the actual upkeep of the house.
I almost overlooked the item of fan photos.

—

Jackie's fan mail which he sends out himself costs around five hundred dollars a
year.
The studio sends out photos for all
letters addressed to him at the studio, but
he gets a great deal of fan mail at his
home.
his fans get his address is a
mystery, but they do, and the postman
always L rings him greetings, often from
far-off China, Australia, and
Zealand.
He gets many letters from England, too.
Jackie doesn't need to spend any money

How

New

on

toys.

He

has

gifts
fans.

galore from

his

studio friends and
His mother and
father presented him with a punching bag,
boxing gloves and shoes on his tenth birthday.
He has some beautiful boats that he
is able to
sail on water.
He plans on
entering one of them in the next regatta
held in Hollywood.
One of the boats was
given him by his uncle, Norman Taurog,
and another was the gift of Tallulah

Bankhead.

The Paramount Studio gave him a
when he completed his role

cycle

bi-

in

"Skippy." He has since outgrown it and
traded it in on a larger one.
Mr. Louis
B. Mayer gave him a motion picture projection machine. Joan Crawford presented
him with a large, world globe that rests
on a floor standard, a useful and lovely gift
for any boy.
She also gave him a nice
wrist watch.
Sid Grauman presented him
with a silver-handled pocket knife.
The
list is endless.
Practically everyone of importance in Hollywood has given him
something at one time or another.
Jackie's doctor bills are usually nil.
However, last year he became ill very suddenly.
The Bigelow family physician was
out of town and they called another doctor.
This is the only time that she can remember, says Mrs. Bigelow, of being overcharged for anything.
As soon as the
doctor examined Jackie, he pronounced it
acute appendicitis, rushed him to the hos-

and operated. Mrs. Bigelow was so
frightened by the sudden illness that she
pital

neglected to ask the physician his fee. He
sent a bill shortly after Jackie recovered,
asking a payment of five thousand dollars.
Mrs. Bigelow refused to pay it, at first.
However, her attorney advised her to settle
the bill for half that amount rather than
carry the case to court.
So it cost little
Jackie exactly twenty-five hundred dollars
to get his appendix out, where an ordinary
American boy would have been taken care
of in the

same manner

for

much

less.

Mrs. Bigelow says she has never had any
trouble about Jackie's diet, because he
really likes the things that are good for
him. He can't get enough of spinach and
vegetables and he enjoys meat in moderation.

He

doesn't drink either tea or coffee,

and the biggest item about his eating is
getting enough for him.
He has a prodigious appetite, as boys of his age have

who spend much

time out-of-doors.
a child star and a wonderful
but you would never know it
from meeting or talking with him. He is
a well-balanced young American in spite
of his tremendous talent and growing
wealth.
He spends his time, too", as most
young Americans do, with certain hours
- Jackie is
little actor,

for work, for school, and for play.
The
radio and motion picture theatre offer the
larger share of his amusements. Each year,

Mr. and Mrs. Bigelow take him for a
short vacation either to Catalina Island or
to the desert.
They do not go to Palm
Springs or any of the expensive vacation
spots, but to small places like Twenty-Nine
Palms.
Jackie loVes camping out, and finds his
greatest measure of fun on these holiday
excursions to the desert.
His money is being invested for him in
gilt-edge securities, partly in bonds, partly
in an endowment fund, and the rest in real
estate.
So that if the day ever comes when
he will be just Mr. John Cooper, gentleman, he will have something to show for
his work and years as a child picture star.
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"I

Don't Think I'm Funny'
Continued from page 19
that most of it had to be cut
position of America's curlyFor Zasu took the part
headed darling.
of a "slavey," a pathetic, down-trodden,
bewildered maid-of-all-work and made a
She made
major characterization of it.
the part so wistfully appealing, in fact, that
star.
it endangered the importance of the

Zasu

to

Pitts

save the

Therefore it was reduced to appropriate
and discreet proportions. Despite the fact
that Mary Pickford thus saved her own
role
real

in

the

ability

she

picture,
of this

little

recognized

from

girl

the
the

country and sent her to Mack Sennett with
a letter of highest recommendation.
And now in speaking of Mary Pickford
Zasu says
"No one has ever succeeded
There has never been
in taking her place.
a screen personality who represented quite
She
the same thing to the picture public.
was more than a favorite star, she was
Perhaps if there were
practically an ideal.
more pictures of the type she used to make
there would not be all this howl about
censorship right now."
But let us return to our story. Zasu
first went to see Sennett at the time when,
under Sennett's banner, Charlie Chaplin
:

1
x..

^V
fx

:;

vp
1

1

was

Lilian Ellis, Viennese musical

comedy

star,

now devoting her

talents to film comedies.

The

wistful grace of her
plaintiveness of her
voice seemed to everyone to be those
qualities which heralded a great dramatic
actress. Her career proves them to be both
The dramatic roles in
right and wrong.
which she first won praise have not been
The dank, dour tragedies diforgotten.
rected by Eric von Stroheim established
her as a great dramatic actress, but it is
as a comedienne that she has come to be
one of America's favorites.
But by this time Fields had succeeded
in breaking the second set of crockery,
much to the enjoyment of everyone on
Zasu and I were at liberty to
the set.
continue our conversation without the beneShe looked
fit 'of any directorial scowls.
at me with a slow smile.
"I don't know why you want to interview me why don't you pick on someone
who is really glamorous? Dietrich or
People want to
Lombard, for instance.
There
read about them not about me.
is nothing really interesting to say about
to

Hollywood.

every

gesture,

the

—

—

me.

But there is something interesting to say
about this charming and much-too-modest
actress

When

Zasu stepped from the train in
Los Angeles her ears still tingled with the
She
prophetic praise of her home-folks.
was going to have a career she was sure
of it. Her first experiences, however, were
discouraging. The best she could get were
some parts in two-reel comedies. To her
they were experience, merely sign-posts
;

_

along the road to recognition. To the proIf
ducers these parts were not comedy.
anything or anyone in a slap-stick comedy
can be serious the small parts played by
Here was no one
Zasu were just that.
who, in herself, could produce a laugh she
was merely the serious character on whom
all the silly pranks of comedy could be
;

There was, however, one person who had
become not only a great friend of Zasu's
This
but a great believer in her ability.
was Frances Marion, then a writer at
Famous Players, now the Paramount lot.
"What Every Woman
play,
Barrie's
Knows," was about to be produced and she
recognized at once that Zasu Pitts was the
one person best suited to handle the whimsical, tragi-comedy required of the lead in
this

famous

play.

She went

to

William

de Mille, who was to direct the picture, to
plead with him to give Zasu the part.
Finally he was persuaded to grant this
actress an interview.

Zasu was sent

for.

When

she arrived in de Milk's office
he treated her to a devastating barrage
Then, seeing that she was
of silence.
suitably impressed by these tactics, he suddenly bent forward and looking at her
long hair asked earnestly and firmly, "Have
you any sex appeal?" When she finally
mustered enough courage to speak, the
best she could manage was, "Well, I've just
been married !" She did not get the part
it was given to Lois Wilson.
Now she laughs about this encounter and
says, "So I just slunk away feeling sad
and not so very sexy!"
Just after this strange interview Zasu
was discovered by Eric von Stroheim. He
demanded that she be given an important
role in the picture which he was about
picture was "Greed" and the
It
far removed from comedy.
tragic and realistic in the extreme.

to do.

part

was

The

was

experiences in working under this director, who was soon to be hailed as a
genius, were so grim and so unrelieved by
any vestige of humor that they hurried the
turning point in her career.
For she had experienced enough of the

Her

sprung.

From

rising to the dizziest heights of starHis superb skill in combining the
of his make-up and
ridiculous comedy
antics with a hint of tragedy made him
These were just
universally appealing.
the qualities that Mary Pickford saw in
Zasu Pitts. But Sennett missed badly. He
looked at Zasu, shook his head and said,
!"
"You don't look funny to me
This comedy producer was not the only
one to miss Zasu's possibilities. Despite the
fact that she got many small parts, no one
could visualize her as a comedienne or,
for that matter, as a dramatic actress.

dom.

these insignificant particles of seri-

ous characterization Zasu graduated to a
role in Mary Pickford's picture, "The LitIncidentally, this role grew
tle Princess."
to such menacing proportions under the
dramatic technique of
intuitive
skillful,

tragic side of

life.

Melancholy by nature,

the circumstances surrounding her youth
had been none too cheerful. She had been
lonely.
Now her work was throwing her
with a group of people to whom humor
and cheerfulness were unknown quantities.
Von Stroheim had through his own experiences come to recognize only the grim
realities of existence.
His humor, if it can
be called that, is of the same nature expressed by a cat when it toys with a
stricken mouse.
Her friendship with Barbara La Marr brought her into closer contact with tragedy, for it was at this period
this
beautiful
actress
that
was going
through the illness that resulted in her
death.
And after Barbara's death Zasu
she is bringing
adopted her child,

whom

Marriage difficulties
her own.
arose to give Zasu an added taste of woe.
On top of this she was assigned another
part under von Stroheim, that of the clubfooted princess in "The Wedding March."
up with

This pathetic characterization, which she
did so excellently, was really the turning
Tragedy had become so
point for Zasu.
much a part of her nature, so intimately
a part of all her surroundings, her acquaintances, that either consciously or unconsciously she began to over-emphasize its
effects.
In order to "take the bumps" she
Its
had to develop a sense of humor.
expression was through an over-emphasis
of her very real bewilderment at the harshness of life.
In mock despair she wrings her hands,
at
hopelessly
inadequate
helplessly,
is
coping with the morbid drama which the
So woeful is
scene of life itself presents.
she that merely through over-expression
of

own and

her

her friend's deep-rooted

—

tragedy, it becomes comedy not for herSuddenly she
self but those who see her.
represents no longer the serious side of
life to those who watch her on the screen.
difficulties, expressed in her own inimitabk manner, are the source of laughBecause people
ter to the picture public.
cannot laugh at their own troubles, they
must laugh at hers.
Thus it is that Zasu. in all her presentday screen characterizations, represents, not
necessarily a comic figure, but one who
tries quite ineffectually to cope with the

Her

presented in a certain unfortuIn the early tragic roles
which she handled so expertly the public
But
public cried.
did not laugh the

difficulties

nate

situation.

—

same
stressing over-much this
plaintive, woeful quality of acting they now
laugh.
So the next time you see Zasu
just remember that you are not necessarily
laughing at comedy you're really laughing
at "ole man trouble" herself
In Hollywood Zasu has a reputation for
gaiety
light-spirited
and
cheerfulness
When she drives through the studio gates

through

—

in the morning on her way to work a
general lift in morale is noticeable from
the gate-man right on through the com-

working.
Only
is
her close friends know that she
have spent the night in tears because

pany with which she
her

may

real,

many difficulties which beset her.
Now, however, a new day has dawned
Her
for this justly famous comedienne.
of the

marriage to Eddie Woodhall, one-time tennis star, has brought her long delayed

Her new

happiness.

part,

that

of

Miss

"Mrs. Wiggs of The Cabbage
Patch" offers her one of the best opportunities she has had recently to play a really
She hopes for more parts of
sincere role.
the same kind when she finishes this one.
"I'm happy and I hope I stay
She says

Hazy

in

:

that

way!"

for
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How

Have

to

a

Hollywood Figure

Continued from page 59
will

know

it,

and today doctors understand

how

to correct conditions that baffled their
fathers.
Heart ailments aren't necessarily

WEIGHT TABLE FOR

but you can strain your heart badly
you go in for sports too strenuously
when you are under par.
I have men clients
big, strapping fellows with huge biceps who have ruptured
fatal,
if

—
—

GIRLS

Showing normal weights for girls of various heights according to age. As
explained in the accompanying article, the chart is to be used only as a guide.
Blank spaces occur under certain heights for the reason that such measurements for the specified ages are below average, abnormal, and therefore are
not given in the physician's table of averages upon which the chart is based.

heart muscles. I insist that every one take
a physician's examination to see what form
of exercise is safe for them.
Find out your normal weight and try to
stay near that mark.
I'm giving you a chart of normal weight
for girls of various heights according to
age, but this should be regarded as a guide
only.
The fad for measuring yourself can
be overdone.
Don't let it become an obsession, and be sure you take into consideration whether your hands and feet are
large or small, if your bone structure' is
naturally bigger than average. If you are
sixteen and small, perhaps you should
weigh the same as a 14-year-old; if you
are heavily set, the chart for 18 or 20 might
be nearer your correct weight.
Most girls of your age have friends who
like to do the same things.
So I've planned
a few exercises that you can do together.

HEIGHT

AGE
13

4

ft.

5

4

ft.

6 in.

4

ft.

7 in. ...

4

ft.

8 in.

4

ft.

9 in.

4
4

ft.

10

ft.

11 in

5 ft.
5 ft.

_

5 ft.
5 ft.

These will keep you in good condition, and
think you will enjoy them.
1.
Stand with your back to a wall, arms
raised high above your head; raise the
I

right knee, foot pointing downward, as high
as it will go.
Then left knee.
try
same exercise with your friend pushing
against the knee as you raise it. This exercise is excellent for constipation also.
Then there is the see-saw exercise
2.
Sit back to back on the floor, legs straight
out in front of you, hands clasped behind
neck.
One girl leans backward as heavily
as she can, pushing the other one forward
as low as she can go; the second girl tries
to hold back all the time; then she leans
backward and forces her resisting friend to

Now

70

in.

5

ft.

5

ft.

5

lbs.

lbs.

89

93

lbs.

97
102
2 in
107
3 in
112
4 in. ... 117
5 in. .... 119

lbs.

94
99
104

in. ...

.

5 ft.

8 in

.

.

...

9 in. ...

.

86
90
95
100

17

lbs.

109
113
118
120
122
126
128

124
127
130

lbs.

131

133

135

134

136

138

lbs.
lbs.
lbs.

lbs.
lbs.

121

lbs.

124
126
129

lbs.

10 in

106
111

115
119
122

93
98

91

96
102
108
113
117
120
123
126
128
132

1 in

6 in.

16

18

19

20

95

98
103
109

102
107
112

113

115

77
81

.

7 in.

ft.

lbs.

76
80
84
88

85

.

.

ft.

5

73

lbs.

.

15

lbs.

lbs.

5 ft.

5 ft.

.

14

100
106

104
109
114

111
115
119

118
121
124
127
129
133
136
139

116
120
123
126
129

122
125

128
130
134
137
140

131
135

138
141

118
121

124
127
130
133
137
140
143

Note:
In considering this chart, remember that screen stars must
always
be from 10 to 20 pounds underweight because the camera photographs
them
larger than they are. But this is a gauge for you if you feel under par.
Put
health before slimness, especially if you are still growing.

bend down toward her knees; back and

they go, see-saw, see-saw.
This
strengthens the muscles of the abdomen.
3.
One girl stands behind the other, giving support with her own chest (a cushion
may be used between the two, if desired)
the girl in back grasps her friend's elbows
and draws them back while the friend is
taking in a deep breath. This will hurt a
little at first, but it is an excellent exercise
to develop a good chest expansion.
I know that exercise is often looked upon
as a deadly bore and any excuse will do to
postpone it, but if you allow yourself to do
that, the extra weight will soon spoil any
attempt to look like Miriam Hopkins or
Carole Lombard.
Regularity is necessary
forth

;

for results.

You can add interest and zest to the exercise period by combining dance exercises
with the other calisthenics. Most girls like
to dance and you can do this alone or with
your girl friend.
Turn on the radio, or
put on a record; or if you can't do this,
try whistling or humming while you dance.
Rolls of fat around the hips can be reduced

by dance movements.

Try kicking
foot

First position of the chest exexercise, as explained
in the accompanying article.
Try this health-builder, It's
real fun.

pansion

;

for

steps,

example

:

peat,

hopping on

from doctors recommending that women

who wish to reduce should fast for several
days very month.
are too young to
do this without the advice of your personal

YOU

c

while hopping on one
Stand with right toe

turned out, left heel at instep of right foot
give a hop and at same time raise left knee
upward, describing a semi-circle in the air
with the left foot.
To make semi-circle,
left leg must swing out a little at the knee.
Repeat hop and knee-raising with a light
and graceful motion six times. Now reknee.

Here's another exercise excellent for reducing stout legs:
Stand with right
m front of left and almost parallel, toefoot
of
left foot behind heel of right.
Raise right
leg, knee stiff, until foot is about
18 inches
from the floor. Give a high jump upward,
and at the same time bring left leg up and
beat it against calf of right.
In landing
bend knees and ankles so that you come
down softly. Do not come down with a
thud.
This exercise requires very quick
action of the legs.
Repeat with right leg
behind, beating left calf on jump.
Do this
4 to 6 times at first, until muscles are accustomed to it. Remember to land lightly
every time.
Then do various dance steps
and bend down to touch floor with fingers
and up as high as you can reach, first to
right, then to left, as you dance.
Follow these dancing exercises with a
brisk massage, including the slapping movement given in former articles.
In your local papers you often see advice

left foot

Hold arms out a

and raising right
below shoul-

little

der level, with elbows nicely rounded.

physician.

One

So

DON'T.

about very strict diets is
to begin to eat
when the diet is over. I've told you not
to fast, but if you have done it anyway,
follow this advice:
Break your fast with
liquids
fruit juices, broths, soups, taken
every hour or two, not very much at a
time.
Then you may graduate to cereals
and easily digested foods.
It may be a
month before you can go in for heavy
difficulty

that girls don't

—

know how
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We

my

point.
see by

the papers that the girls in
Wisconsin, have decided to have
Mae West figures and that they have,
therefore, gone in for ice cream sodas and
banana splits in a big way. Let me advise
I

Racine,

them

—and

never

all

drinks

or

of

in for rich
exercises, takes

goes

She
any kind.
massage and is careful of
I think it's fine to have
won't get them from rich
A good many young
dishes

:

you— that Mae West

of

sodas

her figure. Yes,
curves, but you
food.
girls

who have

slender bodies worry about their fat faces.
As a rule a plump face belongs to youth,
but if yours is causing you to lose sleep,
you can make it a little slimmer by regular
slapping
the
including
massage,
facial
movement. This slapping massage may be
done with a patter or a large velour puff
mounted at the end of a whalebone. Tense
the cheek muscles and pat briskly about
Now with the
20 times on each cheek.
massage the tensed
of the hand
heel
muscles with a firm rotary motion about
six times. Then bathe the face with ice or
a mild astringent for several minutes. Dry,
pat on skin tonic, and let dry on the skin.

All the cautions I've been giving you
about fasting and too much exercise doesn't
mean that I recommend to you to lie in
the shade or lounge by the fire with a
book, whenever you are not in school or at
work, and then to drink milk and eat nourIt is
ishing food in order to be safe.
vitally necessary at your age that you take

or an occasional hike may
fine, but the good effects
wear off if you can't do it regularly.
So if you aren't able to get in tennis or
swimming or other outdoor sports every
day, take up regular exercise. Anyone can
find time for ten or fifteen minutes exercise, night or morning, to keep in trim.
suppose you think that I'm always
1
harping on posture, but it means a lot it
you have any screen ambitions. How far
do you think Marlene Dietrich would have
gone if she had had one shoulder higher
than the other ?
Aside from the fact that your clothes
don't look well when your shoulders arer't
even, the knowledge that you are deformed
Habitual faulty posture is
isn't pleasant.
often the cause of these defects.
There are some simple exercises that
may be used to correct minor defects. For
a condition in which the right shoulder is
a little lower than the left, and the left hip
Sit or stand
lower than the right, try this
Stretch right arm straight out to the
up.
side at shoulder level, then bend the elbow,
bringing the hand to the back of the neck.
Place the left hand against the left side
about midway between the waist and armBend
with elbow bent out at side.
pit,
Rise and repeat
trunk over to the left.
from five to ten times.
Another very simple exercise for the
same purpose may be done in a standing
Stand with elbows bent at sides
position.
Slowly stretch
and hands on shoulders.
one arm straight up above the head and
stretch the other arm out to the side at
shoulder level. If it is the right shoulder
that is lower than the other, the right arm
should be the one to stretch upward, but
if the left shoulder is low, stretch up with
that arm.
variation of the above exercise may
be had by lifting a two or three pound
weight, like a book, in the hand that is
stretched upward. The other hand, on the
side of the high shoulder, may be placed
Repeat the upward thrusts
on the hip.

game
make you feel

casional

without clanger of physical harm.
Don't think you can fast for days and
then go to a banquet and devour everything on the table
This was impressed on me years ago
when I was trapping up in Alaska. One
day our party found three men on the trail,
They had been robbed by Instarving.
dians and had liad nothing to eat for nearly
three weeks and were on the verge of
took them to our cabin and fed
death.
them on soup, giving them a small portion
at a time every few hours.
The second night, one of the men felt so
ravenously hungry that he got up while we
were asleep, cooked himself a big venison
He died the next
steak and gorged on it.
The others got well, which proves
day.

meals

Completing the "duet" exercise for

developing the chest

—

one of several ideas outlined in
this article for companionable
health-seekers.

and unless you want to, there's
something wrong somewhere, and you
should try to locate the cause.
If you secretly have an eye on Hollywood, it is up to you to acquire and pre-

exercise,

serve a slender, beautiful figure.

be hard to do this;

you

It

needn't

you can enjoy

it,

if

will.

best exercise for the average girl
that taken outdoors in her favorite sport.
Horseback riding, tennis, hiking, gardening,
swimming and diving are excellent, but for
very busy people these are not available
An ocat sufficiently frequent intervals.

The

is

A

about ten times.

(Next month I'll have more advice for
you, which will include answers to some of
your personal problems you've written me
about.)

Claudette Steps Out!
Continued from page 31
So why

all

this

stepping out?

So

—

I

de-

and I
to drop what I was doing
was doing pretty good, too and get the

cided

—

heck out to Brentwood.
Immediately I got out of my car Prince,
the Colbert pooch, came lumbering up and
planted his dirty paws right smack on the
shoulders of my white polo coat, fresh from
the dry cleaner's, which put me in a nasty
frame of mind, I'm telling you. Colbert is
certainly an expensive girl to know what
with those dry cleaning bills and a long
distance telephone. I was informed by the
maid that Miss Colbert hadn't awakened
as yet, which enraged me all the more as
it was twelve-thirty and it has always been
my boast that Claudette was the one movie
star in Hollywood you could call at nine
in the morning and receive not only a
Things
"hello," but a cheerful "hello."
were looking dire, dire indeed. So I just
threw my white polo coat on the floor and
told Prince to enjoy himself, which he did.
"Madame," I said when I was admitted
to her bedroom, a little something in white
and taupe and fuzzy balls whipped up by
Billy Haines, and with those inevitable
curved chairs which always break when I
lean back, "I am on the verge of reporting
you to the Revolution. The very idea of

—

lying abed like a capitalist until one o'clock.

Remember what happened

to

Marie An-

toinette."

"Huh," huhed Miss Colbert, attacking a
grapefruit with more vigor than stay-out"I
lates usually muster the morning after.
I didn't know I could do it,"
had fun!
"I sat in that club
Claudette continued.
for four hours without being the least bit
I don't beIt was awfully funny.
bored.
lieve anyone had ever asked for chocolate
cake in that place before. During the evening, and morning, I had six cups of tea,
three pieces of chocolate cake, and a glass
of milk."
"Just a playgirl," I sniffed.
"Those night clubs are a lot of fun,
really.
I saw Snaggle Tooth and talked
He's most amusing. I
to him for hours.
don't see why you don't like him."
"I've
"I don't like him?" I screamed.
always liked him. It's you who don't like
It's you who've always hated night
him.
topsy-turvy.
everything's
Gosh,
clubs.
Next thing I know you'll be liking the Insect."

Claudette announced calmly.
do,"
And you'll
"I've invited her to dinner.
kindly refrain from talking about my
guests."
"I

For years,
"It's crazy, it's all crazy.
Claudette, we have agreed that_ the Insect
Oh, well, just skip it."
is poisonous.
"Oh, I'm changing in a lot of ways. I
like a lot of people I didn't like once, and
I like doing a lot of things that used to
bore me. Wouldn't it be funny if I started
giving parties ? Why, I haven't entertained
since

I

left

New

York."

be a Cleopatra costume ball at the
Vendome," I said morosely. "But before
you start inviting all the people you used
to think were dull, please tell me what all
You're in
this stepping out business is.
Louella's column every morning and Harrison Carroll's column every night. You've
looked 'radiantly beautiful' at ten different
"It'll

sixty cents trying to
It used to take
my best wheedling to get you to a preview, and I must say your other friends
didn't get you much further, and now you
start stepping out all over the place, delving
night life and everything.
into
come ?"
"It's my shyness," Claudette confessed.
Pouf— like that it dis"It isn't any more.
She slipped into a shirt and
appeared."
for something had to be
slacks for tennis
done about those three pieces of chocolate
I've wasted
places.
find you at home all

week.

How

—

—

for
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cake.
"All my life I have been faceconscious, or leg-conscious, or voice-conscious and simply frightened to death of
people.
I always imagined they were talking about me, criticising me, when really I
suppose they weren't even aware of my
presence. When I first came to Hollywood,
I tried my best to get over my shyness
and Norman and I went to a few parties
but I was miserable, completely miserable,

and ended up with nervous indigestion. I
would see a couple of producers, and the
director of my next picture, sitting over in
the corner talking in whispers, and I was
just certain that they were saying, 'That's
Claudette Colbert, New York stage actress.

knows
only
brought her out here.

Heaven

why
Look

Paramount

at that face

can't photograph that!' Or if I entered
a living room and a couple of stars suddenly stopped talking I was sure that they
had been discussing me and my face would
burn for hours.
"A rather awful thing happened to me a
week or so before I came to Hollywood
It
which didn't help my shyness at all.
sounds silly now but at the time it kept
boy
me awake for nights afterwards.
I have known for years took me to the

you

A

Paramount Theatre in New York to see
my picture 'The Wiser Sex' which was
running there that week. This boy is lots
When 'The
of fun, but always ribbing.
Wiser Sex with Claudette Colbert' was
flashed on the screen, he arose, pretended
to put on his coat, and said in a loud
whisper,

Aw

that Colbert

!

nuts, I don't
can't act !'

She

want

to

next two years. At last, Colbert is more
than a sauce.
So Claudette in her modest way is saying
that she is overcoming her shyness and
therefore can step out a bit and meet people and enjoy herself.
But in my frank
way I'm saying that it's because she has
gained confidence in herself. There's nothing like a little confidence to help one put
one's best foot forward.
When I first
started going to previews with Claudette
she would dress up like a million dollars
and then would dash out of the theatre five
minutes before the picture was over just to
keep people from seeing her. Thank heavens, now we don't have to dash, and I've
left a good pair of gloves behind for the
Fans, stars, and just "private
last time.
people" stimulate her now, and she feels
the need of this stimulation.
lot of thanks should go to C. B.
DeMille in this little matter of helping
Claudette gain confidence in herself. One
of the things that Claudette has always
been particularly self-conscious about is
her voice. It has a strange, husky quality
about it that came from a series of colds
when she was a kid which completely
robbed her of a singing voice which her
father
was joyously having developed.
After her sickness when she heard her
"new voice" she cried for days, and another

A

siege of shyness set in.
She
scious of her voice that the
utives became conscious of

was so con-

movie execit,
too.
So
when DeMille was looking around for his
Poppaea for "The Sign of the Cross" he
tested hundreds of actresses
he happened
to be in the projection room one night when
they were showing the "rushes" of Claudette's picture.
DeMille sprang from his
seat and made his way out of that projection room, going straight to the big mogul's

—

—

office.

want Colbert," he announced.
"Okay. And while you are at it try to
cure her of that funny, husky catch which
"I

creeps into her voice."
"I'll do nothing of the

sort,"

DeMille

was

that husky catch which
tipped me off that she is the only one
suited for the part."

answered.

And
is

"It

later

to

Claudette

he

said,

"How

your figure ?"

"It's
all
right," said Claudette a bit
dubiously, "what there is of it."
Well, DeMille set forth right away to
prove to Claudette that she has an interesting voice, a perfect figure, and a lovely
face.
Claudette isn't completely sold yet
but she's willing to admit that maybe
everything wasn't as bad as she thought.
And at least she can face the music and
the people.

—

—

see

Immediately,
back of him got

but immediately, the man
up, grabbed his coat, and remarked on
his way out -'Brother, you said a mouthful !'
Well, it sort of got me. Every time
I went to one of my pictures after that I
could imagine that I saw the entire audience walking out. And the night I sang
on the radio I had a perfect picture of ten
million people hastily dialing for another

—

—

A-

v."

station.

"And of course a review I received in an
Eastern paper once didn't help matters
said,
'The picture is awful
much.
It
enough, but Claudette Colbert is worse.' I
almost gave up my career after that. It's
always been a queer thing, but I can face
ten thousand people if they are on the

—

3*

—

other side of the footlights but put ten
people in a room with me and I'm fright-

ened silly.
So what with imagining that
everybody was talking about me, in a
critical way, and what with never being
able to think up any smart repartee when
introduced to a Hollywood celebrity, I just
decided the best place for me was by my
with a few friends who'd like
I was a great actress or a

own fireside
me whether
flop.

"But somehow, since I have been branching out in pictures, I have also felt like
branching out in my private life. I realize
now that I have always liked people, but
have been so shy and sensitive that I have
avoided them. I don't believe I'm shy any
more.
I can meet the biggest producers
and directors without batting an eyelash.
Please don't think me conceited, but I sort
of like to pretend to myself that they are
sitting over there in the corner whispering,
'That's Claudette Colbert.
I'm after her
"
for a picture.'
And that, by heck, is just exactly what
they are saying except they are saying it
in italics.
Since her sensational success in
"The Sign of the Cross," "Torch Singer,"

—

and

"It

Happened One Night"

—and

just

wait until you see Miss Gorgeous in
"Cleopatra" every producer in Hollywood
has been trying to sign Claudette for a
picture.
Universal, holding out John Stahl
as a bait, got her first but as soon as
"Imitation of Life" is finished will come a
picture at Paramount, at Columbia, at
Metro, at Warners, and so on far into the

—

—

Allan Hale and Claudette Colbert are companion troupers in the new picture John M. Stahl will offer as his next directorial effort. You see them
above having a chat between "takes" at the studio where they are
making the new production.
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Why

Closed Sets Are Closed
Continued from page 21

of shooting "The Belle of the
Nineties" was not a closed set. The third
The reason for this drastic
day it was
change of Mac's mind is centered in the
visit of two ladies, one a newspaper woman
and the other an "out-of-towner" who had
obtained permission to watch Mae go
through her motions.
It was one of those days when nothing
was going right. Even her costume did not
until she had stood for hours having
fit

two days

!

—

Johnny Mack Brown was
around with a slight cold that was
"Take"
registering in the microphone.
(no good)
after "take" was being N.G.'d
by the sound technician. Mae was upset, and because of that, she was frequently
blowing up in her "lines."
John Miljan was saying to her: "Have
you forgotten you have lost your jewelry?"
"No,
and Mae was supposed to answer
!"
and I ain't forgotten how I got it, either
A simple line. Yet because of many things
alterations.
sniffling

—

—

enough, but always acting, both
screen!"
Norma Shearer insists her tightly closed
sets are not inspired from nervousness, but
because so much time can, and has been
lost, by stopping to chat with reporters and
visiting celebrities and wives of important
men who come to the studios on visits.
Norma is a very friendly girl. She likes
people.
She likes to talk to them, and if
they are interesting, she can become wholly
wrapped up in the exploits of the newest
Far
aviator, or the Chinese lady doctor.
from unfriendly reasons Norma's sets are
"friendly

on and

off the

—

it

isn't

it

makes Joan

—

reading.
The best example of this occurred just
the other day while Joan and Clark Gable
were making close-ups for a love scene in
"bit player" who used to
"Chained."
know Joan very well when they were both
starting out in the movies, dropped over on
the set to see her and say "Hello." Joan
received her graciously and they chatted
for quite awhile before director Clarence
Brown called Joan back before the
camera. The visiting girl remained to see
An asthe scene shot, but not for long
sistant director asked her politely if she
would not stand so close to the camera that
Miss Crawford and Mr. Gable could see
In a little while she left without
her.
ever knowing that Joan had given the signal that she wanted her to go because she,
Joan, could sense the unflattering and uncomplimentary things her erstwhile friend
And just to prove
was thinking about her
how right Joan was this girl was later
remark that Joan was
to
overheard

A

!

—

—

!

:

have been saved for the

my word
Judgment Day would come
along and rock them into eternity without
it

that

anyone ever getting on to their bolted sets
warn of what was approaching
With Garbo, it is a combination of showmanship (maintaining her well established
mystery act), and a truly timid, retiring
disposition.
So far as anyone knows, Max
Baer is the only person in the world who
ever got away with "sneaking" onto a
Garbo set. He claims he watched her shoot
several scenes without her ever realizing he
You
was present and maybe he did.
know Maxie. Always clowning
But if
it's true, it was an accident.
The reason Marlene Dietrich permits no
one on her sets is Josef von Sternberg
Marlene's Svengali has a fetish for privacy.
Someone once said that he directed a pic-

to

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Laughton, (Elsa Lanchester), both of
whom now are doing pictures
in Hollywood

—

that

sets

Dietrich and Garbo, you can take

for

'

No,

—

turning.
With Norma Shearer, or Mae
West, or even Connie Bennett there is always a bare possibility that someone might
get to them if the studio was burning down
—or the end of the world came. But with

!

stage.

feel

any man, poor or rich, to set foot on the
sets of the two queens when the camera is

,

nervous to be watched, either. After all,
the set is crowded with electricians, carpenters, assistant directors and cameramen
who are watching her. But the point is,
Joan is used to these people. They are
Their thought waves are
comfortable.
friendly for anybody with an unfriendly
thought wave does not remain long emShe's exployed in Joan's companies.
tremely sensitive to thought waves, is Joan,
so sensitive it amounts almost to mind

always

Greta Garbo

kept eluding her.

CLOSED

whispers, whispers!
they are talking about me
criticizing my appearance or my work."
And that is the main and only reason why
no one, except Gilbert Roland, was allowed
on the set of the new Bennett picture or
any other Bennett picture if Connie can
help it, and she usually can
There is only
one writer, a man who has been her friend
for many years, who has ever been able to
get a Bennett production story.
The Dietrich- Von Sternberg and the
I

last for, yea, verily, 'tis harder for a camel
to go through the eye of a needle than for

The lady visitors sat and took notice.
The next day the story was all over town
that la West couldn't really write the movie
stories she was getting credit and money
for because she couldn't even remember her
Such gossip as this Mae conoivn lines!
sidered not only damaging to her reputaThe same
tion, but downright aggravatin'
day a newspaper man dropped over to see
what was going on, and reported in his
column the next evening that Mae and her
director were quarreling on the set over
certain bits of action. In exasperation, Mae
explained they hadn't been quarreling, only
discussing, which is part and parcel of the
game of making movies. "I'm sick and
tired of all this made-up stuff about what's
and
takin' place on my sets !" said Mae
SET sign.
on went the
Joan Crawford is not an out-and-out
"closed set" star. There are times, during
the lighter scenes of her pictures, when
Joan's set is open to visitors who have
But when Joan goes into
business there.
the dramatic scenes of "Sadie McKee," or
any other picture, the set is as closed as a
Marlene Dietrich- Von Sternberg sound

to hear the whispers,

!

:

it

any stage experience, and she has never
made a single personal appearance. It's an
out and out case of stage fright, self-consciousness, and cold feet with Connie, and
she makes no bones about it.
"It actually makes my knees go limp to
feel someone staring at me, and yes, even
reporters stare and gawk when they come
onto a motion picture set. It's awful, too,

closed because her interest can become too
friendly.
Another thing as the wife of
Irving Thalberg she feels a certain hostess
obligation to visiting dignitaries, that she

—

should spend more time with them than it
would be necessary for any other star to
do.

"Besides," explained Norma, "the visitor
set can completely destroy a mood
that has taken hours to build up. To hear
a wise-cracking remark made even while
I am powdering my nose between scenes
can entirely undo the mood that the cast,
the director and I have spent hours nursing
Everything that happens on
to a climax.
a motion picture set that is not directly
concerned with the actual taking of the
picture is an extravagant, time-wasting

on the

distraction
"For these
!

Wimpole

reasons

Street'

closed sets.

'The

Barretts of
closed of

was the most

The only time we

let

down

to welcome Charles Laughton, who
just arrived from England, to play the
father in the picture.
role of
Mr. Laughton came visiting to say 'Hello'

was
had

When

my

a few days before he actually started work
we took off a whole hour to welcome him
and congratulate him on winning the
Academy Award for the best acting performance of the year."
Constance Bennett is the only one of the
closed-set stars I encountered, who admitted that visitors are kept off her set because
she cannot stand to have people standing
around gawking at her. Away from the
Connie flees from crowds, and
studio
cameramen (when she can), and it disconcerts and embarrasses her to be recognized.
For anyone not actually connected with the
making of the picture to watch her work,
nearly drives her crazy.

For one

thing,

Connie has never had

—

!

—

ture

after

manner

the

conducting

activities

of
in

a

Yankee Spy

a

Confederate

Players in his casts are restronghold.
quested not to repeat even to friends
descriptions of their roles, or any of the
dialogue taking place. No one can describe
or hum
costume,
a
musical
score.
a

Whether

this

is

pure self-protection with

von Sternberg (fear a rival producer
might try to beat him to the market with
his own ideas) or merely an unreasonable
artistic urge on his part, is a moot quesThe funniest story coming from the
tion.
CLOSED SET policy on "The Scarlet
Empress" was when Von made all the
cameramen and electricians and his assistants leave the set while only he, and

German

star occupied the
before the camera and von
Sternberg turning the crank on it
The fact that little "set gossip" is published concerning a Garbo or Dietrich picture serves its purpose well in stirring up
But
interest in everything they undertake.
it can also be a boomerang when a picture
that has been whispered into solemn importance so sacred and secret that no one
knows what it is going to be (but they
expect nothing short of a miracle), turns
out to be just "another picture," as did
"The Scarlet Empress."
Then, is it any wonder that the newspaper boys tear their hair and jump up and
down in trying to figure out: "What's all
the shooting for behind those closed sets?"
his

gorgeous

stage

—Marlene

for
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Sally's pretty

and

Sally's^^

She uses cosmetics as she always has but
removes them thoroughly the Hollywood way—
guards against unattractive Cosmetic Skin!

SCREEN

STARS are wise in
the ways of loveliness! And
thousands of clever girls all over
the country are adopting Hollywood's beauty care to guard
against unattractive Cosmetic
Skin

— keep

their complexions ex-

quisite.

Have you seen warning signals
of this distressing modern com-

plexion trouble
tiny blemishes,
heads, perhaps?

— enlarged pores,
dullness — black-

Cosmetics need not harm even
delicate skin unless they are allowed to choke the pores. Many
a girl who thinks she removes cosmetics thoroughly actually leaves
bits of stale rouge and powder in
the pores day after day. Then the
pores become clogged, distended
Cosmetic Skin develops.

—

ii

indeed

use
cosmetics! "But by
Yes,

Cosmetics Harmless

I

removed

removing tnem
reqularly with Lux
Toilet Soap guard

way

Lux Toilet Soap removes cosmetics
thoroughly. Its ACTIVE lather
sinks deeply into the pores, carries

I

away every vestige

against Cosmetic Skin
STAR OF PARAMOUNT'S
"SHE LOVES ME NOT"

of dust, dirt,

Before you apply
ALWAYS before
fresh make-up
you go to bed at night, use this
gentle white soap!
stale cosmetics.

—

MiriamHopkins

this

if

CODE
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Mother

Shirley Temple's

Tells

How

Shirley

Became

A

Star

Continued from page 23
speak she minds. There is no argument, no
have never perI
pleading, no begging.
mitted any impudence, crying, or displays
I have taught her to wait on
of temper.

And also,
be independent.
have taught her not to be afraid of anyand

herself
I

to

She never

thing.

hesitates to do whatever

asks of her and I recall in
'Little Miss Marker,' that everyone marveled that she had no fear of the stampeding horse.
"I have given the rearing of Shirley
I've tried to
a great deal of thought.
meet each problem promptly so as to avoid
repetition.
I never let her dictate to me
and I never let her 'get away with' anyThat is fatal.
thing, nor do I bribe her.
She must do what I ask because it is right,
not because of a reward of candy or some
the

director

special privilege.
"I seldom have to resort to other means
of disciplining than reasoning with her.
When she does anything that deserves
punishment I explain to her exactly why
it

is

wrong and why

it

must not be done

children, 'Don't do
that,' is evading the issue and leaves them
It is amazing how readily they
uncertain.
understand if you will take the time to
explain that something is either wrong or
in bad taste and must not be repeated.
telling

Just

again.

ing to her and the studios haven't changed
her in the least.
"We never repeat praises or compliments
and she has no idea she is considered a sucSometimes after a scene she asks
cess.
me if she did all right. With my commendation I always throw in a word of
discouragement.
I
feel this is the better
way for it keeps her striving to improve."
There was a real story-book element in
the way Shirley was discovered for her
big chance in "Stand Up and Cheer," the
Fox musical, which flashed her on the
screen as a sensational juvenile "find."
The studio was frantically searching for
a talented youngster who could sing, dance,
and act. One afternoon, Jay Gorney, composer of the music in "Stand Up and
Cheer," attended a preview of a "Baby
Burlesque" comedy, and there on the
screen before him was the very child he
was looking for. Coming out of the theatre he saw Shirley and her mother and
introducing himself, he asked them to come
to the Fox studio the next day.
The first test given Shirley sent the officials into raptures and when "Stand Up
and Cheer," was completed, they signed her
Then came bits
to a five year contract.
in "Change of Heart" and "Bottoms Up,"
followed by "Baby Take a Bow," virtually

starring picture for Shirley Temple.
She was borrowed by Paramount for
"Little Miss Marker," which proved beyond
a

a doubt that this tot is a dramatic actress
as well as a singing, dancing comedienne.
She's a marvel of naturalness in miniature,
with a personal magnetism that reaches the
hearts of every audience. She is cute without being over-cute, and she has absolutely
no trace of self-consciousness.
Again at Paramount, Shirley has a starring part with Gary Cooper and Carole
Lombard in "Now and Forever," while her
own studio is busily preparing other pictures for its dimpled darling.
Mrs. Temple about the influI asked
ence at the studios for children and met

with an emphatic answer.
She said, "It
is an excellent experience in every way for
Shirley.
A clean, wholesome atmosphere
surrounds her every minute and she has
never seen or heard a single thing that
was detrimental. Mr. Temple and I both
consider her contact with these charming,
busy, ambitious people a splendid incentive.
Between scenes, Shirley is getting a regular kindergarten course from the studio
teacher."
Shirley

permitted to be on the studio
a day, with three hours of
She looks upon the
actual camera work.
set

is

six hours

"Oh, yes, Shirley has had a few pada child is very young you
dlings.
have to be direct in corrections. Fortunately she never had a yen for matches or
scissors, and never ran away.
most effective punishment at present is removing her plate at dinner while
she is sent to her room until peace is re-

When

]

"My

However, these occasions are
stored.
rare, for as I say, a little explaining usually smooths out our difficulties.
and
critising,
"Constantly correcting,
belittling a child's efforts have a bad effect, with a danger of an inferiority comhave guarded against
want a namby-pamby
I want Shirley
nor a mere echo.

plex developing.
this,

for

I

I

didn't

child,
to be free to express herself naturally, to
think for herself and develop her own dis-

tinct personality.
"I began this training

very early and

it

vigilance.
I soon learned
not to let my affection make me too lenient that is most harmful, for it brings
Instead, I'm trying to
trouble later on.
teach her how to meet each problem wisely.
This, I believe, is the real mission of

means constant

—

mother

love.

"Shirley talked before she was a year
all helped
old, but never baby talk.
her to pronounce each word correctly. And
she never walked, she danced!
"Always on her tiptoes, she would follow the sunbeams in the garden, playing
with them as if they were human companions. She always had a pictorial imag-

We

ination.

"When she was three we let her begin
dancing lessons and she took to tap-dancing at once. I had to stop her from practicing for she loved it and always had a
new step she wanted to perfect, going over
and over it with infinite patience."
Mrs. Temple laughed, "Shirley's film
career was thrust upon her, we never
thought of it.
"She was about three and a half when
we were approached by executives of Educational Studios who asked us to permit
Shirley to play a leading role in their 'Baby
Burlesque' series.

We

talked

it

over.

It

seemed an important step and we felt it
only just to let her try it. She has always
been accustomed to attention for wherever
we go people notice her so it means noth-

Helen Twelvetrees adds an outdoor girl role to the varied list of screen
portrayals she has offered during an acting career of many outstanding

accomplishments.

for
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whole thing as play, as one grand game,
and never tires of it. She has the remarkable energy of perfect health.
Her routine includes regular meals and
regular bedtime.
She gets ten full hours
of sleep every night.
For breakfast she
has orange juice, cereal, coddled egg and
all the milk she can drink.
She has dinner at noon, and it consists
of vegetable or cream soup, a plate of
two vegetables with chicken or lamb. Her
favorite
deserts
are
ice
cream "with
gravy"- meaning chocolate sauce, blanc
mange, and jello. No pies, cakes, or candy,
and no "piecing" between meals.
Mrs. Temple tells me that the recipe for
her famous vegetable soup includes, besides
the shank of beef and a wide assortment of
vegetables, both rice and barley.
These
add to the delicious flavor and also are

—

—

your hair TOO DRY or TOO OILY

Is

to

Hew

do these

Hollywood Curls?

nourishing.
Shirley likes spinach. And she still takes
her cod liver oil twice a day.
simple supper of a vegetable, stewed
fruit, and a big malted milk is followed by
a story hour with her daddy, George P.
Temple.
Usually she goes through the
scenes of the day for his benefit.
Bedtime
comes and there is no fussing. The lights
are turned out and she is left alone.
"Shirley is my job, a twenty-four-hour-a
day job, for I am always with her," said
Mrs. Temple. "Her father is manager of a

A

branch bank in Los Angeles, and he is
investing her salary so if at the end of her
five year contract she does not wish to
continue in pictures, she will have money
to follow any other vocation."
At this point in our conversation, Director

Henry Hathaway

called out, "Shirley,

where's our Shirley?" and she sang back,

"Coming !"
Running

to her

exclaimed, "Oh,
such fun painting.

mother she breathlessly

Mommy, we're
Do I look all

having

right?"
her wide

Her curls were rearranged,
collar straightened, a soft chamois rubbed

across the, eager face— (she uses no makeup,)—and she was ready to become the
scene.
And
the studio marvel
she
is always letter perfect in her lines.
"When she begins a new picture," her
mother explained, "I tell her the entire
story in detail.
It is sometimes uncanny
how she grasps the adult problems. Then,
at breakfast, I read the lines she is to
speak in scenes that day and we go over
and over them to get the full meaning of
each phrase, talking them naturally, just
as if we were the people in the play. That
is all she needs, for with her retentive memory she never forgets or transposes a

another dramatic

actress

in

Shirley

Temple

is

—

The demurely waved front
offset by giddy curls that

of this coiffure is
riot

up the back

and peek over the crown like roses on a fence.
Curls, mind you
not frizzes! If your hair is
too dry and harsh to look lustrous in this
style of a Hollywood star, use Packer's Olive
Oil Shampoo treatment below.

Help for

DRY

To correct OILY hair:

hair:

Don't put up with harsh, dry, lifeburnt-out looking hair. And
don't
oh, don't
use a soap on
your hair which contains free alkali

less,

—

—

Packer's Olive Oil Shampoo is
especially for dry hair. It is a
gentle "emollient" shampoo made
.

.

.

made

In addition,

con-

word."

of olive oil.

Shirley seems devoid of the usual childish vanity for there is no preening before
mirrors.
But she insists on having her
hands clean.
And they always are, for
she washes them dozens of times a day.
While she loves all the stars with whom
she_ has played, Jimmy Dunn is her favorite.
He's such a jolly playmate, and
every time they get together they immediately swing into their tap-dance routine
which was the high spot in "Stand Up and
Cheer," and also "Baby Take a Bow."
Jimmy says he lost ten pounds making
these pictures, for Shirley's unflagging energy kept him practicing at all hours.
After a vacation of six weeks, Shirley
and Jimmy will again be co-starred in
"Baby Face," much to their delight.
"They gave me a lovely party at the
studio on my birthday," she told me. "I
wish you had been there. I wish everybody had been there.
had such fun,
and there was lots of ice cream, too."
sweet, happy little girl is Shirley, unconscious that today she is the screen's
greatest sensation, a "miracle" star that
only comes once in a decade.

tains soothing, softening glycerine

—

We

A

it

which helps to make your hair
silkier and more manageable.

No

... no acidity in
Packer Shampoos. Both are made
by the Packer Company, makers
of Packer's Tar Soap. Get Packer's
Olive Oil Shampoo today and begin to make each cleansing a
scientific home treatment
for your hair.
free alkali

PACKER'S
OLIVE OIL

for

SHAMPOO

DRY

hair

This arrangement of back curls in an inverted
pyramid with the point below the left ear,
looks well with a hat that turns up in the back.
It was created for a style leader in Hollywood
stardom. If your hair is too oily and stringy to
stay in curl this way, give it the Packer's Pine
Tar Shampoo treatment described below.

your hair is too oily, the oil glands
your scalp are over-active. Use
Packer's Pine Tar Shampoo— it is
made especially for oily hair. This
If

in

shampoo

is gently astringent. It
tends to tighten up and so to normalize the relaxed oil glands.

It's quick,

easy and can be used

with absolute safety to your hair.
Use Packer's Pine Tar Shampoo
every four or five days at first if
necessary, until your hair begins to
show a natural softness and fluffiness. Begin this evening with
Packer's Pine Tar Shampoo to get
your hair in lovely condition. Its
makers have been specialists
in the care of the hair for
over 60 years.

PACKER'S
PINE TAR

SHAMPOO

for OILY hair
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New

"WE

OUR

better known of the young actors and
That
actresses we are about to encounter.
impishly lovely girl over there, for instance,
is Pat Patterson.
She is talking to Alice
Faye and Claire Trevor and of course

—

FEET

you know Alice and

concert pianist

a

guards

Claire.

And

then

But these
there's little Rochelle Hudson.
Let's
girls are already well established.
She is the
dash on to Rosemary Ames.
tall

hands"

his

• Lycctte Darsonval, Premiere Danseuse of the Lifar Russian Ballet, won
the "Prise of Honor" at the International European Dance contest, as the
best woman classic dancerof the world.

young

who moved with

lady

such

willowy grace through "I Believed In
You." Rosemary is likely to go very far,
her way.
if the right opportunities come
Miss Ames is five feet, six inches in
Her
height, and she weighs 128 pounds.
eyes are grey, and inclined to be enticing.
She is a blonde.
And bless us, she has
freckles!
After a liberal education in the
finest American schools, Rosemary went to
London, registered at the Royal Academy
of Dramatic Arts
and wound up on the

—

London stage.
All such roads lead to
Hollywood so watch Miss Ames.
Comes now Mona Barrie, an outspoken
young woman from Australia, who expresses amazement that American people

—

think of her country as a small island "off

somewhere."
sniffs

Mona.

"As

if

When

we were
five

foot

like
five

Fiji,"

inch

Mona sniffs, she does a most entrancing
job of it!
Don't let me forget to tell you
that she weighs 114 pounds, and has hazel
She was born in
eyes and brown hair.

• To

a famous dancer, foot care

greatest importance.

is

of

Not all foot troubles

can be removed with Blue- Jay. But most
of them

are

ended in a

simply "corn

jiffy

with

troubles,"

this safe, scientific

corn remover. Corn pain ends instantly.
In three days the corn is removed. Blue- Jay

London, England.
Movies are just a stop-over for Mona.
She isn't interested in them. Her actingShe was on her way
love is the stage.
from the Australian stage to the London
stage when she met an important movie
Thus she was
executive in New York.
side-tracked to Hollywood. But only temShe gives herself
porarily, Mona says.
two years to make good in a big way. If
she is only moderately successful, she'll
quit at the end of two years, and continue
on her interrupted journey to the London
You may see Miss Barrie in "Too
stage.
Many Women" and "One Night of Love."
Isn't Astrid Allwyn a catchy name?
She is Swedish,
Well, she's a catchy gal
and so is Garbo, but Garbo is aloof, while
Astrid is smaller
Astrid is friendly-like.
Astrid is five feet, two and
than Greta
!

;

is

made by Bauer

&? Black, surgical dress-

ing house.
25c at

— special sizes for bunions and calluses.

all druggists

RADIO PROGRAM
way

stars!

"The Singing Stranger"— BroadTuesday and Friday afternoons NBC.
!

Blue-Jay Scientific Method
1. Soak foot ten minutes in hot water, wipe dry.
2. Apply Blue-Jay, centering pad directly over com.
A is the B 6? B medication that gently undermines the
corn.

Bis the felt pad that relieves pressure, stops pain at once.
C is the strip that holds the pad in place, prevents
slipping.

3 days the corn goes. Remove plaster, soak foot
ten minutes in hot water, lift out the corn.

3. After

B LUE-JAY
BAUER
BLACK'S SCIENTIFIC
CORN REMOVE R
&

—

contains helpful information for foot
Also valuable exercises for foot health and

• Free Booklet
sufferers.

beauty. Address Bauer

& Black, 2500 S. Dearborn Street,
S- 10

Chicago.

T^ame
Address
City

© The Kendall Company

New

Boys!

Continued from page 30
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She weighs 117
one-half inches high.
pounds. Her eyes are brown and her hair
ash-blonde.
Miss Allwyn is experiencing her second
In 1931, she appeared in
start in pictures.
"Lady With a Past" and "Love Affair."
She became ill, and w-ent to the desert to
recuperate.
Now she is back, under contract again, and you may see the charming
lady if you attend a theatre w-here "Servant's Entrance" is being shown.
June Vlasek is the lovely girl whose

Loved You
stole
"I
that picture's star, Elissa
Landi. In addition to being most graceful,
June is beautiful. She is five feet, three
and one-half inches in height, and she is
104 pounds of most correctly placed flesh
and bone. She has albino blonde hair and
Most of her brief life,
fun-filled blue eyes.
she has been a stage dancer, but despite
her youthful years, she has shown rare
almost

dancing

Wednesday" from

screen promise, which has caused Fox execbank heavily on her future.

utives to

And

now we come upon the entire
who are enrolled
Fox Dramatic School. Just look

assemblage of stock girls
in

the

Healthy, exuberant youth in all
glory and young budding ambition
its
There are too many of them to tell much
about all, so let us go from one to another,
and see for ourselves what each looks like.
Betty Bryson is a tiny five foot one and
at

them

!

She has wavy brown hair
and brown eyes, which is as it should be,
one-half inches.

because hasn't her uncle, Warner Baxter,
the same color eyes and hair ?
Betty is
one of the Wampas Baby Stars of 1934.
Standing beside Miss Bryson is Ruth
Peterson five foot five inches 120 pounds
grey eyes
dark brown hair.
Her face
bears a haunting resemblance to the pert
features of Viola Dana, who was a popular
star years ago.
Next in line is Blanca Vischer, who was
born
in
Guatemala,
Central
America.
What shining black hair she has
And
what big, brown eyes
Blanca is five feet
five inches tall, and she weighs 115 pounds.
The next girl could be little goldilocks

—

;

;

;

!

:

—but

a former New
hair and blue
eyes, combined with the curve of her face,
are remindful of Nancy Carroll.
Roxanne
is
five feet four and one-half inches in
height; her weight is 120 pounds.
The next two lovelies are identical in
height and weight.
Five feet six inches,
and 125 pounds, describes blonde-haired,
hazel-eyed Lynn Bari, and brown-haired,

she

Roxanne Sybil,
The red

is

York show

girl.

green-eyed Dorothy Dearing.
Continuing
the comparison, both girls got their picturestart in Joan Crawford's "Dancing Lady."
In the next group are eight "native
daughters," all born in California, and six
They
of them in or near Los Angeles.
are Shirley Aaronson, Ardell Unger, Patricia Lee, Lucille Miller, Philippa Hilber,
Elsie Larson, Julie Cabanne, and Floreine,
Miss
(the spelling is her way), Dickson.
is the girl who, w hile working as
a waitress in the Brown Derby restaurant,
attracted the attention of a Fox executive,
and ultimately won a screen contract. Miss

Larson

r

Cabanne, (pronounced Ca-ba-ny), is the
daughter of William Christy Cabanne, a
Miss Dickson was formerly a
director.
songstress with an orchestra.

Remaining members of the stock girls,
numerous to describe in detail, but
all entrancing enough to become stars),
(too

are Josephine Johnson, Virginia Hills,
(honestly, that's her name), Geneva Sawyer, Esther Brodelet, Patricia Farr, Iris
Shunn, (she was a cashier in a Los Angeles theatre, from which position she was
You see, the
drafted into the movies.
movie scouts may find you anywhere!)
Marbeth Wright, Ann Nagel, (she used to
pose for commercial artists), Anita Thompson, Edith Haskins, Jean Allen, Marian

—

Weldon, and Mary Blackwood.
And now, if your eyes aren't blinded,
and your brain not befuddled by that array
of feminine beauty, let's pay a visit to
Fox executives have
the men's quarters.
contracted a number of promising mascuSmart executives, they
line players, too.
aren't forgetting that the pictures of Clark

Gable,

Richard Arlen, and

make money,

as

w ell
r

as

Gary Cooper
those

of

Jean

Harlow, Carole Lombard, and Margaret
Sullavan.
of men who attend the
School, together with brief
One of the most promising
descriptions
He is the young chap
is Frank Melton.
who climbed the Fox studio fence and pestered a director until he was given a job
After that, he worked
in "State Fair."
himself into the cast of "Mr. Skitch," by

Here

is

the

list

Fox Dramatic
:

padding his body
fat boy.

He

until

he looked like a

also appeared in "Stand

Up

and Cheer."
Melton went to Hollywood several years
In order
ago, determined to be an actor.
to earn his living, he chauffeured for
Marie Prevost, worked as a store clerk
and restaurant waiter, and finally regis-

October 19
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tered as an extra.
Frank is six feet tall,
weighs 165 pounds, and has dark brown
hair and brown eyes.

Hugh Williams

is

an Englishman, born

at Bexhill-on-the-Sea, Sussex.
He made
his stage debut in London in "The Charm

School," and eventually became a prominent stage actor. He came to America in
that guise, and worked in a road show that
visited

worked

• ••

Hollywood.

During that visit, he
in a silent picture, "Charlie's Aunt."

Hugh

with a complexion that stays

returned to London, and eventually

appeared

several English-made motion
pictures.
Fox scouts saw him, signed him
to a contract
and now he is in Hollywood.
Williams is five feet ten and one-half
inches in height, and he weighs 154 pounds.
He has black hair and hazel eyes.
Nick Foran played tackle on the Princeton football team he also played leads in
college dramatic productions. He was offered
a professional football contract after college,
but rejected it because he wanted to become an actor.
he is one a six foot
two inch husky with flaming red hair and
blue eyes.
He bumps the scale to 205
pounds. Did you see Nick in "Stand Up
in

MIRROR

—

FRESH

evening long

all

;

—

Now

and Cheer"?
John Bradford is another six-footer. He
weighs 175 pounds, and has dark brown
hair and brown eyes.
He is slightly remindful of Clark Gable.
Bradford has a
fine voice.
He sang in opera, and on the
vaudeville stage, before his advent into the
movies. He has been in Hollywood but a
short time, and therefore has no pictures to
his credit as yet.

Pat Cunning, (please change his name,
Foxites!):
Six feet two and one-half
inches
195 pounds black hair and brown
eyes.
Played the role of the young priest
in "The World Moves On."
George Ford: Six feet one and one-half
inches
180 pounds
hazel eyes and dark
brown hair. Girls, he has a dimple
He
was a theatre prologue dancer and played in
"I
Suzanne" and "Dancing Lady."
Vincent Carato, born in Rome, Italy, is
six feet tall, and tips the scales to 160
pounds. He has black hair and brown eyes.
He was formerly an orchestra leader in
fact, he once had five orchestras simultaneously. He played his first part, a small one,
in "I Believed In You."
William Stelling is a Leslie Howard type,
though physically bigger than Leslie. He
is six feet one inch tall, weighs 162 pounds,
has blond hair and blue-grey eyes.
And here is a group of six handsome
;

;

;

;

!
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New face powder
4 to 6 hours

.

.

.

stays

on from

thanks to newest

discovery of richard

hudnut

_

;

—

young men
but

all

all

newcomers

very promising, say

to

Fox

the screen,
executives.

WIN

looks powdery on your skin.

as the moment you left your mirror. You can,
you know, because Richard Hudnut has perfected a new kind of face powder.

effect

his compliments all evening long
with a complexion as fresh and smooth

This powder, rightly enough, is calledMarueZous. It clings as you've always

They are Paul McVey, Charlie Taylor,

cling

— and

Fred

stays

on from four to

Wallace,
Glenn Gallagher, Paul
Parry, and Richard Brodus.
Taylor was
a second lieutenant in the British army.
Gallagher was a studio electrician for two
years, after which he drove a Fox studio
truck for several months.
Officials of the Fox studios believe that
from the group of young men and women
you have just met will arise many stars
of tomorrow.
The officials ask you to

watch these young players.
This concludes our tour of "DressingRoom Row." Let us hurry beyond the
giant sound stages to the Fox cafe.
Okay! Here we are, and in plenty of
time to get a seat. There is Janet Gaynor,
lunching with Lew Ayres. Are there any
new Gaynors and Ayreses among the Fox
starlets?
Over there by the window sit
Jimmy Dunn and Spencer Tracy. What
about new Dunns and Tracys among the
_

Fox youngsters ?
I

your

six

it

could.

It

actually

hours by the clock.

Marvelous, indeed, is a different kind of
powder, a different blend, developed by the
Richard Hudnut laboratories after years of
searching for a new, longer-clinging powder.

The Marvelous blend contains a substance entirely new to face powder— with a remarkable
power to cling to your skin. In a sense,
comes part of your own skin texture.

it

be-

Marvelous Face Powder, therefore, never

of your oivn! And think of it — this flattering
remains from four to six hours. What's
more, Marvelous Face Powder stays on without clogging the pores.

by the

Its

purity

You

and enjoy
surrounded by stars and
stay

directors. And don't forget to join me next
month, when, under the auspices of 'Screenland, I will take you to the studios of
RKO, Universal, and Columbia, where you
will meet more Stars of Tomorrow.

is

guaranteed

fifty-year reputation of Richard

Hudnut.

Put Marvelous Face Powder to any
sure are

we of the results that we

will

test.

So

send you

packages of Marvelous in four new,
so you may select your own
shade and compare Marvelous Face Powder
with any face powder you wish. (Note coupon.)
free trial

popular shades

—

Or, if you'd rather not wait for the postman,
you can buy a box of Marvelous Face Powder
right now at any drug store or department

—

store.

The

cost is amazingly low.

cents— and the box

Only 55

is full-size.

OTHER MARVELOUS BEAUTY AIDS
Marvelous Liquefying Cream
tion

Cream

.

.

...

Lipstick

.

.

.

Hand Cream
.

.Tissue

.

.

.

.

.

Cream

Eye Shadow

RICHARD HUDNUT
New York

ous

Powder

Makeup Guide.

NAMEADDRESS
CITY

-

Founda-

.

.

.

.

.

Rouge

Only 55(5 each

693 Fifth Avenue,

velous Face

.

Skin Freshener

Please send me, free and postpaid,

must be going.
luncheon,

never thought

wanted powder to

It looks like a
new, more freshly tinted, softer complexion

trial

G-l

City

packages of Maralso Marvel-

—

in four popular shades
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Salutes and Snubs
v

—

English elm Diana Wynyard.
Magnolia in bloom Miriam Hopkins.
Lissom poplar Joan Blondell.
Peach Helen Hayes.
Giristmas tree Mae West.
Mary Manning,

—

—

''

Continued from page 8

one of his pictures is announced we never
worry as to whether our children should

—

see

it.

n
i C 'v Ov
—
Mrs. W. W. Sawyer,
>

•

—

315 16th St..
Virginia Beach, Va.

23 Hendry St.,
Dorchester, Mass.

LIKES 'EM SUBTLE!
And
Jannings, Negri, Garbo, Dietrich.
Charles Laughton and Anna Sten.
After all, there IS something, ascertain
delicate, suave finesse, about these foreign
stars, that is absent from the work of our
native players.
now,

Come ON, you home-grown Americans

WHAT! A DULCET DURANTE?
No indeed, I am not a voice instructor
Just a druggist's daughter who has a suggestion to make about Durante's colossal
voice.
Jimmy, wouldn't a good gargle
help?'
Dorothy

Hill,

Box H.H.H.,
El Cajon, Calif.

!

Get subtle
J. A. Wallace,
2253 Broderick St.,

San Francisco,

<.

Calif.

WILL ROGERS PLEASE NOTE!

OH, CALM THOSE FEATURES!
Why all the "startled deer expression"
pictures of Katharine Hepburn we see in
the magazines ?
Let's see what she really
looks like
Imagine Norma Shearer or
Greta Garbo in some of the poses we see
of Miss Hepburn
Lars G. Oliver,

SUGGESTION TO JOAN!
Nature

gave Joan Crawford a nicely
shaped mouth, and from pictures we see of
her in magazines she has a gay and happy
face.
Then, why doesn't Joan try being
natural for a change and let us see her as
she really is?
I'm sure we'd all like her.
Louise V. Williams,
2101 Grove Ave.,

Richmond, Va.

BUT OH, MY!

LITTLE,
Shirley"

"Little

most promising

looks

like

the

screen's

Like Gaynor she

actress.

possesses that certain irresistible charm
that other actresses lack.
She is just a
smiling, loveable, spunky bit of beauty.
Better watch your p's and q's, Gaynor, or
Temple may be stealing some of your popularity.

Barbara de Young,

W. Tinkham

629

St.,

!

Why

not give us more of Will Rogers
such plays as "David Harum" and
in
The one and only Will,
"State Fair."
chewing gum, lasso and all, assures us
always of good, clean entertainment. When

205 Avenue D,
Redondo Beach, Calif.

Havana,

II!

COMES THE EVOLUTION!
The neighborhood is running wild. Boys
draped in our best guest-towels scampering from tree to tree.
Prim little girls
nightmaring in their sleep.
No, it's not
evolution.
They've seen "Tarzan" again.
I even feel like a monkey myself!
Give
poor mothers a break
Hanna Feldman,
1034 Lanier Blvd.,
Atlanta, Ga.

REVERSE LATIN!
As an enthusiastic movie fan I am pained
by the way in which Latin- Americans are
"typed" in most pictures. The Latin is

—

simple, plain, full of pride
but not sophisI think the truest characterization
of a Latin by an English actor was Sir

ticated.

Guy

Standing's in "Cradle Song."
Gilberto Serrano,

Vergara

St.

No.

3,

Arecibo, Pureto Rico.

ONE- WORD DESCRIPTIONS!
Looking over some old Screexland issues, I noticed in the August 1932 issue the
following
"Beaton's Impressions"

Garbo

Incomparable ;

orous; Dietrich
Poised;
Sylvia

Andre

My

Sidney

Flozcer-like.

Impressions
Incomparable;

Hepburn

—

Glamorous;

Dunne

GlamCrawford
Saucy;
Gwili

Tallulah

Child-like;

:

Gaynor

Poised;

Dorothy Jordan

Crawford

— Child-like;

Sylvia
Sidney
Flower-like.

—

Irene

Saucy;

Gladys Mayhue,
Reality Building,
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.

PERPETUATE CHANEY!
Mendelssohn, Shakespeare, Rembrandt,
Caruso, and Poe will long be remembered

Hence

their works
then, should
Lon Chaney, who proved his unexcelled
artistry in character acting, be allowed to

as truly great artists.
are being preserved.

Why,

become forgotten ? Why not standardize
and re-show them?
John Peterson,
25 S. Gaylord St.,
Butte, Mont.

his pictures

TECHNOLOGICAL BEAUTY!
Two

of fiction's most famous characters who come to life on the screen.
Above, Virginia Bruce as Jane Eyre, and Edith Fellowes as Adele in the
new talkie version of Charlotte Bronte's "Jane Eyre."

Just as master artists of the Renaissance
period were able by skill in bringing out
character to command adulation for un-
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lovely subjects, the motion pictures, by perfection of color and the costumers' and
make-up artists' skill, might bring to the
screen the world's greatest talent irrespec-

homely

of

tive

features.

Betty Rackman,
3S1 N.

Ogden

Dr.,

Los Angeles,

Calif.

A BREAK FOR JOHNNY!
Let's give Johnny Weismuller a break
Doubts often arise Can he really act, or
is it his physique that puts him over? Give
him a chance to prove his talent
like him as a wild he-man, but do give him
some clothes for his next picture and let's
see the results.
:

!

We

Helen Watkins,
Clemmons, N. C.

WHO'LL JOIN THE CHORUS?
For goodness'

much longer do
those horrible introductory tunes in the various newsreels?
Some day, I shall rise in the midst of one

we have

to

and smother
yell

sake, how.

listen to

it

with Weismuller's Tarsan

Sound men, save our songs

!

!

Charlotte Starr,
319 E. Bennett Ave.,
Cripple Creek, Colo.

HUMANIZING ROYALTY!
Hollywood may be making royalty more
hysterical than historical, but I think it's
a swell idea, anyhow. The producers are to

making royalty

be congratulated upon
like

human

Maybe

beings.

liked the

bed-warming scene

Eighth"

and

in

the "Chocolate
scene in "Christina."

act

why we

that's

"Henry the
for two?"

Mary Frances Doner,
6220-37th N..W,
Seattle,

.

Wash.

DISCOVERS A STAR!
Perhaps
but

she

"Once

to

Billie Seward doesn't know it,
was champion scene-stealer in
Every Woman." As No. 5, the

—

brain-tumor patient just a bit role depending on sheer personality for recognition

—

showed

Billie

real

moguls, you have a

Doug Lemmel
R.F.D. #7, Box 215,

Columbia

promise.
starlet,

Shucks, Toby, be yourself, please

Seattle,

make her a

ONLY ONE

star

Helen Franzeen,
520 Hampshire St.,
Quincy,

111.

AUTHOR, SPARE THAT STAR!
Why

does Jack Holt always have to die

in the last reel of his pictures so that someone else may have a "happy ending?" It

keeps his fans away from his pictures because they know beforehand just what the
film will be
Can't we have a change of
!

diet,

Jack?
Alice Anne Shue,
25 Brewster St.,
Providence, R.J.

HAIL THE KING AND QUEEN!
Who

has

Mouse

M ickcy.

Hollywood's

Mae West?

figure?
is

the gal.

No

most

beautiful

indeed".

Minnie

If you're skeptical

ask

Who is the Great Lover of the screen?
Clark Gable?
Wrong again, it's Mickey
Mouse. Ask Minnie, if you doubt me. And
if you don't believe them, ask the public.
Pauline Carriker,
Evergreen, Col.

WANTS HER JUST TOBY!
In the July issue of Screenland a striking photograph of Toby Wing attracted my
_

attention.

ambition

The caption

said

that

Toby's
I'm sur-

is to be like Mae West.
prised. Toby has a way that can't be duplicated, so why should she copy someone
else ?

Wash.

SHIRLEY!

I'm

just as crazy about little Shirley
Temple as everyone else seems to be. But
as a dyed-in-the-wool movie fan, I'm apprehensive.
Of what ? Why, of producers
trying to develop "a second Shirley Temple."
Take a hint from past failures, oh
wise producers, and don't try it

HOME TOWN ORES
Lend an ear

San

W.

!

Neallie Mae Eastham,
106 South Prospect Ave.,
Sedalia,

DON'T WORRY, WE WON'T!
For fear our screen
come marching forth with
"Shirley Temple steals
glaring headlines
scenes from the stars can't something be
I'm

frightened

magazine

will

!

—

—

done about this ?"
She is so perfectly adorable, let her have
the scenes and more of them.
Betty Jane Given,
440 Spruce St.,
Chadron, Nebr.

CASTING "MOON MULLENS"
Here's

my

cast for that

"Moon

Mullins"

movie

Moon, Hal LeRoy

;

Kayo, Baby LeRoy

Uncle Willie, W. C. Fields; Mamie, Alison
Skipworth; Uncle Willie's brother-in-law,
Lord Plushbottom, Guy
Ted Healy;
Kibbee; Lady Emma Plushbottom, Edna

May
Little

Oliver;

Mushmouth, Stepin

What's the matter, Ann Sothern ? Are
you ashamed of the fact you were born in
Iowa, or is it bad publicity to talk about
it?
Few of the articles about you have
come any closer to to being exact than just
saying "Middle-west."
Think Iowa fans
will stand for that?

Bobbie Knudsen,
Bronson, la.

THE STENOGS APPEAL AGAIN!
Register another tearful complaint from
All these "office wife" pictures
have turned our boy friends into amateur
sleuths,
checking up on the "wolfish"
Couldn't a boss be found for the
bosses.
screen who doesn't make love to his secretary ?
Lydia Carnecki,
3954 Evaline St.,
the stenogs.

Detroit, Mich.

Fetchit;

HERE'S HOPING!

Egypt, Sally Rand.

How am

I

doing, folks ?
Shirley Luber,
Hotel Colonial,
51 West 81st St.,

New York

City.

Mo.

IOWA EXPECTS!

Clement,

109 Davis St.,
Francisco, Calif.

OAKIE!

home-towner of

affable Jack Oakie
Some one characterized Jack as a "soda-fountain boy talking
out loud."
The description is good. For
who can resist the inbred good nature
which makes him so lovable on and off the
screen.
He is an asset to any movie.

—

Mrs.

to a fellow

Elizabeth Allan has a sincerity and complete absorption in her roles that touches
our emotions and love for indefinable
glamor and what is more important, our
intellect, and admiration.
Let us hope that
;

S

SCREENLAND
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the career of this truly remarkable actress
is not impaired by mediocre pictures.

OFFER BELOW

FREE

READ

Jane-Foster Newton,
1415
li

I

Main

St.,

niesdale,

Pa.

such vivid portrayer of those suave, mysterious characterizations contributed so ably
by Karloff.
I have reference to such excellent
portrayals
those
as
in
"The
and "The Black Cat."

Mummy"

Krwin Brundage,

ALLURING ANN HARDING!

155 Passedina Ave.,

Mesa, Arizona.

A

pleasing personality, lovely voice, and
She
a wonderful actress is Ann Harding.
has been alluring in every picture in which
I am sure the American
she has played.
public appreciates her type more than the
More glory to her
baby-faced beauty.
Marguerite Burgess,
1347 Boulevard Granada,
Cascade Heights,
Atlanta, Ga.

WOMEN'S

the one and only Boris Karloff, maghere's a
of a thousand thrillers,
Where will the screen get another
Salute

To

nifier

!

POWER
depends on lovely
'"THIS

eyes

with

rings

Garbo, a stenographer ?
Don't tax your imagination.
See Greta
in her European "triumph," titled "Streets

—

Sorrow."
It's
good clean fun at
Garbo's expense, poor dear.
Phyllis-marie Arthur,
59 Collins St.,
Lowville, Lewis Co., N. Y.

Sullavan

you

try

Winx— my

Continued from page 29

proof— Winx
Yet so quick

is

to

perfected

New

How

.

.

little

of that girlish

Princeton and Harvard boys who were organizing a college summer stock company
to do a bit of furious barn-storming at
Cape Cod. And so it came about that she
inadvertently discovered she liked acting.
And, as she most solemnly avows now
Considering
that she didn't like actors.
that she married one, (although she likes
to confuse the Hollywoodites by insisting
that this episode is as much a part of her
buried life as is debutante-ing in Norfolk,
Virginia), this assertion seems something
of a paradox.
At any rate, Peggy, in defiance of her
family's wishes, went to Boston forthwith
determined to study for the stage at the
Copley School of Dramatics.
Having learned all this, and being more
than ever anxious to discover facts which
would throw additional spotlights on the
heretofore-dimly-lighted character of one

tion lasts until bed-time.
Millions of women prefer Winx to ordifriends are adopting
nary mascara.
Winx every day. Without delay, you, too,
should learn the easy art of having lustrous
Winx lashes. Just go to any toilet counter
and buy Winx. Darken your lashes— note the
instant improvement.
To introduce Winx to new friends, note
my trial offer below. Note, too, my Free
Booklet offer, "Lovely Eyes—
to Have
Them". I not only tell of the care of lashes,
but also what to do for eyebrows, how to use
the proper eye-shadow, how to treat "crow's
.

a

scarf-throwing, rose-scattering, spring dancshe attended,
ing, at the girls' schools
Peggy Sullavan decided that dancing
would be quite a nice thing for a nice girl
to take up.
Fortunately for us, before she tossed too
many silk handkerchiefs and toy balloons,
she got mixed up with a jolly group of

refined to the last degree.
apply— a morning applica-

feet", wrinkles, etc.

Having done

life.

formula of mascara that keeps lashes soft,
alluring. Your eyes— framed with Winx
lashes — will have new mystery, new charm,
I promise you.
So safe— smudge-proof, non-smarting, tear-

LOUISE ROSS.

For Lovely Eyes

WINX

of the screen's finest actresses, I sallied
forth one day to interview E. E. Clive,
one-time director of the above mentioned
dramatic school, and now producer and director of plays at the Hollywood Play-

Darkens lashes perfectly

house.

"What about this Sullavan
"What was she like?"
He eyed me quizzically. "No

girl?"

I

asked.

different

he ancouldn't change MarI say that with convicgaret Sullavan.
tion, although I haven't seen her since she
left my school."
He leaned back in his chair in that typical theatre office, the walls of which were

than she is now,
"Success
swered.

I

guarantee,"

mapped with signed photographs
Coupon

for "Lovely

Eyes— How

to

Have Them"

Mail to LOUI~E~ROSsT
S.C.-io
243 W. 17th St., New York City

"I

j

|

Name
J

Street
J

j

City

State

If you also want a generous trial package of
Winx Mascara, enclose 10c, checking whether
j^-ou wish
Black or
Brown.

I

Q

changed

I

|
i

—a

many

of
considerably.

actors,

of
"

I

Garbo

is

ful eyes until

|

POOR GARBO!

imagine

around her eyes like that comedy pup ?
Garbo hanging her head from man-shyGarbo wearing sacklike dresses?
ness?

The Real Saga of

your opportunity to glorify your
eyes, to have long, lovely lashes. Here's
the way used by smart women everywhere.
So easy, so inexpensive. Just a magic touch
with Winx^ the super-mascara.
You'll never realize the power of beauti-

J

you

of

HATS OFF TO KARLOFF!

GREATEST

ALAS,
Can

whom

remember when she

first

of dozens

success

had

came

me

to

wry, insignificant little thing in her
very distinguished^ about
teens nothing
Her brother was at college in Bosher.
ton at the time and that was one of the
main reasons Margaret came up, to be
near him.
"It wasn't long before everyone working
with her realized that her whole life was
bound up in the theatre. She was the first

—

come
was the

to rehearsals in the morning; she
And when
last to leave at night.
she wasn't working she was off somewhere

to

—

open taking long walks, driving or
swimming. And, as far as I could gather,

in the

alone!"
His eyes twinkled. "I really don't think
She
at that time Margaret had any beaux.
has probably changed in that respect now
but in another respect I know she never
The theatre is the closest thing to
will.
Margaret Sullavan's heart. She is a true,
creative artist. Money, success, fame mean
wager that despite
I'll
nothing to her.
the great sensation she has made on the
screen, Margaret Sullavan would still prefer to play a sympathetic role in some
obscure summer stock company, offering
her services gratis, than she would to be
starred in the most successful motion picture in Hollywood."
Our conversation took place the latter
Two days later came a repart of July.
port from New York that proved Mr. Clive
Fresh
to be nothing less than psychic.

from her triumphal trip in England, Margaret Sullavan was playing in a small
summer stock company at Mount Kisco,

New

York. Playing the lead in "Coquette,"
the stage role which had made her good
friend,

Playing it
her ex-husband,

Helen Hayes, famous.

opposite the actor

who

is

Henry Fonda
Hollywood
This certainly was news
began speculating all over again and tying
itself up into a hundred additional Gordian
Did this mean that the romance
knots.
had been revived? Or did it mean that
had actually never died, and that the
it
incorrigible little sphinx was pulling another fast one on the screen colony?
There was only one
Well, well, well!
!

way

of

finding

Margaret's
devastating,

own

Recently arrived at
out.
studio, Universal, was a

handsome

young

Spaniard,

Caesar Romero. For one whole year he
had played in the same company with
Margaret Sullavan when they were on the
road together in "Strictly Dishonorable."
And for one whole year the two of them

had

chummed

together.

There was

no

doubt but that Caesar knew that baffling
young lady better than anyone else in
"Hollywood.

We

had tea together. "What's the idea
of creating such a mystery around Peggy?"
Caesar asked. He was still a newcomer,
and hadn't yet fathomed the inscrutable
ways of the film colony.
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"Then

there
her?" I asked.
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nothing mysterious about

is

"Of course not!" He actually guffawed.
"Peggy Sullavan is probably the nicest,
most

sincere,

most natural girl playing in
She is a good sport, a
and rare fun to pal around

the theatre today.

grand

friend,

with."

"And Henry Fonda?"

asked.

I

"What

about him? He was tall, dark, handsome,
and very talented, wasn't he ? And they
were very much in love, weren't they?"
The young Latin with the enormously
broad shoulders, narrow hips, and gleaming smile, hesitated a moment. "Yes, they
were very much in love," he answered, "but
they were also very young.
I don't know
why it happened. The reason for the
break-up of their marriage they kept very
wisely to themselves.
Perhaps it had
something to do with the way in which
they were succeeding in their work. Peggy
with enormous success overnight, Henry
limping behind rather slowly.
Although
he has made a name for himself this past
year with the clever work he did in the
Broadway revue he's been playing. No, I
don't know why they separated."
Caesar had a faraway look in his eyes.
"Right now I remember a scene off-stage

which Henry was the principal actor.
were still on the road, playing 'Strictly
Dishonorable.' It may have been in Philadelphia or it may have been in Tennessee.
I've forgotten.
At any rate, my mother
was in town to see me, and Henry was

1.

there to see Peggy carry off all the laurels
as usual. He was very proud of her.

2.

in

We

—

Raisins

—

the stage after the second act— Henry
started to leap off the railing, but instead,
he lost his balance and toppled over back-

3.

Corn Flakes
or
Three Cups
Coconut

aged a
smiling.

rate,

Henry

graceful

"Funny

thing,

didn't

landing,
too,"

die.

He man-

and

came up

continued

^

5.

"You know,

grinned.

One Cup

—

crispy winners! • But remember Evaporated Milk
won't can't succeed in this recipe. You must use
Sweetened Condensed Milk. Just remember the name
Eagle Brand.

—

—

Nut Meats,

Chopped
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Lemon

SHORT- CITS
[IS

World's most amazing Cook Book!

astonishing new short-cuts. 130
Pie without cooking! Foolproof S-minute
Chocolate Frosting! Caramel Pudding that makes
itself! 2-ingredient Macaroons! Shake-up Mayonnaise! Ice Creams (freezer and refrigerator). Address:
The Borden Co., Dept. SU 104, 350 Madison Avenue,
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COOKING

New

Name -

she was al-

true, then, that

Peggy was con-

nary face."

remember the confession she made to

one day, as she sprawled on her back
on the couch in her studio dressing room
shoes kicked off, marking on the wall with
her toes, and looking all the world like a
mischievous sprite. (She's a modern "Peter
Pan," and her greatest ambition is to play

-State-

that role).

"I'm naturally funny-looking," she said,
screwing up her face until her soft, mobile
lips almost touched the end of her slightly
tip-tilted nose, "despite everything they try

(Print

name and

PlayATune
10 Minutes

bered keys and play.

MOST ACTIVK

—

FREE

with a recognized Hollywood Agent who is on the ground and knows
market requirements. Established 1917. Write for FREE BOOK

giving

FREE

J&XSZSi''

551

full

information.

UNIVERSAL SCENARIO CO.

Meyer Bldg.

Hollywood,

Calif.

instruction book

numbered tunes
and chords comes with
ever y E z p) ay er Start
"

-

playing popular tunes by
right off the reel.
Be the life of the party
the
center of attraction
a radio star.
Don't wait. Write today for 3 -Day
Free Trial Offer and Special Guitar
Values. A postcard will do.
'•

Photoplay I deas
Stories accepted in any form for criticism, revision, copyright and
submission to Hollywood studios. Our sales service selling consistent
cercentage of stories to Hollywood Studios— the

MARKET.

v-^gk^vvith

^j&x&y

address plainly)

Not a school no courses or books to sell. Send original
plots or stories for
reading and report. You may be just as
capable of writing acceptable stories as thousands of others. Deal

On your Spanish Guitar. Uke, Tenor Banjo,
Mandolin or Banjo Mandolin. No knowledge of music necessary. No practice. Play first by number, then
by note. Simply attach E-Z
Player to your favorite inBtrument— press num-

including:

(Quality

City

In

recipes,

York, N. Y.

to

cerned about what she termed her "ordiI

five ingredients listed at left

Street-

do amusing, silly things
like that.
We seemed to spend most of
our time off-stage being mad in a grand
way, if you know what I mean.
Either
that, or arguing as to whether Elizabeth,
(the other girl in our company), would
make a bigger sensation at a party with
her beauty, or whether Peggy would win
with her charm I"

me

Any one_ of the

—
—

to the Zoo."

was

I

• No flour! No baking powder! Only 3 ingredients!
Mixed in no time! Yet whichever of the 5 ways you
choose to make them these cookies are crunchy,

or

—

It

H

Condensed Milk
CU P peanut butter

cookies.

Two Cups
Bran Flakes

—

He

can) Eagle Brand Sweetened

Peggy's

chum, "though they're divorced now, I'm
always bumping into them in New York—
at least whenever Peggy manages to be
there now swinging down Fifth Avenue
or Broadway, arm in arm. And it's just
like old times, for whenever I've passed
them that way, Peggy's rigged out in an
old outfit, and she's forcing Henry to stop
at every other shop window,
and more
than likely she's begging him to take her

ways wanting

(1

Thoroughly blend Eagle Brand Sweetened Condensed
Milk, peanut butter and any one of the five ingredients listed at the left. Drop by spoonfuls onto buttered baking sheet. Bake 15 minutes or until brown,
in a moderately hot oven (375°F.) Makes about 30

or
4.

—

At any

cups

Two Cups

wards,

dropping fully two stories to the
court below.
I'll
never forget how my
mother screamed, and how white Peggy
became she looked as if she would die.

U3

or

"They were both waiting in the greenroom for us to come out Henry sitting
on the balcony rail just outside, swinging
his legs and looking very much pleased
with life, for Peggy had given a magnificent performance. Peggy and I walked off

MAGIC COOKIES

Two Cups

number

—

FERRY SPECIALTIES,
Dept. 3310

—

INC.,

Evanston,

111.

U.S. GOVERNMENT JOBS
Start $1260 to $2100 year

MEN— WOMEN

18 to 50.

free list of positions
to get them.
Many

and
Fall

Write immediately
particulars

telling

for

how

examinations expected.

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE
Dept. G-304

Rochester, N.Y

SCREENLAND
do to make me look like somebody else.
watched myself in the rushes of
'Only Yesterday' and 'Little Man, What
Now?', I had a fit of laughing hysterics,
although I actually felt like crying. The
creature
saw running in and out of doors
looked much more like a Pekingese dog
to

When

TRY THIS
BETTER

1

I

WAY

than like a human being.
And was just
about as seductive.
No, I'm not exaggerating.
I've lost every bit of conceit
I've ever had, since seeing myself on the
screen.
If you've ever worried about not
being beautiful, you'll understand what I
mean. Honestly, I don't think I have the
glamor or something that's necessary for
screen success, do you ?"
She looked so earnest and concerned
that

hooted—especially

I

bered

since

I

remem-

how, posing for a photographer

a

few moments before, she seemed,

(in her
filmy tulle dress), like some vision rising
out of seafoam, slim as a young birch tree
and brown as a Tahitian girl.

This really was the real Margaret Sullavan then substantiated by the evidence
of two people who knew her when and
now. Living in an atmosphere of eternal
dissatisfaction with herself and her work,
never able to take herself seriously as a
public personality, hypercritical of her own
talents and her accomplishments, hers is the

—

spirit of the true artist!

Perhaps Hollywood would think a little
differently of her, had they heard her parting words to me the day before she left
for a vacation, very humbly, very tremulously spoken
"Do you think I'm all
:

wrong about Hollywood

Do you

?

think

I'm not reacting to it in the proper way ?
Perhaps I came out here not expecting to
Some of the experiences I've
be happy.
had, and some of the people I've met have
certainly

that

intensified

come back, I'm going
Perhaps

tude.

here

it

is

to

feeling.

change

II

my

possible to be

I

atti-

happy

!"

Beauty Hand-Made
Continued from page 61
low and out

feel

6 SUPERIOR FEATURES young
She
1. Twin tabs hold plaster
firm,

smooth.

No

bulging.

is waterproof— not affected
by bathing.
3. Won't stick to stocking.
4.

Inconspicuous.

5.

Keeps

6.

Individual medicated cen-

ters

clean.

— safer, more

Also try

effective.

DRYBAK BUNION Then

N(W eiUNSWICK. H * (J

asked a rising

looked at me inquiringly.
mean, what do you do when your
spirits need a bit of a lift?
Some girls go
Others go to a
out and buy a new hat.
beauty parlor and have their hair done.
They feel better on the spot."
"I see what you mean," she laughed.
"What I do is to have a manicure. Someway when I look down at my hands and
see them soft and smooth, with the nails
well shaped and soignee, I feel that such
hands must belong to a very nice person.

and CALLUS PLASTERS my
Q

I

"I

Drybak backing

Special

2.

of sorts?"

actress.

I

realize

that

they

are

mine and

spirits rise at once."

There is a tip worth taking
Just what do the movie stars
develop or to keep lovely hands?

CHICAGO, ill

can you do?

do

to

What

You can do a great deal in improving
the texture of the skin of your hands. This
skin is constantly changing. See to it that
it changes for the better.
It contains less
oil than the skin on your face, for instance.
You will see what I mean if you will rub
a finger over your forehead, then look at
it.
Unless you have recently powdered or
wiped your face, your finger will show
rub your finger over
traces of oil.
the back of your hand.
It is dry, isn't it ?
This means that your hands, to be kept

Now

soft and smooth, need frequent treatment
with the right nourishing oils. A nourishing cream or lotion should always find a
place on your dressing-table, in your bathroom, and if you spend any time in a

kitchen, in a
If

have

handy place

there.

your hands are very dry or
neglected

them

for

a

long

you

if

time,

Own

Be Your

MUSIC

Teacher
LEARN AT HOME
...

by note. Piano. Violin
Ukulele, Tenor Banjo, Hawaiian Guitar, Piano Accordion, Saxophone or any other
to play

instrument
derful

— or to

sing.

Won-

new method

teaches in
as
ABC. No "numbers" or trick
music. Cost averages only a
few cents a day. Over 700,000
half

the

Simple

time.

students.

F

today
Free Booklet and Free DemREE BOOK Write
onstration Lesson explaining
method
for

in

this

detail. Tell what
dress plainly.
TJ. S.

your favorite instrument

SCHOOL OF MUSIC,

is

and write name and ad-

11910 Brunswick Bldg.,

New York,

N.Y.

PLAYING
Set!
N,T,AL

CARDS
Earn money taking
ders

among your

or-

friends

and others for our beautiful new line of Playing Cards,
including the new Initial Card.
Unique, smart styles; popular
low prices Liberal commission.
Make your spare time pay big.
1

FREE Samples
You can

Any

Hf

'•'/////iH
Initial,

^^^K

just by

start earning at once,

showing attractive

Bam cles>-

Thousands of pros-

Pects near you. No experience
Men or "omen, write (or full
and sample outfit F REE!
General Card Co., 1201 W. Jackson Blvd., Dept. 47, Chicago.IU.

ATanv other

special,
Bvectalvalua
vaiues.
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Above, a typical scene on the set at the studio where Grace Moore, operaThe diva's leading man, Tullio
tic star, made "One Night of Love."
Carminati, the technicians and "props" seem to be having a swell time.

October 1934
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massage a nourishing cream in thoroughly
every night. Then pull on an old, soft pair
of gloves.
This will keep the cream from
coming off onto the sheets or blankets and
will let your hands absorb all of it.
Do not make the mistake of one young
lady I know who felt that if she wore
gloves which were a little too small for her
at night she would be able to make her
hands over into the tiny, fragile ones she
so much admired in her favorite movie

v

1

:

y';-f:

':

;;.-<

j':;

:

x-

star.
All the tight gloves did was to stop
circulation in her hands and make the
skin blotchy.
Be sure the gloves you use
are really old ones, loose and comfortable.

And
ture

of

don't try to change the

You

your hands.

bony strucBut if

can't.

you have a certain amount of perseverance
and will keep at it, you can gradually improve the shape of the

your fingers
with a
stroke as if you were working
on a pair of very new and very precious
kid gloves. This will improve the circulation in your fingers and smooth the joints.
Then give the tips of your fingers, one at
a time, each a good, firm pinch. It doesn't
hurt and it is very good for them. It will
encourage them to be more pointed than
they naturally are and have more graceful

way
downward
this

massage

:

tips of

the

fingers

lines.

Your wrists are important if you want
graceful hands.
The following exercise
will help you keep them flexible and attractive.
Let your arms fall limply at your
sides.
Now shake your hands as vigorously as you possibly can.
Shake them
and shake them. Let them fly around in
all directions.
Rest a few moments and
then do it again.
This will loosen and
limber up your whole arm.
Tight wrists
will take away the charm of even the prettiest hand.

.

One of the best known cures for an inferiority complex
is
to give yourself a
beautiful manicure.
You always have your
hands in front of you where you can look
at them.
Your face you never see just as
you never hear your own voice. You have
to look in a mirror to have even the faintest idea of how you look.
But you see
your own hands and if they are very
charming they will make you proud of
yourself.
"What nice hands I have !" you
will say to yourself.
And the next time
you look around for the inferiority comhas vanished.
The shape in which you manicure your
nails has a great deal of effect on the general appearance and shape of your hand.
A long oval is usually the most becoming.
Sharp points make your fingers look like
claws, so avoid them.
As to the shade of your nail polish, let
your conscience and your costume be your
guide
Vivid red nails with some clothes
are atrocious with others, particularly pale
tans, greys and some blues, they are beautiful.
As a general thing bright nails are
not worn as much today as they were a
short time ago. If you are in doubt about
them, save them for evenings with your
party clothes.
plex,

it

!

;

Now

because this is a beauty article,
before we end we want to go on record on
one important matter. The most beautiful
hands in the world are capable hands, ones
which accomplish things. A listless, pale,
clammy hand, no matter how well cared

A

for, is ugly.
gentle, capable, "accomplishing" hand, no matter how roughened,
red and awkward it may be, is beautiful!
That inner beauty which everyone of us
somehow has, the sort of thing which
shines through .people's eyes and makes
you forget all about complexions and makeup, shines through hands as well.
Gentle
fingers are always lovable, always welcome

They may have rough surfaces and still be
The point is, they don't need to'

lovely.

There

is

a right lamp

for every socket in your home
home in ten has adequate light for reading, sewing or
any other close visual task. EyeScarcely one

and eventually impaired vision, result when eyes are compelled
strain,

to

work

in half-light.

Make sure you

and your family are not handicapped
by improper and insufficient light.
Follow these five simple rules:

3.

Wall

Brackets: 15 to

tive lighting.

Reading Lamps : Use one ioo-watt Edison
Lamp, or two 6o's, or three 40's, de-

MAZDA

pending upon the number of sockets.
Ceiling Fixtures:

4. All bulbs should be shaded to avoid glare.
Shades should be light-colored inside and
open at the top to throw light to the ceiling.
5.

Buy lamp bulbs that bear the trade-mark
Then you are sure
getting good light at low cost.

of a reputable manufacturer.

of

of Edison

home today, noting
lamps. Then get an assortment

lights in your

all under-size

Mazda Lamps from

your dealer.

WRITE FOR FREE BOOKLET, "The New

Kitchen and laundry, 100
to 150 watts. Living room or dining room, a
total of 150 to 2.00 watts.
2.

watts for decora-

bathroom or dressing table mirror.

Check the
1.

2.5

60 watts on each side of the

Story of Seeing." Tells important facts about
light and eyesight. General Electric Co.,

Dept. 166, Nela Park, Cleveland, Ohio.

EDISON MAZDA LAMPS
GENERAL

# ELECTRIC

SCREENLAND
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ANY SMART
Tips for the Beauty-Wise
STYLE
Have

MORE

Clothes-

Smart Individuality
.

.

.

SAVE

Beautiful Clothes.

mis

EARN

. . .

. .

.

•>

Smart.

whole world and shrug
your shoulders at doubts
and duties while you lie
there wrapped around in

Alluring . . may
Chic.
.
now be YOURS! Right at home,
in spare time, you can learn how
.

.

.

.

.

.

to make all your own clothes.
You can copy any smart design

—

you

at a third to half
see
cost in the shops.
•

The new fashions and advancing
prices have created a bin new demand for dressmakers and designers. You can easily earn from $20
to $40 a week at home or have a
splendid income in a smart shop
your own.

To

PROVE TO YOU

you can

how easily

Ihrough this fascinating home-study course we will
gladly send you the first big 48nage lesson and full information
FREE. Just mail the coupon.
learn

Woman's Institute, Dept. 93-K, Scranton, Pa.
FKEE with no obligation, first
Send me

—

and

lesson

—

full Information

every pore in your body
lapping up contentment.
Is the odor pine?
Is it
bayberry.
wouldn't

Tangee, the lipstick

Earn Money In Dressmaking
and Designing

of

that soft fragrance, with

its

which is universally
becoming.

that

TANGEE

a lipstick you will enjoy using. It does
away with that
painted look men hate to
see on the lips of the
girl they like.

Some

about course checked:

We

is

Dorothy Gray's Bath Oil
brings dreams of forests.

to Make Smart Clothes for Myself
to Become a Professional Dressmaker
Foods and Home Cookery
Millinery
How to Run a Tea Room, Tourists' Home, etc.

sketched here

WANTEDSONGS

ORIGINAL POEMS,
for

Dept.

immediate consideration

M. M. M. PUBLISHERS
Studio
SU

knew about

Portland, Ore.

That

— spare time— 20 minutes a
Overcome "stage
in

day.
fright", gain selfv confidence, increase your salary, through
•tability to sway others by effective
Write now for free booklet.
/speech.

Bow to Work Wonders

With Words.
North American Institute, Dept. 4437
3601 Michigan Avenue, Chicago, III.

My method

positively prevents hair from
permanent.
growing again.
Safe,
easy,
Use it privately, at home. The delightf
relief will
bring happiness, freedom
of mind and greater success.
We teach Beauty Culture. Send 6c in
stamps TODAY for Booklet. For promptness in writing me, I will include a $2.00
I

Certificate for

Mahler Beauty Preparations.

.

trilogy of smart fall
styles from Selby Shoes.

the

I.

as

roughens your

lips

it

—

pump
formal

NEVER SQUEEZE BLACKHEADS. IT CAUSES
SCAES, INFECTION!
Dissolve
Blackheads
scientifically with amazing KLEERPLEX WASH.
This wonderful NEW DISCOVERY contains 5
Also refines Large Pores,
Greasiness, Shine. Clears
Sallow, Tanned Skin.
Has marvelous
medicated pore purifying powers.
Gets at the
scientific ingredients.

stops

embarrassing

Muddy,

cause

QUICKLY, SAFELY! RENEWS! LIGHT-

BEAUTIFIES your skin. Gives you that
SEE INSTANT IMclean-cut attractive look.
PROVEMENT. No chemicals. No staying home.
A guaranteed pure, natural product, approved by
Health Authorities and thousands of happy users Men and Women.
Nothing like it/ Stop wasting time and money on ordinary' products.
Your skin deserves the best. Get your 2 mos' supply of Kleerplex
Wash TODAY. At vour drug or department store or send SI. (plus
(Dept. 17) 1 W. 34th St.. N. Y. Cor
.10 postage) to
Outside U. S. 1.25, and no
pay postman (plus C.O.D. charge).
BACK GUARANTEE! Clip this adv.
C.O.Ds.
ENS1

—

KLEERPLEX

MONEY

—

—

is

most

is

but

thoroughly

"Nanette." It is a shoe
you can hardly do without if your foot is in-

is

the

En

Avion, the Caron per-

fume,

lifts

When
is a bath not just a bath?
softened and perfumed with Dorothy
If you think that is farGray's Bath Oil
fetched, just try a tablespoon or more of
this shining green liquid in your tub and
Being the honest souls you are, you
see.
will write right back, "Dear Feminifties:
You were right. Absolutely right about
love it!"
the Dorothy Gray Bath Oil.
For there is something about this bath
oil that makes even such a simple, humdrum thing as keeping clean, a thrilling
You gloat over the
sort of experience.
When

it

it

The Styl-Eez
a bit more

practical with its trim,
The Ttailored air.
strap is unusually flattering with its inlay and
They call it
stitching.

that is!

BLACKHEADS!

and

wearable.

com-

world to have on them.
Put on in the morning;
and you
it lasts all day
know what an advantage

in

!

beautiful,

it

the softest, most
in
thing
fortable

what you want

a daytime shoe, comfort
with no sacrifice of chic.
The comfort must be
felt, so we will say no
more about that. But
the style is something
you can see with your
own eyes. Notice the
swirls of stitching on
That shoe
the oxford.
certainly has a flair for
style
The lines are

is made on a
cold cream base. When
the weather hardens, or

KILL THE HAIR ROOT

U.A. AHLER CO., 0ept.29-M, Providence. R.

all

They are

!

actly

It is perfect for

to you.
fall

:

why

is

you.

equipped with comfort features but you
would never suspect it
to look at them, would
you
And that is ex-

A

it.

for

new Selby

all

world loves lipstick and
why about all the feminine world uses one.
Tangee is a little cosmetic gem in a simple dark
case which ought to be
It
in
every handbag.
changes color on the lips
for different types and is
certain to be becoming

Learn Public
Speaking
At home

all

Lips to have their full
charm must be colorful.

Bldg.

a

perfect shoe
for daytime.

the virtues and none of
the vices of its kind.
Since I have been using
it I have liked it so well
and my friends have
said they liked it so well,
and I have been so
proud of it, that I
wanted to be sure you

Address..

is

model and they form a
wardrobe

!

But Tangee has

have had a trilogy
smart shoe styles

Each one

all.

(Please specify whether Miss or Mrs.)

grand.

practical part of
it is that it softens the
water and
seems
to
make the soap you use
go twice as far.

of

— the shameless things
—won't stay on at of

Name..

it is

The

We

you

lipsticks,

know, have a tendency
Others
to dry the lips.

How
How

But we do know

know.

is

!

We

your

spirits.

clined to be broad, as it
slenderizing.
very
is
Any one of these shoes

makes a good walking
companion.

Some you
Perfumes are like people
wish you could escape the moment you meet
them. Others you would like to have near
you for life. Caron's latest fragrance, "En
Avion," is of the latter sort. It is a subtle
odor which gives a lift to your spirits the
moment you come near it. It is well named,
"In flight !" It is even more modern than
It takes you for a whirl up hi
its name.
the clouds and never lets you down.
We sniffed it
It is a different perfume!
again and again, inquiringly, trying to find
some familiar word with which to describe
!

October

for

1934
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All sorts of ridiculous things

it.

cams

into

our head: clear, soft twilight with brilliant
skies
diamonds shot with green fire ice
with scarlet shadows. These things don't
exist.
They have no fragrance. But if
they had!
The fact of the matter is we
just can't describe it.
All we can do is to
like it and recommend it to you.
;

;

GET IN
FOR

We

warn you we are helping you cultivate expensive tastes!
"En Avion" is expensive, but it is not extravagant.
Every
drop is worth its weight in emeralds.
Marie Earle's "Nurimor" is a new nourcream which differs in several essential ways from others which you have used.
ishing

It is thinner, creamier, easier to take up
onto your hand, and for that reason easier
to apply.
It does not stretch your skin.
are told it contains an ingredient
which penetrates the skin more swiftly than
anything before used in making creams.
Your own use of it will bear this out as it
is absorbed almost
instantly, the moment
you put it on.
You will particularly like the rested,
comfortable feeling it gives around your
eyes each night as you pat it in.
Little
lines, even wrinkles, would have to be very
ambitious and conscientious indeed to stand
up against its regular use.
In the morning the skin around your
eyes will have that fresh, youthful appearance that is so flattering to everybody. And
unless all signs fail, it not only gives the
appearance of youth, but really keeps the
skin young. Because it penetrates so quickly and thoroughly it does not leave the
greasy sticky feeling of the average nourishing cream, many of which we must admit
are pretty uncomfortable bed-fellows.
By the way, have you noticed the gay,
new dress in which all the Marie Earle
preparations are costumed ? Lovely to look
at and a good indication of the fine preparations within
See them.

We

-

!

FASHION
The modern mode bows

the youthful figure. Gentle

curves have become indispensable. Clothes are built
to feminine contours.

To many

Continued from page 18

wisely. Exercise moderately.

And

be sure your meals con-

tain

adequate "bulk" to pre-

vent faulty elimination.

Lack of bulk may endanger both health and
complexions
of the
win.

it

or not, he's

"The

strangest part of it all is I never
gave a thought to the baby before he was
here all I could think of was my wife."
Eddie pulled on his pipe and talked
animatedly.
I was warned the baby had
become his favorite topic but I was hardly
prepared for such fervent parenthood.
"As for a woman," he went on, "no
career or love or anything can take its
place.
If Gladys and I loved each other
before, how do you think I feel about her

—

now ?

Yet

it

—

—

motherhood.
thing- else.

It

Why

spends

money on every-

shouldn't it invest in the
future and give people a chance to experience the greatest thing in life? Maybe you
think I'm a little cracked on the subject
but I know what it's done for me and my
career. I know what it does to a woman,
too makes her blossom in soul and spirit.
No love or career can take its place. That's
why women stars are having babies now.
"As for me, no matter what I portray
on the screen now, I'm playing a father.
Honestly. I have a new understanding of
life
a richer comprehension of people. Do
you see what I mean?"
"I see," I smiled.
"And what do you
want the baby to be?"

—

—

Eddie shrugged.

"I told

you he was an

to

can be corrected
delicious cereal.

Laboratory

show
that Kellogg's All-Bran
tests

furnishes "bulk" as well as

B and

"bulk"

is

iron.

This

similar to that of

leafy vegetables.

Two

tablespoonfuls daily

are usually sufficient.

much

How

better than risking

patent medicines.

Kellogg's

"I know there are a lot of people who
don't have children because of the economic
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individual. Of course I hope lie'll do something creative but I don't care what he is
so long as he's not a bank president or a
dealer in armaments."
"Suppose lie should want to be either?"
Robinson, peri, was highly indignant.
"He won't be a dealer in armaments with
And as
the upbringing he's going to get.
God forbid
but if he makes
for a banker
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Before he was born, Eddie
gave up his career for months to spend a
quiet time with Gladys in a rooftop apartment in New York. As soon as the baby
was old enough, and Mrs. Robinson sufficiently recovered, the family traveled back
California with a competent nurse.
to
Eddie promptly bought a house that he
and Gladys have built to the glory of
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just finishing a portrait of his
the furniture everything
was selected with great care, for the baby
and his future."
Both Gladys and Eddie, who loved the
New York stage so much at one time, find
In
that it no longer holds inducements.
York is too great a
the first place,
distance from California, the house and the
baby.
In the second, although everyone
comes to Eddie with a play when he's in
New York, he's almost afraid to go back
"I've lost the patience to reto the stage.
peat a performance night after night," he
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Something that can be served also
j

mented Jean.
serve something else that we can
find only at one place in Los Angeles," Mrs.
"Salmon sliced very thin,
Bello recalled.
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is

at teas

very much liked at the cocktail hour
White bread, cut paper thin, spread
is this
with pimento cheese, rolled and then
toasted. "The bread absorbs the cheese and
it tastes something like cheese-sticks," com-

but

of your body without strenuous
diets, dangerous drugs, exercise.
Leaves the flesh firm and gives a
natural healthy glow to the skin.
Makes you feel years younger.
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flashed

me one

of his

broad smiles.
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An amazing invention called

scientific principle for

He

"But we
"I might like to," he admitted.
actors are always talking of retiring.
I'm
like the rest
I guess I'll keep on acting
as long as the public will have me."
Eddie now has six months in which to
rest, act on the stage, or do any picture
he likes for other studios. He is supposed
to do a picture for Paramount, and he was
playing with the idea of being in "The
Good Earth" for Metro, to say nothing of
possibly portraying an armament king for
Columbia and doing "Napoleon," "Pasteur"
and "Beethoven" for his home-studio,
Warners. But the last three are indefinite.
Everything interests him, but
"Why don't you have a baby ?" he asked
me suddenly as I was leaving.
"Even
"Eddie !" remonstrated Gladys.
though you know the girl
"Well, after all, everyone should have a
baby when she's married," he protested.
If Edward G. Robinson weren't a father,
I think as "next best" he'd want to be a
mother
Truly for him life has begun at
forty.
He is filled with new ambition, new
humor, and new philosophy and all because of the little fellow who bears the
name that he has made famous.

Inside the Stars' Studio

NO DIET -NO MEDICINES
• NO EXERCISES •

Take

I think I've got what I want now
career in pictures that say something,
that carry a message.
I want to play great
characters like Napoleon, and Beethoven
and Pasteur."
"There's one thing I'll say for Eddie,"
"Since the baby came,
laughed Gladys.
he's home from the studio at five-thirty,
no matter what he's portraying. He must
have his play hour with his son."
"Naturally, when you're a father," grinned Kddic.
"Do you suppose you'll ever retire when
your son's older so you can be a companion
to him and do things together?" I asked.

"No,

—a

Niagara

for this Free

Falls, N. Y.

Book

almost like salmon flake. We combine this
with a heavy delicious oil and roll it and put
I don't put anything in it
it on toothpicks.
because most people like the flavor of this
fish by itself."
Jean declared that the secret of excellent
hors d'oeuvres is to have them served very
hot and not to let them stand around and
get cold.
"It takes two people in the kitchen to
make a success of the serving," she insisted.
"It's so difficult to have them just right.
When a tray has been passed once at our
house, it is taken back to the kitchen and
There's all the
hot dishes brought back.
difference in the world between the fresh,
piping hot appetizer and the soggy cool one.
"Oh, Jean the hamburgers !"
Jean beamed at the thought. "Yes, we
serve miniature hamburgers that seem to
go over in a big way. I think our cook
must rub the bowl with garlic first, then
she puts the hamburger into it and seasons
She makes the
salt and pepper.
it with
balls the size of a walnut, flattens them a

—

and cooks them in a skillet, then sticks
them on toothpicks. They are no more
than a mouthful, but oh so good!"

bit

Jumbo

stuffed olives are stripped of their
stuffed with cream
fillings and
cheese then wrapped in bacon, for another

pimento

Harlow

specialty.

be held after the theatre,
substantial food is
desired, Jean adds a salad and sandwiches
to the platters of hors d'oeuvres.
"Mother's great success is sweetbread
"You prepare the
salad," Jean told me.
sweetbreads as usual and then she has the
most delicious goo to go over them. We're
all crazy about it."
"I use plenty of hard-boiled eggs," explained Jean's mother, "For six servines,
take one medium-sized cucumber, six
I
sweet pickles, finely chopped, plenty of
mayonnaise, five tablespoonsful of chili
If you like the taste of celery, put
sauce.
If the part}' is to

or for any reason

more

I make my
celery seed.
salads moist but not runny. Stir the sau:e,
mayonnaise and other ingredients together
and pour them over the sweetbreads. In
that way, they aren't likely to get pulled
to bits."
"We got so tired of chicken salad that
we substituted sweetbreads one day," remembered Jean, "and we liked them so well

in celery salt or

we

kept on using them.
"But when Mother makes chicken salad

—

she has a trick all her own she uses halves
it
of big white grapes, seeded and peeled
gives the salad a flavor nothing else will."
most delicious sandwich to serve at
these affairs is of white bread cut very thin

A

—

for
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and made

in

various shapes
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—rounds,

stars,

crescents, diamonds and so on. Butter this
as you like it.
"Then dice a cucumber " began Jean.
"Chop it, darling."
"But dice is such a good word !" sighed
Jean. "Chop it and put it in a sieve so that
it drains, and leave it in the ice box until
Mix enough mayonnaise
it's crispy-cold.
to hold it together, spread your bread with
it and pop it in the oven for a minute.
The
cucumber will be ice-cold and the bread
hot toast."

—

Sometimes Mrs. Bello pours French
dressing over the draining cucumber, because she likes the flavor, but both agree
that this makes a delicate sandwich absolutely incomparable.
"Tomato sandwiches, too " began Jean,

—

eagerly.

new about

"Darling, there's nothing

to-

mato sandwiches !"
"Maybe not, but

I never get any at other
houses that are as good as those we have

home," persisted the young star, tossing
back the cloud of platinum hair that set all
at

America copying. "The secret of them is
to get very small tomatoes, ice them well,
and then slice them, put them on your bread
and toast the whole thing quickly. I think
most people are careless about the size of
the tomato, so they have to be cut and they
run and the whole thing's a mess. Our bread
is always the same size as the tomato slice."
"If you want to make a sandwich a bit
different," threw in Mrs. Bello, "you can
sprinkle a tiny bit of grated cheese on them
before you toast them.
Jean took a little dancing step down the
room.
"I know something that's perfectly grand
for an after-theatre lunch, if you serve
beer," she said. "Or even if you don't serve
it.
I don't happen to drink beer but I
adore these funny little things. They are
popcorn nuts.
"Mother and I first had them at the
Congress Hotel in Chicago, and they were
so fascinating that I got Mother to ask the
hotel manager what they were and how to
make them, and now we do them here. You

get ordinary popcorn kernels and put them
in a skillet with a little olive oil
be sure
to use a skillet and not a corn-popper
and
when the kernels are just ready to pop, you
take the skillet off the fire, salt the nuts
and eat them. They will look a creamy
brown and are they marvelous ?
"The trouble with them is that you keep
on eating them until they're gone. You dip
I
and you dip and you eat and you eat
wish we had some right this minute
"I've never made them myself, but I think
you have to experiment until you discover
the exact moment to take the nuts off the
fire.
Perhaps after the very earliest kernel
begins to pop. But try them
You'll never
be sorry."
She came back to the fireside seats with
a little rush.

—

—

!

Easy to end pimples, blackheads,
large pores, oily skin
Thousands report quick
improvement with famous
medicated cream.

cream that actually helps correct complexion troubles— be they pimples, blackheads,
large pores, oiliness or rough skin.

smartly! Make yourself as attractive as you can! But what's the
use if a blemished skin ruins your charm

Noxzema's penetrating medications work
deep into the pores— purge away clogged,
blemish-causing poisons— leave pores medically pure and clean. Its balmy oils soothe
and soften irritated skin. Then its ice-like

Dress
ior

men?

Don't despair— your skin can be made

Not with ordinary
creams, though! They remove only the
surface dirt. Follow the advice of doctors,
nurses and over 6,000,000 women who
clear, lovely, alluring.

have already discovered this priceless
beauty secret! Use Noxzema, the medicated

baked crust, put a meringue on top and

brown the whole thing in a hot oven."
"You can't imagine how wonderful it is !"
sighed Jean, "The grapes are still cold and

—

hot I suppose you could do the
same thing with raspberries, but give me
grapes !"
the

pie

—

WORKS

Your first application will do wonders.
In 8 hours overnight Noxzema will
show a big improvement. Morning will
show blemishes are far less noticeable. You
can touch your skin and feel how much

—

HOW

and

finer it is!

TO USE:

Apply Noxzema every
make-up has been removed.
Wash off in the morning with warm water,
followed by cold water or ice. Apply a little
Noxzema again before you powder as a
protective powder base. Noxzema is greaseless— vanishing— stainless! With this sciennight after

all

tifically perfect

pie

they are stiff, then fold in the ice-cold
grapes when you are just about ready to
serve the pie, pour the mixture into the

IT

astringents refine the coarsened skin texture to exquisite fineness.

softer

!

"Mother, tell how you make that delicious
you invented," she demanded. "I don't
know what pie has to do with hors
d'oeuvres, but people can serve it for Sunday night suppers or special desserts. It's
my favorite food and I'd love you try it."
Mrs. Bello obliged.
"You take those sweet little seedless
grapes, wash them and ice them.
Make a
pie crust and bake it as a shell. Beat whites
of eggs together with a little sugar until

HOW

complexion

aid, you'll

soon

glory in a skin so clean and clear and lovely
it will stand closest scrutiny.
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—
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Bellamy

Continued from page 24
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Not merely fashion, but feminine
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I asked him about that bane of every
player's career in the films, "typing" as it's
called.
In the film trade it has been an old
and honored custom for the producers to
plead that the public, not the producer is
responsible. The argument being that fans
seeing an actress or actor in a certain type
of role which makes strong appeal, demands
that personality be brought back again and
again in precisely the same type of character.
"It's the casting director," Bellamy said.
"Naturally the one who casts a picture
wants to play as safe as possible, and he
has an air-tight argument if he casts an
actor for say the role of an engineer if that
actor gained favorable notice in a previous
picture in which he appeared as an engineer.
But from the actor's standpoint 'typing' is
If the public dea menace to his career.
manded a player to go on indefinitely doing
only one type of character, the fan mail
would certainly indicate that and it
doesn't, or in my case certainly has not.
Fan mail, incidentally, is the surest guide
any screen player can follow in seeking to
please the public.
"I like to play heavy roles because they
afford better acting opportunities, but it's
risky business doing them more than at
widely spaced intervals causes you to
loose out too much with the public."
An actor who has been through all of
the paces as Bellamy has more than a
year as a contract player, nearly three years
free-lancing, playing all kinds of roles in
six of the major studios of Hollywood
should know something about the current
situation of the actor in the present Hollywood set-up. He takes no argumentative
attitude toward any general opinions, but
he is at variance with many of the opinions
For example
expressed by other actors.
on the position of the term contract.
"Under present conditions," he says, "the
term contract is an advantage. The studios

—

defray

PUNDIT TABORE
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Street,
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was reading the play and assured me it
However, nothing had
was "a honey."
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buy story material with their own contract
players in mind, and there are not the num-

that time.

Photo of -myself after
losing 28 lbs. and reductng 4'A indies.

I

likelihood is that the play will he an adaptation of a novel, dramatized by the author
of one of the greatest, if not the greatest,
popular dramatic successes of recent years,
and produced by the man who has given
Broadway the biggest stage hits of the
That's as far as I can
past two seasons.
go, in view of the promises made to Ralph
Bellamy at the time of this interview. He

been settled about the play's production at

*

^ft

I
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Address
trial.
It will cost you nothing.
Frontier Asthma Co., 10 W, Frontier Bldg.,
462 Niagara St., Buffalo, N. Y.
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ber of choice parts available for the freearranged a canlance there once was.
1
cellation of my contract with Fox the second year I was out there, but that was
because at the time there was not enough
variety of parts, nor a quality of parts that
I thought I needed to establish myself as a

As I sat there looking at him, it seemed
strange indeed, that this actor, over six feet
in height and weighing a hundred-seventy
pounds, more or less, got the part which
led to the offers of a screen contract by
wearing two sweaters under a somewhat
over-size jacket in order to qualify for the
leading male role in "Roadside," the Arthur
Hopkins stage play which failed.
"That part," Bellamy said, "was one of
I
those about which every actor dreams.
had my pick of several offers, but signed
with Joseph M. Schenck on the advice of
Mr. Hopkins.
"I landed in 'Roadside' just when it appeared that I would have to take any kind
of job at whatever work I could get. I had
completed a season of stock in Buffalo,
(Catherine
that's where I met Catherine
Willard of the stage, now Mrs. Ralph
Bellamy) and was trying to live without

—

—

room down

in Greenwich Vilhad about given up hope of
anything materializing, I got a call from
an agent, was sent to see Mr. Hopkins, and
by the best of good luck landed the part,
which, incidentally had been set for Walter
Wally, however, refused it and
Huston.
after a week out of town and about a week
in New York, the show closed and I was
on my way to Hollywood.
"The contract with Mr. Schenck called
for thirty weeks' work, and twenty weeks'
I plaved in
layoff, if I was not needed.
'The Secret Six' in which Wallace Beery
starred, and then came the lay-off which
had me in about the same financial situation as when I was in Greenwich Village.
But I was 'sold' on pictures, stuck, and
eating, in a
lage.

When

I

then landed the

Fox

contract."

Ralph Bellamy may go back to the stage,
but you Bellamy fans can be sure of this
much he'll be back in pictures and will
remain in pictures as long as you want him.

—

Personally

I

think that's

fine,

for

it

seems

to me Bellamy has done pretty well by the
films in a wide variety of parts, and the
pictures and picture public have been pretty
_

good

to

Bellamy.

Carlisle

Is!

Continued from page 25

who had found a basis of
advantage with the Paramount
publicity department.
"I've been looking into camera lenses

the merchants

mutual

ever since I got here. That is what I work
at in the studios," she laughed.
Naturally the first thing I wanted to
know about was how she had fared when
Paramount gave her her second part in a
picture co-starring Bing Crosby and Miriam Hopkins. That's important company
And then
for a newcomer to the films.
Kitty proceeded to bear out the impression
that she "takes things in stride."
"I was a bit scared, at first," she con"I did not see how my_ singing
fessed.
could be combined successfully with Bing
Crosby's, and Miriam Hopkins is such an
important acting star, who according to
hearsay, was very precise and exacting

about the technique of motion picture acting.
"But I went to work hoping for the
And I soon found that this 'best'
best.
was even better than I expected. Bing is
so sweet, such a considerate chap to work
with."

Then Kitty proceeded

to

put the final

on the legend that was knocked into
a cocked-hat in an article in Screenland
S. R. Mook told what actually
last month.
happened when The Hopkins was cast to
co-star with Bing Crosby. An event which
Hollywood expected to produce a barrage
of temperamental explosions threatening to
cause "ground noises" on the sound tracks
of every camera for miles around, turned
blast

out to be as boisterous as a social at the
Friends' Meeting House. He quoted Bing,
Director Nugent, and Hoppy herself. Now
listen to Kitty Carlisle's version.
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"Miss
Hopkins rehearsed with me,
coached me, went over scenes time and
again, asking me which way her entrance
or position would enable me to feel most
comfortable and natural.
When the details had been worked out on that plan,
she would suit her action to it.
I would
have been surprised to have had such consideration

from a

astonished to

star
receive

on the stage
it

in

—

pictures.

I

HERE

QUICK SAFE SURE

IS

1

was
Not

that

picture people are less considerate,
(they are more considerate according to
my experience so far), than those of the
stage, but hearsay had made me believe
that such was the case."
All of which jibed with my own notions
on two counts
First, that the big stars
are only too glad to cooperate with their
colleagues, if only for the selfish reason
that it is for their own good to have the
final work a creditable production in every
respect.
And second, that my initial impression of Kitty Carlisle was correct. She
is the type that throws herself whole-heartedly into anything she undertakes, and
wins the respect and co-operation of others
similarly interested in the task at hand.
Though born in New Orleans, Kitty
Carlisle only within the past few years has
come to know America. After her father's
death, Kitty's mother decided to take a
trip to Europe.
Kitty was eight, at that
time.
The "trip" stretched into a permanent residence of thirteen years, during
which she paid one visit to the States. In
Paris and London she studied voice and
dramatics.
Her first professional appearance was at a little theatre in Vincennes,
a Paris suburb.
Up to that time Kitty
was studying operatic music. But popularity abroad of the American musical comedy style of music started her singing such
songs as Can't Help Lovin' That Man,
the Helen Morgan hit in "Show Boat."
Returning to America, Kitty at once proceeded to look for an opportunity on the
stage.
There was a road tour in a tabloid
version of "Rio Rita" and then "Champagne Sec."
Between those engagements Kitty did
some radio work, but she says radio did
not appeal to her. "I like to act a part as
well as sing," she added, "and for that
reason I was not interested so much by
radio.
Nor did I find any enthusiasm for
concert work." For one who was really a
newcomer to her own native country, Kitty
was pretty choosey, but she knew what she
wanted, and got it.
"I'm glad," she says, "I did not continue studies for operatic singing.
Even
if I ultimately did arrive in opera I don't
believe I'd like it as much as the work
I'm doing. Operatic acting is too restricted by tradition, there is no chance to create, the roles are played as created by some
star of the past."
I asked how she liked Hollywood, the
Hollywood in its social sense as famed
around the world.
"To tell the truth, I don't know anything
about it
I have not gone about there. It
has been a place for me to work.
But
I don't believe I shall spend any vacations
I may get in Hollywood.
I'd rather get
away, see something else, have a change.
"I don't know what my next picture will
be.
I understand it has been pretty well
set for me to play again with Bing Crosby
in his next musical 'Here Is My Heart.'
I
hope so. But one can't be sure until the
cameras actually start.
I can't say that
I mind that arrangement a bit, as a matter
of fact it seems to me to add to the excite:

FROM

PAINFUL FEET-

CORNS
CALLOUSES

BUNIONS
SORE TOES
makes no

which of these
you may have or how
difficult you have found it to get relief
Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads will make you
foot-happy the instant you apply them!
Wherever your shoe rubs, presses or
pinches an aching corn, painful callous,
It

difference

Kitty, I
inclined to believe that she will take it
in her stride, doing the job with a youthful
enthusiasm that, perhaps, explains the success she has registered as a singing star of
the screen.
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Stocking Protectors. Patented, feather-light, they lock on
the heel, prevent rubbing and resultant holes. Made of
durable, washable, free from
soft, pliable KEMISUEDE
dangers and objections of rubber. Slipped over stocking

—

ing.

Tu-Toned— Maltese

No messy gumming.no stitch-

color

on one

side,

Nutmeg on the

other. Reversible so that one pair goes with all colors of hose.

PREVENT BLISTERS AND INFECTIONS
Recommended by
ful,

doctors and chiropodists to prevent painThey stop chafing and bring soothfor Walk-Eze Stocking Protectors at SHOE

dangerous

ing relief.

blisters.

Ask
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SIZE
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give
STOCKINGS the biggest item in clothes expense
DOUBLE, often TRIPLE weur when guarded by Walk-Eze

heel, they cling of themselves.

be done around camps. He apportions himand no shirker's
self a share of the work
and attends to it. He
iare, I tell you
does about as much work as any of us.
"I'll never forget the time when he fired
It was only
a shotgun for the first time.
a couple of years ago, and he was still a
He had been shooting rifles
little shaver.
for a year or so, but for some reason he
had never handled a shotgun. Now if you
know anything about firearms, you know
that a shotgun packs a kick like a jolt of

WALK-EZE

Dept. A-3, 242 Wolf Street,
Syracuse, New York.

lightning.

known men

I've

to

have their

collarbones broken by the back-punch of a
shotgun. Well, Al picked up my gun and
took aim at something. He pulled the trighe was sitting there on
ger, and bang!
the ground three feet away, with the silliest
expression on his face that I've ever seen.
I let go of a big guffaw; I couldn't help

—

He

it.

grinned

shoulder, got
another load

I

!

just

this

bit

He

braced,

and

this

rubbed his
asked for
passed him a shell, with
sheepishly,

his

to

feet

of advice:

—and

'Brace yourself.'

and pulled the trigger again,
time he was ready for the kick.

"That's the way he does things. That's
the way I do things, too. I suppose we're
closer to each other because we go at our

KFUTUREi
Astrology the Oldest Science known
to Mam Reveals favorable periods
for travel, health, love, happiness,
business, financial affairs.
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$50
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$100

problems

in the

same manner.

leave for my next deer hunt,
Al is going along. I usually go down into
the heart of Arizona to hunt deer, and the
chase calls for lots of real horseback ridincludes jumping fences and
ing, which
barriers, fording streams, and riding up
and down steep embankments. Al's pre-

"When

I

paring for his first deer hunt now. He is
spending most of his spare time in the
saddle, learning to stick when the horse
jumps. The kind of riding we'll do down
in Arizona is dangerous, but I know Al
If he does have a few
will come through.
nasty spills, he'll get up and try it again.
"I like the way he keeps his mouth shut,
when nine out of ten youngsters would be
When I came back home from
whining.
the hospital a few months ago, after my
appendicitis operation which had ended
I
with peritonitis, I looked like a ghost.
had lost fifty pounds. Al took one look at

me, compressed
He always
Clark.'

methods make it
Our simple,
easy to learn Commercial Art, CartoonAT HOME,
Designing
quickly,
ing and

his lips,

proven

calls

and

said,

me

Clark;

'Hello,
I

call

him Al. I got some sort of a grin together and answered, 'Howdy, Al.' Not a
word about the hospital stay.
"Well, a few weeks after that, he was
stricken with appendicitis.
The doctor

came to the house and pronounced it an
emergency case. He ordered that Al be

Of course, I went
along. I watched him closely. We've never
talked about it since, but I'm pretty sure
that he was thinking of how I looked the
day I returned from the hospital.
"He was a little nervous, I guess.
isn't nervous, going to a hospital for a
rushed to the hospital.

Who

major operation?

But he had only one
thing to say.
He said it when the
physicians came to his room to administer
Al said, 'I guess taking
the anesthetic.
out my appendix is going to hurt, doc.
I can
Just make it as easy as you can.
take it!' Of course, he didn't know that
He only
ether would deaden him to pain.

remembered how worn and tired I had
looked when I had been wheeled home from
a similar operation."
slight
Suddenly Gable ceased talking.
frown furrowed the space between his eyebrows. His lips tightened slightly.
"You're probably costing me my happy
home," he accused.

A

"How come?"
"Al

"As

hates

I chirped.
publicity," Clark

explained.

won't be photoThe only pictures
graphed with me.
cameramen ever get are snapped without
when he and
Occasionally,
warning.
Georgianna go to a preview with me,
cameramen from the various sj'ndicates try
I'm willing
to get pictures of us together.
but they're not. Except for one occasion
at a railway station, they have never posed
with me.
"This is the first time I've talked much
And by the
about Georgianna and Al.
way, most of the talk has been about Al.
I guess that's because we men hang together.
She and her mother are as paiiy
At any rate. I'm going to
as Al and I.
have to square myself for squealing. And
that won't be easy."
"I can suggest a remedy," I offered.
I've

told

you,

he

—

"What?"
"Take Al along, the next time you go
on a grizzly bear hunt."
Gable mused over the idea.
lit with a grin.
"Not a bad idea !" he said.

Then

his

face
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(IKfene

of^the

memorable night last December
Hepburn flopped in (to)
when
"The Lake" and almost drowned in her
tears, as she begged to have the curtain
of

for

Chicago, U.S.A.

TKeatre

I. Stage, Talking Pictures and Radio. (40th Year). Graduates: Lee Tracy.
Fred Astaire. Peggy Shannon. Zita Johann. Una Merkei. Mary Plcklord.
Drama. Dance Vocal. General Culture teachm ? and direenne AppearSec'y LAND, 66 W.S5 St., N. T.
ances, Debuts. ForGatalog. write

that

Katharine

Verily,
rung down after the first act.
Frances Robinson-Duff had unleashed the

emotional faucets
distinguished
I remembered, too, seeing a
white-haired lady, leaving her second row
seat to rush backstage during intermission.
"There goes Frances Robinson-Duff,
Hepburn's voice teacher!" the inveterate
First Nighter pointed out to the inveterate
Star-Gazer.
Miss Duff laughed when I recalled the
incident.

"Of course, I was held responsible for
Hepburn's
the critics' comments on Miss
monotonous voice, but if anyone had stopped
learned
to investigate, they would have
for
that Katharine hadn't come to me
proher
Harris,
play.
Jed
the
in
coaching

ducer, nursed a hate against all voice
teachers and refused to sanction Katharine's
studying with me.
"It was an unfortunate circumstance,"
"Every actress and actor
she continued.
who makes the the transition from screen
On
to stage needs to re-adapt his voice.
the screen, the camera is his medium of
photographs his every
It
expression.
On the stage,
thought, and never lies.
there is no revealing close-up to help him
ou t he must depend solely on his voice
Then, too, in
to register each emotion.
Hollywood he has the assistance of sound
technicians to help him regulate his voice
as it is recorded into the microphones, and
don't forget, the screen actor's audience

—

each occupy a front-row seat. The legitimate actor, on the other hand, is left entirely

on

that Miss
chair and

his

own

to

pitch

his

voice,

so

Park Avenue from her orchestra
Mr. White Collar Man from his

for

October 19 34

95
with her in

Women' and

'Little

appearing

as Romeo to her Juliet in a national radio
broadcast.
"Douglass is one of the most conscientious workers I know," Miss Duff added.

"Last Winter when he came East on a vacation, he devoted his
intensive study.
There

holiday

entire

to

were some weeks

when he would take as many
sons a day
I saw him in
!

as three les-

Man,

'Little

What Now ?' and
it is

agree with the critics that
his finest screen performance to date."

Miss Duff's own

lovely, rich voice hast-

ened on as her secretary announced her
next appointment.
"Another performance
of which I am very proud is that of Betty
Furness in 'The Life of Vergie Winters.'
"Betty, a debutante who forsook the social whirl for a Hollywood career, spent
almost a year at the
Studios, posing
for a great many publicity stills
and occasionally a motion picture
But Betty's
ambitions ran to greater heights than collecting a weekly salary check for being
catalogued a 'new face' indefinitely, so she
asked to be released from her contract and
returned to New York in time for the win_

RKO

—

!

Helen Trenholme, a comparative newcomer, who is fast
forging ahead.

ter 'season.'
Only instead of attending all
the deb parties and college proms, she con_

him with equal ease.
"Miriam Hopkins was aware of all these

gallery perch can hear

things.
That's why, when she returned to
the stage last season in 'Jezebel,' she came
to my studio every day for coaching.
Her

a beautiful Southern belle with
of a 'Lorelei' and the soul of a
'Jezebel,' required the most subtle voice
shading to reflect her constant change of

role, that of

the

charm

mood and

character.
That she mastered
every nuance of this difficult part was
evidenced by the rave notices her individual
performance received.
gratifying pupil,
!"
this Hopkins child
Miss Duff was equally enthusiastic about
Douglass Montgomery, who has been studying with her ever since he succeeded Alfred
Lunt in the Theatre Guild production of

A

"Volpone."
"He used to take his lessons right after
Katharine Hepburn, and he would always
arrive early so that he could talk to her.
He was her most rabid fan and predicted
her success long before he dreamed that
some day he would be playing love scenes

centrated on 'improving each shining hour.'
"When she had finished her first course
of lessons with me, she immediately began
another. Like Katharine and Doug, she is
relentlessly ambitious.
It wasn't until she
felt herself fully prepared to tackle Hollywood again that she took another screen
test.
M-G-M took one look at it and
signed her at once. And by one of those

—

he Thought

And Added Ten Years
to

Your Face!

Now

Rochester, Minnesota,
points the way to safe and
healthful weight reduction,
without harmful dieting or
dangerous drugs.

amusing Hollywood

twists, no sooner had
she arrived at M-G-M when she was borrowed by her former studios, RKO, at
!"
double her original salary
Miss Duff's efficient secretary appeared
in the doorway again.
"Your next lesson
appointment is still here," she gently re-

minded

her.

took my exit cue as perfectly as if I
had taken a whole season's course at the
Robinson-Duff School
And as I descended the four flights of stairs, where so many
young aspirants had climbed
to fame
I

!

UP

and fortune, I instinctively began to sound
my vowels and consonants

Send Coupon for FREE
Book on HEALTHFUL
Weight Reduction
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all

these tragedies

embarking on

—overweight

rigid dieting or

drug reducing programs, only to find that
weight they add years to their faces.

in losing

Most people become

one or two
Exercise, diet,
drugs take fat off the body generally
not
exclusively where fat is excessive
in many
places where it can't be spared. Hence come
wrinkles, sagging chin, crepe neck, and other
aging after-effects of "reducing."
places

— hips,

fat in

thighs, etc.
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Radio Parade
Continued from page 60
was

listening regularly to the plays.
In
sections where receiving sets are scarce it
has become a habit to have "theatre nights"
at houses equipped with loud speakers, before which those whose homes are less

luxuriously accommodated gather to hear
little theatre off Times
Square."
June Meredith has been the "First
Nighter" leading lady since its inception.
Miss Meredith had had wide stage experience, for a time was a member of the
Theatre Guild organization in New York.
During the three years of weekly broadcasts, Miss Meredith missed just one performance that to undergo an operation at
a Chicago hospital. That operation had a
tragic ending for June's pet, a white Japanese poodle. When separated from its mistress, Mitzi refused food, and died before
the week of Miss Meredith's confinement
the plays in "the

—

to the hospital

was

over.
leading man of the troupe,
interrupted a law course at Wisconsin University to join a stock company in Madison,
the University town. He had studied voice
and dramatics at college and conservatories.
Don was born in Kenosha. For the fiery
quality he imparts to his radio impersonations, Don draws upon his Latin heritage.
His father is an Italian, his mother Scots-

Don Ameche,

Don't Grow Old

He's glad he quit law for dramatics.
"First Nighter' playlets are selected
by a committee, and the material is drawn
from standard literary works as well as
originals
The head of the company which
sponsors the program made a trip to
Europe to obtain material from the active
playwrights there, as an additional source
to that which America's writers afford.
In staging the plays Hughes goes to great
lengths to give authentic background for
the action. For example, a playlet calling
for a scene at the prize ring was supplemented with an actual bout by professional
fighters with the third man in the ring a
professional referee.
Irish.

The

Sam Goldwyn, who produces the Eddie
Cantor pictures, has reached into radio's
back yard for more talent to embellish the
film in which Cantor is to make his next
At a social function in the
Mr. Goldwyn heard Jacques Fray and

Mario

Braggiotti

making

the

night

air
vibrant with their sparkling two-piano ar-

rangements.

Later, checking up on first
impressions, the producer consulted his loud
speaker, decided he wanted the pair for a
number in the Cantor film, and ordered his
agents to sign Fray and Braggiotti.
I imagine the agents had their
moments.

!
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know what

—

they expect of us
" Jacques kept referring to
Hollywood as "over there." And between
you and me the connotation seemed apt, in
view of what Jacques expected to happen
"It will be
to him at the movie studios.
alright," he added, "if they will give us
Then with
time for proper preparation."
one of those Gallic gestures so eloquent of
feeling and meaning, he added, "but I am
afraid it will not be so !"
"Then, who knows," he continued in the
pessimistic vein, his pale blue eyes misty
and a bit troubled, "maybe when we are
through they will decide not to use the
sequence, or perhaps use only a fragment
of it."
Jacques, you see, had been talking
to people who had been "over there."
The tall young Frenchman, with the
classic acquiline nose, looks like an athlete
in appearance, at least, a chap you might
expect to see representing his country on
His movethe Davis Cup tennis team.
ments are quick, graceful, and he speaks
with the characteristic earnestness of the
don't
over there
"I

Health, Success, Happiif if

But orders from Mr. Goldwyn ARE orders,
price finally agreed upon was
if the
at a mark that might not enhance the
agent's reputation for "buying right."
Jacques Fray intimated by what he said
and didn't say, when I talked with him at
his New York apartment just before he
and his partner left for the coast, that it
was the financial consideration alone which
induced him to agree to do the picture engagement.

—
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Hair

even

Frenchman.
"Both Braggiotti
There is no posing.
and I were amateur pianists before we
teamed up to do special concerts. We are
not solo pianists," he volunteered.

Fray was interested in music as a means
his
of escape from the banking business
He met Braggiotti
father was a banker.
in Paris where both were staying piano.

—

Braggiotti is an Italian, born in Florence,
but was familiar with the States, had lived
They decided to
in Boston for a time.
come to America and do concert work.
New York first became generally conscious
of them when they appeared with Chevalier
Then at a concert in
at his concerts there.
Carnegie Hall, an official of Columbia
Broadcasting heard them and they began
They are under contheir radio career.
tract to return to the sponsored program
on which they played last year when the

company resumes that show in the fall, in
the meantime continuing their "sustaining"
features over the Columbia system.
"Is Chevalier over there?" Fray asked
me, and I said I thought Maurice was in
It
Hollywood. "Then I .shall see him."
seemed the one incident in the projected Hollywood venture which interested
Jacques.
I left, in an hour or so Jacques and
partner Mario would be leaving for
Newark Airport and a plane for the Coast,
And
I tried to cheer the chap up a bit.
when I told Jacques I was sure his Hollywood trip would be more pleasant than he
seemed to expect, I never meant anything
more in my life. Surely everything, even
a Hollywood experience for a sensitive
artist, very devoted to the work in which
he and his partner have found such success,
has something other than a dark side.

OFF

once looked like this. L'gly hair
on face
unloved
discouraged.
Nothing helped.
Depilatories
waxes, liquids
even razors failed. Then 1 discovered a simple, painless, inexpensive method. It
worked! Thousands have won beauty and love with
the secret. My FREE Book, "How to Overcome Superfluous Hair," explains the method arid proves actual
success.
Mailed in plain envelope. Also trial offer.
No obligation. Write Mile. Annette Lanzette, P.O. Box
4010, Merchandise Mart, Dept. 73, Chicago.
I

Unloved

.

before we end these musings about
inter-dependence of radio and the
movies, what do you suppose will be the

upon the set-up of Hollywood's leading-man situation if some of the radio peo-

.

.

.

.

.

.
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PROVE in 7 Days I Can S\
make YOU a NEWMAN!"
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I changed myself from 97-lb. weakling into twice winning
title "World's Most Perfectly Developed Man".
I ll put
layers of powerful muscle all over your body. If you're fat,
flabby, I'll pare you down to fighting trim
or build you up
if you're skinny.
Write for my book 'Everlasting
Health and Strength". Tells how
my natural method of Dynamic Tension gets
quick results. Contains actual photo", valuable
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Rend for vour copv — NOW! It's
CHARLES ATLAS, Dept. 6S-K,
St., New York, N. Y.
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No
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to improve any singing
or Bpeaking voice at least 100% .
Write for
wonderful voice book —sent free. Learn WHY yoo
can now have the voice yoa want. No literature
sent to anyone under 17 unless signed by parent.
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Make money in advertising. Prepare quickly during spare
time. Also earn while you learn. No experience necessary.
New easy method. Nothing else like it. Send at once for
free booklet
"Win Success in Advertising'*, and full

—

particulars.

No obligation.

Page-Davis School of Advertising
3601 Michigan Ave., Dept. 4437, Chicago, U.
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effect

ple

(reported

considerably

interested

in

Gertrude Lawrence since that English
broadcast came over under the sponsorship
of an oil company), succeed in signing
Miss Lawrence for radio here? Your guess
Will Douglas Fairis as good as mine.
banks Jr. come back to America to do some
pictures then?
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Free booklet describes most complete song service ever
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Would You Be Happy? Watch Your

BLONDES

Colors!

Continued from page 27
for Loretta, on account of her blue eyes,
and rose pink with blue is nattering for

evening."
"Loretta,
doesn't

like

however,
insists
that
she
orange or henna and never

wears yellow, but agrees that she

feels well
the other selections.
If she
would wear orange, which is
warm and vitalizing, those who complain
that Loretta is lovely but cold, would lose
the argument
in

all

"Janet Gaynor never looked lovelier in
her life than she did when she wore a turquoise evening gown one night at the Mayfair," declares Mrs. Kalmus.
"Janet should
wear soft tones of green, too, and various
browns with pink, and sometimes the softer
shades of rose."
Janet, you know, has red hair and brown
eyes.
But the little star has decided ideas
on her own color psychology. "I like blue
because when I wear it I feel harmonious.
There's something definitely 'me' about
blue," she tells me.
"I never wear green.
I don't
care for red, unless it's bright
Chinese red, and I seldom wear that. For
evening I like pale yellow or peach.
I
didn't care much for that turquoise gown
and I didn't have a very good time wearing
it.
I like golden brown, though— I like
most browns.
One of my favorite costumes is a yellow pajama set with a golden
brown corduroy coat and yellow sox."

"Blue

the most universally becoming
color to all types," smiles Mrs. Kalmus,
"but individuals who wear it constantly
are not as mentally alert as they would
be
if they wore other colors
in combination
or rotation.
It's a cool color and has the
greatest sedative effect of all colors."
It may be that Janet, who is
not as
happy as her friends wish she could be,
might try wearing green, which is a peaceful,

is

restful

and brings tranquillity.
she might select a rosy pink
frock and get the vibrations of love and
happiness therefrom.
The Technicolor expert selects Mae West
as the one person in pictures who can carry
off plain black or white!
With her very
fair hair, her creamy skin, and
that amazingly vivid personality of hers, colors
are
superfluous.
"Rhinestones and glittery
things are hers because she can carry them
off, whereas with most girls
they detract
and harden," points out Mrs. Kalmus.
"Black is an absorption of all color and
It s de P ressin S and it's negative.
l¥
Most women should avoid it. It's only a
woman like Mae West who can afford to
disregard its destructive properties.
"Of course, if you wear a great deal
of gay color for sports and evening,
and
have a number of brightly colored negligees
and house dresses, you may occasionally
put on a black dress for street wear, if you
lighten it with a white collar or a flower;
then it may rest you rather than depress
you.
But don't wear it every day."
Mae West very wisely wears chiefly
black and white one or the other often
with brilliants as trimming.
She never
puts on pastel shades or any figured materials.
Once in a great while she uses
a touch of solid color on her black or white
outfits
one new addition to her wardrobe
in which she feels especially fit, has touches'
of red— but these are not blotches,
just
touches.
color,

Or perhaps

—

red, but perhaps in a neutral shade with
red as trimming to put on while resting.
"White is not a color, but it can become any color or all colors. It reflects
the most light, and its introduction into a
color sublimates that color.
For example,
red the color of love becomes more idealistic as white transforms it into pink."
Ann Harding, who is fairer even than
Mae, and whose eyes are blue rather than
hazel, would be dressed in rust to bring
out that blue, if our color authority were
doing it.
"But she could wear blues, especially
the more vivacious tones," Mrs. Kalmus
decides, "and yellows would be excellent

—

for her."

Blue
she

is

recommended

for

Ann, because

often too "mentally alert" for her
peace of mind. Ann wears it, though, but
not frequently; her taste runs to the rust,
is

this

times when she is in need of
strength or when her vitality is at a lower
ebb than usual.
If she wears black too
often, without changing to white or using
the touch of bright color, it would be well
for her to have a gay negligee
not solid
at

—

your

into

hair!
BLONDE hair,

demands speThat's why thousands of
blondes shampoo their hair only with Blondex,
the shampoo created especially for them. They
know it not only helps prevent darkening, but
also keeps the hair light, sparkling, and golden.
Safely brings back the beautiful sheen and lustre
that made blonde hair so attractive. It is
approved by the Good Housekeeping Institute.
Blondex is a powdery shampoo that bubbles instantly into a rich, creamy lather. At all drug and
like silk chemises,

treatment.

cial

department stores

in

two

sizes

— $1.00 and

25(5.

browns

and yellows recommended, but
orange makes her physically ill.
"I think my dislike of orange traces back
to childhood, when, as the daughter of an
army officer, I was moved from army post
to army post, never having any feeling of
roots.
Usually my room had loud, aggressive
lent

colors in it with a particularly vioshade of orange predominating or else
it
happened that the orange-hued rooms
stuck in my memory.
Anyway, I hated
them
I hated the constant change, and
I hated leaving my friends," remembers

—

!

Ann.
"I don't remember being ill at sight of
the color until I had grown up, but now
I get that way when there's too much of it
around and I associate the feeling with that
early childish woe of moving."

Dolores Del Rio is designated as the
only girl in pictures who can wear red
"But it would be better for her health to
wear red accessories, or have red combined
with some neutral color," observes Mrs.
Kalmus. "Red should be used like a sauce
on food, as seasoning and not for diet. Red
is stimulating but too much of it destroys,
just as fire warms but can also burn.
No
slender person should wear too solid red.
"If I were dressing Dolores, I should put
her in coral, because that would flatter her
dark hair and eyes and skin, but I might
also use all the range of tints that go from
coral down the scale.
It would be well
for her to use delicate blue combined with
coral, or to wear turquoise accessories with
it*
"I adore red," agrees the Mexican star,
"and I like gold and green, too. I suppose
because I am Latin I do not care so much
for pastels, but I would wear coral, yes.

ASTROLOGY
Reading 251*
If you are interested in Astrology,
you may receive a 100 0-word Zodiac
reading for only 25 cents. This reading discusses your tendencies in relation to your occupation, heelth, talents, love emotions, marriage and

partnership.
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coin or stamps, for your reading. In
addition you will also receive a palmistry chart free of charge. Whether or
not you believe in Astrology, you will
find this reading based on your sign

FREE

of the Zodiac interesting and entertaining. Money refunded if not satis-

Address YOGI ALPHA, Box
1411, Dept. 906, San Diego, Calif.
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fied.

Palmistry Chart
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It is a

good

idea.

though, because
tion.

I

feel

confidence

"When

it

I

feci best of all

gives

me

in red,

great stimula-

proud and beautiful

1

;

have

I

was little, I went much to the
Mexico, where bright colors shine
I was very religious and I was
in the altars.
always happy in the little church. Bright
colors reminded me of it, or perhaps it is
merely the Latin in me, as I say, that makes
me love primary colors.
"The one I do not like at all is purple.
It depresses me.
If it is in the room, I
must leave. I never let them put it on me
for the screen.
Why do I dislike it? I
have not thought before, but now that I
church

1

in

.

consider I believe it is because purple is
the color of thunder.
All my life I have,
been afraid of thunder. In Mexico we have
terrible thunderstorms.
When I was a
child I cried and hid in the closet when the
lightning was flashing and the thunder roaring, and when I grew older I cried and
wished I could hide in the closet. Yes, it
is of thunderstorms and trouble that purple

reminds me."
According to the expert

it

is

no wonder

that purple distresses Dolores.
Violet,
lavender, and purple belong only to the very
fair-skinned individual.
Aside from the
psychological reaction, violet or' purple as
a color is a direct complement of yellow,
and persons having a sallow complexion,
or a skin that is. dark rather, than fair,
It. will make the
find the color trying.
skin appear more sallow.
Jean Harlow, a youthful blonde, "should
react to yellows, perhaps going 'all 'the" way
from pale lemon yellow to brown,'- is Mrs.
Kalmus' opinion.
"Yellow is a good color for young- girls
and is at its best for the slim, figure,'' she
explains.
"It should stimulate. J^ean.";
«
"I
It does, admits the platinum'-M^rfde:
wear yellow or white nearly always," says
Jean. "I suppose I like yellow because it's
the color of the sun, and I love being outdoors. Sunshine uplifts me. I prefer white
for evening, because I think it's ideal for
formal wear it's a personality intenser
"But I like navy blue or black for the
street.
I feel out of place in light clothes
for shopping; dark ones make me feel better groomed.
I don't wear brown, but I
have no prejudice against it. I just don't

.

'

'

-

"

;

!

'

Impressive array of talent! Above, Helen Morgan, Lee Tracy, David Holt,
and Helen Mack, who are fellow troupers in a new production. You'll
notice that Helen Mack has gone blonde, and with very attractive results,
it seems to us.' What do you think?

'

happen
Jean

;

'

-'

|
-

to

buy brown things."

entitled to her feeling about dark
clothes for the street, but Mrs. Kalmus
warns that if she has been in the habit of
wearing blues, she will add to her vitality
by changing to another solid color this
year.
is

"Remember that if you have been using
a great deal of one solid color, a' definite
change the next season will do you good,"
she points out.
"If you have worn dark
blue, use either dark green or dark brown
as your solid color next season.
If you've
been wearing black and can't afford to put
it aside, break up its depressing vibrations
by adding accessories a red bag, bracelet,
or pin; a vari-colored scarf and purse; a
flower, buttons or collar."
Another devotee of black and white is
Kay Francis, who insists that she never
feels as well in anything else.
But she shouldn't wear it, the expert
decrees
Kay has dark hair and blue eyes,
and should go in for peach, apricot, and
yellow; for Copenhagen blue and golden

—

!

browns.

"But I can't bear Copenhagen blue !" cries
Kay. "Travis Banton is always trying to
get me to wear baby blue, or very pale
shades, and the only blue I like at all is
navy.
Yes, I like apricot, peach, and yellow, but I don't wear them often. I wear
!"
white or I wear black
Which is very unwise of Warner's best-

Frances Drake, above, steps
out of the camera's range to
improve her make-up for an
important scene.

dressed woman of the screen, according to
our authority.
"In selecting clothes for street wear, it's
well to dress in contrast to the climate or
the weather as far as color goes," suggests
Mrs. Kalmus.
"The purpose of color is
to emphasize your personality. If you dress
in warm colors on a warm day, you won't
appear as pleasing as one who dresses in
soft blues, greens, dull tans, orchids, beiges,
and modifications of these tones.
"In cold or cloudy weather, if you wear
salmon, orange, pink, russet, ecru or lemon,
you'll seem to be better poised and more
interesting than if you wore cooler colors.
"It is clear that alternating black and
white will not give you these advantages."
Heather Angel, of the dark brown eyes

and dark brown hair, has a sentimental
fondness for white, because she wore it at
her very first grown-up party when she
had a "perfectly darling" time, and again
at her personal appearance after her first
starring picture in England, when she felt
that all her dreams had come true.

"But when
dress

shades

I can't wear white, I like to
green," she adds, "lovely cool
or that inspiring hunter's green."

in

Which is quite correct, according to our
authority, except that she should also go
in for pinks.
That English newcomer

to

Hollywood,

Barnes, who made such a hit in
"The Private Life of Henry VIII," has

Binnie

dark auburn hair and gray eyes.
Among the colors chosen for her are the
various blues, which is fortunate for Binnie
because she is never happy unless blue is

somewhere around.
"Oh, heavens

shown

to

her

!"

she cried

Universal

when she was
dressing-room.

"We'll have to get some blue curtains or
covers or something in here!"
Any shade of blue appeals to Binnie, from
the deep sapphires, which she loves, to the
forget-me-not tints, from navy to turquoise.
"I know blue isn't flattering at night,"
she admits, "but somehow I like to wear it.
It gives me a comfortable feeling.
All the
flowers in my garden in England are blue.
"If I should wear yellows and browns
in order to get the best out of life, I'll have
a try at them, of course, but oh, there's
!"
nothing like blue

Binnie could do as Mrs. Kalmus advises
and wear plaids or stripes or figured designs to add other colors to her favorite
shade.

"A hat lighter than the dress tends to increase your height,
while one darker
shortens the figure," she explains. "Vertical
stripes tend to increase height, but don't
wear too pronounced stripes if you are very
short, or the effect will be merely to call
attention to your lack of inches. Horizontal
stripes add to the apparent width and take
off from the height, but diagonal stripes
and plaids have a tendency to give form
to the straight figure and accentuate curves
where curves exist."-
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PEAKS! Slender, but a marvel of endurance and
energy, Miss Georgia Engelhard says: "When people tell me of being tired out, or
lacking 'pep,' I don't know of better advice to give than, 'Get a lift with a Camel.' "
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response in your flow of energy!

this

Miss Georgia Engelhard, champion woman mountain climber,

short climb of the goal,

knows what

thought,

it is

to

need energy.

quickly. In light of the recent

.

sci-

above the timber

Then

I
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can't
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within a
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have
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and smoke a
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